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A complete collation of 1619 Greek minuscule manuscripts of John 18 
now supplements the previously completed papyri and majuscule 
manuscript data for the International Greek New Testament Project 
(IGNTP).  The full data were evaluated towards selecting minuscules to 
represent the manuscript tradition for the forthcoming Editio Critica Maior 
critical text and apparatus.  Collaboration between the IGNTP and the 
Institut für neutestamentliche Textforschung (INTF) also allowed a 
comparison with data collected by the INTF.  The same manuscripts were 
used by both, but the nature of the data was different, with the IGNTP’s 
total variation in John 18 and the INTF’s sampled variation in John 1-10.   
 
The results easily confirm prior known groups of manuscripts, and 
suggest samples to represent other groups.  The total variation of John 
18 initially suggested a much higher uniformity of manuscripts than the 
sampled variation.  Deeper examination revealed consistency between 
both sets of data: the large majority of manuscripts do have a uniform 
text, and it is easy to represent them with a small selection of both 
readings and manuscripts, while the minority of more divergent 
manuscripts are evident from either well-sampled or total variation, and 
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This thesis arose from a unique opportunity to combine the two 
contemporary efforts to create a comprehensive critical apparatus for the 
Greek New Testament.  The International Greek New Testament Project 
(IGNTP) had published a critical apparatus for the Gospel of Luke and had 
moved on to the Gospel of John.  The Institut für neutestamentliche 
Textforschung (INTF) had begun publishing the Editio Critica Maior (ECM), 
a critical text and apparatus for the Catholic Letters, with long term plans 
for the rest of the New Testament.  After working separately for several 
decades, initial discussions towards collaboration were held in November 
1997 when Barbara Aland and Klaus Wachtel of the INTF attended the 
annual meeting of the North American Committee of the IGNTP, also 
attended by David Parker of  the IGNTP British Committee.  Further 
discussions were held at the Second Birmingham Colloquium on the 
Textual Criticism of the New Testament in April 1999, attended by several 
IGNTP and INTF members.  A particularly fruitful challenge by Barbara 
Aland to the IGNTP was accepted by David Parker, leading to the initiation 
of The Principio Project on the Gospel of John at the University of 
Birmingham in September 2000.  At that point, I had been working for a 
decade on the minuscule manuscripts for IGNTP John, and was graciously 




The collaboration between the IGNTP and INTF continued with an October 
2000 agreement in principle to utilize both INTF and IGNTP resources for 
the Gospel of John volume.  For the next 5 years, each group continued 
working on its own John data (that would eventually be published 
separately in the Text und Textwert series) while sharing resources and 
technical expertise, and building joint methods for future work.  In 2005 a 
formal agreement was reached that the IGNTP Gospel of John volume 
would also be the ECM volume, utilizing principles, methods, and the 
design established by the INTF, yet applied and continuously developed 
jointly.  From 2005 to 2007, several INTF members were added to the 
IGNTP Committee.  The ongoing and future collaboration between the 
INTF and IGNTP was sealed in 2006 when the INTF communicated that its 
timeline to complete the ECM could not be achieved without further 
collaboration, and there was a firm statement by the IGNTP to extend 
participation in the ECM past the Gospel of John, continuing with the 
Pauline corpus. 
 
A critical text and apparatus for a New Testament book requires attention 
to far more than the Greek manuscripts of the book.  Crucial evidence 
exists in the early and extensive translations of the book, and of its 
quotations in other writings.  The IGNTP has sub-teams in place to 
prepare the evidence from the most important early translations, those 
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into Latin, Syriac, Coptic, and Gothic.  A comprehensive collection has 
been gathered of the citations of John in other writings during the first 
five centuries of its existence.  My own work, though, and this thesis, is 
focused on the Greek manuscript evidence, and specifically on the 
minuscule manuscripts.  It was always the intent for the apparatus to 
include the evidence of almost all the early but less numerous 
manuscripts, those categorized as papyrus or majuscule manuscripts, 
dated to the first nine centuries of the history of the Gospel of John.  The 
later minuscule manuscripts, dating from the ninth century through the 
initial use of printed texts, while not inherently less important, are too 
numerous to include in total, thus must be represented with a selection. 
 
The minuscules have always been treated with considerable value by both 
the IGNTP and the INTF.  In the 1948 conference of American scholars at 
the University of Chicago that is often considered the kickoff of the North 
American IGNTP effort, Kenneth Clark positioned the minuscule evidence 
in the overall picture:  “While the earlier witnesses are all too rare for our 
purposes,” Clark said, “the later ones are a multitude.  While most of the 
earlier manuscripts have been studied, the mass of later ones has been 
largely neglected.  Whereas we devoutly wish for more discoveries within 
the earlier period, we are buried under the weight of our resources in the 
later.  At the present time our primary need is not more cursive 
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manuscripts, but more knowledge of those we have.”1  In fact, as will be 
discussed in detail in chapter two, a substantial portion of the preparation 
time for the critical apparatus of both the IGNTP and INTF involved the 
evaluation of the minuscule manuscripts. 
 
The minuscule evidence available to us in the critical apparatus of 
contemporary editions of John is sparse.  The Nestle-Aland Novum 
Testamentum Graece, 27th revised edition, in John consistently cites the 
majority text, with a special siglum, and cites Family 1 (1, 118, 131, 209, 
1582, et al.), Family 13 (13, 69, 124, 174, 230, 346, 543, 788, 826, 828, 
983, 1689, 1709, et al.), and their component manuscripts individually 
when they differ from their own family and the majority text.2  Otherwise, 
only the seven minuscules 33, 565, 579, 700, 892, 1241, and 1424 are 
consistently cited for the full, but still incomplete, apparatus; one 
additional minuscule, 28, is cited for the inscription to John; two 
additional minuscules (264 and 1071) are cited for variant readings in the 
pericope adultera in John 7:53-8:11; and I found seven additional 
minuscules (61, 64, 185, 472, 485, 2145, and 2768) cited for one 
                                                          
1 Kenneth W. Clark, “The Manuscripts of the Greek New Testament”, p. 4. 
2 Barbara Aland et al., Novum Testamentum Graece, pp. 55*-59*.  This 
edition is commonly referred to as the Nestle-Aland or NA text.  The 
minuscule manuscripts are referred to by a simple arabic number, 
assigned by the INTF.  The official list and cross-reference to specific 




occasional reading somewhere in the apparatus.  The apparatus of minor 
readings provided in Appendix II adds no additional minuscules. 
 
The United Bible Society’s Greek New Testament, 4th revised edition, 
presents many fewer variant passages, but for those passages intends to 
present “the complete range of extant variant readings from a sufficient 
and representative number of witnesses to provide a faithful reflection of 
the whole manuscript tradition of the text”.3  This apparatus in John also 
consistently cites the majority text, Family 1, Family 13, all seven 
minuscules that the Nestle-Aland consistently cites (33, 565, 579, 700, 
892, 1241, and 1424), plus an additional 12 minuscules:  28, 157, 180, 
205, 597, 1006, 1010, 1071, 1243, 1292, 1342, and 1505.  I found 
citations of four other minuscules only in cases where that minuscule 
provided the only Greek manuscript evidence for a reading.  Two 
additional minuscules, 225 and 1333, are cited for their positioning of the 
pericope adultera, John 7:53-8:11, and 225 is cited again along with 
1195 for variations in the verse order in 18:13-24.  The minuscule 249 is 
cited for a reading in 14:14. 
 
A different approach to an apparatus of John was taken by Reuben 
Swanson, in his continuing series New Testament Greek Manuscripts, who 
                                                          
3 Barbara Aland et al., The Greek New Testament, p. 1*.  This edition is 
commonly referred to as the UBS text. 
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cited full evidence from 17 minuscules.4  Three of these are Family 1 (1, 
118, 1582), five are cited as Family 13 (13, 69, 124, 788, 1346 [sic]) and 
five are consistently cited in Nestle-Aland (33, 565, 579, 700, 1424).  Of 
the remaining four minuscules, three are consistently cited in the UBS 
apparatus (28, 157, 1071).  Thus Swanson added one minuscule, 2, to 
the evidence already primarily available in the Nestle-Aland and UBS 
texts.   
 
The goal of this thesis is to document the selection of the minuscules for 
the ECM Gospel of John apparatus.  Initially the methods used for the 
selection of minuscules for the previous IGNTP and ECM volumes will be 
described and examined.  Next the full evidence from all available Greek 
manuscripts of John chapter 18 will be presented. Since the John 18 data 
is also being prepared for a companion volume to the current John Text 
und Textwert volume, the data and summaries will be presented similarly 
to that format.  Both sets of Text und Textwert John data will then be 
utilized for the selection of minuscules. 
                                                          
4 Reuben Swanson, John, pp. vii-viii.  Swanson’s identification of 1346 is 




Chapter 2  




The two contemporary endeavors to produce a critical apparatus for New 
Testament books have each developed a method for selecting the 
manuscripts to be included in the apparatus.  Each method picked sample 
passages from its text, examined every manuscript in the sample 
passages, and developed criteria to select manuscripts from evaluated 
results.  Both methods are summarized below. 
 
Text und Textwert 
 
The Novum Testamentum Graecum Editio Critica Maior (ECM) is the 
critical text and apparatus published by the Institut für neutestamentliche 
Textforschung (INTF) at the Westfälischen Wilhelms-Universität Münster.1  
Installments of the Catholic Letters were published from 1997-2005, and 
volumes for Acts and other books are in preparation. 
 
Underlying the selection of the Greek continuous text manuscripts for the 
ECM is the method that I will refer to as the Text und Textwert (TuT) 
method, set forth in the five volumes of the Text und Textwert der 
Griechischen Handschriften des Neuen Testaments, also published by the 
                                                          




INTF.2  The five volumes, respectively, examine the Catholic Letters, the 
Pauline Letters, Acts, the Synoptic Gospels, and the Gospel of John.  The 
Apocalypse will be treated in a future sixth volume. 
 
The TuT method for a given New Testament book began by making a 
selection of test passages within the book.  Every available Greek 
manuscript was collated for all test passages and an apparatus of the 
results was formed. 
 
Table 2.1 displays the number of manuscripts and test passages 
examined in the Text und Textwert volume for each New Testament book. 
 
  
                                                          












Matthew           1,757     64 
Mark              1,756    196 
Luke              1,787     54 
John              1,763    153 
Acts                550    104 
Romans              742     47 
1 Corinthians       742     59 
2 Corinthians       742     26 
Galatians           742     17 
Ephesians           742     18 
Philippians         742     11 
Colossians          742     10 
1 Thessalonians     742      5 
2 Thessalonians     742      4 
1 Timothy           742      9 
2 Timothy           742      5 
Titus               742      3 
Philemon            742      4 
Hebrews             742     33 
James               552     25 
1 Peter             552     13 
2 Peter             552     14 
1 John              552     23 
2 John              552      7 
3 John              552      5 




The TuT method itself does not depend on including every manuscript, 
that is, in theory the method could be applied to a subset of manuscripts.  
In practice, though, every available manuscript was included, so that the 
numbers cited in Table 2.1 are essentially all known, extant manuscripts. 
 
On the other hand, the outcome of the method does depend heavily on 
the test passages selected.  While the rationale for the selection in the 
TuT volumes was not explained, several characteristics may be observed 
from examination of the passages.  Clearly, passages were selected with 
known and usually significant variation.  The variation included at least 
two readings that were grammatically correct and logically possible.  
Importantly, passages seem to have been selected where the majority of 
manuscripts differed from the older text, as represented by the 
Nestle-Aland text of the time, or from older representatives of the text. 
 
The resulting apparatus provided the material for several types of 
evaluative summaries of the manuscripts.  The selection of test passages 
and the evaluation of manuscripts will be further discussed in the 
application to John 18 in Chapters 3 and 4 below; the discussion here is 





The ECM is currently available in volumes for the Catholic Letters.  The 
manuscripts selected for these volumes are based on the Text und 
Textwert volumes for the Catholic Letters.  As shown in the ECM James 
volume,1 there were 552 Greek continuous text manuscripts collated at 
98 test passages spread across the seven Catholic Letters, from James to 
Jude.  The number of test passages per book was somewhat proportional 
to the length of the book, but the numbers were small, and all evaluation 
of the manuscripts for the Catholic Letters was based on the 98 total 
passages, that is, an evaluation of passages by book was not attempted. 
 
The Introduction to the ECM James volume2 refers to the 522 of the 552 
manuscripts that have a complete or significant amount of the text.  Of 
these 522 manuscripts, 372 attest the Majority text in at least 90% of the 
test passages in which they are extant.  The remaining 150 manuscripts, 
which differ from the Majority text in more than 10% of the passages, 
were selected for inclusion in the ECM.  In addition, a number of 
manuscripts from the 372 were included to represent the Byzantine text, 
and some of the 30 fragmentary manuscripts were included.  The total 
number of Greek continuous text manuscripts included in the ECM for 
James was 182. 
 
                                                          
1 ECM Catholic Letters, volume IV Part 2, pp. B5-B8. 
2 ECM Catholic Letters, volume IV Part 1, p. 12*. 
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The pertinent summary of differences from the Majority Text for the 
Catholic Letters, the table Abweichungen vom Mehrheitstext3 , includes 
552 manuscripts.  However, six of these manuscripts did not have text 
extant at any of the 98 test passages, and an additional 24 fragmentary 
manuscripts were extant at fewer than 20 of the test passages, leaving 
522 manuscripts extant at 20 or more test passages.  This table counts 
agreements with the Nestle-Aland text, even when it agrees with the 
Majority Text, as differences from the Majority Text, thus showing only 18 
manuscripts which differ from the Majority Text in 10% or fewer of the 
test passages; only four of these 18 were extant in 10 or more test 
passages.  Thus this list was not used to select manuscripts for the ECM. 
 
The decision to count all agreements with the Nestle-Aland text as 
disagreements with the Majority Text was reversed in later TuT volumes.  
Table 2.2 lists the 182 manuscripts included in the ECM James volume 
showing their percentage agreement with the Majority Text (including 
where the Majority Text agreed with the Nestle-Aland text).  Of the 182 
manuscripts, three were unknown at the time of the TuT volume (P100, 
0316, and 2818), two did not have a readable text accessible at that time 
(252 and 1799), and six did not have readings extant at any of the 98 
test passages (P9, P20, 093, 0116, 0206, and 0247).  16 manuscripts 
had at least 90% agreement with the Majority Text:  three of these were 
                                                          
3 Text und Textwert, volume 9, pp. 394-398. 
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extant at less than five test passages (P54, 0209, and 0246); eight 
represented a nearly pure Majority Text, with agreement at least 96.9% 
(049, 1, 18, 35, 319, 424, 607, and 2423) and five were selected for 
other reasons (018, 020, 180, 330, and 1251).  The remaining 155 
manuscripts had less than 90% agreement with the Majority Text, 
although 10 of these had fewer than four test passages (P23, P78, P81, 




Table 2.2:  Manuscripts included in the ECM volumes showing percentage agreement 























   
X 
   
0 0 - 
P20 X 
      
0 0 - 
P23 X 
      
2 0 0.0 
P54 X 
      




   
X 38 5 13.2 
P74 X X X X X X X 10 1 10.0 
P78 
      




     
2 0 0.0 
P100 X 
      
NA 
  01 X X X X X X X 98 24 24.5 
02 X X X X X X X 98 23 23.5 
03 X X X X X X X 98 10 10.2 
04 X X X X 
 
X X 66 14 21.2 
018 X X X X X X X 97 90 92.8 
020 X X X X X X X 98 90 91.8 
025 X X X X X X X 90 55 61.1 
044 X X X X X X X 97 29 29.9 
048 X X X X X X 
 
18 5 27.8 
049 X X X X X X X 97 93 95.9 
056 X 
      




     
0 0 




     
2 0 0.0 
0166 X 
      
0 0 
 0173 X 
      









    
4 4 100.0 
0232 
    
X 
  
3 0 0.0 
0245 
   
X 
   
1 0 0.0 
0246 X 
      




    
0 0 
 0251 
     




     
1 0 0.0 
0296 
   
X 
   
2 1 50.0 
0316 
      
X NA 
  1 X X X X X X X 98 94 95.9 
5 X X X X X X X 98 54 55.1 
6 X X X X X X X 98 64 65.3 























33 X X X X X X X 83 24 28.9 
35 X X X X X X X 98 95 96.9 
38 X 
      
94 84 89.4 
43 X X X X X X X 97 86 88.7 
61 X X X X X X X 97 67 69.1 
69 X X X X X X X 89 75 84.3 
81 X X X X X X X 98 37 37.8 
88 X X X X X X X 97 71 73.2 
93 X X X X X X X 98 76 77.6 
94 X X X X X X X 98 74 75.5 
104 X X X X X X X 94 66 70.2 
180 X X X X X X X 97 88 90.7 
181 X X X X X X X 96 79 82.3 
197 X 
      
19 17 89.5 
206 X X X X X X X 75 44 58.7 
218 X X X X X X X 97 72 74.2 
252 X X X X X X X NA 
  254 X X X X X X X 98 68 69.4 
307 X X X X X X X 98 69 70.4 
312 X 
      
98 87 88.8 
319 X X X X X X X 96 93 96.9 
321 X X X X X X X 98 78 79.6 
322 X 
      
98 34 34.7 
323 X X X X X X X 98 34 34.7 
326 X X X X X X X 95 71 74.7 
330 X X X X X X 
 
97 89 91.8 
365 X X X X X X X 75 66 88.0 
378 X X X X X X X 98 66 67.3 
398 X X X X X X X 97 68 70.1 
400 X X X X X X X 95 85 89.5 
424 X X X X X X X 97 96 99.0 
429 X X X X X X X 98 64 65.3 
431 X X X X X X X 98 78 79.6 
436 X X X X X X X 98 48 49.0 
442 X X X X X X X 98 49 50.0 
453 X X X X X X X 97 67 69.1 
456 X 
      
98 88 89.8 
459 X X X X X X X 98 78 79.6 
467 X X X X X X X 95 77 81.1 
468 X X X X X X X 98 87 88.8 























607 X X X X X X X 97 95 97.9 
614 X X X X X X X 89 48 53.9 
617 X X X X X X X 98 88 89.8 
621 X X X X X X X 96 52 54.2 
623 X X X X X X X 96 48 50.0 
629 X X X X X X X 92 52 56.5 
630 X X X X X X X 98 52 53.1 
631 X 
      
88 76 86.4 
642 X X X X X 
 
X 98 72 73.5 
643 X 
      
86 77 89.5 
665 X X X X X X X 85 66 77.6 
676 X 
      
98 86 87.8 
720 X X X X X X X 90 68 75.6 
808 X X X X X X X 97 69 71.1 
876 X X X X X X X 97 75 77.3 
915 X X X X X X X 98 70 71.4 
918 X X X X X X X 98 69 70.4 
945 X X X X X X X 98 47 48.0 
996 X X X X X X X 98 82 83.7 
999 X 
      
98 88 89.8 
1066 X 
      
70 61 87.1 
1067 X X X X X X X 97 47 48.5 
1127 X X X X X X X 97 68 70.1 
1175 X X X X X X X 98 56 57.1 
1241 X X X X X X X 91 21 23.1 
1243 X X X X X X X 97 28 28.9 
1251 X 
      
97 91 93.8 
1270 X X X X X X X 97 79 81.4 
1292 X X X X X X X 98 52 53.1 
1297 X X X X X X X 97 79 81.4 
1359 X X X X X X X 97 70 72.2 
1367 X 
      
98 87 88.8 
1390 X 
      
97 86 88.7 
1409 X X X X X X X 98 52 53.1 
1448 X X X X X X X 97 65 67.0 
1490 X X X X X X X 98 76 77.6 
1501 X X X X X X X 98 81 82.7 
1505 X X X X X X X 98 39 39.8 
1509 X 
      
97 86 88.7 
1523 
   
X X X X 45 28 62.2 























1563 X X X X X X X 97 71 73.2 
1595 X X X X X X X 97 80 82.5 
1598 X 
      
97 79 81.4 
1609 X X X X X X X 97 85 87.6 
1611 X X X X X X X 97 46 47.4 
1661 X X X X X X X 98 83 84.7 
1678 X X X X X X X 98 65 66.3 
1718 X X X X X X X 97 69 71.1 
1729 X X X X X X X 98 86 87.8 
1735 X X X X X X X 98 42 42.9 
1739 X X X X X X X 98 19 19.4 
1751 X X X X X X X 98 81 82.7 
1765 X 
      
97 75 77.3 
1799 X X X X X X X NA 
  1827 X X X X X X X 98 81 82.7 
1831 X X X X X X X 97 76 78.4 
1832 X X X X X X X 97 76 78.4 
1836 
   
X X X X 34 25 73.5 
1837 X X X X X X X 97 72 74.2 
1838 X X X X X X X 94 65 69.1 
1840 X 
      
95 84 88.4 
1842 X X X X X X X 98 77 78.6 
1844 
   
X X X X 46 29 63.0 
1845 X X X X X X X 98 68 69.4 
1846 X 
  
X X X X 36 13 36.1 
1848 X X X 
    
50 43 86.0 
1850 X 
      
98 88 89.8 
1852 X X X X X X X 95 23 24.2 
1853 X 
      
98 88 89.8 
1874 X X X X X X X 98 88 89.8 
1875 X X X X X X X 92 77 83.7 
1881 
 
X X X X X X 73 19 26.0 
1890 X X X X X X X 97 72 74.2 
1893 X 
      
89 79 88.8 
2080 X 
      
98 88 89.8 
2138 X X X X X X X 90 39 43.3 
2147 X X X X X X X 98 62 63.3 
2180 X 
      
57 50 87.7 
2186 X X X X X X X 93 80 86.0 
2197 X 
      
98 68 69.4 
























      
98 84 85.7 
2243 X X X X X X X 97 78 80.4 
2298 X X X X X X X 98 43 43.9 
2344 X X X X X X X 95 32 33.7 
2374 X X X X X X X 97 64 66.0 
2412 X X X X X X X 98 50 51.0 
2423 X X X X X X 
 
98 97 99.0 
2464 X X X X X X X 82 36 43.9 
2492 X X X X X X X 93 66 71.0 
2494 X 
      
98 77 78.6 
2495 X 
      
97 41 42.3 
2523 X 
      
97 86 88.7 
2541 X X X X X X X 97 58 59.8 
2544 X X X X X X X 98 81 82.7 
2652 X X X X X X X 97 61 62.9 
2674 X 
      
96 86 89.6 
2718 X X X 
 
X X X 52 35 67.3 
2774 X X X X X X X 92 79 85.9 
2805 X X X X X X X 98 39 39.8 
2818 X X X X 
  
X NA 
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The Claremont Profile Method 
 
The International Greek New Testament Project (IGNTP) set out to 
provide a critical apparatus though not a critical text.  The IGNTP has 
published an apparatus for one New Testament book, The Gospel 
According to St. Luke, following which it turned to the Gospel of John.  A 
complete apparatus of the Greek papyri and majuscule manuscripts of 
John have been published, and work towards providing both a critical 
apparatus and text is in progress.4 
 
A significant number of the Greek continuous text manuscripts had been 
read in preparation for the Luke volume before the Claremont Profile 
Method (CPM) was developed to select the manuscripts for the apparatus.  
The CPM was described in two doctoral dissertations by the developers, 
Frederik Wisse and Paul McReynolds, and in a subsequent monograph by 
Wisse.5  The foundation of their work was the premise that the large 
majority of minuscule manuscripts belong to groups or families that could 
be established based on selections of their text and represented by a 
subset of the manuscripts.  The critical apparatus would adequately 
represent the manuscript tradition if it included representatives of the 
groups, plus those manuscripts that did not fall into definable groups. 
                                                          
4 See the List of References for the IGNTP Luke volume, the John papyri 
volume by Elliott and Parker, and the John majuscule volume by Schmid, 
Elliott and Parker. 
5 See the List of References for the dissertations by McReynolds (referred 
to hereafter as Claremont Profile Method) and Wisse and the monograph 




Many prior studies of groups of manuscripts had been based on 
demonstrating distinctive readings of the groups6.  Wisse and McReynolds 
observed the overlapping distinctiveness that had been claimed for some 
groups and the lack of distinctive readings for other groups, and proposed 
instead that a group could be defined by a profile of readings, distinct 
from other groups, whether the individual readings were distinct 
themselves or not.  The establishment of the group profiles, and 
subsequent evaluation of the groups, became the Claremont Profile 
Method. 
 
At the beginning of the work of Wisse and McReynolds, complete 
collations of about 200 manuscripts of Luke had been compiled for the 
IGNTP, including most of the majuscule manuscripts, 28 of which were 
nonfragmentary, and 163 minuscule manuscripts.  Collations of an 
additional 83 minuscules were available for use, making a total of 282 
manuscripts7.  For the most part, these manuscripts were those available 
in North America, either the original or photographs.  The manuscripts in 
North America are relatively sparse and random, and could not be 
considered representative of the tradition, but the photographic collection 
of the IGNTP had been built with the intent to include manuscripts known 
to be important or that represented previously described families or 
                                                          
6 Eldon Jay Epp, “The Claremont Profile Method”, p. 32. 
7 Wisse, Profile Method, p. 37, fn 10. 
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groups of manuscripts8.  In addition, some manuscripts of Luke had been 
read outside of North America and were added to the collection. 
 
The CPM method itself, similarly to the TuT method, can be applied to a 
subset of manuscripts.  As applied to Luke, certain restrictions were 
adopted, then every available manuscript within those restrictions was 
eventually included9.  However, the manuscripts were included in the 
method in stages, which affected the selection of test passages and, as 
with the TuT method, the outcome of the CPM method does depend on 
the test passages selected. 
 
The test passages for Luke were selected based on the complete collation 
of 282 manuscripts.10  A sample of three chapters, 1, 10, and 20, was 
picked, and all variation in these chapters was evaluated.  Readings were 
eliminated that were not grammatically correct or logically possible.  
Potential test passages were formed where there were only 2 distinct 
                                                          
8 Wisse, Profile Method, p. 35. 
9 Wisse profiled 1385 manuscripts, comprised of 34 majuscules and 1351 
minuscules.  Fragmentary manuscripts often did not contain enough text 
of chapters 1, 10, or 20 to include in the profiles.  This included all the 
papyri manuscripts; only P45 and P75 included any significant portion of 
the 3 chapters, both with parts of chapter 10.  A number of manuscripts 
were not included because their text was not available, due to loss, 
inaccessibility, or illegibility.  However, a number of manuscripts available 
on microfilm at the INTF were excluded because they were dated after 
the 15th century or contained a commentary text.  Manuscripts dated 
after the 15th century which had been collated for the initial IGNTP phase 
were retained in the profiles.  See Wisse, Profile Method, pp. 47-49. 
10 Wisse, Profile Method, p. 37, fn 10. 
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readings; if a variation unit contained more than 2 readings, it was 
divided into multiple test passages, each with 2 readings. 
 
The last stage in selecting a test passage was to test whether it was a 
group reading.  The manuscripts which had been assigned to groups in 
the massive work of von Soden11 were recorded by group for each 
potential test passage.  If a reading was supported by two-thirds or more 
of at least one group, but not all groups, the passage was confirmed as a 
test passage, otherwise the passage was eliminated.  Passages with a 
singular reading were thus eliminated.12  Based on the initial 282 
manuscripts, a total of 205 test passages in the three chapters were 
selected.  An additional 300 minuscules were collated in these 205 test 
passages, and each passage was re-evaluated for group membership, 
resulting in eliminating nine additional passages.13  A final count of 196 
                                                          
11 Hermann Freiherr von Soden, Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments.  
Wisse, Profile Method, p. 37, wrote that von Soden’s classification was 
used where no later group study was available, but only von Soden’s 
group assignments were recorded for the manuscripts, pp. 49-90. 
12 Wisse, Profile Method, pp. 38, 118.  Sub-singular readings, which 
apparently meant the support of 2-3 manuscripts, and readings which 
were supported by “Neutral” majuscules with negligible minuscule 
support, were also eliminated (pp. 39, 46). 
13 McReynolds, Claremont Profile Method, p. 12, fn 3.  Wisse, Profile 
Method, p. 42, wrote that readings which had initially been eliminated by 
not having support of any group with the 282 manuscripts were 
rechecked for group support after adding the additional 300 manuscripts, 
but no additional readings with group support were found. 
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test passages was selected based on 582 manuscripts, including 546 
minuscules.14 
 
With the test passages selected, the final step was to collate all remaining 
manuscripts in these passages.  Wisse added an additional 816 
manuscripts read from the INTF microfilm collection, for a total of 1385 
manuscripts in 196 passages.15 
 
Groups were defined quite simply.  A group reading was defined as a 
reading which had the support of two-thirds or more of the manuscripts in 
the group.16  A manuscript group had to have some readings where 
                                                          
14 McReynolds, Claremont Profile Method, pp. 5-6.  54 of the test 
passages came from chapter 1, 64 from chapter 10, and 78 from 
chapter 20.  Manuscripts which had not been grouped by von Soden could 
not be used to evaluate the group reading criterion.  McReynolds, pp. 
112-133, listed 545 minuscules which were used to select the test 
passages, 100 of which had not been classified to a group by von Soden, 
including all 57 minuscules numbered GA 2321or higher, of which only GA 
2585 seems to have been known at von Soden’s time.   
15 Wisse, Profile Method, p. v.  There is some discrepancy in the number 
of manuscripts included at the various stages; the numbers have been 
quoted as cited or listed in the dissertations or monograph, but do not 
always add up correctly.  Wisse, p. 37, wrote that he could not re-
evaluate previously eliminated test passages while adding the additional 
816 manuscripts, thus retaining the 196 passages selected from the initial 
582 manuscripts.  Some manuscripts were not extant in all 3 chapters, 
and were only profiled in 1 or 2 chapters. 
16 McReynolds, Claremont Profile Method, p. 9, defined a reading as a 
primary group reading if shared by two-thirds or more of the manuscripts 
of the group, a secondary group reading if shared by between one-half 
and two-thirds of the manuscripts, and anything else as a surplus 
reading; cf. Wisse, Profile Method, p. 40, although Wisse defined a 
secondary reading as having between one-third and two-thirds of the 
manuscripts in a group.  Secondary readings were only considered if they 
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two-thirds of the manuscripts agreed.  A manuscript group was defined 
by its profile of readings, both those readings unique to that group, if any, 
and shared with other groups.17  A group profile had to be different from 
the profile of every other group.18  A manuscript’s profile of readings was 
compared to each group profile and the manuscript was placed within the 
group to which it best conformed.19 
 
The initial groups were formed based on von Soden’s groupings.  If a 
manuscript did not fit within its initial group, or if it had not been 
classified by von Soden, it was compared to all other groups for the best 
fit.  Group readings and profiles could change as manuscripts were shifted 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
were primary readings for another group (McReynolds, p. 12).   Since 
each test passage only had two readings, either reading 1 was a primary 
reading, or reading 2 was primary, or both were surplus readings.  In 
practice, the Textus Receptus (TR) reading of Luke was always reading 1, 
and only reading 2 was evaluated as a group reading.  The choice of the 
TR or any base text does not affect a group’s profile, but it does affect 
counts of group readings if only divergences from the base are considered 
to be group readings. 
17 McReynolds, Claremont Profile Method, pp. 6, 9-10. 
18 McReynolds, Claremont Profile Method, pp. 10.  Wisse, Profile Method, 
p. 41, wrote that a group profile must differ from any other group profile 
at a minimum of two group readings per chapter.  Fewer differences 
between groups implied that they were sub-groups or clusters within a 
larger group. 
19 Wisse, Profile Method, pp. 40-41.  Wisse, p. 119, fn 7, wrote that an 
initial rule that a manuscript agreed with two-thirds of its group readings 
was dropped as unnecessary and inconsistent with the greater disparity 
shown by some groups.  McReynolds, Claremont Profile Method, p. 13, 
wrote that the assignment of a manuscript to a group came from the 
judgment built from working through the profiles and readings, and 
knowing which readings were of more value to particular groups.  See 
also Wisse, pp. 42-43.  Wisse also indicated that the group profile could 
be established on the basis of core manuscripts, while peripheral 
manuscripts also could form new subgroups. 
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in and out, and groups could even be disbanded.  This iterative process 
allowed corrections from the initial groupings and from interim choices of 
readings and groups.  Most of the manuscripts were thus assigned to 
groups, though a number did not match any profile, and were left 
unassigned.20 
 
Table 2.3 shows the CPM groups found in Luke.  There were 14 groups 
found, generally named traditionally or for the major manuscript found in 
the group:  B, Kr, Kx, M, Λ, Π, 1, 13, 16, 22, 291, 1167, 1216, and 1519.  
Three of these groups, M, Π, and 22, consisted entirely of related 
subgroups; two of these groups, Kr and Kx, contained core and peripheral 
manuscripts plus defined subgroups; and the remaining 9 groups 
consisted of core and peripheral manuscripts without any further 
subgroups.21  Table 2.3 lists the number of manuscripts identified for 
                                                          
20 Wisse, Profile Method, pp. 40-43; McReynolds, Claremont Profile 
Method, pp. 6, 9-13. 
21 The groups and subgroups are described in Wisse, Profile Method, pp. 
91-116.  Groups for the initial manuscripts profiled were described in 
McReynolds, Claremont Profile Method, pp. 15-91, conveniently 
summarized for the 545 minuscules on pp. 112-133, but these groups 
were adjusted after Wisse added another 816 manuscripts (Wisse, p. vi).  
The groups and subgroups were defined using the CPM criteria as 
described above, including a difference in the profile, that is, in the group 
readings per chapter.  Subgroups were generally called subgroups if they 
contained 10 or more manuscripts and called clusters if they contained 
fewer than 10 (Wisse, p. 51), although this was not strictly followed.  The 
group Kr had 16 subgroups containing 87 of its 221 manuscripts, and the 
group Kx had 29 subgroups containing 193 of its 734 manuscripts; these 
subgroups did not play a role in the selection of manuscripts for the 
apparatus, so are listed in Appendix I rather than in Table 2.3.  
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each group and subgroup, locating 1343 manuscripts within the 14 
groups.  There were an additional 435 manuscripts which did not match 
any group definition.  Of these, 225 were sufficiently separate from the Kx 
group to be considered non-Kx, but could not be identified with any other 
group.  There were 14 manuscript pairs and 22 clusters of manuscripts, 
but none reached group status; the remaining 89 non-Kx manuscripts 
could not be matched with other manuscripts and were called “mixed” 
manuscripts.  The last 210 manuscripts, from the 435 that did not match 
any group definition, were called “Kx mixed” because of their proximity to 
the Kx group. 
  
                                                                                                                                                                                    
McReynolds (pp. 16ff) and Wisse (p. 41) each give examples of previously 
identified groups which were confirmed or not by the CPM. 
 Table 2.3 lists 1343 manuscripts which belong to groups and 435 
which do not, for an apparent total of 1778 manuscripts, although only 
1385 manuscripts were profiled.  This discrepancy is due to some 
manuscripts being identified as belonging to different groups in 2 or all 3 
chapters, thus being counted in more than one group.  The assignment to 
groups by chapter will be further discussed below. 
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07, 011, 013, 027, 028, 030, 031, 032, 036, 037, 045, 047, 053, 
0211, 2, 21 , 28, 115, 123, 157, 158, 179, 229, 399, 461, 475, 
478, 544, 565, 669, 700, 1010, 1077, 1080, 1203, 1215, 1295, 
1338, 1342, 1347, 1351, 1352, 1392, 1443, 1452, 1542, 1691, 
2757 
M (021) M27 21 3 021, 27, 71, 1458 
 
Cl M10 5 1 1194 
 
Cl M350 3 0 
 
 
Cl M609 5 1 1220 
 
Cl M1386 8 0 
 
 
M106 13 1 2613 
 
Cl M159 3 1 443 
 
Cl M349 10 2 349, 1630 
 
Cl M651 3 0 
 
 
Cl M1195 6 1 1195 
 
Cl M1326 5 0 
 
 
Cl M1402 4 0 
 Λ (039) 
 
23 6 039, 161, 174, 230, 262, 1187 
Π (041) Π
a
 65 13 





 35 3 726, 1200, 1319 
 
Cl Π6 3 1 6 
 
Cl Π171 18 1 034 
 
Cl Π200 5 0 
 
 
Cl Π266 3 0 
 
 
Cl Π268 7 1 1223 
 
Cl Π278 3 1 1510 
 
Cl Π473 13 0 
 
 
Cl Π1441 5 1 1223 
1 
 
8 7 1, 118, 131, 205, 209, 1582, 2542 
13 
 
9 9 13, 69, 124, 346, 543, 788, 826, 828, 983 
16 
 
9 1 16 
22 22a 9 3 1005, 1365, 2372 
 






22 1 1242 
1216 
 
15 4 348, 477, 1216, 1579 
1519 
 






7, 60, 267, 343, 475, 517, 716, 827, 954, 1012,1229, 1424, 









04, 022, 024, 026, 027, 032, 033, 037, 038, 044, 0130, 0211, 5, 
28, 157, 179, 213, 372, 399, 472, 700, 713, 903, 1009, 1071, 





of mss Number and list of mss in IGNTP Luke 
K
x
 mixed text 
 
210 23 
09, 030, 040, 044, 0211, 2, 5, 115, 343, 472, 544, 577, 713, 
1009, 1010, 1215, 1242, 1347, 1443, 1510, 1604, 2757, 2766 
 
 
For the apparatus, the purpose of identifying the manuscript groups was 
to choose manuscripts, particularly the minuscules, that would be 
included in the apparatus to represent the range of the manuscript 
tradition.22  Table 2.4 lists the 197 manuscripts that were included in the 
Luke apparatus and the CPM group identification for each of the 3 
chapters.  Of the 155 manuscripts that were profiled in 2 or 3 chapters, 
115 had the same CPM grouping in all chapters, while 40 manuscripts had 
a different CPM grouping across chapters.  Some of these changes were 
trivial, for example 2 and 1347 changing from Kx mix to Kx across 
chapters, and some were unsurprising, such as 1443 and 2757 changing 
from Mix to Kx mix to Kx.  But some were quite surprising, such as 700 
and 1342 changing from Mix to B to Kx, and 565 changing from B to Kx.  
The selection of chapters 1, 10, and 20 was specifically made to check for 
potential block mixture across the book.23 
  
                                                          
22 Wisse, Profile Method, p. 7.  For both the ECM and the IGNTP 
apparatus, the manuscripts of the first 10 centuries are generally 
included, thus all the papyri and majuscules, so the selection process 
applies to the minuscules.  The IGNTP Luke volume did exclude the 
fragmentary majuscules 055, 078, 079, 0116, 0133, 0155, and 0212 
(IGNTP, Luke, p. ix). 




Table 2.4:  Manuscripts selected for IGNTP Luke with Claremont Profile 








P3 NA NA NA 0.0 
P4 NA NA NA 0.0 
P7 NA NA NA NA 
P42 NA NA NA NA 
P45 NA NA NA 20.0 
P69 NA NA NA NA 
P75 NA NA NA 8.3 
P82 NA NA NA NA 
01 B B B 7.6 
02 Πa Πa Πa 81.5 
03 B B B 1.9 
04 Mix Mix Mix 54.5 
05 B B B 32.1 
07 Kx Kx Kx 92.2 
09 Kxmix NA NA 87.5 
011 Kx Kx Kx 95.1 
013 Kx Kx Kx 92.6 
017 Πa Πa Πa 90.7 
019 B B B 14.8 
021 M27 M27 M27 96.3 
022 NA NA Mix 83.3 
024 NA NA Mix 88.2 
026 NA NA Mix 75.0 
027 Kx Kx Mix 66.7 
028 Kx Kx Kx 92.6 
029 NP NP NP 0.0 
030 Kxmix Kx Kxmix 96.3 
031 Kx Kx Kx 94.4 
032 B Kx Mix 64.8 
033 Mix Mix NA 76.1 
034 Π171 Π171 Π171 100.0 
036 Kx Kx Kx 96.3 
037 Mix Kx Kx 92.6 
038 Mix Mix Mix 72.2 
039 Λ Λ Λ 100.0 
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040 Kxmix B ΝΑ 12.5 
041 Πa Πa Πa 86.5 
044 B Kxmix Mix 70.4 
045 Kx Kx Kx 92.6 
047 Kx Kx Kx 93.9 
053 Kx ΝΑ ΝΑ 100.0 
063 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ 100.0 
070 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ 14.3 
0102 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ 66.7 
0108 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0113 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0115 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ 50.0 
0117 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0124 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0130 Mix ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0135 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ 83.3 
0139 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0147 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0171 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ 100.0 
0177 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0178 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0179 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0181 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0182 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0190 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0191 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0196 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0202 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0211 Kx Kxmix Mix 79.2 
0239 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0250 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ 100.0 
0253 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ 100.0 
0265 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0266 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
0267 ΝΑ ΝΑ ΝΑ NA 
1 1 1 1 51.9 
2 Kxmix Kx Kx 94.4 
5 Mix Kxmix 1519 90.7 
6 Π6 Π6 Π6 100.0 
7 Cl 7 Cl 7 Cl 7 94.4 
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13 13 13 13 75.5 
16 16 16 16 90.7 
21 Kx Kx Kx 93.8 
22 22b 22b 22b 79.6 
27 M27 M27 M27 94.4 
28 Mix Kx Kx 90.0 
33 B B B 41.0 
60 Cl 1685 Cl 1685 Cl 1685 90.7 
66 Kr Kr Kr 96.3 
69 13 13 13 71.7 
71 M27 M27 M27 88.7 
83 Kr Kr Kr 96.3 
115 Kxmix Kx Kxmix 94.4 
118 1 1 1 66.0 
123 Kx Kx Kx 96.3 
124 13 13 13 83.3 
131 1 1 1 57.4 
157 Kx Mix B 55.6 
158 Kx Kx Πa 92.5 
161 Λ Λ Λ 98.1 
174 Λ Λ Λ 96.3 
179 Mix Kx Kx 87.0 
205 1 1 1 59.3 
209 1 1 1 61.1 
213 Mix Mix Mix 72.2 
229 Πa Kx Kx 98.1 
230 Λ Λ Λ 94.4 
262 Λ Λ Λ 100.0 
265 Πa Πa Πa 92.6 
267 Cl 7 Cl 7 Cl 7 94.4 
343 Cl 343 Cl 343 Kxmix 85.2 
346 13 13 13 77.8 
348 1216 1216 1216 83.3 
349 M349 M349 M349 94.3 
372 Mix Mix Mix 85.2 
399 Mix Kx Kx 94.4 
443 M159 M159 M159 96.3 
461 Kx Kx Kx 96.3 
472 Mix Kxmix Mix 83.7 
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475 Kx Cl 475 Cl 475 96.2 
477 1216 1216 1216 94.3 
478 Kx Kx Kx 96.3 
480 Kr Kr Kr 96.3 
489 Πa Πa Πa 92.6 
517 Cl 1675 NA NA 66.7 
543 13 13 13 75.5 
544 Πa Kxmix Kx 92.0 
565 B Kx Kx 88.9 
577 Kxmix Kxmix Kxmix 98.1 
579 B B B 26.4 
669 NA Kx Kx 98.1 
700 Mix B Kx 83.3 
713 Mix Kxmix Mix 83.3 
716 Cl 343 Cl 343 Cl 686 86.8 
726 Πb Πb Πb 96.3 
788 13 13 13 70.4 
826 13 13 13 75.9 
827 Cl 827 Cl 827 Cl 827 88.9 
828 13 13 13 75.6 
892 B B B 59.3 
903 Mix Mix Mix 92.6 
954 Cl 1675 Cl 1675 Cl 1675 92.6 
983 13 13 13 74.1 
1005 22a 22a 22a 85.2 
1009 Mix Kxmix Mix 87.0 
1010 Kxmix Kx Kx 96.2 
1012 Cl 1012 Cl 1012 Cl 1012 83.3 
1071 Mix Mix Mix 74.1 
1077 Kx Kx Kx 100.0 
1079 Πa Πa Πa 88.9 
1080 Kx Kx Kx 96.2 
1187 Λ Λ Λ 96.3 
1192 22b 22b 22b 92.6 
1194 M10 M10 M10 90.6 
1195 M1195 M1195 M1195 90.7 
1200 Πb Πb Πb 100.0 
1203 Kx Kx Kx 98.1 
1210 22b 22b 22b 81.5 
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1215 Mix Kx Kxmix 92.0 
1216 1216 1216 1216 88.9 
1219 Πa Πa Πa 90.1 
1220 M609 M609 M609 90.2 
1223 Π1441 Π1441 Π268 90.7 
1229 Cl 1229 Cl 1229 Cl 1229 83.3 
1241 B B B 24.5 
1242 Kxmix Kxmix 1167 96.3 
1247 Kr Kr Kr 96.2 
1295 Kx Kx Kx 94.4 
1313 Πa Πa Πa 94.4 
1319 Πb Πb Πb 94.4 
1338 Kx Kx Kx 92.6 
1342 Mix B Kx 79.6 
1347 Kxmix Kx Kx 94.4 
1351 Kx Kx Kx 94.2 
1352 Kx Kx Kx 96.3 
1355 Πa Πa Πa 98.1 
1365 22a 22a 22a 83.3 
1392 Kx Kx Πa 98.1 
1424 Cl 1675 Cl 1675 Cl 1675 74.1 
1443 Mix Kxmix Kx 94.4 
1452 Kx Kx Kx 96.3 
1458 M27 M27 M27 90.6 
1510 Kxmix Π278 Π278 92.6 
1542 Mix Kx Kx 88.9 
1579 1216 1216 1216 83.3 
1582 1 1 1 51.9 
1604 Mix Kxmix Mix 85.2 
1630 M349 M349 M349 96.3 
1654 Cl 7 Cl 7 Cl 7 92.5 
1675 Cl 1675 Cl 1675 Cl 1675 83.0 
1685 Cl 1685 Cl 1685 Cl 1685 92.2 
1691 Kx Kx Kx 92.6 
2096 Cl 1012 Cl 1012 Cl 1012 94.1 
2322 Kr Kr Kr 94.4 
2372 22a 22a 22a 84.3 
2399 Kr Kr Kr 95.9 
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2487 Cl 1229 Cl 1229 Cl 1229 83.0 
2542 Mix 1 1 49.0 
2613 M106 M106 M106 88.9 
2643 Mix Mix Mix NA 
2757 Mix Kxmix Kx 94.3 




Table 2.3 also summarizes the number and identification of manuscripts 
that were included in the Luke apparatus for each CPM group.  Three of 
the groups, B, 1, and 13, included essentially all of the group’s 
manuscripts, while only one major group, 291, was completely 
unrepresented in the apparatus.  Eight subgroups spread across groups 
were also unrepresented in the apparatus, although of these only Cluster 
Π473 contained more than 10 manuscripts.  The 22 Non-Kx clusters are 
not detailed in Table 2.3; these clusters are small, representing only 108 
manuscripts total, but 13 of the 22 clusters are not represented in the 
apparatus, including all 4 clusters with 7 or more manuscripts.  The mixed 
texts are well represented in the apparatus, including 33 of the 89 Mixed 
and 23 of the 210 Kx Mixed manuscripts. 
 
Table 2.4 also includes the percentage agreement with the Majority Text 
taken from the Text und Textwert Luke volume.24  Of the 197 
manuscripts included in the IGNTP Luke apparatus, 172 had test passages 
in the TuT, 63 of which agreed with the Majority Text less than 85%, 18 
agreed with the Majority Text between 85-90%, and 91 agreed with the 
Majority Text 90% or more.  The Kr, M, Λ, and Π groups had essentially 
no manuscripts that agreed less than 90% with the Majority Text, while 
the B and 1 groups had no manuscripts that agreed with the Majority Text 
as much as 90%.  Some of the other groups were represented by only a 
                                                          
24 Text und Textwert, Volume 3.1.  Most were taken from Table 2.1, pp. 
7-12, but some needed to be calculated from Table 3, pp. 40-545. 
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single manuscript (for example, groups 16, 1167, and 1519), too few to 
determine a trend.  But the Kx, Kx mixed, and Mixed groups displayed a 
broader spread in agreement with the Majority Text. 
 
Another way of looking at this is to use the Luke CPM results to group the 
manuscripts with the highest proportion of agreement to the Majority 
Text.  In the Luke Text und Textwert volume, there are 224 manuscripts 
that agree with the Majority Text less than 90%, 102 of which agree less 
than 85%.  Table 2.5 places these 224 manuscripts in the CPM groups 
displayed in Table 2.3, one column for the manuscripts that agree less 
than 85% with the Majority Text, then supplemented by a column that 
adds the manuscripts that agree with the Majority Text between 85-90%.  
Although the TuT and CPM results are based on different data and 
methods, this fairly illustrates that a selection of manuscripts agreeing 
85% with the Majority Text clearly represents the most divergent groups, 
but that a further selection of manuscripts agreeing more closely with the 
Majority Text allows a representation of less divergent groups.25 
 
Clearly a selection of manuscripts that agree highly with the Majority Text 
is needed to represent the large set of more uniform manuscripts that are 
generally called the Byzantine tradition, such as the CPM groups Kr, M, 
                                                          
25 Table 2.5 appends the letter “p” to a manuscript name if it appears 
more than once in the table, that is, if it was determined to belong to 
different groups in different chapters by the CPM. 
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and Π in Luke.  A relatively small set of the most divergent manuscripts, 
less than 10% of the total manuscripts, will already delineate the groups 
of the broader tradition.  As we add more manuscripts to the sample, our 
ability to distinguish less divergent groups will increase.  The Claremont 
Profile Method adds to our theory by showing that the least divergent 
groups, which necessarily are closest to the Majority Text and necessarily 
cannot add many new readings, are distinguished as groups not by 
unique readings but by their profile of support for readings that are 
mostly evident from the rest of the tradition.  Adding additional 
manuscripts from the majority tradition will inform our classification of 
the manuscripts, but in the apparatus will primarily only show which of 
the Majority Text subgroups support the non-Majority Text reading.  
Thus, both for distinguishing groups of manuscripts and representing 
them within the critical apparatus, the maximum benefit will come from 
adding manuscripts that are most divergent from the majority of other 
manuscripts.  The benefit will continue but diminish as less divergent 
manuscripts are added.  From a practical standpoint, including a small set 
of the Majority Text manuscripts and 5-10% of the most divergent 
manuscripts will provide a representative selection of groups for the 





Table 2.5.  CPM groups in Luke populated by manuscripts that agree with 




Text und Textwert mss with 
< 85% agreement with MT 
Text und Textwert mss with  
85-90% agreement with MT 
B (03)  01, 03, 05, 032p, 040p, 044p, 019, 
33, 157p, 579, 700p, 892, 1241, 
1342p 
565p 
Kr    
Kx  027p, 032p, 0211p, 79p, 157p, 
427p, 700p, 702p, 1342p, 2610, 
2691p, 2697 
176p, 179p, 416p, 565p, 652p, 
683p, 690, 801p, 996p, 1124, 
1166p, 1211p, 1273p, 1291, 
1309, 1314p, 1350, 1377, 1481p, 
1505p, 1542p, 1669p, 1797p, 
2177, 2518p, 2634p, 2693p, 2752 
M (021) M27  71, 692, 1626, 1663p, 2705 
 Cl M10   
 Cl M350   
 Cl M609  1047 
 Cl M1386  1237 
 M106  776, 1356, 2613 
 Cl M159   
 Cl M349   
 Cl M651   
 Cl M1195   
 Cl M1326  1326 
 Cl M1402  1204 
Λ (039)   166, 2585p 
Π (041) Πa 02, 2411 041, 114, 652p, 1048p, 1079, 
1663p, 2324, 2517 
 Πb 1420 1273p 
 Cl Π6   
 Cl Π171   
 Cl Π200   
 Cl Π266   
 Cl Π268   
 Cl Π278   
 Cl Π473   
 Cl Π1441  1441 
1  1, 118, 131, 205, 209, 1582, 2542p  
13  13, 69, 124, 346, 543, 788, 826, 
828, 983 
 
16    
22 22a 697, 791, 1365, 2372 660, 1005, 1278 




Text und Textwert mss with 
< 85% agreement with MT 
Text und Textwert mss with  
85-90% agreement with MT 
291    
1167    
1216  348, 1279, 1579 152, 184, 513p, 555, 752, 829, 
1216, 2726 
1519   871, 1211p, 1481p, 1519 
Non-Kx 
clusters 
 517, 856, 968, 1012, 1229, 1424, 
1451, 1593, 1675, 2487 
251, 343p, 494p, 716, 827, 1446, 
1457, 1531, 1665, 2291, 2528, 
2693p, 2766p 
Non-Kx pairs    
Mixed text  04, 022, 026, 027p, 032p, 033, 038, 
044p, 0211p, 79, 157p, 213, 382, 
427p, 472p, 700p, 713p, 792, 1071, 
1230, 1253, 1337p, 1342p, 1574, 
1647p, 2542p, 2680p 
024, 176p, 179p, 372, 683p, 
1009p, 1048p, 1166p, 1273p, 
1325p, 1542p, 1604p, 1692p, 
1797p, 2546p, 2561p 
Kx mixed text  040p, 044p, 0211p, 427p, 472p, 
702p, 713p, 1337p, 1647p, 2680, 
2691p 
09, 343p, 416p, 494p, 513p, 794, 
801p, 996p, 1009p, 1314p, 
1325p, 1481p, 1505p, 1604p, 
1661, 1669p, 1692p, 1797p, 
2518p, 2546p, 2561p, 2634p, 
2766p 
Not profiled  P3, P4, P45, P75, 029, 070, 079, 
0102, 0115, 0135, 0291, 339, 589, 
735, 740, 846, 881, 1016, 1263, 
1612, 1627, 1814, 2193, 2551, 
2786 
85, 222, 233, 313, 362, 370, 379, 
426, 434, 732, 749, 772, 853, 859, 
863, 878, 979, 982, 1000, 1064, 
1098, 1129, 1139, 1262, 1506, 
1616, 1822, 1901, 2223(?), 2236, 





The Manuscripts and Apparatus of John 18 
 
This chapter lists the Greek continuous text manuscripts of the Gospel of 





There are some 2022 Greek continuous text manuscripts of the Gospel of 
John.  The intention of this study was to include every manuscript whose 
text could be obtained.  A division of labor within the IGNTP had assigned 
the papyri and majuscule manuscripts to the British Committee and the 
minuscule manuscripts to the North American Committee.  The 23 of 27 
papyri manuscripts known at the time were completed and published by 
Bill Elliott and David Parker in 1995, and the 79 majuscules were 
completed and published by Ulrich Schmid, Bill Elliott, and David Parker in 
2007. 
 
The North American committee work on the minuscules began in earnest 
in 1989.  Initial collations of minuscules of John began in the 1960’s, as 
the work on the minuscules for the Luke volume drew to an end, and 
continued into the 1970’s and 1980’s, but only a couple dozen had been 
completed by the time the North American committee was reconstituted 
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in 1986 for work on John.  In 1989, Paul McReynolds proposed to the 
committee that the plan followed for Luke be adopted for the minuscules 
of John.  A set of minuscules representing some major groups found in 
Luke was selected, and volunteers, primarily from the SBL New 
Testament Textual Criticism (NTTC) section, were solicited to collate 
chapters 4, 10, and 18.  Over the course of the next year, McReynolds 
and I collected the collations, formed variation units, and began profiling 
groups according to the Claremont Profile Method.  Tentative groups were 
presented to the North American committee in 1990, and at an SBL NTTC 
session in 1991.  Though far from complete, data from about 120 
manuscripts tentatively demonstrated that some clear group profiles 
could be formed in three chapters of John. 
 
Throughout the remainder of the 1990’s, the work continued steadily, 
though at a pace that would not bring conclusion.  Some volunteers from 
the 1990 effort continued, new volunteers were added, and two small SBL 
grants allowed a student to be paid to collate, and full collations from an 
average of about a dozen manuscripts a year were completed.  In 
addition, occasional collations of only chapters 4, 10, and 18 were 
contributed.  A few dedicated volunteers regularly completed one to five 
collations a year, while the other collations were contributed by a rotating 
cast of additional volunteers, primarily interested faculty members and 
volunteers they recruited, usually their current or former students.  The 
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pace was slow, and no plan was in place to access the large majority of 
the manuscripts which were not available within North America. 
 
The situation changed completely in 2000 with the initiation of the 
Principio Project at the University of Birmingham.1  First, Principio 
provided funding for completing work on the majuscule manuscripts for 
the whole of John.  Second, the collaboration between the INTF and 
IGNTP was institutionalized, and began to be formalized.  The immediate 
result was that the INTF would provide its data for John 1-10, and the 
IGNTP would continue only with John 18.  Third, Principio provided 
support for completing the minuscule manuscripts in John 18. 
 
Volunteer work continued for the IGNTP in North America.  But in a 
massive effort, including access to the manuscripts in the INTF collection, 
the Principio Team completed reading the minuscule manuscripts for 
John 18 within its three year term. 
 
There are a total of 2022 manuscripts containing continuous text of the 
Gospel of John; 49 of these manuscripts are supplemented in John 1-10 
and/or 18, giving a total of 2071 manuscript units.  These manuscripts 
are listed in Table 3.1.  Each supplement to a manuscript is listed 
separately from its host manuscript, adding an “s” suffix to its host 
                                                          




manuscript’s name.  Following each manuscript name is an indication of 
the text’s availability for the John 1-10 test passages and the John 18 
passages using the following symbols, shown with their meanings: 
(1): lost 
(2): destroyed 
(3): no photos available 
(4): no continuous text 
(5): illegible 
(6): manuscript is lost or destroyed, but photos are available 
(-): defective (or not applicable, in the case of a supplement) 
 
For John 1-10, 1785 manuscript units are extant in at least one of the 
test passages (1763 initial manuscripts, 21 of which have additional 
supplements, and one supplement only).  For John 18, the text was 
inaccessible for 147 manuscripts or supplements, and defective for an 
additional 265 manuscript units, thus could be cited at least partially in 
1659 manuscript units, representing 1624 initial manuscripts, 14 of which 
additionally have supplements, and 21 supplements only (without any 
text from their host manuscript). 
 
The loss of John 18 text from 265 manuscripts is an unfortunately high 
loss rate, especially compared to John 1-10.  The end of a book was more 
likely to be lost over time, and John 18 had a double jeopardy, with 
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chapter 18 being near the end of John, and John often being the last book 
in the collection of Gospels in a codex. 
 
The manuscripts whose text could not be obtained for this study are 
primarily those without photographs available, and for which we were 
unable to visit the holding institution.  Most of these have been 
unavailable for other studies, and their text is not known.  Thus there was 
no discernible bias from the manuscripts not included in this study. 
 








P2 (-) (-) 
P5  (-) 
P6 (-) (-) 
P22 (-) (-) 
P28  (-) 
P36  (-) 
P39  (-) 
P44A (-) (-) 
P44B (-) (-) 
P45  (-) 
P52 (-)  
P55  (-) 
P59 (-)  
P60 (-)  
P63  (-) 
P66   
P75  (-) 
P76 (-) (-) 
P80 (-) (-) 
P84 (-) (-) 
P90 (-)  
P93 (-) (-) 
P95  (-) 
P106  (-) 
P107 (-) (-) 
P108 (-)  
P109 (-) (-) 
01   
02   







04   
05   
05s (-)  
07   
09  (-) 
011   
011s (-)  
013   
017   
019   
021   
022   
024  (-) 
026 (-) (-) 
028   
029  (-) 
030   
031  (-) 
031s   
032   
032s  (-) 
033   
033s  (-) 
034   
036   
037   
038   
039   
041   







045   
047   
050  (-) 
054 (-)  
055 (4) (4) 
060 (-) (-) 
063  (-) 
065 (-) (-) 
068 (-) (-) 
070  (-) 
078  (-) 
083  (-) 
086  (-) 
087 (-)  
091  (-) 
0101  (-) 
0105  (-) 
0109 (-)  
0127  (-) 
0141   
0145 (-) (-) 
0162  (-) 
0210  (-) 
0211   
0216 (-) (-) 
0217 (-) (-) 
0218 (-) (-) 
0233  (-) 
0234 (1) (-) 







0250  (4) 
0256 (-) (-) 
0258  (-) 
0260 (-) (-) 
0264 (-) (-) 
0268 (-) (-) 
0273  (-) 
0286  (-) 
0287  (-) 
0290 (-)  
0299 (-) (-) 
0301 (-) (-) 
0302  (-) 
0306  (-) 
0309 (-) (-) 
0314 (-) (-) 
1   
2   
3   
4   
5   
6   
7   
8   
9   
10   
11   
12   
13   









15   
16   
17   
18   
19   
20   
21   
22   
23   
24   
25  (-) 
26   
27   
27s (-)  
28   
29   
30   
31   
32   
33   
34   
35   
36   
37   
38   
39   
40   
43   
44   
45   
46   
47   
48   
49   
50  (-) 
51   
52   
53   
54   
55   
56   
57   
58   
59   
60   
61   
63   
64   
65   
66   
67  (-) 
68   







70   
71   
72   
73   
74   
75   
76   
77   
78   
79   
80   
83   
85  (-) 
86   
87   
89   
90   
95   
96   
98   
100   
105   
106   
107   
108   
109   
111   
112   
113   
114   
115  (-) 
116   
117   
118  (-) 
118s (-)  
119   
120   
121   
122   
123   
124   
125   
126   
127   
128   
129   
130   
131   
132   
133   
134   
135   







138   
139   
140   
141   
142   
143   
144  (-) 
144s   
145   
147   
148   
149   
150   
151   
152   
153   
154   
155   
156   
157   
158   
159   
160   
161  (-) 
162   
163   
164   
165   
166   
167   
168   
169   
170   
171   
173  (-) 
174  (-) 
175   
176  (-) 
178   
179   
179s (-)  
180   
182   
183   
184   
185   
186   
187   
188   
189   
190   
191   







193   
194   
195   
196   
198   
199   
200   
201   
202   
204   
205   
207   
208   
209   
210   
211   
212   
213   
214   
215   
217   
218   
219   
220   
222  (-) 
225   
226   
227   
228   
229   
230   
231   
232   
233   
234   
235   
236  (-) 
237   
238 (3) (3) 
239   
240   
241 (1) (1) 
242 (3) (3) 
244   
245   
246   
247   
248   
249  (-) 
251   
252 (3) (3) 
253 (1) (1) 









259   
260   
261   
262   
263   
264   
265   
266   
267   
268   
269   
270   
271   
272   
273  (-) 
273s (-)  
274   
274s   
275   
276   
277   
278   
279   
280   
281   
282   
283   
284   
285   
286   
287   
288   
289   
290   
291   
292   
293   
294   
295   
296   
297   
298   
299   
301   
303   
305   
306   
315   
316  (-) 
317   
318  (-) 
324   







330   
331   
332 (2)  
333   
335   
338 (2) (2) 
339  (-) 
340 (2) (2) 
341 (2) (2) 
342   
343   
344 (-) (-) 
344s   
345   
346   
347   
348   
349   
350   
351   
352   
353   
355   
357   
358   
359   
360   
361   
363   
364   
365   
367   
368   
370   
371   
372  (-) 
373   
374   
375   
376   
377   
379   
380   
382  (-) 
386   
387   
388   
389   
390   
391   
392   
393   







395   
396   
397   
399   
401  (-) 
402   
403   
405   
406   
407  (-) 
408   
409   
410   
411   
412   
413   
414   
415   
416   
417 (2) (-) 
419   
422   
423   
428   
430  (-) 
431   
433 (3) (-) 
435  (-) 
435s (-)  
438   
439   
440   
443   
444   
445   
446   
447   
448   
449   
461   
470   
471   
472   
473   
474  (-) 
475   
475s (-)  
476   
477   
478   
479   
480   







482   
483   
484   
485  (-) 
486   
489   
490   
491   
492   
493   
494   
495   
496   
497   
498   
499  (-) 
500   
501   
502   
503   
504   
505   
506   
507   
508   
509   
510   
511   
512   
513   
514   
515   
516   
518   
519   
520   
521   
522   
523   
524   
525   
526  (-) 
527   
528   
529   
530   
532  (-) 
533   
534   
536 (3)  
537   
538   









542 (1) (1) 
543   
544   
545 (3)  
546   
547   
548   
549   
550   
551   
552   
553   
554   
555   
556   
557   
558   
559  (-) 
560   
561   
562   
563   
564   
565   
568   
569   
570  (-) 
571  (-) 
573   
574   
575   
577   
578   
579  (-) 
579s (-)  
580   
581   
582   
583   
584   
585   
586   
587   
588   
589  (-) 
591   
592   
593  (-) 
595   
597   
599 (4) (4) 
600   







646  (-) 
647 (3) (3) 
648   
649   
650   
651   
652   
653 (3)  
654 (3)  
655   
656   
657   
658 (3) (3) 
659 (3) (3) 
660   
661 (3)  
662   
663   
664   
666  (-) 
666s (-)  
667 (3) (3) 
668   
669   
671 (1) (1) 
672   
676   
677   
678 (1) (1) 
679   
680   
681 (1) (1) 
682 (1)  
683   
684   
685   
686   
688   
689   
690   
691   
693  (-) 
694   
695   
696   
697   
698   
699   
700   
701 (1) (1) 
702  (-) 
703   







706   
707   
708   
709  (-) 
710   
711   
712 (3) (3) 
713   
714   
715   
716   
717   
718   
719   
720   
723   
724   
725   
726   
727   
728   
729   
730   
731   
731s (-)  
732   
733   
734   
736   
740  (-) 
741   
742   
743   
744   
745   
746   
747   
748   
749   
750   
752   
754   
755   
756  (-) 
757   
758   
759   
760   
761   
762   
763   
764   







766   
768   
769   
770   
771   
771s  (-) 
772   
773   
774   
775   
776   
777   
778   
779   
780   
780s  (-) 
781   
782   
783   
784   
785   
786   
787   
788   
789   
790   
791   
792   
793   
794   
795   
796   
797   
798   
799   
800   
801   
804  (-) 
805 (2) (1) 
806   
807   
808   
809   
810 (1) (1) 
811   
814 (1) (1) 
817   
818   
819   
820   
821   
823 (3)  









825   
826   
827   
828   
829   
830   
831   
832 (4) (4) 
833   
834   
835   
836   
839   
841   
843   
844   
845   
849  (-) 
850 (4) (-) 
851 (6) (6) 
852   
854   
855   
856   
857   
858   
861   
862   
863   
864   
865   
867  (-) 
869  (-) 
871   
872  (-) 
873   
874   
875   
877   
878   
880   
881   
882 (4) (4) 
883   
884   
885 (4) (4) 
886   
887   
888   
889   
890   
891   







892s   
895   
896   
897   
898  (-) 
899   
900   
901   
902   
903   
904   
905   
906   
907 (3) (3) 
908 (3) (3) 
922  (-) 
923   
924   
925   
926   
927   
928   
929   
930   
931   
932   
933   
934   
935   
937   
938   
939   
940   
941   
942   
943   
944   
945   
946   
947   
948   
949   
951   
952   
953   
954   
955   
956   
957   
958   
958s  (-) 
959   







961   
962   
963   
964  (-) 
965   
966  (-) 
967  (-) 
968   
969   
971   
972   
973   
974   
975   
976   
977   
978   
979   
980   
981  (-) 
982   
983  (-) 
984 (1) (1) 
985 (3) (-) 
986   
987  (-) 
987s (-)  
988   
989   
990 (3)  
991   
992   
993   
994   
994s  (-) 
995   
996   
997   
998   
999   
1000   
1001   
1002 (3) (3) 
1003   
1004   
1005   
1006   
1007   
1008   
1009   
1010   
1011   







1013   
1014   
1015   
1017   
1018   
1019   
1020   
1021   
1023   
1024   
1025   
1026   
1029   
1030   
1031   
1032   
1033   
1034   
1035   
1036   
1037   
1038   
1038s  (-) 
1039   
1040   
1041 (3)  
1042   
1043   
1044   
1046   
1047  (-) 
1047s (-)  
1048   
1048s  (-) 
1049 (1)  
1050   
1051 (1) (1) 
1052  (-) 
1052s  (-) 
1053   
1054  (-) 
1054s   
1055  (-) 
1055s  (-) 
1056   
1057   
1058   
1059   
1060   
1061   
1062   
1063   









1065   
1068   
1071   
1072   
1073   
1074   
1075   
1076   
1077   
1078   
1079   
1080   
1081   
1082   
1083   
1084   
1085   
1086   
1087   
1088   
1089   
1090   
1091   
1092   
1093   
1094   
1095   
1096   
1097  (-) 
1098  (-) 
1110   
1111   
1113   
1114   
1116  (-) 
1117   
1118   
1119   
1120   
1121   
1122   
1123   
1125   
1126   
1127   
1128   
1130  (-) 
1131   
1132   
1133  (-) 
1134 (3) (3) 
1135   







1137   
1138   
1139   
1141 (3)  
1142 (3)  
1143 (3)  
1144   
1145   
1146   
1147   
1148   
1149   
1152   
1154 (3) (3) 
1155   
1157   
1158   
1160   
1163   
1164   
1165   
1166   
1167   
1168  (-) 
1169  (-) 
1170   
1171   
1172  (-) 
1172s (-)  
1173   
1174  (-) 
1176  (-) 
1178   
1179   
1180   
1181   
1182   
1183  (-) 
1184 (1) (1) 
1185   
1186   
1187   
1188   
1189   
1190   
1191   
1192   
1193   
1194   
1195   
1196   
1197   







1199   
1200  (-) 
1200s (-)  
1201   
1202   
1203   
1204   
1205   
1206  (-) 
1207   
1208   
1209   
1210   
1211   
1212   
1213   
1214   
1215   
1216   
1217   
1218   
1219   
1220   
1221  (-) 
1222   
1223   
1224   
1225   
1226   
1227   
1228   
1229   
1230   
1232   
1233   
1234   
1235   
1236   
1237   
1238   
1239   
1240   
1241   
1242   
1243   
1246 (1) (1) 
1247   
1248   
1250   
1251   
1252   
1253  (-) 







1257 (3) (3) 
1258 (3) (3) 
1259 (3) (3) 
1261   
1262   
1263   
1265   
1266   
1267   
1268   
1269   
1271  (-) 
1272   
1273   
1275 (1) (-) 
1278   
1279   
1280   
1281  (-) 
1282  (-) 
1284 (-) (-) 
1285   
1286 (3) (-) 
1287 (3) (1) 
1288   
1289   
1290   
1291   
1292   
1293   
1294   
1295   
1296   
1297   
1298   
1299   
1300   
1301   
1302   
1303   
1304 (3) (3) 
1305   
1306 (5)  
1307 (3) (3) 
1308 (3) (3) 
1309   
1310   
1312   
1313   
1314   
1315   
1316   









1318   
1319   
1320   
1321   
1322   
1323   
1324   
1325   
1326   
1327   
1328   
1329   
1331   
1333   
1334   
1335   
1336   
1338   
1339   
1340   
1341   
1342   
1343   
1343s (-)  
1344   
1345   
1346   
1347   
1348   
1349   
1350   
1351  (-) 
1352   
1353   
1354   
1355   
1356   
1357   
1358   
1359   
1361 (3) (3) 
1362 (5) (5) 
1363 (5) (5) 
1364   
1365   
1366 (4) (4) 
1367   
1370 (3)  
1371 (4) (-) 
1372  (-) 
1373   
1375   







1377   
1378 (1) (1) 
1379 (3) (3) 
1380 (3) (-) 
1381 (1) (1) 
1382 (3) (3) 
1383  (-) 
1384  (5) 
1385   
1386  (-) 
1387   
1387s (-)  
1388   
1389   
1390   
1391   
1391s  (-) 
1392   
1393   
1394   
1395   
1396   
1397   
1398   
1399  (-) 
1400   
1401  (-) 
1402   
1403   
1404   
1406   
1407  (-) 
1408   
1409   
1409s  (-) 
1410   
1411 (4) (4) 
1412 (4) (4) 
1413   
1414  (-) 
1415   
1416   
1418   
1419 (4) (4) 
1421   
1422   
1423 (3)  
1424   
1425   
1426   
1427   
1428   







1430 (3) (3) 
1431   
1432   
1433 (3) (3) 
1434   
1435   
1436   
1438   
1439   
1440   
1441   
1442   
1443   
1444   
1445   
1446   
1447   
1448   
1449   
1450   
1451   
1452   
1453   
1454   
1455   
1456   
1457   
1458   
1459   
1460   
1461   
1462   
1463   
1464   
1465   
1466   
1467   
1468   
1469   
1470   
1471   
1472   
1473   
1474   
1475   
1476   
1477   
1478  (-) 
1478s (-)  
1479   
1480   
1481   







1483   
1484   
1485   
1486   
1487   
1488   
1489   
1490   
1491   
1492   
1493   
1494   
1495   
1496   
1497   
1498   
1499   
1501   
1502   
1503   
1504   
1505   
1506   
1507 (4) (4) 
1508   
1509   
1510   
1511   
1512   
1513   
1514   
1515   
1516  (-) 
1517  (-) 
1519   
1520   
1521   
1528   
1529 (3) (3) 
1530   
1531   
1532   
1533   
1534   
1535   
1536   
1538   
1539   
1540   
1541   
1542   
1543   









1545   
1546   
1547   
1548   
1549   
1550   
1551   
1552   
1553   
1554   
1555   
1556   
1557   
1558   
1559   
1560   
1561   
1562   
1563   
1564   
1565   
1566   
1567   
1568   
1569   
1570   
1571   
1571s (-)  
1572   
1573   
1574   
1575   
1576   
1577   
1578   
1579   
1580   
1581   
1582   
1583   
1584   
1585   
1586   
1587  (-) 
1588   
1589   
1590   
1591  (-) 
1592   
1593   
1594   
1595   







1597   
1598   
1599   
1600   
1601  (-) 
1602   
1603   
1604   
1605   
1606   
1608  (-) 
1609   
1612 (5) (5) 
1613   
1614   
1615   
1616  (-) 
1617   
1618   
1619   
1620   
1621  (-) 
1622  (-) 
1622s   
1623   
1624   
1625   
1626   
1627 (5)  
1628   
1629   
1630   
1632   
1633   
1634   
1635   
1636   
1637   
1638   
1639   
1640   
1641   
1642   
1643   
1644   
1645   
1646   
1647   
1648   
1649   
1650   
1651   







1653   
1654   
1655  (-) 
1656   
1657  (-) 
1658  (-) 
1659  (-) 
1660   
1663   
1664   
1665   
1666   
1667   
1668   
1670   
1671   
1672   
1673   
1674  (-) 
1675   
1676   
1677   
1678   
1679  (-) 
1680   
1684   
1685   
1686   
1687   
1688   
1689 (3)  
1690   
1691   
1692   
1693   
1694   
1695   
1696 (3) (3) 
1697   
1698   
1699   
1700   
1701 (3)  
1702   
1702s  (-) 
1703   
1704   
1705 (3)  
1707 (3)  
1708 (3) (3) 
1709 (3)  
1710 (3) (3) 







1712   
1713 (5) (5) 
1715 (3) (3) 
1716 (3) (3) 
1779   
1780   
1781   
1782 (3) (3) 
1783   
1784  (-) 
1784s (-)  
1785 (3) (3) 
1786   
1787   
1788   
1789   
1790   
1791   
1792   
1793 (3) (3) 
1794  (-) 
1797   
1800   
1801 (1) (1) 
1802   
1803   
1804   
1805 (1) (1) 
1807 (1) (1) 
1808   
1810 (1) (1) 
1811 (1) (1) 
1812 (3) (3) 
1813   
1814 (4) (4) 
1816   
1819   
1820 (4)  
1823   
1826 (-) (-) 
1901   
1966   
1989 (1) (1) 
1990 (1) (1) 
2093 (3) (3) 
2095  (-) 
2097   
2098   
2099   
2100   
2101   
2103  (-) 









2107   
2108   
2109   
2112   
2117   
2118   
2120   
2121   
2122   
2126  (-) 
2127   
2129   
2131   
2132   
2133   
2134 (3) (3) 
2135   
2136   
2137   
2139   
2140  (-) 
2141   
2142   
2145   
2146   
2147   
2148   
2159   
2172   
2173   
2174   
2175   
2176   
2177   
2178   
2179 (-)  
2181   
2182   
2184  (-) 
2185 (4)  
2188   
2191   
2192   
2193   
2195   
2198 (1) (1) 
2200   
2201   
2202  (-) 
2203  (-) 
2204   
2206   







2211 (5) (5) 
2213   
2214   
2215   
2216 (1) (1) 
2217   
2220   
2221   
2222  (-) 
2223   
2224   
2226 (2) (2) 
2227 (2) (2) 
2228 (2) (2) 
2229   
2230 (2) (2) 
2231 (2) (2) 
2232 (2) (2) 
2234 (2) (2) 
2235 (2) (2) 
2236   
2238   
2244 (3)  
2245 (3)  
2246 (3) (-) 
2247 (3)  
2249   
2251 (3) (3) 
2252 (3)  
2253 (3)  
2255   
2260   
2261   
2262 (2) (2) 
2263   
2264 (1) (1) 
2265   
2266   
2271 (1) (1) 
2273   
2277   
2278   
2280   
2281   
2282   
2282s   
2283   
2284   
2287   
2290   
2290s (-)  
2291   







2295   
2296   
2297   
2301   
2304   
2307   
2308 (1) (1) 
2309  (-) 
2311   
2313  (-) 
2314   
2315   
2316   
2317   
2319 (1) (1) 
2321   
2322   
2323   
2324   
2326 (3) (-) 
2328   
2330 (1) (1) 
2331 (1) (1) 
2332 (1) (1) 
2337 (1) (1) 
2338 (1) (1) 
2339 (1) (1) 
2340 (1) (1) 
2341 (1) (1) 
2342 (1) (1) 
2343 (1) (1) 
2346   
2352   
2354   
2355   
2356   
2358  (-) 
2362   
2364 (3) (-) 
2364s (3)  
2367   
2368  (-) 
2369   
2370   
2371   
2372   
2373  (-) 
2374   
2375   
2381   
2382   
2383  (-) 







2386   
2387   
2388   
2389   
2392  (-) 
2394   
2395 (3) (3) 
2396   
2397   
2398   
2399   
2400   
2404   
2405   
2406   
2407   
2411   
2414   
2415   
2418   
2420   
2421 (-) (-) 
2422   
2426   
2430   
2437   
2439   
2442   
2444   
2445  (-) 
2446   
2451   
2452   
2453 (4) (4) 
2454   
2455  (-) 
2456 (3) (3) 
2457  (-) 
2458   
2459  (-) 
2460   
2462   
2463   
2465   
2466   
2467   
2469 (3) (3) 
2470   
2471   
2472   
2474   
2475   









2477  (-) 
2478   
2479   
2480 (4) (4) 
2482   
2483   
2487   
2490   
2492   
2494   
2495   
2496   
2497   
2498 (3) (3) 
2499   
2500   
2502   
2503   
2507   
2508   
2509   
2510   
2511   
2512 (3) (3) 
2513 (3) (3) 
2514 (3)  
2515   
2516   
2517   
2518   
2519  (-) 
2520   
2521   
2522   
2523   
2524   
2525   
2526   
2528   
2529   
2530   
2531 (-) (-) 
2533 (6) (6) 
2535   
2539  (-) 
2540  (-) 
2543 (-) (-) 
2545   
2546   
2547  (-) 
2549   
2550   







2552  (-) 
2553 (-) (-) 
2554   
2555   
2559   
2561   
2562   
2563   
2567   
2569  (-) 
2571   
2573   
2575   
2578  (-) 
2584   
2584s  (-) 
2585  (-) 
2586   
2590   
2591   
2592   
2598   
2600  (-) 
2603   
2604   
2605   
2606   
2608   
2610  (-) 
2611 (3)  
2612   
2613   
2614  (-) 
2615   
2616   
2620   
2621   
2622   
2623   
2624   
2630 (3) (3) 
2632   
2633   
2634   
2635   
2636   
2637   
2641 (3)  
2642 (3) (-) 
2643 (3)  
2644 (3) (-) 
2645   







2647  (-) 
2649   
2650   
2651  (5) 
2653   
2656   
2658   
2660   
2661   
2665   
2666   
2670   
2673   
2676   
2678 (5) (5) 
2679   
2679s (-)  
2680   
2682  (-) 
2683  (-) 
2684   
2685   
2686   
2687   
2688  (-) 
2689   
2691   
2692   
2693  (-) 
2693s (-)  
2694   
2695   
2697 (2) (-) 
2701   
2702   
2703   
2705   
2706   
2707   
2708   
2709   
2710   
2711   
2713   
2714   
2715   
2717 (-)  
2718   
2719 (3) (5) 
2720 (3) (3) 
2721   
2722   







2725   
2726   
2727   
2728   
2729  (-) 
2730   
2732   
2734 (5) (3) 
2735   
2737   
2745  (-) 
2747   
2748  (-) 
2749   
2750   
2751  (-) 
2752  (-) 
2754   
2756   
2757   
2758 (3) (-) 
2758s (3)  
2760   
2761  (-) 
2762  (-) 
2763  (-) 
2765   
2766   
2767   
2768   
2771 (1) (1) 
2773   
2774   
2775  (-) 
2775s (-)  
2779   
2780  (-) 
2781  (-) 
2782   
2783   
2786 (6) (6) 
2787  (-) 
2788  (-) 
2788s (-)  
2789  (-) 
2790  (-) 
2791  (-) 
2794   
2801  (-) 
2803 (3) (3) 
2804   
2806   









2809   
2810   
2811  (-) 
2812   
2813   
2828 (-) (-) 
2831  (-) 
2844 (-) (-) 
2854 (3) (3) 
2856 (3)  
2857 (3) (3) 
2860   
2861 (3) (-) 
2862 (3) (3) 
2863 (3)  
2867 (3) (-) 
2868 (3)  
2869 (3) (3) 
2870 (3) (3) 
2871 (3) (3) 
2872 (3) (3) 
2873 (3) (3) 
2874 (3) (3) 
2875 (3) (3) 
2876 (3) (3) 
2877 (3) (3) 
2879 (3) (3) 
2880 (3) (-) 
2884 (3)  
2885 (3) (3) 
2886 (3)  
2887 (3) (3) 
2894 (3)  
2895 (3) (3) 
2897 (3)  
2898 (3) (3) 
2900 (3)  
2901 (3) (-) 
2902 (3)  
2905 (3)  
2906 (3) (3) 
2907 (3)  
2992 (3)  
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The Variation Units 
 
A foundation of comparative research, especially for quantitative 
comparisons, is that there is a definable unit upon which a comparison 
may be based.  The concept is simple, but the definition for texts is not.  
Terms often used in comparing the texts of manuscripts include variation 
unit, variant passage, variant reading, variant, reading, and error.1  
Without an illusion of settling terminological issues, I am adopting a 
pragmatic approach focusing on defining a comparable unit, though I will 
use traditional terms rather than “comparable unit”.  Note that the unit 
for a comparative study may not be the same unit chosen for other uses. 
 
A variation unit is defined as the unit of text upon which manuscripts are 
counted as having a single agreement or disagreement in text.  Although 
it may be of interest to calculate the amount of text that any set of 
manuscripts has in common, text where all manuscripts agree is not 
counted to assess manuscript relationships.  Thus the variation unit by 
name and by use necessarily involves text with variants. 
 
                                                          
1 There is an extensive literature on these terms and their usage.  As will 
be evident, I am particularly indebted to discussions in the following:  D. 
C. Parker, New Testament Manuscripts and Their Texts, pp. 4-5, 159; 
ECM James Text volume, pp. 16*-17*; Ernest C. Colwell, Method in 
Classifying and Evaluating Variant Readings; Eldon J. Epp, Toward the 
Clarification of the Term “Textual Variant”; and Eldon J. Epp, It’s All about 
Variants.  There are other valuable concepts described by terms such as 
significant, accidental, meaningful, and intentional that overlap but 
generally refer to other characteristics of texts. 
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There are multiple factors which affect the definition of the variation unit.  
At one extreme, the entire text could be considered the single unit, 
resulting only in the determination of which manuscripts are identical.  
That approach offers no advantage, since the same determination of 
“identicalness” plus more refined determinations can be made by dividing 
the text into multiple units.  At the other extreme, each word of the text 
could be considered a unit.  While this approach may be considered 
unbiased or more objective, it is impractical both in practice and in sense. 
 
Similarly, the variation units established for the purpose of counting the 
agreement between manuscripts may be different than the units attested 
in a textual apparatus; for example, the apparatus often has a goal of 
being compact, thus presents the variants in the shortest units possible.   
 
Previous volumes in the Text und Textwert series were based on a series 
of variation units, or test passages, distributed throughout a text and 
selected on the basis of prior knowledge that there was a split in evidence 
among text forms.  Manuscripts were collated and tabulated for all 
readings found within the preselected variation units.  This study differs in 
that manuscripts were read for an entire text, John 18, and variation 




The primary method used to form variation units was to divide the text 
into genealogical sense units.  The term “genealogical” is complex, but is 
used here to indicate that the purpose of each variation unit, and the 
collection of all units, is to set out the text at each level that accounts for 
all variant text underneath it.  For any given unit, the success in 
achieving this purpose may be more or less attained, but that is inherent 
in the genealogical description of a relatively sparsely attested tradition, 
due to inadequate, missing, or misunderstood transmissional data.  
Success may be complete, setting out the parental text at each level, but 
may also be incomplete, setting out the text at only some levels. 
 
The apparatus of the Editio Critica Maior is constructed to display the 
individual variation units with readings ordered by the similarity of their 
text.  Each individual unit is also used as the basis for counting a single 
agreement or disagreement among manuscripts, and the set of units is 
used for assessing manuscript relationships using quantitative methods.  
The set of units is also used for the Coherence-Based Genealogical 
Method,2 which will also be applied in the future to the full John data.  
Thus several principles and definitions from the ECM apparatus, as 
described below, have been used for constructing variation units for the 
John 18 data. 
                                                          
2 For the Coherence-Based Genealogical Method (CBGM), see Gerd Mink 
“CBGM”, “Problems of a highly contaminated tradition”, and 
“Contamination, Coherence, and Coincidence in Textual Transmission”, 




Defining the variation units is not necessarily tied to an analysis method, 
but it would be instructive to consider one methodological issue now.  The 
genealogical approach has often been criticized for the inability to resolve 
between branches of the text with equivalent familial support.  For New 
Testament texts, this is not as big a problem as might be supposed 
because in many cases there is little disagreement about which reading 
generated the other, and even rarer agreement on there being equivalent 
familial support.  Even when the decision between two branches cannot 
be made, applying a genealogical approach to the variation unit generally 
allows other branches to be resolved, both helping the overall goal of 
understanding the history of the text and providing evidence for familial 
relationships that can be used to assess inconclusive branches.  
Furthermore, the evaluation of the lineage of readings within a variation 
unit is not tied to any method, but can apply any of the many proposed 
internal and external criteria. 
 
Colwell3 described the variation unit as a combination of features of the 
text and the empirical observation of what occurs in the witnesses.  
Certain grammatical constructions simply exist together and should be 
included in the same variation unit.  These would include the gender, case 
and number of articles and nouns and adjectives and nouns, subject-verb 
                                                          
3 Evaluating Variant Readings, p. 99. 
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number agreement, and word order with postpositive conjunctions.  Other 
sets of words belong in same variation unit simply because the 
manuscripts attest the variation of the words together.  A clear case of 
this is the transposition of words, which also frequently involves the 
absence of one or both; this could be treated as two variation units of 
add/omit, but genealogically this would be one variation unit, where the 
different levels of text would include word order and the 
addition/omission/substitution of a word or words. 
 
For the John 18 text, the variation units were established as follows:  
starting with the first word and continuing through the text, the 
manuscript evidence for variation in text was examined.  If a single word 
stood alone, without a grammatical or variant connection to words before 
or after it, that is, if its variants could exist without affecting other words 
in the text, the word and its variants were considered a variation unit.  If 
the word and its variants could not exist without affecting other words, or 
were connected with variants in other words by the manuscript evidence, 
then the connected words were joined into a single variation unit.  This 
process was continued, working through the text until all text had been 
considered.4 
 
                                                          
4 This is a process which Klaus Wachtel, in private communication, termed 
'as short as possible and as long as necessary'. 
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There were a few exceptions to this process, particularly involving 
overlapping variants.  Overlapping variants involve multiple words, either 
an addition/omission or transposition of two or more words.  For example, 
there were three manuscripts that did not include verse 2.  That was 
considered its own variation unit, with three manuscripts against the rest 
of the extant tradition.  Verse 2 was also divided into several other 
variation units to which those three manuscripts did not contribute 
evidence.  There were other similar cases where an omission resulted in a 
text that was possible (or conversely the addition of those words made 
sense), but the other variation units that would be formed apart from the 
existence of that omission did not have an apparent connection to the 
omission.  In most cases of transposition, the entire set of words 
contained in the transposition was considered one variation unit.  But 
there were cases where a transposition overlapped with other variation 
units without any apparent connection.  For example, in verse 8 one 
manuscript transposed the two sentences against the rest of the tradition, 
and there were numerous variants within each sentence.  The singular 
transposition was considered its own variation unit, rather than forcing 
the combination of the other non-connected variation units that it 
overlapped. 
 
Within a variation unit, each unique reading was given its own label, 
indicating that manuscripts sharing that reading would be counted as one 
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agreement and manuscripts not sharing a reading would be counted as 
one disagreement for the variation unit.  As in the ECM apparatus, 
readings which were not grammatically correct or logically possible were 
considered errors.  All errors were included in the apparatus.  Within the 
apparatus, each error shared the label of the unique reading from which it 
could not be differentiated.  If an error could be differentiated from more 
than one unique reading, it was labeled the same as a lacuna and 
manuscripts having that reading were not counted as agreeing or 
disagreeing with other manuscripts for that variation unit.  For example, 
in verse 3, one manuscript deletes the participle, resulting in nonsense, 
but since there are two forms of the participle in other manuscripts, it 
cannot be determined from which form it is an error, thus it is not 
counted as agreeing or disagreeing with either.   
 
The apparatus contains some sets of readings in the same format as 
variation units, but all readings have the same label, indicating that no 
counting of agreements or disagreements occurs.  That is, all the 
readings printed in that unit are errors from the text.  Such units are not 
variation units, but are included in order to present all errors in the 
apparatus. 
 
Also as in the ECM apparatus, the remotest possibility of making sense 
qualified a reading as a variant.  An example of this which occurred 
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several times is what would normally be considered an omission due to 
homoioteleuton.  If the text could make sense with and without the 
words, the two readings were considered variants and formed a variation 
unit.  Normally this was a unique variation unit, overlapping other 
variation units formed from the variants of words contained in the 
omission. 
 
Some differences in text represent alternate spellings of the same word 
based on regional or time differences.  Other alternate spellings are due 
to itacisms, which may themselves represent changes in spelling over 
time or simple misspellings caused by similar sounding combinations of 
letters.  Although some such differences could represent genealogical 
variation, that possibility is confounded by the opportunity for a scribe to 
correct to a standard form of spelling, apart from the exemplar.  On the 
other hand, other types of differences that might be expected to be 
corrected, such as nonsense readings, would be corrected to an exemplar 
or to a new but sensible reading, each of which would carry forward 
genealogical information.  Thus most differences representing alternate 
spellings were suppressed in the apparatus in a process called 
‘regularization’, that is, regularizing the spelling to that of the Nestle-




There were three specific types of regularization applied to eliminate 
spelling differences, each adopted from the practice followed in the ECM5.  
First, the vowel interchanges αι-ε, ε-η, ει-η-υ-ι-οι, and ο-ω have been 
conformed to the Nestle-Aland text except in a few cases noted where the 
vowels represent distinct grammatical possibilities.  Second, the 
interchange between single and double consonants and the movable nu 
have been conformed to the Nestle-Aland text.  Third, abbreviations were 
expanded to form the fully spelled word of the Nestle-Aland text, notably 
for the nomina sacra.  This practice of regularization reduces the number 
of possible variation units and the number of readings within variation 
units.  The benefit of regularization is that agreement or disagreement 
among manuscripts is based on variants or their descendants that are 
expected to survive across generations of manuscript copying. 
 
The results of the collection of the manuscripts’ text, division into 
variation units, and regularization are presented in the apparatus in 
Appendix II.  The apparatus is formatted similarly to previous Text und 
Textwert volumes.  
 
As in previous volumes, for each variation unit the majority reading is 
labeled as reading 1, the reading of NA27 is labeled as reading 2, and if 
these two are identical the reading is labeled as reading 1/2.  All other 
                                                          
5 ECM James Text volume, pp. 16*-17*. 
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readings are labeled with the number 3 or above.  Subvariants of a main 
variant use the main variant’s number with a supplementary letter, for 
example, 1A.  A reading that is grammatically incorrect or logically 
impossible is labeled with the same number as the reading from which it 
erred, when it exists, but with a supplementary “-f” (=”Fehler” or error), 
for example, 1-f, and 1-f1, 1-f2, etc. are used for multiple readings with 
errors.  Similarly, two readings are given the same reading number when 
their only difference is an alternate but possible orthographical form(s), 
with one of the readings adding a supplementary “ o” to the reading 
number, for example, 1-o.  The label “W” is used as in the John 1-10 
volume, to indicate a reading that could be identified with other extant 
readings, but because of a deficiency or error could not be identified with 
only one other extant reading.  Where space allowed, the other possible 
reading numbers are added to the label W, for example, W1/2/5, which 
indicates that this could support readings 1, 2, or 5. 
 
One significant change is introduced to the apparatus.  Previous volumes 
presented a positive apparatus, that is, each manuscript was recorded for 
a variant at each variation unit (or subsumed under the BYZ symbol, 
representing the majority of manuscripts).  For chapter 18, all differences 
were recorded and divided into appropriate variation units.  However, 
some “variation units” have no variants, but only readings with errors.  
Furthermore, a majority of the true variation units have massive support 
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for the majority reading but only sparse support for other variants.  Thus, 
only a minority of variation units have significant manuscript support 
spread over multiple variants.  In order to represent all the manuscript 
readings in a reasonable number of pages, these three cases are 
presented differently from prior volumes.   
 
The variation units are presented sequentially in the order of the NA27 
text, separated by a horizontal line of equal signs (“=”).  The first line of 
each variation unit displays the chapter number followed by the verse and 
word number of the beginning word of the variation unit plus, if different, 
the ending verse and/or word number of the last word of the variation 
unit.  (Note that words are numbered using increments of 2.)  The true 
variation units, with at least two variants, are numbered sequentially from 
1 to 395, with the number displayed before the chapter number.  A 
negative apparatus is presented for all variation units, that is, displaying 
only those manuscripts that differ from reading 1, the reading of the 
majority of manuscripts, or are deficient.  The unnumbered variation 
units, consisting only of errors with no variants, display only the 
manuscripts with errors.  In all cases, the first hand and corrector of 
manuscripts with corrections are listed for the appropriate readings. 
 




Comparison of the Manuscripts 
 
 
The comparison of manuscripts is presented in this chapter.  Since this 
material is also being prepared as part 2 of the John Text und Textwert 
volume, the results will be presented in a very similar format to the 
series. 
 
For each variation unit in John 18, conforming to the Text und Textwert 
practice, the majority reading is labeled as reading 1 and the reading of 
the Nestle-Aland 27th edition is labeled as reading 2;  where these two 
are identical, the reading is labeled as reading 1/2.1  Other readings are 
labeled with the numbers 3 and higher.  Because of the nature of the 
textual tradition, this proves to be an ingenious system for building a 
selection of manuscripts to represent the tradition of the text.   
 
The majority reading is not just the most common reading, but in almost 
all cases is the reading of the majority of the manuscripts.2  In a tradition 
                                                          
1 The terms “majority reading” and “majority text” are defined as in the 
ECM James Text volume, p. 12*:  the majority text is the set of readings 
across variation units that is supported by the majority of manuscripts 
and thus is strictly a quantitative term, not referring to a form of text or a 
stage in the history of the text. 
2 Only one of the 153 test passages in John 1-10 has a reading labeled as 
reading 1, that is, the “majority” reading, that has the support of fewer 
than half of the manuscripts:  in test passage 150, reading 1 is supported 
by the first hand of 533 of 1638 extant manuscripts.  This characteristic is 
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where there were multiple well-attested options at each point of variation, 
we would have a rich field for tracing and determining groups of 
manuscripts.  This is not the case for the extant New Testament Greek 
manuscript tradition, however, where almost every variation unit has a 
clear majority reading. 
 
Furthermore, the majority reading is rarely just a simple majority, but is 
usually a large majority. As already seen in Chapter 3 for the John 18 
data, a large majority of the manuscripts agreed on one reading in a large 
proportion of the variation units.3  Another way of putting this is that the 
total variation within the manuscripts is relatively small, narrowing the 
opportunity to distinguish groups of manuscripts.  This variation may, of 
course, be spread fairly evenly among the manuscripts, giving us the best 
chance of determining groups of manuscripts.  However, to the extent 
that this variation is focused within some of the manuscripts, the other 
manuscripts will necessarily have less variation. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
evident for each New Testament book from the support shown for 
readings in each of the Text und Textwert volumes, which is particularly 
noteworthy since the range of manuscript support was a clear factor in 
the selection of the test passages.  In John 18, where all textual variation 
is examined, all variation units have one true majority reading. 
3 In John 1-10, the majority reading had greater than 70% support in 149 
of the 153 test passages (all but test passages 91, 100, 134, and 150), 
greater than 80% support in 141 test passages, greater than 90% 
support in 116 test passages, and greater than 95% support in 84, more 
than half of the test passages.  The corresponding figures for the majority 
reading in the 395 passages in John 18 are:  387 at over 70%, 381 at 
over 80%, 370 at over 90%, and 354 at over 95% support. 
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The spread of variation among the manuscripts may be measured by 
calculating their proportion of agreement with a standard.  A particularly 
objective measure is to count each manuscript’s agreements with the 
majority text, as represented by the majority reading at each variation 
unit.  Table 4.1 displays this count for each manuscript in the first 
column, showing the percentage and count of majority readings out of the 
total number of variation units for which the manuscript is extant.4  The 
list of manuscripts is sorted from lowest to highest proportion of majority 
readings. 
  
                                                          
4 In keeping with the Text und Textwert series, Table 4.1 counts 
subvariants of the majority reading as equivalent to the majority reading, 
that is, subvariant readings labeled 1A, 1B, 1C, etc. are all counted as 
agreements with the majority reading labeled 1.  Counts of agreements 
between pairs of manuscripts, as discussed below, will count subvariants 
as different from each other and from the main reading. 
 The heading of the first column is “Readings 1+1/2” because the 
majority reading is always labeled with a “1”, which is supplemented to 
become “1/2” if it is also the NA27 reading.  The remaining columns are 
as follows:  “Readings 2+1/2” shows the percentage and count of NA27 
readings (reading 2) out of the number of extant variation units from the 
total of 395.  The majority and NA27 readings differ in 41 of the 395 
variation units.  The next two columns show the percentage and count of 
majority readings (Reading 1) and NA27 readings (Reading 2) out of the 
number of extant variation units from those 41.  The last column shows 
the percentage and count of other readings (reading 3 or higher, that is, 
neither the majority nor the NA27 reading) out of the number of extant 
variation units from the total of 395. 
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Table 4.1: Counts and Percentages of Agreement with the Majority Text, 
NA27 Text, and Other Readings. 
 
Readings 1+1/2         Ms      Readings 2+1/2      Reading 1       Reading 2     Other readings 
 84.0% (110/131)       05      86.3% (113/131)   20.0% (2/10)   50.0% (5/10)   12.2% (16/131) 
 84.6% (11/13)         P59     92.3% (12/13)      0.0% (0/2)    50.0% (1/2)     7.7% (1/13) 
 85.4% (169/198)       P66     89.9% (178/198)    6.3% (1/16)   62.5% (10/16)   9.6% (19/198) 
 87.1% (344/395)       01      90.1% (356/395)   26.8% (11/41)  56.1% (23/41)   7.1% (28/395) 
 87.3% (344/394)       2786    84.5% (333/394)   51.2% (21/41)  24.4% (10/41)  10.2% (40/394) 
 87.3% (345/395)       579s    88.9% (351/395)   31.7% (13/41)  46.3% (19/41)   7.8% (31/395) 
 88.7% (86/97)         0109    94.8% (92/97)     23.1% (3/13)   69.2% (9/13)    2.1% (2/97) 
 89.2% (148/166)       P60     91.6% (152/166)   23.5% (4/17)   47.1% (8/17)    6.0% (10/166) 
 89.4% (353/395)       03      97.7% (386/395)    4.9% (2/41)   85.4% (35/41)   1.8% (7/395) 
 89.9% (355/395)       032     91.6% (362/395)   31.7% (13/41)  48.8% (20/41)   5.1% (20/395) 
 90.3% (337/373)       1820    93.0% (347/373)   29.7% (11/37)  56.8% (21/37)   4.0% (15/373) 
 90.4% (356/394)       2129    91.6% (361/394)   34.1% (14/41)  46.3% (19/41)   4.8% (19/394) 
 90.4% (357/395)       019     95.9% (379/395)   22.0% (9/41)   75.6% (31/41)   1.8% (7/395) 
 90.4% (47/52)         087     86.5% (45/52)     50.0% (3/6)    16.7% (1/6)     7.7% (4/52) 
 90.6% (358/395)       865     92.9% (367/395)   34.1% (14/41)  56.1% (23/41)   3.5% (14/395) 
 90.9% (299/329)       04      94.5% (311/329)   23.5% (8/34)   58.8% (20/34)   3.0% (10/329) 
 90.9% (359/395)       1654    87.8% (347/395)   56.1% (23/41)  26.8% (11/41)   6.3% (25/395) 
 90.9% (40/44)         475s    90.9% (40/44)     25.0% (1/4)    25.0% (1/4)     6.8% (3/44) 
 91.1% (360/395)       033     92.7% (366/395)   39.0% (16/41)  53.7% (22/41)   3.3% (13/395) 
 91.1% (360/395)       1       90.9% (359/395)   46.3% (19/41)  43.9% (18/41)   4.3% (17/395) 
 91.1% (360/395)       69      88.4% (349/395)   51.2% (21/41)  24.4% (10/41)   6.3% (25/395) 
 91.3% (241/264)       05s     90.5% (239/264)   45.2% (14/31)  38.7% (12/31)   4.2% (11/264) 
 91.4% (360/394)       1582    91.1% (359/394)   46.3% (19/41)  43.9% (18/41)   4.1% (16/394) 
 91.4% (361/395)       213     91.4% (361/395)   46.3% (19/41)  46.3% (19/41)   3.8% (15/395) 
 91.5% (119/130)       2517    92.3% (120/130)   40.0% (6/15)   46.7% (7/15)    3.1% (4/130) 
 91.6% (360/393)       565     88.8% (349/393)   53.7% (22/41)  26.8% (11/41)   5.6% (22/393) 
 91.6% (360/393)       2561    87.5% (344/393)   60.0% (24/40)  20.0% (8/40)    6.4% (25/393) 
 91.6% (362/395)       1819    93.4% (369/395)   34.1% (14/41)  51.2% (21/41)   3.0% (12/395) 
 91.6% (362/395)       2766    85.1% (336/395)   70.7% (29/41)   7.3% (3/41)    7.6% (30/395) 
 91.9% (362/394)       205     89.6% (353/394)   53.7% (22/41)  31.7% (13/41)   4.8% (19/394) 
 91.9% (351/382)       168     85.6% (327/382)   67.5% (27/40)   7.5% (3/40)    7.3% (28/382) 
 91.9% (363/395)       13      88.1% (348/395)   61.0% (25/41)  24.4% (10/41)   5.6% (22/395) 
 92.1% (105/114)       892     86.0% (98/114)    69.2% (9/13)   15.4% (2/13)    6.1% (7/114) 
 92.1% (363/394)       788     89.1% (351/394)   56.1% (23/41)  26.8% (11/41)   5.1% (20/394) 
 92.2% (364/395)       022     89.1% (352/395)   53.7% (22/41)  24.4% (10/41)   5.3% (21/395) 
 92.2% (364/395)       124     88.4% (349/395)   61.0% (25/41)  24.4% (10/41)   5.3% (21/395) 
 92.2% (364/395)       357     89.1% (352/395)   58.5% (24/41)  29.3% (12/41)   4.8% (19/395) 
 92.4% (364/394)       2886    88.6% (349/394)   62.5% (25/40)  25.0% (10/40)   5.1% (20/394) 
 92.6% (361/390)       841     86.4% (337/390)   70.7% (29/41)  12.2% (5/41)    6.2% (24/390) 
 92.6% (364/393)       2148    86.3% (339/393)   70.0% (28/40)   7.5% (3/40)    6.6% (26/393) 
 92.6% (365/394)       138     89.8% (354/394)   57.5% (23/40)  30.0% (12/40)   4.3% (17/394) 
 92.7% (366/395)       209     90.1% (356/395)   56.1% (23/41)  31.7% (13/41)   4.1% (16/395) 
 92.7% (366/395)       1784s   88.9% (351/395)   63.4% (26/41)  26.8% (11/41)   4.6% (18/395) 
 92.7% (366/395)       2713    89.1% (352/395)   63.4% (26/41)  29.3% (12/41)   4.3% (17/395) 
 92.7% (366/395)       2718    88.4% (349/395)   63.4% (26/41)  22.0% (9/41)    5.1% (20/395) 
 92.7% (354/382)       2575    88.5% (338/382)   64.1% (25/39)  23.1% (9/39)    5.0% (19/382) 
 92.9% (367/395)       1689    87.6% (346/395)   65.9% (27/41)  14.6% (6/41)    5.6% (22/395) 
 92.9% (367/395)       1797    86.8% (343/395)   68.3% (28/41)   9.8% (4/41)    6.1% (24/395) 
 93.0% (53/57)         798     87.7% (50/57)     66.7% (4/6)    16.7% (1/6)     5.3% (3/57) 
 93.0% (334/359)       792     85.5% (307/359)   74.4% (29/39)   5.1% (2/39)    6.4% (23/359) 
 93.1% (362/389)       33      92.3% (359/389)   43.9% (18/41)  36.6% (15/41)   3.1% (12/389) 
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 93.2% (368/395)       833     86.8% (343/395)   75.6% (31/41)  14.6% (6/41)    5.3% (21/395) 
 93.2% (368/395)       1321    92.2% (364/395)   51.2% (21/41)  41.5% (17/41)   2.5% (10/395) 
 93.2% (368/395)       2643    85.3% (337/395)   80.5% (33/41)   4.9% (2/41)    6.3% (25/395) 
 93.2% (368/395)       2680    86.8% (343/395)   75.6% (31/41)  14.6% (6/41)    5.3% (21/395) 
 93.2% (261/280)       731     85.7% (240/280)   75.0% (24/32)   9.4% (3/32)    5.7% (16/280) 
 93.2% (317/340)       772     86.2% (293/340)   80.0% (28/35)  11.4% (4/35)    5.6% (19/340) 
 93.4% (368/394)       1135    86.5% (341/394)   72.5% (29/40)   5.0% (2/40)    6.1% (24/394) 
 93.4% (369/395)       044     91.9% (363/395)   48.8% (20/41)  34.1% (14/41)   3.0% (12/395) 
 93.4% (369/395)       826     89.6% (354/395)   61.0% (25/41)  24.4% (10/41)   4.1% (16/395) 
 93.4% (369/395)       828     89.1% (352/395)   63.4% (26/41)  22.0% (9/41)    4.3% (17/395) 
 93.4% (369/395)       994     89.9% (355/395)   61.0% (25/41)  26.8% (11/41)   3.8% (15/395) 
 93.6% (366/391)       2192    85.9% (336/391)   82.5% (33/40)   7.5% (3/40)    5.6% (22/391) 
 93.6% (353/377)       733     86.2% (325/377)   77.5% (31/40)   7.5% (3/40)    5.6% (21/377) 
 93.6% (368/393)       0211    89.3% (351/393)   65.0% (26/40)  22.5% (9/40)    4.1% (16/393) 
 93.6% (368/393)       2206    87.5% (344/393)   73.2% (30/41)  14.6% (6/41)    4.8% (19/393) 
 93.7% (370/395)       543     89.6% (354/395)   63.4% (26/41)  24.4% (10/41)   3.8% (15/395) 
 93.7% (370/395)       732     88.1% (348/395)   70.7% (29/41)  17.1% (7/41)    4.6% (18/395) 
 93.7% (370/395)       744     87.1% (344/395)   78.0% (32/41)  14.6% (6/41)    4.8% (19/395) 
 93.7% (370/395)       1574    86.8% (343/395)   73.2% (30/41)   7.3% (3/41)    5.6% (22/395) 
 93.7% (370/395)       2702    88.6% (350/395)   68.3% (28/41)  19.5% (8/41)    4.3% (17/395) 
 93.8% (15/16)         P108    93.8% (15/16)       . % (0/0)      . % (0/0)     6.3% (1/16) 
 93.9% (367/391)       1424    86.4% (338/391)   82.9% (34/41)  12.2% (5/41)    4.9% (19/391) 
 93.9% (367/391)       1506    87.7% (343/391)   73.2% (30/41)  14.6% (6/41)    4.6% (18/391) 
 93.9% (367/391)       2810    85.7% (335/391)   87.5% (35/40)   7.5% (3/40)    5.4% (21/391) 
 93.9% (123/131)       011s    88.5% (116/131)   77.8% (7/9)     0.0% (0/9)     6.1% (8/131) 
 93.9% (370/394)       346     89.6% (353/394)   63.4% (26/41)  22.0% (9/41)    3.8% (15/394) 
 93.9% (371/395)       377     88.1% (348/395)   70.7% (29/41)  14.6% (6/41)    4.6% (18/395) 
 93.9% (371/395)       1001    90.1% (356/395)   58.5% (24/41)  22.0% (9/41)    3.8% (15/395) 
 93.9% (371/395)       1071    92.9% (367/395)   51.2% (21/41)  41.5% (17/41)   1.8% (7/395) 
 93.9% (371/395)       2311    85.8% (339/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    5.6% (22/395) 
 94.0% (359/382)       1128    86.9% (332/382)   75.6% (31/41)   9.8% (4/41)    5.0% (19/382) 
 94.1% (368/391)       884     88.7% (347/391)   73.2% (30/41)  22.0% (9/41)    3.6% (14/391) 
 94.2% (372/395)       038     90.4% (357/395)   63.4% (26/41)  26.8% (11/41)   3.0% (12/395) 
 94.2% (372/395)       2106    87.3% (345/395)   68.3% (28/41)   2.4% (1/41)    5.6% (22/395) 
 94.2% (372/395)       2528    89.9% (355/395)   65.9% (27/41)  24.4% (10/41)   3.3% (13/395) 
 94.2% (372/395)       2684    90.4% (357/395)   63.4% (26/41)  26.8% (11/41)   3.0% (12/395) 
 94.3% (312/331)       472     87.0% (288/331)   82.4% (28/34)  11.8% (4/34)    4.5% (15/331) 
 94.3% (183/194)       1344    85.1% (165/194)   90.0% (18/20)   0.0% (0/20)    5.7% (11/194) 
 94.3% (350/371)       27s     89.2% (331/371)   65.8% (25/38)  15.8% (6/38)    4.0% (15/371) 
 94.4% (368/390)       1269    87.7% (342/390)   74.4% (29/39)   7.7% (3/39)    4.9% (19/390) 
 94.4% (286/303)       2188    88.1% (267/303)   72.4% (21/29)   6.9% (2/29)    5.0% (15/303) 
 94.4% (371/393)       741     87.5% (344/393)   78.0% (32/41)  12.2% (5/41)    4.3% (17/393) 
 94.4% (355/376)       2411    89.1% (335/376)   65.8% (25/38)  13.2% (5/38)    4.3% (16/376) 
 94.4% (373/395)       1534    86.1% (340/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    5.1% (20/395) 
 94.4% (373/395)       2397    90.1% (356/395)   63.4% (26/41)  22.0% (9/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 94.4% (17/18)         P52    100.0% (18/18)      0.0% (0/1)   100.0% (1/1)     0.0% (0/18) 
 94.5% (362/383)       154     86.7% (332/383)   82.5% (33/40)   7.5% (3/40)    4.7% (18/383) 
 94.6% (367/388)       974     91.2% (354/388)   58.5% (24/41)  26.8% (11/41)   2.6% (10/388) 
 94.6% (369/390)       1009    89.2% (348/390)   70.0% (28/40)  17.5% (7/40)    3.6% (14/390) 
 94.6% (371/392)       1335    85.7% (336/392)   92.5% (37/40)   5.0% (2/40)    4.8% (19/392) 
 94.7% (374/395)       48      89.1% (352/395)   68.3% (28/41)  14.6% (6/41)    3.8% (15/395) 
 94.7% (374/395)       508     88.4% (349/395)   73.2% (30/41)  12.2% (5/41)    4.1% (16/395) 
 94.7% (374/395)       544     88.9% (351/395)   65.9% (27/41)   9.8% (4/41)    4.3% (17/395) 
 94.7% (374/395)       1268    90.4% (357/395)   63.4% (26/41)  22.0% (9/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 94.7% (374/395)       1319    89.1% (352/395)   68.3% (28/41)  14.6% (6/41)    3.8% (15/395) 
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 94.8% (311/328)       1336    86.9% (285/328)   85.7% (30/35)  11.4% (4/35)    4.0% (13/328) 
 94.9% (369/389)       1021    86.6% (337/389)   85.0% (34/40)   5.0% (2/40)    4.6% (18/389) 
 94.9% (370/390)       780     89.7% (350/390)   70.0% (28/40)  20.0% (8/40)    3.1% (12/390) 
 94.9% (373/393)       1546    89.3% (351/393)   67.5% (27/40)  12.5% (5/40)    3.8% (15/393) 
 94.9% (374/394)       2252    90.6% (357/394)   62.5% (25/40)  20.0% (8/40)    3.0% (12/394) 
 94.9% (374/394)       2478    87.8% (346/394)   78.0% (32/41)   9.8% (4/41)    4.1% (16/394) 
 94.9% (375/395)       16      86.3% (341/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    4.6% (18/395) 
 94.9% (375/395)       317     90.9% (359/395)   63.4% (26/41)  24.4% (10/41)   2.5% (10/395) 
 94.9% (375/395)       782     90.6% (358/395)   63.4% (26/41)  22.0% (9/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 94.9% (375/395)       829     87.3% (345/395)   80.5% (33/41)   7.3% (3/41)    4.3% (17/395) 
 94.9% (375/395)       857     87.1% (344/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    4.3% (17/395) 
 94.9% (375/395)       878     87.6% (346/395)   78.0% (32/41)   7.3% (3/41)    4.3% (17/395) 
 94.9% (375/395)       889     88.1% (348/395)   80.5% (33/41)  14.6% (6/41)    3.5% (14/395) 
 94.9% (375/395)       891     87.8% (347/395)   80.5% (33/41)  12.2% (5/41)    3.8% (15/395) 
 94.9% (375/395)       1006    91.6% (362/395)   58.5% (24/41)  26.8% (11/41)   2.3% (9/395) 
 94.9% (375/395)       1122    86.3% (341/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    4.3% (17/395) 
 95.0% (209/220)       1182    88.6% (195/220)   80.0% (16/20)  10.0% (2/20)    4.1% (9/220) 
 95.1% (365/384)       903     85.9% (330/384)   90.0% (36/40)   2.5% (1/40)    4.7% (18/384) 
 95.1% (347/365)       1273    91.0% (332/365)   68.4% (26/38)  28.9% (11/38)   1.9% (7/365) 
 95.1% (372/391)       2524    90.8% (355/391)   65.9% (27/41)  24.4% (10/41)   2.3% (9/391) 
 95.2% (373/392)       1263    87.5% (343/392)   80.5% (33/41)   7.3% (3/41)    4.1% (16/392) 
 95.2% (375/394)       428     87.3% (344/394)   85.0% (34/40)   7.5% (3/40)    4.1% (16/394) 
 95.2% (375/394)       807     88.8% (350/394)   75.6% (31/41)  14.6% (6/41)    3.3% (13/394) 
 95.2% (375/394)       886     88.8% (350/394)   73.2% (30/41)  12.2% (5/41)    3.6% (14/394) 
 95.2% (375/394)       968     89.8% (354/394)   70.7% (29/41)  19.5% (8/41)    2.8% (11/394) 
 95.2% (375/394)       2223    87.8% (346/394)   82.5% (33/40)  10.0% (4/40)    3.8% (15/394) 
 95.2% (376/395)       368     88.6% (350/395)   78.0% (32/41)  14.6% (6/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 95.2% (376/395)       423     89.9% (355/395)   68.3% (28/41)  17.1% (7/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 95.2% (376/395)       817     86.8% (343/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    4.1% (16/395) 
 95.2% (376/395)       861     90.9% (359/395)   65.9% (27/41)  24.4% (10/41)   2.3% (9/395) 
 95.2% (376/395)       2404    88.4% (349/395)   75.6% (31/41)   9.8% (4/41)    3.8% (15/395) 
 95.2% (376/395)       2546    88.6% (350/395)   78.0% (32/41)  14.6% (6/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 95.2% (376/395)       2728    90.9% (359/395)   63.4% (26/41)  22.0% (9/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 95.2% (179/188)       1571s   86.2% (162/188)   90.0% (18/20)   5.0% (1/20)    4.3% (8/188) 
 95.2% (220/231)       0290    91.8% (212/231)   60.9% (14/23)  26.1% (6/23)    2.2% (5/231) 
 95.2% (20/21)         781     90.5% (19/21)     50.0% (1/2)     0.0% (0/2)     4.8% (1/21) 
 95.3% (327/343)       2794    91.8% (315/343)   60.0% (21/35)  25.7% (9/35)    2.0% (7/343) 
 95.4% (333/349)       2452    87.4% (305/349)   82.4% (28/34)   0.0% (0/34)    4.6% (16/349) 
 95.4% (376/394)       389     89.3% (352/394)   65.9% (27/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.8% (15/394) 
 95.4% (376/394)       679     87.6% (345/394)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.8% (15/394) 
 95.4% (377/395)       02      92.2% (364/395)   63.4% (26/41)  31.7% (13/41)   1.3% (5/395) 
 95.4% (377/395)       397     89.9% (355/395)   70.7% (29/41)  17.1% (7/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 95.4% (377/395)       525     88.1% (348/395)   82.9% (34/41)  12.2% (5/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 95.4% (377/395)       581     88.6% (350/395)   75.6% (31/41)   9.8% (4/41)    3.5% (14/395) 
 95.4% (377/395)       595     88.4% (349/395)   75.6% (31/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.8% (15/395) 
 95.4% (377/395)       713     91.6% (362/395)   63.4% (26/41)  26.8% (11/41)   1.8% (7/395) 
 95.4% (377/395)       799     90.9% (359/395)   68.3% (28/41)  24.4% (10/41)   2.0% (8/395) 
 95.4% (377/395)       1242    89.1% (352/395)   75.6% (31/41)  14.6% (6/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 95.4% (377/395)       1262    87.3% (345/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    3.5% (14/395) 
 95.4% (377/395)       1301    88.1% (348/395)   80.5% (33/41)   9.8% (4/41)    3.5% (14/395) 
 95.4% (377/395)       1431    90.1% (356/395)   65.9% (27/41)  14.6% (6/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 95.4% (377/395)       1446    88.1% (348/395)   80.5% (33/41)   9.8% (4/41)    3.5% (14/395) 
 95.4% (377/395)       1627    89.4% (353/395)   70.7% (29/41)  12.2% (5/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 95.4% (377/395)       2291    87.6% (346/395)   80.5% (33/41)   4.9% (2/41)    4.1% (16/395) 
 95.4% (377/395)       2661    89.1% (352/395)   75.6% (31/41)  14.6% (6/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
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 95.5% (357/374)       729     86.9% (325/374)   85.0% (34/40)   5.0% (2/40)    4.0% (15/374) 
 95.5% (340/356)       2470    88.8% (316/356)   81.3% (26/32)   6.3% (2/32)    3.9% (14/356) 
 95.5% (365/382)       1663    86.6% (331/382)   85.4% (35/41)   2.4% (1/41)    4.2% (16/382) 
 95.6% (43/45)         731s    86.7% (39/45)    100.0% (4/4)     0.0% (0/4)     4.4% (2/45) 
 95.6% (373/390)       1261    87.4% (341/390)   85.0% (34/40)   5.0% (2/40)    3.8% (15/390) 
 95.7% (22/23)         27      87.0% (20/23)     66.7% (2/3)     0.0% (0/3)     4.3% (1/23) 
 95.7% (376/393)       054     90.3% (355/393)   68.3% (28/41)  17.1% (7/41)    2.5% (10/393) 
 95.7% (377/394)       352     90.9% (358/394)   67.5% (27/40)  20.0% (8/40)    2.3% (9/394) 
 95.7% (378/395)       037     89.9% (355/395)   75.6% (31/41)  19.5% (8/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       4       87.3% (345/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.8% (15/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       169     87.3% (345/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.8% (15/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       182     87.3% (345/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.8% (15/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       217     88.9% (351/395)   75.6% (31/41)   9.8% (4/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       299     90.6% (358/395)   65.9% (27/41)  17.1% (7/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       315     88.9% (351/395)   80.5% (33/41)  14.6% (6/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       492     87.8% (347/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.5% (14/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       574     88.6% (350/395)   78.0% (32/41)   9.8% (4/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       706     88.1% (348/395)   82.9% (34/41)   9.8% (4/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       723     87.1% (344/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.8% (15/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       747     87.3% (345/395)   82.9% (34/41)   2.4% (1/41)    4.1% (16/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       752     87.8% (347/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.5% (14/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       818     88.1% (348/395)   82.9% (34/41)   9.8% (4/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       1053    88.1% (348/395)   85.4% (35/41)  12.2% (5/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       1082    88.4% (349/395)   80.5% (33/41)   9.8% (4/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       1267    87.8% (347/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.5% (14/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       1272    89.4% (353/395)   70.7% (29/41)   9.8% (4/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       1289    90.1% (356/395)   73.2% (30/41)  19.5% (8/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       1342    89.4% (353/395)   78.0% (32/41)  17.1% (7/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       1353    88.6% (350/395)   78.0% (32/41)   9.8% (4/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       1398    89.6% (354/395)   73.2% (30/41)  14.6% (6/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 95.7% (378/395)       1403    88.1% (348/395)   75.6% (31/41)   2.4% (1/41)    4.1% (16/395) 
 95.8% (365/381)       2185    87.1% (332/381)   89.7% (35/39)   5.1% (2/39)    3.7% (14/381) 
 95.8% (369/385)       1808    88.1% (339/385)   85.0% (34/40)  10.0% (4/40)    3.1% (12/385) 
 95.9% (373/389)       295     88.4% (344/389)   75.6% (31/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.6% (14/389) 
 95.9% (375/391)       2422    88.0% (344/391)   84.6% (33/39)   5.1% (2/39)    3.6% (14/391) 
 95.9% (376/392)       2405    89.8% (352/392)   70.7% (29/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.8% (11/392) 
 95.9% (376/392)       2900    87.5% (343/392)   89.7% (35/39)   5.1% (2/39)    3.6% (14/392) 
 95.9% (378/394)       1577    88.1% (347/394)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.3% (13/394) 
 95.9% (378/394)       1676    91.6% (361/394)   65.0% (26/40)  22.5% (9/40)    1.8% (7/394) 
 95.9% (378/394)       2708    88.6% (349/394)   82.9% (34/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.8% (11/394) 
 95.9% (142/148)       274s    86.5% (128/148)   88.9% (16/18)  11.1% (2/18)    2.7% (4/148) 
 95.9% (379/395)       56      86.6% (342/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    3.8% (15/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       175     89.6% (354/395)   70.7% (29/41)   9.8% (4/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       273s    87.6% (346/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.5% (14/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       279     89.4% (353/395)   78.0% (32/41)  14.6% (6/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       348     88.1% (348/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       578     88.9% (351/395)   78.0% (32/41)   9.8% (4/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       683     86.6% (342/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    3.8% (15/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       834     87.6% (346/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.5% (14/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       856     88.4% (349/395)   85.4% (35/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       1043    88.6% (350/395)   82.9% (34/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       1081    86.8% (343/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.5% (14/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       1093    88.4% (349/395)   82.9% (34/41)   9.8% (4/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       1195    89.1% (352/395)   80.5% (33/41)  14.6% (6/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       1303    89.1% (352/395)   80.5% (33/41)  14.6% (6/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
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 95.9% (379/395)       1478s   88.6% (350/395)   82.9% (34/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       1533    87.3% (345/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.5% (14/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       1536    87.3% (345/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.5% (14/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       2145    88.6% (350/395)   82.9% (34/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       2605    87.3% (345/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.5% (14/395) 
 95.9% (379/395)       2735    88.4% (349/395)   82.9% (34/41)   9.8% (4/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.0% (238/248)       405     89.9% (223/248)   78.3% (18/23)  13.0% (3/23)    2.8% (7/248) 
 96.0% (24/25)         P90     96.0% (24/25)       . % (0/0)      . % (0/0)     4.0% (1/25) 
 96.1% (122/127)       370     89.0% (113/127)   84.6% (11/13)  15.4% (2/13)    2.4% (3/127) 
 96.1% (368/383)       445     86.9% (333/383)   92.5% (37/40)   5.0% (2/40)    3.4% (13/383) 
 96.1% (368/383)       1606    88.3% (338/383)   82.5% (33/40)   7.5% (3/40)    3.1% (12/383) 
 96.1% (271/282)       2372    90.8% (256/282)   71.4% (20/28)  17.9% (5/28)    2.1% (6/282) 
 96.1% (349/363)       79      89.0% (323/363)   81.1% (30/37)  10.8% (4/37)    2.8% (10/363) 
 96.1% (374/389)       345     90.0% (350/389)   74.4% (29/39)  12.8% (5/39)    2.6% (10/389) 
 96.1% (374/389)       743     88.7% (345/389)   84.6% (33/39)  10.3% (4/39)    2.8% (11/389) 
 96.2% (376/391)       440     88.5% (346/391)   80.5% (33/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.1% (12/391) 
 96.2% (376/391)       1377    88.7% (347/391)   78.0% (32/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.1% (12/391) 
 96.2% (378/393)       375     90.8% (357/393)   70.7% (29/41)  19.5% (8/41)    1.8% (7/393) 
 96.2% (378/393)       1200s   87.8% (345/393)   90.0% (36/40)   7.5% (3/40)    3.1% (12/393) 
 96.2% (379/394)       31      88.6% (349/394)   82.9% (34/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.8% (11/394) 
 96.2% (379/394)       158     89.8% (354/394)   75.0% (30/40)  12.5% (5/40)    2.5% (10/394) 
 96.2% (379/394)       523     88.3% (348/394)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.0% (12/394) 
 96.2% (379/394)       881     88.8% (350/394)   85.4% (35/41)  14.6% (6/41)    2.3% (9/394) 
 96.2% (379/394)       1060    87.3% (344/394)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    3.6% (14/394) 
 96.2% (379/394)       1243    87.8% (346/394)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.0% (12/394) 
 96.2% (379/394)       1393    88.1% (347/394)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.3% (13/394) 
 96.2% (379/394)       1573    88.3% (348/394)   87.5% (35/40)  10.0% (4/40)    2.8% (11/394) 
 96.2% (379/394)       1593    89.8% (354/394)   75.0% (30/40)  12.5% (5/40)    2.5% (10/394) 
 96.2% (379/394)       1780    88.3% (348/394)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.0% (12/394) 
 96.2% (278/289)       28      88.6% (256/289)   82.1% (23/28)   3.6% (1/28)    3.5% (10/289) 
 96.2% (354/368)       333     91.0% (335/368)   69.4% (25/36)  16.7% (6/36)    2.2% (8/368) 
 96.2% (380/395)       0141    90.6% (358/395)   70.7% (29/41)  17.1% (7/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       58      87.3% (345/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       114     90.1% (356/395)   70.7% (29/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       119     87.6% (346/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       157     89.1% (352/395)   80.5% (33/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       228     89.1% (352/395)   80.5% (33/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       264     89.1% (352/395)   78.0% (32/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       270     89.6% (354/395)   73.2% (30/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       422     88.1% (348/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       477     87.8% (347/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       482     89.9% (355/395)   73.2% (30/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       489     90.1% (356/395)   70.7% (29/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       519     87.3% (345/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    3.5% (14/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       555     87.6% (346/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       562     88.9% (351/395)   80.5% (33/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       569     88.1% (348/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       684     87.8% (347/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       697     90.1% (356/395)   75.6% (31/41)  17.1% (7/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       784     88.1% (348/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       809     89.1% (352/395)   80.5% (33/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       821     90.4% (357/395)   70.7% (29/41)  14.6% (6/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       827     88.1% (348/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       855     88.1% (348/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       874     87.8% (347/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
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 96.2% (380/395)       992     88.6% (350/395)   80.5% (33/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       1005    89.9% (355/395)   78.0% (32/41)  17.1% (7/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       1079    90.4% (357/395)   70.7% (29/41)  14.6% (6/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       1113    88.4% (349/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       1160    87.8% (347/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       1215    88.4% (349/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       1219    90.6% (358/395)   68.3% (28/41)  14.6% (6/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       1220    90.6% (358/395)   73.2% (30/41)  19.5% (8/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       1256    88.4% (349/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       1365    89.9% (355/395)   78.0% (32/41)  17.1% (7/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       1413    88.1% (348/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       1451    91.4% (361/395)   70.7% (29/41)  24.4% (10/41)   1.3% (5/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       1458    88.6% (350/395)   80.5% (33/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       1579    88.1% (348/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       1666    89.1% (352/395)   80.5% (33/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       1692    88.6% (350/395)   80.5% (33/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       1802    88.4% (349/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       1816    90.6% (358/395)   68.3% (28/41)  14.6% (6/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       2127    89.1% (352/395)   75.6% (31/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       2214    86.8% (343/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    3.5% (14/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       2608    88.1% (348/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       2612    88.9% (351/395)   80.5% (33/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       2620    88.4% (349/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.2% (380/395)       2660    88.4% (349/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.4% (376/390)       1677    87.7% (342/390)   90.0% (36/40)   5.0% (2/40)    3.1% (12/390) 
 96.4% (379/393)       365     89.3% (351/393)   80.0% (32/40)  10.0% (4/40)    2.5% (10/393) 
 96.4% (379/393)       1148    88.0% (346/393)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.8% (11/393) 
 96.4% (380/394)       677     88.1% (347/394)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.8% (11/394) 
 96.4% (380/394)       742     88.8% (350/394)   85.0% (34/40)  10.0% (4/40)    2.5% (10/394) 
 96.4% (380/394)       749     87.6% (345/394)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.0% (12/394) 
 96.4% (380/394)       1567    87.8% (346/394)   82.9% (34/41)   0.0% (0/41)    3.6% (14/394) 
 96.4% (380/394)       1626    89.3% (352/394)   80.5% (33/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.3% (9/394) 
 96.4% (380/394)       2705    88.6% (349/394)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.8% (11/394) 
 96.4% (380/394)       2775s   88.3% (348/394)   87.5% (35/40)   7.5% (3/40)    2.8% (11/394) 
 96.5% (381/395)       47      87.6% (346/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       54      88.1% (348/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       61      87.3% (345/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       71      88.4% (349/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       86      87.8% (347/395)   85.4% (35/41)   2.4% (1/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       106     89.9% (355/395)   80.5% (33/41)  17.1% (7/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       180     88.1% (348/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       191     88.4% (349/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       233     90.4% (357/395)   75.6% (31/41)  17.1% (7/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       296     89.4% (353/395)   80.5% (33/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       331     90.1% (356/395)   75.6% (31/41)  14.6% (6/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       494     88.4% (349/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       513     87.8% (347/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       686     88.1% (348/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       699     90.4% (357/395)   73.2% (30/41)  14.6% (6/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       715     88.9% (351/395)   82.9% (34/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       835     87.6% (346/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       858     88.4% (349/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       873     89.9% (355/395)   78.0% (32/41)  14.6% (6/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       883     88.9% (351/395)   82.9% (34/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       905     89.6% (354/395)   78.0% (32/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
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 96.5% (381/395)       977     88.1% (348/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       982     88.1% (348/395)   82.9% (34/41)   2.4% (1/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       1007    89.9% (355/395)   73.2% (30/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       1011    89.4% (353/395)   75.6% (31/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       1044    87.1% (344/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       1087    88.1% (348/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       1166    89.1% (352/395)   82.9% (34/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       1239    88.1% (348/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       1291    87.8% (347/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       1294    87.8% (347/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       1313    90.1% (356/395)   73.2% (30/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       1325    87.8% (347/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       1326    87.6% (346/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       1375    89.4% (353/395)   80.5% (33/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       1455    89.9% (355/395)   80.5% (33/41)  17.1% (7/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       1531    88.4% (349/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       1588    88.4% (349/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       1644    88.4% (349/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       1690    89.6% (354/395)   78.0% (32/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       2191    89.1% (352/395)   80.5% (33/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       2406    88.6% (350/395)   80.5% (33/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       2463    89.9% (355/395)   73.2% (30/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       2516    89.6% (354/395)   75.6% (31/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       2533    88.4% (349/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       2611    88.1% (348/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       2615    87.8% (347/395)   85.4% (35/41)   2.4% (1/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       2623    90.1% (356/395)   75.6% (31/41)  14.6% (6/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       2658    87.8% (347/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.5% (381/395)       2902    90.6% (358/395)   70.7% (29/41)  14.6% (6/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 96.5% (247/256)       892s    87.1% (223/256)   96.0% (24/25)   0.0% (0/25)    3.5% (9/256) 
 96.5% (362/375)       1288    89.3% (335/375)   76.9% (30/39)   7.7% (3/39)    2.7% (10/375) 
 96.5% (363/376)       2290s   89.6% (337/376)   79.5% (31/39)  12.8% (5/39)    2.1% (8/376) 
 96.6% (197/204)       2676    85.3% (174/204)   96.0% (24/25)   4.0% (1/25)    2.9% (6/204) 
 96.6% (370/383)       1675    88.8% (340/383)   82.9% (34/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.3% (9/383) 
 96.6% (372/385)       303     88.6% (341/385)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.6% (10/385) 
 96.6% (86/89)         649     89.9% (80/89)     80.0% (8/10)   20.0% (2/10)    1.1% (1/89) 
 96.7% (376/389)       292     89.5% (348/389)   77.5% (31/40)   7.5% (3/40)    2.6% (10/389) 
 96.7% (87/90)         2908    86.7% (78/90)     90.9% (10/11)   9.1% (1/11)    2.2% (2/90) 
 96.7% (379/392)       52      88.3% (346/392)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/392) 
 96.7% (380/393)       2374    88.8% (349/393)   85.0% (34/40)   7.5% (3/40)    2.5% (10/393) 
 96.7% (381/394)       46      88.8% (350/394)   85.0% (34/40)   7.5% (3/40)    2.5% (10/394) 
 96.7% (381/394)       159     89.6% (353/394)   78.0% (32/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.3% (9/394) 
 96.7% (381/394)       184     87.8% (346/394)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/394) 
 96.7% (381/394)       330     88.6% (349/394)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/394) 
 96.7% (381/394)       727     87.8% (346/394)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/394) 
 96.7% (381/394)       734     88.3% (348/394)   87.5% (35/40)   5.0% (2/40)    2.8% (11/394) 
 96.7% (381/394)       1204    88.1% (347/394)   90.0% (36/40)   5.0% (2/40)    2.8% (11/394) 
 96.7% (381/394)       1425    89.6% (353/394)   80.5% (33/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.0% (8/394) 
 96.7% (381/394)       1463    89.8% (354/394)   80.0% (32/40)  12.5% (5/40)    2.0% (8/394) 
 96.7% (88/91)         863     87.9% (80/91)    100.0% (8/8)     0.0% (0/8)     3.3% (3/91) 
 96.7% (382/395)       40      87.6% (346/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       68      89.4% (353/395)   82.9% (34/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       132     89.9% (355/395)   78.0% (32/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       152     88.1% (348/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       306     88.4% (349/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
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 96.7% (382/395)       392     87.6% (346/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       435s    88.6% (350/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       529     88.9% (351/395)   80.5% (33/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       552     88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       554     88.4% (349/395)   90.2% (37/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       695     89.6% (354/395)   82.9% (34/41)  14.6% (6/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       700     90.1% (356/395)   75.6% (31/41)  12.2% (5/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       787     89.4% (353/395)   78.0% (32/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       819     87.8% (347/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       854     88.9% (351/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       895     87.6% (346/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1038    88.9% (351/395)   80.5% (33/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1048    88.6% (350/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1050    87.8% (347/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1170    87.8% (347/395)   85.4% (35/41)   0.0% (0/41)    3.3% (13/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1241    89.4% (353/395)   80.5% (33/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1252    88.1% (348/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1302    88.4% (349/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1312    89.1% (352/395)   82.9% (34/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1387    88.4% (349/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1402    87.6% (346/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1409    88.1% (348/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1422    89.9% (355/395)   80.5% (33/41)  14.6% (6/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1428    90.4% (357/395)   75.6% (31/41)  14.6% (6/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1498    88.1% (348/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1515    88.1% (348/395)   85.4% (35/41)   2.4% (1/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1528    88.1% (348/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1613    88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       1701    89.4% (353/395)   80.5% (33/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       2247    88.1% (348/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       2490    88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       2591    88.9% (351/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       2703    89.4% (353/395)   78.0% (32/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       2711    87.6% (346/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 96.7% (382/395)       2897    88.4% (349/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 96.7% (325/336)       2727    88.1% (296/336)   88.6% (31/35)   5.7% (2/35)    2.7% (9/336) 
 96.8% (30/31)         1293    87.1% (27/31)     75.0% (3/4)     0.0% (0/4)     3.2% (1/31) 
 96.9% (370/382)       949     88.2% (337/382)   90.0% (36/40)   7.5% (3/40)    2.4% (9/382) 
 96.9% (376/388)       2238    89.4% (347/388)   82.5% (33/40)  10.0% (4/40)    2.1% (8/388) 
 96.9% (251/259)       96      90.3% (234/259)   82.6% (19/23)   8.7% (2/23)    2.3% (6/259) 
 96.9% (379/391)       162     88.5% (346/391)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.6% (10/391) 
 96.9% (380/392)       23      88.8% (348/392)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.6% (10/392) 
 96.9% (380/392)       993     88.0% (345/392)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.6% (10/392) 
 96.9% (381/393)       1139    88.0% (346/393)   90.0% (36/40)   2.5% (1/40)    2.8% (11/393) 
 96.9% (381/393)       1542    89.3% (351/393)   85.4% (35/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.8% (7/393) 
 97.0% (382/394)       113     89.3% (352/394)   82.5% (33/40)   7.5% (3/40)    2.3% (9/394) 
 97.0% (382/394)       776     90.9% (358/394)   80.0% (32/40)  20.0% (8/40)    1.0% (4/394) 
 97.0% (382/394)       2400    90.1% (355/394)   80.0% (32/40)  12.5% (5/40)    1.8% (7/394) 
 97.0% (382/394)       2487    88.3% (348/394)   85.4% (35/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.8% (11/394) 
 97.0% (382/394)       2606    89.3% (352/394)   82.5% (33/40)   7.5% (3/40)    2.3% (9/394) 
 97.0% (382/394)       2760    89.6% (353/394)   78.0% (32/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.3% (9/394) 
 97.0% (287/296)       2679    87.8% (260/296)   96.6% (28/29)   3.4% (1/29)    2.7% (8/296) 
 97.0% (383/395)       041     90.6% (358/395)   73.2% (30/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       73      89.1% (352/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       80      89.9% (355/395)   80.5% (33/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
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 97.0% (383/395)       109     88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       151     89.9% (355/395)   82.9% (34/41)  14.6% (6/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       163     88.6% (350/395)   82.9% (34/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       211     90.1% (356/395)   80.5% (33/41)  14.6% (6/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       225     88.1% (348/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       266     88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       268     89.4% (353/395)   78.0% (32/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       297     89.1% (352/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       443     89.6% (354/395)   80.5% (33/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       518     88.9% (351/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       527     89.4% (353/395)   82.9% (34/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       545     88.9% (351/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       557     88.9% (351/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       663     88.6% (350/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       690     90.1% (356/395)   80.5% (33/41)  14.6% (6/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       724     89.6% (354/395)   82.9% (34/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       725     87.8% (347/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       726     89.9% (355/395)   80.5% (33/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       755     87.8% (347/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       786     89.4% (353/395)   85.4% (35/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       790     87.6% (346/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       954     89.1% (352/395)   87.8% (36/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       965     89.4% (353/395)   78.0% (32/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       990     88.9% (351/395)   80.5% (33/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1004    87.3% (345/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1017    88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1026    89.6% (354/395)   78.0% (32/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1138    88.1% (348/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1203    87.8% (347/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1217    88.4% (349/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1228    89.9% (355/395)   82.9% (34/41)  14.6% (6/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1265    87.6% (346/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1299    88.6% (350/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1317    87.1% (344/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1364    87.8% (347/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1432    88.9% (351/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1457    88.9% (351/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1502    88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1532    87.8% (347/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1646    88.4% (349/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1678    88.9% (351/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1695    89.6% (354/395)   82.9% (34/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1697    88.9% (351/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1704    88.1% (348/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       1709    89.4% (353/395)   85.4% (35/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       2236    88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       2244    87.8% (347/395)   87.8% (36/41)   0.0% (0/41)    3.0% (12/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       2304    88.9% (351/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       2328    89.6% (354/395)   80.5% (33/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       2530    89.6% (354/395)   80.5% (33/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       2709    88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.0% (383/395)       2758s   89.1% (352/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.0% (320/330)       1540    88.5% (292/330)   88.2% (30/34)   5.9% (2/34)    2.4% (8/330) 
 97.0% (96/99)         2679s   88.9% (88/99)     83.3% (10/12)  16.7% (2/12)    1.0% (1/99) 
 97.0% (323/333)       403     89.2% (297/333)   85.3% (29/34)   8.8% (3/34)    2.1% (7/333) 
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 97.1% (373/384)       1556    89.3% (343/384)   80.0% (32/40)   5.0% (2/40)    2.3% (9/384) 
 97.2% (379/390)       760     89.2% (348/390)   87.5% (35/40)  10.0% (4/40)    1.8% (7/390) 
 97.2% (380/391)       1553    87.5% (342/391)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.8% (11/391) 
 97.2% (380/391)       1788    88.5% (346/391)   90.0% (36/40)   5.0% (2/40)    2.3% (9/391) 
 97.2% (381/392)       1966    89.0% (349/392)   84.6% (33/39)   2.6% (1/39)    2.6% (10/392) 
 97.2% (382/393)       820     88.0% (346/393)   92.5% (37/40)   2.5% (1/40)    2.5% (10/393) 
 97.2% (383/394)       720     88.1% (347/394)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.5% (10/394) 
 97.2% (383/394)       1090    88.8% (350/394)   87.5% (35/40)   5.0% (2/40)    2.3% (9/394) 
 97.2% (383/394)       1223    89.3% (352/394)   82.5% (33/40)   5.0% (2/40)    2.3% (9/394) 
 97.2% (383/394)       1519    88.8% (350/394)   87.5% (35/40)   5.0% (2/40)    2.3% (9/394) 
 97.2% (383/394)       2656    88.3% (348/394)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.5% (10/394) 
 97.2% (383/394)       2687    89.1% (351/394)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/394) 
 97.2% (384/395)       030     90.4% (357/395)   75.6% (31/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       24      89.1% (352/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       32      89.4% (353/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       36      88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       59      88.4% (349/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       64      88.1% (348/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       108     88.9% (351/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       117     88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       118s    88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       126     88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       127     89.9% (355/395)   82.9% (34/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       186     88.4% (349/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       187     89.9% (355/395)   80.5% (33/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       192     87.6% (346/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       247     88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       262     89.6% (354/395)   85.4% (35/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       265     89.4% (353/395)   80.5% (33/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       281     89.1% (352/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       288     87.8% (347/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       289     88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       351     88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       412     88.6% (350/395)   85.4% (35/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       486     87.6% (346/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       528     89.4% (353/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       558     88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       585     89.1% (352/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       652     88.4% (349/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       716     88.4% (349/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       745     87.3% (345/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.8% (11/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       901     88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       929     89.4% (353/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       934     89.4% (353/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       988     88.4% (349/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1014    89.1% (352/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1047s   88.1% (348/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1074    88.4% (349/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1094    89.4% (353/395)   80.5% (33/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1144    88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1173    88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1187    89.1% (352/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1194    88.4% (349/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1202    89.1% (352/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1212    88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
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 97.2% (384/395)       1213    89.1% (352/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1214    88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1333    88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1355    89.6% (354/395)   85.4% (35/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1370    90.9% (359/395)   78.0% (32/41)  17.1% (7/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1395    88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1434    88.4% (349/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1513    89.6% (354/395)   80.5% (33/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1589    89.1% (352/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1595    88.9% (351/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1641    88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1643    88.1% (348/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1651    88.1% (348/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1673    88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1699    89.9% (355/395)   78.0% (32/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       1823    88.9% (351/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       2118    88.9% (351/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       2146    88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       2193    89.9% (355/395)   78.0% (32/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       2220    87.8% (347/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       2280    89.9% (355/395)   78.0% (32/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       2283    88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       2295    88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       2387    88.9% (351/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       2394    90.6% (358/395)   80.5% (33/41)  17.1% (7/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       2499    88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       2514    88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       2613    90.9% (359/395)   78.0% (32/41)  17.1% (7/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       2624    90.1% (356/395)   78.0% (32/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       2737    89.6% (354/395)   85.4% (35/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       2809    87.6% (346/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.2% (384/395)       2812    89.4% (353/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.3% (142/146)       179s    89.0% (130/146)   82.4% (14/17)  11.8% (2/17)    1.4% (2/146) 
 97.3% (142/146)       2649    91.1% (133/146)   75.0% (9/12)    0.0% (0/12)    2.7% (4/146) 
 97.3% (286/294)       657     89.1% (262/294)   86.2% (25/29)   3.4% (1/29)    2.4% (7/294) 
 97.3% (362/372)       2813    89.5% (333/372)   86.5% (32/37)   8.1% (3/37)    1.9% (7/372) 
 97.4% (369/379)       534     88.7% (336/379)   89.7% (35/39)   5.1% (2/39)    2.1% (8/379) 
 97.4% (369/379)       1625    87.6% (332/379)   95.0% (38/40)   2.5% (1/40)    2.4% (9/379) 
 97.4% (370/380)       770     88.4% (336/380)   89.7% (35/39)   2.6% (1/39)    2.4% (9/380) 
 97.4% (261/268)       011     88.4% (237/268)   84.4% (27/32)   9.4% (3/32)    1.5% (4/268) 
 97.4% (374/384)       902     89.3% (343/384)   85.0% (34/40)   7.5% (3/40)    1.8% (7/384) 
 97.4% (376/386)       1671    88.3% (341/386)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.3% (9/386) 
 97.4% (377/387)       248     88.1% (341/387)   95.0% (38/40)   5.0% (2/40)    2.1% (8/387) 
 97.4% (377/387)       419     89.9% (348/387)   78.0% (32/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/387) 
 97.4% (378/388)       515     89.7% (348/388)   82.9% (34/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.5% (6/388) 
 97.4% (303/311)       1343s   88.1% (274/311)   90.9% (30/33)   3.0% (1/33)    2.3% (7/311) 
 97.4% (380/390)       1096    89.0% (347/390)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/390) 
 97.4% (381/391)       1137    88.7% (347/391)   90.0% (36/40)   5.0% (2/40)    2.0% (8/391) 
 97.4% (381/391)       1152    88.0% (344/391)   94.9% (37/39)   0.0% (0/39)    2.6% (10/391) 
 97.4% (381/391)       2375    88.7% (347/391)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/391) 
 97.4% (382/392)       851     89.0% (349/392)   87.5% (35/40)   5.0% (2/40)    2.0% (8/392) 
 97.4% (191/196)       2535    89.8% (176/196)   81.0% (17/21)   9.5% (2/21)    1.5% (3/196) 
 97.4% (382/392)       2750    89.8% (352/392)   82.9% (34/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.5% (6/392) 
 97.5% (383/393)       156     88.0% (346/393)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.3% (9/393) 
 97.5% (383/393)       1196    89.1% (350/393)   82.9% (34/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.3% (9/393) 
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 97.5% (383/393)       1630    87.8% (345/393)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.3% (9/393) 
 97.5% (384/394)       38      89.3% (352/394)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.5% (6/394) 
 97.5% (384/394)       251     89.6% (353/394)   85.0% (34/40)   7.5% (3/40)    1.8% (7/394) 
 97.5% (384/394)       537     90.4% (356/394)   80.5% (33/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.3% (5/394) 
 97.5% (384/394)       1126    88.6% (349/394)   87.5% (35/40)   0.0% (0/40)    2.5% (10/394) 
 97.5% (384/394)       1136    90.1% (355/394)   82.5% (33/40)  10.0% (4/40)    1.5% (6/394) 
 97.5% (384/394)       1387s   89.1% (351/394)   90.0% (36/40)   7.5% (3/40)    1.8% (7/394) 
 97.5% (384/394)       2474    89.6% (353/394)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/394) 
 97.5% (385/395)       76      89.1% (352/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       87      89.6% (354/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       133     89.4% (353/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       134     89.6% (354/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       137     88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       164     88.1% (348/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       188     89.6% (354/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       293     88.1% (348/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       344s    88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       349     88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       373     88.4% (349/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       379     88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       391     87.6% (346/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       395     89.6% (354/395)   80.5% (33/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       406     90.1% (356/395)   82.9% (34/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       446     89.4% (353/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       473     88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       493     88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       505     89.1% (352/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       520     88.4% (349/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       530     90.4% (357/395)   82.9% (34/41)  14.6% (6/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       551     88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       668     88.1% (348/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       676     88.4% (349/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       710     89.6% (354/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       718     89.1% (352/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       761     88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       963     88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       969     89.1% (352/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       987s    88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       996     89.1% (352/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       998     88.4% (349/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1029    88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1054s   89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1064    88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1085    89.4% (353/395)   80.5% (33/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1086    88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1110    89.4% (353/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1171    88.1% (348/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1172s   88.9% (351/395)   85.4% (35/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1193    89.1% (352/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1210    89.4% (353/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1233    88.9% (351/395)   82.9% (34/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1297    88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1309    89.4% (353/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1314    88.4% (349/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1346    90.4% (357/395)   80.5% (33/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
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 97.5% (385/395)       1354    89.4% (353/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1357    89.6% (354/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1358    89.6% (354/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1392    90.1% (356/395)   82.9% (34/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1396    89.6% (354/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1410    88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1436    87.6% (346/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1439    89.1% (352/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1448    90.4% (357/395)   80.5% (33/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1580    88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1660    89.1% (352/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1668    90.1% (356/395)   82.9% (34/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1685    89.4% (353/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1707    88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       1781    89.1% (352/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       2108    88.4% (349/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       2174    87.6% (346/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       2213    89.9% (355/395)   85.4% (35/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       2263    88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       2277    88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       2465    88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       2482    88.1% (348/395)   90.2% (37/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.5% (10/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       2590    88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       2603    89.1% (352/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       2685    89.1% (352/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       2694    88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (385/395)       2710    88.4% (349/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.5% (193/198)       904     90.9% (180/198)   82.4% (14/17)   5.9% (1/17)    2.0% (4/198) 
 97.5% (352/361)       2584    88.9% (321/361)   86.5% (32/37)   2.7% (1/37)    2.2% (8/361) 
 97.5% (275/282)       2526    87.6% (247/282)   93.8% (30/32)   6.3% (2/32)    1.8% (5/282) 
 97.5% (236/242)       2399    86.8% (210/242)   93.1% (27/29)   3.4% (1/29)    2.1% (5/242) 
 97.5% (158/162)       283     89.5% (145/162)   86.7% (13/15)   0.0% (0/15)    2.5% (4/162) 
 97.5% (119/122)       1804    91.0% (111/122)   88.9% (8/9)     0.0% (0/9)     2.5% (3/122) 
 97.6% (360/369)       1306    90.5% (334/369)   81.1% (30/37)  10.8% (4/37)    1.4% (5/369) 
 97.6% (81/83)         2634    90.4% (75/83)     75.0% (6/8)     0.0% (0/8)     2.4% (2/83) 
 97.6% (285/292)       047     89.7% (262/292)   83.3% (25/30)   6.7% (2/30)    1.7% (5/292) 
 97.6% (82/84)         1343    90.5% (76/84)     75.0% (6/8)     0.0% (0/8)     2.4% (2/84) 
 97.6% (373/382)       1404    89.8% (343/382)   84.6% (33/39)   7.7% (3/39)    1.6% (6/382) 
 97.6% (83/85)         779     87.1% (74/85)     83.3% (10/12)   8.3% (1/12)    1.2% (1/85) 
 97.7% (374/383)       1569    88.3% (338/383)   94.9% (37/39)   2.6% (1/39)    2.1% (8/383) 
 97.7% (375/384)       374     89.6% (344/384)   87.2% (34/39)   7.7% (3/39)    1.6% (6/384) 
 97.7% (375/384)       2492    89.1% (342/384)   87.5% (35/40)   5.0% (2/40)    1.8% (7/384) 
 97.7% (376/385)       165     88.8% (342/385)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.6% (6/385) 
 97.7% (335/343)       2442    89.8% (308/343)   83.8% (31/37)  10.8% (4/37)    1.2% (4/343) 
 97.7% (381/390)       736     89.2% (348/390)   92.1% (35/38)   5.3% (2/38)    1.8% (7/390) 
 97.7% (382/391)       491     89.0% (348/391)   92.3% (36/39)   5.1% (2/39)    1.8% (7/391) 
 97.7% (384/393)       031s    88.8% (349/393)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/393) 
 97.7% (384/393)       654     89.3% (351/393)   82.9% (34/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/393) 
 97.7% (384/393)       791     89.3% (351/393)   90.0% (36/40)   7.5% (3/40)    1.5% (6/393) 
 97.7% (385/394)       78      90.1% (355/394)   82.5% (33/40)   7.5% (3/40)    1.5% (6/394) 
 97.7% (385/394)       294     88.3% (348/394)   97.5% (39/40)   5.0% (2/40)    1.8% (7/394) 
 97.7% (385/394)       359     89.3% (352/394)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/394) 
 97.7% (385/394)       796     89.3% (352/394)   87.5% (35/40)   5.0% (2/40)    1.8% (7/394) 
 97.7% (385/394)       973     89.1% (351/394)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/394) 
 97.7% (385/394)       1024    88.8% (350/394)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/394) 
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 97.7% (385/394)       2147    88.6% (349/394)   92.5% (37/40)   2.5% (1/40)    2.0% (8/394) 
 97.7% (385/394)       2715    88.8% (350/394)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/394) 
 97.7% (257/263)       500     89.0% (234/263)   89.3% (25/28)   7.1% (2/28)    1.5% (4/263) 
 97.7% (343/351)       514     88.3% (310/351)   94.4% (34/36)   2.8% (1/36)    2.0% (7/351) 
 97.7% (386/395)       017     90.1% (356/395)   80.5% (33/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       10      88.4% (349/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       11      89.6% (354/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       22      89.9% (355/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       30      89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       39      88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       60      88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       63      88.1% (348/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       70      88.1% (348/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       112     90.1% (356/395)   82.9% (34/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       116     88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       135     89.9% (355/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       148     89.4% (353/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       185     89.6% (354/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       193     88.1% (348/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       212     88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       218     89.9% (355/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       267     88.1% (348/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       269     89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       276     89.9% (355/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       282     88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       287     88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       301     88.1% (348/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       355     88.4% (349/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       393     88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       444     87.8% (347/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       470     89.6% (354/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       490     89.6% (354/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       522     89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       538     89.1% (352/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       577     89.9% (355/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       582     89.6% (354/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       584     90.4% (357/395)   82.9% (34/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       592     90.6% (358/395)   80.5% (33/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       660     89.6% (354/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       783     89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       785     87.8% (347/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       794     88.4% (349/395)   90.2% (37/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       808     88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       811     88.4% (349/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       825     88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       839     89.6% (354/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       862     88.4% (349/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       931     88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1000    88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1012    88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1013    89.4% (353/395)   82.9% (34/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1049    89.4% (353/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1059    87.8% (347/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1063    88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1083    89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
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 97.7% (386/395)       1123    89.1% (352/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1125    88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1127    88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1188    87.8% (347/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1190    88.4% (349/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1208    89.4% (353/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1230    89.9% (355/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1236    87.6% (346/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1315    88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1415    89.1% (352/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1447    87.8% (347/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1449    88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1465    89.6% (354/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1486    89.6% (354/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1495    88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1511    88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1535    90.1% (356/395)   82.9% (34/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1549    88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1555    88.4% (349/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1622s   88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1623    89.1% (352/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1624    88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1629    88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1642    88.6% (350/395)   87.8% (36/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.3% (9/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1665    88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1684    89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1693    90.1% (356/395)   85.4% (35/41)  12.2% (5/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       1800    88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       2120    88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       2135    88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       2159    89.1% (352/395)   85.4% (35/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       2176    89.9% (355/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       2245    88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       2321    89.9% (355/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       2476    87.8% (347/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       2483    88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       2497    88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       2686    89.9% (355/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       2691    88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       2707    88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       2747    88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       2756    89.6% (354/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 97.7% (386/395)       2884    88.1% (348/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 97.8% (348/356)       1558    88.8% (316/356)   91.7% (33/36)   2.8% (1/36)    2.0% (7/356) 
 97.8% (177/181)       748     90.6% (164/181)   92.9% (13/14)   0.0% (0/14)    2.2% (4/181) 
 97.8% (222/227)       335     89.4% (203/227)   91.3% (21/23)   8.7% (2/23)    1.3% (3/227) 
 97.8% (356/364)       2437    89.8% (327/364)   89.2% (33/37)  10.8% (4/37)    1.1% (4/364) 
 97.9% (366/374)       2369    89.8% (336/374)   89.5% (34/38)  10.5% (4/38)    1.1% (4/374) 
 97.9% (368/376)       2693s   88.6% (333/376)   94.7% (36/38)   2.6% (1/38)    1.9% (7/376) 
 97.9% (278/284)       2722    90.5% (257/284)   85.7% (24/28)  10.7% (3/28)    1.1% (3/284) 
 97.9% (372/380)       1541    89.2% (339/380)   89.7% (35/39)   5.1% (2/39)    1.6% (6/380) 
 97.9% (374/382)       280     89.5% (342/382)   89.5% (34/38)   5.3% (2/38)    1.6% (6/382) 
 97.9% (187/191)       1349    90.1% (172/191)   88.9% (16/18)   5.6% (1/18)    1.6% (3/191) 
 97.9% (328/335)       976     89.6% (300/335)   90.6% (29/32)   3.1% (1/32)    1.8% (6/335) 
 97.9% (376/384)       53      89.1% (342/384)   90.0% (36/40)   5.0% (2/40)    1.6% (6/384) 
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 97.9% (376/384)       207     89.1% (342/384)   90.0% (36/40)   5.0% (2/40)    1.6% (6/384) 
 97.9% (142/145)       766     91.0% (132/145)   90.9% (10/11)   0.0% (0/11)    2.1% (3/145) 
 97.9% (381/389)       1250    88.4% (344/389)   92.5% (37/40)   0.0% (0/40)    2.1% (8/389) 
 98.0% (383/391)       278     90.3% (353/391)   84.6% (33/39)   7.7% (3/39)    1.3% (5/391) 
 98.0% (383/391)       286     90.0% (352/391)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.0% (4/391) 
 98.0% (383/391)       2894    90.0% (352/391)   89.5% (34/38)   7.9% (3/38)    1.3% (5/391) 
 98.0% (385/393)       045     90.3% (355/393)   85.4% (35/41)  12.2% (5/41)    0.8% (3/393) 
 98.0% (385/393)       1077    89.6% (352/393)   87.5% (35/40)   5.0% (2/40)    1.5% (6/393) 
 98.0% (386/394)       74      88.6% (349/394)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/394) 
 98.0% (386/394)       290     88.3% (348/394)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.0% (8/394) 
 98.0% (193/197)       1143    97.0% (191/197)   55.6% (5/9)    33.3% (3/9)     0.5% (1/197) 
 98.0% (386/394)       1901    88.8% (350/394)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/394) 
 98.0% (386/394)       2215    89.1% (351/394)   92.5% (37/40)   5.0% (2/40)    1.5% (6/394) 
 98.0% (386/394)       2386    89.8% (354/394)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.0% (4/394) 
 98.0% (386/394)       2509    89.1% (351/394)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/394) 
 98.0% (386/394)       2586    89.1% (351/394)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/394) 
 98.0% (386/394)       2592    89.8% (354/394)   85.0% (34/40)   5.0% (2/40)    1.5% (6/394) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2       89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       9       90.1% (356/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       15      89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       19      88.6% (350/395)   90.2% (37/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       34      88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       65      89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       90      88.1% (348/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       107     88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       121     89.4% (353/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       123     90.1% (356/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       130     89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       131     88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       142     89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       149     89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       160     89.9% (355/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       194     89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       196     88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       220     89.4% (353/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       229     88.4% (349/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       275     89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       277     90.4% (357/395)   82.9% (34/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       343     89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       396     90.4% (357/395)   85.4% (35/41)  12.2% (5/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       408     89.4% (353/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       411     90.1% (356/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       413     88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       447     89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       449     89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       478     89.9% (355/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       495     89.4% (353/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       501     88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       503     87.8% (347/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       524     87.8% (347/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       548     88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       560     89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       580     88.1% (348/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       583     89.9% (355/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       588     88.4% (349/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
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 98.0% (387/395)       650     89.9% (355/395)   82.9% (34/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       651     88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       655     90.1% (356/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       666s    88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       694     89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       705     88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       750     89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       762     88.4% (349/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       801     89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       852     89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       875     89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       906     88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       937     88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       956     89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       980     89.4% (353/395)   85.4% (35/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       989     88.1% (348/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       995     89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       997     88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1010    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1019    89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1036    88.4% (349/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1089    89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1091    88.1% (348/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1185    88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1197    90.1% (356/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1209    88.4% (349/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1211    89.1% (352/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1216    88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1266    88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1279    88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1331    88.1% (348/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1345    88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1373    89.9% (355/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1391    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1454    88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1504    89.1% (352/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1505    88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1512    88.1% (348/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1557    89.9% (355/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1561    89.6% (354/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1563    89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1592    88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1597    89.4% (353/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1605    89.1% (352/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1640    89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1645    87.8% (347/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1700    88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       1790    90.1% (356/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2100    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2107    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2112    89.1% (352/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2139    88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2278    89.4% (353/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2282s   89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2314    88.4% (349/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
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 98.0% (387/395)       2370    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2388    89.4% (353/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2426    87.8% (347/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2430    88.9% (351/395)   87.8% (36/41)   0.0% (0/41)    2.0% (8/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2494    88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2495    88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2500    89.4% (353/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2523    88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2555    89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2573    88.4% (349/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2622    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2673    88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2721    90.1% (356/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2757    89.4% (353/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2808    89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2860    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.0% (387/395)       2868    88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.1% (202/206)       1571    90.3% (186/206)   90.0% (18/20)  10.0% (2/20)    1.0% (2/206) 
 98.1% (357/364)       350     90.1% (328/364)   82.9% (29/35)   0.0% (0/35)    1.9% (7/364) 
 98.1% (366/373)       376     90.3% (337/373)   93.8% (30/32)   3.1% (1/32)    1.6% (6/373) 
 98.1% (264/269)       2414    88.5% (238/269)   96.3% (26/27)   0.0% (0/27)    1.9% (5/269) 
 98.1% (371/378)       1327    88.1% (333/378)   97.5% (39/40)   2.5% (1/40)    1.6% (6/378) 
 98.2% (373/380)       1564    90.5% (344/380)   84.6% (33/39)  10.3% (4/39)    0.8% (3/380) 
 98.2% (267/272)       2779    89.7% (244/272)   92.0% (23/25)   0.0% (0/25)    1.8% (5/272) 
 98.2% (377/384)       2562    89.8% (345/384)   87.5% (35/40)   7.5% (3/40)    1.0% (4/384) 
 98.2% (379/386)       600     88.3% (341/386)   95.0% (38/40)   0.0% (0/40)    1.8% (7/386) 
 98.2% (383/390)       305     89.0% (347/390)   92.5% (37/40)   2.5% (1/40)    1.5% (6/390) 
 98.2% (384/391)       511     89.3% (349/391)   92.3% (36/39)   2.6% (1/39)    1.5% (6/391) 
 98.2% (385/392)       1186    88.3% (346/392)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.8% (7/392) 
 98.2% (385/392)       1198    88.8% (348/392)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/392) 
 98.2% (386/393)       506     89.6% (352/393)   90.0% (36/40)   5.0% (2/40)    1.3% (5/393) 
 98.2% (386/393)       778     89.1% (350/393)   94.9% (37/39)   2.6% (1/39)    1.5% (6/393) 
 98.2% (386/393)       2133    88.3% (347/393)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/393) 
 98.2% (221/225)       546     90.7% (204/225)   90.5% (19/21)   9.5% (2/21)    0.9% (2/225) 
 98.2% (387/394)       021     89.8% (354/394)   87.5% (35/40)   5.0% (2/40)    1.3% (5/394) 
 98.2% (387/394)       21      90.1% (355/394)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    0.8% (3/394) 
 98.2% (387/394)       933     88.6% (349/394)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/394) 
 98.2% (387/394)       1061    89.3% (352/394)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/394) 
 98.2% (387/394)       1510    89.6% (353/394)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/394) 
 98.2% (387/394)       1615    88.8% (350/394)   90.2% (37/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.8% (7/394) 
 98.2% (387/394)       2396    89.3% (352/394)   92.5% (37/40)   5.0% (2/40)    1.3% (5/394) 
 98.2% (387/394)       2616    88.8% (350/394)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/394) 
 98.2% (277/282)       2467    89.0% (251/282)   92.9% (26/28)   0.0% (0/28)    1.8% (5/282) 
 98.2% (388/395)       039     89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       7       89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       26      90.1% (356/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       29      90.1% (356/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       44      89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       49      89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       72      89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       77      89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       166     90.1% (356/395)   85.4% (35/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       170     88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       189     88.1% (348/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       200     89.9% (355/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
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 98.2% (388/395)       259     88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       263     89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       272     88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       353     89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       358     89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       360     89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       388     89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       438     88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       471     89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       483     88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       497     89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       498     88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       502     88.4% (349/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       533     89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       561     88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       656     89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       661     88.4% (349/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       714     89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       728     90.4% (357/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       746     89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       759     89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       765     89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       775     89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       777     89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       795     88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       831     89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       844     89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       871     90.1% (356/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       887     89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   9.8% (4/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       927     88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       935     88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       948     88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       971     88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1037    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1039    88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1065    88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1073    90.1% (356/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1080    89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1084    89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1118    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1191    89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1192    90.4% (357/395)   82.9% (34/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1201    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1218    89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1222    89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1226    89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1237    88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1240    88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1278    90.4% (357/395)   85.4% (35/41)   9.8% (4/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1280    88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1295    89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1298    88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1310    88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1324    89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1347    89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
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 98.2% (388/395)       1350    88.4% (349/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1394    88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1443    88.6% (350/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1444    89.9% (355/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1479    88.9% (351/395)   90.2% (37/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1484    89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1485    88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1491    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1509    88.4% (349/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1545    89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1554    89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1609    88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1614    88.1% (348/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1647    89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1648    89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1653    88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1664    88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       1813    88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2132    89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2141    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2178    89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2195    89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2217    89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2265    89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2284    88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2315    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2371    89.9% (355/395)   85.4% (35/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2454    88.1% (348/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.8% (7/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2508    89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2563    89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2633    89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2637    89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2670    88.4% (349/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2695    89.9% (355/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2732    89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2765    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2768    89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2774    88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.2% (388/395)       2804    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.3% (226/230)       2717    91.7% (211/230)   85.0% (17/20)  10.0% (2/20)    0.9% (2/230) 
 98.3% (344/350)       1565    89.7% (314/350)   88.9% (32/36)   5.6% (2/36)    1.1% (4/350) 
 98.3% (346/352)       475     89.5% (315/352)   89.2% (33/37)   5.4% (2/37)    1.1% (4/352) 
 98.3% (234/238)       013     88.2% (210/238)   93.1% (27/29)  10.3% (3/29)    0.4% (1/238) 
 98.3% (293/298)       2907    90.6% (270/298)   89.3% (25/28)   7.1% (2/28)    1.0% (3/298) 
 98.3% (235/239)       2398    89.1% (213/239)  100.0% (22/22)   0.0% (0/22)    1.7% (4/239) 
 98.4% (364/370)       342     89.5% (331/370)   92.1% (35/38)   5.3% (2/38)    1.1% (4/370) 
 98.4% (245/249)       274     91.6% (228/249)   82.6% (19/23)   8.7% (2/23)    0.8% (2/249) 
 98.4% (247/251)       888     88.4% (222/251)   92.6% (25/27)   0.0% (0/27)    1.6% (4/251) 
 98.4% (372/378)       830     89.2% (337/378)   92.3% (36/39)   2.6% (1/39)    1.3% (5/378) 
 98.4% (315/320)       836     90.0% (288/320)   93.5% (29/31)   6.5% (2/31)    0.9% (3/320) 
 98.4% (126/128)       2782    89.8% (115/128)   92.3% (12/13)   7.7% (1/13)    0.8% (1/128) 
 98.5% (383/389)       245     88.7% (345/389)   97.4% (38/39)   0.0% (0/39)    1.5% (6/389) 
 98.5% (384/390)       2121    89.2% (348/390)   90.0% (36/40)   0.0% (0/40)    1.5% (6/390) 
 98.5% (385/391)       719     90.0% (352/391)   90.0% (36/40)   7.5% (3/40)    0.8% (3/391) 
 98.5% (386/392)       2101    88.8% (348/392)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/392) 
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 98.5% (386/392)       2317    89.0% (349/392)   95.0% (38/40)   2.5% (1/40)    1.3% (5/392) 
 98.5% (386/392)       2446    88.3% (346/392)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/392) 
 98.5% (387/393)       1338    89.6% (352/393)   92.5% (37/40)   5.0% (2/40)    1.0% (4/393) 
 98.5% (387/393)       2653    89.1% (350/393)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/393) 
 98.5% (388/394)       591     89.3% (352/394)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/394) 
 98.5% (388/394)       1008    89.6% (353/394)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/394) 
 98.5% (388/394)       1285    90.1% (355/394)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/394) 
 98.5% (388/394)       1348    88.3% (348/394)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/394) 
 98.5% (388/394)       1397    88.6% (349/394)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/394) 
 98.5% (388/394)       1543    88.6% (349/394)   97.5% (39/40)   0.0% (0/40)    1.5% (6/394) 
 98.5% (388/394)       2545    89.6% (353/394)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/394) 
 98.5% (388/394)       2598    88.8% (350/394)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/394) 
 98.5% (389/395)       07      89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       028     89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       034     89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       6       88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       20      89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       51      88.1% (348/395)  100.0% (41/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       89      88.6% (350/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       111     89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       129     88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       139     90.1% (356/395)   90.2% (37/41)   9.8% (4/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       140     89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       144s    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       145     89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       153     88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       171     88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       178     88.4% (349/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       190     89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       195     89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       210     89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       227     88.6% (350/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       230     89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       234     89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       235     89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       237     89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       271     89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       347     88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       364     89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       394     88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       414     90.1% (356/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       448     89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       481     89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       484     89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       507     89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       509     89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       550     89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       556     89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       568     89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       662     89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       688     88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       708     89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       793     88.4% (349/395)  100.0% (41/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       823     89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       864     89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
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 98.5% (389/395)       924     89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       925     89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       939     89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       944     90.1% (356/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       945     89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       952     89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1035    89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1056    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1058    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1068    88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1120    89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1149    88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1163    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1199    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1225    89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1227    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1229    89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1248    88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1341    89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1352    88.4% (349/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1359    88.6% (350/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1406    88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1416    88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1418    88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1423    89.9% (355/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1438    89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1440    89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1442    88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1453    88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1456    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1466    90.1% (356/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1468    89.1% (352/395)   90.2% (37/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1470    89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1471    89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1480    88.9% (351/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1481    90.4% (357/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1483    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1520    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1538    89.1% (352/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1547    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1566    90.4% (357/395)   87.8% (36/41)   9.8% (4/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1583    88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1585    89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1594    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1598    89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1602    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1604    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1632    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1639    88.1% (348/395)  100.0% (41/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1649    88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1670    88.4% (349/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1672    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1691    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1787    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       1792    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
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 98.5% (389/395)       2117    88.6% (350/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2136    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2137    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2172    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2173    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2181    89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2266    88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2281    89.9% (355/395)   87.8% (36/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2297    89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2301    88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2324    89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2420    89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2451    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2462    88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2515    89.4% (353/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2521    90.1% (356/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2525    89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2549    90.1% (356/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2550    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2571    90.1% (356/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2645    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2689    88.6% (350/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.5% (6/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2724    89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2749    88.6% (350/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.5% (389/395)       2856    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.5% (197/200)       2725    88.5% (177/200)   95.5% (21/22)   4.5% (1/22)    1.0% (2/200) 
 98.6% (274/278)       1119    89.6% (249/278)   96.2% (25/26)   0.0% (0/26)    1.4% (4/278) 
 98.6% (343/348)       1421    91.7% (319/348)   89.7% (26/29)   6.9% (2/29)    0.9% (3/348) 
 98.6% (207/210)       2567    89.5% (188/210)   91.3% (21/23)   8.7% (2/23)    0.5% (1/210) 
 98.6% (279/283)       1131    89.0% (252/283)   96.4% (27/28)   0.0% (0/28)    1.4% (4/283) 
 98.6% (218/221)       711     89.6% (198/221)   90.9% (20/22)   0.0% (0/22)    1.4% (3/221) 
 98.6% (364/369)       1207    90.8% (335/369)   88.6% (31/35)   5.7% (2/35)    0.8% (3/369) 
 98.6% (146/148)       573     91.9% (136/148)   83.3% (10/12)   0.0% (0/12)    1.4% (2/148) 
 98.7% (372/377)       332     89.4% (337/377)   92.3% (36/39)   2.6% (1/39)    1.1% (4/377) 
 98.7% (374/379)       231     88.7% (336/379)   97.4% (38/39)   0.0% (0/39)    1.3% (5/379) 
 98.7% (75/76)         416     89.5% (68/76)     87.5% (7/8)     0.0% (0/8)     1.3% (1/76) 
 98.7% (382/387)       1388    89.4% (346/387)   90.0% (36/40)   0.0% (0/40)    1.3% (5/387) 
 98.7% (384/389)       1578    88.7% (345/389)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/389) 
 98.7% (385/390)       55      89.0% (347/390)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/390) 
 98.7% (308/312)       2179    89.4% (279/312)   93.5% (29/31)   0.0% (0/31)    1.3% (4/312) 
 98.7% (231/234)       2905    87.2% (204/234)   96.6% (28/29)   3.4% (1/29)    0.9% (2/234) 
 98.7% (386/391)       45      89.5% (350/391)   94.9% (37/39)   2.6% (1/39)    1.0% (4/391) 
 98.7% (386/391)       2783    90.3% (353/391)   87.5% (35/40)   5.0% (2/40)    0.8% (3/391) 
 98.7% (387/392)       1530    89.5% (351/392)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/392) 
 98.7% (388/393)       682     89.8% (353/393)   92.5% (37/40)   5.0% (2/40)    0.8% (3/393) 
 98.7% (388/393)       1779    89.6% (352/393)   92.5% (37/40)   2.5% (1/40)    1.0% (4/393) 
 98.7% (389/394)       95      88.8% (350/394)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/394) 
 98.7% (389/394)       125     88.6% (349/394)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/394) 
 98.7% (389/394)       410     90.1% (355/394)   90.0% (36/40)   5.0% (2/40)    0.8% (3/394) 
 98.7% (389/394)       979     89.1% (351/394)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/394) 
 98.7% (389/394)       1032    89.6% (353/394)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/394) 
 98.7% (389/394)       1581    89.6% (353/394)   92.5% (37/40)   2.5% (1/40)    1.0% (4/394) 
 98.7% (389/394)       1786    88.6% (349/394)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/394) 
 98.7% (389/394)       2767    89.1% (351/394)   95.0% (38/40)   0.0% (0/40)    1.3% (5/394) 
 98.7% (390/395)       036     89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
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 98.7% (390/395)       5       89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       12      89.6% (354/395)   87.8% (36/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       57      88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       122     89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       147     89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       183     89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       198     89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       202     89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       219     89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       232     89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       239     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       240     89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       244     88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       260     89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       261     89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       298     89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       324     89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       371     89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       390     88.9% (351/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       409     88.6% (350/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       461     89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       504     89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       563     89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       597     89.9% (355/395)   87.8% (36/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       669     90.1% (356/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       680     89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       689     88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       698     89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       703     89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       899     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       900     89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       941     89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       946     88.9% (351/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       957     88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       959     88.6% (350/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       986     89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1031    88.6% (350/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1057    89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1078    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1088    88.6% (350/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1121    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1155    89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1157    90.1% (356/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1178    88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1180    88.6% (350/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1205    90.1% (356/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1232    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1235    89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1238    89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1290    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1296    88.9% (351/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1316    88.9% (351/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1318    88.6% (350/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1329    88.6% (350/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1356    90.4% (357/395)   90.2% (37/41)   9.8% (4/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
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 98.7% (390/395)       1385    89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1472    89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1475    89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1494    89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1508    88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1521    89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1544    90.1% (356/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1552    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1562    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1568    89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1570    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1603    89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1635    88.4% (349/395)  100.0% (41/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1680    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1702    88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       1791    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       2097    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       2142    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       2200    90.4% (357/395)   87.8% (36/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       2224    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       2346    89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       2381    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       2407    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       2415    90.1% (356/395)   90.2% (37/41)   7.3% (3/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       2439    89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       2458    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       2496    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       2502    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       2511    88.9% (351/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       2641    88.9% (351/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       2714    88.9% (351/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.3% (5/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       2730    89.6% (354/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (390/395)       2863    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 98.7% (157/159)       2177    90.6% (144/159)  100.0% (13/13)   0.0% (0/13)    1.3% (2/159) 
 98.8% (246/249)       179     90.4% (225/249)   91.7% (22/24)   4.2% (1/24)    0.8% (2/249) 
 98.8% (330/334)       930     90.1% (301/334)   93.8% (30/32)   3.1% (1/32)    0.9% (3/334) 
 98.8% (331/335)       1467    89.6% (300/335)   94.1% (32/34)   2.9% (1/34)    0.9% (3/335) 
 98.9% (179/181)       800     88.4% (160/181)  100.0% (19/19)   0.0% (0/19)    1.1% (2/181) 
 99.0% (385/389)       730     90.0% (350/389)   97.3% (36/37)   2.7% (1/37)    0.8% (3/389) 
 99.0% (386/390)       120     89.5% (349/390)   95.0% (38/40)   2.5% (1/40)    0.8% (3/390) 
 99.0% (193/195)       2307    92.8% (181/195)   86.7% (13/15)   6.7% (1/15)    0.5% (1/195) 
 99.0% (387/391)       496     89.0% (348/391)   97.5% (39/40)   0.0% (0/40)    1.0% (4/391) 
 99.0% (388/392)       1340    90.1% (353/392)   90.0% (36/40)   2.5% (1/40)    0.8% (3/392) 
 99.0% (389/393)       768     89.6% (352/393)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/393) 
 99.0% (389/393)       1142    89.8% (353/393)   92.5% (37/40)   2.5% (1/40)    0.8% (3/393) 
 99.0% (389/393)       1789    89.3% (351/393)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/393) 
 99.0% (390/394)       587     89.6% (353/394)   95.0% (38/40)   2.5% (1/40)    0.8% (3/394) 
 99.0% (390/394)       1158    89.1% (351/394)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/394) 
 99.0% (390/394)       2182    89.8% (354/394)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/394) 
 99.0% (390/394)       2322    89.1% (351/394)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/394) 
 99.0% (390/394)       2621    89.1% (351/394)   97.5% (39/40)   0.0% (0/40)    1.0% (4/394) 
 99.0% (293/296)       926     89.9% (266/296)   96.6% (28/29)   3.4% (1/29)    0.7% (2/296) 
 99.0% (391/395)       3       89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       14      89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       43      89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
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 99.0% (391/395)       100     89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       150     89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       215     89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       291     89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       329     89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       380     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       387     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       415     88.9% (351/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       439     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       512     89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       549     89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       645     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       648     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       696     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       707     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       758     89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       773     89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       806     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       880     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       896     89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       942     89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       953     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       972     89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       978     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       999     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1034    89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1062    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1076    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1095    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1141    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1164    89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1167    89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1179    89.9% (355/395)   90.2% (37/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1234    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1292    89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1300    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1323    88.9% (351/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1441    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1450    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1452    89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1461    89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1462    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1474    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1476    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1539    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1575    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1584    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1586    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1600    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1634    89.1% (352/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1652    88.9% (351/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1656    89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1703    89.4% (353/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       1783    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       2109    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
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 99.0% (391/395)       2201    89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       2354    89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       2355    88.9% (351/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       2362    89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       2444    88.9% (351/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       2466    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       2471    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       2479    88.9% (351/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    1.0% (4/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       2518    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       2522    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       2754    89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.0% (391/395)       2773    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.0% (196/198)       246     88.4% (175/198)   95.5% (21/22)   0.0% (0/22)    1.0% (2/198) 
 99.0% (201/203)       1633    88.2% (179/203)   95.7% (22/23)   0.0% (0/23)    1.0% (2/203) 
 99.0% (202/204)       2529    88.7% (181/204)   91.7% (22/24)   4.2% (1/24)    0.5% (1/204) 
 99.0% (202/204)       2650    87.3% (178/204)  100.0% (24/24)   0.0% (0/24)    1.0% (2/204) 
 99.0% (304/307)       1560    89.6% (275/307)   96.8% (30/31)   3.2% (1/31)    0.7% (2/307) 
 99.0% (206/208)       771     88.9% (185/208)  100.0% (21/21)   0.0% (0/21)    1.0% (2/208) 
 99.2% (371/374)       1145    89.6% (335/374)   94.7% (36/38)   0.0% (0/38)    0.8% (3/374) 
 99.2% (249/251)       940     89.6% (225/251)  100.0% (24/24)   0.0% (0/24)    0.8% (2/251) 
 99.2% (379/382)       2475    89.3% (341/382)   95.0% (38/40)   0.0% (0/40)    0.8% (3/382) 
 99.2% (386/389)       2389    89.5% (348/389)   97.4% (38/39)   0.0% (0/39)    0.8% (3/389) 
 99.2% (129/130)       2316    92.3% (120/130)   90.0% (9/10)    0.0% (0/10)    0.8% (1/130) 
 99.2% (388/391)       1599    89.3% (349/391)   97.5% (39/40)   0.0% (0/40)    0.8% (3/391) 
 99.2% (259/261)       2287    90.0% (235/261)   92.9% (26/28)   7.1% (2/28)    0.0% (0/261) 
 99.2% (390/393)       877     89.6% (352/393)   97.4% (38/39)   0.0% (0/39)    0.8% (3/393) 
 99.2% (390/393)       962     89.3% (351/393)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/393) 
 99.2% (391/394)       431     89.1% (351/394)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/394) 
 99.2% (391/394)       516     89.1% (351/394)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/394) 
 99.2% (391/394)       664     89.3% (352/394)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/394) 
 99.2% (391/394)       685     90.1% (355/394)   92.5% (37/40)   2.5% (1/40)    0.5% (2/394) 
 99.2% (391/394)       1023    89.3% (352/394)   97.5% (39/40)   0.0% (0/40)    0.8% (3/394) 
 99.2% (391/394)       2788s   89.3% (352/394)   97.5% (39/40)   0.0% (0/40)    0.8% (3/394) 
 99.2% (392/395)       8       89.9% (355/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       17      89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       66      89.6% (354/395)   92.7% (38/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       75      89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       83      89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       105     89.9% (355/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       143     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       167     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       199     89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       201     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       204     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       284     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       361     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       363     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       367     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       386     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       399     90.1% (356/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       402     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       476     89.9% (355/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       480     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       521     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       564     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
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 99.2% (392/395)       575     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       672     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       691     89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       754     89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       763     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       769     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       774     90.1% (356/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       797     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       843     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       845     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       890     89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       923     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       932     89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       938     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       951     89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       960     89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       961     89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       975     89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       991     90.1% (356/395)   92.7% (38/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1003    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1015    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1018    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1020    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1030    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1033    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1040    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1114    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1117    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1132    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1165    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1181    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1189    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1305    88.9% (351/395)  100.0% (41/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1322    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1328    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1367    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1389    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1408    89.9% (355/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1445    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1459    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1473    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1477    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1489    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1497    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1499    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1501    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1551    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1596    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1617    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1618    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1619    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1620    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1628    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1637    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1650    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
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 99.2% (392/395)       1686    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1687    89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1698    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       1705    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2098    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2099    88.9% (351/395)  100.0% (41/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2122    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2204    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2249    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2255    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2261    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2292    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2352    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2356    89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2364s   89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2367    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2460    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2472    89.9% (355/395)   95.1% (39/41)   4.9% (2/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2507    89.9% (355/395)   92.7% (38/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2510    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2559    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2604    89.4% (353/395)   95.1% (39/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2635    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2665    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2666    89.6% (354/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.2% (392/395)       2706    89.1% (352/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.8% (3/395) 
 99.3% (143/144)       2282    91.0% (131/144)   92.9% (13/14)   7.1% (1/14)    0.0% (0/144) 
 99.3% (145/146)       1590    91.8% (134/146)   91.7% (11/12)   0.0% (0/12)    0.7% (1/146) 
 99.3% (304/306)       2632    90.8% (278/306)   92.9% (26/28)   0.0% (0/28)    0.7% (2/306) 
 99.4% (343/345)       1435    89.3% (308/345)  100.0% (35/35)   0.0% (0/35)    0.6% (2/345) 
 99.5% (374/376)       2636    89.4% (336/376)   97.4% (38/39)   0.0% (0/39)    0.5% (2/376) 
 99.5% (190/191)       1712    90.6% (173/191)  100.0% (17/17)   0.0% (0/17)    0.5% (1/191) 
 99.5% (391/393)       479     89.6% (352/393)   97.5% (39/40)   0.0% (0/40)    0.5% (2/393) 
 99.5% (391/393)       757     89.6% (352/393)   97.5% (39/40)   0.0% (0/40)    0.5% (2/393) 
 99.5% (392/394)       1493    89.6% (353/394)   97.5% (39/40)   0.0% (0/40)    0.5% (2/394) 
 99.5% (392/394)       1688    89.6% (353/394)   97.5% (39/40)   0.0% (0/40)    0.5% (2/394) 
 99.5% (393/395)       18      89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       35      89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       37      89.6% (354/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       98      89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       128     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       141     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       155     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       208     89.6% (354/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       214     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       285     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       510     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       536     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       547     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       553     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       586     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       653     89.9% (355/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       717     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       764     89.9% (355/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       789     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
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 99.5% (393/395)       824     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       897     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       928     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       943     89.6% (354/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       955     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       958     89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1025    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1042    89.6% (354/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1046    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1072    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1075    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1111    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1146    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1147    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1224    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1247    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1251    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1320    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1334    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1339    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1390    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1427    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1469    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1482    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1487    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1488    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1490    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1492    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1496    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1503    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1514    89.9% (355/395)   95.1% (39/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1548    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1550    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1559    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1572    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1576    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1636    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1667    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       1694    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       2131    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       2221    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       2229    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       2253    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       2260    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       2273    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       2296    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       2323    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       2382    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       2503    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       2520    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       2554    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       2692    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       2701    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (393/395)       2806    89.4% (353/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.5% (2/395) 
 99.5% (204/205)       1041    89.3% (183/205)   95.5% (21/22)   0.0% (0/22)    0.5% (1/205) 
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 99.5% (210/211)       1400    89.6% (189/211)   95.5% (21/22)   0.0% (0/22)    0.5% (1/211) 
 99.6% (251/252)       1092    89.7% (226/252)   96.2% (25/26)   0.0% (0/26)    0.4% (1/252) 
 99.7% (299/300)       1638    90.3% (271/300)   96.6% (28/29)   0.0% (0/29)    0.3% (1/300) 
 99.7% (393/394)       1426    89.8% (354/394)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.0% (0/394) 
 99.7% (394/395)       1460    89.9% (355/395)   97.6% (40/41)   2.4% (1/41)    0.0% (0/395) 
 99.7% (394/395)       1464    89.6% (354/395)   97.6% (40/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
 99.7% (394/395)       2175    89.4% (353/395)  100.0% (41/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.3% (1/395) 
100.0% (395/395)       226     89.6% (354/395)  100.0% (41/41)   0.0% (0/41)    0.0% (0/395) 
100.0% (49/49)         947     87.8% (43/49)    100.0% (6/6)     0.0% (0/6)     0.0% (0/49) 
100.0% (81/81)         1803    96.3% (78/81)    100.0% (3/3)     0.0% (0/3)     0.0% (0/81) 
100.0% (19/19)         2290    89.5% (17/19)    100.0% (2/2)     0.0% (0/2)     0.0% (0/19) 
100.0% (78/78)         2418    94.9% (74/78)    100.0% (4/4)     0.0% (0/4)     0.0% (0/78) 





It is immediately obvious that, when the total variation of John 18 is 
considered, the mass of the manuscripts are remarkably uniform.  Only 
10 manuscripts have more than 10% disagreement with the majority 
readings, the most disparate being manuscript 05 with 84% agreement.  
Fewer than one-tenth of the manuscripts have more than 5% 
disagreement, and over half of the manuscripts agree 98% or more with 
the majority readings.  For each of the majority of manuscripts, in 
John 18 there are at most eight readings out of 395 which may be used 
to define groups.5 
 
This has a clear implication for selecting manuscripts to represent the 
tradition in an apparatus: the large majority of manuscripts would be 
broadly represented by almost any randomly chosen manuscript, and 
would be well represented by a very small, carefully selected set of 
manuscripts.  While it is clear that the non-majority readings provide the 
basis for distinguishing groups of manuscripts, it is not initially as clear 
that groups are well represented by manuscripts that differ most from the 
majority of manuscripts.6 
                                                          
5 The prospect of establishing groups is not as dire as this may initially 
sound.  Even among the most highly uniform manuscripts, it could be a 
different set of eight readings for each group.  Furthermore, if groups are 
defined not so often by their unique readings but by a unique profile of 
readings that may be shared with other groups, as McReynolds and Wisse 
determined, even a set of eight readings could clearly identify more 
groups than we currently have manuscripts available. 
6 This also raises a question which has been begged to this point:  is our 




A simple test demonstrates the relationship between manuscripts’ 
agreement with the majority text and readings which may distinguish 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
on the readings they represent? There are several aspects to this question 
that must be considered.  To some extent, it is a circular question, for the 
readings are used to determine the groups and are not independent.  On 
the other hand, some methods such as the Claremont Profile Method use 
the groups to select the readings, retaining a reading only if it was a 
group reading, requiring continual iteration as groups are refined.  
Additionally, singular readings were excluded, although a reading may be 
singular by an accident in reading or in group, thus may affect a 
manuscript’s group relationship.  There is also the aspect of how securely 
we believe we have established groups.  There certainly are well 
established groups, such as Family 1 and Family 13.  Yet even their 
membership varies from book to book and perhaps within a book.  As 
described in Chapter 2, of the manuscripts included in the Luke volume, 
40 of the 155 manuscripts profiled changed group membership across the 
three chapters of Luke sampled.  As examples, manuscript 884 was 
determined to be a Family 1 member in chapter 20 but not in chapter 10, 
and manuscript 2542 in chapters 10 and 20 but not in chapter 1.   
Other groups may be established with more or less certainty, 
complicated by mixture and corrections.  In Luke, Wisse included the 
majority of the manuscripts in a single group, Kx, but its definition was 
problematic and its boundaries remained blurred, with manuscripts 
moving in and out of the Kx and Kmix groups; not surprisingly, the 
greatest clarity was found in pairs or small clusters of manuscripts within 
the massive group (Wisse, Profile Method, pp. 94-99).  Wisse 
acknowledged (fn. 7) that further pairs and clusters could be observed 
with a more exhaustive search.  It is not clear that Kx should be 
considered a group.  The most difficult manuscripts to group are also the 
most interesting because of their age; while the oldest manuscripts, 
generally representing the greatest diversity, clearly represent a stage in 
the history of the text, it is not clear how much of their more singular 
nature is due to the expected loss of any family’s members over time.   
From a different perspective, non-textual indicators of groups have 
barely been considered, yet may provide significant information towards 
forming groups.  The proposed Paulos Project at the University of 
Birmingham will address additional factors beyond the text which affect 
groups.  There are also other textual features which are generally not 
considered.  An example from John 18 is the use of the accusative with 
λεγω in 18:25, 30, 31, and 33.  Although this is grammatically incorrect 
and not treated as a separate reading, the association of manuscripts 




groups.  As mentioned above, the majority reading usually has the 
support of a large majority of the manuscripts.  Significant support of 
multiple readings is fairly rare.  The following table shows the number of 
manuscripts agreeing with the majority readings at levels of 96% and 
above for the John 18 data: 









100% 6 25 144 
≥ 99% 220 438 672 
≥ 98% 711 1014 1213 
≥ 97% 1168 1337 1451 
≥ 96% 1436 1508 1550 
≥ 95% 1537 1569 1589 
Total 1659 1659 1659 
 
For all 395 variation units in John 18, there are 6 manuscripts that agree 
with 100% of the majority readings, 220 manuscripts that agree with 
99% or more, 711 manuscripts that agree with 98% or more, etc.  The 
variation unit with the lowest support for its majority reading is Variation 
Unit 107, with 52% support.  The five variation units with the lowest 
support are Variation Units 107, 386, 350, 262, and 22.  If these five 
variation units are excluded and the percentage of agreements are 
recalculated for the remaining 390 variation units, the number of 
manuscripts that agree with 100% of the majority readings increases 
from 6 to 25, the number of manuscripts that agree with 99% or more of 
the majority readings increases from 220 to 438, etc.  The next five 
variation units with the lowest support for the majority reading are 
Variation Units 303, 224, 257, 239, and 252.  If these 10 variation units 
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are excluded and the percentage of agreements recalculated for the 
remaining 385 variation units, the number of manuscripts that agree with 
100% of the majority readings increases (from 6 to 25) to 144, etc.  Note 
that the increase in the number of manuscripts from the 395 to 390 to 
385 columns is most dramatic among the manuscripts with the higher 
percentages. 
 
The variation units with the lowest support for the majority reading, of 
course, are those where the evidence is most widely split among multiple 
readings.  The counts above indicate that when these variation units are 
excluded, the range of deviation among the large majority of manuscripts 
is reduced to almost negligible levels.  In other words, the 10 variation 
units identified above are those that have the best chance of 
distinguishing among the large majority of manuscripts, while reading 
these manuscripts for the rest of the variation units offers limited 
opportunity for refinement of groups.  On the other hand, the minority of 
manuscripts with the greatest disagreement from the majority are least 





The John 1-10 variation units demonstrate the same association: 
 










100% 43 70 180 
≥ 97.5% 203 563 689 
≥ 95% 865 1117 1190 
≥ 92.5% 1252 1415 1441 
≥ 90% 1484 1547 1578 
≥ 87.5% 1577 1629 1639 
≥ 85% 1647 1679 1687 
≥ 80% 1706 1715 1721 
≥ 75% 1735 1738 1742 
Total 1785 1785 1785 
 
The selected variation units in John 1-10 present a greater spread in 
percentages than the total variation of John 18, so the percentage cutoffs 
in the first column have been adjusted.  The second column represents 
the calculations described above, using the 153 test passages from John 
1-10.  The third column repeats the calculations after deleting the five 
test passages (150, 91, 134, 100, 132) with the lowest support for the 
majority reading, and the fourth column represents calculations after 
deleting the next five test passages (76, 69, 32, 55, 67). 
 
This examination of the spread of variation among the manuscripts 
provides significant guidance towards selecting manuscripts for the 
apparatus.  The large majority of manuscripts have a high and compact 
range of agreement, and may be well represented by a small number of 
selected manuscripts.  The results from both the selected test passages of 
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John 1-10 and the total variation of John 18 demonstrate that the few 
variation units where the support of the majority of manuscripts is 
divided, or equivalently where the majority reading has the least support, 
represent most of the variation of these manuscripts.  On the other hand, 
the majority of the spread of variation comes from the minority of 
manuscripts which have a lower, imprecise agreement with the majority 
readings.  The few variation units where the majority of manuscripts are 
divided do not substantially affect the spread of variation of the minority, 
demonstrating that a large set of readings will be needed to define any 
within and between group relationships.  If practical considerations limit 
the number of manuscripts that may be included, the benefit would be to 
represent a wide range of the variation.  The ECM practice of selecting the 
manuscripts with the greatest disagreement from the majority text is an 
objective and effective method of obtaining such a range. 
 
The agreement with the majority text based on the John 18 variation 
units is displayed for all manuscripts in Table 4.1.  An equivalent table is 
given in the John 1-10 Text und Textwert volume and will not be repeated 
here.  Table 4.2 displays the manuscripts from both lists that have the 
highest percentage of non-majority readings.7  Since the percentages 
                                                          
7 The manuscripts included are those that agree with the majority 
readings less than 85% in John 1-10 or less than 95% in John 18.  
Manuscript supplements were considered to be different manuscripts from 
their initial manuscript, so that there were 1785 manuscript units in John 
1-10 and 1659 in John 18.  There were 1739 manuscripts ranked in John 
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from John 1-10 and 18 are on such a different scale, comparing 
percentages between the two texts may be misleading, so the 
manuscripts have been ranked, and the list is sorted by the average rank 
of a manuscript.  Both the percentage agreement and the rank are 
displayed; a large difference in rank could indicate that the type of text 
has changed between chapters 1-10 and 18.  For various reasons, some 
manuscripts were not available in either chapters 1-10 or 18, so inclusion 
in the list is based on the other. 
  
                                                                                                                                                                                    
1-10 after deleting the following 46 manuscripts, which had fewer than 10 
readings: P5, P28, P36, P39, P55, P63, P95, P106, 024, 031s, 078, 091, 
0101, 0105, 0127, 0162, 0210, 0258, 0273, 0286, 0287, 0302, 0306, 
176, 274s, 771s, 892s, 958s, 994s, 1038s, 1052s, 1055s, 1098, 1391s, 
1674, 1702s, 2455, 2519, 2547, 2551, 2552, 2569, 2584s, 2748, 2763, 
and 2789.  Proportionally, 10 out of 153 readings in John 1-10 
corresponds to 25 out of 395 readings in John 18, so there were 1652 
manuscripts ranked in John 18 after deleting the following 7 manuscripts 
which had fewer than 25 readings:  P52, P59, P108, 27, 781, 2290, and 
2726.  For practical reasons, the 125 manuscripts agreeing less than 85% 
in John 1-10 were included.  Proportionally, 125 out of 1739 manuscripts 
in John 1-10 corresponds to 119 out of 1652 manuscripts in John 18, 
which happened to fall at the 95% agreement level. 
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Table 4.2:  Percentage and Rank Agreement with the Majority Text of the 
Most Divergent Manuscripts in John 1-10 and John 18 
 
      
 Ms   
Jn 1-10 Jn 18 
 Agreement Rank   Agreement Rank 
P45      14.3%     1        -       - 
P75      33.3%     2        -       - 
029      34.1%     3        -       - 
05       41.3%     7      84.0%     1 
01       36.7%     6      87.1%     3 
579s       -       -      87.3%     5 
P66      44.8%    10      85.4%     2 
03       34.6%     4      89.4%     8 
0109       -       -      88.7%     6 
P60        -       -      89.2%     7 
032      36.3%     5      89.9%     9 
032s     44.0%     9        -       - 
1820       -       -      90.3%    10 
849      46.7%    11        -       - 
04       41.7%     8      90.9%    15 
019      48.4%    12      90.4%    12 
087        -       -      90.4%    13 
033      61.2%    14      91.1%    18 
2786     71.2%    28      87.3%     4 
865      64.8%    19      90.6%    14 
475s       -       -      90.9%    17 
083      63.0%    18        -       - 
070      65.5%    20        -       - 
05s        -       -      91.3%    21 
213      68.6%    21      91.4%    23 
2129     74.2%    35      90.4%    11 
1        72.5%    30      91.1%    19 
69       73.7%    33      91.1%    20 
2561     71.1%    27      91.6%    26 
1582     73.2%    32      91.4%    22 
579      72.2%    29        -       - 
565      73.7%    34      91.6%    25 
1654     75.8%    44      90.9%    16 
33       61.8%    16      93.1%    50 
022      74.5%    36      92.2%    34 
892      75.5%    38      92.1%    32 
13       75.7%    40      91.9%    31 
2886       -       -      92.4%    37 
2718     72.7%    31      92.7%    44 
1819     77.8%    53      91.6%    27 
205      77.8%    52      91.9%    29 
1784s      -       -      92.7%    42 
1253     76.0%    45        -       - 
209      77.6%    50      92.7%    41 
788      79.3%    59      92.1%    33 
1689       -       -      92.9%    46 
357      78.9%    57      92.2%    36 
138      79.3%    58      92.6%    40 
1071     69.3%    23      93.9%    78 
086      77.8%    51        -       - 
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 Ms   
Jn 1-10 Jn 18 
 Agreement Rank   Agreement Rank 
044      76.5%    46      93.4%    58 
038      69.9%    24      94.2%    82 
2643       -       -      93.2%    53 
2713     79.7%    64      92.7%    43 
828      77.0%    48      93.4%    60 
792      79.6%    61      93.0%    49 
2585     78.7%    55        -       - 
124      81.7%    79      92.2%    35 
346      75.6%    39      93.9%    75 
1128     74.8%    37      94.0%    80 
2680     79.7%    63      93.2%    54 
826      79.7%    62      93.4%    59 
317      57.1%    13      94.9%   111 
994      80.0%    68      93.4%    61 
869      79.8%    65        -       - 
543      79.8%    66      93.7%    66 
050      80.0%    67        -       - 
2575     83.1%    94      92.7%    45 
884      79.4%    60      94.1%    81 
1321     82.9%    89      93.2%    52 
118      80.4%    71        -       - 
382      80.4%    72        -       - 
1424     80.4%    73      93.9%    71 
168      84.8%   115      91.9%    30 
011s       -       -      93.9%    74 
173      81.1%    75        -       - 
983      81.2%    76        -       - 
2106     80.1%    70      94.2%    83 
2192     83.1%    93      93.6%    62 
0233     81.6%    78        -       - 
544      78.8%    56      94.7%   101 
377      82.1%    82      93.9%    76 
397      61.4%    15      95.4%   144 
2600     81.9%    81        -       - 
1009     80.0%    69      94.6%    97 
2411     81.7%    80      94.4%    92 
2540     82.6%    86        -       - 
2148     85.5%   134      92.6%    39 
27s        -       -      94.3%    88 
249      82.7%    88        -       - 
732      84.8%   118      93.7%    67 
744      85.0%   121      93.7%    68 
430      83.2%    95        -       - 
1242     75.7%    41      95.4%   150 
1546     82.4%    85      94.9%   107 
780s     83.3%    98        -       - 
2206     85.4%   131      93.6%    65 
2790     83.5%   101        -       - 
799      77.9%    54      95.4%   149 
1319     83.6%   103      94.7%   103 
733      86.2%   146      93.6%    63 
472      85.0%   127      94.3%    86 
0211     86.3%   150      93.6%    64 
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 Ms   
Jn 1-10 Jn 18 
 Agreement Rank   Agreement Rank 
1506     85.9%   143      93.9%    72 
2252       -       -      94.9%   108 
423      83.3%    97      95.2%   131 
389      83.0%    90      95.4%   141 
807      84.3%   111      95.2%   126 
878      85.0%   122      94.9%   115 
2404     83.6%   104      95.2%   134 
2478     85.6%   135      94.9%   109 
2223     84.8%   116      95.2%   129 
833      87.5%   197      93.2%    51 
841      88.1%   211      92.6%    38 
1344     86.7%   163      94.3%    87 
731      87.5%   196      93.2%    55 
1021     86.3%   157      94.9%   105 
295      81.3%    77      95.9%   190 
0141     71.1%    26      96.2%   243 
2291     85.0%   124      95.4%   156 
821      68.9%    22      96.2%   263 
891      86.8%   170      94.9%   117 
508      87.4%   189      94.7%   100 
1093     82.2%    83      95.9%   209 
157      77.6%    49      96.2%   247 
889      87.2%   184      94.9%   116 
829      88.2%   222      94.9%   113 
158      84.3%   110      96.2%   232 
154      89.2%   251      94.5%    95 
333      83.8%   108      96.2%   242 
992      83.0%    91      96.2%   267 
114      84.8%   117      96.2%   245 
1079     83.7%   105      96.2%   269 
1219     84.2%   109      96.2%   273 
772      90.8%   329      93.2%    56 
1816     84.6%   113      96.2%   284 
1241     62.5%    17      96.7%   392 
1574     91.4%   385      93.7%    69 
2463     84.3%   112      96.5%   343 
1293     75.8%    43      96.8%   413 
2615     84.6%   114      96.5%   347 
1269     91.3%   378      94.4%    89 
1463     83.4%   100      96.7%   370 
1797     92.1%   458      92.9%    47 
041      82.7%    87      97.0%   429 
2528     91.5%   436      94.2%    84 
2311     92.1%   473      93.9%    79 
48       92.2%   478      94.7%    99 
2304     85.0%   125      97.0%   479 
1014     81.1%    74      97.2%   532 
2193     76.5%    47      97.2%   560 
1788     84.9%   119      97.2%   490 
265      83.4%    99      97.2%   515 
2188     92.7%   536      94.4%    90 
16       92.7%   533      94.9%   110 
1135     93.3%   603      93.4%    57 
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 Ms   
Jn 1-10 Jn 18 
 Agreement Rank   Agreement Rank 
1335     92.8%   574      94.6%    98 
2397     93.4%   632      94.4%    94 
1029     83.0%    92      97.5%   637 
741      93.5%   653      94.4%    91 
1085     85.0%   123      97.5%   640 
1534     94.0%   716      94.4%    93 
017      83.6%   102      97.7%   711 
798      94.7%   816      93.0%    48 
1230     83.2%    96      97.7%   768 
2684     94.1%   791      94.2%    85 
2810     94.6%   803      93.9%    73 
780      94.3%   795      94.9%   106 
2766     94.8%   899      91.6%    28 
857      94.7%   817      94.9%   114 
1010     75.8%    42      98.0%   890 
280      85.0%   120      97.9%   813 
974      94.8%   869      94.6%    96 
1006     94.8%   870      94.9%   118 
1561     83.7%   106      98.0%   911 
1571     82.2%    84      98.1%   944 
2702     95.4%  1029      93.7%    70 
1001     95.5%  1033      93.9%    77 
1122     95.9%  1046      94.9%   119 
2768     83.7%   107      98.2%  1073 
1268     96.1%  1080      94.7%   102 
1336     96.1%  1148      94.8%   104 
597      70.6%    25      98.7%  1280 
782      96.7%  1282      94.9%   112 





Table 4.2 displays a total of 185 manuscripts:  59 are included by 
matching the criteria in both sections of text, chapters 1-10 and chapter 
18; 38 match the criterion in one section but are missing in the other 
section, and 88 match the criterion in one section but not the other.  
Large disparities between sections within a manuscript’s text are evident 
for several manuscripts, indicating a possible change of text within the 
manuscript.  These may be illustrated by the following manuscripts which 
rank in the top 50 in one section but do not meet the criterion in the 
other (displaying their rank first in chapters 1-10 then in chapter 18): 
- Manuscript 397: 15, 144 
- Manuscript 2148: 134, 39 
- Manuscript 1242: 41, 150 
- Manuscript 841: 211, 38 
- Manuscript 0141: 26, 243 
- Manuscript 821: 22, 263 
- Manuscript 157: 49, 247 
- Manuscript 1241: 17, 392 
- Manuscript 1293: 43, 413 
- Manuscript 1797: 458, 47 
- Manuscript 2193: 47, 560 
- Manuscript 798: 816, 48 
- Manuscript 2766: 899, 28 
- Manuscript 1010: 42, 890 
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- Manuscript 597: 25, 1280 
- Manuscript 2517: 1567, 24 
Other large disparities include manuscripts 317, 168, 833, 772, 1574, and 
1135. 
 
One test for a possible change in text would be to divide the test 
passages into sections and examine the disparities of agreement between 
sections.  Table 4.3 displays the results of this for John 1-10, dividing the 
153 test passages into two groups, the first 77 test passages covering 
from the beginning of John to 6:56 and the last 76 test passages covering 
from 6:58 through chapter 10.  Table 4.3 displays the 50 manuscripts 
with the greatest difference in percentage of agreement with the majority 
text, those manuscripts with a difference of 9% or greater.  The 
percentage of agreement in each set of test passages is shown with their 
difference and the number of test passages extant in each set. 
 
Of note, only one of the manuscripts in the list above, with the large 
disparity between chapters 1-10 and 18, occurs within this list of the 
largest disparities between the first and last halves of chapters 1-10.  The 
single exception is GA 2517, which only has 31 of the first 77 test 





Several of the 50 manuscripts in Table 4.3 are also in Table 4.2 above 
(for example, the first four in the list, manuscripts 799, 032, 2540, and 
579), but many of them are manuscripts that do not differ much in their 
rank agreement with the majority text between chapters 1-10 and 18.  In 
particular, if a manuscript has entirely changed text at a certain point, it 
could be that the difference is hidden when adding counts across a larger 
text.  In that case, the direction of a change in agreement in the two 
halves of the John 1-10 test passages would be expected to be confirmed 
in chapter 18.  But for many of the manuscripts in Table 4.3, the 
difference between chapters 1-10 and 18 is in the opposite direction of 
the difference in the two halves of chapters 1-10. For example, the 
largest difference within chapters 1-10 is for GA 799, changing from 
94.6% agreement in the first half to 61.3% in the second half, suggesting 
that chapter 18 would also have a low agreement.  But, as Table 4.1 
shows, GA 799 has a 95.4% agreement with the majority text in 
chapter 18. 
 
The sample passages of chapters 1-10, compared internally and to 
chapter 18, do not give evidence for manuscripts changing exemplars 
during the copying process, or to the phenomenon sometimes referred to 
as “boxcar” mixture.  Instead, the manuscripts that show large 
differences between sections are generally manuscripts with larger 
variation in their text.  There are exceptions, such as GA 2517, though its 
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fragmentary text raises caution.  Other manuscripts may be confirmed 
with full evidence, which seems warranted for several of these 
manuscripts due to their high variability. 
 
Table 4.4 similarly shows the results of dividing the passages of 
chapter 18 into two sections, the first 198 covering 18:1-21 and the last 
197 covering 18:21-40, and displays the percentage of agreement with 
the majority text for the two halves.  The 48 manuscripts with a 
difference greater than 4% are displayed in the table.  At best, this 
suggests a handful of manuscripts which may require full reading to 
clarify their nature, but in general these again evidence manuscripts that 
have higher variability.8 
  
                                                          
8 Manuscripts with fewer than 10 passages in chapters 1-10 and fewer 
than 25 passages in chapter 18 were excluded from Table 4.2.  Similarly, 
manuscripts with fewer than 5 passages in either half of the chapters 1-
10 passages or fewer than 12 passages in either half of chapter 18 were 
excluded from Tables 4.3 and 4.4. 
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Table 4.3: Manuscripts with the largest difference in percentage of agreement 


















799 94.6% 74 61.3% 75 33.3% 
032 51.9% 27 30.7% 75 21.2% 
2540 91.7% 12 72.7% 11 18.9% 
579 62.7% 75 81.6% 76 18.9% 
109 78.7% 75 97.4% 76 18.7% 
865 76.2% 42 57.6% 66 18.6% 
2718 64.9% 74 83.3% 54 18.5% 
1253 68.9% 74 86.3% 51 17.4% 
03 42.9% 77 26.3% 76 16.5% 
038 77.9% 77 61.8% 76 16.1% 
2786 79.2% 77 63.2% 76 16.1% 
2313 80.0% 5 95.5% 22 15.5% 
1692 94.7% 76 79.7% 74 15.0% 
2291 77.9% 77 92.1% 76 14.2% 
213 75.3% 77 61.8% 76 13.5% 
1009 73.3% 75 86.7% 75 13.3% 
416 97.4% 77 84.2% 76 13.2% 
2561 77.6% 76 64.5% 76 13.2% 
1446 80.5% 77 93.4% 76 12.9% 
160 83.1% 77 96.0% 75 12.9% 
32 82.5% 40 94.7% 76 12.2% 
1113 93.5% 77 81.6% 76 11.9% 
731 81.6% 76 93.4% 76 11.8% 
683 91.8% 73 80.0% 75 11.8% 
P75 38.9% 72 27.3% 66 11.6% 
2517 100.0% 31 88.9% 9 11.1% 
1301 86.4% 66 97.3% 75 11.0% 
1630 83.8% 74 94.7% 76 11.0% 
022 69.5% 59 80.4% 51 10.9% 
2174 82.7% 75 93.4% 76 10.8% 
2645 86.7% 75 97.4% 76 10.7% 
220 92.1% 76 81.6% 76 10.5% 
69 68.4% 76 78.9% 76 10.5% 
33 67.1% 76 56.6% 76 10.5% 
2280 96.0% 75 85.5% 76 10.5% 
1148 88.3% 77 98.7% 76 10.4% 
1029 77.9% 77 88.2% 76 10.2% 
124 76.6% 77 86.8% 76 10.2% 
2646 87.5% 64 97.4% 76 9.9% 
2801 100.0% 11 90.2% 41 9.8% 
2608 86.4% 44 96.1% 76 9.7% 
1509 95.9% 74 86.5% 74 9.5% 
174 90.5% 74 100.0% 54 9.5% 
1377 94.7% 76 85.5% 76 9.2% 
1788 80.3% 76 89.5% 76 9.2% 
2729 100.0% 13 90.9% 22 9.1% 
2661 94.4% 71 85.3% 75 9.0% 
558 85.7% 77 94.7% 76 9.0% 
1068 85.7% 77 94.7% 76 9.0% 
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Table 4.4: Manuscripts with the largest difference in percentage of agreement 





































0290 100.0% 104 91.3% 127 8.7% 
P60 92.7% 96 84.3% 70 8.4% 
1654 93.9% 198 87.8% 197 6.1% 
903 92.0% 187 98.0% 197 6.0% 
731 89.2% 83 94.9% 197 5.8% 
05s 95.5% 67 89.8% 197 5.7% 
1182 94.3% 194 100.0% 26 5.7% 
2223 98.0% 198 92.3% 196 5.6% 
1398 98.5% 198 92.9% 197 5.6% 
2400 99.5% 197 94.4% 197 5.1% 
546 99.4% 171 94.4% 54 5.0% 
1463 99.0% 198 94.4% 196 4.6% 
1321 95.5% 198 90.9% 197 4.6% 
2643 95.5% 198 90.9% 197 4.6% 
544 97.0% 198 92.4% 197 4.6% 
574 98.0% 198 93.4% 197 4.6% 
1053 98.0% 198 93.4% 197 4.6% 
1342 98.0% 198 93.4% 197 4.6% 
270 98.5% 198 93.9% 197 4.6% 
482 98.5% 198 93.9% 197 4.6% 
1428 99.0% 198 94.4% 197 4.6% 
262 99.5% 198 94.9% 197 4.6% 
265 99.5% 198 94.9% 197 4.6% 
2193 99.5% 198 94.9% 197 4.6% 
1353 93.4% 198 98.0% 197 4.5% 
1784s 90.4% 198 94.9% 197 4.5% 
2188 92.9% 197 97.2% 106 4.3% 
032 91.9% 198 87.8% 197 4.1% 
2517 89.6% 67 93.7% 63 4.1% 
317 97.0% 198 92.9% 197 4.1% 
782 97.0% 198 92.9% 197 4.1% 
581 97.5% 198 93.4% 197 4.1% 
348 98.0% 198 93.9% 197 4.1% 
1478s 98.0% 198 93.9% 197 4.1% 
2145 98.0% 198 93.9% 197 4.1% 
1313 98.5% 198 94.4% 197 4.1% 
1326 98.5% 198 94.4% 197 4.1% 
2516 98.5% 198 94.4% 197 4.1% 
2902 98.5% 198 94.4% 197 4.1% 
041 99.0% 198 94.9% 197 4.1% 
268 99.0% 198 94.9% 197 4.1% 
443 99.0% 198 94.9% 197 4.1% 
395 99.5% 198 95.4% 197 4.1% 
969 99.5% 198 95.4% 197 4.1% 
2685 99.5% 198 95.4% 197 4.1% 
2708 98.0% 197 93.9% 197 4.1% 
1081 93.9% 198 98.0% 197 4.0% 
1625 99.5% 182 95.4% 197 4.0% 
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Similar to counting a manuscript’s agreement with the majority readings, 
a manuscript may be compared to any other manuscript by counting their 
agreements at all variation units.9  A pair of manuscripts with a high 
proportion of agreement may be considered related, but attempts to 
define relationships by meeting necessary proportions have failed.  As this 
study shows, utilizing total variation results in much higher percentages 
of agreement than using selected variation units.10  However, the 
measure of agreement to the majority reading may be invariant to 
                                                          
9 This is commonly practiced with a long history in New Testament textual 
criticism, with a framework generally attributed to E. C. Colwell, “Method 
in Establishing Quantitative Relationships between Text-Types of New 
Testament Manuscripts.” 
10 Colwell’s rule, in “Quantitative Relationships”, p. 59, of defining a text-
type by a group of manuscripts that agree more than 70% with a gap of 
10% from neighbors was based on empirical observation rather than any 
quantitative theory.  W. L. Richards, in The Greek Manuscripts of the 
Johannine Epistles, p. 54, found that these percentages didn’t work for 
his data, as they hadn’t worked for others, and recognized that any such 
percentages must be flexible, but continued to set both cutoffs 
empirically, a practice followed by later studies, such as that of Bart 
Ehrman in Didymus the Blind, p. 202.  Jean-Francois Racine, in Basil of 
Caesarea, recognized the percentages as estimates, and applied 
statistical theory to the percentages of agreement (pp. 241-249) but not 
to the percentage gaps between groups (pp. 249-255).  For random 
samples of passages and manuscripts, the average of percentages of 
agreement between manuscripts will increase as the sample of variant 
passages approaches total variation, and the average gap between 
groups of manuscripts will decrease as more manuscripts are included.  
For example, in the total variation (3,046 passages) of a selection of the 
most divergent witnesses in the Catholic Epistles, the lowest percentage 
of agreement between any pair of manuscripts was 77.9%, see Gerd 
Mink, “Contamination, Coherence, and Coincidence”, p. 157, while the 
largest gap between any manuscript and its closest relative was 13%, see 
Klaus Wachtel, “Conclusions”, p. 221.  It is clear that Colwell’s results 
were a confirmation of pre-conceived relationships rather than a definition 




manuscript relationships across samples, and the INTF is developing tools 
to define relationships from this agreement as a standard.  One such tool 
is standard in the Text und Textwert series, and is reproduced in Table 
4.5 at the end of this chapter for the John 18 data. 
 
For Table 4.5, each manuscript’s agreement with the majority text and 
with every other manuscript was calculated.  A pair of related 
manuscripts would be expected to share a proportion of the majority 
readings, plus the readings which arose (or which didn’t deviate) out of 
their relatedness.  A pair of unrelated manuscripts would be expected also 
to share some proportion of the majority readings, minus the readings 
which arose separately and define their unrelatedness.  Thus a 
manuscript’s agreement with the majority readings would form an 
approximate lower bound to manuscripts with which it is related, and an 
approximate upper bound to manuscripts with which it is unrelated.  The 
set of manuscripts with which a manuscript agrees at a higher percentage 
than it agrees with the majority readings offer the most likely candidates 
with which it would form a group or subgroup. 
 
Table 4.5 lists each manuscript, ordered traditionally by its name in the 
“Ms” column, with its agreement with the majority readings shown as a 
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percentage in the “MT” column.11  Next is a selected list of manuscripts 
with which it has the greatest agreement, one manuscript per line, each 
labeled in the “OMs” column.12  The two columns “C” and “N” will be 
discussed below.  The overall percentage of agreement between Ms and 
each OMs is shown in the “Overall” column with the ratio of the number of 
agreements divided by the number of passages that are extant in both 
manuscripts.  A second percentage of agreement is shown in the last 
column labeled “non-MT”, the agreement without the majority readings, 
with the ratio of the number of agreements in variation units where 
neither manuscript has the majority reading divided by the number of 
non-majority passages that are extant in both manuscripts. 
 
                                                          
11 The percentage of agreement between a manuscript and the majority 
readings may differ between Table 4.1 and Table 4.5.  In Table 4.1, 
where only the agreement with the majority reading is calculated, 
subvariants of  the majority reading are counted as agreeing with the 
majority reading.  In Table 4.5, where the agreement of all pairs of 
manuscripts is calculated, subvariants of the majority reading are counted 
as differing from the main reading. 
12 There were three exceptions to this.  First, fragmentary manuscripts 
with readings in fewer than 10% (40) of the variation units were included 
in the table and labeled as “frag”, without listing any related manuscripts.  
Second, manuscripts which did not have any related manuscripts, as 
defined below, were included in the table and labeled with “no close 
relatives”.  Third, including the manuscripts of the most highly uniform 
group, Kr, would have more than doubled the length of this table.  The 
entry for manuscript 18 lists the other 141 members of this group, which 
agree on all or all but one of their extant passages.  Instead of listing all 
141 manuscripts for each member’s entry in the table, each other 




The manuscripts listed as OMs for each Ms met three criteria, and 
sometimes a fourth.  First, Ms and OMs have non-deficient readings in at 
least 10 shared variation units.  Second, the percentage of agreement 
between Ms and OMs in all variation units (from the Overall column) is 
greater than the percentage of agreement of either Ms or OMs with the 
majority readings.  Third, the percentage of agreement between Ms and 
OMs in non-majority text readings (from the non-MT column) is greater 
than 50%.  If there were manuscripts that met these criteria for each Ms, 
up to 10 other manuscripts (OMs) were listed.  If there were more than 
10 other manuscripts that met these three criteria, a fourth criterion was 
applied:  other manuscripts for which the tabled value “C”, described 
next, has a value of 3 or below were listed. 
 
To help refine relationships, the two values “C” (class) and “N” (number) 
were calculated and listed in the table.  The calculation of C and N was as 
follows:  the manuscript pairs Ms and OMs which did not meet the first 
three criteria above were deleted.  The remaining pairs Ms and OMs were 
sorted by OMs, then by the overall percentage agreement between Ms 
and OMs (from the Overall column, call this PctAll), then by the 
percentage agreement between Ms and OMs in the non-majority text 
readings (from the non-MT column, call this PctNonMT).  For each OMs, C 
started with a value of 1, then incremented by 1 each time the PctAll or 
the PctNonMT within a given PctAll changed.  Thus, C represents the level 
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of agreement that a given OMs shares with all other manuscripts for 
which it met the first three criteria above.  The value N is the number of 
manuscripts for which a given OMs has that value of C.  For example, if a 
manuscript pair Ms and OMs has values of C=1 and N=3, that OMs shares 
its highest level of agreement with 3 manuscripts, that particular Ms and 
2 other manuscripts.  Thus C and N provide an indication of the relative 
level and uniqueness of the percentage of agreement between a given Ms 
and OMs. 
 
While this tool does not provide the criteria for defining groups of 
manuscripts, its value for suggesting or confirming relationships can be 
easily shown.  For brevity in Table 4.5, the large, uniform group Kr was 
not shown in total, but 142 group members are shown clearly in the entry 
for one member, GA 18.  Clearly this group may be well represented in an 
apparatus by including two or three members. 
 
Wisse identified 10 members of Family 1 in at least part of Luke:  1, 118, 
131, 205, 2886 (formerly called 205abs), 209, 884, 1582, 2193, and 2542.  
All of these but 131 and 2542 are listed in Table 4.2 for inclusion in the 
John apparatus; 2542 does not contain John.  The OMs (other 
manuscript) entries for these in Table 4.5 are as follows: 
Ms 1: 1582, 2517, 209, 565, 2702, 205, 2713, 2886, 1784s, 087 
Ms 118: lacunose in John 18 (but in John 1-10: 209, 205, 2713) 
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Ms 131: 766, 1804 
Ms 205: 2886, 209, 2713, 1, 1582, 1784s, 2517, 565, 087, 475s 
Ms 209: 2713, 1, 205, 2886, 994, 1784s, 1582, 565, 357, 2702 
Ms 884: 138, 994, 2684, 2575, 357, 209, 2702, 565, 087 
Ms 1582: 1, 2517, 209, 565, 2702, 357, 205, 2886, 2713, 087 
Ms 2193: 041, 2902, 787, 1079, 1219, 699, 114, 017, 158, 1313 
Ms 2886: 205, 209, 2713, 1, 1582, 565, 1784s, 2702, 475s, 2517 
This suggests that 1, 118, 205, 209, 1582, and 2886 are still likely 
Family 1 members, that 131 and 2193 are not in John, and that 884 may 
have elements but is not likely a member.  Additional manuscripts are 
identified as deserving further attention: 357, 475s, 565, 1784s, 2517, 
2702, and 2713.  As a family, a selection of these manuscripts would 
suffice for the apparatus, but there are other factors to be considered too, 
making that an editorial decision. 
 
After Kx and Kr, Wisse identified Family Π as the third largest family of 
manuscripts, making it a leading candidate for conserving minuscules in 
the apparatus.  Table 4.2 includes GA 041 based on the John 1-10 
results, but not on the John 18 results.  In Table 4.5, GA 041 is 
associated with 114, 158, 1079, 1219, 1816, 2193 and 2404, all of which 
are similarly included in Table 4.2 based on John 1-10 results, but none of 
which would be included based on John 18 results.  In John 1-10, GA 041 
is also associated with 114 and 1079, then another set of manuscripts, all 
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but one of which are included in Table 4.2, and all but two of which are 
included based on John 1-10 only.  This suggests that there is a looser 
association among this group of manuscripts, but an association that is 
more divergent from the majority in John 1-10 than in John 18.  Another 
possibility that cannot be ruled out without more evidence is that the 
selection of test passages in John 1-10 included passages where Family Π 
stood out, while its distinctiveness was evident but less divergent when 
considering total variation. 
 
There were five manuscripts identified above that showed dramatic 
changes in rank agreement with the majority readings between John 1-10 
and 18 and in favor of being included in the apparatus based on John 18 
only.  Of these, GA 2517 is a candidate for inclusion in Family 1 in chapter 
18; GA 841 is paired with GA 2188 in Table 4.5 and in the equivalent 
table in John 1-10 but does not otherwise display relationships; both 
GA 1797 and GA 2766 were unremarkable in John 1-10 and had no close 
relatives in John 18; and GA 798 was paired with GA 037 in both John 1-
10 and 18, but only has text in 18:1-5.  Each of these deserves 




Table 4.5:  Agreement of each manuscript to the majority text and to the 
closest other manuscripts 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
P52   94.4   frag                         
P59   84.6   frag                         
P60   89.2   033    8 1     93%(154/166)  67%(8/12) 
             04     7 1     93%(138/149)  78%(7/9) 
             2517  14 1     92%(48/52)    67%(2/3) 
             213   13 1     92%(152/166)  64%(7/11) 
             865   13 1     92%(152/166)  67%(8/12) 
P66   85.4   03    10 1     89%(177/198)  63%(10/16) 
             05     1 1     89%(47/53)   100%(3/3) 
P90   96.0   no close relatives          
P108  93.8   frag                         
01    86.8   032    4 1     90%(356/395)  83%(24/29) 
02    95.2   no close relatives          
03    89.1   0109   4 2     95%(92/97)    90%(9/10) 
             04     1 1     95%(311/329)  78%(21/27) 
             019    2 1     94%(373/395)  84%(27/32) 
             1819   7 1     93%(368/395)  75%(21/28) 
             1820   5 1     93%(346/373)  78%(21/27) 
             865   11 1     92%(362/395)  74%(20/27) 
             033   13 1     91%(361/395)  76%(19/25) 
             2129   7 1     91%(360/394)  68%(19/28) 
             032    1 1     91%(360/395)  71%(20/28) 
             P66    1 1     89%(177/198)  63%(10/16) 
04    90.9   03     2 1     95%(311/329)  78%(21/27) 
             019    6 1     94%(308/329)  82%(18/22) 
             33     9 1     94%(302/323)  77%(13/17) 
             1820   4 1     94%(287/307)  84%(16/19) 
             1321  10 1     93%(307/329)  87%(13/15) 
             1819   6 1     93%(307/329)  79%(15/19) 
             P60    2 1     93%(138/149)  78%(7/9) 
             033    9 1     92%(304/329)  94%(17/18) 
             865    8 1     92%(304/329)  90%(17/19) 
             2129   4 1     92%(301/328)  79%(15/19) 
05    84.0   P66    2 1     89%(47/53)   100%(3/3) 
05s   91.3   2517  13 1     92%(120/130)  75%(3/4) 
07    98.5   461    1 5    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2907   1 4    100%(297/298) 100%(4/4) 
             550    2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1341   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2297   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2      3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1470   2 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             778    2 11    99%(388/393) 100%(4/4) 
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Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
011   97.4   1010   2 1     99%(266/268) 100%(5/5) 
             2386   4 1     99%(265/268) 100%(5/5) 
             207    4 1     99%(264/268) 100%(4/4) 
             2369   2 2     98%(243/247)  75%(3/4) 
             23     2 1     98%(260/265)  83%(5/6) 
             1228   3 1     98%(263/268)  80%(4/5) 
             184    3 2     98%(261/267) 100%(4/4) 
             677    2 1     98%(261/267)  83%(5/6) 
             1074   3 2     98%(262/268) 100%(4/4) 
             1187   2 1     98%(262/268)  80%(4/5) 
011s  93.9   1301   2 1     96%(126/131)  75%(3/4) 
             2223   2 1     95%(125/131) 100%(2/2) 
             731    1 2     94%(65/69)   100%(2/2) 
013   97.9   1120   2 1    100%(237/238) 100%(4/4) 
             207    1 2     99%(236/238) 100%(3/3) 
             682    3 2     99%(236/238)  75%(3/4) 
             1073   3 8     99%(236/238) 100%(4/4) 
             1078   2 10    99%(236/238) 100%(3/3) 
             1163   3 7     99%(236/238) 100%(3/3) 
             1300   3 17    99%(236/238) 100%(3/3) 
             1439   3 1     99%(236/238) 100%(4/4) 
             2386   2 2     99%(235/237) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             96     2 1     99%(102/103) 100%(1/1) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             87     3 2     99%(235/238) 100%(4/4) 
             1008   2 2     99%(235/238) 100%(3/3) 
             1684   2 2     99%(235/238) 100%(3/3) 
             2195   3 5     99%(235/238) 100%(3/3) 
             165    2 2     98%(234/238) 100%(4/4) 
             293    2 1     98%(234/238) 100%(3/3) 
             297    3 1     98%(234/238) 100%(4/4) 
             1074   1 1     98%(234/238) 100%(3/3) 
017   97.7   1346   4 2     99%(389/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1561   6 4     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2193   8 2     98%(388/395)  86%(6/7) 
             2624  12 1     98%(388/395)  86%(6/7) 
             041   11 2     98%(387/395)  86%(6/7) 
             582    6 1     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
             699    6 1     98%(387/395)  88%(7/8) 
             1313   3 1     98%(387/395)  88%(7/8) 
             2902  10 1     98%(387/395)  88%(7/8) 
             649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
019   90.4   0109   5 2     95%(92/97)    89%(8/9) 
             03     3 1     94%(373/395)  84%(27/32) 
             033    7 1     94%(371/395)  96%(24/25) 
             865    7 1     94%(370/395)  92%(24/26) 
             04     2 1     94%(308/329)  82%(18/22) 
             33     8 1     94%(364/389)  74%(17/23) 
             213    7 1     93%(367/395)  91%(21/23) 
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Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1819   8 1     93%(367/395)  79%(19/24) 
             1820   7 1     93%(345/373)  83%(19/23) 
             032    3 1     91%(358/395)  64%(16/25) 
021   98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1238   7 28    99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2181  10 21    99%(389/394) 100%(4/4) 
             2297   7 11    99%(389/394) 100%(4/4) 
             2907   8 39    99%(293/297) 100%(3/3) 
             7     12 17    99%(388/394) 100%(4/4) 
             218   10 3     99%(388/394) 100%(5/5) 
             1218   4 10    99%(388/394) 100%(4/4) 
022   92.2   no close relatives          
028   98.5   2415   3 11    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             271    3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             350    5 2     99%(359/364)  75%(3/4) 
             475   14 30    99%(347/352) 100%(3/3) 
030   97.2   2567   1 1    100%(209/210) 100%(3/3) 
             2280   9 1     98%(387/395)  75%(6/8) 
             2623   2 1     98%(387/395)  89%(8/9) 
             649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
             2193  15 1     98%(386/395)  86%(6/7) 
             331    3 1     98%(385/395)  88%(7/8) 
             375    9 1     98%(383/393) 100%(8/8) 
             1676   7 1     98%(384/394)  89%(8/9) 
             2794  12 1     97%(334/343)  89%(8/9) 
             274s   4 1     97%(144/148) 100%(2/2) 
031s  97.5   416    1 226  100%(74/74)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   1 15   100%(120/120) 100%(3/3) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             766    4 162   99%(141/143) 100%(2/2) 
             748    6 64    98%(176/179) 100%(2/2) 
             46     5 3     98%(385/392) 100%(8/8) 
             1012   5 9     98%(386/393) 100%(6/6) 
             1212   5 5     98%(386/393) 100%(7/7) 
             165    6 1     98%(375/383)  83%(5/6) 
032   89.9   03     9 1     91%(360/395)  71%(20/28) 
             0109  11 1     91%(88/97)    63%(5/8) 
             019   12 1     91%(358/395)  64%(16/25) 
             01     1 1     90%(356/395)  83%(24/29) 
033   91.1   865    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(35/35) 
             213    2 1     97%(382/395)  93%(27/29) 
             0109   3 1     96%(93/97)    88%(7/8) 
             1071   3 1     95%(375/395)  91%(19/21) 
             1321   6 1     95%(374/395)  95%(20/21) 
             33     4 1     95%(368/389)  78%(18/23) 
             019    3 1     94%(371/395)  96%(24/25) 
127 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             P60    1 1     93%(154/166)  67%(8/12) 
             2129   5 1     92%(361/394)  77%(17/22) 
             03     7 1     91%(361/395)  76%(19/25) 
034   98.5   1468   3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1581   1 2     99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1605   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2324   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2730   1 2     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             171    2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             509    4 1     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
036   98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2177   1 22    99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1142   3 7     99%(390/393) 100%(2/2) 
             563    2 4     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
037   95.7   798    2 1     97%(55/57)    67%(2/3) 
038   94.2   087    1 5     96%(50/52)   100%(3/3) 
039   98.2   122    4 19    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2907   5 3     99%(295/298)  67%(2/3) 
             1632  10 1     99%(390/395)  60%(3/5) 
             286    9 2     99%(385/391)  80%(4/5) 
             343    6 3     99%(389/395)  80%(4/5) 
041   97.0   2902   2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1079   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1219   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2193   1 2     99%(392/395) 100%(10/10) 
             699    3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(11/11) 
             114    3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1816   1 2     98%(388/395) 100%(10/10) 
             158    3 1     98%(386/394)  80%(8/10) 
             1313   2 2     98%(387/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2404   3 3     97%(384/395) 100%(10/10) 
044   93.4   33     2 1     95%(370/389)  79%(15/19) 
             0109   9 1     94%(91/97)    56%(5/9) 
045   98.0   2415   3 11    99%(390/393) 100%(5/5) 
             2782   2 100   99%(126/127) 100%(2/2) 
             271    3 5     99%(389/393) 100%(5/5) 
             728   11 29    99%(388/393) 100%(5/5) 
             475   14 30    99%(346/351) 100%(4/4) 
             655    7 2     99%(387/393) 100%(5/5) 
             656    3 1     99%(387/393) 100%(5/5) 
             2369   1 4     98%(366/372) 100%(4/4) 
             011   12 4     98%(262/267)  80%(4/5) 
047   97.6   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
128 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2307   1 35   100%(157/157) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             9      6 2     99%(288/292) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             123    4 1     98%(287/292) 100%(4/4) 
054   95.4   no close relatives          
087   90.4   038    1 1     96%(50/52)   100%(3/3) 
             508    1 1     96%(50/52)   100%(3/3) 
             1195   4 1     96%(50/52)   100%(3/3) 
             2223   1 1     96%(50/52)   100%(3/3) 
             2661   4 1     96%(50/52)   100%(3/3) 
             138    6 1     96%(49/51)   100%(3/3) 
             0211   1 1     94%(49/52)   100%(3/3) 
             731    1 2     94%(49/52)   100%(2/2) 
             2680   1 1     94%(49/52)   100%(3/3) 
             33     7 1     94%(46/49)   100%(2/2) 
0109  88.7   1143   1 2    100%(50/50)   100%(2/2) 
             213    1 1     97%(94/97)    89%(8/9) 
             033    3 1     96%(93/97)    88%(7/8) 
             03     1 1     95%(92/97)    90%(9/10) 
             019    1 1     95%(92/97)    89%(8/9) 
             1820   3 1     95%(92/97)    90%(9/10) 
             044    2 1     94%(91/97)    56%(5/9) 
             2129   3 1     94%(91/97)    89%(8/9) 
             579s   1 1     92%(89/97)    78%(7/9) 
             032    2 1     91%(88/97)    63%(5/8) 
0141  96.2   821    1 1    100%(394/395)  93%(14/15) 
             1370   1 1     99%(390/395)  91%(10/11) 
0211  93.6   087    3 6     94%(49/52)   100%(3/3) 
0290  95.2   179    6 86    99%(129/130) 100%(1/1) 
             649    4 1     98%(46/47)   100%(1/1) 
1     91.1   1582   1 1    100%(393/394) 100%(34/34) 
             2517   2 2     98%(127/130)  82%(9/11) 
             209    2 1     97%(382/395)  96%(25/26) 
             565    4 1     96%(377/393)  86%(24/28) 
             2702   2 1     95%(377/395)  91%(20/22) 
             205    4 1     95%(374/394)  85%(22/26) 
             2713   6 1     95%(375/395)  91%(21/23) 
             2886   4 1     95%(374/394)  83%(20/24) 
             1784s  6 1     94%(372/395)  86%(19/22) 
             087    7 2     92%(48/52)    75%(3/4) 
2     98.0   1341   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             461    3 18    99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1295   4 6     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             07     4 12    99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2297   4 15    99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
129 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2907   4 33    99%(295/298) 100%(4/4) 
             1800   4 5     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             134    4 5     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             281    3 1     99%(389/395)  86%(6/7) 
             351    3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
3     99.0   1142   3 7     99%(390/393) 100%(2/2) 
4     95.7   no close relatives          
5     98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
6     98.5   no close relatives          
7     98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1205   2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2555   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             396    2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             263    3 9     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             584    3 5     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1118   2 4     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1349   3 7     98%(188/191) 100%(1/1) 
8     99.2   105    1 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
9     98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             047    4 2     99%(288/292) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             775    3 1     99%(389/395)  67%(4/6) 
             650    1 1     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
10    97.7   1194   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1091   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             895    1 1     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             248    1 1     98%(379/387)  83%(5/6) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
11    97.7   1207   3 3     99%(366/369) 100%(5/5) 
130 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             200    4 4     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2200   6 13    99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             944    3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             112    4 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1324   4 2     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1444   5 1     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2371   5 6     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             583    3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1212   6 8     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
12    98.7   573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2783   1 1     99%(388/391) 100%(3/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
13    91.6   826    4 1     98%(388/395) 100%(26/26) 
             828    4 1     98%(388/395) 100%(26/26) 
             543    4 1     98%(386/395)  96%(24/25) 
             346    4 1     98%(384/394) 100%(23/23) 
             788    7 1     96%(379/394)  96%(24/25) 
             69     6 1     94%(373/395)  92%(22/24) 
             124    6 1     94%(373/395) 100%(21/21) 
             1689   6 1     94%(372/395)  81%(17/21) 
14    99.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             707    1 3    100%(395/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             199    2 4    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2098   2 4    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             380    2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             587    3 3    100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             999    2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1076   2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1163   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1300   2 12   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1450   2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1538   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1672   2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2173   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2414   3 3     99%(267/269) 100%(3/3) 
             57     3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             198    3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             202    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             261    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             272    3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             353    2 7     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             438    3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             461    3 18    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             504    3 5     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             777    2 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
131 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             900    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1078   2 10    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1121   3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2224   2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2415   3 11    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2637   3 12    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
15    98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(3/3) 
             1163   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1439   2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             013    2 10    99%(236/238) 100%(4/4) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2894   1 1     99%(388/391) 100%(6/6) 
             53     3 2     99%(380/384) 100%(6/6) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             522    3 2     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
16    94.9   1528   4 1     98%(385/395)  92%(11/12) 
             370   15 24    97%(123/127) 100%(4/4) 
             977    6 1     97%(382/395)  91%(10/11) 
             1579   5 1     97%(381/395)  91%(10/11) 
             182    2 1     96%(380/395)  83%(10/12) 
17    99.2   120    2 1    100%(389/390) 100%(3/3) 
             880    2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
18    99.5   35     1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             128    1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             141    1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             155    1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             214    1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             246    1 124  100%(198/198) 100%(2/2) 
             285    1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             479    1 70   100%(393/393) 100%(2/2) 
             510    1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             536    1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             547    1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             553    1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             586    1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             757    1 70   100%(393/393) 100%(2/2) 
             789    1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             824    1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             897    1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             928    1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             955    1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             958    1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1025   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1046   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1072   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1075   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
132 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1092   1 104  100%(252/252) 100%(1/1) 
             1111   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1146   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1147   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1224   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1247   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1251   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1334   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1339   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1390   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1400   1 119  100%(211/211) 100%(1/1) 
             1427   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1469   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1482   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1487   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1488   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1490   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1492   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1493   1 73   100%(394/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1496   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1503   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1548   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1550   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1559   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1572   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1576   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   1 119  100%(203/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1636   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1667   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1688   1 71   100%(394/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1694   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             2131   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2221   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2253   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2260   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2273   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2296   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2323   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2382   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2503   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2520   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2554   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2636   1 76   100%(376/376) 100%(2/2) 
             2692   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2806   1 70   100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
             83     2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             167    2 68   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             201    2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             204    2 66   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
133 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             361    2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             363    2 66   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             386    2 66   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             402    2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             480    2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             521    2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             575    2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             691    2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             763    2 66   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             769    2 68   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             797    2 68   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             845    2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             890    2 66   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             932    2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             938    2 66   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             960    2 66   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             961    2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             962    2 67   100%(392/393) 100%(2/2) 
             1003   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1018   2 65   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1020   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1023   2 70   100%(393/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1030   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1040   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1117   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1132   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1145   2 73   100%(373/374) 100%(2/2) 
             1165   2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1181   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1189   2 66   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1328   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1389   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1435   2 75   100%(344/345) 100%(1/1) 
             1445   2 68   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1477   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1489   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1497   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1499   2 66   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1501   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1551   2 66   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1596   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1599   2 66   100%(390/391) 100%(2/2) 
             1617   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1618   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1619   2 65   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1620   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1628   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1650   2 66   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1686   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1698   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
134 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1705   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2122   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2204   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2249   2 66   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2255   2 68   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2261   2 66   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2352   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2364s  2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2367   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2460   2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2510   2 68   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2559   2 66   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2632   1 79   100%(305/306) 100%(1/1) 
             2635   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2706   2 66   100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2788s  2 67   100%(393/394) 100%(2/2) 
             940    2 87   100%(250/251) 100%(1/1) 
19    98.0   no close relatives          
20    98.5   215    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2181   6 16    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2567   2 10    99%(208/210) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
21    98.2   765    3 1    100%(392/394)  83%(5/6) 
             1341   2 6    100%(392/394) 100%(5/5) 
             461    3 18    99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
             1083   1 4     99%(391/394) 100%(6/6) 
             2      3 6     99%(390/394) 100%(5/5) 
             509    3 1     99%(389/394) 100%(4/4) 
             530    2 2     99%(388/394) 100%(5/5) 
             584    3 5     99%(388/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2304   3 2     99%(388/394) 100%(6/6) 
             2369   1 4     98%(367/373) 100%(3/3) 
22    97.7   134    1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1210   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2439   4 3     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             343    5 1     99%(390/395)  71%(5/7) 
             1341   9 19    99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2907   8 39    99%(294/298) 100%(4/4) 
             1192   3 2     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             584    6 2     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1800   9 5     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
23    96.9   1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             011   11 2     98%(260/265)  83%(5/6) 
             1434   9 1     97%(382/392) 100%(6/6) 
24    97.2   32     1 1     99%(392/395)  90%(9/10) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             269    3 1     99%(390/395)  88%(7/8) 
             2812   3 1     99%(390/395)  89%(8/9) 
135 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             108    2 3     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             746    4 12    99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             904    7 25    98%(194/198) 100%(3/3) 
             1110   9 1     98%(387/395)  86%(6/7) 
             156    7 2     98%(384/393) 100%(6/6) 
26    98.2   2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
27    95.7   frag                         
27s   94.3   475s   1 2    100%(44/44)   100%(4/4) 
             1319   2 1     98%(365/371) 100%(17/17) 
             1343   6 1     98%(59/60)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   6 1     98%(58/59)   100%(1/1) 
             2649  12 1     98%(119/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2397  15 1     95%(351/371)  64%(9/14) 
28    96.2   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2649   5 93    99%(143/145) 100%(3/3) 
             46     7 2     98%(282/288) 100%(5/5) 
             274s   3 1     98%(42/43)   100%(1/1) 
             2499  11 1     98%(282/289)  71%(5/7) 
             1215  12 1     97%(281/289)  83%(5/6) 
             2897  12 1     97%(281/289) 100%(5/5) 
             52    11 1     97%(277/286) 100%(5/5) 
             1432   4 1     97%(280/289)  60%(3/5) 
29    98.2   no close relatives          
30    97.7   no close relatives          
31    96.2   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             38     7 1     98%(385/393)  88%(7/8) 
             760    2 1     97%(379/389)  78%(7/9) 
             1148   6 1     97%(382/392)  80%(8/10) 
             1053   3 1     97%(383/394) 100%(10/10) 
             1808   4 1     97%(372/384)  80%(8/10) 
32    97.2   24     1 1     99%(392/395)  90%(9/10) 
             269    1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2812   1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1110   4 2     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             108    2 3     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             746    4 12    99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2277   4 2     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             406    4 1     98%(385/395) 100%(6/6) 
33    93.1   1071   1 1     96%(373/389)  71%(15/21) 
             044    1 1     95%(370/389)  79%(15/19) 
             1321   4 1     95%(370/389)  70%(14/20) 
             033    6 1     95%(368/389)  78%(18/23) 
             213    6 1     94%(366/389)  73%(16/22) 
             865    5 1     94%(366/389)  78%(18/23) 
             087    4 1     94%(46/49)   100%(2/2) 
             019    7 1     94%(364/389)  74%(17/23) 
136 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             04     4 1     94%(302/323)  77%(13/17) 
34    98.0   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             194    1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             353    5 2     99%(391/395)  83%(5/6) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1397   9 1     99%(389/394)  80%(4/5) 
             1672  10 3     99%(390/395)  80%(4/5) 
             2398   2 8     99%(236/239) 100%(2/2) 
             2679   1 1     99%(292/296) 100%(6/6) 
             193    9 2     98%(388/395)  67%(4/6) 
             1684   6 6     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
35    99.5   Kr                           
36    97.2   2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1592   6 3     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             997   11 2     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             011   10 16    98%(263/268) 100%(5/5) 
             904    7 25    98%(194/198) 100%(3/3) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(3/3) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             24    10 1     98%(386/395)  86%(6/7) 
             2812  10 1     98%(386/395)  86%(6/7) 
             186    9 1     98%(385/395) 100%(6/6) 
37    99.5   no close relatives          
38    97.5   969    1 1     99%(390/394) 100%(8/8) 
             1148   1 1     99%(387/392)  80%(8/10) 
             1808   1 1     98%(378/384)  90%(9/10) 
             760    1 1     98%(382/389)  86%(6/7) 
             1053   1 1     98%(387/394)  90%(9/10) 
             31     2 1     98%(385/393)  88%(7/8) 
             1396   5 1     98%(386/394) 100%(6/6) 
             2546   3 1     98%(385/394)  90%(9/10) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(2/2) 
39    97.7   779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1684   3 1     99%(390/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1707   6 1     99%(389/395)  86%(6/7) 
             854   12 1     98%(388/395)  88%(7/8) 
             862   10 1     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
             993    3 1     98%(384/392)  86%(6/7) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
40    96.7   169    1 1     97%(384/395)  90%(9/10) 
43    99.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             198    3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             232    3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2420   2 1     99%(392/395)  75%(3/4) 
44    98.2   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1475   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
137 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
45    98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1316   1 1    100%(389/391) 100%(4/4) 
             342    3 1     99%(363/366) 100%(4/4) 
             7      6 6     99%(387/391) 100%(4/4) 
             1205   7 21    99%(387/391) 100%(3/3) 
             1290   5 15    99%(387/391) 100%(3/3) 
             1494   6 13    99%(387/391) 100%(3/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1421   8 3     99%(341/345) 100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
46    96.7   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1395   7 8     99%(388/394) 100%(9/9) 
             2897   4 2     99%(388/394) 100%(10/10) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1215   4 2     98%(386/394) 100%(10/10) 
             28     3 1     98%(282/288) 100%(5/5) 
             54     3 3     98%(385/394) 100%(9/9) 
             80     5 1     97%(383/394)  86%(6/7) 
             2605   5 1     97%(382/394) 100%(9/9) 
47    96.5   58     1 1     99%(391/395)  92%(12/13) 
             61     1 1     99%(390/395)  92%(11/12) 
             56     2 1     98%(386/395)  83%(10/12) 
48    94.7   780    1 1     97%(380/390)  94%(15/16) 
             974   17 1     95%(368/388)  69%(9/13) 
49    98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2725   2 12   100%(199/200) 100%(3/3) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             973    2 1     99%(390/394) 100%(6/6) 
             2686   3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             778    2 11    99%(388/393) 100%(4/4) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             2387   2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
51    98.5   390    8 5     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1639   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2511   5 4     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             484   10 5     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
             502    4 7     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2266  10 7     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
             2301  10 3     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
             2398   2 8     99%(236/239) 100%(2/2) 
52    96.7   1395   2 1    100%(390/392) 100%(11/11) 
             2649   2 17    99%(145/146) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(124/125) 100%(2/2) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
138 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2500   9 5     99%(387/392) 100%(8/8) 
             2897   6 1     98%(385/392)  90%(9/10) 
             46     6 3     98%(383/391) 100%(9/9) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             54     3 3     98%(383/392) 100%(9/9) 
             851    6 2     98%(380/389) 100%(7/7) 
53    97.9   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             179    6 86    99%(236/238) 100%(3/3) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2562   3 4     99%(381/384) 100%(6/6) 
             15     6 6     99%(380/384) 100%(6/6) 
             902    2 1     99%(380/384) 100%(7/7) 
             2894   4 1     99%(376/380) 100%(5/5) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
54    96.5   1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1395   9 6     98%(388/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2283   8 3     98%(388/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2897   5 2     98%(388/395) 100%(10/10) 
             46     8 2     98%(385/394) 100%(9/9) 
             52     9 3     98%(383/392) 100%(9/9) 
             1215   8 1     98%(386/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2605   3 1     97%(384/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1498   7 1     97%(383/395)  88%(7/8) 
55    98.7   246    2 83   100%(192/193) 100%(2/2) 
             769    3 76   100%(388/390) 100%(3/3) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1030   4 74   100%(388/390) 100%(3/3) 
             1445   3 76   100%(388/390) 100%(3/3) 
             1586   2 1    100%(388/390)  75%(3/4) 
             2255   3 76   100%(388/390) 100%(3/3) 
             2467   2 6     99%(280/282) 100%(3/3) 
             986    3 8     99%(386/390) 100%(3/3) 
             2765   3 1     99%(386/390) 100%(4/4) 
56    95.7   58     2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(13/13) 
             47     3 1     98%(386/395)  83%(10/12) 
             61     3 1     97%(384/395)  82%(9/11) 
57    98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             332    3 4    100%(375/377) 100%(4/4) 
             77     2 2     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             2458   4 1     99%(392/395)  75%(3/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1475   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2414   4 16    99%(266/269) 100%(3/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
58    96.2   47     1 1     99%(391/395)  92%(12/13) 
             56     1 1     99%(389/395) 100%(13/13) 
139 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             61     2 1     98%(388/395)  83%(10/12) 
59    97.2   no close relatives          
60    97.7   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1454   2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1495   3 1    100%(394/395)  89%(8/9) 
             1685   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2868   3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1084   4 2     99%(389/395)  57%(4/7) 
             500    4 14    98%(258/263) 100%(3/3) 
             529    1 1     98%(387/395)  75%(6/8) 
61    96.5   47     2 1     99%(390/395)  92%(11/12) 
             58     3 1     98%(388/395)  83%(10/12) 
             56     3 1     97%(384/395)  82%(9/11) 
63    97.7   989    2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             800    2 6     99%(180/181) 100%(2/2) 
             391    3 1     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             178    6 2     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             997    7 2     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1592   6 3     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             353    8 25    99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2414   7 17    99%(265/269) 100%(4/4) 
             2482   2 1     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             186    6 1     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
64    97.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             212    5 1     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             267    5 1     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
65    98.0   2396   1 1    100%(394/394) 100%(7/7) 
             219    5 16    99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             358    6 12    99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             360    6 13    99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2217   8 12    99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1077   8 10    99%(387/393) 100%(5/5) 
             1373   6 3     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             280    7 3     98%(375/382) 100%(4/4) 
66    99.2   1092   1 104  100%(252/252) 100%(1/1) 
             1400   1 119  100%(211/211) 100%(1/1) 
68    96.7   726    3 1     99%(389/395)  90%(9/10) 
             365    1 1     98%(386/393)  82%(9/11) 
             1463   4 1     98%(387/394)  90%(9/10) 
             2278   6 1     98%(388/395)  75%(6/8) 
             557    5 1     98%(387/395)  89%(8/9) 
             649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
             1377   2 1     98%(382/391)  90%(9/10) 
             1113   3 1     98%(385/395)  80%(8/10) 
             1375   3 1     98%(385/395)  70%(7/10) 
140 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2760  20 1     97%(383/394)  86%(6/7) 
69    91.1   788    6 1     97%(381/394)  89%(25/28) 
             124    3 1     96%(378/395)  96%(24/25) 
             826    7 1     96%(378/395)  91%(21/23) 
             828    7 1     96%(378/395)  91%(21/23) 
             346    6 1     95%(376/394)  91%(19/21) 
             543    7 1     95%(376/395)  86%(19/22) 
             13     6 1     94%(373/395)  92%(22/24) 
             1654   1 1     92%(362/395)  73%(16/22) 
70    97.7   2884   1 1     99%(392/395)  88%(7/8) 
71    96.5   1413   2 2     98%(387/395)  91%(10/11) 
             86     7 1     98%(386/395)  90%(9/10) 
             1014   1 1     98%(386/395)  78%(7/9) 
             1458   1 2     98%(386/395)  82%(9/11) 
             1531   5 1     98%(386/395)  90%(9/10) 
             569    7 1     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             1170   7 1     98%(385/395)  89%(8/9) 
             1663   1 1     97%(371/382) 100%(10/10) 
             2291   7 1     97%(383/395)  82%(9/11) 
             2705   3 3     97%(381/394)  67%(6/9) 
72    98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1142   3 7     99%(390/393) 100%(3/3) 
             139    4 1     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             263    3 9     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1118   2 4     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
73    97.0   1207   4 3     99%(365/369) 100%(5/5) 
             112    3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             583    2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
             11     5 2     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             1212   8 4     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
74    98.0   483    1 2    100%(393/394) 100%(7/7) 
             484    2 4    100%(392/394) 100%(6/6) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1198   4 2     99%(388/391) 100%(6/6) 
             90     1 2     99%(390/394) 100%(6/6) 
             666s   4 2     99%(390/394) 100%(6/6) 
             502    4 7     99%(389/394) 100%(5/5) 
             1394   4 3     99%(389/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2645   4 4     99%(389/394) 100%(5/5) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
75    99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
141 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             98     2 3    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             877    3 7    100%(391/393) 100%(2/2) 
             1459   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2650   1 3    100%(203/204) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
76    97.5   2118   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             2215   6 3     99%(388/394) 100%(6/6) 
             2514   6 2     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2656   2 1     98%(387/394)  75%(6/8) 
             1193   7 2     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2649  10 9     98%(143/146)  67%(2/3) 
             247    7 1     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
77    98.2   57     4 1     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             332    6 1     99%(374/377)  80%(4/5) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             2458   5 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2695   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2414   4 16    99%(266/269) 100%(4/4) 
             269    4 1     99%(390/395)  83%(5/6) 
             708    4 1     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             32     5 4     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             746    4 12    99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
78    97.7   1448   1 1    100%(392/394) 100%(8/8) 
             1513   1 1     99%(391/394) 100%(8/8) 
             1701   1 1     99%(391/394) 100%(9/9) 
             127    3 1     99%(389/394) 100%(7/7) 
             132    2 2     99%(389/394) 100%(8/8) 
             2405   1 2     98%(383/391) 100%(8/8) 
79    96.1   no close relatives          
80    97.0   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2649  10 9     98%(143/146)  67%(2/3) 
             1595   9 2     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1395  17 1     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
             46    10 2     97%(383/394)  86%(6/7) 
             2238  19 3     97%(377/388)  71%(5/7) 
83    99.2   Kr                           
86    96.5   569    1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             1170   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1531   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2291   2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(13/13) 
             2387   3 4     98%(388/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1413   2 2     98%(387/395)  91%(10/11) 
             71     3 2     98%(386/395)  90%(9/10) 
             1458   1 2     98%(386/395)  82%(9/11) 
             1663   3 1     97%(370/382)  90%(9/10) 
             2705   3 3     97%(381/394)  67%(6/9) 
87    97.5   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
142 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             96     3 2     99%(256/259) 100%(5/5) 
             013    6 27    99%(235/238) 100%(4/4) 
             562    1 1     99%(390/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2442  12 19    98%(337/343) 100%(5/5) 
             011   10 16    98%(263/268) 100%(4/4) 
             207    5 1     98%(376/384) 100%(4/4) 
89    98.2   390    2 10   100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             484    3 6     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2266   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             483    5 8     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1198   5 6     99%(388/392) 100%(5/5) 
             1290   5 15    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1397   4 6     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             2511   4 9     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2749   3 3     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
90    98.0   74     5 3     99%(390/394) 100%(6/6) 
             484    7 1     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             483    7 3     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1198   7 2     99%(387/392) 100%(5/5) 
             666s   9 1     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
95    98.7   2782   1 33   100%(127/127) 100%(1/1) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
96    96.9   2529   1 3    100%(82/82)   100%(1/1) 
             2535   1 2    100%(82/82)   100%(1/1) 
             2782   1 33   100%(56/56)   100%(1/1) 
             013    4 2     99%(102/103) 100%(1/1) 
             87     2 1     99%(256/259) 100%(5/5) 
             2679s  5 3     99%(81/82)   100%(1/1) 
             779    3 1     99%(68/69)   100%(1/1) 
             562    2 1     98%(254/259) 100%(6/6) 
98    99.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             75     2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             877    2 2    100%(392/393) 100%(2/2) 
             1459   2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
100   99.0   1164   1 2    100%(395/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1340   1 2    100%(392/392) 100%(4/4) 
             371    1 3    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             597    1 3    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1235   1 3    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2346   1 3    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             291    1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1056   1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1423   1 4    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1057   2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1510   1 4     99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
105   99.2   8      1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             324    1 2    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             367    1 11   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
143 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             476    1 7    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             754    1 4    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1292   2 1    100%(393/395)  67%(2/3) 
             2472   1 4    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2666   4 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             926    5 20    99%(294/296) 100%(1/1) 
106   96.5   776    7 1     98%(384/394) 100%(8/8) 
             1455   6 2     97%(383/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1365   6 2     97%(382/395) 100%(8/8) 
107   98.0   2725   1 4    100%(200/200) 100%(3/3) 
             347    3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(3/3) 
             927    5 2     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2178   4 7     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             140    5 6     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             925    6 6     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             2399   5 5     99%(239/242) 100%(3/3) 
             1664   7 8     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
108   97.2   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             24     5 2     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             32     5 4     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2812   5 2     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             156    3 2     98%(386/393) 100%(7/7) 
             269    9 3     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(3/3) 
             1087   1 1     98%(385/395)  88%(7/8) 
             1364   5 3     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
109   97.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             013    9 33    98%(234/238) 100%(4/4) 
             011   10 16    98%(263/268) 100%(5/5) 
             2442  15 11    98%(336/343) 100%(6/6) 
             262    2 2     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1228   8 2     97%(384/395)  86%(6/7) 
             2304  14 2     97%(384/395)  86%(6/7) 
111   98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             823    1 2    100%(395/395) 100%(6/6) 
             906    2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2182   2 3     99%(391/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1563   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             274    9 39    99%(246/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1491   5 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
112   97.7   583    1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
144 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1207   4 3     99%(365/369) 100%(5/5) 
             73     2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             11     4 4     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             200    5 2     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             592   17 5     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
113   97.0   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             491    4 1     99%(385/390) 100%(8/8) 
             335    6 12    98%(223/227) 100%(2/2) 
             585    5 4     98%(387/394) 100%(8/8) 
             1007   5 3     98%(387/394) 100%(9/9) 
             330    7 1     98%(385/393) 100%(8/8) 
             545    6 1     98%(385/394)  88%(7/8) 
             578    7 3     98%(385/394) 100%(9/9) 
             2127   8 1     98%(385/394) 100%(9/9) 
114   96.2   2902   3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             489    3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(13/13) 
             1079   4 3     99%(391/395) 100%(13/13) 
             1219   4 2     99%(391/395) 100%(13/13) 
             041    4 3     99%(390/395) 100%(11/11) 
             699    4 3     99%(390/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2193   5 7     99%(389/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1272   5 3     98%(385/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1816   4 5     98%(385/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2404   2 5     98%(385/395) 100%(12/12) 
116   97.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             413    5 3     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
117   97.2   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2732   7 7     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             166   10 20    99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             901    4 2     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             775    7 1     98%(388/395)  71%(5/7) 
             2603   9 1     98%(388/395)  88%(7/8) 
             446    8 1     98%(386/395)  71%(5/7) 
             528    7 6     98%(385/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1213   5 1     98%(385/395)  71%(5/7) 
118s  97.2   no close relatives          
119   96.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1588   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
145 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             491    3 2     99%(387/391) 100%(9/9) 
             330    4 2     99%(389/394) 100%(11/11) 
             217    6 3     98%(387/395) 100%(12/12) 
             191    5 1     98%(386/395) 100%(10/10) 
             578    7 3     98%(386/395) 100%(11/11) 
             113   12 3     97%(383/394) 100%(8/8) 
120   99.0   416    1 226  100%(75/75)   100%(1/1) 
             880    1 3    100%(390/390) 100%(4/4) 
             2316   1 89   100%(129/129) 100%(1/1) 
             17     1 2    100%(389/390) 100%(3/3) 
             199    4 2    100%(388/390)  67%(2/3) 
             2098   4 2    100%(388/390)  67%(2/3) 
             573    2 121   99%(146/147) 100%(1/1) 
             179    6 86    99%(245/247) 100%(1/1) 
             587    6 2     99%(386/389)  67%(2/3) 
             711    5 109   99%(218/220) 100%(1/1) 
121   98.0   1421   7 13    99%(344/348) 100%(3/3) 
             533    7 6     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1019   9 1     99%(390/395)  83%(5/6) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             413    4 5     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(1/1) 
             987s   4 1     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2694   5 1     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
122   98.7   1408   2 8    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2292   2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1300   3 17    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1341   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             039    1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             298    3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             682    4 3     99%(389/393) 100%(3/3) 
             899    4 3     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1218   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
123   98.0   2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2176   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             047    6 1     98%(287/292) 100%(4/4) 
124   92.2   788    5 1     97%(381/394)  96%(24/25) 
             69     2 1     96%(378/395)  96%(24/25) 
             826    6 1     96%(378/395) 100%(20/20) 
             828    6 1     96%(378/395) 100%(20/20) 
             346    7 1     95%(375/394)  94%(17/18) 
             543    6 1     95%(376/395)  95%(18/19) 
             13     5 1     94%(373/395) 100%(21/21) 
             1689   7 1     93%(369/395)  83%(15/18) 
             213   11 1     92%(365/395)  75%(15/20) 
125   98.7   416    1 226  100%(75/75)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   2 99    99%(120/121) 100%(2/2) 
146 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
126   97.2   370   10 6     98%(124/127)  75%(3/4) 
127   97.2   1448   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(9/9) 
             132    1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(10/10) 
             78     3 2     99%(389/394) 100%(7/7) 
             1701   3 3     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1513   4 2     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1136   3 1     98%(385/394)  71%(5/7) 
             2405   2 3     98%(383/392) 100%(9/9) 
             175    6 1     98%(385/395)  89%(8/9) 
             2623   5 1     98%(385/395)  88%(7/8) 
             2524   2 3     97%(381/391) 100%(10/10) 
128   99.5   Kr                           
129   98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
130   98.0   227    2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
131   98.0   766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
132   96.7   127    2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(10/10) 
             78     3 2     99%(389/394) 100%(8/8) 
             1448   3 3     99%(390/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1701   3 3     99%(389/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1513   4 2     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2405   2 3     98%(383/392) 100%(10/10) 
             175    5 2     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             2524   2 3     97%(381/391) 100%(11/11) 
133   97.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1094   6 1     99%(391/395)  89%(8/9) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             330    4 2     99%(389/394) 100%(9/9) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             491    5 2     99%(385/391) 100%(6/6) 
134   97.5   22     1 2     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1341   5 21    99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2      7 10    99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             343    7 1     99%(389/395)  71%(5/7) 
             1210   4 3     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             584    4 3     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1800   7 4     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             351    4 3     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             530    6 2     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
135   97.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   1 15   100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
147 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             2860   6 8     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             808    3 5     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             933    6 5     99%(388/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2369   4 1     98%(367/374)  80%(4/5) 
137   97.5   534    1 1     99%(376/379)  89%(8/9) 
             195    4 6     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2856   4 5     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             852    5 3     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1312   3 1     99%(389/395)  89%(8/9) 
             715    2 1     98%(388/395)  89%(8/9) 
             657    6 2     98%(288/294)  75%(3/4) 
             1096   6 2     98%(382/390) 100%(6/6) 
138   92.6   994    2 1     99%(388/394)  96%(24/25) 
             357    1 1     98%(387/394)  96%(26/27) 
             2575   2 1     98%(372/381)  96%(22/23) 
             2684   2 1     98%(384/394) 100%(21/21) 
             884    1 1     97%(377/390) 100%(19/19) 
             087    2 1     96%(49/51)   100%(3/3) 
             565    5 1     96%(375/392)  88%(21/24) 
             1582   6 1     96%(376/393)  96%(22/23) 
             1      6 1     95%(376/394)  96%(22/23) 
             2517   6 3     95%(124/130)  80%(8/10) 
139   98.5   887    1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             210    1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             72     5 3     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             195    4 6     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2567   2 10    99%(208/210) 100%(2/2) 
             1118   1 2     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2732  10 7     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2856   9 2     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
140   98.5   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             347    3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             925    2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2725   2 12   100%(199/200) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   2 17    99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             2139   3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             778    2 11    99%(388/393) 100%(4/4) 
             1012   2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
141   99.5   Kr                           
142   98.0   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
148 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
143   99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             431    1 2    100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
             564    2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             843    3 4    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1473   3 4    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2389   2 14   100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             2604   3 4    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
144s  98.5   573    1 23   100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             504    3 5     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1792   3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2571   4 14    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2724   5 12    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1240   4 8     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             350    3 2     99%(359/364) 100%(3/3) 
145   98.5   573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2324   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2717   4 13    99%(227/230) 100%(2/2) 
147   98.7   1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             940    2 87   100%(250/251) 100%(1/1) 
             1040   5 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             978    1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1544   8 5     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1131   3 4     99%(280/283) 100%(1/1) 
148   97.7   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   2 17    99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             1010   5 2     99%(391/395)  86%(6/7) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             011    2 11    99%(265/268) 100%(5/5) 
             144s   4 6     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2314   4 1     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
149   98.0   1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
150   99.0   no close relatives          
151   97.0   1083   7 18    99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2907   8 39    99%(294/298) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
149 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             134   10 1     98%(386/395)  86%(6/7) 
             281   10 1     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
             211    6 1     97%(384/395)  86%(6/7) 
152   96.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             555    2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(13/13) 
             892    1 1     98%(112/114)  88%(7/8) 
             1216   4 5     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             892s   1 1     98%(251/256) 100%(4/4) 
             348    4 1     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             1528   3 6     98%(385/395) 100%(8/8) 
             184    4 2     97%(383/394) 100%(7/7) 
             977    4 1     97%(383/395)  88%(7/8) 
             1579   3 2     97%(383/395) 100%(8/8) 
153   98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1418   2 1     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2462   1 1     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             783    2 1     99%(391/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2693s  2 1     99%(372/376) 100%(5/5) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             117    2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             901    2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1554   1 1     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
154   94.5   733    1 1     97%(365/377)  94%(15/16) 
             1182  12 1     95%(198/208) 100%(6/6) 
155   99.5   Kr                           
156   97.5   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             108    3 1     98%(386/393) 100%(7/7) 
             997   12 1     98%(386/393)  83%(5/6) 
             2812   6 4     98%(386/393) 100%(7/7) 
             1685  11 3     98%(385/393) 100%(6/6) 
             770   10 1     98%(370/378)  83%(5/6) 
             24     9 1     98%(384/393) 100%(6/6) 
             32    11 1     98%(384/393) 100%(6/6) 
157   96.2   443   12 1     97%(384/395) 100%(8/8) 
             159    9 1     97%(382/394) 100%(8/8) 
             2623   8 1     97%(383/395)  89%(8/9) 
158   96.2   2193   9 1     98%(387/394)  80%(8/10) 
             041   13 1     98%(386/394)  80%(8/10) 
             2902  11 1     98%(386/394)  82%(9/11) 
             699    9 1     98%(385/394)  90%(9/10) 
             1079  11 1     98%(385/394)  82%(9/11) 
             1219  12 1     98%(385/394)  82%(9/11) 
             1346  10 3     98%(385/394) 100%(8/8) 
150 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             114   11 1     97%(383/394)  80%(8/10) 
             1313  12 2     97%(381/394)  78%(7/9) 
             1816  11 1     96%(380/394)  78%(7/9) 
159   96.7   443    1 1    100%(393/394) 100%(12/12) 
             470    9 3     99%(388/394) 100%(8/8) 
             490    9 3     99%(388/394) 100%(8/8) 
             839    8 1     99%(388/394) 100%(8/8) 
             1486   9 3     99%(388/394) 100%(8/8) 
             2238   7 2     98%(378/387) 100%(8/8) 
             2516  10 1     97%(383/394) 100%(8/8) 
             157    2 1     97%(382/394) 100%(8/8) 
             700    6 2     97%(382/394)  75%(6/8) 
             2623   9 1     97%(382/394)  88%(7/8) 
160   98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             556    5 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1120   8 22    99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             906    6 2     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
162   96.9   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(3/3) 
             440    2 1     98%(382/391) 100%(9/9) 
163   97.0   1125   8 1     98%(387/395)  86%(6/7) 
164   97.5   748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
             963   11 5     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1086  10 6     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
165   97.4   766    6 3     99%(133/135) 100%(1/1) 
             013    9 33    98%(234/238) 100%(4/4) 
             1804   9 6     98%(119/121) 100%(1/1) 
             1010  16 7     98%(378/385) 100%(5/5) 
             1197  14 13    98%(378/385) 100%(5/5) 
             031s  12 1     98%(375/383)  83%(5/6) 
             2603  13 1     98%(377/385) 100%(6/6) 
             2649  11 1     98%(133/136) 100%(1/1) 
             1212   9 1     98%(376/385)  83%(5/6) 
             1439  15 3     98%(376/385) 100%(5/5) 
166   98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2420   4 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             117    3 3     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
151 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             263    3 9     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             746    4 12    99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
167   99.2   Kr                           
168   91.9   878    4 1     96%(368/382) 100%(18/18) 
169   95.7   40     1 1     97%(384/395)  90%(9/10) 
             370   15 24    97%(123/127) 100%(2/2) 
170   98.2   no close relatives          
171   98.2   1468   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             034    3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1605   3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
175   95.9   1448   6 2     98%(386/395)  89%(8/9) 
             1513   6 1     98%(386/395)  80%(8/10) 
             132    6 1     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             299    1 1     98%(385/395)  92%(11/12) 
             352    8 2     98%(384/394) 100%(11/11) 
             1701   5 2     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             331    4 2     97%(383/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2623   7 2     97%(383/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2405   4 1     97%(379/392)  90%(9/10) 
             2524   6 1     97%(378/391)  83%(10/12) 
178   98.5   2414   2 1    100%(268/269) 100%(4/4) 
             800    2 6     99%(180/181) 100%(2/2) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             353    2 7     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             989    4 3     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             997    4 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1592   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             63     4 3     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
179   98.8   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2181   1 2    100%(249/249) 100%(3/3) 
             14     3 1    100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             15     2 1    100%(248/249) 100%(3/3) 
             43     2 1    100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             143    2 1    100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             239    1 1    100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             332    2 1    100%(232/233) 100%(2/2) 
             374    2 1    100%(237/238) 100%(2/2) 
             475    3 1    100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             478    3 1    100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             527    2 1    100%(248/249) 100%(3/3) 
             707    3 1    100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             764    2 1    100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             975    2 1    100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1123   2 1    100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1167   3 1    100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1197   2 1    100%(248/249) 100%(3/3) 
             1238   3 1    100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1452   3 1    100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
152 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1693   1 1    100%(248/249) 100%(3/3) 
             2172   2 1    100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             2509   2 1    100%(248/249) 100%(3/3) 
             2624   2 1    100%(248/249) 100%(3/3) 
             2666   3 1    100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             836    2 3     99%(173/174) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             0290   1 1     99%(129/130) 100%(1/1) 
             53     2 3     99%(236/238) 100%(3/3) 
             57     3 4     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             135    3 1     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             166    2 3     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             178    3 2     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             195    2 2     99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             198    3 7     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             218    3 2     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             229    1 1     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             232    3 4     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             244    3 3     99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             261    3 9     99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             268    3 2     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             291    2 5     99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             292    3 2     99%(247/249) 100%(3/3) 
             353    2 7     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             380    3 8     99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             592    3 1     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             654    1 1     99%(246/248) 100%(2/2) 
             688    3 2     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             939    3 1     99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             946    3 2     99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             965    3 1     99%(247/249) 100%(3/3) 
             980    3 3     99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             1026   3 2     99%(247/249) 100%(3/3) 
             1056   2 5     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1058   3 4     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1073   3 8     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1078   2 10    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1141   3 4     99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             1163   3 7     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1191   3 2     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1300   3 17    99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             1347   3 4     99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             1443   1 1     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1472   3 8     99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             1519   2 1     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1547   2 2     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1575   1 5     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1783   3 1     99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             1790   2 2     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
153 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2213   2 2     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             2321   3 2     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             2346   3 4     99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             2420   1 2     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             2511   2 3     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             2562   3 4     99%(236/238) 100%(3/3) 
             2637   3 12    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             2756   1 1     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             2760   3 3     99%(246/248) 100%(3/3) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
179s  97.3   2517   1 1    100%(12/12)   100%(1/1) 
             2159   1 1     99%(144/146)  67%(2/3) 
180   96.5   370    4 18    98%(125/127) 100%(3/3) 
             904    7 25    98%(194/198) 100%(2/2) 
             998    3 3     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1580   3 2     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             303    7 3     97%(373/385) 100%(8/8) 
             858   29 2     97%(382/395)  88%(7/8) 
             1256   2 1     97%(382/395) 100%(8/8) 
182   95.7   1528   6 2     97%(383/395) 100%(9/9) 
             16     5 1     96%(380/395)  83%(10/12) 
183   98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             448    2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2182   2 3     99%(391/394) 100%(3/3) 
             409    2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             563    2 4     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
184   96.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1216   4 5     98%(387/394) 100%(7/7) 
             011   14 13    98%(261/267) 100%(4/4) 
             2908   6 47    98%(87/89)   100%(2/2) 
             152    8 1     97%(383/394) 100%(7/7) 
             348    5 1     97%(383/394)  89%(8/9) 
             1528   5 2     97%(383/394) 100%(7/7) 
             477    5 1     97%(382/394)  88%(7/8) 
185   97.7   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   2 17    99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1222   4 1     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1373   8 5     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2500  16 12    98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             135   16 8     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
154 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
186   97.2   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             997    7 2     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1592   6 3     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             259    5 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             353    8 25    99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             770    7 1     98%(374/380)  88%(7/8) 
             63     7 1     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             391    7 1     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2482   5 1     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
187   97.2   218    5 2     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
             934    5 2     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
188   97.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1595   4 1     98%(388/395)  75%(6/8) 
             1449   3 1     98%(387/395)  83%(5/6) 
             1439  16 1     98%(386/395)  57%(4/7) 
189   98.2   1236   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(7/7) 
             825    1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
190   98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1338   3 1     99%(389/393) 100%(4/4) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             577    3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             746    2 8     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1535   2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1554   2 1     99%(390/395)  60%(3/5) 
             2695   3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
191   96.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             1588   5 1     99%(389/395) 100%(11/11) 
             330    6 3     98%(387/394) 100%(10/10) 
             491    7 7     98%(384/391) 100%(7/7) 
             119    6 3     98%(386/395) 100%(10/10) 
             217   10 1     97%(384/395) 100%(10/10) 
             578   10 1     97%(383/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1344   1 1     97%(188/194) 100%(6/6) 
192   97.2   370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
193   97.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
155 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1624   5 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
             2526   4 2     98%(277/282) 100%(4/4) 
             2868   6 7     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
194   98.0   34     2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             353    5 2     99%(391/395)  83%(5/6) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             478   11 1     99%(390/395)  83%(5/6) 
             1672  10 3     99%(390/395)  80%(4/5) 
             2398   2 8     99%(236/239) 100%(2/2) 
             135    9 1     99%(389/395)  83%(5/6) 
             777   10 3     99%(389/395)  80%(4/5) 
             2369   1 4     98%(368/374) 100%(4/4) 
             1684   6 6     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
195   98.5   210    1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1141   2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1472   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             137    2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             139    3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             852    3 4     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             263    2 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             335    3 2     99%(224/227) 100%(2/2) 
             746    2 8     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
196   98.0   240    4 9     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             730    6 11    99%(386/389) 100%(4/4) 
             305    3 5     99%(386/390) 100%(5/5) 
             2101   5 4     99%(388/392) 100%(5/5) 
             1280   9 5     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1545   7 5     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1609   4 3     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1019  11 3     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1436   3 1     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
198   98.7   364    1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             399    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             43     5 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1672   4 10    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2172   5 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             166    4 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             353    4 4     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             777    4 10    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2354   3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
199   99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2098   1 4    100%(395/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
156 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             14     2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             587    2 2    100%(393/394) 100%(3/3) 
             707    2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1514   2 8    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             120    3 2    100%(388/390)  67%(2/3) 
             219    3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             399    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             461    2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             504    2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             653    2 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             880    3 2    100%(393/395)  67%(2/3) 
             1155   2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1408   2 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1459   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1687   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2292   2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2356   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2415   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2507   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
200   98.2   1207   1 2    100%(368/369) 100%(5/5) 
             941    1 2    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             944    2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             11     2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1324   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1444   3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2200   6 13    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             112    4 2     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2371   5 6     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
201   99.2   Kr                           
202   98.7   900    1 2    100%(395/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             476    1 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1121   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             380    3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1300   3 17    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1792   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2525   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2224   3 9     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
204   99.2   Kr                           
205   91.6   2886   1 1     99%(388/393) 100%(28/28) 
             209    3 1     97%(381/394)  89%(23/26) 
             2713   4 1     95%(375/394)  87%(20/23) 
             1     11 1     95%(374/394)  85%(22/26) 
             1582  11 1     95%(373/393)  84%(21/25) 
             1784s  3 1     95%(374/394)  83%(19/23) 
             2517   9 1     95%(123/130)  78%(7/9) 
             565   11 1     94%(370/392)  76%(19/25) 
157 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             087    3 6     94%(49/52)   100%(3/3) 
             475s   7 2     93%(41/44)    67%(2/3) 
207   97.7   013    2 10    99%(236/238) 100%(3/3) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2725   7 33    99%(198/200) 100%(2/2) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             011    5 15    99%(264/268) 100%(4/4) 
             87     6 1     98%(376/384) 100%(4/4) 
208   99.5   no close relatives          
209   92.7   2713   2 1     97%(383/395)  92%(22/24) 
             1      3 1     97%(382/395)  96%(25/26) 
             205    2 1     97%(381/394)  89%(23/26) 
             2886   2 1     97%(381/394)  88%(21/24) 
             994    5 1     97%(381/395)  95%(20/21) 
             1784s  2 1     97%(381/395)  91%(21/23) 
             1582   3 1     96%(380/394)  96%(24/25) 
             565    3 1     96%(377/393)  92%(22/24) 
             357    5 1     95%(377/395)  91%(20/22) 
             2702   3 1     95%(375/395)  89%(16/18) 
210   98.5   139    2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             195    1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1141   2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             887    3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1472   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2856   3 1     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             852    3 4     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             263    2 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             746    2 8     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1118   1 2     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
211   97.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             370    2 8     99%(126/127) 100%(5/5) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1349   3 7     98%(188/191) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             151   14 2     97%(384/395)  86%(6/7) 
212   97.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   1 15   100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             267    4 1     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             64     3 2     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1266  11 6     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             500    4 14    98%(258/263) 100%(3/3) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
213   91.4   0109   2 1     97%(94/97)    89%(8/9) 
158 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             033    2 1     97%(382/395)  93%(27/29) 
             865    2 1     96%(380/395)  93%(27/29) 
             1321   2 1     95%(377/395)  96%(21/22) 
             1071   4 1     95%(374/395)  90%(18/20) 
             33     6 1     94%(366/389)  73%(16/22) 
             019    8 1     93%(367/395)  91%(21/23) 
             1820   6 1     93%(345/373)  86%(19/22) 
             124    8 1     92%(365/395)  75%(15/20) 
             P60    5 1     92%(152/166)  64%(7/11) 
214   99.5   Kr                           
215   99.0   20     1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
217   95.7   578    1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(16/16) 
             330    2 1     99%(391/394) 100%(13/13) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             1588   6 1     98%(388/395) 100%(12/12) 
             119    5 1     98%(387/395) 100%(12/12) 
             491    8 6     98%(383/391) 100%(8/8) 
             191    6 1     97%(384/395) 100%(10/10) 
218   97.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             187    1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             934    3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
219   98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             942    2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             199    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             358    2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             360    2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1155   2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2098   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2200   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2217   2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             65     2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1058   3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1077   3 4     99%(390/393) 100%(5/5) 
             1373   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1564   3 3     99%(377/380) 100%(4/4) 
             1575   1 5     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2396   2 3     99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
159 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2592   3 3     99%(391/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2371   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
220   97.7   2278   1 1     99%(391/395)  86%(6/7) 
             2492   1 2     99%(379/384) 100%(6/6) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             2756   3 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             1561   6 4     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2280   8 7     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(1/1) 
             649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
225   97.0   1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
226   100.0  no close relatives          
227   98.5   1352   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             130    1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             668    1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
228   96.2   no close relatives          
229   98.0   179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             2414   4 16    99%(266/269) 100%(3/3) 
             1672  10 3     99%(390/395)  80%(4/5) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             777   10 3     99%(389/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1266  12 3     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
230   98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             461    3 18    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1341   4 1     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             07     4 12    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2297   4 15    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
231   98.7   no close relatives          
232   98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   1 15   100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             43     5 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2420   1 2     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             166    4 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             263    1 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             746    1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             933    3 2     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             1073   4 18    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
160 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
233   96.5   no close relatives          
234   98.5   1290   3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1594   7 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1787   7 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1406   5 1     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
235   98.5   no close relatives          
237   98.5   2804   1 1     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
239   98.7   179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             926    5 20    99%(294/296) 100%(2/2) 
             956    4 5     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1300   3 17    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1640   4 5     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2282s  4 5     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             1078   4 12    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
240   98.7   730    1 1    100%(389/389) 100%(4/4) 
             1400   1 119  100%(211/211) 100%(1/1) 
             2101   2 2    100%(391/392) 100%(5/5) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             305    1 2    100%(388/390) 100%(5/5) 
             332    3 4    100%(375/377) 100%(4/4) 
             769    3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1031   2 12   100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1178   1 10   100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1280   2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1445   3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1545   2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             2255   3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             196    1 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1019   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1456   2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             600    2 2     99%(382/386) 100%(4/4) 
             986    3 8     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1609   3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
244   98.7   1400   1 119  100%(211/211) 100%(1/1) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             332    5 6     99%(374/377) 100%(3/3) 
             946    4 1     99%(392/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1347   4 1     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             2301   4 5     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             240    6 9     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1031   5 8     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
245   98.5   no close relatives          
161 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
246   99.0   Kr                           
247   97.2   2514   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(10/10) 
             370    2 8     99%(126/127) 100%(4/4) 
             1193   5 2     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2215   5 2     99%(389/394) 100%(7/7) 
             1678   2 2     99%(389/395)  89%(8/9) 
             2118   4 1     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2860  17 2     98%(388/395)  71%(5/7) 
             76     7 1     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
248   97.4   10     6 1     98%(379/387)  83%(5/6) 
251   97.5   no close relatives          
259   98.2   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   2 17    99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             186    3 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
260   98.7   2287   2 2    100%(260/261) 100%(1/1) 
             1296   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
261   98.7   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             380    3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1076   4 7     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1300   3 17    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             202    4 4     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             900    4 4     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1078   4 12    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1121   4 3     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2224   3 9     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
262   97.2   109    9 2     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
             527   16 2     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1187   3 1     98%(385/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1540   9 1     97%(321/330)  80%(4/5) 
263   98.2   232    5 11    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1238   7 28    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2732   7 7     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             195    6 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             210    6 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2172   9 16    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2181  10 21    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2420   4 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             746    4 12    99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1479   2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
264   96.2   370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(4/4) 
             809    4 1     97%(381/395) 100%(8/8) 
265   97.2   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2685   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(9/9) 
162 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1223   4 1     99%(390/394)  89%(8/9) 
             654    4 1     99%(387/393)  86%(6/7) 
             787    7 1     99%(389/395)  80%(8/10) 
             2193   6 1     99%(389/395)  78%(7/9) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             585    7 8     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
             545    5 3     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
266   97.0   370    4 18    98%(125/127) 100%(3/3) 
             1144   2 1     98%(388/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1197  15 2     98%(388/395)  86%(6/7) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             528    6 4     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2304  11 3     98%(385/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2514   8 3     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
             2526   8 2     98%(275/282)  75%(3/4) 
             1788  10 2     97%(381/391)  86%(6/7) 
             151   14 2     97%(384/395)  86%(6/7) 
267   97.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(3/3) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             212    2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             64     3 2     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
268   97.0   771    1 13   100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             787    2 1    100%(393/395)  92%(11/12) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             980    5 1     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2193   3 1     99%(391/395)  90%(9/10) 
             041    5 1     99%(390/395)  90%(9/10) 
             265    4 1     99%(390/395)  80%(8/10) 
             270    4 2     99%(389/395)  91%(10/11) 
             2685   3 2     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             700    4 4     97%(384/395)  75%(6/8) 
269   97.7   32     2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             24     4 1     99%(390/395)  88%(7/8) 
             746    4 12    99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             904    4 12    99%(195/198) 100%(3/3) 
             2812   5 2     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             657    4 1     98%(289/294)  80%(4/5) 
             36     6 1     98%(387/395)  71%(5/7) 
             108    5 1     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             577    6 3     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1535   5 3     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
270   96.2   1804   3 3     99%(121/122)  67%(2/3) 
             2624   6 1     99%(390/395)  91%(10/11) 
             787    6 7     99%(389/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1026   9 1     99%(389/395)  91%(10/11) 
             2280   8 7     98%(387/395) 100%(9/9) 
             585    9 7     98%(385/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1463   9 1     98%(384/394)  89%(8/9) 
163 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             700    5 1     97%(383/395)  78%(7/9) 
             1816   7 2     97%(383/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1377   7 1     96%(377/391) 100%(8/8) 
271   98.5   2415   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             028    2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             045    2 1     99%(389/393) 100%(5/5) 
             568    4 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1341   5 21    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1672   6 17    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             353    6 15    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             497    6 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
272   98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2173   4 8     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             661    3 8     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
273s  95.9   no close relatives          
274   98.4   573    1 23   100%(122/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2307   1 35   100%(158/158) 100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2908   1 8    100%(60/60)   100%(1/1) 
             952    2 1    100%(248/249) 100%(3/3) 
             1467   3 1    100%(188/189) 100%(2/2) 
             714    3 1     99%(247/249) 100%(3/3) 
             1000   3 1     99%(247/249) 100%(3/3) 
             1474   3 1     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1491   3 1     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1664   3 2     99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             2502   3 1     99%(247/249)  67%(2/3) 
             2571   3 2     99%(247/249) 100%(3/3) 
             1565   3 1     99%(202/204) 100%(2/2) 
             1540   1 1     99%(182/184)  67%(2/3) 
             473    1 3     99%(246/249) 100%(3/3) 
             493    2 1     99%(246/249) 100%(3/3) 
             655    3 2     99%(246/249) 100%(2/2) 
             750    3 1     99%(246/249) 100%(3/3) 
             791    1 1     99%(244/247) 100%(1/1) 
             1179   2 1     99%(246/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1211   2 3     99%(246/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1425   3 1     99%(246/249) 100%(3/3) 
             1484   2 1     99%(246/249) 100%(1/1) 
             2121   2 1     99%(241/244) 100%(2/2) 
164 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2721   3 3     99%(246/249) 100%(2/2) 
             350    3 2     99%(215/218) 100%(2/2) 
274s  95.9   657    3 2     98%(113/115) 100%(2/2) 
             2687   4 1     98%(145/148) 100%(4/4) 
             28     4 1     98%(42/43)   100%(1/1) 
             030   11 1     97%(144/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1502   3 1     97%(144/148)  75%(3/4) 
             365    9 1     97%(142/147) 100%(2/2) 
             368    2 1     97%(143/148) 100%(4/4) 
             992    1 1     97%(143/148) 100%(4/4) 
             1113   9 1     97%(143/148) 100%(3/3) 
275   98.0   no close relatives          
276   97.7   506    1 1     99%(390/393) 100%(6/6) 
             1423   5 4     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2622   2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1510   5 2     99%(388/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2687   2 1     99%(388/394) 100%(7/7) 
             1404   6 2     98%(376/382) 100%(6/6) 
             278    4 1     98%(384/391) 100%(5/5) 
             2328   1 1     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
277   98.0   2571   4 14    99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1668   6 3     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             350    7 1     98%(358/364)  75%(3/4) 
             656    7 1     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1077  11 6     98%(386/393) 100%(4/4) 
278   98.0   1510   1 4     99%(387/390) 100%(6/6) 
             597    6 1     99%(387/391)  80%(4/5) 
             2567   2 10    99%(205/207) 100%(3/3) 
             276    5 2     98%(384/391) 100%(5/5) 
             1404   7 1     98%(371/378) 100%(5/5) 
279   95.9   1513   5 1     98%(387/395)  90%(9/10) 
             1701   5 2     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
280   97.9   416    1 226  100%(71/71)   100%(1/1) 
             1564   4 4     99%(363/367) 100%(4/4) 
             1343   3 3     99%(78/79)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   3 2     99%(77/78)   100%(1/1) 
             2907  11 3     99%(286/290) 100%(3/3) 
             013    9 33    98%(226/230) 100%(3/3) 
             1804   9 6     98%(115/117) 100%(1/1) 
             65     7 1     98%(375/382) 100%(4/4) 
             011   10 16    98%(252/257) 100%(4/4) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(96/98)   100%(2/2) 
281   97.2   1341   9 19    99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2      8 1     99%(389/395)  86%(6/7) 
             765   16 17    99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1295  10 22    99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             411   14 7     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1083  17 14    98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
165 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             731s   1 10    98%(44/45)   100%(1/1) 
             134    9 1     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
             351    6 1     98%(386/395)  75%(6/8) 
             151   12 1     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
282   97.7   2172   9 16    99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2414   7 17    99%(265/269) 100%(3/3) 
             355   11 7     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2499   8 1     98%(387/395)  71%(5/7) 
             2649  10 9     98%(143/146)  67%(2/3) 
283   97.5   1188   2 1     99%(160/162) 100%(2/2) 
             762    5 1     98%(159/162) 100%(1/1) 
             796    8 1     98%(158/161) 100%(2/2) 
             811    7 1     98%(159/162) 100%(1/1) 
             1623   4 1     98%(159/162) 100%(1/1) 
             2497   7 1     98%(159/162) 100%(2/2) 
284   99.2   no close relatives          
285   99.5   Kr                           
286   98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2177   1 22    99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1225   4 5     99%(387/391) 100%(5/5) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             039    4 2     99%(385/391)  80%(4/5) 
             1210   4 3     99%(385/391) 100%(6/6) 
287   97.7   2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
288   97.2   no close relatives          
289   97.2   2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             956    4 5     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1640   4 5     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2282s  4 5     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             963    4 3     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2107   4 5     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2497   4 4     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2737   4 2     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1239   2 1     98%(386/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1802   2 1     98%(386/395) 100%(9/9) 
290   97.7   246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
291   99.0   100    3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1164   3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1340   3 3    100%(390/392) 100%(3/3) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             371    3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             597    4 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1235   3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2346   3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
292   96.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   1 15   100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
166 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             2760   3 3     99%(385/388) 100%(11/11) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1094   5 2     99%(385/389) 100%(10/10) 
             1007   3 2     99%(384/389) 100%(11/11) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1204   2 1     97%(376/388)  71%(5/7) 
             405    2 2     97%(240/248) 100%(3/3) 
293   97.2   2908   1 8    100%(90/90)   100%(3/3) 
             013    9 33    98%(234/238) 100%(3/3) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             011   14 13    98%(262/268) 100%(4/4) 
294   97.5   no close relatives          
295   95.9   1343   1 54   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(82/82)   100%(2/2) 
             2649   5 93    99%(143/145) 100%(3/3) 
             1804   9 6     98%(119/121) 100%(2/2) 
             990    2 1     97%(379/389)  80%(8/10) 
296   96.5   724    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2290s  2 1     99%(373/376)  92%(11/12) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(3/3) 
             956    8 8     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1640   8 8     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             525    3 1     98%(388/395)  92%(12/13) 
             1303   5 1     98%(387/395)  83%(10/12) 
             2708   4 1     98%(386/394) 100%(11/11) 
             1802   6 1     97%(384/395)  90%(9/10) 
             1200s  3 1     97%(380/393) 100%(7/7) 
297   97.0   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             013    9 33    98%(234/238) 100%(4/4) 
             537    4 1     98%(386/394) 100%(7/7) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             527   14 1     98%(386/395)  88%(7/8) 
             761   14 1     98%(386/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1090  22 1     98%(384/394)  71%(5/7) 
             1215  13 1     97%(384/395)  78%(7/9) 
298   98.7   2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             930    5 3     99%(331/334)  67%(2/3) 
             122    4 19    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1347   6 7     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
299   95.7   175    4 1     98%(385/395)  92%(11/12) 
             2524   3 1     97%(380/391)  79%(11/14) 
             1006  15 1     97%(381/395)  77%(10/13) 
             352   13 2     96%(380/394)  90%(9/10) 
             1676  14 1     96%(380/394)  90%(9/10) 
             2728  13 1     96%(380/395)  91%(10/11) 
             974   13 1     96%(373/388)  77%(10/13) 
             782   13 1     96%(379/395)  75%(9/12) 
167 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1268  14 2     96%(379/395)  83%(10/12) 
             2252  14 1     96%(378/394)  82%(9/11) 
301   97.7   373    1 1     99%(391/395)  88%(7/8) 
303   96.4   854   16 2     98%(376/385) 100%(9/9) 
             370   12 3     97%(114/117) 100%(3/3) 
             819   18 1     97%(375/385)  89%(8/9) 
             1256   1 1     97%(375/385) 100%(9/9) 
             1265  13 2     97%(375/385) 100%(8/8) 
             315   17 2     97%(374/385) 100%(10/10) 
             2490  14 1     97%(374/385) 100%(8/8) 
             180    3 1     97%(373/385) 100%(8/8) 
             523    6 2     97%(372/384) 100%(9/9) 
             856   13 1     97%(373/385) 100%(9/9) 
305   98.2   240    3 14   100%(388/390) 100%(5/5) 
             730    3 17   100%(382/384) 100%(4/4) 
             2101   3 7     99%(384/387) 100%(5/5) 
             196    2 2     99%(386/390) 100%(5/5) 
             1031   5 8     99%(386/390) 100%(4/4) 
             1280   4 4     99%(386/390) 100%(5/5) 
             1545   4 5     99%(386/390) 100%(5/5) 
             1456   4 4     99%(385/390) 100%(4/4) 
             2483   1 1     99%(384/390)  80%(4/5) 
             2590   4 1     99%(384/390)  83%(5/6) 
306   96.7   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             736    7 1     98%(383/390)  75%(6/8) 
             734    6 1     98%(386/394)  89%(8/9) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
             2526   8 2     98%(275/282)  75%(3/4) 
             755    7 1     97%(384/395)  75%(6/8) 
             881    7 3     97%(383/394) 100%(8/8) 
             1004   4 1     97%(384/395)  75%(6/8) 
             1043   7 2     97%(384/395) 100%(9/9) 
315   95.7   370    2 8     99%(126/127) 100%(5/5) 
             742    2 1     99%(390/394)  93%(13/14) 
             2735   4 1     99%(390/395) 100%(14/14) 
             1336   2 3     98%(322/328) 100%(13/13) 
             741    4 1     98%(383/393)  93%(14/15) 
             817    3 1     98%(385/395) 100%(13/13) 
             303    4 4     97%(374/385) 100%(10/10) 
             744    3 1     97%(382/395)  94%(15/16) 
             2206   2 1     97%(380/393)  93%(14/15) 
             1506   3 1     96%(377/391)  93%(13/14) 
317   94.9   333    2 1     97%(358/368)  91%(10/11) 
             423    2 1     97%(381/395)  92%(12/13) 
324   98.7   105    1 8    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             754    1 4    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             1545   5 1     99%(391/395)  60%(3/5) 
             2224   3 9     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
168 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
329   99.0   573    1 23   100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
330   96.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   1 15   100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             217    2 2     99%(391/394) 100%(13/13) 
             491    3 2     99%(386/390) 100%(8/8) 
             578    3 1     99%(390/394) 100%(12/12) 
             1094   5 2     99%(390/394) 100%(10/10) 
             1588   3 1     99%(390/394) 100%(11/11) 
             119    4 1     99%(389/394) 100%(11/11) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             191    4 2     98%(387/394) 100%(10/10) 
331   96.5   2623   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(13/13) 
             731s   1 10    98%(44/45)   100%(1/1) 
             030    8 1     98%(385/395)  88%(7/8) 
             175    9 3     97%(383/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1676  10 3     97%(382/394) 100%(9/9) 
             2794  14 2     97%(332/343) 100%(9/9) 
             375   15 2     97%(380/393) 100%(8/8) 
332   98.7   416    1 226  100%(75/75)   100%(1/1) 
             179    2 23   100%(232/233) 100%(2/2) 
             57     2 1    100%(375/377) 100%(4/4) 
             240    3 14   100%(375/377) 100%(4/4) 
             730    3 17   100%(369/371) 100%(3/3) 
             2381   2 1    100%(375/377) 100%(4/4) 
             766    2 54    99%(143/144) 100%(2/2) 
             77     2 2     99%(374/377)  80%(4/5) 
             244    3 3     99%(374/377) 100%(3/3) 
             1804   2 99    99%(120/121) 100%(2/2) 
             2101   3 7     99%(371/374) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(122/123) 100%(1/1) 
             748    2 29    99%(178/180) 100%(2/2) 
             1475   3 1     99%(373/377) 100%(3/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(81/82)   100%(1/1) 
333   96.2   423    1 1     98%(362/368) 100%(12/12) 
             317    1 1     97%(358/368)  91%(10/11) 
335   97.8   370    1 6    100%(15/15)   100%(1/1) 
             836    2 3     99%(165/166) 100%(2/2) 
             2117   1 1     99%(224/227) 100%(3/3) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             522    3 2     98%(223/227) 100%(2/2) 
             1096   4 1     98%(223/227) 100%(2/2) 
             1152   3 1     98%(222/226) 100%(2/2) 
             1355   1 1     98%(223/227) 100%(3/3) 
             1549   3 1     98%(223/227)  67%(2/3) 
             1678   4 1     98%(223/227)  67%(2/3) 
342   98.4   416    1 226  100%(68/68)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(120/120) 100%(1/1) 
169 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             573    2 121   99%(137/138) 100%(1/1) 
             45     3 1     99%(363/366) 100%(4/4) 
             711    7 2     99%(205/207) 100%(1/1) 
             1058   7 1     99%(366/370) 100%(4/4) 
             1421   8 3     99%(320/324) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   3 3     99%(75/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   3 2     99%(74/75)   100%(1/1) 
             766    6 3     99%(133/135) 100%(1/1) 
343   98.0   1295   6 1     99%(391/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             22     4 1     99%(390/395)  71%(5/7) 
             1341  10 1     99%(390/395)  80%(4/5) 
             2907   9 1     99%(294/298)  75%(3/4) 
             039    4 2     99%(389/395)  80%(4/5) 
             134    5 1     99%(389/395)  71%(5/7) 
             2     11 1     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
             716    1 1     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1210   7 1     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
344s  97.5   2649   2 17    99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             1347  13 1     99%(389/395)  83%(5/6) 
345   96.1   no close relatives          
346   93.9   826    3 1     99%(391/394) 100%(23/23) 
             543    3 1     99%(389/394)  96%(21/22) 
             828    3 1     99%(389/394) 100%(22/22) 
             13     3 1     98%(384/394) 100%(23/23) 
             788    4 1     97%(382/393)  96%(21/22) 
             69     4 1     95%(376/394)  91%(19/21) 
             124    5 1     95%(375/394)  94%(17/18) 
             1689   3 1     95%(375/394)  88%(15/17) 
347   98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             766    1 2    100%(145/145) 100%(3/3) 
             927    2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             107    2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             140    2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2725   2 12   100%(199/200) 100%(2/2) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             778    2 11    99%(388/393) 100%(4/4) 
348   95.9   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             152    7 1     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             555    4 1     98%(385/395)  91%(10/11) 
             184    5 1     97%(383/394)  89%(8/9) 
349   97.5   2388   2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2141   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
             534    4 1     98%(371/379)  67%(4/6) 
             1465  11 1     98%(386/395)  83%(5/6) 
350   98.1   573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   2 17    99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
170 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             028    4 1     99%(359/364)  75%(3/4) 
             144s   6 2     99%(359/364) 100%(3/3) 
             655    6 1     99%(359/364)  80%(4/5) 
             2324   5 1     99%(359/364)  75%(3/4) 
             277    4 1     98%(358/364)  75%(3/4) 
             1443   6 2     98%(358/364) 100%(4/4) 
351   97.0   1800   2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(9/9) 
             765   13 20    99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2      7 10    99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             134    7 4     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1083  18 2     98%(387/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1210   9 2     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             281    8 1     98%(386/395)  75%(6/8) 
             2709   8 2     98%(385/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2304  14 2     97%(384/395)  86%(6/7) 
352   95.7   375    1 1    100%(390/392) 100%(15/15) 
             2794   2 2     99%(340/342) 100%(15/15) 
             1676   2 2     99%(388/393) 100%(14/14) 
             2728   3 1     99%(388/394)  88%(14/16) 
             1006   3 1     98%(387/394)  93%(14/15) 
             974    3 1     98%(378/387)  87%(13/15) 
             1136   2 2     98%(384/393)  89%(8/9) 
             175    3 1     98%(384/394) 100%(11/11) 
             1268   1 1     98%(384/394)  93%(13/14) 
             2524   4 1     97%(378/390)  92%(11/12) 
353   98.2   2414   3 3     99%(267/269) 100%(4/4) 
             178    3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             997    3 1     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1592   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1672   4 10    99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             34     3 1     99%(391/395)  83%(5/6) 
             194    2 1     99%(391/395)  83%(5/6) 
             770    3 1     99%(375/380) 100%(6/6) 
             186    3 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             661    3 8     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
355   97.7   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1240   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1418   5 7     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2451   6 7     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             524    1 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             661    3 8     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             775    5 2     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             785    4 2     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
             282    3 1     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
357   92.2   138    2 1     98%(387/394)  96%(26/27) 
             994    4 1     97%(384/395)  92%(22/24) 
171 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2684   3 1     97%(384/395)  96%(21/22) 
             2575   4 1     96%(368/382)  91%(20/22) 
             209   10 1     95%(377/395)  91%(20/22) 
             2517   6 3     95%(124/130)  80%(8/10) 
             1582   9 1     95%(375/394) 100%(23/23) 
             884    5 1     95%(372/391)  94%(17/18) 
             1      9 1     95%(375/395) 100%(23/23) 
             565   10 1     94%(371/393)  83%(19/23) 
358   98.2   573    1 23   100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             219    3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             360    2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             942    3 6     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1077   3 4     99%(390/393) 100%(6/6) 
             1373   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2592   3 3     99%(391/394) 100%(6/6) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1211   3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
359   97.7   no close relatives          
360   98.2   573    1 23   100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             219    3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             358    2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             942    3 6     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1077   3 4     99%(390/393) 100%(6/6) 
             1373   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2592   3 3     99%(391/394) 100%(6/6) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1211   3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
361   99.2   Kr                           
363   99.2   Kr                           
364   98.5   198    1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1672   6 17    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2172   6 10    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             475    9 21    99%(348/352) 100%(4/4) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             166    7 11    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             353    6 15    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             777    7 16    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1191   7 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
365   96.4   68     3 1     98%(386/393)  82%(9/11) 
             726    5 1     98%(385/393)  80%(8/10) 
             649    7 1     98%(86/88)   100%(1/1) 
             1463   7 2     98%(383/392)  80%(8/10) 
             557    7 2     98%(383/393)  78%(7/9) 
             1113   5 2     97%(382/393)  80%(8/10) 
172 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1375   5 1     97%(382/393)  70%(7/10) 
             1377   3 1     97%(378/389)  70%(7/10) 
             1007  19 1     97%(380/393)  88%(7/8) 
             274s   6 4     97%(142/147) 100%(2/2) 
367   99.2   105    1 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             390    2 10   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             476    1 7    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             672    1 2    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             754    1 4    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1290   2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1459   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2099   1 15   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2641   1 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
368   95.2   649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(2/2) 
             274s   6 4     97%(143/148) 100%(4/4) 
370   96.1   335    1 1    100%(15/15)   100%(1/1) 
             856    1 1    100%(127/127) 100%(5/5) 
             889    1 1    100%(127/127) 100%(5/5) 
             1043   1 1    100%(127/127) 100%(5/5) 
             1262   1 1    100%(127/127) 100%(5/5) 
             2307   1 35   100%(48/48)   100%(1/1) 
             211    2 1     99%(126/127) 100%(5/5) 
             247    2 1     99%(126/127) 100%(4/4) 
             315    1 1     99%(126/127) 100%(5/5) 
             518    1 1     99%(126/127) 100%(4/4) 
             819    1 1     99%(126/127) 100%(4/4) 
             887    3 2     99%(126/127) 100%(4/4) 
             2215   2 3     99%(125/126) 100%(4/4) 
             2514   2 3     99%(126/127) 100%(4/4) 
             180    1 1     98%(125/127) 100%(3/3) 
             266    1 1     98%(125/127) 100%(3/3) 
             393    2 1     98%(125/127) 100%(4/4) 
             435s   2 1     98%(125/127) 100%(4/4) 
             477    1 1     98%(125/127) 100%(5/5) 
             755    1 1     98%(125/127) 100%(3/3) 
             858    3 1     98%(125/127) 100%(3/3) 
             2174   2 1     98%(125/127) 100%(4/4) 
             2490   1 1     98%(125/127)  75%(3/4) 
             126    1 1     98%(124/127)  75%(3/4) 
             192    1 1     98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
             264    1 1     98%(124/127) 100%(4/4) 
             683    3 1     98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
             744    2 1     98%(124/127) 100%(5/5) 
             772    1 1     98%(81/83)   100%(5/5) 
             817    2 1     98%(124/127) 100%(5/5) 
             833    2 1     98%(124/127) 100%(5/5) 
             1029   1 1     98%(124/127)  67%(2/3) 
             1188   3 1     98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
             1203   3 1     98%(124/127)  75%(3/4) 
173 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1309   1 1     98%(124/127)  67%(2/3) 
             1542   3 1     98%(122/125) 100%(2/2) 
             1574   1 1     98%(124/127)  80%(4/5) 
             1709   2 1     98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
             2206   1 1     98%(124/127)  80%(4/5) 
             2608   3 1     98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
             2620   2 1     98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
             2660   3 1     98%(124/127)  67%(2/3) 
             2727   1 1     98%(124/127)  67%(2/3) 
             2775s  3 1     98%(124/127)  75%(3/4) 
             303    2 3     97%(114/117) 100%(3/3) 
             16     2 1     97%(123/127) 100%(4/4) 
             169    2 1     97%(123/127) 100%(2/2) 
             492    3 1     97%(123/127) 100%(3/3) 
             552    1 1     97%(123/127) 100%(2/2) 
             554    1 1     97%(123/127) 100%(3/3) 
             829    1 1     97%(123/127)  75%(3/4) 
             874    3 1     97%(123/127) 100%(4/4) 
             1044   1 1     97%(123/127)  67%(2/3) 
             1048   2 1     97%(123/127)  67%(2/3) 
             1166   3 1     97%(123/127)  67%(2/3) 
             1353   2 1     97%(123/127) 100%(1/1) 
             1446   2 1     97%(123/127) 100%(3/3) 
             2236   2 1     97%(123/127)  75%(3/4) 
             2374   3 1     97%(123/127) 100%(2/2) 
             2405   3 1     97%(123/127)  67%(2/3) 
             2591   1 1     97%(123/127) 100%(3/3) 
             1506   2 1     97%(122/126) 100%(4/4) 
371   98.7   100    2 4    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1164   2 4    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1340   2 4    100%(391/392) 100%(4/4) 
             597    2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1235   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2346   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             291    2 5     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1056   2 5     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1423   2 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1510   2 5     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
373   97.5   301    1 1     99%(391/395)  88%(7/8) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(3/3) 
             528    6 4     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
374   97.7   416    1 226  100%(65/65)   100%(1/1) 
             179    2 23   100%(237/238) 100%(2/2) 
             711    2 25   100%(209/210) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(133/134) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   2 17    99%(134/135) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   4 3     99%(110/111) 100%(2/2) 
             748    3 1     99%(168/170) 100%(2/2) 
             2414   5 3     99%(255/258) 100%(3/3) 
             1343   4 2     99%(72/73)   100%(1/1) 
174 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2634   4 2     99%(71/72)   100%(1/1) 
375   96.2   352    1 1    100%(390/392) 100%(15/15) 
             2794   2 2     99%(341/343) 100%(14/14) 
             1676   2 2     99%(387/392) 100%(13/13) 
             1136   1 1     98%(385/392)  89%(8/9) 
             2728   4 1     98%(386/393)  93%(13/14) 
             1006   4 1     98%(385/393)  93%(13/14) 
             974    2 1     98%(377/386)  93%(13/14) 
             1268   4 1     97%(382/393)  92%(12/13) 
             299    3 1     97%(380/393)  90%(9/10) 
             2524   5 1     97%(376/389)  91%(10/11) 
376   98.1   711    5 109   99%(212/214) 100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(139/141) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   9 6     98%(116/118) 100%(1/1) 
377   93.9   807    1 1     97%(383/394)  94%(15/16) 
379   97.5   2590   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1119   5 14    99%(275/278) 100%(3/3) 
             1280   9 5     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             811    6 4     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             987s   5 2     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1217   5 3     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1436   4 4     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2694   6 2     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1643   4 2     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
380   99.0   926    2 4    100%(295/296) 100%(2/2) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             999    2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1076   2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1300   2 12   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1450   2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             202    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             261    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             900    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1078   2 10    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1121   3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2224   2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
386   99.2   Kr                           
387   99.0   1389   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1477   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1497   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1552   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             806    2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             953    2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             2355   2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1813   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
388   98.2   779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
175 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
389   95.4   1219   6 1     99%(388/394)  80%(12/15) 
             489    6 1     98%(387/394)  86%(12/14) 
             2902   8 1     98%(387/394)  79%(11/14) 
             1079   9 1     98%(386/394)  79%(11/14) 
             114    7 1     98%(385/394)  85%(11/13) 
             1699   9 1     98%(384/394)  90%(9/10) 
             1272   8 1     97%(382/394)  92%(11/12) 
             2463   8 1     97%(382/394)  82%(9/11) 
             2404   6 1     96%(380/394)  92%(11/12) 
             2411   6 1     96%(361/375)  77%(10/13) 
390   98.7   484    1 3    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2266   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             89     1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             367    1 11   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             483    2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             999    3 1    100%(393/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1198   2 2    100%(390/392) 100%(5/5) 
             1290   2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1397   1 1    100%(392/394) 100%(4/4) 
             1450   3 1    100%(393/395)  75%(3/4) 
             2099   1 15   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2511   1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2641   1 5    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2749   1 1    100%(393/395)  80%(4/5) 
             74     3 2     99%(391/394) 100%(5/5) 
             666s   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             51     2 2     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             502    3 4     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1318   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1635   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2645   3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
391   97.5   989    3 1    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             800    2 6     99%(180/181) 100%(2/2) 
             63     3 1     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             997    9 6     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1592   8 3     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2779  10 14    99%(268/272) 100%(3/3) 
             2482   3 1     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             770    9 3     98%(372/380) 100%(6/6) 
             186    8 2     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
392   96.7   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1707   4 4     99%(390/395) 100%(9/9) 
             862    6 5     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2573   5 7     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1265   8 5     98%(386/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1302  12 5     98%(386/395)  89%(8/9) 
             993    8 5     97%(381/392) 100%(7/7) 
             818    7 3     97%(383/395) 100%(9/9) 
176 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2214  13 5     97%(383/395) 100%(8/8) 
             370   15 24    97%(123/127) 100%(2/2) 
393   97.7   2649   7 3     99%(144/146)  67%(2/3) 
             370    4 18    98%(125/127) 100%(4/4) 
394   98.5   no close relatives          
395   97.5   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             470    6 1     99%(391/395)  88%(7/8) 
             490    6 1     99%(391/395)  88%(7/8) 
             1486   6 1     99%(391/395)  88%(7/8) 
             980    7 1     99%(390/395)  86%(6/7) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(1/1) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(1/1) 
396   98.0   1228   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2181   6 16    99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2907   4 33    99%(295/298) 100%(3/3) 
             1073   8 28    99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1790   8 9     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2386   8 7     99%(388/394) 100%(5/5) 
             013    9 33    98%(234/238) 100%(3/3) 
             2722   3 2     98%(279/284) 100%(3/3) 
             500    4 14    98%(258/263) 100%(4/4) 
397   95.4   no close relatives          
399   99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1514   2 8    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             198    2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             199    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             653    2 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1157   2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1205   2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1459   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1687   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2098   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2200   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2354   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2356   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2415   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2507   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
402   99.2   Kr                           
403   97.0   478   15 6     98%(327/333) 100%(5/5) 
             2750  12 1     98%(323/331) 100%(5/5) 
405   96.0   2649   9 2     98%(143/146)  75%(3/4) 
             292   22 1     97%(240/248) 100%(3/3) 
             1393   5 1     97%(239/247) 100%(3/3) 
             1432   5 1     97%(240/248)  80%(4/5) 
177 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             578   11 1     96%(239/248) 100%(4/4) 
             2127  14 1     96%(239/248) 100%(4/4) 
406   97.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1110  12 3     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
             32    13 2     98%(385/395) 100%(6/6) 
408   98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             438    3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1410   5 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1349   3 7     98%(188/191) 100%(1/1) 
409   98.7   2451   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             183    5 11    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1240   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             888    1 4     99%(248/251) 100%(1/1) 
410   98.7   414    2 1    100%(393/394) 100%(5/5) 
             1466   2 1    100%(393/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2472   1 4    100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             852    2 2     99%(391/394) 100%(5/5) 
             1472   5 6     99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
             2141   3 3     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             2458   5 3     99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(81/82)   100%(1/1) 
411   98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1349   2 2     99%(189/191) 100%(2/2) 
             2907   4 33    99%(295/298) 100%(3/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             281    4 1     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2176   4 1     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
412   97.2   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             529    2 1     98%(385/395)  75%(6/8) 
413   98.0   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             533    7 6     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             121    5 1     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1685   5 3     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
178 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1966   1 1     99%(386/392) 100%(7/7) 
             2868   4 4     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             500    4 14    98%(258/263) 100%(3/3) 
             1343s  1 1     98%(305/311)  75%(3/4) 
414   98.5   1466   1 1    100%(395/395) 100%(6/6) 
             410    1 2    100%(393/394) 100%(5/5) 
             852    1 2    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1472   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2141   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1096   1 3     99%(386/390) 100%(6/6) 
             1465   1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             269    2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             746    2 8     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
415   99.0   1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             201    2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             361    2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1165   2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2460   2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1323   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1462   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1476   3 8    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1634   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2322   2 6    100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             2444   3 9    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
416   98.7   021    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             031s   1 2    100%(74/74)   100%(1/1) 
             036    1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             047    1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             5      1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             7      1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             9      1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             14     1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             15     1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             43     1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             45     1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             49     1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             53     1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             57     1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             64     1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             72     1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             75     1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             98     1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             109    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             111    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             116    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             119    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
179 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             120    1 3    100%(75/75)   100%(1/1) 
             125    1 1    100%(75/75)   100%(1/1) 
             129    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             133    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             135    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             143    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             152    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             153    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             160    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             166    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             179    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             183    1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             184    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             188    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             190    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             191    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             193    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             199    1 4    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             211    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             212    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             218    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             219    1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             230    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             232    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             267    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             272    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             280    1 1    100%(71/71)   100%(1/1) 
             286    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             292    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             330    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             332    1 1    100%(75/75)   100%(1/1) 
             342    1 2    100%(68/68)   100%(1/1) 
             347    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             348    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             374    1 1    100%(65/65)   100%(1/1) 
             399    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             406    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             408    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             411    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             419    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             438    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             439    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             448    1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             449    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             475    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             478    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             497    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             504    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             513    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             516    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
180 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             527    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             533    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             549    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             551    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             555    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             556    1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             560    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             564    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             568    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             587    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             588    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             662    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             688    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             690    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             698    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             707    1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             711    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             718    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             728    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             745    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             764    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             766    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             823    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             843    1 4    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             844    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             871    1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             877    1 5    100%(75/75)   100%(1/1) 
             880    1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             896    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             906    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             927    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             933    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             934    1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             937    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             965    1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1007   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1010   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1013   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1026   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1032   1 4    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1033   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1034   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1058   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1073   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1085   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1094   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1110   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1114   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1120   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1123   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
181 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1127   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1142   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1155   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1157   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1163   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1167   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1186   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1191   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1192   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1193   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1197   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1203   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1205   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1216   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1223   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1225   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1226   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1232   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1238   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1285   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1297   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1310   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1322   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1338   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1357   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1367   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1410   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1439   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1449   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1452   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1459   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1464   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1467   1 5    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1471   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1473   1 4    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1478s  1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1481   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1491   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1494   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1509   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1514   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1519   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1538   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1563   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1564   1 2    100%(75/75)   100%(1/1) 
             1566   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1569   1 2    100%(73/73)   100%(1/1) 
             1570   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1588   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1598   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
182 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1632   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1660   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1664   1 4    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1673   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1687   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1789   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   1 15   100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2098   1 4    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2112   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2172   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2173   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2174   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2178   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2181   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2195   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2200   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2213   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2215   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2217   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2245   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2263   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2283   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2284   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(72/72)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2317   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2356   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2381   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2386   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2389   1 1    100%(75/75)   100%(1/1) 
             2442   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2465   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2502   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2507   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2509   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2545   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2546   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2555   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2562   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2604   1 4    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2606   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2616   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2624   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2633   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2637   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2658   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2666   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2686   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2721   1 3    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2732   1 1    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
183 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2750   1 1    100%(75/75)   100%(1/1) 
             2760   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2773   1 4    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2863   1 2    100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
419   97.4   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(192/192) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1556   1 1     98%(370/376)  88%(7/8) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             1013   9 1     98%(380/387)  86%(6/7) 
             1085   9 1     98%(380/387)  86%(6/7) 
422   96.2   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
423   95.2   333    1 1     98%(362/368) 100%(12/12) 
             317    2 1     97%(381/395)  92%(12/13) 
428   95.2   2679s  8 83    98%(96/98)   100%(2/2) 
             723    8 1     98%(384/394)  86%(12/14) 
             743    9 1     97%(375/388)  91%(10/11) 
             818   12 1     96%(380/394)  91%(10/11) 
             857   15 1     96%(379/394)  85%(11/13) 
             1534   9 1     96%(379/394)  86%(12/14) 
             1336  18 3     96%(314/327) 100%(11/11) 
             1182  11 1     96%(210/220)  80%(4/5) 
             741   16 1     95%(374/392)  92%(11/12) 
             886   16 1     95%(375/393)  90%(9/10) 
431   99.2   143    3 8    100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
             771    2 82   100%(206/207) 100%(1/1) 
             926    5 20    99%(293/295) 100%(1/1) 
435s  96.7   518    2 1     99%(389/395)  90%(9/10) 
             370    4 18    98%(125/127) 100%(4/4) 
438   98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             408    3 1     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             481    3 1     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1438   3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             661    3 8     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
439   99.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             877    2 2    100%(392/393) 100%(3/3) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
184 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1155   4 11    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
440   96.2   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             162    4 1     98%(382/391) 100%(9/9) 
443   97.0   159    1 1    100%(393/394) 100%(12/12) 
             470    7 2     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             490    7 2     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             839    6 1     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1486   7 2     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2238   5 1     98%(380/388) 100%(8/8) 
             2516   4 1     98%(385/395) 100%(8/8) 
             157    1 1     97%(384/395) 100%(8/8) 
             700    4 4     97%(384/395)  75%(6/8) 
             2623   6 1     97%(384/395)  88%(7/8) 
444   97.7   2809   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(3/3) 
             1039   5 2     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1190   5 4     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1664   9 4     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             370    4 18    98%(125/127) 100%(3/3) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             2215  10 2     98%(387/394) 100%(5/5) 
             1063  10 3     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2135  11 3     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
445   95.8   no close relatives          
446   97.5   1213   1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2813   2 1    100%(370/372) 100%(9/9) 
             2732  15 1     99%(389/395)  83%(5/6) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             449   19 13    98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2245  16 1     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2750   6 1     98%(385/392) 100%(6/6) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             117   15 2     98%(386/395)  71%(5/7) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(2/2) 
447   98.0   1073   8 28    99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2195   3 5     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2442  12 19    98%(337/343) 100%(5/5) 
             592   15 14    98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1790  14 6     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
448   98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             183    2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             274    4 20    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             72     5 3     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
185 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
449   97.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1037   2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1083   2 1     99%(392/395)  88%(7/8) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2603   2 1     99%(392/395)  89%(8/9) 
             148    3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             775    2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             263    3 9     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1511   2 1     98%(387/395)  83%(5/6) 
461   98.7   07     1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             550    1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1341   1 4    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2297   1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2907   1 4    100%(297/298) 100%(4/4) 
             199    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             765    2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1295   2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1408   2 8    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2098   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2      2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             21     3 3     99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
             682    3 2     99%(390/393)  75%(3/4) 
             1163   3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1300   3 17    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1470   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2571   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             563    2 4     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             778    1 4     99%(389/393) 100%(4/4) 
             1800   3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2142   2 4     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2224   3 9     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2563   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
470   97.7   490    1 2    100%(395/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1486   1 2    100%(395/395) 100%(9/9) 
             980    1 3    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             839    1 4    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2321   1 4    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             395    3 3     99%(391/395)  88%(7/8) 
             443    2 4     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             159    2 4     99%(388/394) 100%(8/8) 
186 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
471   98.2   no close relatives          
472   94.3   2679s  7 1     98%(53/54)   100%(3/3) 
473   97.5   274    9 39    99%(246/249) 100%(3/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2907   8 39    99%(294/298) 100%(3/3) 
             904    7 25    98%(194/198) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(2/2) 
             770   11 2     98%(371/380) 100%(5/5) 
475   98.3   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             779    1 3    100%(55/55)   100%(1/1) 
             478    2 1    100%(351/352) 100%(6/6) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1191   2 1     99%(350/352) 100%(5/5) 
             1672   3 1     99%(350/352) 100%(5/5) 
             2474   2 1     99%(349/351) 100%(6/6) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             353    3 2     99%(349/352) 100%(5/5) 
             777    3 2     99%(349/352) 100%(5/5) 
             364    3 1     99%(348/352) 100%(4/4) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             028    3 1     99%(347/352) 100%(3/3) 
             1346   2 1     99%(347/352) 100%(4/4) 
             1691   2 1     99%(347/352)  60%(3/5) 
             1306   2 2     99%(321/326) 100%(4/4) 
475s  90.9   27s    1 1    100%(44/44)   100%(4/4) 
             1319   1 1    100%(44/44)   100%(4/4) 
             557    6 3     98%(43/44)   100%(3/3) 
             726    6 4     98%(43/44)   100%(3/3) 
             1377   1 4     98%(43/44)   100%(3/3) 
             1128   1 1     97%(30/31)   100%(2/2) 
             679    4 1     96%(42/44)    67%(2/3) 
             2148   1 1     96%(42/44)   100%(2/2) 
             2478   3 1     96%(42/44)    67%(2/3) 
             2713   3 1     96%(42/44)   100%(2/2) 
476   99.2   105    1 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             202    2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             367    1 11   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             754    1 4    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             900    2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1121   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2529   2 2    100%(203/204) 100%(1/1) 
477   96.2   370    4 18    98%(125/127) 100%(5/5) 
             2174   4 1     98%(387/395) 100%(9/9) 
187 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1528   3 6     98%(385/395) 100%(9/9) 
             184    6 1     97%(382/394)  88%(7/8) 
             1579   3 2     97%(383/395) 100%(9/9) 
             513    6 1     97%(382/395) 100%(8/8) 
478   98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             475    2 1    100%(351/352) 100%(6/6) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1191   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             403    1 1     98%(327/333) 100%(5/5) 
             2369   3 6     98%(367/374) 100%(4/4) 
479   99.5   Kr                           
480   99.2   Kr                           
481   98.5   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             390    8 5     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             438    6 2     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1538   5 14    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             484   10 5     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
             661    2 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1347   9 17    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2266  10 7     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
482   96.2   2400   3 1     98%(387/394)  82%(9/11) 
             1398   2 1     98%(387/395)  85%(11/13) 
             2516   3 1     98%(386/395)  82%(9/11) 
             574    5 1     98%(385/395)  83%(10/12) 
             2902  17 1     97%(384/395)  80%(8/10) 
             114   14 1     97%(383/395)  80%(8/10) 
             699   15 1     97%(382/395)  78%(7/9) 
             1313  12 2     97%(382/395)  78%(7/9) 
             1816  10 1     97%(381/395)  78%(7/9) 
             389   15 2     96%(380/394)  73%(8/11) 
483   98.2   74     1 1    100%(393/394) 100%(7/7) 
             484    1 3    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             390    2 10   100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1198   2 2    100%(390/392) 100%(6/6) 
             666s   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2266   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2518   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             89     3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             502    3 4     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1394   3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2645   3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
188 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2749   3 3     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             90     2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
484   98.5   390    1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             483    1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1198   1 1    100%(391/392) 100%(6/6) 
             74     2 2    100%(392/394) 100%(6/6) 
             666s   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2266   2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             89     2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1290   3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1397   2 2     99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
             2511   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2641   2 6     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2645   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2749   2 2     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             90     1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
486   97.2   no close relatives          
489   96.2   1219   2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(14/14) 
             2902   3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             114    2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(13/13) 
             1079   4 3     99%(391/395) 100%(13/13) 
             041    4 3     99%(390/395) 100%(11/11) 
             389    2 1     98%(387/394)  86%(12/14) 
             1272   1 2     98%(387/395) 100%(12/12) 
             581    3 3     98%(385/395)  92%(11/12) 
             2404   2 5     98%(385/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2411   2 1     97%(366/376)  79%(11/14) 
490   97.7   470    1 2    100%(395/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1486   1 2    100%(395/395) 100%(9/9) 
             980    1 3    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             839    1 4    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2321   1 4    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             395    3 3     99%(391/395)  88%(7/8) 
             443    2 4     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             159    2 4     99%(388/394) 100%(8/8) 
491   97.7   779    1 3    100%(81/81)   100%(1/1) 
             2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1588   2 3     99%(388/391) 100%(9/9) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             119    3 1     99%(387/391) 100%(9/9) 
             330    3 4     99%(386/390) 100%(8/8) 
             113    3 1     99%(385/390) 100%(8/8) 
             1237   4 1     99%(385/391) 100%(5/5) 
             191    4 2     98%(384/391) 100%(7/7) 
             522    4 2     98%(383/391) 100%(5/5) 
492   95.7   2649   6 3     99%(144/146)  75%(3/4) 
             2897  13 1     97%(383/395) 100%(9/9) 
189 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             370   15 24    97%(123/127) 100%(3/3) 
493   97.5   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             274    9 39    99%(246/249) 100%(3/3) 
             904    7 25    98%(194/198) 100%(2/2) 
494   96.2   2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   9 2     98%(143/146)  75%(3/4) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(3/3) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
             2603  17 5     98%(385/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1215  16 1     97%(381/395)  78%(7/9) 
495   98.0   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             274    9 39    99%(246/249) 100%(3/3) 
             2724  10 2     99%(390/395)  80%(4/5) 
             013    9 33    98%(234/238) 100%(2/2) 
             1781   7 1     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
             011   10 16    98%(263/268) 100%(3/3) 
             500    4 14    98%(258/263) 100%(2/2) 
496   99.0   843    3 4    100%(389/391) 100%(2/2) 
             1473   3 4    100%(389/391) 100%(2/2) 
             2604   3 4    100%(389/391) 100%(2/2) 
             896    5 2     99%(388/391) 100%(2/2) 
             1167   6 2     99%(388/391) 100%(2/2) 
497   98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             568    3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2415   5 17    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             271    6 7     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1349   3 7     98%(188/191) 100%(1/1) 
498   98.2   979    2 5     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             1615   4 2     99%(390/394) 100%(5/5) 
             1126   1 1     99%(389/394) 100%(6/6) 
             2467   5 9     99%(278/282) 100%(3/3) 
             1202   2 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1553   2 1     99%(385/391) 100%(6/6) 
500   97.7   1349   1 1    100%(66/66)   100%(2/2) 
             2172   7 3     99%(260/263) 100%(4/4) 
             655    7 2     99%(259/263) 100%(3/3) 
             766    6 3     99%(67/68)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   5 1     99%(67/68)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   6 1     99%(67/68)   100%(1/1) 
             2263   3 2     99%(259/263) 100%(3/3) 
             2634   5 2     99%(67/68)   100%(1/1) 
190 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2868   4 4     99%(259/263) 100%(3/3) 
             396    7 2     98%(258/263) 100%(4/4) 
501   98.0   no close relatives          
502   98.2   1639   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2641   3 1     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             483    5 8     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             661    1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1290   5 15    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             51     3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             74     6 5     99%(389/394) 100%(5/5) 
             1454   6 3     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1394   6 2     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2315   4 2     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
503   98.0   2177   1 22    99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
504   98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             199    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2098   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             144s   2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             587    5 7     99%(391/394) 100%(3/3) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1349   2 2     99%(189/191) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
505   97.5   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2725   7 33    99%(198/200) 100%(2/2) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             013    6 27    99%(235/238) 100%(3/3) 
             011    5 15    99%(264/268) 100%(4/4) 
             148   18 6     98%(387/395)  83%(5/6) 
506   98.2   276    1 1     99%(390/393) 100%(6/6) 
             2622   1 1     99%(389/393) 100%(5/5) 
             1423   5 4     99%(388/393) 100%(4/4) 
             2687   1 1     99%(387/392) 100%(6/6) 
             1510   5 2     99%(386/392) 100%(3/3) 
             1404   6 2     98%(374/380) 100%(4/4) 
             013    9 33    98%(232/236) 100%(2/2) 
507   98.5   2362   2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1530   2 1     99%(389/392) 100%(4/4) 
             2097   1 1     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
508   94.7   087    1 5     96%(50/52)   100%(3/3) 
509   98.5   1296   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1585   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             034    4 1     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
             21     7 7     99%(389/394) 100%(4/4) 
510   99.5   Kr                           
511   98.2   2307   2 72   100%(193/194) 100%(1/1) 
             1039   3 2     99%(388/391) 100%(5/5) 
             1442   6 1     99%(387/391) 100%(4/4) 
191 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2135   5 3     99%(386/391) 100%(5/5) 
             2399   9 2     98%(234/238)  75%(3/4) 
512   99.0   1590   1 2    100%(146/146) 100%(1/1) 
             1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1703   5 1     99%(392/395)  67%(2/3) 
             1789   4 1     99%(390/393)  67%(2/3) 
513   96.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(3/3) 
             892s   2 2     98%(250/256) 100%(5/5) 
             977    1 1     98%(385/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1579   2 2     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             477    6 1     97%(382/395) 100%(8/8) 
514   97.7   no close relatives          
515   97.4   573    2 121   99%(146/147) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2400   1 1     98%(380/387)  88%(7/8) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(1/1) 
             574    3 1     98%(379/388) 100%(9/9) 
             1398   3 1     98%(379/388) 100%(9/9) 
             1448   8 1     98%(379/388)  83%(5/6) 
516   99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1467   2 3    100%(333/334) 100%(3/3) 
             2773   2 2    100%(393/394) 100%(3/3) 
             246    2 83   100%(196/197) 100%(1/1) 
             575    3 65   100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
             877    3 7    100%(390/392) 100%(2/2) 
             1033   2 4    100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1114   2 6    100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1117   3 65   100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1474   2 3    100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1494   3 2    100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(201/202) 100%(1/1) 
             1686   3 65   100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             2352   3 65   100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
             2389   2 14   100%(386/388) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
518   97.0   370    2 8     99%(126/127) 100%(4/4) 
             435s   1 1     99%(389/395)  90%(9/10) 
             2812  13 3     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
519   96.2   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             904    7 25    98%(194/198) 100%(3/3) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1294   2 1     97%(383/395)  89%(8/9) 
             2658   7 1     97%(383/395)  89%(8/9) 
192 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             370   15 24    97%(123/127) 100%(3/3) 
             1215  15 1     97%(382/395)  89%(8/9) 
             2214  20 1     97%(381/395)  78%(7/9) 
             2660   5 1     97%(381/395)  78%(7/9) 
520   97.5   2725   3 1    100%(199/200)  67%(2/3) 
             2399   5 5     99%(239/242) 100%(3/3) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             731s   1 10    98%(44/45)   100%(1/1) 
521   99.2   Kr                           
522   97.7   766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             15    15 12    98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             335    6 12    98%(223/227) 100%(2/2) 
             491    8 6     98%(383/391) 100%(5/5) 
             2321  15 5     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(1/1) 
             1306  13 2     98%(361/369) 100%(5/5) 
523   95.9   1265  11 4     98%(384/394) 100%(9/9) 
             734   21 2     97%(382/393)  89%(8/9) 
             854   22 7     97%(383/394) 100%(9/9) 
             1302  18 1     97%(383/394) 100%(9/9) 
             303    7 3     97%(372/384) 100%(9/9) 
             370   15 24    97%(123/127) 100%(3/3) 
             315   21 3     97%(381/394) 100%(10/10) 
             856   18 1     96%(379/394)  89%(8/9) 
             1262   9 1     96%(379/394)  90%(9/10) 
             1536  20 1     96%(379/394)  89%(8/9) 
524   97.7   355    5 6     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             661    3 8     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             785    4 2     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
             1443   8 3     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             449   23 13    98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
525   95.4   724    6 5     99%(389/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             296    6 1     98%(388/395)  92%(12/13) 
             2290s  8 1     98%(368/376)  92%(11/12) 
             2708   8 2     97%(382/394) 100%(11/11) 
             1303   9 1     97%(382/395)  91%(10/11) 
             1802   7 1     96%(380/395)  90%(9/10) 
527   97.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(3/3) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
             649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
             262    2 2     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
             809    3 1     97%(384/395) 100%(8/8) 
528   97.2   1538  10 18    99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
193 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2509   9 2     99%(389/394) 100%(7/7) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             031s  13 6     98%(384/393) 100%(6/6) 
             266    5 1     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
             373    3 1     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
             527   13 3     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1212  10 5     98%(385/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2283  13 1     98%(385/395) 100%(6/6) 
529   96.7   60    18 1     98%(387/395)  75%(6/8) 
             412    3 1     98%(385/395)  75%(6/8) 
530   97.5   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             21    11 16    99%(388/394) 100%(5/5) 
             1010  13 12    99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             011   10 16    98%(263/268) 100%(5/5) 
             2369   3 6     98%(367/374) 100%(5/5) 
             134    7 4     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             584    7 1     98%(387/395)  83%(5/6) 
             1415   9 1     98%(387/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2304   9 1     98%(386/395)  86%(6/7) 
             2465  12 1     98%(386/395)  83%(5/6) 
533   98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2515   3 1     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             121    2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             413    2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1297   3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1665   3 1     99%(390/395)  83%(5/6) 
             1642   1 1     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
534   97.4   137    1 1     99%(376/379)  89%(8/9) 
             762    4 1     98%(372/379) 100%(5/5) 
             349    3 1     98%(371/379)  67%(4/6) 
             1465  10 1     98%(371/379)  83%(5/6) 
             715    4 1     98%(370/379)  88%(7/8) 
             1312   4 1     98%(370/379)  75%(6/8) 
             657   13 1     98%(277/284)  75%(3/4) 
536   99.5   Kr                           
537   97.5   573    2 121   99%(146/147) 100%(1/1) 
             2567   3 1     99%(207/209)  67%(2/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(81/82)   100%(1/1) 
             297    4 1     98%(386/394) 100%(7/7) 
             2649   8 93    98%(142/145) 100%(1/1) 
             649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
538   97.7   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
194 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
543   93.7   826    2 1    100%(393/395)  96%(24/25) 
             828    2 1     99%(391/395)  96%(23/24) 
             346    3 1     99%(389/394)  96%(21/22) 
             13     2 1     98%(386/395)  96%(24/25) 
             788    2 1     98%(385/394)  96%(23/24) 
             69     5 1     95%(376/395)  86%(19/22) 
             124    4 1     95%(376/395)  95%(18/19) 
             1689   4 1     95%(375/395)  83%(15/18) 
544   94.7   2516  12 1     97%(384/395)  85%(11/13) 
             574    6 1     97%(383/395)  86%(12/14) 
             1398   9 1     96%(380/395)  77%(10/13) 
545   97.0   585    1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2535   3 3     99%(193/196) 100%(5/5) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2375   3 1     98%(383/391) 100%(7/7) 
             2685   6 3     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             113   10 1     98%(385/394)  88%(7/8) 
             292   12 3     98%(380/389) 100%(8/8) 
             1641   5 1     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
             2703  11 2     98%(385/395)  88%(7/8) 
             270   14 4     97%(384/395) 100%(8/8) 
546   98.2   582    3 1     99%(222/225) 100%(1/1) 
             1080   1 1     99%(222/225) 100%(2/2) 
             2284   5 1     99%(222/225) 100%(1/1) 
             2508   4 1     99%(222/225) 100%(1/1) 
             2686   5 1     99%(222/225) 100%(1/1) 
             1404   5 1     99%(213/216) 100%(1/1) 
             1306   2 2     99%(197/200) 100%(1/1) 
547   99.5   Kr                           
548   98.0   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   2 17    99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             997    9 6     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1012   5 9     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1624   6 5     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
549   99.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2666   2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             564    3 1    100%(393/395)  67%(2/3) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             190    4 2     99%(392/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2458   3 1     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
550   98.5   461    1 5    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
195 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             765    1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             07     2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1341   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2297   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2545   2 2    100%(392/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2177   1 22    99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             2907   2 5     99%(296/298) 100%(4/4) 
             1800   2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2      3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             144s   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1266   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1470   2 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             778    2 11    99%(388/393) 100%(4/4) 
             1781   3 2     99%(390/395)  83%(5/6) 
551   97.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1127   2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(9/9) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             934    6 2     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
552   96.7   370   15 24    97%(123/127) 100%(2/2) 
553   99.5   Kr                           
554   96.7   370   15 24    97%(123/127) 100%(3/3) 
555   96.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             152    2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(13/13) 
             892s   2 2     98%(250/256) 100%(4/4) 
             348    3 1     98%(385/395)  91%(10/11) 
             892    2 1     97%(111/114)  88%(7/8) 
             1528   6 2     97%(383/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1579   4 1     97%(381/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1243   5 1     96%(380/394) 100%(8/8) 
556   98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1120   3 2    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2317   2 1    100%(390/392) 100%(5/5) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             160    3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2195   3 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
557   97.0   726    2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1463   3 1     98%(387/394) 100%(9/9) 
196 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2492   4 2     98%(377/384) 100%(7/7) 
             68     5 1     98%(387/395)  89%(8/9) 
             1113   1 1     98%(387/395)  90%(9/10) 
             475s   2 3     98%(43/44)   100%(3/3) 
             1377   1 4     98%(382/391) 100%(9/9) 
             1375   2 2     98%(385/395)  78%(7/9) 
             679    1 1     97%(383/394)  90%(9/10) 
             1502   4 1     97%(384/395)  86%(6/7) 
558   97.2   2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(1/1) 
560   98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2173   5 25    99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
561   98.2   999    5 13    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1345   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1450   5 13    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2494   2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1792   5 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2525   4 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             808    3 5     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2133   3 1     99%(387/393) 100%(4/4) 
562   96.2   87     3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(10/10) 
             96     5 1     98%(254/259) 100%(6/6) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
563   98.7   2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2725   2 12   100%(199/200) 100%(2/2) 
             036    5 6     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             183    5 11    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             461    5 24    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1032   8 10    99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             274    9 39    99%(246/249) 100%(2/2) 
564   99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             143    3 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             549    3 1    100%(393/395)  67%(2/3) 
             2389   2 14   100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             2666   4 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
565   91.6   994    7 1     96%(379/393)  88%(21/24) 
             1582   4 1     96%(377/392)  86%(24/28) 
             1      4 1     96%(377/393)  86%(24/28) 
             2684   7 1     96%(376/393)  86%(18/21) 
197 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2517   5 1     95%(124/130)  82%(9/11) 
             2575   7 1     95%(362/380)  86%(19/22) 
             2702   5 1     95%(372/393)  85%(17/20) 
             205    8 1     94%(370/392)  76%(19/25) 
             2886   7 1     94%(370/392)  74%(17/23) 
             087    6 1     92%(48/52)   100%(3/3) 
568   98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             497    3 1     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2415   3 11    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             271    3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
569   96.2   86     1 2     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             1170   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1531   3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2387   4 3     98%(387/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1413   3 1     98%(386/395)  91%(10/11) 
             2291   5 2     98%(386/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2611   6 2     98%(386/395) 100%(10/10) 
             71     6 1     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             1458   4 1     98%(385/395)  82%(9/11) 
             1663   4 1     97%(370/382)  82%(9/11) 
573   98.6   144s   1 3    100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             274    1 5    100%(122/122) 100%(2/2) 
             329    1 3    100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             358    1 3    100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             360    1 4    100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             592    1 3    100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             655    1 3    100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             750    1 3    100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             877    1 5    100%(147/147) 100%(1/1) 
             952    1 4    100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1077   1 4    100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1373   1 3    100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1425   1 3    100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1474   1 3    100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1647   1 3    100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1703   1 5    100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2121   1 3    100%(143/143) 100%(2/2) 
             2307   1 35   100%(124/124) 100%(1/1) 
             2571   1 3    100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2586   1 3    100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2592   1 4    100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             036    3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
198 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             047    2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             5      3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             7      3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             9      3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             12     1 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             72     2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             140    3 2     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             145    1 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             148    2 2     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             160    2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             183    3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             185    2 2     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             230    3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             259    2 2     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             286    3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             342    2 1     99%(137/138) 100%(1/1) 
             350    1 2     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             408    2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             448    3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             495    2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             497    2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             515    1 1     99%(146/147) 100%(1/1) 
             537    1 1     99%(146/147) 100%(1/1) 
             548    2 2     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             556    3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             568    2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             597    3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             698    3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             714    2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             728    3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             774    2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             795    3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             871    3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             937    2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1000   2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1033   3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1058   2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1090   2 2     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1114   3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1125   2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1155   3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1157   3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1186   2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1196   1 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1211   1 2     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1214   2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1222   2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1225   2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1233   1 1     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1285   2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
199 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1322   3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1367   3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1393   2 2     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1478s  2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1485   3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1491   2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1521   2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1539   3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1564   2 1     99%(141/142) 100%(1/1) 
             1565   2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1569   2 2     99%(139/140) 100%(1/1) 
             1570   3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1583   1 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1648   1 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1664   2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1668   1 1     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1692   1 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1789   3 1     99%(145/146) 100%(1/1) 
             2112   2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2139   2 2     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2200   3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2217   3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2317   3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2322   3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2324   1 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2474   3 2     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2500   3 2     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2502   2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2686   2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2721   2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2724   3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2767   3 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2863   2 1     99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             904    1 3     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
574   95.7   2516   1 1     99%(390/395) 100%(13/13) 
             2400   2 1     98%(387/394)  83%(10/12) 
             515    5 2     98%(379/388) 100%(9/9) 
             1398   4 1     98%(386/395)  92%(12/13) 
             482    4 1     98%(385/395)  83%(10/12) 
             544    2 1     97%(383/395)  86%(12/14) 
             489   21 1     97%(381/395)  80%(8/10) 
             175   16 1     96%(380/395)  80%(8/10) 
             1268  14 2     96%(379/395)  83%(10/12) 
575   99.2   Kr                           
577   97.7   2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             190    7 7     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             1535   4 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             32     8 3     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
200 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             269    9 3     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2812   8 3     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
578   95.9   217    1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(16/16) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             330    3 4     99%(390/394) 100%(12/12) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             491    8 6     98%(383/391) 100%(8/8) 
             1588   7 2     98%(387/395) 100%(11/11) 
             119    6 3     98%(386/395) 100%(11/11) 
             405    4 2     96%(239/248) 100%(4/4) 
579s  87.3   0109  10 1     92%(89/97)    78%(7/9) 
580   98.0   no close relatives          
581   95.4   1690   9 1     98%(386/395)  92%(11/12) 
             2902  13 1     98%(386/395)  92%(11/12) 
             489   12 2     98%(385/395)  92%(11/12) 
             1079  13 1     98%(385/395)  92%(11/12) 
             1219  14 1     98%(385/395)  92%(11/12) 
             2463   6 3     98%(385/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1272   6 4     97%(384/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1627   9 1     97%(384/395)  92%(12/13) 
             114   13 1     97%(383/395)  91%(10/11) 
             2404   5 3     97%(382/395) 100%(12/12) 
582   97.7   1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             1561   2 1     99%(391/395)  86%(6/7) 
             546    1 5     99%(222/225) 100%(1/1) 
             1026  13 1     98%(388/395)  75%(6/8) 
             2492   5 1     98%(377/384)  83%(5/6) 
             017    4 1     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2756   9 1     98%(387/395)  67%(4/6) 
583   98.0   112    1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
             73     4 1     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             11     5 2     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
584   97.7   1205   7 21    99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2907   4 33    99%(295/298) 100%(4/4) 
             1341   9 19    99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1080   2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1295  10 22    99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             134    6 3     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2304   6 1     98%(388/395)  75%(6/8) 
             22     7 3     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
             530    7 4     98%(387/395)  83%(5/6) 
585   97.2   545    1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2375   1 1     99%(386/391) 100%(8/8) 
             2535   3 3     99%(193/196) 100%(5/5) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             113    5 4     98%(387/394) 100%(8/8) 
             2685   5 7     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
201 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1306   7 3     98%(362/369) 100%(6/6) 
             1434   5 3     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             270    8 3     98%(385/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1641   4 1     98%(385/395) 100%(6/6) 
586   99.5   Kr                           
587   99.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             199    2 4    100%(393/394) 100%(3/3) 
             2098   2 4    100%(393/394) 100%(3/3) 
             711    2 25   100%(219/220) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             461    3 18    99%(391/394) 100%(3/3) 
             504    3 5     99%(391/394) 100%(3/3) 
             2415   3 11    99%(391/394) 100%(3/3) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
588   98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             2177   1 22    99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
591   98.5   no close relatives          
592   97.7   573    1 23   100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1073   4 18    99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1790   4 1     99%(391/395)  86%(6/7) 
             011    2 11    99%(265/268) 100%(6/6) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             1346   4 2     99%(389/395)  86%(6/7) 
             447    3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
595   95.4   no close relatives          
597   98.7   100    2 4    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1164   2 4    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1340   2 4    100%(391/392) 100%(4/4) 
             371    2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1235   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2346   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             291    2 5     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1056   2 5     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1423   2 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             278    3 1     99%(387/391)  80%(4/5) 
             1510   2 5     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
202 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
600   98.2   1031   4 1     99%(383/386)  80%(4/5) 
             240    6 9     99%(382/386) 100%(4/4) 
             1178   6 8     99%(382/386) 100%(4/4) 
             939    6 1     99%(381/386) 100%(4/4) 
             2101   6 2     99%(378/383) 100%(4/4) 
             2301   9 5     99%(381/386) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             2467   5 9     99%(277/281) 100%(3/3) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             2673   3 1     98%(380/386)  80%(4/5) 
645   99.0   83     2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1023   2 70   100%(393/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1560   2 8    100%(306/307) 100%(2/2) 
             1698   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1705   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2364s  2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2496   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1145   3 66   100%(372/374) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             2466   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2177   1 22    99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             1088   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1786   3 2     99%(391/394) 100%(3/3) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
648   99.0   no close relatives          
649   96.6   836    1 1    100%(50/50)   100%(1/1) 
             881    1 1     99%(88/89)   100%(3/3) 
             1327   1 1     99%(88/89)   100%(2/2) 
             0290   2 1     98%(46/47)   100%(1/1) 
             030    4 1     98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
             368    1 1     98%(87/89)   100%(2/2) 
             1009   1 1     98%(87/89)    67%(2/3) 
             1589   2 1     98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
             1606   1 1     98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
             365    3 1     98%(86/88)   100%(1/1) 
650   98.0   9     10 1     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
651   98.0   1549   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2146   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
652   97.0   no close relatives          
653   99.2   1514   2 8    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             199    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             399    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1459   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1687   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2098   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2356   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2507   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2529   2 2    100%(203/204) 100%(1/1) 
654   97.7   179    6 86    99%(246/248) 100%(2/2) 
203 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1223   3 2     99%(388/392) 100%(7/7) 
             265    5 2     99%(387/393)  86%(6/7) 
             2321   8 3     99%(387/393) 100%(6/6) 
             1804   9 6     98%(119/121) 100%(1/1) 
             2193   8 2     98%(386/393)  86%(6/7) 
             1306  11 1     98%(360/367)  80%(4/5) 
             041   11 2     98%(385/393)  86%(6/7) 
             2685   6 3     98%(385/393) 100%(5/5) 
             649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
655   98.0   573    1 23   100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2717   4 13    99%(227/230) 100%(2/2) 
             350    4 1     99%(359/364)  80%(4/5) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             045    5 2     99%(387/393) 100%(5/5) 
             500    3 7     99%(259/263) 100%(3/3) 
656   98.0   2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             045    5 2     99%(387/393) 100%(5/5) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             013    9 33    98%(234/238) 100%(3/3) 
             277    6 1     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
             449   19 13    98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
657   97.3   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             830    3 2     99%(273/277) 100%(2/2) 
             269    6 1     98%(289/294)  80%(4/5) 
             274s   1 1     98%(113/115) 100%(2/2) 
             2622   3 1     98%(289/294) 100%(4/4) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             1358   1 1     98%(287/294)  80%(4/5) 
             2687   6 1     98%(286/293)  80%(4/5) 
             534    7 1     98%(277/284)  75%(3/4) 
660   97.7   779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             697    3 2     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1005   5 1     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2535   5 6     98%(192/196) 100%(3/3) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
661   98.2   502    3 4     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1078   4 12    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             481    6 2     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1639   4 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2451   6 7     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             353    8 25    99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             355    5 6     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             524    1 2     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1240   5 7     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
204 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2414   7 17    99%(265/269) 100%(3/3) 
662   98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2515   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             533    3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
663   97.0   766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             1966   7 1     97%(381/392)  86%(6/7) 
664   99.2   no close relatives          
666s  98.0   484    2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1198   3 1    100%(390/392)  86%(6/7) 
             390    5 4     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             483    3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             74     5 3     99%(390/394) 100%(6/6) 
             1397   5 1     99%(390/394)  80%(4/5) 
             2645   4 4     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2749   5 2     99%(390/395)  80%(4/5) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             90     3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
668   97.5   227    2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
669   98.7   2132   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
672   99.2   367    1 11   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1459   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
676   97.5   825    3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1625   2 1     98%(370/379)  83%(5/6) 
677   96.4   011   15 1     98%(261/267)  83%(5/6) 
             2908   6 47    98%(87/89)   100%(3/3) 
             1228   7 1     97%(383/394)  88%(7/8) 
             2304  13 1     97%(383/394)  88%(7/8) 
             370   16 5     97%(123/127)  75%(3/4) 
679   95.4   557    9 1     97%(383/394)  90%(9/10) 
             1113   8 1     97%(381/394)  82%(9/11) 
             2478   2 1     96%(377/394)  75%(9/12) 
             475s   6 9     96%(42/44)    67%(2/3) 
680   98.7   no close relatives          
682   98.7   1408   2 8    100%(391/393) 100%(3/3) 
             013    3 1     99%(236/238)  75%(3/4) 
             461    4 1     99%(390/393)  75%(3/4) 
             1300   3 17    99%(390/393) 100%(3/3) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             07     5 1     99%(389/393)  75%(3/4) 
             122    4 19    99%(389/393) 100%(3/3) 
             899    4 3     99%(389/393) 100%(3/3) 
205 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
683   95.9   2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
684   96.2   1252   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(13/13) 
             834    1 2     99%(392/395) 100%(14/14) 
             727    3 2     99%(390/394) 100%(12/12) 
             749    3 2     99%(390/394) 100%(13/13) 
             1261   1 2     99%(386/390) 100%(14/14) 
             729    1 3     99%(370/374) 100%(14/14) 
             1182   1 1     99%(217/220) 100%(8/8) 
             736    2 3     99%(384/390) 100%(9/9) 
             1533   3 2     99%(389/395)  92%(12/13) 
             1536   1 1     99%(389/395)  92%(12/13) 
             2185   1 3     98%(374/381)  92%(11/12) 
             883    3 2     98%(386/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2214   3 1     98%(386/395)  91%(10/11) 
685   99.2   962    3 66   100%(390/392) 100%(2/2) 
             1132   3 66   100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1617   3 66   100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
686   96.5   766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
688   98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             475   14 30    99%(347/352) 100%(3/3) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
689   98.7   1462   2 6    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1584   1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1634   2 6    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2689   1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1508   3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1618   3 70   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1131   2 5     99%(281/283) 100%(3/3) 
             1614   2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1702   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
690   97.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
691   99.2   Kr                           
694   98.0   no close relatives          
695   96.5   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
206 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1143   5 4     99%(194/197)  67%(2/3) 
             1396   3 2     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
             370    4 18    98%(125/127) 100%(4/4) 
696   99.0   246    1 124  100%(198/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1030   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1688   2 73   100%(393/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1461   3 4    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1656   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1560   4 29    99%(305/307) 100%(2/2) 
             55     4 6     99%(387/390) 100%(3/3) 
             1680   4 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2621   3 3     99%(391/394) 100%(2/2) 
697   96.2   1005   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(13/13) 
             1365   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(13/13) 
             2372   1 3     99%(278/282)  90%(9/10) 
             660    2 4     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2394   5 2     98%(385/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1455   7 2     97%(382/395) 100%(8/8) 
698   98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1142   3 7     99%(390/393) 100%(3/3) 
             1341   5 21    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
699   96.5   2902   2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(13/13) 
             1079   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             1219   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             041    3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(11/11) 
             114    3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(12/12) 
             489    4 2     99%(390/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1346   3 2     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1690   2 2     99%(389/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1816   3 1     98%(386/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2404   3 3     97%(384/395) 100%(11/11) 
700   96.7   2321  15 5     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2280  18 1     98%(385/395)  75%(6/8) 
             2516   9 1     98%(385/395)  70%(7/10) 
             2624  24 1     98%(385/395)  75%(6/8) 
             443   15 1     97%(384/395)  75%(6/8) 
             2760  21 1     97%(383/394)  75%(6/8) 
             159   11 1     97%(382/394)  75%(6/8) 
             270   17 2     97%(383/395)  78%(7/9) 
             787   27 1     97%(383/395)  75%(6/8) 
207 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             292   20 1     97%(377/389)  75%(6/8) 
703   98.5   no close relatives          
705   98.0   no close relatives          
706   95.7   no close relatives          
707   99.0   14     1 3    100%(395/395) 100%(4/4) 
             416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             199    2 4    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2098   2 4    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             380    2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             587    3 3    100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             999    2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1076   2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1163   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1300   2 12   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1450   2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1538   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1672   2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2173   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2414   3 3     99%(267/269) 100%(3/3) 
             57     3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             198    3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             202    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             261    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             272    3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             353    2 7     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             438    3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             461    3 18    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             504    3 5     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             777    2 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             900    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1078   2 10    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1121   3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2224   2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2415   3 11    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2637   3 12    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
708   98.5   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             836    4 4     99%(317/320) 100%(3/3) 
             2451   4 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             77     6 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
710   97.5   no close relatives          
711   98.6   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             43     3 1    100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             116    2 1    100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             143    3 8    100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             179    3 1    100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
208 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             374    3 1    100%(209/210) 100%(2/2) 
             560    2 1    100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             587    3 3    100%(219/220) 100%(1/1) 
             1123   3 1    100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1127   3 1    100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1226   2 1    100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1538   2 3    100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1598   2 2    100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             2172   3 1    100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             2173   2 6    100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             2181   3 2    100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             2389   2 14   100%(216/217) 100%(2/2) 
             2509   3 1    100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             2616   2 1    100%(219/220) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             166    3 1     99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             195    3 1     99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             229    2 1     99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             259    3 1     99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             353    3 2     99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             376    1 1     99%(212/214) 100%(1/1) 
             395    2 1     99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             527    3 1     99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             777    3 2     99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             786    1 1     99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             957    2 1     99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             972    1 1     99%(219/221)  67%(2/3) 
             973    1 1     99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             995    2 1     99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             1037   3 1     99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             1201   1 1     99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1443   2 1     99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1519   3 1     99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1547   3 1     99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             1652   3 1     99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             1693   3 1     99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             2420   3 1     99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             2511   3 1     99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             2518   3 1     99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             011    2 11    99%(93/94)   100%(1/1) 
             500    2 2     99%(88/89)   100%(1/1) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
713   95.4   1006  13 1     97%(381/395)  85%(11/13) 
             974   11 1     96%(374/388)  85%(11/13) 
             2524  14 1     96%(375/391)  91%(10/11) 
             2794  19 2     96%(329/343)  90%(9/10) 
             2728  14 1     96%(378/395)  82%(9/11) 
209 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
714   98.2   2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             274    4 20    99%(247/249) 100%(3/3) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(3/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2135   6 1     99%(390/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2420   4 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             904    4 12    99%(195/198) 100%(2/2) 
             2563   5 6     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
715   96.5   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             137    7 1     98%(388/395)  89%(8/9) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(3/3) 
             534    5 1     98%(370/379)  88%(7/8) 
716   97.2   343    8 1     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
717   99.5   no close relatives          
718   97.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2687   5 1     98%(385/394) 100%(6/6) 
719   98.5   771    1 13   100%(204/204) 100%(1/1) 
             926    2 4    100%(291/292) 100%(2/2) 
             1300   2 12   100%(389/391) 100%(4/4) 
             1804   2 99    99%(117/118) 100%(1/1) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             930    4 3     99%(327/330) 100%(2/2) 
             202    4 4     99%(387/391) 100%(3/3) 
             900    4 4     99%(387/391) 100%(3/3) 
             1143   2 2     99%(192/194) 100%(1/1) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
720   97.2   779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             731s   1 10    98%(44/45)   100%(1/1) 
             854   21 1     98%(384/394)  86%(6/7) 
723   95.7   857    2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(16/16) 
             1534   2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(17/17) 
             1387   7 1     98%(386/395)  91%(10/11) 
             1336   7 2     98%(320/328)  92%(11/12) 
             428    3 1     98%(384/394)  86%(12/14) 
             2214   6 1     98%(385/395)  83%(10/12) 
             993    6 10    97%(382/392) 100%(9/9) 
             818    7 3     97%(383/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1677   4 1     97%(378/390)  90%(9/10) 
             744    4 1     96%(380/395)  81%(13/16) 
724   97.0   296    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2290s  1 1    100%(374/376)  92%(11/12) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             956    5 4     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
210 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(3/3) 
             525    1 1     99%(389/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2708   3 1     99%(388/394) 100%(11/11) 
             1303   2 2     98%(388/395)  91%(10/11) 
             1802   3 1     98%(386/395)  90%(9/10) 
             1200s  2 2     97%(382/393) 100%(7/7) 
725   97.0   2295   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1402   1 1     99%(390/395) 100%(10/10) 
726   97.0   1463   1 1     99%(389/394) 100%(10/10) 
             68     1 1     99%(389/395)  90%(9/10) 
             557    1 1     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2756   6 2     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             365    2 1     98%(385/393)  80%(8/10) 
             475s   2 3     98%(43/44)   100%(3/3) 
             1377   1 4     98%(382/391) 100%(9/9) 
             2280  12 4     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1113   2 1     98%(385/395)  89%(8/9) 
             1375   2 2     98%(385/395)  78%(7/9) 
727   96.7   835    1 1    100%(392/394)  92%(12/13) 
             749    1 1     99%(390/393)  92%(12/13) 
             684    3 3     99%(390/394) 100%(12/12) 
             1252   3 4     99%(390/394) 100%(11/11) 
             729    4 1     99%(368/373)  92%(12/13) 
             834    2 4     99%(389/394) 100%(12/12) 
             736    2 3     99%(383/389) 100%(8/8) 
             1536   2 2     99%(388/394)  92%(11/12) 
             2185   2 2     98%(373/380)  91%(10/11) 
             731s   1 10    98%(44/45)   100%(1/1) 
728   98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1341   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2549   2 1     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             011    3 1     99%(265/268)  83%(5/6) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             045    3 1     99%(388/393) 100%(5/5) 
             2176   3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1349   3 7     98%(188/191) 100%(1/1) 
             2369   1 4     98%(368/374) 100%(4/4) 
729   95.5   684    5 1     99%(370/374) 100%(14/14) 
             749    4 1     99%(369/373) 100%(14/14) 
             1252   5 1     99%(370/374) 100%(13/13) 
             834    2 4     99%(369/374) 100%(14/14) 
             1533   2 1     99%(369/374)  93%(13/14) 
             2908   4 1     99%(78/79)   100%(3/3) 
             1261   3 1     99%(364/369) 100%(14/14) 
             1182   3 1     98%(206/210) 100%(8/8) 
             2185   3 1     98%(353/360)  92%(12/13) 
211 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1267   1 1     96%(359/374)  80%(8/10) 
730   99.0   240    1 2    100%(389/389) 100%(4/4) 
             2101   2 2    100%(385/386) 100%(4/4) 
             246    2 83   100%(191/192) 100%(1/1) 
             305    1 2    100%(382/384) 100%(4/4) 
             332    3 4    100%(369/371) 100%(3/3) 
             769    3 76   100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             999    2 7    100%(387/389) 100%(3/3) 
             1031   2 12   100%(387/389) 100%(3/3) 
             1178   1 10   100%(387/389) 100%(3/3) 
             1280   2 5    100%(387/389) 100%(4/4) 
             1445   3 76   100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             1450   2 7    100%(387/389) 100%(3/3) 
             1545   2 2    100%(387/389) 100%(4/4) 
             1633   2 77   100%(196/197) 100%(1/1) 
             2255   3 76   100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             2725   2 12   100%(193/194) 100%(2/2) 
             836    2 3     99%(313/315) 100%(2/2) 
             2779   3 2     99%(266/268) 100%(2/2) 
             196    1 2     99%(386/389) 100%(4/4) 
             1019   3 2     99%(386/389) 100%(4/4) 
             1057   2 8     99%(386/389) 100%(2/2) 
             1456   2 2     99%(386/389) 100%(3/3) 
             2518   2 3     99%(386/389) 100%(2/2) 
             2782   2 100   99%(126/127) 100%(1/1) 
731   93.2   011s   3 1     94%(65/69)   100%(2/2) 
             087    3 6     94%(49/52)   100%(2/2) 
731s  95.6   281    6 1     98%(44/45)   100%(1/1) 
             331    2 1     98%(44/45)   100%(1/1) 
             520    4 1     98%(44/45)   100%(1/1) 
             720    3 1     98%(44/45)   100%(1/1) 
             799    1 1     98%(44/45)   100%(1/1) 
             2490   5 1     98%(44/45)   100%(1/1) 
             2623   3 1     98%(44/45)   100%(1/1) 
             2715   2 1     98%(44/45)   100%(1/1) 
             1506   1 1     98%(43/44)   100%(1/1) 
             2185   6 1     98%(42/43)   100%(1/1) 
732   93.7   863    2 1     98%(89/91)   100%(3/3) 
             878    5 1     96%(380/395)  88%(14/16) 
733   93.6   154    1 1     97%(365/377)  94%(15/16) 
734   96.7   862    6 5     99%(388/394) 100%(8/8) 
             858    4 2     98%(387/394)  90%(9/10) 
             1265   4 4     98%(387/394) 100%(9/9) 
             306    5 1     98%(386/394)  89%(8/9) 
             2573   5 7     98%(386/394) 100%(7/7) 
             817    6 1     98%(384/394)  83%(10/12) 
             303    3 2     97%(374/384)  89%(8/9) 
             993    6 10    97%(381/391) 100%(7/7) 
             523    3 1     97%(382/393)  89%(8/9) 
             874    1 1     97%(383/394)  70%(7/10) 
212 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
736   97.7   1252   3 4     99%(386/390) 100%(9/9) 
             684    7 1     99%(384/390) 100%(9/9) 
             727    6 2     99%(383/389) 100%(8/8) 
             749    6 2     99%(383/389) 100%(9/9) 
             306    3 1     98%(383/390)  75%(6/8) 
             820    3 1     98%(381/388)  86%(6/7) 
             834    4 2     98%(383/390) 100%(9/9) 
             1302   6 1     98%(383/390)  88%(7/8) 
             2573   6 1     98%(382/390) 100%(5/5) 
             2526   6 1     98%(271/277) 100%(3/3) 
741   94.4   855   10 1     98%(385/393)  93%(14/15) 
             315   12 1     98%(383/393)  93%(14/15) 
             2735  13 3     98%(383/393) 100%(14/14) 
             1336  12 1     97%(317/326) 100%(13/13) 
             817   12 1     96%(379/393)  93%(13/14) 
             1534  11 1     96%(377/393)  87%(13/15) 
             886   12 1     96%(375/392)  92%(11/12) 
             744   10 1     95%(374/393)  88%(14/16) 
             1021  11 1     95%(368/387)  83%(10/12) 
             2206   7 1     95%(371/391)  80%(12/15) 
742   96.4   2735   2 1     99%(391/394)  93%(13/14) 
             315    2 1     99%(390/394)  93%(13/14) 
             819    3 1     99%(390/394)  92%(11/12) 
             1160   3 1     99%(390/394)  92%(12/13) 
             855    2 1     99%(389/394)  85%(11/13) 
             2470   3 1     99%(350/355)  85%(11/13) 
             1336   1 1     99%(322/327)  92%(12/13) 
             818    1 1     98%(387/394)  92%(11/12) 
             741    2 1     98%(383/392)  93%(13/14) 
             886    2 2     98%(383/393) 100%(11/11) 
             1021   3 1     97%(375/388)  75%(9/12) 
743   96.1   1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2679   5 1     97%(285/293) 100%(6/6) 
             854   23 1     97%(378/389)  89%(8/9) 
             993   11 1     97%(375/386)  78%(7/9) 
             1217   9 3     97%(378/389) 100%(8/8) 
             1613  20 1     97%(378/389)  89%(8/9) 
             723   20 1     97%(377/389)  82%(9/11) 
             428    7 1     97%(375/388)  91%(10/11) 
             2214  23 1     96%(375/389)  78%(7/9) 
             2735  26 1     96%(375/389)  89%(8/9) 
744   93.2   833    1 1     98%(388/395)  96%(24/25) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(5/5) 
             857   18 1     95%(377/395)  81%(13/16) 
             1534  13 1     95%(377/395)  82%(14/17) 
             741   17 1     95%(374/393)  88%(14/16) 
             1506   7 1     95%(370/391)  88%(14/16) 
             2206   8 1     94%(371/393)  88%(14/16) 
             892    5 1     94%(107/114) 100%(4/4) 
             772    5 1     94%(319/340)  75%(12/16) 
213 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2192   3 1     94%(366/391)  81%(13/16) 
745   97.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
746   98.2   232    5 11    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2812   1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             195    6 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2420   4 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             24     5 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             32     5 4     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             263    3 9     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             269    5 3     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
747   95.7   no close relatives          
748   97.8   1665   1 1     99%(180/181) 100%(3/3) 
             2515   2 1     99%(180/181) 100%(3/3) 
             116    5 1     99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             844    4 1     99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1357   4 1     99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             151    4 1     98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
             164    1 1     98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
             187    4 1     98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1645   1 1     98%(178/181)  67%(2/3) 
749   96.2   727    2 1     99%(390/393)  92%(12/13) 
             835    2 1     99%(391/394)  86%(12/14) 
             684    3 3     99%(390/394) 100%(13/13) 
             1252   3 4     99%(390/394) 100%(12/12) 
             729    1 3     99%(369/373) 100%(14/14) 
             834    2 4     99%(389/394) 100%(13/13) 
             736    2 3     99%(383/389) 100%(9/9) 
             1261   4 2     99%(383/389) 100%(13/13) 
             1533   3 2     99%(388/394)  92%(12/13) 
             2185   1 3     98%(373/380)  92%(11/12) 
750   98.0   573    1 23   100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             274    9 39    99%(246/249) 100%(3/3) 
             1222   3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
752   95.7   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1425   8 1     98%(384/394) 100%(10/10) 
754   99.2   105    1 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             324    1 2    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             367    1 11   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             476    1 7    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
755   97.0   370    4 18    98%(125/127) 100%(3/3) 
214 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             881    6 2     98%(384/394) 100%(8/8) 
             306   22 2     97%(384/395)  75%(6/8) 
             858   19 2     97%(384/395)  88%(7/8) 
             889    6 1     97%(384/395)  91%(10/11) 
             1217  10 4     97%(384/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1613  19 8     97%(384/395) 100%(7/7) 
757   99.5   Kr                           
758   99.0   1092   1 104  100%(252/252) 100%(1/1) 
             1400   1 119  100%(211/211) 100%(1/1) 
             479    2 71   100%(392/393) 100%(2/2) 
             932    2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             961    2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1596   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1620   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1628   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2122   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1600   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1656   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2466   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             986    2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1057   2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
759   98.2   946    6 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1792   5 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2525   4 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2856   7 2     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1143   5 4     99%(194/197)  67%(2/3) 
760   97.2   38     5 1     98%(382/389)  86%(6/7) 
             31     4 1     97%(379/389)  78%(7/9) 
761   97.5   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(3/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             995    5 1     99%(390/395)  86%(6/7) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             801    4 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1595   3 1     99%(389/395)  67%(6/9) 
             998    3 3     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1215   5 1     98%(387/395)  89%(8/9) 
762   98.0   925    6 6     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1557   3 2     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             534    2 1     98%(372/379) 100%(5/5) 
             283    2 5     98%(159/162) 100%(1/1) 
763   99.2   Kr                           
764   99.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
215 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
765   98.2   550    1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1341   1 4    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             21     2 1    100%(392/394)  83%(5/6) 
             461    2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1295   2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2177   1 22    99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             2907   2 5     99%(296/298) 100%(4/4) 
             07     3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2      2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1083   3 1     99%(392/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1142   3 7     99%(390/393) 100%(3/3) 
             1225   3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1266   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2297   3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             148    3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1800   3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2354   3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             011    2 11    99%(265/268) 100%(5/5) 
             134    3 3     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             351    2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1210   3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1470   3 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             281    2 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             530    3 1     99%(389/395)  83%(5/6) 
             584    3 5     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2369   2 2     98%(368/374)  75%(3/4) 
766   97.9   347    1 2    100%(145/145) 100%(3/3) 
             416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             49     3 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             107    3 1     99%(144/145) 100%(3/3) 
             116    3 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             133    2 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             153    2 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             190    2 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             218    2 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             267    2 1     99%(144/145) 100%(3/3) 
             272    2 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             438    2 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             449    2 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             533    2 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             551    3 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             560    3 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             662    3 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             688    2 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             711    3 2     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             844    2 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1197   3 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1226   3 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1357   2 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
216 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1502   1 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1538   3 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1569   2 2     99%(136/137) 100%(1/1) 
             1598   3 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2133   1 1     99%(142/143) 100%(2/2) 
             2173   3 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2178   3 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2245   3 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2381   3 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2389   3 1     99%(140/141) 100%(2/2) 
             2562   2 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2616   3 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2732   3 1     99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             46     2 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             73     3 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             131    1 1     99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             151    2 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             185    3 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             187    2 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             220    3 1     99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             376    2 1     99%(139/141) 100%(1/1) 
             522    1 1     99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             528    2 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             561    3 2     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             663    1 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             686    1 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             746    3 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             778    3 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             786    2 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             830    3 2     99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             905    1 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             945    2 1     99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             954    1 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             971    2 1     99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             973    3 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1152   1 1     99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1364   1 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1393   3 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1403   1 1     99%(143/145)  67%(2/3) 
             1422   1 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1554   3 1     99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1573   1 1     99%(143/145) 100%(3/3) 
             1673   3 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2117   2 1     99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             2277   2 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2454   3 1     99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             2658   3 1     99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2670   2 1     99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
217 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2756   2 1     99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             165    1 1     99%(133/135) 100%(1/1) 
             500    3 7     99%(67/68)   100%(1/1) 
768   99.0   2354   2 2     99%(390/393) 100%(3/3) 
769   99.2   Kr                           
770   97.4   2649   3 1     99%(130/131) 100%(3/3) 
             997    5 1     99%(376/380) 100%(7/7) 
             1592   4 3     99%(376/380) 100%(7/7) 
             353    6 15    99%(375/380) 100%(6/6) 
             1343   4 2     99%(68/69)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   5 2     99%(67/68)   100%(2/2) 
             186    4 1     98%(374/380)  88%(7/8) 
             1364   4 2     98%(372/380) 100%(7/7) 
             2482   4 2     98%(372/380) 100%(6/6) 
             473    5 2     98%(371/380) 100%(5/5) 
771   99.0   268    1 1    100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             719    1 1    100%(204/204) 100%(1/1) 
             956    1 4    100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1086   1 1    100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1209   1 1    100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1237   1 1    100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1483   1 1    100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1640   1 4    100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             2136   1 3    100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             2137   1 3    100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             2282s  1 4    100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             2765   1 1    100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             2860   1 1    100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             031s   2 1    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             55     1 6    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             74     2 2    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             105    1 8    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             113    1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             135    2 1    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             195    1 3    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             232    2 1    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             239    2 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             244    2 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             261    1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             265    1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             292    2 1    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             367    1 11   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             380    2 7    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             390    2 10   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             395    1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             431    1 2    100%(206/207) 100%(1/1) 
             470    3 3    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             483    2 3    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             484    2 4    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             490    3 3    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
218 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             769    3 76   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             787    1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             806    2 6    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             808    1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             839    1 4    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             864    1 2    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             926    3 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             938    3 67   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             939    2 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             946    1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             957    1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             963    1 4    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             965    2 1    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             975    3 11   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             980    2 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             995    1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             999    2 7    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1026   2 1    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1037   1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1076   2 7    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1094   2 1    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1141   2 5    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1178   1 10   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1189   3 67   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1290   2 5    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1292   1 3    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1300   2 12   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1347   1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1394   1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1445   3 76   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1450   2 7    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1472   2 2    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1486   3 3    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1547   1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1586   1 2    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1594   3 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1622s  3 2    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1629   3 2    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1635   1 2    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1637   1 7    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1650   3 67   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1652   1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1783   1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1787   3 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2099   1 15   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2109   2 4    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2238   1 1    100%(201/202) 100%(2/2) 
             2255   3 76   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2321   1 4    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2472   1 4    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
219 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2511   1 3    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2518   1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2624   3 1    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             2637   2 1    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             2641   1 5    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2645   1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             2665   1 2    100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2703   1 1    100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             2708   1 1    100%(206/207) 100%(2/2) 
             2760   2 1    100%(206/207) 100%(2/2) 
             836    3 1     99%(145/146) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   2 99    99%(118/119) 100%(2/2) 
772   93.2   370    8 42    98%(81/83)   100%(5/5) 
             1262   6 1     97%(329/340) 100%(15/15) 
             856   17 1     97%(328/340)  93%(13/14) 
             889   10 1     97%(328/340)  94%(15/16) 
             1043  13 1     97%(328/340)  93%(13/14) 
             744   14 1     94%(319/340)  75%(12/16) 
773   99.0   no close relatives          
774   99.2   1521   1 2    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
775   98.0   1418   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             449   10 18    99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             9      7 1     99%(389/395)  67%(4/6) 
             013    9 33    98%(234/238) 100%(3/3) 
             117   10 1     98%(388/395)  71%(5/7) 
             355    7 3     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             783   11 2     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1511   1 1     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
776   97.0   1455   1 1     99%(390/394)  83%(10/12) 
             2394   1 1     99%(390/394)  90%(9/10) 
             2613   2 1     99%(388/394)  89%(8/9) 
             013    9 33    98%(233/237) 100%(4/4) 
             2908   6 47    98%(87/89)   100%(2/2) 
             1589   3 1     98%(385/394) 100%(7/7) 
             106    1 1     98%(384/394) 100%(8/8) 
             1195   2 1     97%(383/394)  89%(8/9) 
777   98.2   1672   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1266   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1341   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             353    4 4     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1083   4 10    99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2224   3 9     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2907   4 33    99%(295/298) 100%(3/3) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2      4 5     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2550   4 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
778   98.2   461    5 24    99%(389/393) 100%(4/4) 
             971    1 1     99%(389/393) 100%(5/5) 
220 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2297   4 15    99%(389/393) 100%(4/4) 
             2725   7 33    99%(197/199) 100%(2/2) 
             07     7 8     99%(388/393) 100%(4/4) 
             140    7 9     99%(388/393) 100%(4/4) 
             1470   3 4     99%(388/393) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1660   5 2     99%(387/393) 100%(5/5) 
             2768   3 1     99%(387/393)  75%(3/4) 
779   97.6   475    1 2    100%(55/55)   100%(1/1) 
             491    1 2    100%(81/81)   100%(1/1) 
             2782   1 33   100%(59/59)   100%(1/1) 
             39     1 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             65     3 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             95     2 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             145    3 3     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             193    2 3     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             194    3 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             212    3 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             388    1 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             548    3 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             655    3 2     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             656    2 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             660    1 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             720    1 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             903    1 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             931    1 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1084   2 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1204   1 1     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1212   2 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1298   2 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1299   1 3     99%(84/85)   100%(2/2) 
             1440   1 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1603   1 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1673   2 3     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1677   1 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1691   1 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2283   3 3     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2521   2 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2523   2 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2535   2 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2550   3 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2868   2 3     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2897   3 1     99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
780   94.9   48     1 1     97%(380/390)  94%(15/16) 
             1006  16 1     96%(373/390)  77%(10/13) 
             2524  17 1     96%(369/386) 100%(10/10) 
             782   15 1     95%(372/390)  83%(10/12) 
             2728  16 1     95%(372/390)  91%(10/11) 
             2252  16 1     95%(370/389)  82%(9/11) 
             2397  14 1     95%(371/390)  77%(10/13) 
221 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             974   16 1     95%(364/383)  69%(9/13) 
781   95.2   frag                         
782   94.9   2252   2 1     99%(390/394)  94%(17/18) 
             2397   3 1     99%(389/395)  90%(17/19) 
             1001   3 1     98%(387/395)  90%(17/19) 
             1006   5 1     98%(386/395)  94%(15/16) 
             1676   5 2     98%(385/394)  93%(13/14) 
             2728   6 2     98%(386/395)  88%(14/16) 
             974    5 1     97%(377/388)  88%(14/16) 
             1268   5 1     97%(384/395)  88%(14/16) 
             475s   6 9     96%(42/44)    67%(2/3) 
             780    5 1     95%(372/390)  83%(10/12) 
783   97.7   153    7 2     99%(391/395)  83%(5/6) 
             1238   7 28    99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2693s  3 1     99%(372/376)  86%(6/7) 
             901    3 1     99%(390/395)  88%(7/8) 
             1418   5 7     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2462   3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             775    5 2     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
784   95.9   no close relatives          
785   97.7   1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             2414   7 17    99%(265/269) 100%(4/4) 
             355    9 2     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
             524    3 1     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
             1443   8 3     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
786   97.0   711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(3/3) 
             1193   9 1     98%(386/395)  86%(6/7) 
             2514   8 3     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
             2709   8 2     98%(385/395) 100%(7/7) 
787   96.7   268    2 1    100%(393/395)  92%(11/12) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2193   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(10/10) 
             041    4 3     99%(390/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1026   5 2     99%(390/395) 100%(10/10) 
             270    3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(11/11) 
             2280   4 3     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2685   5 7     98%(388/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1377   4 1     97%(379/391) 100%(8/8) 
788   92.1   826    5 1     98%(386/394)  96%(24/25) 
             543    5 1     98%(385/394)  96%(23/24) 
222 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             828    5 1     98%(384/394)  96%(23/24) 
             346    5 1     97%(382/393)  96%(21/22) 
             69     1 1     97%(381/394)  89%(25/28) 
             124    1 1     97%(381/394)  96%(24/25) 
             13     4 1     96%(379/394)  96%(24/25) 
             1689   5 1     94%(372/394)  85%(17/20) 
             213    9 1     93%(365/394)  71%(15/21) 
789   99.5   Kr                           
790   97.0   1436   1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1217   2 2     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1387s 10 5     98%(386/394) 100%(7/7) 
             1004   2 1     98%(385/395) 100%(7/7) 
791   97.7   274    9 39    99%(244/247) 100%(1/1) 
             1143   3 21    99%(192/195) 100%(1/1) 
             2894   8 3     98%(382/389) 100%(5/5) 
             904    7 25    98%(192/196) 100%(1/1) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(96/98)   100%(1/1) 
792   92.8   892    6 1     94%(105/112)  67%(4/6) 
             2643   1 1     93%(335/359)  77%(13/17) 
793   98.2   no close relatives          
794   97.7   1209   3 1     99%(389/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2590   7 1     98%(387/395)  83%(5/6) 
795   98.2   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             800    2 6     99%(180/181) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             274    4 20    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             2725   7 33    99%(198/200) 100%(1/1) 
             140    7 9     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             144s   4 6     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2779  10 14    99%(268/272) 100%(2/2) 
796   97.7   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2725   7 33    99%(198/200) 100%(2/2) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             013    9 33    98%(233/237) 100%(3/3) 
             283    2 5     98%(158/161) 100%(2/2) 
             289    8 2     98%(386/394) 100%(6/6) 
             1012   8 8     98%(386/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2497   8 4     98%(386/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2649   8 93    98%(142/145) 100%(2/2) 
797   99.2   Kr                           
798   93.0   904    9 1     98%(47/48)   100%(1/1) 
             037    1 1     97%(55/57)    67%(2/3) 
799   95.4   731s   1 10    98%(44/45)   100%(1/1) 
800   98.9   989    1 1    100%(181/181) 100%(2/2) 
             2414   1 2    100%(55/55)   100%(1/1) 
             63     2 1     99%(180/181) 100%(2/2) 
             178    2 1     99%(180/181) 100%(2/2) 
223 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             391    2 1     99%(180/181) 100%(2/2) 
             795    2 1     99%(180/181) 100%(1/1) 
             997    2 1     99%(180/181) 100%(2/2) 
             2754   1 1     99%(180/181) 100%(1/1) 
801   98.0   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2717   4 13    99%(227/230) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             761    6 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1454  10 6     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             60    12 7     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1084   5 1     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1495  13 5     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1685   8 1     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
806   99.0   769    2 68   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1389   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1445   2 68   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1477   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1497   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2255   2 68   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             387    2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             953    2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1178   2 1    100%(393/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             2109   2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             986    2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1031   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1406   1 1     99%(392/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1552   3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1652   2 1     99%(392/395)  67%(2/3) 
807   95.2   377    1 1     97%(383/394)  94%(15/16) 
808   97.7   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             2860   6 8     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             135    8 7     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             561    4 4     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             1218   4 10    99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1266  11 6     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1345   6 1     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2494   5 1     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
809   96.2   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             527   18 2     97%(384/395) 100%(8/8) 
             264    2 1     97%(381/395) 100%(8/8) 
811   97.7   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
224 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1436   2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             904    5 1     99%(195/198)  67%(2/3) 
             1315   3 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             379    6 1     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1217   4 1     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2590   5 1     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             283    2 5     98%(159/162) 100%(1/1) 
817   95.2   1160  12 1     98%(386/395)  92%(12/13) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(5/5) 
             315   11 3     98%(385/395) 100%(13/13) 
             856   14 1     97%(382/395) 100%(11/11) 
             741   10 1     96%(379/393)  93%(13/14) 
             1043  14 1     96%(380/395) 100%(10/10) 
             886   10 1     96%(378/394)  91%(10/11) 
             744    6 1     96%(378/395)  93%(14/15) 
             1262  11 1     96%(378/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1534  12 1     95%(377/395)  92%(11/12) 
818   95.7   742    9 1     98%(387/394)  92%(11/12) 
             2735  10 3     98%(386/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1336   6 2     98%(320/328) 100%(12/12) 
             315   11 3     98%(385/395) 100%(12/12) 
             392   10 7     97%(383/395) 100%(9/9) 
             857   11 1     97%(382/395) 100%(12/12) 
             886    7 1     97%(381/394) 100%(11/11) 
             1534   8 2     97%(381/395)  92%(12/13) 
             428    9 1     96%(380/394)  91%(10/11) 
             741   13 1     96%(378/393) 100%(12/12) 
819   96.7   370    2 8     99%(126/127) 100%(4/4) 
             742    4 3     99%(390/394)  92%(11/12) 
             2735   3 1     99%(391/395)  92%(12/13) 
             888    1 4     99%(248/251) 100%(2/2) 
             854    6 1     99%(390/395)  91%(10/11) 
             1613   5 1     99%(390/395)  91%(10/11) 
             2490   4 1     98%(387/395)  80%(8/10) 
             818    3 1     98%(386/395)  91%(10/11) 
             303    3 2     97%(375/385)  89%(8/9) 
             886    3 3     97%(383/394) 100%(10/10) 
820   97.2   883    1 1     99%(387/393)  90%(9/10) 
             736    6 1     98%(381/388)  86%(6/7) 
             1252  10 1     98%(386/393)  89%(8/9) 
             862   11 6     98%(385/393) 100%(6/6) 
             2573   5 7     98%(385/393) 100%(6/6) 
             684   13 1     98%(384/393)  89%(8/9) 
             2452   2 1     98%(339/347)  90%(9/10) 
             834   13 1     98%(383/393)  89%(8/9) 
             1004   3 1     98%(383/393)  86%(6/7) 
             1536  12 1     98%(383/393)  89%(8/9) 
821   96.2   0141   1 1    100%(394/395)  93%(14/15) 
             1370   2 1     99%(389/395)  82%(9/11) 
225 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
823   98.5   111    1 2    100%(395/395) 100%(6/6) 
             416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             906    2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2182   2 3     99%(391/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1563   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             274    9 39    99%(246/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1491   5 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
824   99.5   Kr                           
825   97.7   189    2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1236   2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             676    1 1     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
826   93.4   543    1 1    100%(393/395)  96%(24/25) 
             828    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(25/25) 
             346    1 1     99%(391/394) 100%(23/23) 
             13     1 2     98%(388/395) 100%(26/26) 
             788    1 1     98%(386/394)  96%(24/25) 
             69     3 2     96%(378/395)  91%(21/23) 
             124    2 2     96%(378/395) 100%(20/20) 
             1689   2 1     95%(377/395)  90%(17/19) 
827   96.2   no close relatives          
828   93.4   826    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(25/25) 
             543    2 1     99%(391/395)  96%(23/24) 
             346    2 1     99%(389/394) 100%(22/22) 
             13     1 2     98%(388/395) 100%(26/26) 
             788    3 1     98%(384/394)  96%(23/24) 
             69     3 2     96%(378/395)  91%(21/23) 
             124    2 2     96%(378/395) 100%(20/20) 
             1689   1 1     96%(378/395)  85%(17/20) 
829   94.9   370   16 5     97%(123/127)  75%(3/4) 
             892    3 1     96%(109/114) 100%(5/5) 
830   98.4   1483   3 2     99%(375/378) 100%(4/4) 
             864    3 1     99%(373/378) 100%(3/3) 
             2278   2 1     99%(373/378) 100%(4/4) 
             657    2 1     99%(273/277) 100%(2/2) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             2467   7 2     99%(261/265) 100%(1/1) 
831   98.0   2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2907   8 39    99%(294/298) 100%(3/3) 
833   92.7   744    1 1     98%(388/395)  96%(24/25) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(5/5) 
             1506   8 1     94%(368/391)  88%(14/16) 
834   95.9   684    2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(14/14) 
             1252   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             727    4 1     99%(389/394) 100%(12/12) 
             729    2 2     99%(369/374) 100%(14/14) 
             1261   2 1     99%(385/390) 100%(14/14) 
             736    4 4     98%(383/390) 100%(9/9) 
             1182   2 3     98%(216/220) 100%(8/8) 
226 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1536   4 1     98%(388/395)  92%(12/13) 
             2185   1 3     98%(374/381)  92%(11/12) 
             2214   1 1     98%(387/395)  92%(11/12) 
835   96.5   727    1 1    100%(392/394)  92%(12/13) 
             749    2 1     99%(391/394)  86%(12/14) 
             684    4 1     99%(391/395)  92%(12/13) 
             1252   4 1     99%(391/395)  92%(11/12) 
             1533   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(13/13) 
             834    3 1     99%(390/395)  92%(12/13) 
             736    3 1     99%(384/390)  89%(8/9) 
             1536   3 1     99%(389/395)  85%(11/13) 
             2214   2 1     98%(387/395)  91%(10/11) 
             993    4 3     98%(383/392) 100%(8/8) 
836   98.4   649    1 1    100%(50/50)   100%(1/1) 
             179    4 1     99%(173/174) 100%(2/2) 
             335    2 1     99%(165/166) 100%(2/2) 
             730    4 1     99%(313/315) 100%(2/2) 
             771    3 1     99%(145/146) 100%(1/1) 
             708    2 1     99%(317/320) 100%(3/3) 
             1043   2 1     99%(317/320) 100%(5/5) 
             1078   3 1     99%(317/320) 100%(3/3) 
             856    3 1     99%(316/320) 100%(5/5) 
             2398   3 1     99%(206/209) 100%(1/1) 
839   97.7   470    3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             490    3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1486   3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             926    5 20    99%(294/296) 100%(3/3) 
             980    3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             443    2 4     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             159    2 4     99%(388/394) 100%(8/8) 
841   92.6   2188   1 1     96%(291/303)  86%(12/14) 
843   99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1473   1 4    100%(395/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2604   1 4    100%(395/395) 100%(3/3) 
             896    2 3    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1167   2 3    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             143    3 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             496    1 3    100%(389/391) 100%(2/2) 
             951    1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1570   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
844   98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
227 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             190    9 2     99%(390/395)  60%(3/5) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             533   12 2     99%(389/395)  60%(3/5) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
845   99.2   Kr                           
851   97.4   1598   5 8     99%(388/392) 100%(6/6) 
             2500   6 5     99%(388/392) 100%(7/7) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             1077   8 10    99%(384/390) 100%(6/6) 
             1597   6 5     99%(386/392) 100%(6/6) 
             2592   9 8     99%(385/391) 100%(6/6) 
             1395   9 6     98%(385/392) 100%(7/7) 
             52     9 3     98%(380/389) 100%(7/7) 
852   98.0   414    3 1    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1466   3 1    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             410    3 1     99%(391/394) 100%(5/5) 
             1472   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             195    4 6     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             210    4 3     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1096   1 3     99%(386/390) 100%(7/7) 
             2856   4 5     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             137    5 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1465   4 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
854   96.7   1613   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2735   1 3     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             1160   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             734    1 3     99%(388/394) 100%(10/10) 
             858    2 1     99%(389/395)  91%(10/11) 
             1302   2 2     99%(389/395) 100%(10/10) 
             306    2 1     98%(388/395)  90%(9/10) 
             993    1 3     98%(385/392) 100%(9/9) 
             2490   2 1     98%(388/395)  90%(9/10) 
             303    1 1     98%(376/385) 100%(9/9) 
             428    2 1     98%(384/394) 100%(11/11) 
             523    2 2     97%(383/394) 100%(9/9) 
             886    3 3     97%(383/394) 100%(10/10) 
855   96.2   742    5 1     99%(389/394)  85%(11/13) 
             1160   5 1     99%(390/395)  92%(12/13) 
             2470   2 1     99%(351/356)  86%(12/14) 
             315    5 1     99%(389/395)  86%(12/14) 
             2735   5 1     99%(389/395)  92%(12/13) 
             1302   4 1     98%(388/395)  91%(10/11) 
             741    1 1     98%(385/393)  93%(14/15) 
             886    4 1     97%(383/394)  83%(10/12) 
             523    4 1     97%(382/394)  90%(9/10) 
             874    4 1     97%(381/395)  78%(7/9) 
228 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
856   95.9   370    1 6    100%(127/127) 100%(5/5) 
             1043   3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(14/14) 
             1262   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(15/15) 
             836    7 5     99%(316/320) 100%(5/5) 
             881    3 1     99%(388/394) 100%(12/12) 
             889    3 1     98%(388/395)  93%(14/15) 
             315    9 2     98%(386/395) 100%(12/12) 
             303    7 3     97%(373/385) 100%(9/9) 
             817   11 1     97%(382/395) 100%(11/11) 
             772    4 2     97%(328/340)  93%(13/14) 
857   94.9   1534   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(19/19) 
             723    1 2     99%(390/395) 100%(16/16) 
             2470   5 1     98%(350/356)  93%(14/15) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
             1336   9 1     97%(319/328)  92%(12/13) 
             818    9 2     97%(382/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1021   1 1     97%(376/389)  73%(11/15) 
             741   12 1     96%(379/393)  87%(13/15) 
             428   13 1     96%(379/394)  85%(11/13) 
             744    9 1     95%(377/395)  81%(13/16) 
858   96.5   2725   7 33    99%(198/200) 100%(3/3) 
             370    4 18    98%(125/127) 100%(3/3) 
             734    3 1     98%(387/394)  90%(9/10) 
             1265   5 1     98%(388/395)  90%(9/10) 
             904    7 25    98%(194/198) 100%(3/3) 
             1387   6 1     98%(386/395) 100%(9/9) 
             755    5 1     97%(384/395)  88%(7/8) 
             303    6 2     97%(374/385)  89%(8/9) 
             428    5 2     97%(382/394)  91%(10/11) 
             180    5 1     97%(382/395)  88%(7/8) 
861   95.2   no close relatives          
862   97.7   1707   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2573   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             888    1 4     99%(248/251) 100%(2/2) 
             1265   2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             392    3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             734    1 3     99%(388/394) 100%(8/8) 
             1302   2 2     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1684   4 6     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             370    4 18    98%(125/127) 100%(3/3) 
             1653   2 2     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
863   96.7   878    1 1     99%(90/91)   100%(3/3) 
             732    1 1     98%(89/91)   100%(3/3) 
864   98.5   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1483   2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             830    2 2     99%(373/378) 100%(3/3) 
865   90.6   033    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(35/35) 
             213    3 1     96%(380/395)  93%(27/29) 
             1071   5 1     94%(373/395)  91%(19/21) 
229 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1321   8 1     94%(372/395)  95%(20/21) 
             33     5 1     94%(366/389)  78%(18/23) 
             0109   7 1     94%(91/97)    88%(7/8) 
             019    4 1     94%(370/395)  92%(24/26) 
             P60    4 1     92%(152/166)  67%(8/12) 
             03     6 1     92%(362/395)  74%(20/27) 
             2129   6 1     92%(361/394)  71%(17/24) 
871   98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1566   2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1481   3 1     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2437   3 1     99%(360/364) 100%(5/5) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
873   96.5   no close relatives          
874   96.2   734   22 1     97%(383/394)  70%(7/10) 
             878    2 1     97%(383/395)  92%(11/12) 
             370   15 24    97%(123/127) 100%(4/4) 
             855   35 1     97%(381/395)  78%(7/9) 
             1263   2 1     96%(378/392) 100%(10/10) 
875   98.0   2437   5 1     98%(358/364) 100%(4/4) 
877   99.2   416    1 226  100%(75/75)   100%(1/1) 
             573    1 23   100%(147/147) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   1 54   100%(83/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(129/129) 100%(1/1) 
             2634   1 57   100%(82/82)   100%(1/1) 
             98     2 3    100%(392/393) 100%(2/2) 
             439    2 1    100%(392/393) 100%(3/3) 
             75     3 3    100%(391/393) 100%(2/2) 
             516    3 13   100%(390/392) 100%(2/2) 
             1459   3 13   100%(391/393) 100%(2/2) 
             1474   2 3    100%(391/393) 100%(2/2) 
             1539   2 2    100%(391/393) 100%(2/2) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             2650   1 3    100%(202/203) 100%(1/1) 
878   94.9   863    1 1     99%(90/91)   100%(3/3) 
             874    2 1     97%(383/395)  92%(11/12) 
             1263   1 1     97%(379/392) 100%(13/13) 
             168    1 1     96%(368/382) 100%(18/18) 
             732    2 1     96%(380/395)  88%(14/16) 
880   99.0   120    1 3    100%(390/390) 100%(4/4) 
             416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             17     1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             199    4 2    100%(393/395)  67%(2/3) 
             2098   4 2    100%(393/395)  67%(2/3) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
230 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             587    6 2     99%(391/394)  67%(2/3) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
881   96.2   649    2 2     99%(88/89)   100%(3/3) 
             1043   4 1     99%(389/394) 100%(13/13) 
             856    4 1     99%(388/394) 100%(12/12) 
             370    4 18    98%(125/127) 100%(5/5) 
             1262   5 1     98%(386/394) 100%(12/12) 
             755    2 1     98%(384/394) 100%(8/8) 
             889    5 1     98%(384/394) 100%(12/12) 
             306   18 2     97%(383/394) 100%(8/8) 
             315   14 4     97%(383/394) 100%(10/10) 
             1613  19 8     97%(383/394) 100%(8/8) 
883   96.5   820    1 1     99%(387/393)  90%(9/10) 
             1252   7 3     98%(388/395) 100%(10/10) 
             684   10 2     98%(386/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1182   4 3     98%(215/220) 100%(6/6) 
             2452   1 1     98%(341/349)  91%(10/11) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
             834   11 2     98%(385/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1261  15 1     97%(379/390) 100%(10/10) 
             729   13 1     97%(363/374) 100%(10/10) 
             2185  11 1     97%(368/381)  89%(8/9) 
884   94.1   138    5 1     97%(377/390) 100%(19/19) 
             994    6 1     96%(377/391)  94%(17/18) 
             2684   6 2     96%(375/391) 100%(15/15) 
             2575   8 1     95%(360/378)  94%(15/16) 
             357    8 1     95%(372/391)  94%(17/18) 
             209   14 1     94%(369/391) 100%(15/15) 
             2702   6 2     94%(369/391)  86%(12/14) 
             565   13 1     94%(367/389)  89%(16/18) 
             087    3 6     94%(49/52)   100%(3/3) 
886   95.2   1160  11 3     98%(385/394) 100%(12/12) 
             2735  13 3     98%(384/394) 100%(12/12) 
             2490  15 1     97%(382/394)  90%(9/10) 
             818    9 2     97%(381/394) 100%(11/11) 
             1336  16 2     96%(315/327) 100%(11/11) 
             741   15 1     96%(375/392)  92%(11/12) 
             857   17 1     96%(377/394)  91%(10/11) 
             2188   2 1     96%(289/302)  70%(7/10) 
             2206   5 1     96%(375/392)  86%(12/14) 
             428   17 1     95%(375/393)  90%(9/10) 
887   98.2   139    1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             210    2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             370    2 8     99%(126/127) 100%(4/4) 
             195    5 2     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             2567   2 10    99%(208/210) 100%(2/2) 
             72     9 4     99%(390/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1585   3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
231 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1118   2 4     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2732  14 10    99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
888   98.4   409    3 1     99%(248/251) 100%(1/1) 
             819    4 1     99%(248/251) 100%(2/2) 
             862    4 1     99%(248/251) 100%(2/2) 
             2573   3 1     99%(248/251) 100%(2/2) 
889   94.9   370    1 6    100%(127/127) 100%(5/5) 
             856    5 1     98%(388/395)  93%(14/15) 
             1262   4 1     98%(388/395)  94%(15/16) 
             1043   6 1     98%(387/395) 100%(14/14) 
             881    6 2     98%(384/394) 100%(12/12) 
             755    4 1     97%(384/395)  91%(10/11) 
             315   19 2     97%(383/395)  92%(12/13) 
             772    3 1     97%(328/340)  94%(15/16) 
             1336  21 1     96%(314/328)  92%(11/12) 
             857   19 1     95%(376/395)  75%(9/12) 
890   99.2   Kr                           
891   94.9   no close relatives          
892   92.1   152    4 1     98%(112/114)  88%(7/8) 
             555    5 1     97%(111/114)  88%(7/8) 
             829    2 1     96%(109/114) 100%(5/5) 
             2192   2 1     96%(106/111) 100%(4/4) 
             744   13 1     94%(107/114) 100%(4/4) 
             792    1 1     94%(105/112)  67%(4/6) 
             087    5 1     93%(38/41)   100%(2/2) 
892s  96.5   152    5 1     98%(251/256) 100%(4/4) 
             513    3 1     98%(250/256) 100%(5/5) 
             555    3 1     98%(250/256) 100%(4/4) 
             977    5 1     97%(248/256)  80%(4/5) 
895   96.7   10     4 1     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1194   4 1     98%(385/395) 100%(7/7) 
896   99.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             843    2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1473   2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2604   2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1167   4 1    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             496    2 2     99%(388/391) 100%(2/2) 
             1570   4 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
897   99.5   Kr                           
899   98.7   1408   2 8    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1300   3 17    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             930    4 3     99%(331/334) 100%(2/2) 
             122    4 19    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             461    5 24    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             682    4 3     99%(389/393) 100%(3/3) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
900   98.7   202    1 2    100%(395/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
232 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             476    1 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1121   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             380    3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1300   3 17    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1792   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2525   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2224   3 9     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
901   97.2   2732   7 7     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             153   11 7     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             783    5 1     99%(390/395)  88%(7/8) 
             2693s  5 2     99%(371/376) 100%(7/7) 
             117    3 3     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1083  10 15    99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1391  12 2     99%(389/395)  86%(6/7) 
             2603  11 5     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             527   13 3     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
902   97.4   2562   3 4     99%(381/384) 100%(7/7) 
             53     3 2     99%(380/384) 100%(7/7) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             15    13 2     98%(378/384) 100%(6/6) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2894   6 2     98%(374/380) 100%(5/5) 
             1439  10 3     98%(377/384) 100%(6/6) 
             904    7 25    98%(194/198) 100%(1/1) 
             2535   5 6     98%(192/196) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
903   94.8   779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
904   97.5   1343   3 3     99%(74/75)   100%(1/1) 
             1387   3 1     99%(195/198) 100%(3/3) 
             1396   3 2     99%(195/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1557   3 2     99%(195/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1580   2 2     99%(195/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1623   3 1     99%(195/198) 100%(3/3) 
             2679   3 1     98%(107/109) 100%(1/1) 
             180    2 3     98%(194/198) 100%(2/2) 
             473    3 2     98%(194/198) 100%(2/2) 
             493    3 1     98%(194/198) 100%(2/2) 
             519    2 2     98%(194/198) 100%(3/3) 
             998    3 3     98%(194/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1556   3 1     98%(194/198)  67%(2/3) 
             2374   1 1     98%(194/198) 100%(2/2) 
             798    1 1     98%(47/48)   100%(1/1) 
905   96.5   766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1422   3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
906   98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
233 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             111    2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             823    2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1491   5 4     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1563   3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             160   10 2     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1505   3 1     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
923   99.2   no close relatives          
924   98.5   246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1278   1 1     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
925   98.5   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             140    2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2725   2 12   100%(199/200) 100%(2/2) 
             2773   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   2 17    99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             762    1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1557   1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
926   99.0   2782   1 33   100%(55/55)   100%(1/1) 
             380    1 1    100%(295/296) 100%(2/2) 
             719    2 1    100%(291/292) 100%(2/2) 
             939    1 1    100%(295/296) 100%(2/2) 
             1300   1 2    100%(295/296) 100%(2/2) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2779   2 1     99%(172/173) 100%(2/2) 
             105    3 1     99%(294/296) 100%(1/1) 
             239    3 1     99%(294/296) 100%(2/2) 
             261    2 1     99%(294/296) 100%(2/2) 
             431    2 1     99%(293/295) 100%(1/1) 
             839    2 1     99%(294/296) 100%(3/3) 
             946    2 1     99%(294/296) 100%(2/2) 
             1076   3 1     99%(294/296) 100%(2/2) 
             1178   3 1     99%(294/296) 100%(2/2) 
             1292   3 1     99%(294/296) 100%(1/1) 
             1783   2 1     99%(294/296) 100%(2/2) 
             2321   2 1     99%(294/296) 100%(3/3) 
927   98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             347    2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2725   2 12   100%(199/200) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(3/3) 
             107    4 2     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             140    4 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
234 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             778    4 10    99%(387/393) 100%(4/4) 
928   99.5   Kr                           
929   97.2   1038   1 1     98%(387/395)  78%(7/9) 
930   98.8   2679s  1 22   100%(38/38)   100%(1/1) 
             2287   3 1    100%(199/200) 100%(1/1) 
             1408   3 1     99%(332/334) 100%(2/2) 
             122    3 1     99%(331/334)  67%(2/3) 
             230    7 1     99%(331/334)  67%(2/3) 
             298    2 1     99%(331/334)  67%(2/3) 
             719    6 2     99%(327/330) 100%(2/2) 
             899    3 1     99%(331/334) 100%(2/2) 
             1300   4 2     99%(331/334) 100%(2/2) 
             274    7 1     99%(186/188) 100%(1/1) 
931   97.7   779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2535   3 3     99%(193/196) 100%(3/3) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
932   99.2   Kr                           
933   98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             232    5 11    99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             2381   6 5     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             475    9 21    99%(348/352) 100%(4/4) 
             1672   9 16    99%(389/394) 100%(4/4) 
             135    8 7     99%(388/394) 100%(5/5) 
             353    8 25    99%(388/394) 100%(4/4) 
             777    9 16    99%(388/394) 100%(4/4) 
             1073  10 25    99%(388/394) 100%(4/4) 
934   97.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             218   10 3     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2868   6 7     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             187    5 1     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1127  21 12    98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             551   20 4     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2238   7 2     98%(379/388) 100%(6/6) 
             2526   7 4     98%(275/282) 100%(4/4) 
             2660   4 1     98%(385/395) 100%(8/8) 
935   98.2   1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
937   98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
938   99.2   Kr                           
939   98.5   926    2 4    100%(295/296) 100%(2/2) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
235 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             2414   4 16    99%(266/269) 100%(2/2) 
             600    3 3     99%(381/386) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
940   99.2   Kr                           
941   98.7   200    2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1207   2 3    100%(367/369) 100%(4/4) 
             944    2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1444   3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
942   99.0   2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             219    2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             358    3 6     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             360    3 5     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1078   2 10    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1155   4 11    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2200   4 5     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2217   4 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
943   99.5   no close relatives          
944   98.5   1207   1 2    100%(368/369) 100%(4/4) 
             1444   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             200    3 1     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             941    2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1324   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             11     3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
945   98.5   2722   1 1     99%(281/284) 100%(3/3) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
946   98.7   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             926    5 20    99%(294/296) 100%(2/2) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             244    5 1     99%(392/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1141   3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             759    1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1472   5 6     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2301   7 3     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             836    7 5     99%(316/320) 100%(3/3) 
947   100.0  no close relatives          
948   98.2   no close relatives          
949   96.6   2679s  4 2     99%(86/87)   100%(3/3) 
             1387   9 1     98%(373/382)  89%(8/9) 
             1387s 14 1     98%(372/381)  86%(6/7) 
             1613  18 1     97%(372/382) 100%(8/8) 
             315   17 2     97%(371/382) 100%(9/9) 
             1217  11 1     97%(371/382)  86%(6/7) 
             1265  16 1     97%(371/382) 100%(7/7) 
             723   18 2     97%(370/382) 100%(9/9) 
             727   23 1     97%(369/381) 100%(7/7) 
             1302  23 1     97%(370/382) 100%(7/7) 
951   99.2   843    3 4    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
236 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1473   3 4    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2604   3 4    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
952   98.5   573    1 23   100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             274    2 1    100%(248/249) 100%(3/3) 
             1485   4 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2502   5 2     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1125   5 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1647   3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
953   99.0   1389   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1477   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1497   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             387    2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             575    4 1    100%(393/395)  67%(2/3) 
             806    2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1117   4 1    100%(393/395)  67%(2/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1552   3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
954   97.0   766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1502   2 1     98%(385/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1675   3 1     97%(373/383)  88%(7/8) 
955   99.5   Kr                           
956   98.0   771    1 13   100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1640   1 4    100%(395/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2282s  1 4    100%(395/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1622s  2 3    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1629   2 3    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             963    1 4    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1054s  2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1086   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2136   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2137   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             289    2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2637   3 12    99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2737   1 3     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1387s  3 3     99%(390/394) 100%(7/7) 
             2107   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2758s  2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1017   1 3     99%(390/395)  88%(7/8) 
             2497   3 3     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1064   2 3     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1644   3 3     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
957   98.7   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
237 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             979    2 5     99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1615   4 2     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
958   99.5   Kr                           
959   98.7   83     3 68   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1023   3 67   100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1698   3 68   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1705   3 68   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2364s  3 68   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2177   1 22    99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             1119   4 32    99%(276/278) 100%(2/2) 
             1560   4 29    99%(305/307) 100%(2/2) 
960   99.2   Kr                           
961   99.2   Kr                           
962   99.2   Kr                           
963   97.5   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             956    3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1640   3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2282s  3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1622s  4 6     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1629   4 6     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(3/3) 
             2737   3 5     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1017   3 1     99%(389/395)  78%(7/9) 
             164    2 2     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
965   97.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   1 15   100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(3/3) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1094   7 2     99%(390/395) 100%(9/9) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2760   7 1     99%(388/394) 100%(9/9) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1007   7 1     98%(387/395) 100%(9/9) 
968   95.2   1451   3 1     96%(380/394)  67%(8/12) 
             1289   2 1     96%(379/394)  91%(10/11) 
             2528   3 1     96%(379/394)  69%(11/16) 
969   97.5   38     1 1     99%(390/394) 100%(8/8) 
             1148   2 1     98%(385/393)  78%(7/9) 
971   98.2   778    1 4     99%(389/393) 100%(5/5) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
972   99.0   711    6 1     99%(219/221)  67%(2/3) 
973   97.7   711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             49     6 4     99%(390/394) 100%(6/6) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
238 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             107    9 5     98%(387/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2387   3 4     98%(387/394) 100%(6/6) 
             786    8 3     98%(386/394)  86%(6/7) 
             1788   6 1     98%(382/390)  83%(5/6) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
974   94.6   1006   1 1    100%(386/388)  95%(19/20) 
             352    7 1     98%(378/387)  87%(13/15) 
             375    7 1     98%(377/386)  93%(13/14) 
             2728   8 1     97%(377/388)  81%(13/16) 
             713    2 1     96%(374/388)  85%(11/13) 
             299    7 1     96%(373/388)  77%(10/13) 
             475s   6 9     96%(42/44)    67%(2/3) 
             780    8 1     95%(364/383)  69%(9/13) 
             48     2 1     95%(368/388)  69%(9/13) 
             1321   5 1     95%(368/388)  65%(11/17) 
975   99.2   1092   1 104  100%(252/252) 100%(1/1) 
             1400   1 119  100%(211/211) 100%(1/1) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             769    3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             932    3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             961    3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             986    1 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1445   3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1596   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1620   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1628   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2122   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2255   3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
976   97.6   2779   9 2     99%(217/220) 100%(2/2) 
             2649  10 9     98%(140/143)  67%(2/3) 
977   96.5   513    4 1     98%(385/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1243   3 1     98%(384/394)  90%(9/10) 
             1579   2 2     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             1528   5 2     97%(384/395) 100%(8/8) 
             152   10 1     97%(383/395)  88%(7/8) 
             892s   3 1     97%(248/256)  80%(4/5) 
             16     3 1     97%(382/395)  91%(10/11) 
978   99.0   147    4 1     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
979   98.7   1615   1 1    100%(392/394) 100%(5/5) 
             498    1 2     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             957    3 2     99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1024   2 1     99%(390/394) 100%(5/5) 
             1594   7 5     99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1787   7 5     99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
             2467   3 3     99%(279/282) 100%(3/3) 
980   98.0   470    2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             490    2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1486   2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
239 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             839    3 1     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2321   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
             268    4 1     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             443    3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2685   3 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             159    3 1     98%(387/394) 100%(7/7) 
982   96.5   no close relatives          
986   98.7   246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             769    3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             932    3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             961    3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             975    3 11   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1018   3 68   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1445   3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1596   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1620   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1628   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             2122   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2255   3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1035   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1649   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
987s  97.5   1400   1 119  100%(211/211) 100%(1/1) 
             1019   4 2     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2694   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             121    8 2     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
             1643   3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             379    7 4     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2590   6 4     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1110  13 2     98%(386/395)  83%(5/6) 
             370   11 11    98%(124/127)  67%(2/3) 
988   97.2   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1190   5 4     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2135   7 4     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2178  12 16    99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1063  10 3     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1409   3 2     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2709   5 1     98%(387/395)  88%(7/8) 
             2399  10 5     98%(237/242) 100%(4/4) 
             1540   8 2     97%(321/330) 100%(6/6) 
989   98.0   800    1 2    100%(181/181) 100%(2/2) 
             63     1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             391    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             178    5 3     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             997    4 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1592   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2398   2 8     99%(236/239) 100%(3/3) 
             1350   5 3     99%(389/395)  80%(4/5) 
             2482   1 4     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             186    5 1     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
240 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
990   97.0   1013   6 1     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1085   6 1     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             295    4 1     97%(379/389)  80%(8/10) 
991   99.2   1408   2 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1560   4 29    99%(305/307) 100%(1/1) 
992   96.2   274s   6 4     97%(143/148) 100%(4/4) 
993   96.9   854    9 3     98%(385/392) 100%(9/9) 
             1613   8 3     98%(385/392) 100%(9/9) 
             1684   6 6     98%(385/392) 100%(7/7) 
             39     7 1     98%(384/392)  86%(6/7) 
             1302  10 2     98%(383/392) 100%(8/8) 
             1677   3 1     97%(377/387)  88%(7/8) 
             2214   8 1     97%(382/392) 100%(8/8) 
             392    8 1     97%(381/392) 100%(7/7) 
             743    5 1     97%(375/386)  78%(7/9) 
             2676   1 1     97%(196/202)  67%(2/3) 
994   93.4   2575   1 1     99%(378/382) 100%(24/24) 
             138    1 1     99%(388/394)  96%(24/25) 
             2684   1 1     98%(387/395)  95%(20/21) 
             357    3 1     97%(384/395)  92%(22/24) 
             565    1 1     96%(379/393)  88%(21/24) 
             884    2 1     96%(377/391)  94%(17/18) 
             2517   3 1     96%(125/130)  80%(8/10) 
             2702   4 1     95%(374/395)  88%(14/16) 
             1784s  4 1     94%(373/395)  83%(15/18) 
             087    3 6     94%(49/52)   100%(3/3) 
995   98.0   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             1598   5 8     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             761    4 1     99%(390/395)  86%(6/7) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             2283   6 1     99%(389/395)  86%(6/7) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(1/1) 
             335    6 12    98%(223/227) 100%(1/1) 
             2494   6 2     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
996   97.5   no close relatives          
997   98.0   1592   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(7/7) 
             800    2 6     99%(180/181) 100%(2/2) 
             353    2 7     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             989    4 3     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             770    2 2     99%(376/380) 100%(7/7) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             186    2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2482   1 4     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             36     3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
998   97.5   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1580   2 2     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             180    2 3     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
241 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             761   10 2     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             904    7 25    98%(194/198) 100%(2/2) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1387s 13 4     98%(385/394)  83%(5/6) 
999   99.0   1450   1 2    100%(395/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             380    2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             730    3 17   100%(387/389) 100%(3/3) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1076   2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1300   2 12   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             202    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             261    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             561    1 5     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             900    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1031   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1078   2 10    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1121   3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1290   3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1397   3 2     99%(391/394)  75%(3/4) 
             1545   3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2224   2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2641   2 6     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
1000  97.7   2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             274    4 20    99%(247/249) 100%(3/3) 
             1485   5 3     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             952    5 5     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1125   6 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             904    7 25    98%(194/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1623   5 2     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
1001  93.9   2397   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(22/22) 
             2252   3 1     99%(388/394)  95%(18/19) 
             782    4 1     98%(387/395)  90%(17/19) 
             2794  15 1     97%(332/343)  93%(14/15) 
             1676  12 1     97%(381/394)  93%(13/14) 
             2728  10 1     97%(382/395)  88%(14/16) 
             1006  12 1     97%(381/395)  88%(14/16) 
             1268  12 1     97%(381/395)  82%(14/17) 
             352   12 1     96%(380/394)  93%(13/14) 
             974   14 1     96%(373/388)  77%(13/17) 
1003  99.2   Kr                           
1004  97.0   2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             790    4 1     98%(385/395) 100%(7/7) 
             820   11 1     98%(383/393)  86%(6/7) 
             306   22 2     97%(384/395)  75%(6/8) 
1005  96.2   2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             697    1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(13/13) 
242 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2372   1 3     99%(278/282)  90%(9/10) 
             1365   3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(12/12) 
             660    2 4     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2394   5 2     98%(385/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1455   5 1     97%(384/395) 100%(9/9) 
1006  94.9   974    1 1    100%(386/388)  95%(19/20) 
             2794   5 1     98%(337/343)  93%(14/15) 
             352    5 1     98%(387/394)  93%(14/15) 
             375    6 1     98%(385/393)  93%(13/14) 
             782    5 1     98%(386/395)  94%(15/16) 
             1676   5 2     98%(385/394)  93%(13/14) 
             299    4 1     97%(381/395)  77%(10/13) 
             713    1 1     97%(381/395)  85%(11/13) 
             780    3 1     96%(373/390)  77%(10/13) 
             1321   3 1     95%(377/395)  71%(12/17) 
1007  96.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   1 15   100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             2760   5 1     99%(390/394) 100%(11/11) 
             292    6 1     99%(384/389) 100%(11/11) 
             1094   7 2     99%(390/395) 100%(10/10) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             113    5 4     98%(387/394) 100%(9/9) 
             330    6 3     98%(387/394) 100%(10/10) 
             2127   4 2     98%(388/395) 100%(11/11) 
             2703   6 2     98%(386/395) 100%(9/9) 
1008  98.5   2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             013    6 27    99%(235/238) 100%(3/3) 
             2724   9 15    99%(389/394) 100%(3/3) 
1009  94.6   649    6 1     98%(87/89)    67%(2/3) 
             1273   1 1     95%(343/360) 100%(9/9) 
1010  98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             011    1 1     99%(266/268) 100%(5/5) 
             1083   1 4     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             530    2 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1415   3 1     99%(389/395)  83%(5/6) 
             165    3 2     98%(378/385) 100%(5/5) 
             2369   3 6     98%(367/374) 100%(4/4) 
1011  96.5   1048   1 1     97%(384/395)  78%(7/9) 
1012  97.7   2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             140    7 9     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(3/3) 
             031s   8 6     98%(386/393) 100%(6/6) 
             548    8 3     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1299   3 1     98%(388/395)  75%(6/8) 
             1624   7 1     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2868   6 7     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1212   6 8     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
243 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(1/1) 
1013  97.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1085   2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             990    1 2     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
             419    5 2     98%(380/387)  86%(6/7) 
             1556   2 2     98%(377/384) 100%(7/7) 
1014  97.2   71     5 1     98%(386/395)  78%(7/9) 
1015  99.2   no close relatives          
1017  97.0   956    7 1     99%(390/395)  88%(7/8) 
             1640   7 1     99%(390/395)  88%(7/8) 
             2282s  7 1     99%(390/395)  88%(7/8) 
             963    6 1     99%(389/395)  78%(7/9) 
             1622s  8 1     99%(389/395)  88%(7/8) 
             1629   8 1     99%(389/395)  88%(7/8) 
             1054s  8 1     98%(388/395)  88%(7/8) 
             2679   6 1     97%(288/296)  75%(3/4) 
             1303   8 1     97%(384/395)  89%(8/9) 
             2708   7 2     97%(383/394)  89%(8/9) 
1018  99.2   Kr                           
1019  98.0   1400   1 119  100%(211/211) 100%(1/1) 
             2301   2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2694   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             240    4 9     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             987s   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             121    3 1     99%(390/395)  83%(5/6) 
             1643   2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             196    4 1     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2590   3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
1020  99.2   Kr                           
1021  94.9   857   12 1     97%(376/389)  73%(11/15) 
             2470  27 1     97%(339/351)  82%(9/11) 
             723   25 1     96%(375/389)  77%(10/13) 
             855   36 1     96%(375/389)  82%(9/11) 
             1160  30 1     96%(375/389)  91%(10/11) 
             2735  27 1     96%(375/389)  83%(10/12) 
             1336  17 1     96%(310/322)  92%(11/12) 
             315   29 1     96%(374/389)  83%(10/12) 
             1534  10 1     96%(374/389)  73%(11/15) 
             741   18 1     95%(368/387)  83%(10/12) 
1023  99.2   Kr                           
1024  97.7   1615   3 1     99%(391/394)  86%(6/7) 
             979    2 5     99%(390/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2779  11 2     99%(267/271)  75%(3/4) 
             1202   4 1     98%(387/394)  86%(6/7) 
244 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
1025  99.5   Kr                           
1026  97.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   1 15   100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             2624   4 1     99%(392/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2280   2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(9/9) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             270    4 2     99%(389/395)  91%(10/11) 
             2238   3 1     99%(382/388)  89%(8/9) 
             557    3 1     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1641   3 1     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
1029  97.5   370   11 11    98%(124/127)  67%(2/3) 
1030  99.2   Kr                           
1031  98.7   1400   1 119  100%(211/211) 100%(1/1) 
             240    3 14   100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             730    3 17   100%(387/389) 100%(3/3) 
             769    3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1178   1 10   100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1280   2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1445   3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             2255   3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             600    1 1     99%(383/386)  80%(4/5) 
             1670   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2101   3 7     99%(389/392) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             305    3 5     99%(386/390) 100%(4/4) 
             986    3 8     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2454   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
1032  98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2725   2 12   100%(198/199) 100%(3/3) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2215   2 3     99%(390/393) 100%(5/5) 
             563    2 4     99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
1033  99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             516    3 13   100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1114   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             2389   2 14   100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
245 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
1034  99.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1467   2 3    100%(334/335) 100%(3/3) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2773   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2907   2 5     99%(296/298) 100%(3/3) 
             122    2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             461    3 18    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2439   3 1     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
1035  98.5   246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1600   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             986    2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1649   3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2178   7 1     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1421   7 13    99%(344/348) 100%(2/2) 
             836    8 7     99%(316/320)  67%(2/3) 
             925    9 1     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1547   5 2     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
1036  98.0   1143   2 2     99%(195/197) 100%(2/2) 
1037  98.0   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             449    3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1347   3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             2679s  3 2     99%(98/99)    67%(2/3) 
             2860   4 1     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1218   3 5     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2603   4 2     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             808    5 4     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
1038  96.7   929    1 1     98%(387/395)  78%(7/9) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
1039  98.2   2908   1 8    100%(90/90)   100%(3/3) 
             1791   1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             511    2 1     99%(388/391) 100%(5/5) 
             1442   4 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1063   3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1190   2 5     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1664   5 10    99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2135   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             444    3 3     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
1040  99.2   Kr                           
1041  99.5   no close relatives          
1042  99.5   1408   1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2287   2 2    100%(260/261) 100%(1/1) 
1043  95.9   370    1 6    100%(127/127) 100%(5/5) 
             836    4 4     99%(317/320) 100%(5/5) 
             856    2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(14/14) 
246 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             881    2 1     99%(389/394) 100%(13/13) 
             1262   3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(14/14) 
             889    4 1     98%(387/395) 100%(14/14) 
             306   18 2     97%(384/395) 100%(9/9) 
             315   14 4     97%(384/395) 100%(11/11) 
             772    4 2     97%(328/340)  93%(13/14) 
             817   14 1     96%(380/395) 100%(10/10) 
1044  96.2   370   17 6     97%(123/127)  67%(2/3) 
1046  99.5   Kr                           
1047s 97.2   1704   2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2108   2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
1048  96.7   1011   1 1     97%(384/395)  78%(7/9) 
             370   17 6     97%(123/127)  67%(2/3) 
1049  97.7   no close relatives          
1050  96.7   2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1446   1 1     97%(383/395)  90%(9/10) 
             2620   3 1     97%(383/395)  78%(7/9) 
             370   17 6     97%(123/127)  67%(2/3) 
1053  95.7   38     4 1     98%(387/394)  90%(9/10) 
             1148   5 1     98%(383/393)  91%(10/11) 
             31     5 1     97%(383/394) 100%(10/10) 
             1808   3 1     97%(373/385)  91%(10/11) 
             2546   6 1     97%(381/395) 100%(11/11) 
1054s 97.5   2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             956    3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1640   3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2282s  3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1622s  4 6     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1629   4 6     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             963    3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1086   4 4     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2136   4 4     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2737   3 5     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
1056  98.5   100    3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1164   3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1340   3 3    100%(390/392) 100%(4/4) 
             371    3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             597    4 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1235   3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2346   3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1423   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1510   3 2     99%(389/394) 100%(4/4) 
             2120   1 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
1057  98.7   932    3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             961    3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1596   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1620   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1628   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2122   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             100    4 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
247 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             986    3 8     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1404   2 1     99%(378/382) 100%(5/5) 
             1510   2 5     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
1058  98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1438   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             193    3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
1059  97.7   no close relatives          
1060  96.2   no close relatives          
1061  98.2   no close relatives          
1062  99.0   246    1 124  100%(198/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   1 119  100%(203/203) 100%(2/2) 
             845    2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             962    2 67   100%(392/393) 100%(3/3) 
             1132   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1145   2 73   100%(373/374) 100%(3/3) 
             1328   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1493   2 71   100%(393/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1617   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2636   2 67   100%(375/376) 100%(2/2) 
             1095   2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1234   3 1    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1703   3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2322   2 6    100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
1063  97.7   2908   1 8    100%(90/90)   100%(3/3) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1039   4 5     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1190   2 5     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1664   5 10    99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2135   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2709   3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1540   3 1     98%(324/330) 100%(6/6) 
             988    3 2     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
1064  97.5   2136   4 4     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2137   4 4     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             956    8 8     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1640   8 8     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2282s  8 8     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1629   9 7     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2497   6 5     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1054s  9 5     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(3/3) 
248 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
1065  98.2   1068   2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
1068  98.5   1590   1 2    100%(146/146) 100%(1/1) 
             1065   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1119   5 14    99%(275/278) 100%(2/2) 
             1543   3 1     99%(389/394) 100%(3/3) 
1071  93.7   33     1 1     96%(373/389)  71%(15/21) 
             1321   1 1     96%(378/395)  84%(16/19) 
             033    4 1     95%(375/395)  91%(19/21) 
             213    5 1     95%(374/395)  90%(18/20) 
             865    3 1     94%(373/395)  91%(19/21) 
             0109   8 1     94%(91/97)    71%(5/7) 
1072  99.5   Kr                           
1073  98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2442   2 1    100%(342/343) 100%(7/7) 
             013    2 10    99%(236/238) 100%(4/4) 
             1341   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1790   2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2386   2 2     99%(391/394) 100%(6/6) 
             2195   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             011    2 11    99%(265/268) 100%(5/5) 
             396    2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             447    1 2     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1212   3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
1074  97.2   013    9 33    98%(234/238) 100%(3/3) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             011   14 13    98%(262/268) 100%(4/4) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
1075  99.5   Kr                           
1076  99.0   2224   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             380    2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             999    2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1300   2 12   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1450   2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             202    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             261    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             900    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1078   2 10    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1121   3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
1077  98.0   573    1 23   100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2782   1 33   100%(126/126) 100%(2/2) 
249 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2500   2 3    100%(391/393) 100%(7/7) 
             2592   2 3    100%(390/392) 100%(7/7) 
             358    3 6     99%(390/393) 100%(6/6) 
             360    3 5     99%(390/393) 100%(6/6) 
             1373   3 3     99%(389/393) 100%(6/6) 
             779    2 79    99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
1078  98.7   2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             013    2 10    99%(236/238) 100%(3/3) 
             380    3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             942    3 6     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1300   3 17    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             661    1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1385   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2224   3 9     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2315   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
1079  96.2   2902   1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(14/14) 
             1219   2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(14/14) 
             041    2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(12/12) 
             699    2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             114    2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(13/13) 
             489    3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(13/13) 
             2193   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1816   2 2     98%(387/395) 100%(11/11) 
             581    3 3     98%(385/395)  92%(11/12) 
             2404   2 5     98%(385/395) 100%(12/12) 
1080  98.2   546    1 5     99%(222/225) 100%(2/2) 
             584    3 5     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
1081  95.9   no close relatives          
1082  95.7   no close relatives          
1083  97.7   21     3 3     99%(391/394) 100%(6/6) 
             1010   3 1     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1341   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2603   3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             151    1 2     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2304   2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             117    3 3     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             263    3 9     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2369   3 6     98%(367/374) 100%(4/4) 
1084  98.0   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1454   8 1     99%(390/395)  57%(4/7) 
             60    10 1     99%(389/395)  57%(4/7) 
             1495  11 1     99%(389/395)  57%(4/7) 
             801    8 1     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1685   9 1     98%(388/395)  57%(4/7) 
1085  97.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1013   2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
250 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             990    1 2     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
             419    5 2     98%(380/387)  86%(6/7) 
             1556   2 2     98%(377/384) 100%(7/7) 
1086  97.5   771    1 13   100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             956    3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1640   3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2282s  3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1622s  4 6     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1629   4 6     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             963    3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2737   3 5     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             164    2 2     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
1087  96.5   108    9 1     98%(385/395)  88%(7/8) 
1088  98.7   83     3 68   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1023   3 67   100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1698   3 68   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1705   3 68   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2364s  3 68   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1560   4 29    99%(305/307) 100%(2/2) 
             645    4 5     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1786   4 4     99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
1089  98.0   2509  11 4     99%(388/394) 100%(5/5) 
1090  97.2   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2782   1 33   100%(127/127) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   2 17    99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             2500   4 5     99%(391/394) 100%(8/8) 
             2908   2 37    99%(88/89)   100%(2/2) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             851    5 2     98%(384/391) 100%(7/7) 
             1595   5 2     98%(386/394)  86%(6/7) 
1091  98.0   10     2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1194   3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
1092  99.6   Kr                           
1093  95.9   no close relatives          
1094  97.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   1 15   100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             2760   3 3     99%(391/394) 100%(10/10) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
251 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             330    3 4     99%(390/394) 100%(10/10) 
             1007   3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(10/10) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             113    4 1     99%(388/394) 100%(8/8) 
             2703   3 1     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
1095  99.0   845    2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1145   2 73   100%(373/374) 100%(3/3) 
             1328   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1493   2 71   100%(393/394) 100%(2/2) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1062   3 4    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1703   3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2322   2 6    100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             2767   2 1    100%(392/394)  75%(3/4) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
1096  97.4   414    5 6     99%(386/390) 100%(6/6) 
             852    3 4     99%(386/390) 100%(7/7) 
             1466   5 6     99%(386/390) 100%(6/6) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             335    6 12    98%(223/227) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1465   9 1     98%(382/390) 100%(6/6) 
             2812   9 2     98%(381/390) 100%(6/6) 
1110  97.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1566   6 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2277   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             32     4 2     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             370    4 18    98%(125/127) 100%(3/3) 
             406    3 1     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1709   1 1     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
1111  99.5   Kr                           
1113  96.2   557    4 1     98%(387/395)  90%(9/10) 
             68     8 1     98%(385/395)  80%(8/10) 
             726    8 1     98%(385/395)  89%(8/9) 
             365    6 1     97%(382/393)  80%(8/10) 
             1375   4 1     97%(384/395)  80%(8/10) 
             1463  14 1     97%(383/394)  89%(8/9) 
             1377   5 1     97%(379/391)  80%(8/10) 
             679    2 1     97%(381/394)  82%(9/11) 
             2478   1 1     97%(381/394)  83%(10/12) 
             274s   6 4     97%(143/148) 100%(3/3) 
1114  99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(1/1) 
252 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             516    3 13   100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1033   2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             2389   2 14   100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
1117  99.2   Kr                           
1118  98.2   139    5 2     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             210    6 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             7     12 17    99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             72    11 10    99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             887    8 2     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2732  14 10    99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
1119  98.6   1712   1 129  100%(100/100) 100%(1/1) 
             167    3 2    100%(277/278) 100%(3/3) 
             361    3 1    100%(277/278) 100%(3/3) 
             1165   3 1    100%(277/278) 100%(3/3) 
             2460   3 1    100%(277/278) 100%(3/3) 
             2479   3 1    100%(277/278) 100%(3/3) 
             2510   3 2    100%(277/278) 100%(3/3) 
             246    3 1     99%(176/177) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   3 1     99%(180/181) 100%(2/2) 
             959    3 2     99%(276/278) 100%(2/2) 
             1180   3 1     99%(276/278) 100%(3/3) 
             1329   3 1     99%(276/278) 100%(3/3) 
             2301   3 1     99%(276/278) 100%(3/3) 
             2496   3 2     99%(276/278) 100%(3/3) 
             379    2 1     99%(275/278) 100%(3/3) 
             1779   3 1     99%(273/276) 100%(2/2) 
             2508   3 1     99%(275/278) 100%(3/3) 
             2598   3 1     99%(274/277) 100%(3/3) 
1120  98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             013    1 1    100%(237/238) 100%(4/4) 
             556    2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             461    3 18    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1073   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             160    3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1585   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1790   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2386   3 5     99%(390/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1415   2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2195   3 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
253 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
1121  98.7   2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             202    2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             476    1 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             900    2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             380    3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1076   4 7     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1300   3 17    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1078   4 12    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2224   3 9     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
1122  94.7   no close relatives          
1123  97.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2474   4 2     99%(391/394) 100%(8/8) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
1125  97.7   2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1485   5 3     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             952    5 5     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1000   7 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             163    1 1     98%(387/395)  86%(6/7) 
             904    7 25    98%(194/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1623   5 2     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
1126  97.5   498    2 1     99%(389/394) 100%(6/6) 
             1615   5 2     99%(387/393) 100%(5/5) 
             1202   3 1     98%(387/394) 100%(7/7) 
             1138   2 1     98%(386/394) 100%(7/7) 
             1354   1 1     98%(386/394) 100%(6/6) 
             1553   3 1     98%(381/390) 100%(6/6) 
1127  97.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             551    2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(9/9) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1391   3 1     99%(391/395)  86%(6/7) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
1128  94.0   475s   4 1     97%(30/31)   100%(2/2) 
1131  98.6   1584   2 1    100%(282/283) 100%(3/3) 
             167    5 1     99%(281/283) 100%(2/2) 
254 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             689    3 1     99%(281/283) 100%(3/3) 
             1145   4 2     99%(272/274) 100%(1/1) 
             1618   5 1     99%(281/283) 100%(2/2) 
             2510   5 1     99%(281/283) 100%(2/2) 
             147    6 1     99%(280/283) 100%(1/1) 
             1702   4 1     99%(280/283) 100%(2/2) 
             2641   7 2     99%(280/283) 100%(2/2) 
             2689   4 2     99%(280/283) 100%(3/3) 
1132  99.2   Kr                           
1135  93.1   no close relatives          
1136  97.5   375    5 1     98%(385/392)  89%(8/9) 
             127    8 1     98%(385/394)  71%(5/7) 
             352    6 1     98%(384/393)  89%(8/9) 
             2794   8 1     98%(334/342)  89%(8/9) 
1137  97.4   no close relatives          
1138  97.0   1553   1 1     99%(386/391) 100%(9/9) 
             1126   4 2     98%(386/394) 100%(7/7) 
1139  96.7   2779  11 2     99%(267/271)  75%(3/4) 
             1901   4 1     98%(386/393)  75%(6/8) 
1141  99.0   1472   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             195    1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             210    1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1586   1 2    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2856   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             946    3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1568   1 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
1142  99.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(193/194) 100%(1/1) 
             036    4 4     99%(390/393) 100%(2/2) 
             3      1 1     99%(390/393) 100%(2/2) 
             72     3 1     99%(390/393) 100%(3/3) 
             698    4 1     99%(390/393) 100%(3/3) 
             765    6 8     99%(390/393) 100%(3/3) 
             1341   3 8     99%(390/393) 100%(3/3) 
             2415   3 11    99%(390/393) 100%(3/3) 
1143  98.0   0109   1 1    100%(50/50)   100%(2/2) 
             1451   1 1    100%(197/197) 100%(4/4) 
             1036   1 1     99%(195/197) 100%(2/2) 
             76     2 2     99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             123    3 1     99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             695    3 1     99%(194/197)  67%(2/3) 
             759    3 1     99%(194/197)  67%(2/3) 
             786    3 1     99%(194/197) 100%(2/2) 
             791    2 1     99%(192/195) 100%(1/1) 
             808    3 5     99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             1192   3 2     99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             1289   1 1     99%(194/197) 100%(2/2) 
255 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1370   3 1     99%(194/197)  67%(2/3) 
             1463   2 2     99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             1819   1 1     99%(194/197)  75%(3/4) 
             2263   3 2     99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             2494   3 1     99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             2528   1 1     99%(194/197)  75%(3/4) 
             2533   1 1     99%(194/197)  67%(2/3) 
1144  97.2   2725   7 33    99%(198/200) 100%(3/3) 
             266    2 1     98%(388/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2686  13 1     98%(387/395)  71%(5/7) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(2/2) 
1145  99.2   Kr                           
1146  99.5   Kr                           
1147  99.5   Kr                           
1148  96.4   38     2 1     99%(387/392)  80%(8/10) 
             969    2 1     98%(385/393)  78%(7/9) 
             1808   2 1     98%(374/383)  82%(9/11) 
             1053   2 1     98%(383/393)  91%(10/11) 
             2546   4 1     98%(383/393)  92%(11/12) 
             31     3 1     97%(382/392)  80%(8/10) 
1149  98.2   no close relatives          
1152  97.4   766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             335    6 12    98%(222/226) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(1/1) 
1155  98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             199    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             219    3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2098   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2292   2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             942    3 6     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1058   3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1077   3 4     99%(390/393) 100%(5/5) 
             1575   1 5     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2396   3 1     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
1157  98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             399    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2200   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             777    4 10    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2354   3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
256 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
1158  99.0   246    1 124  100%(198/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   1 119  100%(203/203) 100%(2/2) 
             361    4 71   100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1165   4 71   100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1462   4 1    100%(392/394)  67%(2/3) 
             1618   4 1    100%(392/394)  67%(2/3) 
             1634   4 1    100%(392/394)  67%(2/3) 
             2460   4 71   100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
             415    5 6     99%(391/394) 100%(2/2) 
             689    5 1     99%(391/394)  67%(2/3) 
1160  96.2   2735   1 3     99%(392/395) 100%(14/14) 
             742    3 1     99%(390/394)  92%(12/13) 
             854    3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1613   3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2470   1 1     99%(352/356)  93%(13/14) 
             855    1 1     99%(390/395)  92%(12/13) 
             734    1 3     99%(388/394) 100%(11/11) 
             1336   2 3     98%(322/328) 100%(12/12) 
             817    1 1     98%(386/395)  92%(12/13) 
             886    1 1     98%(385/394) 100%(12/12) 
1163  98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             15     3 2    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1300   2 12   100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2173   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             013    2 10    99%(236/238) 100%(3/3) 
             461    3 18    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2637   3 12    99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             011    2 11    99%(265/268) 100%(4/4) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             778    2 11    99%(388/393) 100%(4/4) 
1164  99.0   100    1 2    100%(395/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1340   1 2    100%(392/392) 100%(4/4) 
             371    1 3    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             597    1 3    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1235   1 3    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2346   1 3    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             291    1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1056   1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1423   1 4    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1057   2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1510   1 4     99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
1165  99.2   Kr                           
1166  96.5   1542   1 1     99%(388/393) 100%(10/10) 
257 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             370   17 6     97%(123/127)  67%(2/3) 
1167  99.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             843    2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1473   2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2604   2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             896    3 1    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             496    2 2     99%(388/391) 100%(2/2) 
             1570   4 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
1170  96.7   86     1 2     99%(392/395) 100%(12/12) 
             569    2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1531   3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1413   1 1     98%(388/395)  91%(10/11) 
             2387   4 3     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2291   5 2     98%(386/395) 100%(11/11) 
             2611   6 2     98%(386/395) 100%(9/9) 
             71     7 1     98%(385/395)  89%(8/9) 
             1458   5 1     98%(385/395)  80%(8/10) 
             1788  10 2     97%(381/391)  86%(6/7) 
1171  97.5   2868   4 4     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1217   6 1     98%(386/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1436   5 1     98%(386/395)  83%(5/6) 
1172s 97.2   no close relatives          
1173  97.2   2315   4 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
1178  98.7   240    3 14   100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             730    3 17   100%(387/389) 100%(3/3) 
             769    3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             806    3 1    100%(393/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1031   2 12   100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1445   3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2255   3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2101   3 7     99%(389/392) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             305    3 5     99%(386/390) 100%(4/4) 
             600    2 2     99%(382/386) 100%(4/4) 
             986    3 8     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1406   3 1     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
1179  98.7   2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             274    9 39    99%(246/249) 100%(2/2) 
1180  98.7   1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             361    4 71   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1165   4 71   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2460   4 71   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1119   4 32    99%(276/278) 100%(3/3) 
             415    5 6     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1323   5 6     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
258 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2444   5 6     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2284   4 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2508   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
1181  99.2   Kr                           
1182  95.0   684    6 1     99%(217/220) 100%(8/8) 
             834    4 2     98%(216/220) 100%(8/8) 
             1252   7 3     98%(216/220) 100%(7/7) 
             1533   5 1     98%(216/220) 100%(7/7) 
             729    7 1     98%(206/210) 100%(8/8) 
             883    3 2     98%(215/220) 100%(6/6) 
             1261  10 1     98%(210/215) 100%(8/8) 
             2185  10 1     97%(209/215)  88%(7/8) 
             2452  12 1     96%(211/220) 100%(6/6) 
             154    2 1     95%(198/208) 100%(6/6) 
1185  98.0   1560   4 29    99%(305/307) 100%(2/2) 
1186  98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
1187  97.2   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             011   16 3     98%(262/268)  80%(4/5) 
             262    1 1     98%(385/395) 100%(6/6) 
1188  97.5   1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             283    1 1     99%(160/162) 100%(2/2) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
1189  99.2   Kr                           
1190  97.7   2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1039   4 5     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1063   3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2135   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(3/3) 
             444    3 3     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             988    2 3     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1540   2 2     99%(325/330) 100%(7/7) 
             370    4 18    98%(125/127) 100%(3/3) 
             1409   3 2     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
1191  98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             475    5 5     99%(350/352) 100%(5/5) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             198    5 12    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             364    5 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2695   5 1     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
1192  98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
259 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             22     5 4     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
1193  97.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   3 3     99%(121/122)  67%(2/3) 
             2514   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2215   4 2     99%(390/394) 100%(7/7) 
             247    3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2118   3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1678   1 1     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             76     5 1     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             786   11 2     98%(386/395)  86%(6/7) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
1194  97.2   10     1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1091   3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             895    2 1     98%(385/395) 100%(7/7) 
1195  95.9   2145   1 1     98%(388/395)  92%(12/13) 
             776    8 1     97%(383/394)  89%(8/9) 
             1455   6 2     97%(383/395) 100%(9/9) 
             087    1 5     96%(50/52)   100%(3/3) 
1196  97.5   573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(1/1) 
             1233   6 1     98%(384/393)  83%(5/6) 
1197  98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(3/3) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1073   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1693   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1790   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2386   3 5     99%(390/394) 100%(6/6) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             396    3 5     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2370   2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             165    3 2     98%(378/385) 100%(5/5) 
             266    3 1     98%(388/395)  86%(6/7) 
1198  98.2   484    1 3    100%(391/392) 100%(6/6) 
             390    2 10   100%(390/392) 100%(5/5) 
             483    2 3    100%(390/392) 100%(6/6) 
260 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             666s   2 1    100%(390/392)  86%(6/7) 
             74     3 2     99%(388/391) 100%(6/6) 
             2266   3 8     99%(389/392) 100%(5/5) 
             89     3 6     99%(388/392) 100%(5/5) 
             2645   3 3     99%(388/392) 100%(5/5) 
             2749   3 3     99%(388/392)  80%(4/5) 
             90     2 2     99%(387/392) 100%(5/5) 
1199  98.5   246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
1200s 96.2   2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             724   17 1     97%(382/393) 100%(7/7) 
             2758s 15 1     97%(382/393) 100%(7/7) 
             296   16 1     97%(380/393) 100%(7/7) 
1201  98.2   711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1238   7 28    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1538   6 1     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             2181   7 1     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1418   5 7     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2172   9 16    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
1202  97.2   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             498    4 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1615   5 2     99%(388/394) 100%(6/6) 
             1024   4 1     98%(387/394)  86%(6/7) 
             1126   3 1     98%(387/394) 100%(7/7) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             1553   4 1     97%(381/391) 100%(6/6) 
1203  97.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             370   10 6     98%(124/127)  75%(3/4) 
             2514   8 3     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
1204  96.7   779    2 79    99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             292   21 1     97%(376/388)  71%(5/7) 
1205  98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             7      2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             399    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1494   3 2    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2907   2 5     99%(296/298) 100%(3/3) 
             1225   3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1341   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2555   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             584    1 3     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
261 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1229   2 1     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1285   3 1     99%(390/394)  75%(3/4) 
             1521   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2354   3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2549   3 1     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
1207  98.6   200    1 1    100%(368/369) 100%(5/5) 
             944    1 2    100%(368/369) 100%(4/4) 
             941    1 2    100%(367/369) 100%(4/4) 
             1324   1 1    100%(367/369) 100%(4/4) 
             1444   2 1    100%(367/369) 100%(4/4) 
             11     1 1     99%(366/369) 100%(5/5) 
             2200   4 5     99%(366/369) 100%(3/3) 
             2521   1 2     99%(366/369) 100%(3/3) 
             73     1 1     99%(365/369) 100%(5/5) 
             112    2 1     99%(365/369) 100%(5/5) 
1208  97.7   no close relatives          
1209  98.0   771    1 13   100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             794    1 1     99%(389/395)  83%(5/6) 
             1510   6 1     99%(388/394)  80%(4/5) 
1210  97.5   22     1 2     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             134    4 5     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             286    8 1     99%(385/391) 100%(6/6) 
             1266  10 6     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             343    9 1     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
             1800   7 4     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             011   10 16    98%(263/268) 100%(4/4) 
             500    4 14    98%(258/263) 100%(3/3) 
             351    4 3     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
1211  98.0   573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   2 17    99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             274    9 39    99%(246/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             358    6 12    99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             360    6 13    99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1077   8 10    99%(387/393) 100%(5/5) 
             1373   6 3     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1214   5 1     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
1212  97.2   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(3/3) 
             031s   8 6     98%(386/393) 100%(7/7) 
             11     6 1     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1012   8 8     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
262 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             73     9 1     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
             165    9 2     98%(376/385)  83%(5/6) 
             528    7 6     98%(385/395) 100%(6/6) 
1213  97.2   446    1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2813   1 1    100%(371/372) 100%(10/10) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             449   23 13    98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             904    7 25    98%(194/198) 100%(2/2) 
             2245  20 3     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2750   8 1     98%(384/392) 100%(6/6) 
             117   17 1     98%(385/395)  71%(5/7) 
1214  97.2   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2247   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(10/10) 
             274    9 39    99%(246/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1211   5 1     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             1090  20 4     98%(384/394) 100%(6/6) 
1215  96.2   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2897   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2283   5 2     99%(389/395) 100%(10/10) 
             46     6 3     98%(386/394) 100%(10/10) 
             2605   2 3     98%(387/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(3/3) 
             54     3 3     98%(386/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1498   4 1     98%(386/395)  90%(9/10) 
             519    5 1     97%(382/395)  89%(8/9) 
             494    6 1     97%(381/395)  78%(7/9) 
1216  98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1279   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1564   8 12    98%(374/380) 100%(3/3) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             152    3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             184    2 1     98%(387/394) 100%(7/7) 
             1447   1 1     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1528   1 1     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2174   3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
1217  97.0   1436   1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(9/9) 
             790    2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1387s  6 5     99%(388/394) 100%(8/8) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             811    6 4     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2590   6 4     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1171   2 1     98%(386/395)  86%(6/7) 
             743    3 1     97%(378/389) 100%(8/8) 
             755    6 1     97%(384/395)  86%(6/7) 
             949    6 1     97%(371/382)  86%(6/7) 
1218  98.2   2550   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
263 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             122    4 19    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1347   6 7     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1037   6 3     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2555   6 10    99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2860   6 8     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2907   8 39    99%(294/298) 100%(2/2) 
             021    5 3     99%(388/394) 100%(4/4) 
             808    3 5     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
1219  96.2   2902   1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(14/14) 
             489    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(14/14) 
             1079   2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(14/14) 
             041    2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(12/12) 
             699    2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             114    2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(13/13) 
             2193   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(11/11) 
             389    1 1     99%(388/394)  80%(12/15) 
             2463   2 1     98%(388/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1816   2 2     98%(387/395) 100%(11/11) 
             581    3 3     98%(385/395)  92%(11/12) 
             2404   2 5     98%(385/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2411   1 1     97%(366/376)  85%(11/13) 
             2372   3 1     97%(272/282)  80%(4/5) 
1220  96.2   1666   4 1     97%(384/395)  90%(9/10) 
             2661   2 1     97%(382/395)  82%(9/11) 
             1342   3 1     97%(381/395)  80%(8/10) 
1222  98.2   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             750    4 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             185    4 1     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
1223  97.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             265    3 1     99%(390/394)  89%(8/9) 
             654    2 1     99%(388/392) 100%(7/7) 
             2685   2 1     99%(390/394) 100%(8/8) 
             787   10 1     98%(386/394)  88%(7/8) 
             2193  11 1     98%(386/394)  86%(6/7) 
             2615   1 1     98%(386/394) 100%(8/8) 
             2238   6 1     98%(379/387)  86%(6/7) 
             585    9 7     98%(384/394) 100%(6/6) 
1224  99.5   Kr                           
1225  98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2354   2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             286    4 1     99%(387/391) 100%(5/5) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             011    2 11    99%(265/268) 100%(4/4) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
264 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1229   3 2     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
1226  98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2637   5 11    99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(3/3) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2136   5 6     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
1227  98.5   no close relatives          
1228  97.0   396    1 4     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2442  12 19    98%(337/343) 100%(6/6) 
             011   12 4     98%(263/268)  80%(4/5) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
             109   10 2     97%(384/395)  86%(6/7) 
             527   19 1     97%(384/395)  86%(6/7) 
             677    3 2     97%(383/394)  88%(7/8) 
1229  98.5   1205   9 4     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             2549   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1225  10 6     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1341  11 3     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
1230  97.7   no close relatives          
1232  98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             2177   1 22    99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1338   2 1     99%(390/393) 100%(4/4) 
             190    5 4     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
1233  97.5   573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1468   3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1605   4 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             1196   4 1     98%(384/393)  83%(5/6) 
1234  99.0   246    1 124  100%(198/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   1 119  100%(203/203) 100%(2/2) 
             962    2 67   100%(392/393) 100%(3/3) 
             1132   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1617   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2636   2 67   100%(375/376) 100%(2/2) 
265 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1062   3 4    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1421   5 1     99%(345/348)  67%(2/3) 
1235  98.7   100    2 4    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1164   2 4    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1340   2 4    100%(391/392) 100%(4/4) 
             371    2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             597    2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2346   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             291    2 5     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1056   2 5     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1423   2 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1510   2 5     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
1236  97.7   189    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(7/7) 
             825    2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1625   1 1     98%(372/379)  83%(5/6) 
1237  98.2   771    1 13   100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1901   1 1     99%(391/394) 100%(6/6) 
             2779   6 6     99%(269/272) 100%(3/3) 
             491    5 2     99%(385/391) 100%(5/5) 
1238  98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1452   2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2181   2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             367    1 11   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1459   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             153    3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1141   3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1163   3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1300   3 17    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1418   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             021    2 1     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             263    1 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             783    1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1201   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2142   2 4     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
1239  96.5   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(3/3) 
             289   11 7     98%(386/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1644   9 3     97%(383/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2290s 16 1     97%(364/376) 100%(7/7) 
1240  98.2   2451   2 1    100%(393/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             355    2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
266 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             409    2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             144s   4 6     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1416   1 1     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1438   3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             661    3 8     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2499   4 1     99%(389/395)  71%(5/7) 
             2586   4 1     99%(388/394)  80%(4/5) 
1241  96.7   no close relatives          
1242  95.4   1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
1243  96.2   2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             977    2 2     98%(384/394)  90%(9/10) 
             1528   3 6     98%(384/394) 100%(9/9) 
             1579   1 2     98%(384/394) 100%(10/10) 
             152    9 2     97%(382/394) 100%(8/8) 
             555    8 1     96%(380/394) 100%(8/8) 
1247  99.5   Kr                           
1248  98.5   1421   7 13    99%(344/348) 100%(2/2) 
1250  97.9   no close relatives          
1251  99.5   Kr                           
1252  96.7   684    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(13/13) 
             834    1 2     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             727    3 2     99%(390/394) 100%(11/11) 
             736    1 1     99%(386/390) 100%(9/9) 
             749    3 2     99%(390/394) 100%(12/12) 
             1261   1 2     99%(386/390) 100%(13/13) 
             729    1 3     99%(370/374) 100%(13/13) 
             1536   2 2     99%(389/395)  92%(11/12) 
             820    2 1     98%(386/393)  89%(8/9) 
             883    2 1     98%(388/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1182   2 3     98%(216/220) 100%(7/7) 
             2185   2 2     98%(374/381)  91%(10/11) 
             2452   3 1     97%(339/349) 100%(9/9) 
1256  96.2   303    2 3     97%(375/385) 100%(9/9) 
             180    4 1     97%(382/395) 100%(8/8) 
1261  95.6   684    3 3     99%(386/390) 100%(14/14) 
             1252   3 4     99%(386/390) 100%(13/13) 
             834    2 4     99%(385/390) 100%(14/14) 
             729    6 1     99%(364/369) 100%(14/14) 
             727    6 2     99%(383/389) 100%(12/12) 
             749    6 2     99%(383/389) 100%(13/13) 
             1533   7 1     98%(382/390)  92%(12/13) 
             1536   7 1     98%(382/390)  92%(12/13) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1182   4 3     98%(210/215) 100%(8/8) 
1262  95.4   370    1 6    100%(127/127) 100%(5/5) 
             856    2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(15/15) 
             1043   5 1     99%(389/395) 100%(14/14) 
             889    2 1     98%(388/395)  94%(15/16) 
             881    5 1     98%(386/394) 100%(12/12) 
             772    2 1     97%(329/340) 100%(15/15) 
267 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             315   21 3     97%(382/395) 100%(11/11) 
             523   12 1     96%(379/394)  90%(9/10) 
             2470  33 1     96%(342/356)  90%(9/10) 
             817   19 1     96%(378/395) 100%(10/10) 
1263  95.2   878    3 1     97%(379/392) 100%(13/13) 
             874    5 1     96%(378/392) 100%(10/10) 
1265  97.0   862    5 1     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1707   5 1     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             734    2 2     98%(387/394) 100%(9/9) 
             858    4 2     98%(388/395)  90%(9/10) 
             1302   3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2573   4 2     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1387   4 1     98%(387/395)  89%(8/9) 
             392    5 1     98%(386/395) 100%(8/8) 
             523    1 1     98%(384/394) 100%(9/9) 
             303    2 3     97%(375/385) 100%(8/8) 
1266  98.0   1672   2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             777    2 4     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1083   5 1     99%(391/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1341   5 21    99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             011    5 15    99%(264/268) 100%(4/4) 
             1210   4 3     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2465   5 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             500    4 14    98%(258/263) 100%(3/3) 
1267  95.7   729   23 1     96%(359/374)  80%(8/10) 
1268  94.7   352    9 2     98%(384/394)  93%(13/14) 
             782   10 2     97%(384/395)  88%(14/16) 
             2252  10 1     97%(383/394)  93%(14/15) 
             2397   9 1     97%(383/395)  82%(14/17) 
             2728   9 1     97%(383/395)  87%(13/15) 
             1006  10 1     97%(382/395)  87%(13/15) 
             974    9 1     97%(375/388)  81%(13/16) 
             1001   8 1     97%(381/395)  82%(14/17) 
             299    9 1     96%(379/395)  83%(10/12) 
             574    9 1     96%(379/395)  83%(10/12) 
1269  94.1   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
1272  95.7   489    7 1     98%(387/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1627   3 1     98%(387/395)  93%(13/14) 
             1690   6 1     98%(387/395)  92%(11/12) 
             1699   6 4     98%(387/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2902  12 5     98%(386/395) 100%(11/11) 
             114    8 4     98%(385/395) 100%(11/11) 
             581    5 1     97%(384/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2463   7 2     97%(384/395) 100%(10/10) 
             389   10 1     97%(382/394)  92%(11/12) 
             2404   4 1     97%(383/395) 100%(12/12) 
1273  95.1   1009   2 1     95%(343/360) 100%(9/9) 
268 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
1278  98.2   924    2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
1279  98.0   1216   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
1280  98.2   1400   1 119  100%(211/211) 100%(1/1) 
             240    3 14   100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             730    3 17   100%(387/389) 100%(4/4) 
             1031   2 12   100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             2101   3 7     99%(389/392) 100%(5/5) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             305    3 5     99%(386/390) 100%(5/5) 
             196    3 3     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             379    3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1670   3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2590   2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1315   3 2     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
1285  98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1205   9 4     99%(390/394)  75%(3/4) 
             2907   5 3     99%(295/298)  67%(2/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             568    7 10    99%(389/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1225  10 6     99%(389/394)  75%(3/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
1288  96.5   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2908  10 1     97%(71/73)   100%(1/1) 
1289  95.7   1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(2/2) 
             968    2 1     96%(379/394)  91%(10/11) 
             2528   4 1     96%(379/395)  85%(11/13) 
1290  98.7   1594   2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1787   2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             367    1 11   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             390    2 10   100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2099   1 15   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2641   1 5    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             234    1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             484    3 6     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1391   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2266   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             89     3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             502    3 4     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1316   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1318   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1635   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
1291  96.5   no close relatives          
269 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
1292  99.0   105    2 1    100%(393/395)  67%(2/3) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1300   2 12   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1452   4 9    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             926    5 20    99%(294/296) 100%(1/1) 
             55     4 6     99%(387/390) 100%(3/3) 
             719    5 1     99%(388/391)  75%(3/4) 
             1141   4 1     99%(392/395)  67%(2/3) 
             1347   3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2765   2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
1293  96.8   frag                         
1294  96.5   1436   4 4     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             519    3 2     97%(383/395)  89%(8/9) 
             2658   8 1     97%(383/395)  60%(6/10) 
             370   15 24    97%(123/127) 100%(2/2) 
             1326   1 1     97%(382/395)  88%(7/8) 
1295  98.2   1341   1 4    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             461    2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             765    2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2907   2 5     99%(296/298) 100%(4/4) 
             07     3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2      2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             21     3 3     99%(391/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2297   3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             343    2 1     99%(391/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             134    3 3     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1470   3 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             281    2 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             584    3 5     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
1296  98.7   509    1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             260    2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
1297  97.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             533    7 6     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1665   7 1     98%(387/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2750  10 1     98%(383/392)  83%(5/6) 
1298  98.2   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2804   2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
1299  97.0   779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(3/3) 
             1012   7 1     98%(388/395)  75%(6/8) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(3/3) 
1300  99.0   926    2 4    100%(295/296) 100%(2/2) 
             1408   1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
270 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             380    2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             719    3 1    100%(389/391) 100%(4/4) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             999    2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1076   2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1163   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1292   1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1450   2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2173   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             013    2 10    99%(236/238) 100%(3/3) 
             122    2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             202    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             261    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             461    3 18    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             682    2 2     99%(390/393) 100%(3/3) 
             899    2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             900    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1078   2 10    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1121   3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1347   3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2224   2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2637   3 12    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
1301  95.4   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             011s   1 1     96%(126/131)  75%(3/4) 
1302  96.7   1707   4 4     99%(390/395) 100%(9/9) 
             862    6 5     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             736    5 1     98%(383/390)  88%(7/8) 
             1265   4 4     98%(388/395) 100%(9/9) 
             734    4 3     98%(386/394) 100%(9/9) 
             2573   5 7     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             993    4 3     98%(383/392) 100%(8/8) 
             523    2 2     97%(383/394) 100%(9/9) 
             303    4 4     97%(374/385) 100%(8/8) 
1303  95.9   2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             724    8 1     98%(388/395)  91%(10/11) 
             2758s  7 1     98%(388/395)  91%(10/11) 
             2290s  6 1     98%(369/376)  82%(9/11) 
             296   10 1     98%(387/395)  83%(10/12) 
             1802   1 3     98%(387/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2737  14 1     98%(385/395)  89%(8/9) 
             1017  12 2     97%(384/395)  89%(8/9) 
             2708   6 2     97%(383/394)  91%(10/11) 
             525    6 1     97%(382/395)  91%(10/11) 
1305  99.2   246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(1/1) 
             769    3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1445   3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(1/1) 
271 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2099   1 15   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2255   3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2389   2 14   100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
1306  97.6   1699   3 1     99%(364/369)  86%(6/7) 
             546    3 1     99%(197/200) 100%(1/1) 
             041    7 1     98%(363/369)  86%(6/7) 
             1690   3 1     98%(363/369)  88%(7/8) 
             2902   5 1     98%(363/369)  88%(7/8) 
             585    6 1     98%(362/369) 100%(6/6) 
             1079   6 1     98%(362/369)  88%(7/8) 
             2463   3 1     98%(362/369)  86%(6/7) 
             522    6 1     98%(361/369) 100%(5/5) 
             1627   4 1     98%(361/369)  89%(8/9) 
1309  97.5   370   11 11    98%(124/127)  67%(2/3) 
1310  98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
1312  96.7   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             137    6 1     99%(389/395)  89%(8/9) 
             534    6 1     98%(370/379)  75%(6/8) 
             370   16 5     97%(123/127)  75%(3/4) 
1313  96.5   2193   7 5     98%(388/395) 100%(9/9) 
             017    5 3     98%(387/395)  88%(7/8) 
             041   10 5     98%(387/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2902   9 3     98%(387/395) 100%(10/10) 
             649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
             1079  10 3     98%(386/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1219  11 2     98%(386/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1816   5 1     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             114   10 3     97%(384/395) 100%(9/9) 
             482    8 2     97%(382/395)  78%(7/9) 
1314  97.5   1542   2 1     99%(388/393)  89%(8/9) 
1315  97.7   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             2779   6 6     99%(269/272) 100%(3/3) 
             811    4 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1280  12 5     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1396   6 2     98%(387/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(1/1) 
1316  98.7   45     2 1    100%(389/391) 100%(4/4) 
             1290   5 15    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
1317  97.0   no close relatives          
1318  98.7   2099   1 15   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2266   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             390    7 5     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1290   5 15    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1635   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
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Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2511   4 9     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2641   5 8     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
1319  94.7   475s   1 2    100%(44/44)   100%(4/4) 
             27s    2 1     98%(365/371) 100%(17/17) 
1320  99.5   2701   1 1    100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
1321  93.2   1071   2 1     96%(378/395)  84%(16/19) 
             213    4 1     95%(377/395)  96%(21/22) 
             1006  18 1     95%(377/395)  71%(12/17) 
             33     3 1     95%(370/389)  70%(14/20) 
             974   18 1     95%(368/388)  65%(11/17) 
             033    5 1     95%(374/395)  95%(20/21) 
             2517   8 1     95%(123/130)  88%(7/8) 
             865    4 1     94%(372/395)  95%(20/21) 
             019    5 1     94%(370/395)  91%(19/21) 
             04     5 1     93%(307/329)  87%(13/15) 
1322  99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             2666   4 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
1323  99.0   246    1 124  100%(198/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   1 119  100%(203/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             361    2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1165   2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2460   2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             415    3 9    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1462   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1476   3 8    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1599   3 68   100%(389/391) 100%(2/2) 
             1634   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2444   3 9    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
1324  98.2   1207   2 3    100%(367/369) 100%(4/4) 
             944    2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             200    4 4     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1444   3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             11     4 4     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2371   5 6     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
1325  96.5   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(3/3) 
1326  96.5   1294   5 1     97%(382/395)  88%(7/8) 
1327  98.1   649    2 2     99%(88/89)   100%(2/2) 
1328  99.2   Kr                           
1329  98.7   246    1 124  100%(198/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   1 119  100%(203/203) 100%(2/2) 
             361    4 71   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1165   4 71   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1501   3 67   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2460   4 71   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
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Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1119   4 32    99%(276/278) 100%(3/3) 
             415    5 6     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1323   5 6     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1348   1 1     99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
1331  98.0   2426   1 1     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
1333  97.2   no close relatives          
1334  99.5   Kr                           
1335  94.4   no close relatives          
1336  94.8   742    7 1     99%(322/327)  92%(12/13) 
             315    6 1     98%(322/328) 100%(13/13) 
             2735   7 1     98%(322/328) 100%(13/13) 
             723    6 1     98%(320/328)  92%(11/12) 
             818    4 1     98%(320/328) 100%(12/12) 
             857    6 1     97%(319/328)  92%(12/13) 
             741    6 3     97%(317/326) 100%(13/13) 
             1534   4 1     97%(318/328)  92%(12/13) 
             2206   3 1     96%(315/328)  92%(12/13) 
             1506   4 1     95%(309/325)  92%(11/12) 
1338  98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1232   5 1     99%(390/393) 100%(4/4) 
             190    5 4     99%(389/393) 100%(4/4) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
1339  99.5   Kr                           
1340  99.0   100    1 2    100%(392/392) 100%(4/4) 
             1164   1 2    100%(392/392) 100%(4/4) 
             371    1 3    100%(391/392) 100%(4/4) 
             597    1 3    100%(391/392) 100%(4/4) 
             1235   1 3    100%(391/392) 100%(4/4) 
             2346   1 3    100%(391/392) 100%(4/4) 
             291    1 3    100%(390/392) 100%(3/3) 
             1056   1 3    100%(390/392) 100%(4/4) 
             1423   1 4    100%(390/392) 100%(4/4) 
             1057   2 8     99%(389/392) 100%(3/3) 
             1510   1 4     99%(388/391) 100%(4/4) 
1341  98.5   461    1 5    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             765    1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1295   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2907   1 4    100%(297/298) 100%(4/4) 
             07     2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2      1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             21     1 1    100%(392/394) 100%(5/5) 
             550    2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1672   2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2297   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             122    2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             777    2 4     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1073   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1083   1 4     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1142   3 7     99%(390/393) 100%(3/3) 
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Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2415   3 11    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             134    2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             271    3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             411    3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1266   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1470   2 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1790   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2386   3 5     99%(390/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2550   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             011    2 11    99%(265/268) 100%(5/5) 
             22     3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             281    1 1     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             343    3 1     99%(390/395)  80%(4/5) 
             584    2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             778    2 11    99%(388/393) 100%(4/4) 
             1218   3 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1229   3 2     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
1342  95.7   1666   3 1     97%(384/395)  91%(10/11) 
             1220   3 1     97%(381/395)  80%(8/10) 
             2661   3 1     97%(381/395)  91%(10/11) 
1343  97.6   60     1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             140    1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             144s   1 3    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             148    1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             162    1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             185    1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             259    1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             274    1 5    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             295    1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             329    1 3    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             358    1 3    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             360    1 4    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             422    1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             493    1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             495    1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             538    1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             548    1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             573    1 23   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             592    1 3    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             655    1 3    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             750    1 3    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             795    1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             809    1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             877    1 5    100%(83/83)   100%(1/1) 
             925    1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             952    1 4    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1077   1 4    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1090   1 3    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1214   1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
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Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1222   1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1373   1 3    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1393   1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1425   1 3    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1454   1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1474   1 3    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1485   1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1495   1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1539   1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1647   1 3    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1685   1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1703   1 5    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2121   1 3    100%(79/79)   100%(2/2) 
             2139   1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2247   1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2307   1 35   100%(80/80)   100%(1/1) 
             2458   1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2474   1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2500   1 3    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2571   1 3    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2586   1 3    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2592   1 4    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2724   1 2    100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2779   1 3    100%(50/50)   100%(1/1) 
             021    3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             047    3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             10     3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             12     3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             24     2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             28     1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             31     1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             32     3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             80     1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             108    1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             109    3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             137    3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             145    3 3     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             156    1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             186    1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             188    3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             193    2 3     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             211    3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             217    3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             277    2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             297    2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             350    2 3     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             406    2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             412    1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             413    1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
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Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             419    2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             440    1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             473    1 3     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             515    2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             519    1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             537    3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             577    2 1     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             657    1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             683    2 1     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             690    2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             695    1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             715    1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             718    3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             745    2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             752    1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             761    3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             762    2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             766    3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             801    1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             811    1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             851    2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             906    3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1091   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1096   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1110   3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1186   3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1192   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1194   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1196   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1202   1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1211   2 3     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1233   3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1269   1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1288   1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1297   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1299   1 3     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1301   1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1310   3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1312   1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1396   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1410   3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1432   1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1465   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1478s  3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1505   1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1509   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1535   1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1557   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1567   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1595   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
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Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1623   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1624   2 1     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1648   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1660   3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1666   1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1673   2 3     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1692   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1699   1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1788   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2107   3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2127   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2280   1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2283   3 3     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2314   1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2406   1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2465   3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2499   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2525   3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2546   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2608   1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2658   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2673   1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2711   1 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2721   3 3     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2812   2 2     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2863   3 2     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2868   2 3     99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             280    3 2     99%(78/79)   100%(1/1) 
             904    2 1     99%(74/75)   100%(1/1) 
             500    3 7     99%(67/68)   100%(1/1) 
             27s    3 2     98%(59/60)   100%(1/1) 
1343s 97.4   413    8 1     98%(305/311)  75%(3/4) 
1344  94.3   191    9 1     97%(188/194) 100%(6/6) 
1345  98.0   2494   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(7/7) 
             561    1 5     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2467   5 9     99%(278/282) 100%(3/3) 
             483   11 4     99%(389/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             74    14 4     98%(387/394)  80%(4/5) 
             808    5 4     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             995   13 5     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
1346  97.5   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             017    1 1     99%(389/395)  86%(6/7) 
             699    5 2     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2902   4 2     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1079   5 2     98%(388/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2193   7 5     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1690   5 3     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
             114    6 2     98%(386/395) 100%(8/8) 
278 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             158    4 1     98%(385/394) 100%(8/8) 
1347  98.2   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2860   2 1    100%(393/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1037   2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1300   3 17    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             298    3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1218   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             011    2 11    99%(265/268) 100%(5/5) 
             263    3 9     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             344s   2 1     99%(389/395)  83%(5/6) 
             661    3 8     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             808    3 5     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
1348  98.5   1329   4 8     99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
1349  97.9   500    1 1    100%(66/66)   100%(2/2) 
             411    3 3     99%(189/191) 100%(2/2) 
             504    4 5     99%(189/191) 100%(2/2) 
             7     13 2     98%(188/191) 100%(1/1) 
             211    5 2     98%(188/191) 100%(2/2) 
             408    7 2     98%(188/191) 100%(1/1) 
             497    9 2     98%(188/191) 100%(1/1) 
             728   19 4     98%(188/191) 100%(1/1) 
             1564   8 12    98%(181/184) 100%(1/1) 
             2217  11 2     98%(188/191) 100%(1/1) 
1350  98.2   2779   3 2     99%(270/272) 100%(3/3) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             2398   2 8     99%(236/239) 100%(2/2) 
             904    4 12    99%(195/198) 100%(2/2) 
             989    7 1     99%(389/395)  80%(4/5) 
             997   10 1     99%(389/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1592   9 3     99%(389/395)  80%(4/5) 
1352  98.5   227    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
1353  95.7   2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(1/1) 
             370   15 24    97%(123/127) 100%(1/1) 
1354  97.5   1126   4 2     98%(386/394) 100%(6/6) 
             1404  10 1     98%(374/382)  83%(5/6) 
1355  97.2   335    6 12    98%(223/227) 100%(3/3) 
1356  98.7   2567   2 10    99%(208/210) 100%(1/1) 
1357  97.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             1685  11 3     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
1358  97.5   657    9 2     98%(287/294)  80%(4/5) 
1359  98.5   1602   2 1     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
1364  97.0   766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1592  11 1     98%(388/395)  86%(6/7) 
279 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             770    9 3     98%(372/380) 100%(7/7) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             108   10 1     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
             2499  13 1     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
             2812  13 3     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
1365  96.2   697    1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(13/13) 
             2372   1 3     99%(278/282)  90%(9/10) 
             1005   4 1     99%(389/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2613   5 1     98%(385/395) 100%(8/8) 
             106    3 1     97%(382/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1455   7 2     97%(382/395) 100%(8/8) 
1367  99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1467   4 12    99%(333/335) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
1370  97.2   0141   2 1     99%(390/395)  91%(10/11) 
             821    2 1     99%(389/395)  82%(9/11) 
             1143   5 4     99%(194/197)  67%(2/3) 
1373  98.0   573    1 23   100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             219    5 16    99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             358    3 6     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             360    3 5     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1077   4 2     99%(389/393) 100%(6/6) 
             2592   5 2     99%(390/394) 100%(6/6) 
             2717   4 13    99%(227/230) 100%(2/2) 
             1211   4 6     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
1375  96.5   1463   7 2     98%(385/394)  80%(8/10) 
             68     9 1     98%(385/395)  70%(7/10) 
             557    7 2     98%(385/395)  78%(7/9) 
             726   10 1     98%(385/395)  78%(7/9) 
             365    7 2     97%(382/393)  70%(7/10) 
             1113   5 2     97%(384/395)  80%(8/10) 
             1377   6 1     97%(379/391)  70%(7/10) 
1377  96.2   68     7 1     98%(382/391)  90%(9/10) 
             475s   2 3     98%(43/44)   100%(3/3) 
             557    6 3     98%(382/391) 100%(9/9) 
             726    6 4     98%(382/391) 100%(9/9) 
             1463   5 1     98%(381/390) 100%(9/9) 
             365    7 2     97%(378/389)  70%(7/10) 
             787   28 1     97%(379/391) 100%(8/8) 
             1113   6 1     97%(379/391)  80%(8/10) 
             1375   6 1     97%(379/391)  70%(7/10) 
             270   21 1     96%(377/391) 100%(8/8) 
1385  98.7   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             1078   4 12    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2315   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
280 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
1387  96.7   2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1387s  5 1     99%(389/394)  89%(8/9) 
             904    4 12    99%(195/198) 100%(3/3) 
             1265   6 2     98%(387/395)  89%(8/9) 
             723    4 3     98%(386/395)  91%(10/11) 
             858    9 1     98%(386/395) 100%(9/9) 
             949    2 1     98%(373/382)  89%(8/9) 
             1217   8 1     98%(385/395)  88%(7/8) 
             392    9 2     97%(384/395)  88%(7/8) 
             993   10 1     97%(381/392)  86%(6/7) 
1387s 97.5   2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             956    5 4     99%(390/394) 100%(7/7) 
             1640   5 4     99%(390/394) 100%(7/7) 
             1387   2 1     99%(389/394)  89%(8/9) 
             1217   2 2     99%(388/394) 100%(8/8) 
             1017   4 3     98%(387/394)  88%(7/8) 
             790    3 1     98%(386/394) 100%(7/7) 
             1436   4 4     98%(386/394) 100%(6/6) 
             949    3 1     98%(372/381)  86%(6/7) 
1388  98.7   1468   4 2     99%(383/387)  75%(3/4) 
1389  99.2   Kr                           
1390  99.5   Kr                           
1391  98.0   1290   3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             117    4 1     99%(389/395)  86%(6/7) 
             263    4 1     99%(389/395)  80%(4/5) 
             502    6 1     99%(389/395)  80%(4/5) 
             801    5 1     99%(389/395)  67%(4/6) 
             901    5 1     99%(389/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1685   6 1     99%(389/395)  71%(5/7) 
             396    6 1     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
             413    6 2     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
1392  97.5   no close relatives          
1393  96.2   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   2 17    99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             405    2 2     97%(239/247) 100%(3/3) 
1394  98.2   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2518   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             483    5 8     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             74     6 5     99%(389/394) 100%(5/5) 
             484    9 2     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1639   4 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             502    5 7     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
281 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(1/1) 
1395  97.2   2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             52     1 1    100%(390/392) 100%(11/11) 
             2500   4 5     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             46     3 2     99%(388/394) 100%(9/9) 
             2897   4 2     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
             54     2 3     98%(388/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1215   3 1     98%(388/395)  90%(9/10) 
1396  97.5   1557   1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             695    2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
             904    4 12    99%(195/198) 100%(2/2) 
             370    4 18    98%(125/127) 100%(3/3) 
             38     6 1     98%(386/394) 100%(6/6) 
             1315   4 1     98%(387/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
1397  98.5   390    2 10   100%(392/394) 100%(4/4) 
             484    3 6     99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
             2266   3 8     99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
             89     3 6     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             483    5 8     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             666s   5 1     99%(390/394)  80%(4/5) 
             2511   4 9     99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
             2749   4 4     99%(390/394)  75%(3/4) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2645   4 4     99%(389/394) 100%(4/4) 
1398  95.7   482    2 1     98%(387/395)  85%(11/13) 
             2400   4 1     98%(386/394)  91%(10/11) 
             515    5 2     98%(379/388) 100%(9/9) 
             574    4 1     98%(386/395)  92%(12/13) 
             2516   5 1     98%(385/395)  91%(10/11) 
             489   18 1     97%(383/395)  82%(9/11) 
             2902  20 1     97%(382/395)  80%(8/10) 
             114   17 1     97%(381/395)  80%(8/10) 
             1079  20 1     97%(381/395)  80%(8/10) 
             544    3 1     96%(380/395)  77%(10/13) 
1400  99.5   Kr                           
1402  96.7   725    2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2295   2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
1403  95.7   766    5 1     99%(143/145)  67%(2/3) 
             2649  10 9     98%(143/146)  67%(2/3) 
1404  97.6   2307   2 72   100%(188/189) 100%(1/1) 
             1057   4 9     99%(378/382) 100%(5/5) 
             1423   5 4     99%(377/382) 100%(5/5) 
             1510   4 1     99%(376/381)  83%(5/6) 
282 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             546    2 1     99%(213/216) 100%(1/1) 
             276    4 1     98%(376/382) 100%(6/6) 
             506    5 1     98%(374/380) 100%(4/4) 
             278    5 1     98%(371/378) 100%(5/5) 
             1354   2 1     98%(374/382)  83%(5/6) 
             2328   2 1     98%(374/382) 100%(6/6) 
1406  98.5   806    6 1     99%(392/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1178   7 1     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             2301   5 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1119   5 14    99%(275/278) 100%(3/3) 
             234    3 1     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
             2467   5 9     99%(278/282) 100%(3/3) 
1408  99.2   1042   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1300   1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             122    1 2    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             199    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             461    2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             682    1 1    100%(391/393) 100%(3/3) 
             899    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             991    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2098   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2292   2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             930    3 1     99%(332/334) 100%(2/2) 
1409  96.7   2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2135   7 4     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             988    3 2     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1190   9 3     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1540   5 2     98%(323/330) 100%(7/7) 
             2709   7 1     98%(386/395) 100%(8/8) 
1410  97.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             438    9 16    99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             408    6 2     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
1413  96.2   1170   4 1     98%(388/395)  91%(10/11) 
             71     1 1     98%(387/395)  91%(10/11) 
             86     6 1     98%(387/395)  91%(10/11) 
             569    6 1     98%(386/395)  91%(10/11) 
             1458   2 1     98%(386/395)  75%(9/12) 
             1531   6 2     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             1663   2 1     97%(371/382)  91%(10/11) 
             2611   9 2     97%(382/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2291   8 2     97%(381/395)  90%(9/10) 
1415  97.7   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1120  13 16    99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             21    13 6     99%(388/394)  80%(4/5) 
             765   20 1     99%(389/395)  67%(4/6) 
283 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1010  14 1     99%(389/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2442  14 1     98%(337/343)  80%(4/5) 
             1083  15 5     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
             011   12 4     98%(263/268)  80%(4/5) 
             148   20 1     98%(387/395)  67%(4/6) 
             530    7 4     98%(387/395)  83%(5/6) 
1416  98.5   1240   4 8     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
1418  98.5   153    4 2     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             775    1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1538   5 14    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2462   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             355    3 3     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             783    4 3     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1201   5 3     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1240   4 8     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
1421  98.6   1712   1 129  100%(172/172) 100%(1/1) 
             2632   2 1    100%(275/276) 100%(1/1) 
             201    5 1     99%(346/348) 100%(3/3) 
             1234   4 1     99%(345/348)  67%(2/3) 
             2322   5 1     99%(344/347) 100%(3/3) 
             2714   3 1     99%(345/348) 100%(2/2) 
             121    1 1     99%(344/348) 100%(3/3) 
             1035   5 1     99%(344/348) 100%(2/2) 
             1248   1 1     99%(344/348) 100%(2/2) 
             1779   4 1     99%(342/346) 100%(3/3) 
1422  96.7   766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             905    3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             32    13 2     98%(385/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2812  12 2     98%(385/395) 100%(7/7) 
             370   15 24    97%(123/127) 100%(2/2) 
1423  98.5   100    3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1164   3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1340   3 3    100%(390/392) 100%(4/4) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             371    3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1235   3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2346   3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1056   3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2567   2 10    99%(208/210) 100%(1/1) 
             276    2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             506    3 2     99%(388/393) 100%(4/4) 
             1404   3 1     99%(377/382) 100%(5/5) 
             1510   3 2     99%(389/394) 100%(4/4) 
1424  93.9   2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
1425  96.7   573    1 23   100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
284 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             274    9 39    99%(246/249) 100%(3/3) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             904    7 25    98%(194/198) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1668  11 2     98%(385/394) 100%(7/7) 
             752    2 1     98%(384/394) 100%(10/10) 
1426  99.7   1460   1 1    100%(394/394) 100%(1/1) 
1427  99.5   Kr                           
1428  96.7   2177   1 22    99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             2238  19 3     97%(377/388)  71%(5/7) 
1431  95.4   2794  20 1     96%(329/343)  78%(7/9) 
1432  96.7   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             2779  10 14    99%(268/272) 100%(3/3) 
             28    10 1     97%(280/289)  60%(3/5) 
             405    3 1     97%(240/248)  80%(4/5) 
1434  97.2   2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             2637   5 11    99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(3/3) 
             956   10 7     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1640  10 7     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2282s 10 7     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             585    7 8     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1629  11 6     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2375   4 1     98%(382/391) 100%(6/6) 
             23     3 1     97%(382/392) 100%(6/6) 
1435  99.4   Kr                           
1436  97.5   790    1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1217   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(9/9) 
             811    2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             196    6 1     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
             379    7 4     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1294   1 1     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1387s 10 5     98%(386/394) 100%(6/6) 
             2590   6 4     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1171   3 1     98%(386/395)  83%(5/6) 
1438  98.5   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1058   5 7     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1538   5 14    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2451   4 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             438    9 16    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1240   4 8     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             475   14 30    99%(347/352) 100%(3/3) 
1439  97.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             15     3 2    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             013    2 10    99%(236/238) 100%(4/4) 
             1163   5 20    99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
285 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2894   3 1     99%(387/391)  86%(6/7) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             902    5 1     98%(377/384) 100%(6/6) 
             1595   5 2     98%(387/395)  86%(6/7) 
1440  98.5   779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
1441  99.0   no close relatives          
1442  98.5   2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             2177   1 22    99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             1560   4 29    99%(305/307) 100%(3/3) 
             1039   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1791   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1467   7 13    99%(332/335) 100%(3/3) 
             511    3 1     99%(387/391) 100%(4/4) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1664   7 8     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
1443  98.0   179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             2414   4 16    99%(266/269) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             350    6 2     98%(358/364) 100%(4/4) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
             355    7 3     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             524    2 1     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             785    3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
1444  98.2   944    1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1207   2 3    100%(367/369) 100%(4/4) 
             200    4 4     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             941    3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1324   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             190    7 7     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             11     4 4     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
1445  99.2   Kr                           
1446  95.4   1050   2 1     97%(383/395)  90%(9/10) 
             370   15 24    97%(123/127) 100%(3/3) 
             2620   4 1     97%(382/395) 100%(10/10) 
1447  97.7   1216   4 5     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
1448  97.5   78     1 1    100%(392/394) 100%(8/8) 
             127    1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(9/9) 
             132    2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1513   2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1701   2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2405   1 2     98%(384/392) 100%(9/9) 
             2530   1 1     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             175    1 1     98%(386/395)  89%(8/9) 
             2524   1 1     98%(382/391) 100%(10/10) 
             2623   4 1     98%(386/395)  88%(7/8) 
1449  97.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
286 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             188    5 1     98%(387/395)  83%(5/6) 
1450  99.0   999    1 2    100%(395/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             380    2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             730    3 17   100%(387/389) 100%(3/3) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1076   2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1300   2 12   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             202    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             261    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             561    1 5     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             900    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1031   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1078   2 10    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1121   3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1290   3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1397   3 2     99%(391/394)  75%(3/4) 
             1545   3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2224   2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2641   2 6     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
1451  96.2   1143   1 2    100%(197/197) 100%(4/4) 
             2528   2 1     98%(385/395)  87%(13/15) 
             968    1 1     96%(380/394)  67%(8/12) 
1452  99.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1238   2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1034   3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1163   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1292   1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1300   2 12   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2173   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2181   3 2    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             166    2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             198    3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             232    3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             461    3 18    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2637   3 12    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
1453  98.5   no close relatives          
1454  98.0   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             60     2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1495   2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1685   2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2868   1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             502    4 7     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
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Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1084   3 1     99%(390/395)  57%(4/7) 
             413    4 5     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
1455  96.5   776    2 1     99%(390/394)  83%(10/12) 
             2394   2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2613   3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1005   7 1     97%(384/395) 100%(9/9) 
             106    2 1     97%(383/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1195   3 1     97%(383/395) 100%(9/9) 
             697    5 1     97%(382/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1365   6 2     97%(382/395) 100%(8/8) 
1456  98.5   1092   1 104  100%(252/252) 100%(1/1) 
             1400   1 119  100%(211/211) 100%(1/1) 
             240    4 9     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             730    6 11    99%(386/389) 100%(3/3) 
             2101   5 4     99%(388/392) 100%(4/4) 
             305    5 3     99%(385/390) 100%(4/4) 
             1280   9 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1545   7 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1609   4 3     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
1457  97.0   no close relatives          
1458  96.2   71     4 1     98%(386/395)  82%(9/11) 
             86     9 1     98%(386/395)  82%(9/11) 
             1413   4 1     98%(386/395)  75%(9/12) 
             569    8 1     98%(385/395)  82%(9/11) 
             1170   8 1     98%(385/395)  80%(8/10) 
             1531   6 2     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             2705   2 1     97%(382/394)  70%(7/10) 
             2611   9 2     97%(382/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1663   5 1     97%(369/382)  73%(8/11) 
             2291   8 2     97%(381/395)  90%(9/10) 
1459  99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             98     2 3    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1514   2 8    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             75     3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             199    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             367    1 11   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             399    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             653    2 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             672    1 2    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             877    3 7    100%(391/393) 100%(2/2) 
             1687   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2098   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2142   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2356   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2507   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
1460  99.7   1426   1 1    100%(394/394) 100%(1/1) 
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Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
1461  99.0   246    1 124  100%(198/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1030   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1688   2 73   100%(393/394) 100%(2/2) 
             696    3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1656   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1560   4 29    99%(305/307) 100%(2/2) 
             55     4 6     99%(387/390) 100%(3/3) 
             2621   3 3     99%(391/394) 100%(2/2) 
1462  99.0   246    1 124  100%(198/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   1 119  100%(203/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1634   1 3    100%(395/395) 100%(4/4) 
             361    2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             689    1 4    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1165   2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1508   2 3    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1618   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2460   2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             415    3 9    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1158   3 3    100%(392/394)  67%(2/3) 
             1323   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1476   3 8    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1584   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2444   3 9    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2689   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1702   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
1463  96.7   726    1 1     99%(389/394) 100%(10/10) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             2756   3 2     99%(388/394) 100%(8/8) 
             68     2 1     98%(387/394)  90%(9/10) 
             557    2 3     98%(387/394) 100%(9/9) 
             365    4 1     98%(383/392)  80%(8/10) 
             475s   3 1     98%(43/44)    75%(3/4) 
             1375   1 1     98%(385/394)  80%(8/10) 
             1377   1 4     98%(381/390) 100%(9/9) 
             1113   4 1     97%(383/394)  89%(8/9) 
1464  99.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
1465  97.5   414    5 6     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1466   5 6     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             852    5 3     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2141   7 1     99%(389/395)  83%(5/6) 
             534    3 1     98%(371/379)  83%(5/6) 
             1096   6 2     98%(382/390) 100%(6/6) 
             349    4 1     98%(386/395)  83%(5/6) 
1466  98.5   414    1 1    100%(395/395) 100%(6/6) 
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Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             410    1 2    100%(393/394) 100%(5/5) 
             852    1 2    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1472   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2141   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1096   1 3     99%(386/390) 100%(6/6) 
             1465   1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             269    2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             746    2 8     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
1467  98.8   246    1 124  100%(138/138) 100%(1/1) 
             416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(172/172) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2773   1 4    100%(335/335) 100%(4/4) 
             516    2 2    100%(333/334) 100%(3/3) 
             1034   2 1    100%(334/335) 100%(3/3) 
             1494   2 4    100%(334/335) 100%(4/4) 
             274    3 1    100%(188/189) 100%(2/2) 
             925    3 1     99%(333/335) 100%(4/4) 
             1032   3 1     99%(333/335) 100%(3/3) 
             1205   3 1     99%(333/335) 100%(3/3) 
             1367   2 1     99%(333/335) 100%(2/2) 
             1791   2 1     99%(333/335) 100%(3/3) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2907   3 1     99%(237/239) 100%(2/2) 
1468  98.5   1605   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             171    1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             034    1 4     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1233   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1388   1 1     99%(383/387)  75%(3/4) 
             1581   1 2     99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
             2730   1 2     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
1469  99.5   Kr                           
1470  98.5   461    3 18    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             07     4 12    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             550    7 13    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1341   5 21    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2297   4 15    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2725   7 33    99%(198/200) 100%(2/2) 
             765   13 20    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             778    2 11    99%(388/393) 100%(4/4) 
             1295   8 20    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2907   8 39    99%(294/298) 100%(3/3) 
1471  98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1494   2 4    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1632   3 2    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2773   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
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Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1467   4 12    99%(333/335) 100%(4/4) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
1472  98.7   1141   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2665   1 2    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             195    2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             210    2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             852    2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2856   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1568   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2141   3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2567   2 10    99%(208/210) 100%(1/1) 
1473  99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             843    1 4    100%(395/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2604   1 4    100%(395/395) 100%(3/3) 
             896    2 3    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1167   2 3    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             143    3 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             496    1 3    100%(389/391) 100%(2/2) 
             951    1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1570   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
1474  99.0   573    1 23   100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             516    3 13   100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
             877    3 7    100%(391/393) 100%(2/2) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             274    4 20    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
1475  98.7   2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             44     2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             57     7 6     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             332   10 12    99%(373/377) 100%(3/3) 
1476  99.0   1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             361    2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1165   2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2460   2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             415    3 9    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1323   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1462   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1634   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2444   3 9    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
1477  99.2   Kr                           
1478s 95.9   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
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Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(1/1) 
1479  98.2   2649   6 3     99%(144/146)  75%(3/4) 
             263    3 9     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2779  12 1     99%(268/272)  67%(2/3) 
1480  98.5   no close relatives          
1481  98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1566   3 1    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             871    4 1     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             190    5 4     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             746    2 8     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2437   4 2     99%(359/364) 100%(4/4) 
1482  99.5   Kr                           
1483  98.5   771    1 13   100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             864    1 2    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             830    1 1     99%(375/378) 100%(4/4) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2467   5 9     99%(278/282) 100%(2/2) 
1484  98.2   2725   7 33    99%(198/200) 100%(2/2) 
             274    9 39    99%(246/249) 100%(1/1) 
1485  98.2   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             274    4 20    99%(247/249) 100%(3/3) 
             952    3 1     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1000   4 1     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1125   3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1623   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             904    4 12    99%(195/198) 100%(2/2) 
1486  97.7   470    1 2    100%(395/395) 100%(9/9) 
             490    1 2    100%(395/395) 100%(9/9) 
             980    1 3    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             839    1 4    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2321   1 4    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             395    3 3     99%(391/395)  88%(7/8) 
             443    2 4     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             159    2 4     99%(388/394) 100%(8/8) 
1487  99.5   Kr                           
1488  99.5   Kr                           
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Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
1489  99.2   Kr                           
1490  99.5   Kr                           
1491  98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             274    4 20    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             111    6 1     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             906    4 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
1492  99.5   Kr                           
1493  99.5   Kr                           
1494  98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1467   2 3    100%(334/335) 100%(4/4) 
             1471   2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1632   2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2773   2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             516    3 13   100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1205   2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1521   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2135   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
1495  97.7   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             60     3 1    100%(394/395)  89%(8/9) 
             1454   2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1685   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2868   3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             1084   4 2     99%(389/395)  57%(4/7) 
             500    4 14    98%(258/263) 100%(3/3) 
1496  99.5   Kr                           
1497  99.2   Kr                           
1498  96.7   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             2283   9 1     98%(388/395)  89%(8/9) 
             1215   9 2     98%(386/395)  90%(9/10) 
             2897  10 1     98%(386/395)  89%(8/9) 
             2605   4 1     97%(384/395)  90%(9/10) 
             54     5 1     97%(383/395)  88%(7/8) 
1499  99.2   Kr                           
1501  99.2   Kr                           
1502  97.0   766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
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Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             954    2 1     98%(385/395) 100%(7/7) 
             274s   5 1     97%(144/148)  75%(3/4) 
             557   10 2     97%(384/395)  86%(6/7) 
1503  99.5   Kr                           
1504  98.0   no close relatives          
1505  98.0   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2495   1 1     99%(390/395)  83%(5/6) 
             906    6 2     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
1506  93.9   731s   2 2     98%(43/44)   100%(1/1) 
             370   18 2     97%(122/126) 100%(4/4) 
             315   27 1     96%(377/391)  93%(13/14) 
             1336  22 1     95%(309/325)  92%(11/12) 
             2206   6 1     95%(369/389)  93%(14/15) 
             744   11 1     95%(370/391)  88%(14/16) 
             1534  14 1     95%(370/391)  92%(12/13) 
             833    3 1     94%(368/391)  88%(14/16) 
1508  98.7   246    1 124  100%(198/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   1 119  100%(203/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1462   2 6    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1634   2 6    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2689   1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             361    4 71   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             689    2 7    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1618   3 70   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1614   2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1702   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
1509  98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
1510  98.2   100    4 3     99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
             278    1 1     99%(387/390) 100%(6/6) 
             1164   4 3     99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
             1340   4 3     99%(388/391) 100%(4/4) 
             371    4 2     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             1057   4 9     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             1235   4 2     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             2346   4 3     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             1056   4 2     99%(389/394) 100%(4/4) 
             276    3 2     99%(388/394) 100%(5/5) 
1511  97.5   775    6 1     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
             449   25 3     98%(387/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2236   1 1     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2603  15 5     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
1512  98.0   no close relatives          
1513  97.2   78     2 2     99%(391/394) 100%(8/8) 
             1448   3 3     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1701   3 3     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
             127    5 1     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
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             132    4 1     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             279    1 1     98%(387/395)  90%(9/10) 
             175    2 1     98%(386/395)  80%(8/10) 
1514  99.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             199    2 4    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             399    2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             653    1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1459   2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1687   2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2098   2 4    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2356   2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2507   2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
1515  96.5   no close relatives          
1519  97.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2414   7 17    99%(265/269) 100%(3/3) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
1520  98.5   no close relatives          
1521  98.7   774    1 2    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1205   7 21    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1494   6 13    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             274    9 39    99%(246/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
1528  96.7   1216   4 5     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             16     1 1     98%(385/395)  92%(11/12) 
             152    6 2     98%(385/395) 100%(8/8) 
             477    3 1     98%(385/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1243   2 2     98%(384/394) 100%(9/9) 
             1579   1 2     98%(385/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2174   6 2     98%(385/395) 100%(7/7) 
             184    4 2     97%(383/394) 100%(7/7) 
             977    3 1     97%(384/395) 100%(8/8) 
             182    1 1     97%(383/395) 100%(9/9) 
1530  98.7   2362   1 1    100%(391/392) 100%(4/4) 
             507    2 1     99%(389/392) 100%(4/4) 
1531  96.5   2387   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(11/11) 
             86     2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2291   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(14/14) 
             2611   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(12/12) 
             569    3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(12/12) 
295 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1170   3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1788   2 1     99%(386/391)  90%(9/10) 
             71     3 2     98%(386/395)  90%(9/10) 
             1458   3 1     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             2705   3 3     97%(381/394)  67%(6/9) 
1532  97.0   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
1533  95.9   835    3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(13/13) 
             729    3 1     99%(369/374)  93%(13/14) 
             684    8 2     99%(389/395)  92%(12/13) 
             727    7 2     99%(388/394)  92%(11/12) 
             749    7 1     99%(388/394)  92%(12/13) 
             1252   6 2     99%(389/395)  92%(11/12) 
             834    5 2     98%(388/395)  92%(12/13) 
             1182   2 3     98%(216/220) 100%(7/7) 
             1261   8 2     98%(382/390)  92%(12/13) 
             993    6 10    97%(382/392) 100%(9/9) 
1534  94.4   857    1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(19/19) 
             723    1 2     99%(390/395) 100%(17/17) 
             2470  12 1     98%(348/356)  93%(14/15) 
             1336  14 1     97%(318/328)  92%(12/13) 
             818   11 1     97%(381/395)  92%(12/13) 
             428   12 1     96%(379/394)  86%(12/14) 
             1021  10 1     96%(374/389)  73%(11/15) 
             741   14 1     96%(377/393)  87%(13/15) 
             744    8 1     95%(377/395)  82%(14/17) 
             1506   6 1     95%(370/391)  92%(12/13) 
1535  97.7   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             190    7 7     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             577    5 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             32     8 3     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             269    9 3     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2812   8 3     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
1536  95.9   684    8 2     99%(389/395)  92%(12/13) 
             727    7 2     99%(388/394)  92%(11/12) 
             1252   6 2     99%(389/395)  92%(11/12) 
             834    5 2     98%(388/395)  92%(12/13) 
             1261   8 2     98%(382/390)  92%(12/13) 
             2185   4 1     98%(373/381)  77%(10/13) 
             731s   1 10    98%(44/45)   100%(2/2) 
             2214   5 1     98%(385/395)  91%(10/11) 
             1182   6 1     97%(214/220)  88%(7/8) 
             2452   5 1     97%(337/349)  90%(9/10) 
1538  98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             438    3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
296 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             481    2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1201   3 2     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1418   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1438   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             193    3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             355    3 3     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             528    1 2     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             661    2 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1624   3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
1539  99.0   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             877    3 7    100%(391/393) 100%(2/2) 
             2650   1 3    100%(203/204) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             274    4 20    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
1540  97.0   274    8 1     99%(182/184)  67%(2/3) 
             1190   5 4     99%(325/330) 100%(7/7) 
             2135   7 4     99%(325/330) 100%(7/7) 
             1063   7 3     98%(324/330) 100%(6/6) 
             1409   4 1     98%(323/330) 100%(7/7) 
             2709   6 1     98%(323/330) 100%(7/7) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(3/3) 
             262    3 1     97%(321/330)  80%(4/5) 
             988    6 1     97%(321/330) 100%(6/6) 
             2679s 11 1     97%(33/34)   100%(1/1) 
1541  97.9   no close relatives          
1542  96.9   1166   1 1     99%(388/393) 100%(10/10) 
             1314   1 1     99%(388/393)  89%(8/9) 
             370    8 42    98%(122/125) 100%(2/2) 
             2304  12 1     98%(383/393)  86%(6/7) 
1543  98.5   1400   1 119  100%(211/211) 100%(1/1) 
             2177   1 22    99%(157/158) 100%(1/1) 
             1068   5 1     99%(389/394) 100%(3/3) 
1544  98.7   1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             1656   2 9    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             932    3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             961    3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1596   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1620   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1628   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2122   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1057   3 1     99%(392/395)  75%(3/4) 
             986    3 8     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
1545  98.2   2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             240    3 14   100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
297 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             730    3 17   100%(387/389) 100%(4/4) 
             2101   3 7     99%(389/392) 100%(5/5) 
             305    3 5     99%(386/390) 100%(5/5) 
             324    4 1     99%(391/395)  60%(3/5) 
             1280   4 4     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2224   3 9     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             196    3 3     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1306   3 1     98%(363/369) 100%(5/5) 
1546  94.9   no close relatives          
1547  98.5   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             2315   1 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
             986    4 1     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1035   7 2     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1649   4 1     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             2467   6 1     99%(278/282)  67%(2/3) 
1548  99.5   Kr                           
1549  97.7   651    1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2146   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             335    7 2     98%(223/227)  67%(2/3) 
1550  99.5   Kr                           
1551  99.2   Kr                           
1552  98.7   387    1 4    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1389   5 67   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1477   5 67   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1497   5 67   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             806    5 6     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             953    4 1     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2355   3 1     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1813   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
1553  97.2   1138   1 1     99%(386/391) 100%(9/9) 
             498    4 2     99%(385/391) 100%(6/6) 
             1126   5 1     98%(381/390) 100%(6/6) 
             1202   6 1     97%(381/391) 100%(6/6) 
1554  98.2   153   11 7     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             190    9 2     99%(390/395)  60%(3/5) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             2732  14 10    99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
1555  97.7   2586   5 3     98%(387/394) 100%(5/5) 
1556  97.1   419    4 1     98%(370/376)  88%(7/8) 
             1013   8 1     98%(377/384) 100%(7/7) 
             1085   8 1     98%(377/384) 100%(7/7) 
             904    8 2     98%(194/198)  67%(2/3) 
             2238  10 1     98%(368/377)  86%(6/7) 
1557  98.0   925    6 6     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
298 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1396   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             762    3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             904    4 12    99%(195/198) 100%(2/2) 
1558  97.8   2670   1 1     99%(352/356) 100%(5/5) 
1559  99.5   Kr                           
1560  99.0   246    1 124  100%(110/110) 100%(1/1) 
             2679s  1 22   100%(11/11)   100%(1/1) 
             83     2 69   100%(306/307) 100%(2/2) 
             645    1 7    100%(306/307) 100%(2/2) 
             1023   2 70   100%(305/306) 100%(2/2) 
             1030   2 69   100%(306/307) 100%(2/2) 
             1688   2 73   100%(305/306) 100%(1/1) 
             1698   2 69   100%(306/307) 100%(2/2) 
             1705   2 69   100%(306/307) 100%(2/2) 
             2364s  2 69   100%(306/307) 100%(2/2) 
             2177   1 22    99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             2307   3 2     99%(155/156) 100%(1/1) 
             55     3 2     99%(305/307) 100%(2/2) 
             959    3 2     99%(305/307) 100%(2/2) 
             991    2 1     99%(305/307) 100%(1/1) 
             1088   2 1     99%(305/307) 100%(2/2) 
             1185   1 1     99%(305/307) 100%(2/2) 
             1442   3 1     99%(305/307) 100%(3/3) 
             1585   1 1     99%(305/307)  67%(2/3) 
             1637   2 1     99%(305/307) 100%(2/2) 
             1680   3 1     99%(305/307) 100%(2/2) 
             1786   2 1     99%(304/306) 100%(2/2) 
             2496   3 2     99%(305/307) 100%(2/2) 
             2715   1 1     99%(304/306) 100%(3/3) 
1561  98.0   1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             582    2 1     99%(391/395)  86%(6/7) 
             2492   1 2     99%(379/384) 100%(6/6) 
             1026   8 1     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2756   4 2     99%(389/395)  83%(5/6) 
             017    2 1     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             220    6 1     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2193   7 5     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2278   5 1     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
             2280   6 3     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
1562  98.7   2471   1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2439   2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
1563  98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             111    4 1     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             823    4 1     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             906    5 1     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
1564  98.2   416    1 226  100%(75/75)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(127/127) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(141/142) 100%(1/1) 
299 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1804   2 99    99%(118/119) 100%(1/1) 
             2782   2 100   99%(123/124) 100%(1/1) 
             280    2 1     99%(363/367) 100%(4/4) 
             1343   2 233   99%(80/81)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(79/80)   100%(1/1) 
             2195   3 5     99%(375/380) 100%(3/3) 
             1216   3 2     98%(374/380) 100%(3/3) 
             1349   3 7     98%(181/184) 100%(1/1) 
1565  98.3   2307   2 72   100%(185/186) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             274    6 1     99%(202/204) 100%(2/2) 
             358    5 1     99%(346/350) 100%(4/4) 
             370    3 1     99%(92/93)   100%(3/3) 
             2592   6 2     99%(345/349) 100%(4/4) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1564   5 4     99%(333/337) 100%(3/3) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2717   5 1     98%(182/185) 100%(1/1) 
1566  98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             871    2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1481   2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2437   2 1     99%(361/364) 100%(5/5) 
             1110   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             746    2 8     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
1567  96.4   1343   2 233   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(81/82)   100%(2/2) 
             2649  10 9     98%(142/145)  67%(2/3) 
1568  98.7   1141   3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1586   5 4     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2388   3 1     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1472   5 6     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2141   3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
1569  97.7   416    1 226  100%(73/73)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(122/122) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(139/140) 100%(1/1) 
             766    2 54    99%(136/137) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   4 3     99%(115/116) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(80/81)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(79/80)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   5 93    99%(136/138) 100%(1/1) 
             748    6 64    98%(170/173) 100%(1/1) 
1570  98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             843    3 4    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1473   3 4    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
300 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2604   3 4    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             896    5 2     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2142   2 4     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
1571  98.1   no close relatives          
1571s 95.2   2214  24 1     96%(181/188)  75%(3/4) 
1572  99.5   Kr                           
1573  96.2   766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(3/3) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
1574  93.7   370    9 2     98%(124/127)  80%(4/5) 
1575  99.0   179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             219    5 16    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1155   4 11    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2396   2 3     99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
1576  99.5   Kr                           
1577  95.9   no close relatives          
1578  98.7   no close relatives          
1579  96.2   513    5 1     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             977    2 2     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             1243   2 2     98%(384/394) 100%(10/10) 
             1528   3 6     98%(385/395) 100%(9/9) 
             152    9 2     97%(383/395) 100%(8/8) 
             477    4 1     97%(383/395) 100%(9/9) 
             16     4 1     97%(381/395)  91%(10/11) 
             555    7 1     97%(381/395) 100%(8/8) 
1580  97.5   2398   1 1     99%(237/239) 100%(2/2) 
             904    4 12    99%(195/198) 100%(2/2) 
             998    2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             180    2 3     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(2/2) 
1581  98.7   034    1 4     99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1468   3 3     99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
1582  91.4   1      1 1    100%(393/394) 100%(34/34) 
             2517   2 2     98%(127/130)  82%(9/11) 
             209    7 1     96%(380/394)  96%(24/25) 
             565    2 1     96%(377/392)  86%(24/28) 
             2702   1 1     96%(377/394)  91%(20/22) 
             357    7 1     95%(375/394) 100%(23/23) 
             205    5 1     95%(373/393)  84%(21/25) 
             2886   5 1     95%(373/393)  83%(19/23) 
             2713   7 1     95%(373/394)  91%(20/22) 
             087    7 2     92%(48/52)    75%(3/4) 
1583  98.5   573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
301 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2717   4 13    99%(227/230) 100%(2/2) 
1584  99.0   689    1 4    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1618   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1131   1 1    100%(282/283) 100%(3/3) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1145   3 66   100%(372/374) 100%(2/2) 
             1462   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1634   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2689   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1702   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
1585  98.5   1560   5 1     99%(305/307)  67%(2/3) 
             509    2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1120   8 22    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             887    6 1     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
1586  99.0   55     2 1    100%(388/390)  75%(3/4) 
             769    4 1    100%(393/395)  67%(2/3) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1030   5 1    100%(393/395)  67%(2/3) 
             1141   2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1445   4 1    100%(393/395)  67%(2/3) 
             2255   4 1    100%(393/395)  67%(2/3) 
             1560   4 29    99%(305/307) 100%(2/2) 
             1472   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1568   1 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
1588  96.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   1 15   100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             119    2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             491    2 2     99%(388/391) 100%(9/9) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             330    3 4     99%(390/394) 100%(11/11) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             191    3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(11/11) 
             217    5 1     98%(388/395) 100%(12/12) 
             578    6 2     98%(387/395) 100%(11/11) 
1589  97.2   2394   4 1     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
             776    6 1     98%(385/394) 100%(7/7) 
             2145   2 1     98%(385/395)  89%(8/9) 
1590  99.3   512    1 2    100%(146/146) 100%(1/1) 
             1068   1 1    100%(146/146) 100%(1/1) 
1592  98.0   997    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(7/7) 
             353    2 7     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             989    4 3     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             770    2 2     99%(376/380) 100%(7/7) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             36     2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
302 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             186    2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2482   1 4     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1364   3 1     98%(388/395)  86%(6/7) 
1593  96.2   no close relatives          
1594  98.5   1787   1 1    100%(395/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1290   1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             484    4 3     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             2641   2 6     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             234    2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             979    2 5     99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1391   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             502    4 7     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2315   3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
1595  97.2   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             761    7 1     99%(389/395)  67%(6/9) 
             188    4 1     98%(388/395)  75%(6/8) 
             2649  10 9     98%(143/146)  67%(2/3) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             80     3 1     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1781  11 1     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2118   8 1     98%(386/395)  86%(6/7) 
1596  99.2   Kr                           
1597  98.0   2649   1 2    100%(146/146) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             1598   5 8     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2500   6 5     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             60     6 4     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             851    4 3     99%(386/392) 100%(6/6) 
             52     6 3     98%(385/392) 100%(7/7) 
1598  98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             2500   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             851    1 2     99%(388/392) 100%(6/6) 
             995    3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1597   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2371   3 1     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
1599  99.2   Kr                           
303 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
1600  99.0   1092   1 104  100%(252/252) 100%(1/1) 
             1400   1 119  100%(211/211) 100%(1/1) 
             575    2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             932    2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             961    2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1117   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1596   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1620   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1628   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1686   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2122   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2352   2 67   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             758    3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1035   1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1656   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2466   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             986    2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1057   2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1235   3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
1602  98.5   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1359   1 1     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
1603  98.7   779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
1604  98.5   no close relatives          
1605  98.0   1468   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             034    1 4     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             171    2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1233   4 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
1606  96.1   649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
1609  98.2   246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             240    6 9     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             196    3 3     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1456   4 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2101   6 2     99%(387/392) 100%(4/4) 
             305    6 1     99%(384/390) 100%(4/4) 
             1545   8 5     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2765   7 6     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
1613  96.7   854    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2735   1 3     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             742    4 3     99%(390/394)  92%(11/12) 
             1160   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(12/12) 
             315    4 3     99%(389/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1684   4 6     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             370    4 18    98%(125/127) 100%(4/4) 
             993    1 3     98%(385/392) 100%(9/9) 
             755    3 1     97%(384/395) 100%(7/7) 
             886    3 3     97%(383/394) 100%(10/10) 
304 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
1614  98.0   2689   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             689    4 6     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1508   5 7     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2399   8 4     98%(238/242) 100%(4/4) 
1615  98.2   979    1 1    100%(392/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2467   2 6     99%(280/282) 100%(4/4) 
             1024   1 1     99%(391/394)  86%(6/7) 
             498    1 2     99%(390/394) 100%(5/5) 
             957    3 2     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             1126   2 1     99%(387/393) 100%(5/5) 
             1202   2 2     99%(388/394) 100%(6/6) 
1617  99.2   Kr                           
1618  99.2   Kr                           
1619  99.2   Kr                           
1620  99.2   Kr                           
1622s 97.7   2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             956    2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1640   2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2282s  2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1629   3 2    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             963    2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1054s  3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1086   3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2136   3 5     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2137   3 5     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             289    3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2737   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2758s  3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1017   2 2     99%(389/395)  88%(7/8) 
1623  97.7   1485   5 3     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             904    4 12    99%(195/198) 100%(3/3) 
             283    2 5     98%(159/162) 100%(1/1) 
             1000   8 3     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1125   7 2     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
1624  97.7   2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             193    5 3     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             548    8 3     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1012   6 1     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2586   5 3     98%(387/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2868   6 7     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2499   7 3     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2526   5 4     98%(276/282) 100%(3/3) 
1625  97.4   1236   3 1     98%(372/379)  83%(5/6) 
             676    2 1     98%(370/379)  83%(5/6) 
305 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
1626  96.4   2705   1 1     99%(388/394) 100%(11/11) 
1627  95.4   1690   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(14/14) 
             1272   2 1     98%(387/395)  93%(13/14) 
             2463   4 3     98%(387/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2902   9 3     98%(387/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1079  10 3     98%(386/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1699   7 3     98%(386/395) 100%(10/10) 
             114   10 3     97%(384/395) 100%(11/11) 
             581    6 1     97%(384/395)  92%(12/13) 
             2404   5 3     97%(382/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2411   7 1     96%(361/376)  91%(10/11) 
1628  99.2   Kr                           
1629  97.7   2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             956    2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1640   2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2282s  2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1622s  3 2    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             963    2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1054s  3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1086   3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2136   3 5     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2137   3 5     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             289    3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2737   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2758s  3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1017   2 2     99%(389/395)  88%(7/8) 
1630  97.5   2567   2 10    99%(207/209) 100%(2/2) 
1632  98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1494   2 4    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1471   3 2    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2773   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             039    3 1     99%(390/395)  60%(3/5) 
1633  99.0   Kr                           
1634  99.0   246    1 124  100%(198/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1462   1 3    100%(395/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1633   1 119  100%(203/203) 100%(2/2) 
             361    2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             689    1 4    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1165   2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1508   2 3    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1618   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2460   2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             415    3 9    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
306 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1158   3 3    100%(392/394)  67%(2/3) 
             1323   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1476   3 8    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1584   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2444   3 9    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2689   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1702   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
1635  98.7   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             2099   1 15   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             390    7 5     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1290   5 15    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1318   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2511   4 9     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2641   5 8     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
1636  99.5   Kr                           
1637  99.2   246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(1/1) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             938    3 67   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1030   4 74   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1189   3 67   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1650   3 67   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2725   2 12   100%(199/200) 100%(2/2) 
             1560   4 29    99%(305/307) 100%(2/2) 
1638  99.7   no close relatives          
1639  98.5   502    1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             51     1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2641   6 2     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             483    7 3     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             661    2 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1394   4 3     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2398   2 8     99%(236/239) 100%(2/2) 
1640  98.0   771    1 13   100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             956    1 4    100%(395/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2282s  1 4    100%(395/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1622s  2 3    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1629   2 3    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             963    1 4    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1054s  2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1086   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2136   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2137   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             289    2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2637   3 12    99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2737   1 3     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1387s  3 3     99%(390/394) 100%(7/7) 
             2107   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2758s  2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
307 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1017   1 3     99%(390/395)  88%(7/8) 
             2497   3 3     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1064   2 3     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1644   3 3     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
1641  97.2   2535   5 6     98%(192/196) 100%(3/3) 
             2492   6 2     98%(376/384) 100%(5/5) 
             1026  19 2     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
             545    9 1     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
             585    9 7     98%(385/395) 100%(6/6) 
1642  97.7   533   10 2     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
1643  97.2   2694   3 1     99%(391/395)  89%(8/9) 
             1019   8 4     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2301   9 5     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             987s   3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             379    8 1     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2590   8 1     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
             370   11 11    98%(124/127)  67%(2/3) 
             2687   8 1     98%(384/394) 100%(6/6) 
1644  96.5   1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(3/3) 
             956    8 8     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1640   8 8     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2282s  8 8     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1622s 10 7     98%(388/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1629   9 7     98%(388/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1054s  9 5     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1239   3 1     97%(383/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2708   8 2     97%(382/394) 100%(9/9) 
1645  98.0   748    7 1     98%(178/181)  67%(2/3) 
1646  97.0   no close relatives          
1647  98.2   573    1 23   100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             952    5 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             1485   9 3     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
1648  98.2   573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
1649  98.5   246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             986    2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1035   3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1547   5 2     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
1650  99.2   Kr                           
1651  97.0   2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(1/1) 
1652  99.0   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             806    7 3     99%(392/395)  67%(2/3) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
308 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
1653  98.0   2725   7 33    99%(198/200) 100%(2/2) 
             862    8 1     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2573   4 2     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
1654  90.9   69     7 1     92%(362/395)  73%(16/22) 
1656  99.0   1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             932    2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             961    2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1030   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1544   2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1596   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1620   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1628   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1688   2 73   100%(393/394) 100%(2/2) 
             2122   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             696    3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             758    3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1461   3 4    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1600   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             2466   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             986    2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1057   2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2621   3 3     99%(391/394) 100%(2/2) 
1660  97.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             011    5 15    99%(264/268) 100%(5/5) 
             778    4 10    99%(387/393) 100%(5/5) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
1663  95.5   71     8 1     97%(371/382) 100%(10/10) 
             1413   6 1     97%(371/382)  91%(10/11) 
             86    10 1     97%(370/382)  90%(9/10) 
             569   10 1     97%(370/382)  82%(9/11) 
             1458   8 1     97%(369/382)  73%(8/11) 
             2291   9 1     96%(366/382)  90%(9/10) 
1664  98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2908   1 8    100%(90/90)   100%(3/3) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1063   3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1190   2 5     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2135   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             444    3 3     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
1665  97.7   748    1 2     99%(180/181) 100%(3/3) 
309 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2515   4 1     99%(391/395)  83%(5/6) 
             533    8 1     99%(390/395)  83%(5/6) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             49    13 1     99%(389/395)  67%(4/6) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1297   5 1     98%(387/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2686  14 1     98%(387/395)  67%(4/6) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
1666  96.2   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2661   1 1     98%(386/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1220   1 1     97%(384/395)  90%(9/10) 
             1342   1 1     97%(384/395)  91%(10/11) 
1667  99.5   Kr                           
1668  97.5   573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2717   3 2     99%(228/230) 100%(3/3) 
             2571   4 14    99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2649   7 3     99%(144/146)  67%(2/3) 
             277    3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2107   5 6     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             134    7 4     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
1670  98.5   1031   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2414   4 16    99%(266/269) 100%(3/3) 
             1280   9 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
1671  97.4   2112   3 1     99%(382/386) 100%(7/7) 
1672  98.5   777    1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1266   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1341   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             198    3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             353    2 7     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             461    3 18    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1083   1 4     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2224   2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2415   3 11    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2      3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             271    3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             364    2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2550   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             778    2 11    99%(388/393) 100%(4/4) 
1673  97.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
310 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
1675  96.6   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(1/1) 
             954    3 1     97%(373/383)  88%(7/8) 
1676  95.9   2794   1 1    100%(341/342) 100%(15/15) 
             352    3 1     99%(388/393) 100%(14/14) 
             375    3 1     99%(387/392) 100%(13/13) 
             2728   2 1     99%(388/394)  93%(14/15) 
             782    6 1     98%(385/394)  93%(13/14) 
             2252   5 1     98%(384/393) 100%(13/13) 
             2397   5 1     97%(383/394)  93%(13/14) 
             331    4 2     97%(382/394) 100%(9/9) 
             1001   5 1     97%(381/394)  93%(13/14) 
             299    5 2     96%(380/394)  90%(9/10) 
1677  96.4   779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             993    7 2     97%(377/387)  88%(7/8) 
             723   19 1     97%(378/390)  90%(9/10) 
             854   27 1     97%(378/390)  88%(7/8) 
             1613  26 1     97%(378/390)  88%(7/8) 
             749   29 1     97%(376/389)  78%(7/9) 
             835   29 1     97%(377/390)  67%(6/9) 
             2214  16 1     97%(377/390)  78%(7/9) 
             2470  28 1     97%(339/351)  78%(7/9) 
1678  97.0   247    5 1     99%(389/395)  89%(8/9) 
             1193   6 1     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2514   4 1     99%(389/395)  89%(8/9) 
             335    7 2     98%(223/227)  67%(2/3) 
             2215  11 1     98%(387/394)  86%(6/7) 
             2118   7 1     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
1680  98.7   1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             1030   4 74   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             2714   2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1560   4 29    99%(305/307) 100%(2/2) 
             696    5 4     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1461   5 4     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1656   5 6     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             55     6 7     99%(386/390) 100%(3/3) 
             1421   7 13    99%(344/348) 100%(2/2) 
1684  97.7   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             013    6 27    99%(235/238) 100%(3/3) 
             39     2 1     99%(390/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1707   4 4     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             854    7 5     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             862    6 5     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1613   6 2     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             993    1 3     98%(385/392) 100%(7/7) 
             2573   5 7     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
311 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
1685  97.5   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1454   3 1    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             60     4 1     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1495   4 1     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             413    4 5     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2868   4 4     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             500    4 14    98%(258/263) 100%(4/4) 
             1966   3 1     98%(384/392) 100%(6/6) 
1686  99.2   Kr                           
1687  99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2507   1 3    100%(395/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1514   2 8    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             199    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             399    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             653    2 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1459   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2098   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2356   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
1688  99.5   Kr                           
1689  92.9   828    8 1     96%(378/395)  85%(17/20) 
             826    8 1     95%(377/395)  90%(17/19) 
             346    8 1     95%(375/394)  88%(15/17) 
             543    8 1     95%(375/395)  83%(15/18) 
             788    8 1     94%(372/394)  85%(17/20) 
             13     7 1     94%(372/395)  81%(17/21) 
             124    7 1     93%(369/395)  83%(15/18) 
1690  96.5   1627   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(14/14) 
             699    5 2     99%(389/395) 100%(11/11) 
             2902   4 2     99%(389/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1306   4 3     98%(363/369)  88%(7/8) 
             1079   5 2     98%(388/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1699   5 2     98%(388/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1272   3 1     98%(387/395)  92%(11/12) 
             2463   4 3     98%(387/395) 100%(10/10) 
             581    1 2     98%(386/395)  92%(11/12) 
             2404   3 3     97%(384/395) 100%(11/11) 
1691  98.2   779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             475   16 1     99%(347/352)  60%(3/5) 
1692  96.2   573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(1/1) 
1693  97.7   179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(3/3) 
             1197   4 3     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
312 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1073   4 18    99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             786    4 1     99%(389/395)  88%(7/8) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             396    5 5     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2370   3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             528    5 3     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
1694  99.5   Kr                           
1695  97.0   no close relatives          
1697  97.0   no close relatives          
1698  99.2   Kr                           
1699  97.2   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2463   1 1     99%(390/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1306   1 1     99%(364/369)  86%(6/7) 
             489    5 2     99%(389/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1219   5 1     99%(389/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1690   4 3     98%(388/395) 100%(9/9) 
             114    5 1     98%(387/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1272   1 2     98%(387/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2404   2 5     98%(385/395) 100%(10/10) 
1700  98.0   no close relatives          
1701  96.7   78     2 2     99%(391/394) 100%(9/9) 
             1448   3 3     99%(390/395) 100%(9/9) 
             127    4 1     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
             132    3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1513   3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2405   2 3     98%(383/392) 100%(10/10) 
             175    5 2     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             279    2 1     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             2524   2 3     97%(381/391) 100%(11/11) 
             2794  16 1     97%(332/343)  89%(8/9) 
1702  98.7   1618   3 70   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1462   6 4     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1584   4 2     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1634   6 4     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             689    6 4     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1508   7 4     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1131   3 4     99%(280/283) 100%(2/2) 
1703  99.0   246    1 124  100%(198/198) 100%(2/2) 
             573    1 23   100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             1633   1 119  100%(203/203) 100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             845    2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1145   2 73   100%(373/374) 100%(3/3) 
             1328   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1493   2 71   100%(393/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1062   3 4    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1095   2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
313 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1789   2 4    100%(391/393) 100%(3/3) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             2322   2 6    100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             512    3 2     99%(392/395)  67%(2/3) 
1704  97.0   2108   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1047s  1 2     99%(390/395) 100%(9/9) 
1705  99.2   Kr                           
1707  97.5   862    1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2573   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             392    2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1302   1 1     99%(390/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1684   2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             39     3 1     99%(389/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1265   3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             734    2 2     98%(387/394) 100%(8/8) 
             993    2 1     98%(384/392) 100%(7/7) 
             818    2 2     98%(386/395) 100%(9/9) 
1709  96.7   1110  12 3     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
1712  99.5   Kr                           
1779  98.7   1400   1 119  100%(211/211) 100%(1/1) 
             246    2 83   100%(195/196) 100%(2/2) 
             1499   3 68   100%(391/393) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(200/201) 100%(2/2) 
             1119   5 14    99%(273/276) 100%(2/2) 
             1421   8 3     99%(342/346) 100%(3/3) 
1780  96.2   no close relatives          
1781  97.5   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             550   12 1     99%(390/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2297   8 1     99%(390/395)  83%(5/6) 
             21    11 16    99%(388/394) 100%(5/5) 
             495    7 1     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
             1083  14 15    98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1800  10 1     98%(387/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1595   9 2     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
1783  99.0   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             926    5 20    99%(294/296) 100%(2/2) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(1/1) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
1784s 92.7   2713   1 1     99%(389/395)  93%(25/27) 
             209    6 1     97%(381/395)  91%(21/23) 
             205    6 1     95%(374/394)  83%(19/23) 
             994   12 1     94%(373/395)  83%(15/18) 
             2886   6 1     94%(372/394)  80%(16/20) 
             1     14 1     94%(372/395)  86%(19/22) 
             138   14 1     94%(370/394)  89%(16/18) 
             565   14 2     94%(369/393)  81%(17/21) 
314 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2575  11 1     94%(357/382)  88%(14/16) 
             357   11 1     93%(368/395)  83%(15/18) 
1786  98.7   83     3 68   100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1023   3 67   100%(391/393) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1698   3 68   100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1705   3 68   100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             2364s  3 68   100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1560   4 29    99%(304/306) 100%(2/2) 
             645    4 5     99%(391/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1088   4 4     99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
1787  98.5   1594   1 1    100%(395/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1290   1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             484    4 3     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             2641   2 6     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             234    2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             979    2 5     99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1391   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             502    4 7     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2315   3 2     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
1788  97.2   1343   2 233   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(81/82)   100%(2/2) 
             1531   4 1     99%(386/391)  90%(9/10) 
             2649   5 93    99%(143/145) 100%(3/3) 
             2611   2 1     99%(385/391) 100%(9/9) 
             2387   5 1     98%(383/391)  86%(6/7) 
             86     8 1     98%(382/391)  88%(7/8) 
             2291   6 1     98%(382/391)  90%(9/10) 
             266    9 1     97%(381/391)  86%(6/7) 
             569    9 1     97%(381/391)  88%(7/8) 
1789  99.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1712   1 129  100%(189/189) 100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(128/128) 100%(1/1) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1703   3 5    100%(391/393) 100%(3/3) 
             2307   2 72   100%(192/193) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(145/146) 100%(1/1) 
             512    3 2     99%(390/393)  67%(2/3) 
             711    5 109   99%(217/219) 100%(1/1) 
1790  98.0   2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1073   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             592    5 1     99%(391/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1341   5 21    99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2386   3 5     99%(390/394) 100%(6/6) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2396   5 6     99%(389/394) 100%(5/5) 
             011    5 15    99%(264/268) 100%(5/5) 
315 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             396    3 5     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             447    4 1     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
1791  98.7   1039   2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             2725   2 12   100%(199/200) 100%(3/3) 
             1467   4 12    99%(333/335) 100%(3/3) 
             1032   6 1     99%(391/394)  75%(3/4) 
             1442   4 2     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2773   5 6     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             122    4 19    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1664   5 10    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
1792  98.5   2525   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             202    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             900    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             144s   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             561    2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             759    2 3     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
1797  92.9   no close relatives          
1800  97.7   2177   1 22    99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             351    1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(9/9) 
             550    5 4     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             461    5 24    99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2907   4 33    99%(295/298) 100%(4/4) 
             07     7 8     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2      4 5     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2297   7 11    99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             134    6 3     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1210   6 1     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
1802  95.9   1303   4 1     98%(387/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(3/3) 
             2758s  9 2     98%(387/395) 100%(10/10) 
             289   11 7     98%(386/395) 100%(9/9) 
             724   11 1     98%(386/395)  90%(9/10) 
             2290s 13 1     98%(367/376)  73%(8/11) 
             296   13 1     97%(384/395)  90%(9/10) 
             2708   6 2     97%(383/394)  91%(10/11) 
             525    7 1     96%(380/395)  90%(9/10) 
1803  100.0  no close relatives          
1804  97.5   031s   1 2    100%(120/120) 100%(3/3) 
             135    1 2    100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             212    1 2    100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             232    1 2    100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             292    1 2    100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             330    1 2    100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
316 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             965    1 2    100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             1007   1 2    100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             1026   1 2    100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             1094   1 2    100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             1588   1 2    100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             2624   1 2    100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             2637   1 3    100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             2760   1 2    100%(121/121) 100%(3/3) 
             53     2 3     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             64     2 1     99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             113    2 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             119    2 3     99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             125    2 1     99%(120/121) 100%(2/2) 
             129    2 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             133    3 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             153    3 3     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             166    2 3     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             190    3 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             191    2 2     99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             217    2 2     99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             218    3 2     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             267    3 1     99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             268    3 2     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             270    1 1     99%(121/122)  67%(2/3) 
             272    3 4     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             438    3 7     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             449    3 2     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             491    2 2     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             533    3 3     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             578    2 1     99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             688    3 2     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             724    3 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             785    1 1     99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             787    3 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             844    3 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             864    2 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             933    2 1     99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             1013   3 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1073   3 8     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1085   3 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1086   3 3     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1163   3 7     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1188   1 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1193   3 1     99%(121/122)  67%(2/3) 
             1203   2 1     99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             1209   2 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1223   2 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1237   2 2     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1242   1 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1357   3 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
317 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1387s  2 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1483   3 2     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1564   3 3     99%(118/119) 100%(1/1) 
             1609   2 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1635   2 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1644   1 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1660   2 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2127   1 1     99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             2136   3 5     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2137   3 5     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2213   2 2     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2215   3 1     99%(121/122)  67%(2/3) 
             2263   2 1     99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             2284   3 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2442   3 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2562   3 4     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2633   2 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2708   2 1     99%(120/121) 100%(2/2) 
             2750   3 1     99%(120/121) 100%(2/2) 
             2765   2 2     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2860   3 1     99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1569   3 1     99%(115/116) 100%(1/1) 
             2238   2 1     99%(115/116) 100%(2/2) 
             2290s  3 1     99%(102/103) 100%(2/2) 
             500    3 7     99%(67/68)   100%(1/1) 
             23     1 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             54     1 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             130    2 1     98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             131    2 1     98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             149    1 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             151    3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             162    2 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             187    3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             225    1 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             348    2 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             373    2 1     98%(120/122) 100%(3/3) 
             419    3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             422    3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             513    2 1     98%(120/122) 100%(3/3) 
             522    2 1     98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             525    2 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             528    3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             545    3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             663    2 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             686    2 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             743    1 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             905    2 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             935    1 1     98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             971    3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             1064   3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
318 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1118   3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             1152   2 1     98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             1213   3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1216   3 2     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1217   3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1299   2 1     98%(120/122) 100%(3/3) 
             1364   2 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1422   2 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1434   3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(3/3) 
             1498   2 1     98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             1509   3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             2277   3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2476   1 1     98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             2605   1 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2606   3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2670   3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             2691   1 1     98%(120/122)  67%(2/3) 
             2703   2 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2774   3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2809   3 1     98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             2900   1 1     98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             165    2 2     98%(119/121) 100%(1/1) 
             295    3 1     98%(119/121) 100%(2/2) 
             376    3 1     98%(116/118) 100%(1/1) 
1808  95.8   38     3 1     98%(378/384)  90%(9/10) 
             1148   3 1     98%(374/383)  82%(9/11) 
             31     6 1     97%(372/384)  80%(8/10) 
             1053   4 1     97%(373/385)  91%(10/11) 
             370   18 2     97%(120/124) 100%(2/2) 
             2546   7 1     96%(371/385)  91%(10/11) 
1813  98.2   387    4 1     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1552   4 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
1816  96.2   041    8 6     98%(388/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2902   6 3     98%(388/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1079   7 3     98%(387/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1219   9 3     98%(387/395) 100%(11/11) 
             699    8 4     98%(386/395) 100%(10/10) 
             114    8 4     98%(385/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1313   8 1     98%(385/395)  90%(9/10) 
             2463   9 3     97%(382/395) 100%(8/8) 
             482    9 1     97%(381/395)  78%(7/9) 
             2372   2 1     97%(272/282) 100%(4/4) 
1819  91.6   1143   4 2     99%(194/197)  75%(3/4) 
             1820   1 1     97%(361/373)  93%(26/28) 
             2129   1 1     96%(379/394)  87%(26/30) 
             0109   5 2     95%(92/97)    89%(8/9) 
             2517  10 1     94%(122/130)  88%(7/8) 
             04     6 1     93%(307/329)  79%(15/19) 
             03     4 1     93%(368/395)  75%(21/28) 
             019    9 1     93%(367/395)  79%(19/24) 
319 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             213    8 1     93%(366/395)  81%(17/21) 
             865    9 1     92%(365/395)  67%(16/24) 
1820  90.3   1819   2 1     97%(361/373)  93%(26/28) 
             2129   2 1     95%(355/372)  93%(26/28) 
             0109   4 2     95%(92/97)    90%(9/10) 
             04     3 1     94%(287/307)  84%(16/19) 
             03     5 1     93%(346/373)  78%(21/27) 
             019   10 1     93%(345/373)  83%(19/23) 
             213   10 1     93%(345/373)  86%(19/22) 
             033   11 1     92%(343/373)  86%(18/21) 
             865   10 1     92%(343/373)  78%(18/23) 
1823  97.2   2467   5 9     99%(278/282) 100%(4/4) 
1901  98.0   1237   2 2     99%(391/394) 100%(6/6) 
             2779   6 6     99%(268/271) 100%(3/3) 
             1139   2 1     98%(386/393)  75%(6/8) 
             2509  12 7     98%(386/393) 100%(4/4) 
1966  96.9   413    4 5     99%(386/392) 100%(7/7) 
             2868   6 7     98%(385/392) 100%(6/6) 
             1685  11 3     98%(384/392) 100%(6/6) 
             2679s  9 2     98%(94/96)   100%(1/1) 
             2263   4 1     98%(383/392)  86%(6/7) 
             663    4 1     97%(381/392)  86%(6/7) 
             2611   7 1     97%(381/392)  88%(7/8) 
2097  98.7   507    3 1     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
2098  99.2   199    1 4    100%(395/395) 100%(3/3) 
             416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             14     2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             587    2 2    100%(393/394) 100%(3/3) 
             707    2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1514   2 8    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             120    3 2    100%(388/390)  67%(2/3) 
             219    3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             399    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             461    2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             504    2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             653    2 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             880    3 2    100%(393/395)  67%(2/3) 
             1155   2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1408   2 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1459   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1687   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2292   2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2356   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2415   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2507   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
2099  99.2   367    1 11   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             390    2 10   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
320 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             769    3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1290   2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1305   1 7    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1318   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1445   3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1635   1 2    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2255   3 76   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2389   2 14   100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             2511   1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2641   1 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
2100  98.0   no close relatives          
2101  98.5   1400   1 119  100%(211/211) 100%(1/1) 
             240    2 1    100%(391/392) 100%(5/5) 
             730    2 1    100%(385/386) 100%(4/4) 
             305    2 1     99%(384/387) 100%(5/5) 
             1031   3 8     99%(389/392) 100%(4/4) 
             1280   3 2     99%(389/392) 100%(5/5) 
             1545   3 3     99%(389/392) 100%(5/5) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             196    2 2     99%(388/392) 100%(5/5) 
             1456   3 1     99%(388/392) 100%(4/4) 
             600    3 3     99%(378/383) 100%(4/4) 
2106  94.2   no close relatives          
2107  98.0   2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             956    5 4     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1640   5 4     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2282s  5 4     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             289    4 6     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2717   4 13    99%(227/230) 100%(2/2) 
             904    4 12    99%(195/198) 100%(3/3) 
             963    5 4     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
2108  97.5   1704   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1047s  1 2     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
2109  99.0   757    2 71   100%(392/393) 100%(2/2) 
             769    2 68   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1445   2 68   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2255   2 68   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             806    2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             2467   2 6     99%(280/282) 100%(3/3) 
             986    2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1031   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
2112  98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
321 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1671   1 1     99%(382/386) 100%(7/7) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
2117  98.5   335    3 2     99%(224/227) 100%(3/3) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
2118  97.2   76     1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2514   3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1193   5 2     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2215   5 2     99%(389/394) 100%(7/7) 
             247    4 1     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2656   3 1     98%(386/394)  75%(6/8) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1595  10 2     98%(386/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1678   5 1     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
2120  97.7   1056   4 2     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
2121  98.5   573    1 23   100%(143/143) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(79/79)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(78/78)   100%(2/2) 
             274    9 39    99%(241/244) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   5 93    99%(139/141) 100%(2/2) 
2122  99.2   Kr                           
2127  96.2   1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             1007   5 3     98%(388/395) 100%(11/11) 
             2760   9 3     98%(387/394) 100%(10/10) 
             113    9 4     98%(385/394) 100%(9/9) 
             217    8 2     98%(385/395) 100%(11/11) 
             578    9 2     97%(384/395) 100%(10/10) 
             405    4 2     96%(239/248) 100%(4/4) 
2129  90.4   1819   3 1     96%(379/394)  87%(26/30) 
             1820   2 1     95%(355/372)  93%(26/28) 
             0109   6 1     94%(91/97)    89%(8/9) 
             04    11 1     92%(301/328)  79%(15/19) 
             033   12 1     92%(361/394)  77%(17/22) 
             865   12 1     92%(361/394)  71%(17/24) 
             03     8 1     91%(360/394)  68%(19/28) 
             019   11 1     91%(358/394)  74%(17/23) 
2131  99.5   Kr                           
2132  98.2   669    1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
2133  98.2   766    2 54    99%(142/143) 100%(2/2) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             561    4 4     99%(387/393) 100%(4/4) 
2135  97.7   2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2709   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1039   4 5     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
322 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1063   3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1190   2 5     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1664   5 10    99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             511    4 1     99%(386/391) 100%(5/5) 
             988    2 3     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1409   2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1540   2 2     99%(325/330) 100%(7/7) 
2136  98.5   771    1 13   100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             2137   1 3    100%(395/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             956    3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1640   3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2282s  3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2497   2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2637   3 12    99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             963    3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1064   1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2737   3 5     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
2137  98.5   771    1 13   100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             2136   1 3    100%(395/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             956    3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1640   3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2282s  3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2497   2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2637   3 12    99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             963    3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1064   1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2737   3 5     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
2139  98.0   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   2 17    99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             140    5 6     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2779   6 6     99%(269/272) 100%(3/3) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             156    4 3     98%(386/393)  83%(5/6) 
             1012   5 9     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2147   1 1     98%(387/394) 100%(5/5) 
2141  98.2   2388   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(7/7) 
             349    2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
             414    4 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1466   4 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             410    4 3     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             1472   5 6     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1568   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
323 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             852    4 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
2142  98.7   1459   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             461    5 24    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1238   7 28    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1570   6 1     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2907   4 33    99%(295/298) 100%(3/3) 
2145  95.9   1195   1 1     98%(388/395)  92%(12/13) 
             1589   4 1     98%(385/395)  89%(8/9) 
2146  97.2   651    2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1549   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2295   3 1     98%(385/395)  71%(5/7) 
2147  97.7   2139  12 4     98%(387/394) 100%(5/5) 
2148  92.6   475s   5 2     96%(42/44)   100%(2/2) 
2159  97.7   179s   2 1     99%(144/146)  67%(2/3) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
2172  98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             198    3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1290   3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             364    2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1418   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             500    2 2     99%(260/263) 100%(4/4) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             263    2 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             282    1 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
2173  98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2908   1 8    100%(90/90)   100%(3/3) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1163   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1300   2 12   100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             272    3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             438    3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             461    3 18    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2637   3 12    99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             778    2 11    99%(388/393) 100%(4/4) 
2174  97.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             370    4 18    98%(125/127) 100%(4/4) 
324 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1216   4 5     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             477    2 1     98%(387/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2526   5 4     98%(276/282) 100%(4/4) 
             152    6 2     98%(385/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1528   3 6     98%(385/395) 100%(7/7) 
2175  99.7   1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
2176  97.7   2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             123    2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
             728   15 16    99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             411   14 7     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             011   11 2     98%(263/268)  83%(5/6) 
             2369   3 6     98%(367/374) 100%(4/4) 
             047    7 2     98%(286/292) 100%(4/4) 
2177  98.7   036    2 1     99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             286    2 1     99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             503    1 1     99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             550    3 1     99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             588    3 1     99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             645    3 1     99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             959    2 1     99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             1232   3 1     99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             1428   1 1     99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             1442   2 1     99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             1543   2 1     99%(157/158) 100%(1/1) 
             1560   3 2     99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             1800   1 1     99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             2407   3 1     99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             2545   3 1     99%(157/158) 100%(1/1) 
2178  98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2725   2 12   100%(199/200) 100%(3/3) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2370   1 1     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2398   2 8     99%(236/239) 100%(1/1) 
             988    2 3     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
2179  98.7   2529   1 3    100%(121/121) 100%(1/1) 
2181  98.5   179    1 2    100%(249/249) 100%(3/3) 
             416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1238   2 2    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             20     2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             396    1 4     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1201   3 2     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1418   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
325 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2567   2 10    99%(208/210) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             263    2 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
2182  99.0   2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             111    3 1     99%(391/394) 100%(3/3) 
             183    4 2     99%(391/394) 100%(3/3) 
             823    3 1     99%(391/394) 100%(3/3) 
2185  95.5   684    9 1     98%(374/381)  92%(11/12) 
             727    8 1     98%(373/380)  91%(10/11) 
             749    8 1     98%(373/380)  92%(11/12) 
             834    6 1     98%(374/381)  92%(11/12) 
             1252   8 1     98%(374/381)  91%(10/11) 
             729    8 1     98%(353/360)  92%(12/13) 
             1536   9 1     98%(373/381)  77%(10/13) 
             731s   2 2     98%(42/43)   100%(1/1) 
             1182   7 1     97%(209/215)  88%(7/8) 
             2452   8 1     96%(323/335)  78%(7/9) 
2188  94.4   841    1 1     96%(291/303)  86%(12/14) 
             886   15 1     96%(289/302)  70%(7/10) 
2191  96.5   no close relatives          
2192  93.1   2679s  2 92    99%(95/96)   100%(3/3) 
             892    4 1     96%(106/111) 100%(4/4) 
             744   15 1     94%(366/391)  81%(13/16) 
2193  97.2   041    2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2902   3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(11/11) 
             787    4 1     99%(391/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1079   4 3     99%(391/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1219   4 2     99%(391/395) 100%(11/11) 
             699    4 3     99%(390/395) 100%(10/10) 
             114    4 1     99%(389/395) 100%(10/10) 
             017    3 2     98%(388/395)  86%(6/7) 
             158    1 1     98%(387/394)  80%(8/10) 
             1313   1 1     98%(388/395) 100%(9/9) 
2195  98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1073   4 18    99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             013    6 27    99%(235/238) 100%(3/3) 
             447    1 2     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             556    8 6     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1564   6 12    99%(375/380) 100%(3/3) 
             2178  12 16    99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2442  10 14    99%(338/343) 100%(5/5) 
             2637  10 30    99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
2200  98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             219    3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             399    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
326 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1157   2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             942    3 6     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1207   3 3     99%(366/369) 100%(3/3) 
             2521   1 2     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             11     2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2354   3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2371   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
2201  99.0   2451   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
2204  99.2   Kr                           
2206  93.6   370    9 2     98%(124/127)  80%(4/5) 
             315   23 1     97%(380/393)  93%(14/15) 
             1336  19 1     96%(315/328)  92%(12/13) 
             2470  37 1     96%(340/354)  77%(10/13) 
             886   14 1     96%(375/392)  86%(12/14) 
             741   19 1     95%(371/391)  80%(12/15) 
             1506   5 1     95%(369/389)  93%(14/15) 
             744   12 1     94%(371/393)  88%(14/16) 
2213  97.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2442   5 1     99%(340/343)  75%(6/8) 
             1073   5 1     99%(391/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             2722   3 2     98%(279/284) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(3/3) 
             649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
             1017   8 1     98%(386/395)  86%(6/7) 
2214  96.2   834    8 1     98%(387/395)  92%(11/12) 
             723    9 2     98%(385/395)  83%(10/12) 
             993    6 10    97%(382/392) 100%(8/8) 
             392   10 7     97%(383/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1677   7 2     97%(377/390)  78%(7/9) 
             519    6 2     97%(381/395)  78%(7/9) 
             818   10 1     97%(381/395) 100%(9/9) 
             428   10 1     96%(380/394)  82%(9/11) 
             1182   8 1     96%(212/220)  86%(6/7) 
             1571s  1 1     96%(181/188)  75%(3/4) 
2215  98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             370    2 8     99%(125/126) 100%(4/4) 
             1804   3 3     99%(121/122)  67%(2/3) 
             2514   2 3     99%(391/394) 100%(8/8) 
             1193   4 1     99%(390/394) 100%(7/7) 
             247    3 2     99%(389/394) 100%(7/7) 
             2118   3 2     99%(389/394) 100%(7/7) 
             76     2 2     99%(388/394) 100%(6/6) 
327 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             1678   3 1     98%(387/394)  86%(6/7) 
2217  98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             219    3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             942    3 6     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             358    4 3     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1349   3 7     98%(188/191) 100%(1/1) 
2220  97.2   no close relatives          
2221  99.5   Kr                           
2223  95.2   087    1 5     96%(50/52)   100%(3/3) 
             011s   2 1     95%(125/131) 100%(2/2) 
2224  98.7   1076   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             380    3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1300   3 17    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1672   4 10    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             202    4 4     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             324    3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             777    4 10    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             900    4 4     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
2229  99.5   no close relatives          
2236  96.7   1511   3 2     98%(386/395) 100%(7/7) 
             370   16 5     97%(123/127)  75%(3/4) 
2238  96.9   771    2 82   100%(201/202) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   4 3     99%(115/116) 100%(2/2) 
             2765   8 1     99%(382/388)  86%(6/7) 
             443    6 1     98%(380/388) 100%(8/8) 
             159    5 1     98%(378/387) 100%(8/8) 
             934    6 2     98%(379/388) 100%(6/6) 
             1556   4 1     98%(368/377)  86%(6/7) 
             2374   2 1     97%(376/386) 100%(7/7) 
             80     6 1     97%(377/388)  71%(5/7) 
             1428   2 1     97%(377/388)  71%(5/7) 
2244  97.0   no close relatives          
2245  97.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2732   5 1     99%(392/395)  86%(6/7) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             263    3 9     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1213   4 4     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
328 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
2247  96.7   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1214   3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             904    4 12    99%(195/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2509  12 7     98%(387/394) 100%(7/7) 
             811    8 2     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             1217   9 3     97%(384/395) 100%(7/7) 
2249  99.2   Kr                           
2252  94.9   782    1 1     99%(390/394)  94%(17/18) 
             2397   2 1     99%(390/394)  95%(18/19) 
             1001   2 1     99%(388/394)  95%(18/19) 
             2794   6 1     98%(336/342) 100%(14/14) 
             1676   4 1     98%(384/393) 100%(13/13) 
             2728   5 1     98%(385/394)  93%(14/15) 
             352    8 2     98%(383/393) 100%(13/13) 
             1268   3 1     97%(383/394)  93%(14/15) 
             475s   6 9     96%(42/44)    67%(2/3) 
             780    6 1     95%(370/389)  82%(9/11) 
2253  99.5   Kr                           
2255  99.2   Kr                           
2260  99.5   Kr                           
2261  99.2   Kr                           
2263  97.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(3/3) 
             500    3 7     99%(259/263) 100%(3/3) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             1966   5 1     98%(383/392)  86%(6/7) 
2265  98.2   no close relatives          
2266  98.5   390    1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             484    2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             89     2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             483    3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1290   3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1318   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1397   2 2     99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
             2511   2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2641   2 6     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2749   2 2     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             2868   1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
2273  99.5   Kr                           
2277  97.5   1110   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             32     6 1     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
329 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2812   6 4     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
2278  98.0   220    1 1     99%(391/395)  86%(6/7) 
             830    2 2     99%(373/378) 100%(4/4) 
             2492   2 1     99%(379/384)  83%(5/6) 
             2756   4 2     99%(389/395)  83%(5/6) 
             68     4 1     98%(388/395)  75%(6/8) 
             1561   7 1     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
2280  97.2   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1026   5 2     99%(390/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             2193   5 7     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             030    3 1     98%(387/395)  75%(6/8) 
             270    5 2     98%(387/395) 100%(9/9) 
             649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
             700    2 2     98%(385/395)  75%(6/8) 
             1816   4 5     98%(385/395) 100%(8/8) 
2281  98.5   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
2282  99.3   no close relatives          
2282s 98.0   771    1 13   100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             956    1 4    100%(395/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1640   1 4    100%(395/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1622s  2 3    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1629   2 3    100%(394/395) 100%(8/8) 
             963    1 4    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1054s  2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1086   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2136   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2137   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             289    2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2637   3 12    99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2737   1 3     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1387s  3 3     99%(390/394) 100%(7/7) 
             2107   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2758s  2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1017   1 3     99%(390/395)  88%(7/8) 
             2497   3 3     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1064   2 3     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1644   3 3     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
2283  97.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2897   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(10/10) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1215   2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(10/10) 
330 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             54     2 3     98%(388/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1498   3 1     98%(388/395)  89%(8/9) 
             2605   2 3     98%(387/395) 100%(10/10) 
2284  98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1180   5 6     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             546    1 5     99%(222/225) 100%(1/1) 
             2215   8 5     99%(388/394)  80%(4/5) 
             2508   5 1     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2765   7 6     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
2287  99.2   2908   1 8    100%(44/44)   100%(1/1) 
             260    1 1    100%(260/261) 100%(1/1) 
             1042   2 1    100%(260/261) 100%(1/1) 
             930    2 1    100%(199/200) 100%(1/1) 
             2307   4 4     99%(142/143) 100%(1/1) 
             2725   4 2     99%(139/140) 100%(1/1) 
2290  100.0  no close relatives          
2290s 96.5   724    2 1    100%(374/376)  92%(11/12) 
             296    2 1     99%(373/376)  92%(11/12) 
             1804   5 1     99%(102/103) 100%(2/2) 
             1303   3 1     98%(369/376)  82%(9/11) 
             2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(3/3) 
             525    4 1     98%(368/376)  92%(11/12) 
             2708   5 1     98%(367/375)  91%(10/11) 
             1064   8 1     98%(367/376) 100%(7/7) 
             1802   4 1     98%(367/376)  73%(8/11) 
             1239   4 1     97%(364/376) 100%(7/7) 
2291  95.4   1531   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(14/14) 
             86     3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(13/13) 
             2387   3 4     98%(388/395) 100%(11/11) 
             2611   4 2     98%(387/395) 100%(12/12) 
             569    5 2     98%(386/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1170   6 2     98%(386/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1788   7 1     98%(382/391)  90%(9/10) 
             1413   8 1     97%(381/395)  90%(9/10) 
             1458   9 1     97%(381/395)  90%(9/10) 
             1663   6 1     96%(366/382)  90%(9/10) 
2292  99.2   2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             122    1 2    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             199    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1155   2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1408   2 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2098   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
2295  97.2   725    1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1402   2 1     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2146   3 1     98%(385/395)  71%(5/7) 
2296  99.5   Kr                           
2297  98.5   461    1 5    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2907   1 4    100%(297/298) 100%(4/4) 
331 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             07     2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             550    2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1341   2 6    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2      3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             778    1 4     99%(389/393) 100%(4/4) 
             1470   2 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1781   3 2     99%(390/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2768   2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
2301  98.5   1400   1 119  100%(211/211) 100%(1/1) 
             1019   2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1119   4 32    99%(276/278) 100%(3/3) 
             240    4 9     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             244    3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1031   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1406   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2694   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             600    3 3     99%(381/386) 100%(4/4) 
             1643   2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
2304  97.0   2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1083   7 18    99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2907   8 39    99%(294/298) 100%(4/4) 
             584    5 1     98%(388/395)  75%(6/8) 
             2603   8 4     98%(388/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2369   3 6     98%(367/374) 100%(5/5) 
             266    6 2     98%(385/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1542   4 1     98%(383/393)  86%(6/7) 
             2526   7 4     98%(275/282) 100%(4/4) 
             677    3 2     97%(383/394)  88%(7/8) 
2307  99.0   036    1 3    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             047    1 3    100%(157/157) 100%(2/2) 
             72     1 3    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             183    1 3    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             274    1 5    100%(158/158) 100%(2/2) 
             370    1 6    100%(48/48)   100%(1/1) 
             416    1 226  100%(72/72)   100%(1/1) 
             419    1 2    100%(192/192) 100%(2/2) 
             448    1 3    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             556    1 3    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             573    1 23   100%(124/124) 100%(1/1) 
             871    1 3    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             952    1 4    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1000   1 1    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1032   1 4    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1192   1 3    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(80/80)   100%(1/1) 
             1367   1 3    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1467   1 5    100%(172/172) 100%(2/2) 
332 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1471   1 3    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1491   1 3    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1494   1 3    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1566   1 3    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1632   1 3    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1664   1 4    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2135   1 1    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(111/111) 100%(1/1) 
             2502   1 3    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2546   1 2    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(79/79)   100%(1/1) 
             2686   1 3    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2721   1 3    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2725   1 4    100%(51/51)   100%(1/1) 
             2773   1 4    100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2908   1 8    100%(23/23)   100%(1/1) 
             5      2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             7      2 2    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             9      2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             26     1 1    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             49     2 2    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             123    1 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             139    2 2    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             140    2 4    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             230    2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             298    1 1    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             411    2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             439    3 1    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             511    1 1    100%(193/194) 100%(1/1) 
             516    3 13   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             563    1 2    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             588    2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             592    2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             698    2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             714    1 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             718    2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             728    2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             750    2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             774    1 2    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             831    1 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             877    3 7    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             887    2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             925    2 5    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1033   2 4    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1034   3 3    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1039   2 2    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1114   2 6    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1120   3 2    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1125   1 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1142   2 1    100%(193/194) 100%(1/1) 
333 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1179   1 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1190   1 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1205   2 4    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1232   2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1322   2 2    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1404   1 1    100%(188/189) 100%(1/1) 
             1409   1 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1423   1 4    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1425   2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1442   1 1    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1461   3 4    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1474   2 3    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1475   1 1    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1481   2 2    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1485   2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1521   1 2    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1544   3 9    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1565   1 1    100%(185/186) 100%(1/1) 
             1647   2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1656   3 7    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1680   2 3    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1703   3 5    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1789   2 4    100%(192/193) 100%(1/1) 
             1790   1 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1791   1 3    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             2176   1 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2178   2 2    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2182   1 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2245   2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2284   2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2508   1 1    100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             2545   2 2    100%(193/194) 100%(2/2) 
             2555   2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2571   2 2    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2592   2 3    100%(193/194) 100%(1/1) 
             2732   2 1    100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2750   2 1    100%(192/193) 100%(2/2) 
             1560   3 2     99%(155/156) 100%(1/1) 
             2437   1 1     99%(163/164) 100%(1/1) 
             711    3 2     99%(143/144) 100%(1/1) 
             2794   3 1     99%(143/144) 100%(1/1) 
2311  93.7   no close relatives          
2314  98.0   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             2779  10 14    99%(268/272) 100%(3/3) 
             148   15 20    98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             989   10 1     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
2315  98.2   1547   2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
334 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1078   4 12    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1385   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1594   9 6     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1787   9 6     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             502    5 7     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1173   1 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2645   6 1     99%(389/395)  60%(3/5) 
2316  99.2   036    1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             047    1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             5      1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             7      1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             9      1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             72     1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             75     1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             98     1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             120    1 3    100%(129/129) 100%(1/1) 
             160    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             183    1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             199    1 4    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             211    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             219    1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             230    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             286    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             342    1 2    100%(120/120) 100%(1/1) 
             399    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             408    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             411    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             439    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             448    1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             497    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             504    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             516    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             556    1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             568    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             587    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             588    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             698    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             728    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             764    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             843    1 4    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             871    1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             877    1 5    100%(129/129) 100%(1/1) 
             880    1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             896    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             937    1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1032   1 4    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1033   1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1034   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1058   1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
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Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1114   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1120   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1155   1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1157   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1167   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1186   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1192   1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1205   1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1225   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1232   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1285   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1322   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1367   1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1459   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1464   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1467   1 5    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1471   1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1473   1 4    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1478s  1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1481   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1491   1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1494   1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1514   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1564   1 2    100%(127/127) 100%(1/1) 
             1566   1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1569   1 2    100%(122/122) 100%(1/1) 
             1570   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1632   1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1664   1 4    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1687   1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1789   1 3    100%(128/128) 100%(1/1) 
             2098   1 4    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2112   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2200   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2217   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(111/111) 100%(1/1) 
             2317   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2356   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2502   1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2507   1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2545   1 2    100%(129/129) 100%(1/1) 
             2604   1 4    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2686   1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2721   1 3    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2773   1 4    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             2863   1 2    100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
2317  98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             556    2 2    100%(390/392) 100%(5/5) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
336 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             1120   8 22    99%(388/392) 100%(4/4) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
2321  97.7   470    3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             490    3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1486   3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             980    3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(7/7) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             654    3 1     99%(387/393) 100%(6/6) 
             159    4 1     98%(386/394) 100%(7/7) 
             522    4 2     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
             700    1 1     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
2322  99.0   201    2 70   100%(393/394) 100%(3/3) 
             845    2 69   100%(393/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1145   2 73   100%(372/373) 100%(3/3) 
             1328   2 69   100%(393/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1493   2 71   100%(392/393) 100%(2/2) 
             246    2 83   100%(196/197) 100%(2/2) 
             415    3 9    100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1062   3 4    100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1095   2 5    100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(201/202) 100%(2/2) 
             1703   3 5    100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
2323  99.5   Kr                           
2324  98.5   573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             2717   3 2     99%(228/230) 100%(2/2) 
             034    1 4     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             145    2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             350    5 2     99%(359/364)  75%(3/4) 
2328  97.0   276    5 2     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1404   9 1     98%(374/382) 100%(6/6) 
2346  98.7   100    2 4    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1164   2 4    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1340   2 4    100%(391/392) 100%(4/4) 
             371    2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             597    2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1235   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             291    2 5     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1056   2 5     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1423   2 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1510   2 5     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             2567   2 10    99%(208/210) 100%(1/1) 
2352  99.2   Kr                           
2354  98.7   399    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
337 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             768    1 1     99%(390/393) 100%(3/3) 
             1225   3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             198    5 12    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             765    8 12    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1157   6 9     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1205   7 21    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2200   6 13    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2415   5 17    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
2355  99.0   246    1 124  100%(198/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   1 119  100%(203/203) 100%(2/2) 
             387    2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1552   3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
2356  99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1514   2 8    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             199    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             399    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             653    2 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1459   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1687   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2098   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2507   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
2362  99.0   1530   1 1    100%(391/392) 100%(4/4) 
             507    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
2364s 99.2   Kr                           
2367  99.2   Kr                           
2369  97.9   011    7 1     98%(243/247)  75%(3/4) 
             045    6 1     98%(366/372) 100%(4/4) 
             21    14 1     98%(367/373) 100%(3/3) 
             194   10 1     98%(368/374) 100%(4/4) 
             135   15 2     98%(367/374)  80%(4/5) 
             530    5 2     98%(367/374) 100%(5/5) 
             1083  16 3     98%(367/374) 100%(4/4) 
             1266  14 1     98%(367/374)  75%(3/4) 
             2176   5 1     98%(367/374) 100%(4/4) 
             2304   7 1     98%(367/374) 100%(5/5) 
2370  98.0   2178  10 16    99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1197  13 19    99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1693  14 18    98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
2371  98.2   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             219    7 8     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1598   6 1     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             2200   6 13    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             11     4 4     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             200    5 2     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             358    8 5     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1324   4 2     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
338 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1564   8 12    98%(374/380) 100%(4/4) 
2372  96.1   697    2 1     99%(278/282)  90%(9/10) 
             1005   3 1     99%(278/282)  90%(9/10) 
             1365   2 1     99%(278/282)  90%(9/10) 
             489   22 1     97%(272/282)  67%(4/6) 
             1219  21 2     97%(272/282)  80%(4/5) 
             1816   9 1     97%(272/282) 100%(4/4) 
2374  96.7   904    7 25    98%(194/198) 100%(2/2) 
             2238  11 2     97%(376/386) 100%(7/7) 
             370   15 24    97%(123/127) 100%(2/2) 
2375  97.4   585    2 1     99%(386/391) 100%(8/8) 
             2535   4 2     98%(189/192) 100%(5/5) 
             545    4 2     98%(383/391) 100%(7/7) 
             1434   6 6     98%(382/391) 100%(6/6) 
2381  98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             332    3 4    100%(375/377) 100%(4/4) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             77     3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             933    3 2     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
2382  99.5   Kr                           
2386  98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             013    2 10    99%(235/237) 100%(4/4) 
             1073   3 8     99%(391/394) 100%(6/6) 
             1341   5 21    99%(390/394) 100%(5/5) 
             1790   3 5     99%(390/394) 100%(6/6) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             011    2 11    99%(265/268) 100%(5/5) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             396    3 5     99%(388/394) 100%(5/5) 
2387  97.2   1531   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(11/11) 
             49    11 9     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             86     4 1     98%(388/395) 100%(9/9) 
             973    7 2     98%(387/394) 100%(6/6) 
             2291   3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(11/11) 
             2611   3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(9/9) 
             569    4 1     98%(387/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1170   5 1     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1788   5 1     98%(383/391)  86%(6/7) 
             2686  11 4     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
2388  98.0   2141   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(7/7) 
             349    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1568   1 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             414    5 6     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1466   5 6     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
339 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2856   8 1     99%(390/395)  80%(4/5) 
             852    5 3     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1465   6 1     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
2389  99.2   416    1 226  100%(75/75)   100%(1/1) 
             143    3 8    100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             246    2 83   100%(195/196) 100%(1/1) 
             516    3 13   100%(386/388) 100%(2/2) 
             564    2 3    100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             711    2 25   100%(216/217) 100%(2/2) 
             769    3 76   100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             1033   2 4    100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             1114   2 6    100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             1305   1 7    100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             1445   3 76   100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   2 77   100%(200/201) 100%(1/1) 
             2099   1 15   100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             2255   3 76   100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(140/141) 100%(2/2) 
2394  97.2   776    1 1     99%(390/394)  90%(9/10) 
             1455   2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2613   1 1     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1589   1 1     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             697    4 1     98%(385/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1005   6 1     98%(385/395) 100%(8/8) 
2396  98.2   65     1 1    100%(394/394) 100%(7/7) 
             219    5 16    99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
             1575   1 5     99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1155   5 14    99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             358    6 12    99%(389/394) 100%(4/4) 
             360    6 13    99%(389/394) 100%(4/4) 
             1790   6 7     99%(389/394) 100%(5/5) 
             1373   6 3     99%(388/394) 100%(4/4) 
2397  94.4   1001   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(22/22) 
             2252   1 1     99%(390/394)  95%(18/19) 
             782    2 1     99%(389/395)  90%(17/19) 
             1676   8 1     97%(383/394)  93%(13/14) 
             2728   7 1     97%(384/395)  88%(14/16) 
             1006   9 1     97%(383/395)  88%(14/16) 
             1268   8 1     97%(383/395)  82%(14/17) 
             475s   6 9     96%(42/44)    67%(2/3) 
             780    7 1     95%(371/390)  77%(10/13) 
             27s    5 1     95%(351/371)  64%(9/14) 
2398  98.3   1580   1 1     99%(237/239) 100%(2/2) 
             34     5 1     99%(236/239) 100%(2/2) 
             51     3 2     99%(236/239) 100%(2/2) 
             194    4 1     99%(236/239) 100%(2/2) 
340 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             989    5 2     99%(236/239) 100%(3/3) 
             1350   3 1     99%(236/239) 100%(2/2) 
             1639   4 4     99%(236/239) 100%(2/2) 
             2178  10 16    99%(236/239) 100%(1/1) 
             2562   5 4     99%(225/228) 100%(1/1) 
             836   10 2     99%(206/209) 100%(1/1) 
2399  97.5   246    2 83   100%(191/192) 100%(2/2) 
             2689   3 1     99%(240/242) 100%(4/4) 
             2725   7 33    99%(192/194) 100%(2/2) 
             107    7 1     99%(239/242) 100%(3/3) 
             520    2 1     99%(239/242) 100%(3/3) 
             511    5 1     98%(234/238)  75%(3/4) 
             1039   6 1     98%(238/242)  75%(3/4) 
             1614   3 1     98%(238/242) 100%(4/4) 
             988    5 1     98%(237/242) 100%(4/4) 
             2656   4 1     98%(236/241) 100%(3/3) 
2400  97.0   482    1 1     98%(387/394)  82%(9/11) 
             515    3 1     98%(380/387)  88%(7/8) 
             574    2 1     98%(387/394)  83%(10/12) 
             1398   1 1     98%(386/394)  91%(10/11) 
             2516   2 1     98%(386/394)  80%(8/10) 
2404  95.2   2902  12 5     98%(386/395) 100%(12/12) 
             114    8 4     98%(385/395) 100%(12/12) 
             489   11 4     98%(385/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1079  12 5     98%(385/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1699   8 2     98%(385/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1690  11 2     97%(384/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1272   7 1     97%(383/395) 100%(12/12) 
             581   10 1     97%(382/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1627  11 1     97%(382/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2463   9 3     97%(382/395) 100%(10/10) 
2405  95.9   78     4 1     98%(383/391) 100%(8/8) 
             1448   4 2     98%(384/392) 100%(9/9) 
             127    6 1     98%(383/392) 100%(9/9) 
             132    5 1     98%(383/392) 100%(10/10) 
             1701   4 1     98%(383/392) 100%(10/10) 
             370   17 6     97%(123/127)  67%(2/3) 
             175   10 1     97%(379/392)  90%(9/10) 
             2524   8 1     97%(375/388) 100%(11/11) 
             352   13 2     96%(377/391)  90%(9/10) 
             1676  15 1     96%(376/391)  89%(8/9) 
2406  96.2   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(3/3) 
2407  98.7   2466   2 12   100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             83     3 68   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             932    3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             961    3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1023   3 67   100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1596   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
341 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1620   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1628   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1698   3 68   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1705   3 68   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2122   3 69   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2364s  3 68   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2177   1 22    99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             986    3 8     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
2411  94.4   489   14 1     97%(366/376)  79%(11/14) 
             1219  16 1     97%(366/376)  85%(11/13) 
             2902  18 1     97%(365/376)  83%(10/12) 
             114   15 1     97%(364/376)  77%(10/13) 
             1079  18 1     97%(364/376)  83%(10/12) 
             389   17 1     96%(361/375)  77%(10/13) 
             1627  12 1     96%(361/376)  91%(10/11) 
2414  98.1   800    1 2    100%(55/55)   100%(1/1) 
             2782   1 33   100%(28/28)   100%(1/1) 
             178    1 1    100%(268/269) 100%(4/4) 
             353    1 1     99%(267/269) 100%(4/4) 
             229    3 1     99%(266/269) 100%(3/3) 
             1443   3 1     99%(266/269) 100%(4/4) 
             1670   2 1     99%(266/269) 100%(3/3) 
             904    1 3     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             282    2 1     99%(265/269) 100%(3/3) 
             661    3 8     99%(265/269) 100%(3/3) 
             785    2 1     99%(265/269) 100%(4/4) 
             2482   1 4     99%(265/269) 100%(4/4) 
2415  98.7   271    1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             199    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             399    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2098   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             028    1 2     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             045    1 2     99%(390/393) 100%(5/5) 
             568    3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1142   3 7     99%(390/393) 100%(3/3) 
             1341   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2754   2 2     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2354   3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
2418  100.0  no close relatives          
2420  98.5   43     6 1     99%(392/395)  75%(3/4) 
             179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             232    3 4     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(2/2) 
             166    7 11    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             263    2 5     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             714    6 9     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             746    2 8     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2732  10 7     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
342 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
2422  95.9   2679s  4 2     99%(94/95)   100%(3/3) 
             2708   9 1     96%(375/390)  78%(7/9) 
2426  98.0   1331   1 1     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
2430  98.0   no close relatives          
2437  97.8   2307   3 2     99%(163/164) 100%(1/1) 
             1566   5 1     99%(361/364) 100%(5/5) 
             871    5 1     99%(360/364) 100%(5/5) 
             190   10 3     99%(359/364) 100%(4/4) 
             1481   7 1     99%(359/364) 100%(4/4) 
             875    1 1     98%(358/364) 100%(4/4) 
             1110   8 1     98%(357/364) 100%(5/5) 
             2721   8 1     98%(357/364) 100%(4/4) 
2439  98.7   2471   1 2    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1562   2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1034   5 7     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             22     2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             122    4 19    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
2442  97.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1073   2 1    100%(342/343) 100%(7/7) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2213   3 1     99%(340/343)  75%(6/8) 
             396    3 5     99%(338/343) 100%(5/5) 
             2195   4 3     99%(338/343) 100%(5/5) 
             2722   2 1     98%(246/250) 100%(2/2) 
             87     4 1     98%(337/343) 100%(5/5) 
             447    2 1     98%(337/343) 100%(5/5) 
             1228   2 1     98%(337/343) 100%(6/6) 
2444  99.0   1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             361    2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1165   2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2460   2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             415    3 9    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1145   3 66   100%(372/374) 100%(2/2) 
             1323   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1462   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1476   3 8    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1634   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
2446  98.5   no close relatives          
2451  98.5   1240   1 1    100%(393/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2201   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             409    1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             708    3 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1438   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2586   2 1     99%(390/394) 100%(5/5) 
             355    3 3     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
343 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             661    2 4     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2499   3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
2452  95.4   820    6 1     98%(339/347)  90%(9/10) 
             883    4 1     98%(341/349)  91%(10/11) 
             684   21 1     97%(338/349) 100%(9/9) 
             834   20 1     97%(338/349) 100%(10/10) 
             1536  19 2     97%(337/349)  90%(9/10) 
             1261  20 1     97%(332/344)  90%(9/10) 
             2185  13 1     96%(323/335)  78%(7/9) 
             729   20 1     96%(321/334)  90%(9/10) 
             1533  21 1     96%(335/349)  88%(7/8) 
             1182   9 1     96%(211/220) 100%(6/6) 
2454  98.2   246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1031   5 8     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1280  12 5     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
2458  98.7   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2666   4 8    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             57     5 1     99%(392/395)  75%(3/4) 
             549    5 3     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             77     3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             410    4 3     99%(390/394) 100%(3/3) 
             2695   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
2460  99.2   Kr                           
2462  98.5   153    4 2     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1418   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             783    4 3     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
2463  96.5   1699   2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1219   8 3     98%(388/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1306   9 1     98%(362/369)  86%(6/7) 
             1627   2 2     98%(387/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1690   5 3     98%(387/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2902   9 3     98%(387/395) 100%(10/10) 
             581    2 1     98%(385/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1272   6 4     97%(384/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1816   8 2     97%(382/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2404   5 3     97%(382/395) 100%(10/10) 
2465  97.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             765   13 20    99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             449   14 1     99%(389/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1266  10 6     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             011   10 16    98%(263/268) 100%(5/5) 
             1210   9 2     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
344 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             530   10 1     98%(386/395)  83%(5/6) 
2466  99.0   1092   1 104  100%(252/252) 100%(1/1) 
             1400   1 119  100%(211/211) 100%(1/1) 
             83     2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             932    2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             961    2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1023   2 70   100%(393/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1596   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1620   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1628   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1698   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1705   2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2122   2 70   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2364s  2 69   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2407   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             645    2 4    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             758    3 5    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1600   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1656   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2177   1 22    99%(158/159) 100%(1/1) 
             986    2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1057   2 8     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1088   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1786   3 2     99%(391/394) 100%(3/3) 
2467  98.2   246    1 124  100%(88/88)   100%(2/2) 
             1633   1 119  100%(90/90)   100%(2/2) 
             55     3 2     99%(280/282) 100%(3/3) 
             1615   2 1     99%(280/282) 100%(4/4) 
             2109   3 1     99%(280/282) 100%(3/3) 
             979    3 1     99%(279/282) 100%(3/3) 
             498    3 1     99%(278/282) 100%(3/3) 
             561    3 2     99%(278/282) 100%(3/3) 
             1345   3 1     99%(278/282) 100%(3/3) 
             1823   1 1     99%(278/282) 100%(4/4) 
2470  95.5   1160   4 1     99%(352/356)  93%(13/14) 
             742    6 1     99%(350/355)  85%(11/13) 
             855    3 1     99%(351/356)  86%(12/14) 
             857    3 1     98%(350/356)  93%(14/15) 
             723    3 1     98%(349/356)  92%(12/13) 
             1336   5 1     98%(284/290)  92%(11/12) 
             1534   3 1     98%(348/356)  93%(14/15) 
             1021   2 1     97%(339/351)  82%(9/11) 
             744    5 1     96%(342/356)  73%(11/15) 
             2206   4 1     96%(340/354)  77%(10/13) 
2471  99.0   1562   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2439   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
2472  99.2   105    1 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             410    2 1    100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
345 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2666   4 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
2474  97.5   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             475    5 5     99%(349/351) 100%(6/6) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   2 17    99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             179    6 86    99%(246/248) 100%(2/2) 
             1123   5 2     99%(391/394) 100%(8/8) 
             711    5 109   99%(218/220) 100%(2/2) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             748    6 64    98%(178/181) 100%(2/2) 
2475  99.2   no close relatives          
2476  97.7   1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
2478  94.9   1113   7 1     97%(381/394)  83%(10/12) 
             679    3 1     96%(377/394)  75%(9/12) 
             475s   6 9     96%(42/44)    67%(2/3) 
2479  99.0   1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             361    2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1165   2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2460   2 73   100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1119   2 6    100%(277/278) 100%(3/3) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             415    3 9    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1323   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1462   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1476   3 8    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1634   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2444   3 9    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
2482  97.5   989    6 3     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             997    9 6     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1592   8 3     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2414   7 17    99%(265/269) 100%(4/4) 
             63     6 2     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             391    5 1     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             770    9 3     98%(372/380) 100%(6/6) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(3/3) 
             186    8 2     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
2483  97.7   305    8 1     99%(384/390)  80%(4/5) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
2487  97.0   no close relatives          
2490  96.7   370    6 2     98%(125/127)  75%(3/4) 
             854   11 2     98%(388/395)  90%(9/10) 
             2735   9 1     98%(387/395)  91%(10/11) 
             731s   1 10    98%(44/45)   100%(1/1) 
             315   10 2     98%(386/395)  91%(10/11) 
             858   12 2     98%(386/395)  80%(8/10) 
             1265  12 2     98%(385/395)  88%(7/8) 
             1336  10 2     97%(319/328)  91%(10/11) 
346 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             303    4 4     97%(374/385) 100%(8/8) 
             886    6 1     97%(382/394)  90%(9/10) 
2492  97.7   220    2 1     99%(379/384) 100%(6/6) 
             1561   3 1     99%(379/384) 100%(6/6) 
             2278   3 1     99%(379/384)  83%(5/6) 
             2756   5 2     98%(378/384) 100%(6/6) 
             557    2 3     98%(377/384) 100%(7/7) 
             582    4 1     98%(377/384)  83%(5/6) 
             1026  12 2     98%(377/384) 100%(7/7) 
             1641   2 1     98%(376/384) 100%(5/5) 
             2280  10 1     98%(376/384) 100%(6/6) 
2494  98.0   1345   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(7/7) 
             561    1 5     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             483   11 4     99%(389/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             74    14 4     98%(387/394)  80%(4/5) 
             808    5 4     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             995   13 5     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
2495  98.0   1505   2 1     99%(390/395)  83%(5/6) 
2496  98.7   645    1 7    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             83     3 68   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1023   3 67   100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1698   3 68   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1705   3 68   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2364s  3 68   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2598   2 1     99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
2497  97.7   2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             2136   3 5     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2137   3 5     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             956    6 5     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1640   6 5     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2282s  6 5     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             289    5 3     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1064   4 3     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2107   6 4     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             283    2 5     98%(159/162) 100%(2/2) 
2499  97.2   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2451   6 7     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1240   7 1     99%(389/395)  71%(5/7) 
             355    8 1     98%(388/395)  86%(6/7) 
             2586   5 3     98%(387/394) 100%(6/6) 
             282    4 1     98%(387/395)  71%(5/7) 
             28     6 1     98%(282/289)  71%(5/7) 
             1364   5 3     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
347 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
2500  98.0   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1077   2 2    100%(391/393) 100%(7/7) 
             1598   2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2592   2 3    100%(392/394) 100%(7/7) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   2 17    99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             358    3 6     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             360    3 5     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1090   3 1     99%(391/394) 100%(8/8) 
             1395   3 1     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             851    1 2     99%(388/392) 100%(7/7) 
             1373   3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1597   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
2502  98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             274    5 2     99%(247/249)  67%(2/3) 
             183    5 11    99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             448    7 2     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             952    4 1     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
2503  99.5   Kr                           
2507  99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1687   1 3    100%(395/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             1514   2 8    100%(394/395) 100%(2/2) 
             199    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             399    3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             653    2 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1459   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2098   3 13   100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2356   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
2508  98.2   2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(1/1) 
             1180   5 6     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1119   5 14    99%(275/278) 100%(3/3) 
             546    1 5     99%(222/225) 100%(1/1) 
             2284   6 2     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
2509  98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(3/3) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
348 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             528    1 2     99%(389/394) 100%(7/7) 
             1089   1 1     99%(388/394) 100%(5/5) 
             1901   3 1     98%(386/393) 100%(4/4) 
2510  99.2   Kr                           
2511  98.7   390    2 10   100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             2099   1 15   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             484    3 6     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2266   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             51     2 2     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             89     3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             986    3 8     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1318   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1635   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
2514  97.2   247    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(10/10) 
             370    2 8     99%(126/127) 100%(4/4) 
             1193   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2215   2 3     99%(391/394) 100%(8/8) 
             2118   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1678   2 2     99%(389/395)  89%(8/9) 
             1804   8 2     98%(120/122)  67%(2/3) 
             76     3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             266    7 1     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1203   4 1     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
2515  98.5   662    2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             748    1 2     99%(180/181) 100%(3/3) 
             533    3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1665   2 1     99%(391/395)  83%(5/6) 
             190    8 3     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
2516  96.5   574    1 1     99%(390/395) 100%(13/13) 
             2400   5 1     98%(386/394)  80%(8/10) 
             482    3 1     98%(386/395)  82%(9/11) 
             443    9 1     98%(385/395) 100%(8/8) 
             700    3 1     98%(385/395)  70%(7/10) 
             1398   5 1     98%(385/395)  91%(10/11) 
             2280  16 1     98%(385/395)  88%(7/8) 
             159    7 1     97%(383/394) 100%(8/8) 
             544    1 1     97%(384/395)  85%(11/13) 
             1313  11 1     97%(383/395)  78%(7/9) 
2517  91.5   179s   1 1    100%(12/12)   100%(1/1) 
             1      2 1     98%(127/130)  82%(9/11) 
             1582   2 1     98%(127/130)  82%(9/11) 
             2684   5 1     96%(125/130)  78%(7/9) 
             357    6 1     95%(124/130)  80%(8/10) 
             565    7 1     95%(124/130)  82%(9/11) 
             2575   5 1     95%(124/130)  80%(8/10) 
             1819   5 1     94%(122/130)  88%(7/8) 
             P60    3 1     92%(48/52)    67%(2/3) 
349 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             05s    1 1     92%(120/130)  75%(3/4) 
2518  99.0   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             483    3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             730    6 11    99%(386/389) 100%(2/2) 
             1394   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             711    5 109   99%(219/221) 100%(1/1) 
2520  99.5   Kr                           
2521  98.5   1207   3 3     99%(366/369) 100%(3/3) 
             2200   4 5     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2717   4 13    99%(227/230) 100%(1/1) 
             2907   8 39    99%(294/298) 100%(1/1) 
2522  99.0   no close relatives          
2523  98.0   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             2894   9 1     98%(384/391)  80%(4/5) 
2524  95.1   1448   5 1     98%(382/391) 100%(10/10) 
             127   11 1     97%(381/391) 100%(10/10) 
             132    7 1     97%(381/391) 100%(11/11) 
             1701   6 1     97%(381/391) 100%(11/11) 
             299    2 1     97%(380/391)  79%(11/14) 
             352   11 1     97%(378/390)  92%(11/12) 
             175   11 1     97%(378/391)  83%(10/12) 
             2405   5 1     97%(375/388) 100%(11/11) 
             713    3 1     96%(375/391)  91%(10/11) 
             780    2 1     96%(369/386) 100%(10/10) 
2525  98.5   1792   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             202    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             900    3 9     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             561    2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             759    2 3     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2717   4 13    99%(227/230) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
2526  97.2   2717   2 1     99%(117/118) 100%(1/1) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2907   6 1     99%(184/186) 100%(2/2) 
             193    8 5     98%(277/282) 100%(4/4) 
             2868   6 7     98%(277/282) 100%(3/3) 
             1624  10 1     98%(276/282) 100%(3/3) 
             2174   5 1     98%(276/282) 100%(4/4) 
             266    8 1     98%(275/282)  75%(3/4) 
             934    7 2     98%(275/282) 100%(4/4) 
             1528   3 6     98%(275/282) 100%(4/4) 
2528  94.2   1143   4 2     99%(194/197)  75%(3/4) 
             1451   2 1     98%(385/395)  87%(13/15) 
             968    3 1     96%(379/394)  69%(11/16) 
             1289   3 1     96%(379/395)  85%(11/13) 
350 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
2529  99.0   96     1 3    100%(82/82)   100%(1/1) 
             2179   1 1    100%(121/121) 100%(1/1) 
             2717   1 4    100%(56/56)   100%(1/1) 
             476    1 7    100%(203/204) 100%(1/1) 
             653    2 8    100%(203/204) 100%(1/1) 
2530  97.0   1448   4 2     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
2533  96.5   1143   5 4     99%(194/197)  67%(2/3) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(3/3) 
2535  97.4   96     1 3    100%(82/82)   100%(1/1) 
             2717   1 4    100%(56/56)   100%(1/1) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             545    2 1     99%(193/196) 100%(5/5) 
             585    3 1     99%(193/196) 100%(5/5) 
             931    2 1     99%(193/196) 100%(3/3) 
             2375   2 1     98%(189/192) 100%(5/5) 
             649    3 1     98%(50/51)   100%(1/1) 
             660    2 4     98%(192/196) 100%(3/3) 
             1641   1 1     98%(192/196) 100%(3/3) 
2545  98.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(129/129) 100%(1/1) 
             550    2 4    100%(392/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2307   2 72   100%(193/194) 100%(2/2) 
             2177   1 22    99%(157/158) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(146/147) 100%(1/1) 
             461    3 18    99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             144s   3 5     99%(390/394) 100%(4/4) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
2546  95.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             38     8 1     98%(385/394)  90%(9/10) 
             1148   4 1     98%(383/393)  92%(11/12) 
             370   15 24    97%(123/127) 100%(3/3) 
             1053   5 1     97%(381/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1808   6 1     96%(371/385)  91%(10/11) 
2549  98.5   728    7 2     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1205   9 4     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1229   1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             568    8 2     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1225  10 6     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1341  11 3     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
             2173  12 2     99%(390/395)  75%(3/4) 
             2907  10 2     99%(294/298)  67%(2/3) 
2550  98.5   1218   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1341   5 21    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1672   6 17    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
351 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2907   4 33    99%(295/298) 100%(2/2) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             765   13 20    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             777    7 16    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1083   7 18    99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1295   8 20    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1347   9 17    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
2554  99.5   Kr                           
2555  98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             7      4 1     99%(392/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2907   4 33    99%(295/298) 100%(3/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1218   3 5     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             396    3 5     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2304   3 2     99%(389/395) 100%(7/7) 
2559  99.2   Kr                           
2561  91.3   no close relatives          
2562  98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             53     2 3     99%(381/384) 100%(6/6) 
             902    1 1     99%(381/384) 100%(7/7) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2398   2 8     99%(225/228) 100%(1/1) 
             2894   5 4     99%(375/380) 100%(4/4) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
2563  98.2   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             461    5 24    99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2725   7 33    99%(198/200) 100%(2/2) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             07     7 8     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2297   7 11    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2571   6 16    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2907   8 39    99%(294/298) 100%(3/3) 
             714    8 11    99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
2567  98.6   030    1 1    100%(209/210) 100%(3/3) 
             20     2 3     99%(208/210) 100%(2/2) 
             139    3 2     99%(208/210) 100%(2/2) 
             278    2 1     99%(205/207) 100%(3/3) 
             537    2 1     99%(207/209)  67%(2/3) 
             887    4 1     99%(208/210) 100%(2/2) 
             1356   1 1     99%(208/210) 100%(1/1) 
             1423   3 2     99%(208/210) 100%(1/1) 
             1630   1 1     99%(207/209) 100%(2/2) 
             2346   4 3     99%(208/210) 100%(1/1) 
352 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
2571  98.5   573    1 23   100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2724   2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             461    3 18    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             144s   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             277    1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1668   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
2573  97.7   862    2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1707   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             888    1 4     99%(248/251) 100%(2/2) 
             1265   4 4     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1653   2 2     98%(388/395) 100%(5/5) 
             392    4 1     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             734    4 3     98%(386/394) 100%(7/7) 
             820    4 2     98%(385/393) 100%(6/6) 
             1302   7 7     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1684   8 7     98%(387/395) 100%(5/5) 
2575  92.7   994    1 1     99%(378/382) 100%(24/24) 
             138    3 1     98%(372/381)  96%(22/23) 
             2684   4 1     97%(370/382)  95%(18/19) 
             357    4 1     96%(368/382)  91%(20/22) 
             2517   6 3     95%(124/130)  80%(8/10) 
             209   12 1     95%(364/382)  95%(18/19) 
             565    8 1     95%(362/380)  86%(19/22) 
             884    4 1     95%(360/378)  94%(15/16) 
             1582  10 1     95%(362/381)  91%(19/21) 
             1784s 10 1     94%(357/382)  88%(14/16) 
2584  97.5   no close relatives          
2586  98.0   573    1 23   100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2451   4 5     99%(390/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             1240   6 1     99%(388/394)  80%(4/5) 
             1555   1 1     98%(387/394) 100%(5/5) 
             1624   6 5     98%(387/394) 100%(5/5) 
             2499   5 1     98%(387/394) 100%(6/6) 
2590  97.5   379    1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1280   9 5     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             305    7 1     99%(384/390)  83%(5/6) 
             811    6 4     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             794    2 1     98%(387/395)  83%(5/6) 
             987s   5 2     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1217   5 3     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1436   4 4     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2694   6 2     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1643   4 2     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
353 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
2591  96.7   370   15 24    97%(123/127) 100%(3/3) 
2592  98.0   573    1 23   100%(148/148) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2782   1 33   100%(127/127) 100%(2/2) 
             1077   2 2    100%(390/392) 100%(7/7) 
             2307   2 72   100%(193/194) 100%(1/1) 
             2500   2 3    100%(392/394) 100%(7/7) 
             358    3 6     99%(391/394) 100%(6/6) 
             360    3 5     99%(391/394) 100%(6/6) 
             1373   3 3     99%(390/394) 100%(6/6) 
             2908   2 37    99%(88/89)   100%(2/2) 
2598  98.5   246    2 83   100%(196/197) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   2 77   100%(201/202) 100%(2/2) 
             2496   4 10    99%(391/394) 100%(4/4) 
             1119   5 14    99%(274/277) 100%(3/3) 
2603  97.2   2649   2 17    99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             449    4 1     99%(392/395)  89%(8/9) 
             1083   4 10    99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1037   6 3     99%(390/395) 100%(7/7) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2304   5 1     98%(388/395) 100%(8/8) 
             165    5 4     98%(377/385) 100%(6/6) 
             1511   3 2     98%(386/395) 100%(6/6) 
             494    5 1     98%(385/395) 100%(8/8) 
             993    6 10    97%(382/392) 100%(6/6) 
2604  99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             843    1 4    100%(395/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1473   1 4    100%(395/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             896    2 3    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1167   2 3    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             143    3 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             496    1 3    100%(389/391) 100%(2/2) 
             951    1 3    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             1570   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
2605  95.7   1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1215   4 2     98%(387/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2283  10 5     98%(387/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2897   7 2     98%(387/395) 100%(11/11) 
             54     4 1     97%(384/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1498   6 1     97%(384/395)  90%(9/10) 
             46    11 1     97%(382/394) 100%(9/9) 
2606  97.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
2608  96.2   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2649   6 3     99%(144/146)  75%(3/4) 
354 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
2611  96.5   1531   2 3     99%(391/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1788   4 1     99%(385/391) 100%(9/9) 
             2387   3 4     98%(388/395) 100%(9/9) 
             86     5 1     98%(387/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2291   4 1     98%(387/395) 100%(12/12) 
             569    5 2     98%(386/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1170   6 2     98%(386/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1966   6 1     97%(381/392)  88%(7/8) 
             1413   7 1     97%(382/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1458   7 1     97%(382/395) 100%(8/8) 
2612  96.2   2679s  8 83    98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
2613  97.2   776    3 1     99%(388/394)  89%(8/9) 
             2394   3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1455   3 1     98%(388/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1365   5 1     98%(385/395) 100%(8/8) 
2615  96.5   1223   7 1     98%(386/394) 100%(8/8) 
2616  98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             711    2 25   100%(219/220) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2173   5 25    99%(390/394) 100%(5/5) 
             748    2 29    99%(179/181) 100%(2/2) 
             2414   4 16    99%(265/268) 100%(3/3) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
2620  96.2   2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             370    8 42    98%(124/127) 100%(3/3) 
             1050   3 1     97%(383/395)  78%(7/9) 
             1446   3 1     97%(382/395) 100%(10/10) 
2621  99.0   204    2 66   100%(393/394) 100%(3/3) 
             2636   2 67   100%(374/375) 100%(2/2) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1030   4 74   100%(392/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1145   3 66   100%(371/373) 100%(2/2) 
             1633   2 77   100%(201/202) 100%(2/2) 
             696    5 4     99%(391/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1461   5 4     99%(391/394) 100%(2/2) 
             1656   5 6     99%(391/394) 100%(2/2) 
2622  98.0   506    2 1     99%(389/393) 100%(5/5) 
             276    2 2     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             657    3 2     98%(289/294) 100%(4/4) 
             2687   3 1     98%(387/394) 100%(6/6) 
2623  96.5   331    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(13/13) 
             030    2 1     98%(387/395)  89%(8/9) 
             731s   1 10    98%(44/45)   100%(1/1) 
             1448   7 1     98%(386/395)  88%(7/8) 
             127   10 1     98%(385/395)  88%(7/8) 
355 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             443   13 1     97%(384/395)  88%(7/8) 
             157    3 1     97%(383/395)  89%(8/9) 
             159   10 1     97%(382/394)  88%(7/8) 
             175    9 3     97%(383/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1676  10 3     97%(382/394) 100%(9/9) 
2624  97.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   1 15   100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(3/3) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1026   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(10/10) 
             270    2 1     99%(390/395)  91%(10/11) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             2280   4 3     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             017    3 2     98%(388/395)  86%(6/7) 
             700    2 2     98%(385/395)  75%(6/8) 
2632  99.3   Kr                           
2633  98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2637   5 11    99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1225   8 9     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2136   5 6     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2137   5 6     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1073  10 25    99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1226  10 3     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2442  10 14    99%(338/343) 100%(4/4) 
2634  97.6   60     1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             140    1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             144s   1 3    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             148    1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             162    1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             185    1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             259    1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             274    1 5    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             295    1 2    100%(82/82)   100%(2/2) 
             329    1 3    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             358    1 3    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             360    1 4    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             422    1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             493    1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             495    1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             538    1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             548    1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             573    1 23   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             577    1 1    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             592    1 3    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             655    1 3    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             683    1 1    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             750    1 3    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             795    1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
356 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             809    1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             877    1 5    100%(82/82)   100%(1/1) 
             925    1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             952    1 4    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1077   1 4    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1090   1 3    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1214   1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1222   1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1343   1 54   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1373   1 3    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1393   1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1425   1 3    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1454   1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1474   1 3    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1485   1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1495   1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1539   1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1624   1 1    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1647   1 3    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1685   1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1703   1 5    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2121   1 3    100%(78/78)   100%(2/2) 
             2139   1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2247   1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2307   1 35   100%(79/79)   100%(1/1) 
             2458   1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2474   1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2500   1 3    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2571   1 3    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2586   1 3    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2592   1 4    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2724   1 2    100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2779   1 3    100%(49/49)   100%(1/1) 
             021    3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             047    3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             10     3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             12     3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             24     2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             28     1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             31     1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             32     3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             36     1 1     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             80     1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             108    1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             109    3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             137    3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             145    3 3     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             156    1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             186    1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             188    3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
357 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             193    2 3     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             211    3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             217    3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             277    2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             297    2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             350    2 3     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             406    2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             412    1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             413    1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             419    2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             440    1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             473    1 3     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             515    2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             519    1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             537    3 2     99%(81/82)   100%(1/1) 
             657    1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             690    2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             695    1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             715    1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             718    3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             745    2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             752    1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             761    3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             762    2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             801    1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             811    1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             851    2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             906    3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             934    2 1     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1091   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1096   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1110   3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1186   3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1192   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1194   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1196   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1202   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1211   2 3     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1233   3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1269   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1288   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1297   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1299   1 3     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1301   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1310   3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1312   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1396   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1410   3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1432   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
358 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1449   2 1     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1465   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1478s  3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1505   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1509   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1535   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1557   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1567   1 2     99%(81/82)   100%(2/2) 
             1595   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             1623   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1648   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1660   3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1666   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1673   2 3     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1692   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1699   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             1788   1 2     99%(81/82)   100%(2/2) 
             2107   3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2127   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2280   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2283   3 3     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2314   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2406   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2465   3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2499   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2525   3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2546   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2606   2 1     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2608   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2658   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2673   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2711   1 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2721   3 3     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2812   2 2     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2863   3 2     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2868   2 3     99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             280    3 2     99%(77/78)   100%(1/1) 
             904    3 1     99%(73/74)   100%(1/1) 
             500    3 7     99%(67/68)   100%(1/1) 
             27s    3 2     98%(58/59)   100%(1/1) 
2635  99.2   Kr                           
2636  99.5   Kr                           
2637  98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   1 15   100%(122/122) 100%(3/3) 
             2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1163   3 7     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1300   3 17    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2136   3 5     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2137   3 5     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
359 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1434   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2633   3 2     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1012   3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
2641  98.7   367    1 11   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             390    2 10   100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1290   2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2099   1 15   100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             484    3 6     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             502    2 1     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             2266   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             89     3 6     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1318   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1635   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1639   3 1     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1131   3 4     99%(280/283) 100%(2/2) 
             2467   3 3     99%(279/282) 100%(2/2) 
2643  92.9   792    2 1     93%(335/359)  77%(13/17) 
2645  98.2   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             484    3 6     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             390    7 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             483    5 8     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1198   5 6     99%(388/392) 100%(5/5) 
             74     6 5     99%(389/394) 100%(5/5) 
             666s   6 2     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             89     7 2     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2315   5 1     99%(389/395)  60%(3/5) 
             2765   7 6     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
2649  97.3   1597   1 1    100%(146/146) 100%(4/4) 
             2779   1 3    100%(112/112) 100%(2/2) 
             52     2 1     99%(145/146) 100%(4/4) 
             140    3 2     99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             148    2 2     99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             185    2 2     99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             259    2 2     99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             344s   1 1     99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             350    1 2     99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             548    2 2     99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             1090   2 2     99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             1211   1 2     99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             1393   2 2     99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             2139   2 2     99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             2474   3 2     99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             2500   3 2     99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             2603   1 1     99%(145/146) 100%(3/3) 
             770    1 1     99%(130/131) 100%(3/3) 
             904    1 3     99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             28     2 1     99%(143/145) 100%(3/3) 
360 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             156    2 1     99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             295    2 1     99%(143/145) 100%(3/3) 
             393    1 1     99%(144/146)  67%(2/3) 
             413    3 1     99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             422    2 1     99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             492    1 1     99%(144/146)  75%(3/4) 
             538    2 1     99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             801    3 1     99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             809    2 1     99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             811    3 1     99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             851    3 1     99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             902    3 1     99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             1096   3 1     99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             1312   2 1     99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             1432   2 1     99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             1465   3 1     99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             1479   1 1     99%(144/146)  75%(3/4) 
             1535   3 1     99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             1788   3 1     99%(143/145) 100%(3/3) 
             2121   3 1     99%(139/141) 100%(2/2) 
             2127   3 1     99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             2247   3 1     99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             2280   3 1     99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             2314   2 1     99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             2586   3 1     99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             2608   2 1     99%(144/146)  75%(3/4) 
             2673   2 1     99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             71     2 1     98%(143/146) 100%(3/3) 
             80     2 1     98%(143/146)  67%(2/3) 
             162    3 1     98%(143/146) 100%(3/3) 
             287    1 1     98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             405    1 1     98%(143/146)  75%(3/4) 
             412    2 1     98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             494    2 1     98%(143/146)  75%(3/4) 
             663    3 1     98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             686    3 1     98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             715    3 1     98%(143/146) 100%(3/3) 
             976    2 1     98%(140/143)  67%(2/3) 
             1196   3 1     98%(143/146) 100%(1/1) 
             1403   2 1     98%(143/146)  67%(2/3) 
             1567   2 1     98%(142/145)  67%(2/3) 
             1692   3 1     98%(143/146) 100%(1/1) 
             2159   2 1     98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             2406   2 1     98%(143/146) 100%(3/3) 
             2483   2 1     98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             2533   2 1     98%(143/146) 100%(3/3) 
             2660   1 1     98%(143/146) 100%(3/3) 
             2691   2 1     98%(143/146)  67%(2/3) 
             2900   2 1     98%(142/145)  67%(2/3) 
2650  99.0   75     3 3    100%(203/204) 100%(1/1) 
361 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             877    3 7    100%(202/203) 100%(1/1) 
             1539   2 2    100%(203/204) 100%(1/1) 
2653  98.5   no close relatives          
2656  97.2   246    2 83   100%(196/197) 100%(2/2) 
             76     4 1     98%(387/394)  75%(6/8) 
             2118   5 1     98%(386/394)  75%(6/8) 
             2399  10 5     98%(236/241) 100%(3/3) 
2658  96.5   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             2813  12 3     98%(363/372) 100%(7/7) 
             519    3 2     97%(383/395)  89%(8/9) 
             1294   3 1     97%(383/395)  60%(6/10) 
2660  96.2   2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(3/3) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             370   11 11    98%(124/127)  67%(2/3) 
             934    7 2     98%(385/395) 100%(8/8) 
             519    6 2     97%(381/395)  78%(7/9) 
2661  95.4   1666   2 1     98%(386/395) 100%(12/12) 
             1220   2 1     97%(382/395)  82%(9/11) 
             1342   2 1     97%(381/395)  91%(10/11) 
             087    1 5     96%(50/52)   100%(3/3) 
2665  99.2   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(1/1) 
             1472   2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
2666  99.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             549    2 1    100%(394/395) 100%(3/3) 
             179    2 23   100%(248/249) 100%(2/2) 
             105    1 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             143    3 8    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             564    2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             711    2 25   100%(220/221) 100%(2/2) 
             1322   2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             2389   2 14   100%(387/389) 100%(2/2) 
             2458   2 1    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2472   1 4    100%(393/395) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
2670  98.0   1558   1 1     99%(352/356) 100%(5/5) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
2673  98.0   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(2/2) 
             600    7 1     98%(380/386)  80%(4/5) 
             1019  15 3     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1592  13 4     98%(388/395)  80%(4/5) 
2676  96.6   993   12 1     97%(196/202)  67%(2/3) 
2679  97.0   34     7 1     99%(292/296) 100%(6/6) 
362 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2779  13 1     98%(170/173) 100%(2/2) 
             904    6 1     98%(107/109) 100%(1/1) 
             370   12 3     97%(38/39)   100%(1/1) 
             743    2 1     97%(285/293) 100%(6/6) 
             1017   9 1     97%(288/296)  75%(3/4) 
2679s 97.0   289    1 1    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             930    1 1    100%(38/38)   100%(1/1) 
             956    1 4    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1005   1 1    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1054s  1 1    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1200s  1 1    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1303   1 1    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1387   1 1    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1387s  1 1    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1434   1 1    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1560   1 2    100%(11/11)   100%(1/1) 
             1622s  1 1    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1629   1 1    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1640   1 4    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             2107   1 1    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             2136   1 3    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             2137   1 3    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             2282s  1 4    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             2497   1 1    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             2637   1 3    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             2717   1 4    100%(56/56)   100%(1/1) 
             2758s  1 1    100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             039    1 2     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             20     2 3     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             22     2 2     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             87     1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             109    2 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             117    1 2     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             134    2 2     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             142    2 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             148    3 3     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             188    2 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             207    2 2     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             296    3 1     99%(98/99)   100%(3/3) 
             297    1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             306    1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             343    1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             396    1 4     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             495    3 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             505    2 2     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             530    1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             584    1 3     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             761    1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             783    1 2     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             796    2 2     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
363 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             854    3 2     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             937    3 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             963    3 5     99%(98/99)   100%(3/3) 
             988    1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             998    1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1063   3 6     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1187   1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1210   2 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1213   2 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1215   1 2     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1218   2 3     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1239   1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1325   1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1391   2 3     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1415   1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1532   1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1595   1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1602   1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1644   2 1     99%(98/99)   100%(3/3) 
             1668   3 2     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1684   1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1707   3 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1790   3 5     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2192   1 1     99%(95/96)   100%(3/3) 
             2281   1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2304   1 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2386   3 5     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2465   2 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2526   2 1     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2563   2 3     99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2633   3 2     99%(98/99)   100%(3/3) 
             2709   2 1     99%(98/99)    67%(2/3) 
             2737   2 3     99%(98/99)   100%(3/3) 
             2894   2 1     99%(95/96)   100%(2/2) 
             949    1 1     99%(86/87)   100%(3/3) 
             2422   1 1     99%(94/95)   100%(3/3) 
             96     3 2     99%(81/82)   100%(1/1) 
             2813   3 1     99%(75/76)   100%(2/2) 
             472    1 1     98%(53/54)   100%(3/3) 
             293    3 1     98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             428    1 1     98%(96/98)   100%(2/2) 
             473    3 2     98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             494    1 1     98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             519    2 2     98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             520    3 1     98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             562    3 1     98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             660    2 4     98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             697    3 2     98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             720    2 1     98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             723    2 1     98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
364 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             903    2 1     98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             931    3 1     98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             1074   2 1     98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1166   2 1     98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1243   1 1     98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1336   3 1     98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1424   1 1     98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1528   2 1     98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1573   2 1     98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             1580   3 2     98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             1677   2 1     98%(97/99)   100%(1/1) 
             1802   1 3     98%(97/99)   100%(3/3) 
             2612   1 1     98%(97/99)   100%(2/2) 
             2775s  1 1     98%(96/98)   100%(2/2) 
2680  93.2   087    3 6     94%(49/52)   100%(3/3) 
2684  94.2   994    3 1     98%(387/395)  95%(20/21) 
             138    4 1     98%(384/394) 100%(21/21) 
             357    2 1     97%(384/395)  96%(21/22) 
             2575   3 1     97%(370/382)  95%(18/19) 
             2517   4 1     96%(125/130)  78%(7/9) 
             209    8 2     96%(379/395) 100%(18/18) 
             884    3 1     96%(375/391) 100%(15/15) 
             565    6 1     96%(376/393)  86%(18/21) 
             1582   8 1     95%(376/394)  95%(19/20) 
             2702   6 2     94%(373/395)  86%(12/14) 
2685  97.5   265    2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1223   3 2     99%(390/394) 100%(8/8) 
             268    9 1     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             980    9 4     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             585    5 4     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             787    8 2     98%(388/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2193   7 5     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             545    4 2     98%(387/395) 100%(7/7) 
             2703   4 1     98%(387/395)  88%(7/8) 
2686  97.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             546    1 5     99%(222/225) 100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             1144   3 1     98%(387/395)  71%(5/7) 
2687  97.2   506    3 2     99%(387/392) 100%(6/6) 
             276    3 2     99%(388/394) 100%(7/7) 
             2622   4 1     98%(387/394) 100%(6/6) 
             274s   2 1     98%(145/148) 100%(4/4) 
             718    4 1     98%(385/394) 100%(6/6) 
365 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             370   11 11    98%(124/127)  67%(2/3) 
             657    9 2     98%(286/293)  80%(4/5) 
             1643   6 1     98%(384/394) 100%(6/6) 
2689  98.5   689    1 4    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1508   2 3    100%(394/395) 100%(5/5) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(2/2) 
             1462   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1584   3 6    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1614   1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1633   2 77   100%(202/203) 100%(2/2) 
             1634   3 7    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2399   2 1     99%(240/242) 100%(4/4) 
             1131   3 4     99%(280/283) 100%(3/3) 
2691  97.5   1804   8 2     98%(120/122)  67%(2/3) 
             2649  10 9     98%(143/146)  67%(2/3) 
2692  99.5   Kr                           
2693s 97.9   2732   4 4     99%(373/376) 100%(6/6) 
             783    3 1     99%(372/376)  86%(6/7) 
             2679s  5 3     99%(79/80)   100%(2/2) 
             210    6 5     99%(371/376) 100%(4/4) 
             901    2 2     99%(371/376) 100%(7/7) 
             2245   8 1     99%(371/376)  83%(5/6) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             9      8 2     98%(370/376) 100%(4/4) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2813   8 2     98%(365/372)  83%(5/6) 
2694  97.5   1019   2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(8/8) 
             987s   2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1643   1 1     99%(391/395)  89%(8/9) 
             2301   5 3     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1280  13 1     99%(389/395)  83%(5/6) 
             121    8 2     98%(388/395)  83%(5/6) 
             379    7 4     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             2590   6 4     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             370   11 11    98%(124/127)  67%(2/3) 
             657   12 1     98%(287/294)  60%(3/5) 
2695  98.2   2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             77     3 3     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             2458   5 3     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             190    7 7     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             1191  10 4     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
2701  99.5   1320   1 1    100%(395/395) 100%(2/2) 
2702  93.7   1582   7 1     96%(377/394)  91%(20/22) 
             1      7 1     95%(377/395)  91%(20/22) 
             565    9 1     95%(372/393)  85%(17/20) 
             994   11 1     95%(374/395)  88%(14/16) 
             884    7 1     94%(369/391)  86%(12/14) 
             2684  10 1     94%(373/395)  86%(12/14) 
             138   12 1     94%(371/394)  88%(14/16) 
366 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2886   8 1     94%(371/394)  78%(14/18) 
             2713  10 1     94%(371/395)  77%(13/17) 
             2517  11 1     94%(122/130)  71%(5/7) 
2703  96.7   771    2 82   100%(207/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1094  12 4     98%(387/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2685   7 1     98%(387/395)  88%(7/8) 
             292   10 6     98%(381/389) 100%(9/9) 
             395   12 2     98%(386/395)  75%(6/8) 
             1007   9 2     98%(386/395) 100%(9/9) 
             113   11 5     98%(384/394) 100%(7/7) 
             545    8 1     98%(385/395)  88%(7/8) 
             330   11 1     97%(382/394) 100%(7/7) 
2705  96.4   1626   1 1     99%(388/394) 100%(11/11) 
             1458   6 1     97%(382/394)  70%(7/10) 
             71    11 1     97%(381/394)  67%(6/9) 
             86    11 1     97%(381/394)  67%(6/9) 
             1531   8 1     97%(381/394)  67%(6/9) 
2706  99.2   Kr                           
2707  97.7   no close relatives          
2708  95.9   771    2 82   100%(206/207) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(120/121) 100%(2/2) 
             724    6 5     99%(388/394) 100%(11/11) 
             296    8 3     98%(386/394) 100%(11/11) 
             2290s  9 1     98%(367/375)  91%(10/11) 
             1303   7 1     97%(383/394)  91%(10/11) 
             1802   5 1     97%(383/394)  91%(10/11) 
             525    5 1     97%(382/394) 100%(11/11) 
             1644   9 3     97%(382/394) 100%(9/9) 
             2422   2 1     96%(375/390)  78%(7/9) 
2709  97.0   2135   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2679s  3 2     99%(98/99)    67%(2/3) 
             1063   4 3     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1190   7 4     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             988    4 1     98%(387/395)  88%(7/8) 
             1540   5 2     98%(323/330) 100%(7/7) 
             1409   5 1     98%(386/395) 100%(8/8) 
             351    7 1     98%(385/395) 100%(7/7) 
             786   12 1     98%(385/395) 100%(7/7) 
2710  97.5   no close relatives          
2711  96.5   1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
2713  92.7   1784s  1 1     99%(389/395)  93%(25/27) 
             209    1 1     97%(383/395)  92%(22/24) 
             475s   5 2     96%(42/44)   100%(2/2) 
             205    3 1     95%(375/394)  87%(20/23) 
             2886   3 1     95%(375/394)  86%(18/21) 
             1     10 1     95%(375/395)  91%(21/23) 
             1582  13 1     95%(373/394)  91%(20/22) 
             2702   9 1     94%(371/395)  77%(13/17) 
367 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             357   12 1     93%(367/395)  88%(15/17) 
             2575  13 1     93%(355/382)  87%(13/15) 
2714  98.7   1712   1 129  100%(191/191) 100%(1/1) 
             1680   2 3    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1421   4 5     99%(345/348) 100%(2/2) 
2715  97.7   1560   4 29    99%(304/306) 100%(3/3) 
             731s   1 10    98%(44/45)   100%(1/1) 
2717  98.3   2529   1 3    100%(56/56)   100%(1/1) 
             2535   1 2    100%(56/56)   100%(1/1) 
             2679s  1 22   100%(56/56)   100%(1/1) 
             2782   1 33   100%(30/30)   100%(1/1) 
             2526   1 1     99%(117/118) 100%(1/1) 
             1668   2 1     99%(228/230) 100%(3/3) 
             2324   2 1     99%(228/230) 100%(2/2) 
             145    4 1     99%(227/230) 100%(2/2) 
             801    2 1     99%(227/230) 100%(2/2) 
             2521   3 2     99%(227/230) 100%(1/1) 
2718  92.7   no close relatives          
2721  98.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             1143   3 21    99%(194/197) 100%(1/1) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             2437   6 2     98%(357/364) 100%(4/4) 
2722  97.9   945    1 1     99%(281/284) 100%(3/3) 
             2442  11 1     98%(246/250) 100%(2/2) 
             396    5 5     98%(279/284) 100%(3/3) 
             2213   8 1     98%(279/284) 100%(2/2) 
2724  98.5   1343   1 54   100%(84/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   1 57   100%(83/83)   100%(2/2) 
             2571   2 2    100%(393/395) 100%(5/5) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(2/2) 
             013    2 10    99%(236/238) 100%(3/3) 
             461    3 18    99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             144s   3 5     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(2/2) 
             011    2 11    99%(265/268) 100%(4/4) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1008   2 2     99%(389/394) 100%(3/3) 
2725  98.5   107    1 1    100%(200/200) 100%(3/3) 
             940    1 5    100%(56/56)   100%(1/1) 
             1712   1 129  100%(30/30)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(51/51)   100%(1/1) 
             49     2 2    100%(199/200) 100%(3/3) 
             140    2 4    100%(199/200) 100%(2/2) 
368 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             347    3 3    100%(199/200) 100%(2/2) 
             520    1 1    100%(199/200)  67%(2/3) 
             563    1 2    100%(199/200) 100%(2/2) 
             730    3 17   100%(193/194) 100%(2/2) 
             925    2 5    100%(199/200) 100%(2/2) 
             927    3 1    100%(199/200) 100%(2/2) 
             1032   2 1    100%(198/199) 100%(3/3) 
             1637   1 7    100%(199/200) 100%(2/2) 
             1791   1 3    100%(199/200) 100%(3/3) 
             2178   2 2    100%(199/200) 100%(3/3) 
             2773   3 6    100%(199/200) 100%(2/2) 
             207    2 2     99%(198/200) 100%(2/2) 
             505    2 2     99%(198/200) 100%(2/2) 
             778    1 4     99%(197/199) 100%(2/2) 
             796    2 2     99%(198/200) 100%(2/2) 
             858    1 1     99%(198/200) 100%(3/3) 
             862    3 1     99%(198/200) 100%(2/2) 
             1063   3 6     99%(198/200) 100%(3/3) 
             1144   1 1     99%(198/200) 100%(3/3) 
             1190   2 5     99%(198/200) 100%(3/3) 
             1265   1 1     99%(198/200) 100%(3/3) 
             1470   2 5     99%(198/200) 100%(2/2) 
             1484   1 1     99%(198/200) 100%(2/2) 
             1653   1 1     99%(198/200) 100%(2/2) 
             2399   3 1     99%(192/194) 100%(2/2) 
             2563   2 3     99%(198/200) 100%(2/2) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
2726  100.0  no close relatives          
2727  96.7   370   11 11    98%(124/127)  67%(2/3) 
2728  95.2   2794   4 1     99%(339/343)  94%(15/16) 
             352    4 1     99%(388/394)  88%(14/16) 
             1676   3 1     99%(388/394)  93%(14/15) 
             375    4 1     98%(386/393)  93%(13/14) 
             2252   6 1     98%(385/394)  93%(14/15) 
             2397   6 1     97%(384/395)  88%(14/16) 
             1001   6 1     97%(382/395)  88%(14/16) 
             299    6 1     96%(380/395)  91%(10/11) 
             713    5 1     96%(378/395)  82%(9/11) 
             780    4 1     95%(372/390)  91%(10/11) 
2730  98.7   034    2 1     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1468   4 2     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
2732  98.2   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(194/195) 100%(2/2) 
             766    2 54    99%(144/145) 100%(2/2) 
             153    3 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             210    2 3     99%(392/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2693s  1 1     99%(373/376) 100%(6/6) 
             117    1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             263    1 3     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
369 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             901    1 1     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             446    3 1     99%(389/395)  83%(5/6) 
             1118   2 4     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
2735  95.9   742    1 1     99%(391/394)  93%(13/14) 
             854    2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             1160   1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(14/14) 
             1613   2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             819    2 1     99%(391/395)  92%(12/13) 
             315    3 1     99%(390/395) 100%(14/14) 
             1336   2 3     98%(322/328) 100%(13/13) 
             2490   3 1     98%(387/395)  91%(10/11) 
             818    2 2     98%(386/395) 100%(12/12) 
             741    3 1     98%(383/393) 100%(14/14) 
             886    2 2     98%(384/394) 100%(12/12) 
2737  97.2   956    4 5     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1640   4 5     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2282s  4 5     99%(392/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1622s  5 4     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1629   5 4     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(98/99)   100%(3/3) 
             963    4 3     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1054s  5 4     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1086   5 3     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2136   5 6     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
2747  97.7   no close relatives          
2749  98.5   390    3 1    100%(393/395)  80%(4/5) 
             484    4 3     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             2266   4 1     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             89     4 1     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             483    6 3     99%(391/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1198   6 3     99%(388/392)  80%(4/5) 
             1290   6 1     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             1397   6 1     99%(390/394)  75%(3/4) 
             2511   5 4     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
             2641   6 2     99%(391/395)  75%(3/4) 
2750  97.4   416    1 226  100%(75/75)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   2 72   100%(192/193) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   2 99    99%(120/121) 100%(2/2) 
             1343   2 233   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(81/82)   100%(1/1) 
             766    4 162   99%(142/144) 100%(2/2) 
             446    5 3     98%(385/392) 100%(6/6) 
             1213   4 4     98%(384/392) 100%(6/6) 
             1297   6 1     98%(383/392)  83%(5/6) 
             403    2 1     98%(323/331) 100%(5/5) 
2754  99.0   800    2 6     99%(180/181) 100%(1/1) 
             2415   3 11    99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
             2782   2 100   99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
370 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
2756  97.7   179    6 86    99%(247/249) 100%(2/2) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(1/1) 
             220    4 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1463   2 2     99%(388/394) 100%(8/8) 
             1561   5 1     99%(389/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2278   4 1     99%(389/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2492   3 1     98%(378/384) 100%(6/6) 
             557    2 3     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             726    4 1     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             649    5 24    98%(87/89)   100%(1/1) 
2757  98.0   no close relatives          
2758s 97.0   2679s  1 22   100%(99/99)   100%(3/3) 
             956    5 4     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1640   5 4     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2282s  5 4     99%(391/395) 100%(8/8) 
             1622s  6 4     99%(390/395) 100%(8/8) 
             963    5 4     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             2737   5 1     99%(389/395)  89%(8/9) 
             1303   2 2     98%(388/395)  91%(10/11) 
             1802   1 3     98%(387/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1200s  2 2     97%(382/393) 100%(7/7) 
2760  97.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1804   1 15   100%(121/121) 100%(3/3) 
             771    2 82   100%(206/207) 100%(2/2) 
             292    3 2     99%(385/388) 100%(11/11) 
             1094   3 1     99%(391/394) 100%(10/10) 
             711    5 109   99%(218/220) 100%(2/2) 
             1007   2 1     99%(390/394) 100%(11/11) 
             766    4 162   99%(142/144) 100%(2/2) 
             2127   4 2     98%(387/394) 100%(10/10) 
             700    4 4     97%(383/394)  75%(6/8) 
2765  98.2   771    1 13   100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1292   4 5     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             55     6 7     99%(386/390) 100%(4/4) 
             2467   3 3     99%(279/282) 100%(3/3) 
             2136   5 6     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2137   5 6     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1609   5 4     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2238   4 1     99%(382/388)  86%(6/7) 
             2645   5 2     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
2766  91.4   no close relatives          
2767  98.7   845    3 66   100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1095   3 1    100%(392/394)  75%(3/4) 
             1145   3 66   100%(371/373) 100%(3/3) 
             1328   3 66   100%(392/394) 100%(3/3) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1062   4 1     99%(391/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1703   4 1     99%(391/394) 100%(3/3) 
             2322   4 1     99%(390/393) 100%(3/3) 
371 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
2768  98.2   246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(1/1) 
             2297   7 11    99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             778    5 1     99%(387/393)  75%(3/4) 
2773  99.0   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             1467   1 5    100%(335/335) 100%(4/4) 
             2307   1 35   100%(195/195) 100%(2/2) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             516    2 2    100%(393/394) 100%(3/3) 
             1494   2 4    100%(394/395) 100%(4/4) 
             246    2 83   100%(197/198) 100%(1/1) 
             925    2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1034   3 3    100%(393/395) 100%(3/3) 
             1471   3 2    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1632   3 2    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2725   2 12   100%(199/200) 100%(2/2) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1664   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1791   3 2     99%(392/395) 100%(3/3) 
2774  98.2   2856  10 2     99%(390/395)  60%(3/5) 
             2860  11 4     99%(389/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
2775s 96.4   2679s  8 83    98%(96/98)   100%(2/2) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(3/3) 
             370   10 6     98%(124/127)  75%(3/4) 
2779  98.2   1343   1 54   100%(50/50)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   1 57   100%(49/49)   100%(1/1) 
             2649   1 2    100%(112/112) 100%(2/2) 
             1350   1 1     99%(270/272) 100%(3/3) 
             573    3 1     99%(113/114) 100%(1/1) 
             1237   3 1     99%(269/272) 100%(3/3) 
             1315   2 1     99%(269/272) 100%(3/3) 
             1901   2 1     99%(268/271) 100%(3/3) 
             350    2 3     99%(238/241) 100%(2/2) 
             2908   3 1     99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             976    1 1     99%(217/220) 100%(2/2) 
             1024   3 1     99%(267/271)  75%(3/4) 
             1139   1 1     99%(267/271)  75%(3/4) 
             1432   3 1     99%(268/272) 100%(3/3) 
             1479   3 1     99%(268/272)  67%(2/3) 
             2314   3 1     99%(268/272) 100%(3/3) 
             2679   2 1     98%(170/173) 100%(2/2) 
2782  98.4   14     1 3    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             95     1 1    100%(127/127) 100%(1/1) 
             96     1 3    100%(56/56)   100%(1/1) 
             199    1 4    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             202    1 2    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             219    1 3    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             272    1 2    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
372 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             360    1 4    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             491    1 2    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             656    1 1    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             707    1 3    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             779    1 3    100%(59/59)   100%(1/1) 
             900    1 2    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             926    1 1    100%(55/55)   100%(1/1) 
             942    1 1    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             999    1 2    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1012   1 1    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1077   1 4    100%(126/126) 100%(2/2) 
             1078   1 1    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1090   1 3    100%(127/127) 100%(2/2) 
             1121   1 1    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1155   1 3    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1395   1 1    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1450   1 2    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1545   1 1    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2098   1 4    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2283   1 2    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2292   1 1    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2414   1 2    100%(28/28)   100%(1/1) 
             2500   1 3    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2592   1 4    100%(127/127) 100%(2/2) 
             2717   1 4    100%(30/30)   100%(1/1) 
             2897   1 1    100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             07     3 3     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             013    2 10    99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             028    1 2     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             031s   3 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             045    1 2     99%(126/127) 100%(2/2) 
             34     1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             44     1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             46     1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             52     3 1     99%(124/125) 100%(2/2) 
             57     3 4     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             65     2 2     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             77     1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             119    2 3     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             142    1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             144s   2 2     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             191    2 2     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             207    1 2     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             261    3 9     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             271    2 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             324    2 1     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             355    1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             358    3 6     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             380    3 8     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             392    1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
373 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             438    3 7     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             461    3 18    99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             481    1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             504    3 5     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             505    1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             561    1 5     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             568    3 3     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             655    2 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             682    2 2     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             708    1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             796    1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1031   3 8     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             1058   3 4     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1063   2 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1084   1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             1163   3 7     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1212   1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1240   2 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1266   2 3     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1280   3 2     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             1298   1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             1300   3 17    99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1310   2 1     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             1315   1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             1346   1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1350   2 1     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             1385   1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             1410   2 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1438   1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1498   1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1564   3 3     99%(123/124) 100%(1/1) 
             1575   1 5     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             1583   2 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1588   2 3     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1597   2 1     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             1675   1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1781   1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1792   2 3     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2101   3 7     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             2133   2 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2201   2 1     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             2224   2 8     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2297   3 3     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2315   1 2     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             2371   1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             2396   2 3     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2415   3 11    99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2451   3 2     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2494   2 2     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2499   1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
374 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2523   1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             2525   2 3     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2563   1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(2/2) 
             2695   1 1     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             2754   2 2     99%(127/128) 100%(1/1) 
             2908   2 37    99%(86/87)   100%(1/1) 
2783  98.7   12     2 1     99%(388/391) 100%(3/3) 
2786  87.3   no close relatives          
2788s 99.2   Kr                           
2794  95.3   1676   1 1    100%(341/342) 100%(15/15) 
             352    2 1     99%(340/342) 100%(15/15) 
             375    2 1     99%(341/343) 100%(14/14) 
             2307   4 4     99%(143/144) 100%(1/1) 
             2728   1 1     99%(339/343)  94%(15/16) 
             1006   2 1     98%(337/343)  93%(14/15) 
             782    3 1     98%(336/343)  93%(14/15) 
             1136   2 2     98%(334/342)  89%(8/9) 
             1268   2 1     97%(334/343)  93%(13/14) 
             1431   1 1     96%(329/343)  78%(7/9) 
2804  98.2   237    1 1     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             1298   3 1     99%(389/395) 100%(4/4) 
2806  99.5   Kr                           
2808  98.0   no close relatives          
2809  97.2   444    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(9/9) 
             2908   2 37    99%(89/90)   100%(3/3) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(1/1) 
             1190   9 3     98%(387/395) 100%(6/6) 
             370   10 6     98%(124/127)  75%(3/4) 
2810  93.9   no close relatives          
2812  97.2   32     2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(9/9) 
             746    1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(7/7) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             24     3 1     99%(390/395)  89%(8/9) 
             2649   5 93    99%(144/146) 100%(3/3) 
             108    2 3     99%(389/395) 100%(8/8) 
             156    3 2     98%(386/393) 100%(7/7) 
             2277   4 2     98%(388/395) 100%(7/7) 
             518    3 1     98%(385/395)  86%(6/7) 
2813  97.3   1213   1 2    100%(371/372) 100%(10/10) 
             446    2 1    100%(370/372) 100%(9/9) 
             2679s  6 1     99%(75/76)   100%(2/2) 
             766    4 162   99%(143/145) 100%(2/2) 
             1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             116   10 2     98%(365/372) 100%(5/5) 
             2750   7 1     98%(362/369) 100%(5/5) 
             2649   8 93    98%(143/146) 100%(2/2) 
             2658   6 1     98%(363/372) 100%(7/7) 
             1096   9 1     98%(358/367) 100%(5/5) 
2856  98.5   1141   2 5    100%(393/395) 100%(4/4) 
375 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             210    3 1     99%(392/395)  80%(4/5) 
             1472   3 8     99%(392/395) 100%(4/4) 
             137    2 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             195    4 6     99%(391/395) 100%(4/4) 
             852    3 4     99%(391/395) 100%(5/5) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
             759    2 3     99%(390/395) 100%(4/4) 
             2774   1 1     99%(390/395)  60%(3/5) 
2860  98.0   771    1 13   100%(208/208) 100%(2/2) 
             1347   2 1    100%(393/395)  86%(6/7) 
             1804   2 99    99%(121/122) 100%(2/2) 
             1037   4 1     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             135    6 3     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             808    2 1     99%(390/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1218   3 5     99%(390/395) 100%(5/5) 
             011    6 2     99%(264/268)  80%(4/5) 
             1684   5 1     99%(389/395)  83%(5/6) 
             2774   2 1     99%(389/395)  80%(4/5) 
2863  98.7   416    1 226  100%(76/76)   100%(1/1) 
             2316   1 89   100%(130/130) 100%(1/1) 
             573    2 121   99%(147/148) 100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(1/1) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(1/1) 
2868  98.0   1454   4 2     99%(391/395) 100%(6/6) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             1343   2 233   99%(83/84)   100%(2/2) 
             2634   2 234   99%(82/83)   100%(2/2) 
             413    4 5     99%(389/395) 100%(5/5) 
             500    3 7     99%(259/263) 100%(3/3) 
             1171   1 1     99%(389/395) 100%(6/6) 
             934    4 1     98%(388/395) 100%(6/6) 
             1966   2 1     98%(385/392) 100%(6/6) 
             2526   4 2     98%(277/282) 100%(3/3) 
2884  97.7   70     1 1     99%(392/395)  88%(7/8) 
2886  92.4   205    1 1     99%(388/393) 100%(28/28) 
             209    4 1     97%(381/394)  88%(21/24) 
             2713   5 1     95%(375/394)  86%(18/21) 
             1     12 1     95%(374/394)  83%(20/24) 
             1582  12 1     95%(373/393)  83%(19/23) 
             565   12 1     94%(370/392)  74%(17/23) 
             1784s  5 1     94%(372/394)  80%(16/20) 
             2702   8 1     94%(371/394)  78%(14/18) 
             475s   7 2     93%(41/44)    67%(2/3) 
             2517  12 1     93%(120/129)  67%(4/6) 
2894  98.0   15     4 3     99%(388/391) 100%(6/6) 
             1439   5 1     99%(387/391)  86%(6/7) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(95/96)   100%(2/2) 
             53     4 1     99%(376/380) 100%(5/5) 
             013    6 27    99%(232/235) 100%(3/3) 
376 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2562   5 4     99%(375/380) 100%(4/4) 
             902    4 3     98%(374/380) 100%(5/5) 
             2535   4 2     98%(190/193) 100%(3/3) 
             791    3 1     98%(382/389) 100%(5/5) 
             2523   3 1     98%(384/391)  80%(4/5) 
2897  96.7   2782   1 33   100%(128/128) 100%(2/2) 
             1215   1 2     99%(391/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2283   2 1     99%(391/395) 100%(10/10) 
             779    2 79    99%(84/85)   100%(1/1) 
             46     3 2     99%(388/394) 100%(10/10) 
             54     2 3     98%(388/395) 100%(10/10) 
             2605   2 3     98%(387/395) 100%(11/11) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1498   5 1     98%(386/395)  89%(8/9) 
             492    2 1     97%(383/395) 100%(9/9) 
2900  95.9   1804   7 160   98%(120/122) 100%(2/2) 
             2649  10 9     98%(142/145)  67%(2/3) 
             2908   6 47    98%(88/90)   100%(1/1) 
2902  96.5   1079   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(14/14) 
             1219   1 1    100%(394/395) 100%(14/14) 
             041    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(12/12) 
             699    1 1    100%(393/395) 100%(13/13) 
             114    1 1     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             489    2 1     99%(392/395) 100%(13/13) 
             2193   1 2     99%(392/395) 100%(11/11) 
             1346   3 2     99%(389/395) 100%(9/9) 
             1690   2 2     99%(389/395) 100%(11/11) 
             389    3 1     98%(387/394)  79%(11/14) 
             1816   1 2     98%(388/395) 100%(11/11) 
             158    2 1     98%(386/394)  82%(9/11) 
             1313   2 2     98%(387/395) 100%(10/10) 
             1627   2 2     98%(387/395) 100%(12/12) 
             581    1 2     98%(386/395)  92%(11/12) 
             2404   1 1     98%(386/395) 100%(12/12) 
             2411   3 1     97%(365/376)  83%(10/12) 
2905  98.7   no close relatives          
2907  98.3   07     1 2    100%(297/298) 100%(4/4) 
             461    1 5    100%(297/298) 100%(4/4) 
             1341   1 4    100%(297/298) 100%(4/4) 
             2297   1 2    100%(297/298) 100%(4/4) 
             1295   3 1     99%(296/298) 100%(4/4) 
             039    2 1     99%(295/298)  67%(2/3) 
             2      3 6     99%(295/298) 100%(4/4) 
             396    1 4     99%(295/298) 100%(3/3) 
             411    3 3     99%(295/298) 100%(3/3) 
             584    1 3     99%(295/298) 100%(4/4) 
             1800   3 3     99%(295/298) 100%(4/4) 
             2142   2 4     99%(295/298) 100%(3/3) 
             2550   2 3     99%(295/298) 100%(2/2) 
             2679s  2 92    99%(97/98)   100%(2/2) 
377 
 
Ms MT OMs C N Overall non-MT 
             2526   3 1     99%(184/186) 100%(2/2) 
             22     3 2     99%(294/298) 100%(4/4) 
             134    3 3     99%(294/298) 100%(4/4) 
             151    1 2     99%(294/298) 100%(4/4) 
             473    2 1     99%(294/298) 100%(3/3) 
             778    2 11    99%(293/297) 100%(3/3) 
             831    2 1     99%(294/298) 100%(3/3) 
             1218   3 5     99%(294/298) 100%(2/2) 
             1470   3 4     99%(294/298) 100%(3/3) 
             2304   2 2     99%(294/298) 100%(4/4) 
             2521   3 2     99%(294/298) 100%(1/1) 
2908  96.7   274    1 5    100%(60/60)   100%(1/1) 
             293    1 1    100%(90/90)   100%(3/3) 
             1039   1 1    100%(90/90)   100%(3/3) 
             1063   1 1    100%(90/90)   100%(3/3) 
             1664   1 4    100%(90/90)   100%(3/3) 
             2173   1 2    100%(90/90)   100%(3/3) 
             2287   1 1    100%(44/44)   100%(1/1) 
             2307   1 35   100%(23/23)   100%(1/1) 
             207    3 1     99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             444    2 1     99%(89/90)   100%(3/3) 
             505    3 1     99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             563    3 1     99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             761    2 1     99%(89/90)   100%(3/3) 
             796    3 1     99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1008   1 1     99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1050   1 1     99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1190   3 1     99%(89/90)   100%(3/3) 
             1583   3 1     99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1781   2 1     99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             2563   3 1     99%(89/90)   100%(2/2) 
             2782   3 1     99%(86/87)   100%(1/1) 
             2809   2 1     99%(89/90)   100%(3/3) 
             729    2 2     99%(78/79)   100%(3/3) 
             184    3 2     98%(87/89)   100%(2/2) 
             494    3 1     98%(88/90)   100%(3/3) 
             558    1 1     98%(88/90)   100%(1/1) 
             677    1 1     98%(87/89)   100%(3/3) 
             1004   1 1     98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1038   2 1     98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1074   3 2     98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             1353   1 1     98%(88/90)   100%(1/1) 
             1651   1 1     98%(88/90)   100%(1/1) 
             1675   2 1     98%(88/90)   100%(1/1) 
             2620   1 1     98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             2660   2 1     98%(88/90)   100%(2/2) 
             2775s  2 1     98%(88/90)   100%(3/3) 
             2900   3 1     98%(88/90)   100%(1/1) 




Selection of the minuscules for the ECM Gospel of John 
 
The evidence sampled from John, a sample consisting of test 
passages from chapters 1-10 and the entire chapter 18, provides a 
firm basis for selecting manuscripts for the ECM apparatus.  While it 
is recognized that including a selection of manuscripts is primarily a 
practical, resource issue,1 a selection based on the following 
principles also meets the ECM goal, for the Greek manuscript 
tradition, of establishing the initial text and the first thousand years 
of its history.2 
 
1.  An initial decision was made within the IGNTP to include all 
papyri and majuscule manuscripts, that is, all manuscripts from the 
first eight centuries and most from the first millennium.3  Although 
my scope is to select the minuscule manuscripts, obviously the 
inclusion of the papyri and majuscules provides a textual basis that 
influences the minuscule selection.  For example, of the 
non-majority readings, the majuscule GA 03 attests 72 of the 85 
                                                          
1 See the discussion on pages 36-37 above; cf. also the IGNTP Luke 
volume, Part One, Introduction, p. vi. 
2 See the ECM James volume, Introduction, p. 11*. 
3 The decision to include all papyri and majuscules will be better 
assessed after collecting complete evidence from the selection of 
minuscules, but since the papyri and majuscule evidence has 
already been completely published, it should form a starting point 
for the apparatus.  The later dates of the minuscule manuscripts do 
not necessarily represent the dates of their text, so they are not 
inherently less important; but while a text may be older than the 
manuscript in which it is found, the text cannot be younger than its 
manuscript, justifying the initial inclusion of the oldest manuscripts. 
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NA27 readings in John 1-10 and 35 of the 41 NA27 readings in 
John 18, thus singly representing much of the NA27 text.4 
 
2.  A small set of manuscripts are included to represent the Majority 
Text.  The two minuscules GA 226 and 1320 are complete 
manuscripts with over 99% agreement with the Majority Text in 
both John 1-10 and 18. 
 
3. The Kr group consists of 121 manuscripts with three or fewer 
differences in the test passages of John 1-10 and 142 manuscripts 
with one or fewer differences in John 18.  This group may be 
adequately represented by the two manuscripts GA 18 and 35. 
 
4.  Other manuscript families or groups may be determined from 
Table 4.5 for John 18 (and from the parallel table in the John 1-10 
Text und Textwert volume, pp. 54-90) and represented by core 
manuscripts as follows: 
 
- Family 1 core:  1, 205, 209, 565, 1582, and 2193 (in John 
1-10) 
                                                          
4 The remainder of the NA27 text will be primarily represented by 
including a handful of additional papyri and majuscules.  For 
example, of the 85 non-majority NA27 readings in John 1-10, P75 
has 65, including five readings not supported by GA 03, then GA 01 
and 019 each support an additional three readings, and P66 one 
additional reading; thus 84 of the 85 NA27 readings are attested by 
one or more of the five manuscripts P66, P75, 01, 03 and 019.  The 
85th reading is attested only by the minuscule 1302. 
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- Family 13 core:  13, 346, 543, 788, and 828 
- Family Π (041) core:  041, 544, 1079, 1219, 1561, 2193 (in 
John 18), and 2411 
 
 
5.  The manuscripts included in steps 1-4 well represent the 
Majority and NA27 text.  As discussed above, the non-majority 
readings provide the best opportunity for finding other manuscript 
groups and sub-groups (pp. 35-37), while the small set of readings 
where the majority of manuscripts are most divided provide the 
best opportunity for fine-tuning groups within the majority of 
manuscripts (pp. 100-105).  Pragmatically, rather than reading the 
entire text of the majority of manuscripts, it would be more efficient 
to select as test passages the small set of variation units where the 
majority are most divided.  Similarly, it would be most efficient for 
determining the broader history of the text to select the 
manuscripts which differ most from the Majority text.  Table 4.2 
provides that list of manuscripts, accounting for both the John 1-10 
and 18 samples. 
 
Table 4.2 includes 185 manuscripts, 156 of which are minuscules.  
16 of these were included in step 4 above as core family members.  
While it would be beneficial to include the remaining 140 
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minuscules, resources are unlikely to allow that.  The following 
guidelines provide further justification for selecting from this list: 
 
- Four of the minuscules were found to be manuscripts of Cyril 
of Alexandria’s Commentary on John and should not be 
included as continuous text manuscripts: 849, 1819, 1820, 
2129. 
 
- Table 4.2 lists the disagreement from the Majority text, which 
includes the non-majority NA27 and “other” readings.  The 
other readings are of particular interest and can be used to 
prioritize this list.  For example, manuscript 05 has 51 other 
readings, the most in John 1-10.  Manuscript 01 has the 
second most, 50 other readings, 14 of which it shares with 
manuscript 05, thus adding 36 other readings to the 
apparatus after 05 is already included.  In order, the top 30 
manuscripts (parenthesizing the number of unique other 
readings each adds) are:  05 (51), 01 (36), P66 (27), 69 
(18), 1071 (15), 173 (14), 544 (14), 579 (12), P75 (9), 13 
(9), 1029 (9), 1128 (9), 2106 (9), 03 (7), 1253 (7), 1344 (7), 
2786 (7), 038 (6), 1241 (6), 1424 (6), 2585 (6), 032 (5), 044 
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(5), 213 (5), 382 (5), 1654 (5), 2680 (5), 032s (4), 377 (4), 
and 397 (4).5 
 
- Family 1 is well represented by its core, and additional family 
members as suggested by the John 18 results, 1784s, 2517, 
and 2886, while of great interest for the family, may be 
excluded. 
 
- Family 13 is well represented, and the additional suggestion 
of 1689 from the John 18 results may be excluded. 
 
- Family Π (041) is well represented and the additional 
suggestions of 114, 158, 1816, 2404, 2463, and 2600 may be 
excluded. 
 
                                                          
5 The “unique” other readings for a given manuscript are those 
readings which are not represented by a manuscript earlier in the 
list.  While this list could be dominated by manuscripts with singular 
readings, of which there are 284 singular readings among the 719 
unique other readings, only four manuscripts have more than four 
singular other readings:  05 (12), P66 (6), 01 (5), and 69 (5); while 
a total of 208 manuscripts have at least one singular other reading.  
On the other hand, there are 484 manuscripts with at least 10 other 
readings.  The top 30 manuscripts would represent about half of the 
other readings, while it would take 305 manuscripts to represent all 
719.  Note that this list also tends to represent more potential 
groups, as once a group member is included, its group readings are 
removed from the remaining readings.  Thus only manuscripts 13 
and 544 from the previous families are included among these 21 
minuscules, adding another 19 minuscules to the selection. 
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- Manuscripts 265, 389, and 1014 form a cluster, represented 
well by 265 and 1014, and 389 may be excluded. 
 
- Manuscripts 792 and 2643 form a pair, represented by 792 
and excluding 2643. 
 
- Manuscripts 841 and 2188 form a pair, represented by 841 
and excluding 2188. 
 
- Manuscripts 27s, 475s, 1128, 1319, and 2148 form a cluster 
well represented by 1128 and 1319, and 2148 and the 
fragmentary supplements 27s and 475s may be excluded. 
 
At this point, there is little to distinguish the remaining 
manuscripts from Table 4.2 other than their percentages of 
agreement, so manuscripts are chosen or excluded in a 
stepwise manner to allow reversing the procedure if resources 
allow: 
 
- The following manuscripts remain from Table 4.2 which agree 
with the Majority Text less than 83% in John 1-10 and less 
than 93% in John 18 and may be included:  865, 2561, 892, 




- The following manuscripts remain from Table 4.2 which agree 
with the Majority Text greater than or equal to 85% in 
John 1-10 and greater than 93% in John 18 and may be 
excluded: 744, 2206, 733, 472, 1506, 878, 2478, 833, 731, 
1021, 2291, 891, 508, 889, 829, 154, 772, 1574, 1269, 
2528, 2311, 48, 2304, 16, 1135, 1335, 2397, 741, 1085, 
1534, 798, 2684, 2810, 780, 857, 280, 974, 1006, 2702, 
1001, 1122, 1268, 1336, and 782.  
 
- The following manuscript remains from Table 4.2 which only 
has data from John 18 and which agrees with the Majority 
Text greater than 93%, and may be excluded:  2252. 
 
- The remaining manuscripts from Table 4.2 agree with the 
Majority Text less than 85% in John 1-10 or less than 93% in 
John 18 and may be included:  579s (579 is already 
included), 33, 826, 317, 994, 869, 2575, 884, 1321, 118, 
168, 983, 2192, 1009, 249, 732, 430, 1242, 1546, 780s, 
2790, 799, 423, 807, 2223, 295, 821, 1093, 157, 333, 992, 
1293, 2615, 1463, 1797, 1788, 1230, 2766, 1010, 1571, 
2768, and 597. 
 




6.  Tables 4.3 and 4.4 test for block or boxcar mixture within the 
sample of John 1-10 and within John 18, listing the manuscripts 
with the greatest difference in percentage agreement from one to 
the other half of each sample.  For the most part, the differences do 
not display a consistent pattern from the halves of chapters 1-10 to 
the halves of chapter 18, indicating a variable manuscript rather 
than a clear case of block mixture.  The large difference for some of 
the manuscripts is due to a small sample size due to missing text, 
particularly for manuscripts 2540 and 2313.    Most of the 
manuscripts with the greatest difference are chosen for inclusion in 
the apparatus by the selection criteria listed above.  A notable 
exception is manuscript 109, which has less than 80% agreement in 
chapters 1-6, then greater than 96% agreement in chapters 6-10 
and in the two halves of chapter 18.  Manuscript 109 should be 
included for its witness in the early chapters of John. 
 
Table 4.6 lists the 95 minuscules that are suggested for inclusion in 













































































































The data presented in this study go far beyond one additional contribution 
towards a major tool in the field, built upon a heavy dependence on the 
prior work of others.  It is that, completing the preliminary work on the 
Greek continuous text manuscripts of the Gospel of John, one more step 
towards one more volume in the Editio Critica Maior.  Furthermore it 
could not have been conceived without the massive efforts of others to 
locate, preserve, and photograph the manuscripts, develop processes for 
representing their text, and construct methods to summarize and assess 
their comparison.  But beyond these, this study continues pressing 
forward a rich collaboration between two major international projects, a 
collaboration that promises to enhance the work of both. 
 
The data for this study began to be collected in the unique IGNTP way, 
utilizing committees of volunteer scholars, and soliciting volunteer help 
from dozens of students, pastors, and other scholars.  Initially the 
manuscripts were collated, with the evidence recorded in handwritten or 
typed paper notes, then eventually on computer.  The procedures 
followed directly from the experience gained from previous IGNTP work.  
But soon the INTF influence was felt, as the Principio Project started.  
Transcriptions replaced collations, uniform procedures were adopted, and 
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all work was computerized.  Yet still the volunteer role in the IGNTP was 
promoted, and its resulting educational component was retained. 
 
Since the INTF had collected its own data from the first half of John, the 
collaboration meant that the IGNTP could focus on the latter half.  The 
scope remained the same, to collect the total variation from a chapter.  
But practices of organizing the data changed, and principles of evaluating 
it took greater account of the vast INTF experience.  Periodic joint 
meetings and consistent communication between the IGNTP and INTF led 
to the development of shared methods and procedures.  It became the 
assumption that resources, from manuscript materials to software, would 
be jointly acquired, developed, and shared. 
 
Although this study focused on the IGNTP data collected for John 18, the 
INTF data for the first half of John was published in the meantime, and 
made available for comparison.  There are clear differences in the data 
that result in pronounced changes in the summaries.  The differences in 
looking at selected variation, as in John 1-10, versus total variation, as in 
John 18, are expected and mostly obvious.  Examining the total variation 
in chapter 18 resulted in many more variation units:  395 units in one 
chapter, compared to 153 in chapters 1-10.  Most of the additional 
variation units had much less varied manuscript support than the selected 
units, although obviously this depends on the care in selecting units (and 
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any units that could be selected from chapter 18 are obviously included in 
the total variation).  The greater number of units, most with less varied 
support, raised the percentages of agreement between manuscripts 
dramatically. 
 
The effect of examining total variation, rather than selected variation, on 
comparing manuscripts is not as obvious.  The higher percentages of 
agreement clearly invalidate setting a specific level of agreement as the 
definition of a group.  But differences in percentages are still meaningful.  
Regardless of whether total or selected variation is considered, a 
manuscript’s agreement with the majority reading across variation units 
provides a lower bound to the agreement expected for manuscripts within 
a group.  That is, using either type of variation, selecting manuscripts 
that agree more with each other than with the majority readings provides 
a starting point for identifying groups.  By this approach, families of 
manuscripts which had been identified in other texts were obvious in John 
also. 
 
The high percentages of agreement among manuscripts in the John 18 
variation units also mean that the majority of manuscripts have a very 
uniform text.  Over 1500 manuscripts differed from the majority of 
readings fewer than 20 times, and over 1000 manuscripts differed fewer 
than 10 times.  For most manuscripts, there are only a handful of 
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variation units which could be used to distinguish each from the majority 
of other manuscripts.  Removing the variation units with the largest 
support of multiple readings also removed most of the spread in 
percentages of agreement among this large majority of manuscripts.  In 
other words, selecting the variation units with the largest spread of 
support provided almost all the evidence that existed for distinguishing 
groups among the large majority of manuscripts.  Selecting those few 
variation units for other chapters or other texts would be fairly simple.  At 
best, for the large majority of manuscripts, collecting the total variation 
would only allow distinguishing among small subgroups, clusters, or pairs 
of manuscripts. 
 
On the other hand, a minority of manuscripts (122 out of 1659) diverged 
from the majority over 20 times in John 18, and 10 manuscripts diverged 
at a rate (disregarding lacunae) between 40-60 times.  Removing the 
variation units with the largest support of multiple readings did not 
remove the spread of variation among these manuscripts.  Among these 
are highly distinct groups of manuscripts, such as Family 1 and Family 13, 
which do not require many variation units to distinguish as a group.  But 
most of this minority set of manuscripts do not have close relationships 
with many other manuscripts, and the variation units mentioned above, 
with the largest spread of support of multiple readings, do not affect the 
spread of their variation.  Many of these manuscripts appear to be 
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individual witnesses, either never having the support of a group of other 
manuscripts, or having lost their group members over time, and even 
collecting total variation will not provide the evidence to alter that history.  
Grouping these manuscripts, or determining that they cannot be grouped, 
will require more variation units than just those with the largest spread of 
support, and a larger number of variation units will provide the 
opportunity for the finest distinctions, but I have been unable to 
demonstrate that collecting the total variation provides an advantage. 
 
The strategy of selecting for an apparatus the subset of manuscripts that 
differ most from the majority readings provides the best evidence for 
describing the entire history of the manuscript tradition.  If the goal is to 
pick those manuscripts to be read in full for the apparatus anyway, a fair 
selection of variation units is sufficient.  Examining the total variation 
does not provide an advantage towards that goal, though it may provide 
an advantage towards other goals.  Within the non-majority text 
manuscripts, there may be clear groups such as Family 1, Family 13, or 
Family Π.  Not all manuscripts of such groups are needed in the 
apparatus, but there are other factors at issue and their inclusion may be 
an editorial decision. 
 





- The Text und Textwert method had previously been applied only to 
selected variant passages, not to continuous text.1   The John 18 
continuous text application demonstrates results similar in nature, though 
different in scale, to the application to test passages of John 1 10. 
 
- Test passages could be selected at random, without bias, from the 
large set of known variant passages, or non-randomly, raising the 
potential of bias.  The practice of including all available manuscripts 
ensures that the method would adjust the selected passages to all 
variation found in the selected reading, which was unknown at the time of 
selection, reducing the potential bias. 
 
- On the other hand, utilizing all text to find all variation eliminates 
selection bias, but introduces other potential problems.  The number of 
sparsely attested variants was greatly increased over previous Text und 
Textwert volumes.  Most editorial decisions, whether modern or from a 
manuscript’s later copyists (when the variant was known), have not given 
such variants much recognition.  It could be argued that including these 
variants, as part of all variation, unnecessarily inflates measures of 
agreement among most manuscripts; although it could also be 
maintained that this practice best represents the true state. 
                                                          
1 Though see now the ECM Parallel Pericopes volume on the Synoptic 




- Utilizing all variation did result in much higher percentages of 
agreement among manuscripts than previous Text und Textwert volumes.  
However, this was primarily a change of scale, not of significance, as 
shown broadly by two results.  First, the groups of manuscripts that could 
be clearly shown from the test passages of John 1-10 could also be 
clearly shown in John 18; only the percentages were shifted.  Second, the 
large majority of the manuscripts were distinguished by only a handful of 
passages, as few as 10 in both samples.  Apart from that handful, the 
large majority of manuscripts were almost identical; thus, it is that 
handful that distinguishes the majority, while the other passages just shift 
the percentages up or down. 
 
- Determining the majority reading for each variation unit and 
calculating a manuscript’s agreement with the set of majority readings 
effectively provides an approximate lower limit to the manuscripts with 
which it is related and an upper limit to those with which it is not.  This 
should be true of most manuscript traditions, but it is particularly 
appropriate for a tradition like the Gospels, where a large number of the 
remaining manuscripts come from a narrow segment of the transmission 
history.  This measure and each manuscript’s agreement with every other 
manuscript form the basis of the Text und Textwert method and provide 




- Results from two portions of John, the first half and a late portion, 
highlight the manuscripts that display differently in the two portions.  
Block mixture is a possible explanation, but the pattern appears more 
complicated than that for most of these manuscripts.  Mixture remains a 
handicap to setting manuscript relationships. 
 
- The large proportion of highly similar manuscripts and the small 
proportion of mostly dissimilar manuscripts suggest that a different 
sampling scheme may be more efficient in determining manuscript 
relationships.  The small number of variant passages where the majority 
of manuscripts have the greatest split could be readily determined from 
currently published data.  That smaller set of test passages could be read 
for all manuscripts, then a larger set of test passages or continuous text 
read for the smaller number of non majority manuscripts, resulting in 
more discriminating data at a potential saving of resources. 
 
- Unfortunately, while efforts were made to collect non-textual features 
of manuscripts, the effort was inconsistent during the course of the 
project, and no use was made of the limited information in describing, 




- The manuscripts selected in this study for the John ECM volume 
represent a wide range of the manuscript tradition without reference to 
any particular theory of transmission.  The resulting apparatus should 
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This appendix supplements Table 2.3, listing the Kx, Kr, and Πa subgroups in Luke 
 









221 6 66, 83, 480, 1247, 2322, 2399 
 35 25 0  
 Cl 56 3 0   
 Cl 128 3 0   
 Cl 147 3 0   
 Cl 167 4 0   
 Cl 189 4 0   
 Cl 479 6 0   
 Cl 586 4 0   
 Cl 763 4 0   
 Cl 953 3 0   
 Cl 958 3 0   
 Cl 1059 8 1 2399 
 Cl 1176 3 0  
 Cl 1323 8 0  
 Cl 1489 3 0  






07, 011, 013, 027, 028, 030, 031, 032, 036, 037, 045, 047, 053, 
0211, 2, 21 , 28, 115, 123, 157, 158, 179, 229, 399, 461, 475, 
478, 544, 565, 669, 700, 1010, 1077, 1080, 1203, 1215, 1295, 
1338, 1342, 1347, 1351, 1352, 1392, 1443, 1452, 1542, 1691, 
2757 
 Cl Ω 37 10 07,028,031,045,123,461,1077,1080,1295,1691 
 Cl 17 7 0   
 Cl 43 10 0   
 Cl 46 8 0   
 Cl 74 16 0   
 Cl 112 3 0   
 Cl 122 5 0   
 Cl 137 3 0   
 Cl 160 3 1 1010 
 Cl 180 3 0   
 Cl 183 5 0   
 Cl 187 3 0   
 Cl 202 4 0   
 Cl 281 17 1 1338 
 Cl 352 5 0   
 Cl 413 4 0   
 Cl 532 3 0   
 Cl 550 4 0   
 Cl 934 3 0   





of mss Number and list of mss in IGNTP Luke 
 Cl 1053 13 0   
 Cl 1084 3 0   
 Cl 1179 4 0   
 Cl 1193 4 0   
 Cl 1213 5 1 0211 
 Cl 1345 3 0   
 Cl 1547 3 0   
 Cl 2283 3 1 1215 
 Cl 2592 8 1 1351 
Π (041) Π
a detail 65 13 




178) 4 0  
 
(Πa Cl 


















■■  1      18,1/1  
 
3  
 1298    1697      
 
W1/2/3  
  P66      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108     05s    011s     087 
 0109    0290     27s    179s     246    274s     370     472 
 475s     649     731    731s     770     779     780     800 
  892     947    1041    1143    1182   1343s    1541    1569 
1571s    1633    1712    1803    2121    2177    2185    2282 
 2287   2290s    2369    2398    2399    2418    2437    2517 
 2526    2529    2535    2636    2650    2676   2679s    2725 
 2727    2779    2782    2794    2810    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,1/2  
 
1/2  
 344sc     
 
1/2-f1  
   96     538    892s    1640    2708      
 
1/2-f2  
 344s*     
============================================================= 
 






  588      
 
3B  
 1966      
 
4  
  198     982      
 
4B  
  979    1139    2467      
 
4C  
 1901      
 
5  
 2591      
 
6  
 1024      
 
7  ADD
  163    2422    2584      
 
7B  ADD
  283      
 
7C  ADD





  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108     05s    011s     087 
 0109    0290     27s    179s     246    274s     370     374 
  472    475s     649     731    731s     770     779     780 
  800     892     947    1041   1343s    1541   1571s    1633 
 1803    2177    2282    2287   2290s    2369    2398    2399 
 2418    2437    2517    2526    2529    2535    2636    2650 
 2676   2679s    2725    2727    2779    2782    2794    2810 
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  2      18,1/2-6  
 
3  
 2810      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s    011s     087    0109 
 0290     27s    179s     246    274s     370     472    475s 
  649     731    731s     770     779     780     800     892 
  947    1041   1343s    1541   1571s    1633    1712    1803 
 2121    2177    2282    2287   2290s    2369    2398    2399 
 2418    2437    2517    2526    2529    2535    2636    2650 
 2676   2679s    2725    2727    2779    2782    2794    2908 
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  3      18,1/4  
 
1/2  
   90c*    
 
1/2-f1  
   16      
 
3  





  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s    011s 
  087    0109    0290     27s    179s     246    274s     370 
  472    475s     649     731    731s     770     779     780 
  800     892     947    1041    1143   1343s    1541   1571s 
 1633    1712    1803    2121    2177    2282    2287   2290s 
 2369    2398    2399    2418    2437    2470    2517    2526 
 2529    2535    2636    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2727 
 2779    2782    2794    2810    2908      
============================================================= 
 




 2236      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s    011s     087    0109 
 0290     27s    179s     246    274s     370     472    475s 
  649     731    731s     770     779     780     800     892 
  947    1041    1143   1343s    1541   1571s    1633    1712 
 1803    2121    2177    2282    2287   2290s    2369    2398 
 2399    2418    2437    2517    2526    2529    2535    2636 
 2650    2676   2679s    2725    2727    2779    2782    2794 
 2810    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  5      18,1/6-8  
 
1  
  019c    054c    225*    230*    270*    440*    552*    578* 
  831*   1192*   1558*   1563*   1780c   2252*   2620*   2804c 
   
 
1-f1  





  233      
 
1-f3  
  852      
 
1-f4  
 1409      
 
1-f5  
  054*     
 
2  
   01      03     019*    107      
 
3  
   86     440c    569     650     663   1047s    1170    1192c 
 1531    1532    1574c*  1704    1966    2108    2159    2291 
 2387    2405    2591    2611    2703      
 
4  
  237     781     986    1018    1298    1574*   2804*     
 
5  
  198     225c    270c    364     552c    578c1   668     831c 
  982    1558c   1563c   2252c   2620c     
 
5B  
  163     276     979    1024    1139    1615    2422    2467 
 2584    2687      
 
5C  
  230c*    
 
6  





 1135      
 
W1/2  
  P66      
 
W1/3-f1 
 1788      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s    011s     087    0109 
 0290     27s    179s     246    274s     370     374     472 
 475s     649     731    731s     770     779     780     800 
  892     947    1009    1041    1126    1207   1343s    1541 
1571s    1633    1712    1803    2121    2177    2282    2287 
2290s    2369    2398    2399    2418    2437    2470    2517 
 2526    2529    2535    2636    2650    2676   2679s    2725 
 2727    2779    2782    2794    2810    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,1/8-48  
 
V  
  374      
============================================================= 
 
■■  6      18,1/10-14  
 
1/2  
  01Cca   126c   1671*   2426c     
 
1/2-f1  
   01*   2426*     
 
1/2-f2  





  851    1640      
 
1/2-f4  
 2444      
 
1/2-f5  
  126*     
 
1/2-f6  
 1671c     
 
3  
  668      
 
W1/3  
  P66    1182      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s    011s     087    0109 
 0290     27s    179s     246    274s     370     374     472 
 475s     649     731    731s     770     779     800     892 
  947    1041   1343s    1541   1571s    1633    1803    2177 
 2282    2287   2290s    2369    2398    2399    2418    2437 
 2517    2526    2529    2535    2636    2650    2676   2679s 
 2725    2727    2779    2782    2794    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  7      18,1/16  
 
1/2  
  204c   1504c1    
 
3  
  204*    817     827    1128    1504*   2621      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s    011s     087    0109 
409 
 
 0290     27s    179s     246    274s     370     374     472 
 475s     649     731    731s     770     779     800     888 
  892     947    1041   1343s    1541   1571s    1633    1803 
 2177    2282    2287   2290s    2369    2398    2399    2418 
 2437    2517    2526    2529    2535    2636    2650    2676 
2679s    2725    2727    2779    2782    2794    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  8      18,1/18-48  
 
1/2  
 1808c     
 
3  
 1808*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s    011s     087    0109 
 0290     27s    179s     246    274s     370     374     472 
 475s     649     731    731s     770     779     800     888 
  892     947    1041   1343s    1541   1571s    1633    1803 
 2177    2282    2287   2290s    2369    2398    2399    2418 
 2437    2517    2526    2529    2535    2636    2650    2676 
2679s    2725    2727    2779    2782    2794    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  9      18,1/18-20  
 
1/2  
  741c*  1808c     
 
1/2-f1  
  148     900    1001    1114    1135    1664      
 
1/2-f2  





  741*   1229      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108     05s    011s     087 
 0109    0290     27s    179s     246    274s     370     374 
  472    475s     649     731    731s     770     779     800 
  888     892     947    1041   1343s    1541   1571s    1633 
 1803    1808*   2177    2282    2287   2290s    2369    2398 
 2399    2418    2437    2517    2526    2529    2535    2636 
 2650    2676   2679s    2725    2727    2779    2782    2794 
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  10      18,1/22  
 
1/2  
 1808c   2247c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1335      
 
1/2-f2  
  365      
 
1/2-f3  
 2247*     
 
3  
   44      68     679     706     792     827    1316    1319 
 1353    1415    2185    2278    2478    2605    2643      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P90    P108     05s    011s     087    0109    0290 
  27s    179s     246    274s     370     374     472    475s 
  649     731    731s     770     779     800     888     892 
  904     947    1041    1143   1343s    1541   1571s    1633 
 1712    1803    1808*   2177    2282    2287   2290s    2369 
 2398    2399    2418    2437    2517    2526    2529    2535 
411 
 
 2636    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2727    2779    2782 
 2794    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  11      18,1/24-26  
 
1  
  01Cca    61c    138c    368c    685c    760c*   834c   1627c 
 1808c   2714*     
 
1-f1  
 2756      
 
1-f2  
  760*     
 
2  
   02     028     037     045      96     123     271     277 
  405     584     656     798     861     886    1303    1421 
 1668    2415    2717    2754    2900      
 
3  
 2737      
 
4  
   01*     05     032     393   2758s      
 
5  
   47      52      56      58      61*     76     138*    194 
  200     205     287     290     296    344s     350     359 
  368*    377     388     389     481     494     685*    772 
  790     834*    841     875     902     903     941     962 
  982    1062    1128    1132    1135    1211    1234    1250 
 1272    1313    1319    1325    1353    1597    1617    1627* 
 1651    1653    1697    1700    1797    1823    2118    2188 
 2206    2304    2430    2452    2494    2530    2533    2591 





  263     284     492     505    1431    1479    1567    2897 
   
 
W1/2/3  
  904    1143    2470      
 
W1/5/6  
 1182      
 
W1/2/5/6  
  P60    2185      
 
W1/5  
  796      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108     05s    011s     087 
 0109    0290     27s    179s     246    274s     370     374 
  472    475s     649     731    731s     770     779     800 
  888     892     947    1041   1343s    1541   1571s    1633 
 1712    1803    1808*   2177    2282    2287   2290s    2369 
 2398    2399    2418    2437    2517    2526    2529    2535 
 2636    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2727    2779    2782 
 2794    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  12      18,1/28-32  
 
1/2  
  165c   1567c*  1577c   1808c     
 
1/2-f1  
 892s      
 
1/2-f2  





  165*     
 
3  
 1269      
 
4  
  820c     
 
W-f  
  359     537     820*   1377    1567*   1577*   2487      
 
W1/3  
  P59      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P66     P90    P108     05s    011s     087    0109 
 0290     27s    179s     246    274s     370     374     472 
 475s     649     731    731s     770     779     800     888 
  892     904     947    1041    1119    1207   1343s    1541 
1571s    1633    1803    1808*   2177    2282    2287   2290s 
 2369    2398    2399    2418    2437    2517    2526    2529 
 2535    2636    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2727    2779 
 2782    2794    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,1/34-38  
 
1/2  
 2766c     
 
1/2-f1  
 2711      
 
1/2-f2  





 2766*     
 
1/2-f4  
 1780      
============================================================= 
 
■■  13      18,1/38  
 
1/2  
  476*    530*    743*   1781c   1808c   2509*     
 
1/2-f1  
 2497      
 
1/2-f2  
  279      
 
1/2-f3  
 1265      
 
3  
   07     034       2      21      22     134     151     227 
  229     260     281     324     343     351     403     405 
  461     473     476c    507     509     514     530c    550 
  584     668     716     743c    765     777     778     831 
  851     852     873     874    1056    1080    1081    1083 
 1135   1172s    1210    1266    1289    1295    1296    1317 
 1341    1352    1392    1458    1470    1545    1581    1603 
 1672    1781*   1800    2097    2142    2147    2224    2244 
 2297    2304    2430    2509c   2522    2550    2680    2768 
 2907      
 
4  
 579s      
 
5  





   86     569    1014    1170    1413    1663      
 
W1/2/3  
  P59      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P90    P108      04     05s    011s     087    0109 
 0290     27s    179s     246    274s     370     374     472 
 475s     649     731    731s     770     779     800     892 
  947    1041   1343s    1541   1571s    1633    1780    1803 
 1808*   2177    2282    2287   2290s    2369    2398    2399 
 2418    2437    2517    2526    2529    2535    2636    2650 
 2676   2679s    2725    2727    2779    2782    2794    2908 
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  14      18,1/40  
 
1/2  
 1781c   1808c     
 
1/2-f1  
  225      
 
1/2-f2  
  168     514      
 
3  
 1148      
 
4  
 1781*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      04     05s 
 011s     087    0109    0290     27s    179s     246    274s 
416 
 
  370     374     472    475s     649     731    731s     768 
  770     779     800     892     904     947    1041   1343s 
 1541   1571s    1633    1803    1808*   2177    2282    2287 
2290s    2369    2398    2399    2418    2437    2517    2526 
 2529    2535    2636    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2727 
 2779    2782    2794    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  15      18,1/44  
 
1/2  
 1808c     
 
3  
 2314      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s    011s 
  087    0109    0290     27s    179s     246    274s     370 
  374     472    475s     649     731    731s     770     779 
  800     892     947    1009    1041   1343s    1541   1571s 
 1633    1712    1803    1808*   2177    2282    2287   2290s 
 2369    2398    2399    2418    2437    2470    2517    2526 
 2529    2535    2636    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726 
 2727    2779    2782    2794    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,1/48  
 
1/2-f1  
 1048    1338      
 
1/2-f2  
  209      
============================================================= 
 





 1021    1820    2238      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P90     05s    011s     087    0109    0290     27s 
 179s     246    274s     370    475s     649     731    731s 
  779     800     892     947    1041   1343s   1571s    1633 
 1803    2177    2398    2399    2418    2437    2517    2526 
 2529    2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2727    2779 
 2782    2794    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,2/2  
 
1/2  
  106*   2684*     
 
1/2-o  
   95     106c    164     444     486     547     661     776 
  809     944    1049    1163    1164    1438    1483    1486 
 1520    2145    2191    2760      
 
1/2-f1  
  038      
 
1/2-f2  
  365      
 
1/2-f3  
  368     374     379     861    2684c     
 
1/2-f4  
  538*    538c   892s    1547    2388      
 
1/2-f5  





 1136      
============================================================= 
 
■■  17      18,2/4  
 
1/2  
  289c   1333c   2176c   2396c   2524c*    
 
1/2-f1  
 2422      
 
3  
  011      65     124     289*    903    1121    1239    1333* 
 1480    2148    2176*   2396*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s    011s     087    0109 
 0290     27s    179s     246    274s     280     370     472 
 475s     565     649     731    731s     779     800     892 
  947    1021    1041   1343s   1571s    1633    1803    1820 
 2177    2238    2287   2290s    2369    2398    2399    2418 
 2437    2517    2524*   2526    2529    2535    2636    2650 
 2676   2679s    2725    2726    2727    2779    2782    2794 
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,2/6-28  
 
1/2  
 1261c     
 
V  





■■  18      18,2/6  
 
1/2  
 1261c   1303c*    
 
1/2-f1  
  152     555      
 
3  
  187     192     445    1060    1303*   1642    1802      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P66     P90    P108     05s    011s     087    0109 
 0290     27s    179s     246    274s     370     472    475s 
  649     731    731s     779     800     892     947    1021 
 1041    1119    1261*  1343s    1421   1571s    1633    1803 
 1820    2177    2238    2282    2287   2290s    2369    2398 
 2399    2418    2437    2517    2526    2529    2535    2636 
 2650    2676   2679s    2725    2727    2779    2782    2794 
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  19      18,2/8  
 
1/2  
 1261c   1619c   2311c*    
 
1/2-f1  
  976      
 
1/2-f2  
 144s      
 
3  





 2311*     
 
3-f2  
 1335      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P66     P90    P108     05s    011s     087    0109 
 0290     27s    179s     246    274s     370     472    475s 
  649     731    731s     779     800     892     904     947 
 1021    1041    1261*  1343s   1571s    1633    1803    1820 
 2177    2238    2282    2287   2290s    2369    2398    2399 
 2418    2437    2517    2526    2529    2535    2636    2650 
 2676   2679s    2725    2726    2727    2779    2782    2794 
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,2/10-3/6  
 
U  
  496      
============================================================= 
 
■■  20      18,2/10-18  
 
1/2  
  124c    279c    349c    413c    523c    679c   1113c   1261c 
 1268c   1269c   1424c   2265c   2404c   2420c1  2426c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1651      
 
1/2-f2  
 1485      
 
1/2-f3  





 1269*     
 
1/2-f5  
   36     279*    523*   1335      
 
1/2-f6  
  124*     
 
1/2-f7  
  134      
 
1/2-f8  
 1377      
 
3  
  514    1406      
 
4  
   05      
 
5  
 2643      
 
6  
  245     284     349*    413*    445     471     534    579s 
  679*    714     717     752     820     982     990    1113* 
 1137    1233    1268*   1315    1331    1573    1593    1606 
 1671    2265*   2404*   2420*   2426*   2452    2523    2563 
   
 
7  
  163    1125      
 
8  





 1424*     
 
W1/2/4  
  P59      
 
W1/2/3/4  
  P60      
 
W1/2/3/4  
  P66      
 
W1-8  
 P108      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P90     05s    011s     087    0109    0290     27s 
 179s     246    274s     370     472    475s     496     649 
  731    731s     779     800     888     892     904     947 
 1021    1041    1119    1207    1261*  1343s   1571s    1633 
 1712    1803    1820    2177    2185    2238    2282    2287 
 2290   2290s    2369    2398    2399    2418    2437    2470 
 2517    2526    2529    2535    2636    2650    2676   2679s 
 2725    2727    2779    2782    2794    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  21      18,2/20  
 
1/2  
 1261c     
 
1/2-f1  
 2487      
 
3  





  431      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108     05s    011s     087 
 0109    0290     27s    179s     246    274s     280     370 
 475s     496     649     731    731s     779     800     888 
  892     947    1021    1041    1207    1261*   1293   1343s 
 1558   1571s    1633    1712    1803    1820    2177    2238 
 2282    2287    2290    2369    2398    2399    2418    2437 
 2517    2526    2529    2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725 
 2726    2727    2779    2782    2794    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■          18,2/22  
 
1/2  
 1261c     
 
1/2-f  
  168      
 
W  
  904      
============================================================= 
 
■■  22      18,2/24-36  
 
1  
   29c1    78*    151c    416c    423*    527c    660c    746c 
  951*   1139c   1144c   1214c   1215c   1261c   1302c*  1391c 
 1509c   1514c   1534c   1627c   1790c   2098c   2229*   2247c 
 2252c   2396c   2766c     
 
1-f1  





 2497      
 
1-f3  
 1139*     
 
1-f4  
 1627*     
 
2  
   01     019     033     865    2591      
 
3  
 1084      
 
4  
  798      
 
5  
  168     582    1230      
 
6  
   03      
 
7  
 1035    1326    1645    2148    2530      
 
8  
  544      
 
9  
   05     228     512    579s     741     855     976    1065 
 1068    1590    2106    2718      
 
10  





   79      
 
12  
  290    1577      
 
13  
   07     011     021     028    031s     036     037c*   045 
  047     054       2       4       5       7       9      11 
   14      15      16      19      21      22      23      24 
   26      27      28      30      31      32      36      43 
   45      46      49      52      53      54      57      59 
   60      63      64      65      70      71      72      73 
   75      76      77      78c     80      86      98     107 
  108     109     111     116     119     120     123     125 
  129     133     134     135     140     143    144s     148 
  149     151*    152     153     156     160     162     163 
  165     166c    178     179     182     183     184     185 
  186     187     188     190     191     193     198     199 
  200     207     211     212     217     218     219     225 
  229     230     232     259     264     266     267     271 
  272     274     277     280     281     282     286     287 
  293     295     329     330     332     342     347     348 
  350     351     353     355     358     360     364     368 
  373     374     391     396     399     403     405     406 
  408     409     411     413     416*    419     422    435s 
  438     439     440     445     446     447     448     449 
  461     471     472     473     475     477     478     492 
  493     494     495     497     500     504     505     513 
  516     518     519     524     527*    528     529     530 
  533     538     548     549     550     551     555     556 
  558     560     562     563     564     568     569     573 
  577     578     580     584     587     588     592     595 
  650     653     654     655     656     662     663     677 
  683     686     688     690     698     707     708     710 
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■■  43      18,5/2-4  
 
1/2  





   07*     
 
1/2-f2  
  017      
 
1/2-f3  
 144s    1211      
 
1/2-f4  
  284      
 
1/2B  
  171     303     744     792     833    1135      
 
1/2C  
1172s    1653      
 
3  
  500    1349    1447      
 
4  
  033     213    731s     799     865    1291    1536    2680 
 2715c     
 
4-f1  
 2715*     
 
5  
  477     903      
 
5B  
 1574      
 
6  





  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90     05s    011s     013 
  087    0109    0290      27    179s     246    274s     370 
 475s     649     731     779     781     800     836     888 
  892     947    1250*   1293   1343s   1571s    1625    1633 
 1803    2185    2290    2399    2418    2517    2526    2529 
 2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2727    2782 
 2794    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  44      18,5/8  
 
1/2  
  534c    595c*  1250c     
 
1/2-f1  
   45    1627      
 
3  
  595*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108     05s    011s     013 
  087    0109      27    179s     246    274s     370    475s 
  534*    649     731     779     781     800     836     888 
  892     947    1250*   1293   1343s   1571s    1625    1633 
 1803    2290    2399    2418    2470    2517    2526    2529 
 2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2727    2782 
 2794    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  45      18,5/10  
 
1/2  
  534c   1250c   1510c     
 
1/2-f1  





 273s      
 
1/2-f3  
 1510*     
 
1/2-f4  
 2478      
 
3  
   05    2786      
 
4  
  294      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108     05s    011s     013 
  087    0109      27     120    179s     246    274s     370 
 475s     534*    649     731     779     781     800     836 
  888     892     947    1143    1250*   1293   1343s   1571s 
 1625    1633    1712    1803    2290    2399    2418    2470 
 2517    2526    2529    2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725 
 2726    2727    2782    2794    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  46      18,5/12-14  
 
1/2  
  293c   1250c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1644      
 
1/2-f2  





 2362      
 
1/2-f4  
  292      
 
1B  
  293*     
 
3  
 1431      
 
4  
  861      
 
5  
 1579      
 
5B  
  903      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90     05s    011s     013     087 
 0109      27    179s     246    274s     342     370    475s 
  649     731     779     781     800     836     892     947 
 1119    1250*   1293    1306   1343s   1571s    1625    1633 
 1712    1803    2290    2399    2418    2517    2526    2529 
 2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2727    2782 
 2794    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  47      18,5/16-18  
 
1  
   26c1   476c   1128*   1250c   1333c*  2615*     
 
1B  





 2561*     
 
1D  
   03      
 
1E  
  207      
 
2  
  P60      05    0211      26*     44      47      58      61 
  169     202    273s     359    435s     476*    501     508 
  518     530     554     900    1015   1054s    1081    1121 
 1128c   1182    1333*   1375    1440    1475    1641    1654 
 1675    1689    2282    2561c   2612    2615c   2786      
 
2B  
 1458    1555      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108     05s    011s     013 
  087    0109      27    179s     246    274s     342     370 
 475s     649     731     779     781     800     836     892 
  947    1143    1250*   1293    1306   1343s   1571s    1625 
 1633    1712    1803    2290    2307    2399    2418    2517 
 2526    2529    2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726 
 2727    2782    2794    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 




 1087      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108     05s    011s     013 
  087    0109      27    179s     246    274s     342     370 
 475s     649     731     779     781     800     836     892 
455 
 
  947    1143    1293    1306   1343s   1571s    1625    1633 
 1803    2290    2399    2418    2517    2526    2529    2535 
 2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2727    2782    2794 
 2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  49      18,5/20-8/14  
 
3  
  792      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     013     087    0109 
   27    179s     246    274s     370    475s     649     731 
  779     781     800     836     892     947    1293    1306 
1343s   1571s    1625    1633    1803    2290    2399    2418 
 2517    2526    2529    2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725 
 2726    2727    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  50      18,5/20-6/26  
 
1/2  
  733c1    
 
3  
  733*   1327      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     013     087    0109 
   27    179s     246    274s     370    475s     649     731 
  779     781     792     800     836     892     947    1293 
 1306   1343s   1571s    1625    1633    1803    2290    2399 
 2418    2517    2526    2529    2535    2650    2676   2679s 
 2725    2726    2727    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 





  154c    733c1    
 
3  
  154*    445     888    1606      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     013     087    0109 
   27    179s     246    274s     370    475s     649     731 
  733*    779     781     792     800     836     892     947 
 1293    1306    1327   1343s   1571s    1625    1633    1803 
 2290    2399    2418    2517    2526    2529    2535    2650 
 2676   2679s    2725    2726    2727    2782    2905    2908 
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  52      18,5/20-36  
 
1/2  
  154c    733c1    
 
3  
   79    2398      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     013     087    0109 
   27     154*   179s     246    274s     370     445    475s 
  649     731     733*    779     781     792     800     836 
  888     892     947    1293    1306    1327   1343s   1571s 
 1606    1625    1633    1803    2290    2399    2418    2517 
 2526    2529    2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726 
 2727    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 





   47c    154c    733c1   821c*    
 
1/2-f1  
   47*     56      61    2708      
 
1/2-f2  
  821*     
 
1/2-f3  
 1343      
 
1/2-f4  
 1064      
 
3  
 1088      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s    011s 
  013     087    0109      27      79     154*   179s     246 
 274s     342     370     445    475s     649     731     733* 
  779     781     792     800     836     888     892     947 
 1143    1293    1306    1327   1343s    1569   1571s    1606 
 1625    1633    1803    2290    2398    2399    2418    2517 
 2526    2529    2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726 
 2727    2782    2794    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  54      18,5/22  
 
1/2  
  154c    733c1    
 
3  





  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108     05s    011s     013 
  087    0109      27      79     154*   179s     246    274s 
  370     445    475s     649     731     733*    779     781 
  792     800     836     888     892     947    1119    1143 
 1293    1306    1327   1343s    1421    1569   1571s    1606 
 1625    1633    1803    2290    2398    2399    2418    2517 
 2526    2529    2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726 
 2727    2782    2794    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  55      18,5/24  
 
1/2  
  154c    725c    733c1   747c1   881c     
 
1/2-f1  
 2810      
 
3  
    4      63     168     289     303     391    579s     725* 
  732     744     747*    772     833     856     863     878 
  881*    989    1043    1262    1309    1416    1546    1645 
 1802    2100    2192    2528    2786      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108     05s    011s     013 
  087    0109      27      79     154*   179s     246    274s 
  342     370     445    475s     514     649     731     733* 
  779     781     792     800     836     888     892     947 
 1119    1293    1306    1327   1343s   1571s    1606    1625 
 1633    1803    2290    2398    2399    2418    2517    2526 
 2529    2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2727 
 2782    2794    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  56      18,5/26  
 
1/2  





 2483*     
 
3  
  164     168     686     732     748     863     878     977 
  982    1044    1060    1122    1335    1349c   1645    1665 
 2129    2148    2311    2437    2515      
 
3-f1  
 2810      
 
W-f1  
 1349*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108     05s    011s     013 
  087    0109      27      79     154*   179s     246    274s 
  342     370     445    475s     649     731     733*    779 
  781     792     800     836     888     892     947    1293 
 1306    1327   1343s   1571s    1606    1625    1633    1803 
 2282    2290    2398    2399    2418    2517    2526    2529 
 2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2727    2782 
 2794    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  57      18,5/28-32  
 
1/2  
  733c1    
 
1/2-f1  
  154c   435s      
 
1/2-f2  





  264      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s    011s 
  013     087    0109      27      79     154*   179s     246 
 274s     342     370     445    475s     649     731     733* 
  779     781     792     800     836     888     892     947 
 1293    1306    1327   1343s   1571s    1606    1625    1633 
 1803    2282    2290    2398    2399    2418    2517    2526 
 2529    2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2727 
 2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  58      18,5/34-36  
 
1/2  
  154c    733c1    
 
1/2-f1  
  443      
 
1/2-f2  
  038      
 
3  
  472    1135      
 
4  
 2188      
 
4B  
  841      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s     011 
  013     087    0109      27      79     154*   179s     246 
 274s     342     370     445    475s     514     649     731 
  733*    779     781     792     798     800     836     888 
461 
 
  892     947    1293    1306    1327   1343s   1571s    1606 
 1625    1633    1712    1803    2282    2290    2398    2399 
 2418    2517    2526    2529    2535    2650    2676   2679s 
 2725    2726    2727    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  59      18,6/2  
 
1/2  
  733c1    
 
3  
 1122      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108     05s     011     013 
  087    0109      27     154*    154c   179s     246    274s 
  370     445    475s     649     731     733*    779     781 
  792     798     800     836     888     892     947    1119 
 1143    1293    1306    1327   1343s   1571s    1606    1633 
 1712    1803    2282    2290    2399    2517    2526    2529 
 2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2727    2782 
 2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  60      18,6/4  
 
1/2  
  293c    595c*   733c1    
 
3  
   02       8      13     293*    595*    654     783     901 
 1397    1819   2693s    2810      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s     011 
  013     087    0109      27     154*    154c   179s     246 
 274s     370     445    475s     649     731     733*    779 
  781     792     798     800     836     888     892     947 
462 
 
 1119    1143    1293    1306    1327   1343s   1571s    1606 
 1633    1712    1803    2282    2290    2399    2517    2526 
 2529    2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782 
 2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,6/6  
 
1/2-f1  
  745      
============================================================= 
 
■■  61      18,6/8  
 
1/2  
  01Cca   154c    733c1    
 
1/2-f1  
    4     259     770     997      
 
1/2B  
  205      
 
1/2C  
 2406      
 
3  
   01*    472     725    1048    1402    2295    2615      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s     011 
  013     087    0109      27     154*   179s     246    274s 
  370     445    475s     649     731     733*    779     781 
  792     798     800     836     888     892     947    1293 
 1306    1327   1343s   1571s    1606    1633    1803    2282 
 2290    2399    2418    2470    2517    2526    2529    2535 
 2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908 





■■  62      18,6/9  
SINE ADD
 
1/2  SINE ADD
  154c    733c1   969*   1278*   1515c   1699*     
 
3  ADD
   16      23      31      65      89     182     228     251 
  266     293     387     392     472     477     524     545 
 579s     585     760     861     903     969c   1053    1081 
 1144    1278c   1434    1512    1515*   1528    1552    1575 
 1699c1  1709    1813    2182    2191    2220    2355    2375 
 2396      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s     011 
  013     087    0109      27     154*   179s     246    274s 
  370     445    475s     649     731     733*    779     781 
  792     798     800     836     888     892     947    1293 
 1306    1327   1343s   1571s    1606    1633    1803    2282 
 2290    2399    2418    2470    2517    2526    2529    2535 
 2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908 
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  63      18,6/10  
 
1  
   80c1   547*    733c1   924c*  1278c   1346c   1515c   2145c 
   
 
1-f1  
   96      
 
2  
   01      02      03      05     019     022     032     033 
  038     041     044    0211       1      33      80*    106 
  114     138     157     158     168     205     209     233 
464 
 
  357     389     396     489     547c    565     581     650 
  676     697     699     715     759     776     825     861 
  865     884     924*    994    1005    1009    1071    1079 
 1128    1137    1182    1195    1219    1220    1228    1272 
 1273    1278*   1346*   1365    1455    1515*   1535    1546 
 1571    1582    1627    1651    1690   1784s    1816    2145* 
 2372    2394    2404    2411    2463    2533    2575    2613 
 2684    2713    2722    2810    2886    2902      
 
W1/2  
  410      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s     011 
  013     087    0109      27     154*    154c   179s     246 
 274s     370     445    475s     649     731     733*    779 
  781     792     798     800     836     888     892     947 
 1293    1306    1327   1343s   1571s    1606    1633    1803 
 2282    2290    2389    2399    2418    2470    2517    2526 
 2529    2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782 
 2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  64      18,6/14  
 
1/2  
  733c1    
 
1/2-o  
   01      03      05     032      
 
1/2-f1  
  588    1065    1068      
 
3  
 011s     440     492    1122    2223    2374    2528    2727 
   
 
W1/2/3/4  





  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s     011 
  013     087    0109      27    179s     246    274s     370 
 475s     649     731     733*    779     781     792     798 
  800     836     892     947    1143    1293    1306    1327 
1343s   1571s    1633    1803    2282    2290    2399    2517 
 2526    2529    2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726 
 2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  65      18,6/16-20  
 
1/2  
  679c    733c1  1128*     
 
1/2-f1  
  844      
 
1/2-f2  
 1128c     
 
1/2B  
  749      
 
3  
  679*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s     011 
  013     087    0109      27    179s     246    274s     370 
 475s     649     731     733*    779     781     792     798 
  800     836     892     947    1293    1306    1327   1343s 
1571s    1633    2282    2290    2399    2517    2526    2529 
 2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905 





■■        18,6/20-26  
 
1/2-f1  
 2653c*    
 
W  
 2653*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  66      18,6/22  
 
1/2  
  231c    733c1  892sc   2653c*    
 
1/2-f1  
  373      
 
3  
 892s*   1081      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s     011 
  013     087    0109      27    179s     231*    246    274s 
  370    475s     649     731     733*    779     781     792 
  798     800     836     892     947    1293    1306    1327 
1343s   1571s    1633    1712    2282    2290    2399    2418 
 2517    2526    2529    2535    2650    2653*   2676   2679s 
 2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  67      18,6/24  
 
1/2  





 2670c*    
 
1/2-f2  
 1335      
 
1/2-f3  
 1048*     
 
1/2-o  
   01      03      04      05     019     032     033     047 
    1      33     108     213     355    579s     865    1182 
 1582*   1820    2561*   2680      
 
3  
 011s     530*   2223    2727      
 
W-f1  
 2708      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s     011 
  013     087    0109      27    179s     246    274s     370 
 475s     649     731     733*    779     781     792     798 
  800     836     888     892     947    1293    1306    1327 
1343s    1421   1571s    1633    1712    2282    2290    2399 
 2418    2517    2526    2529    2535    2650    2653*   2676 
2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,6/26  
 
1/2-f1  





■■  68      18,7/2-4  
 
1/2  
   29c1    78c    127c   2129c   2261c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1128      
 
1/2-f2  
 892s    1239      
 
1/2-f3  
 1298      
 
1/2-f4  
  251      
 
1/2-f5  
 1448c     
 
3  
   16    1336      
 
4  
   11     27s      29*     48      59      71      73      78* 
   86     112     127*    132     157     175     200     205 
  209     248     266     279     299     301     331     345 
  520     523     569     677     705     763     903     940 
  941     944    1014    1063    1081    1166    1170    1201 
 1204    1207    1212    1241    1265    1314    1324    1413 
 1444    1448*   1458    1513    1531    1542    1646    1663 
 1701   1784s    1788    1797    2120    2129*   2179    2261* 
 2265    2281    2291    2304    2369    2524    2611    2623 
 2705    2713    2886      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s     011 
  013     087    0109      27    179s     246    274s     370 
469 
 
 475s     649     719     731    731s     779     781     792 
  798     800     892     947    1293    1306   1343s   1571s 
 1633    2282    2290    2399    2418    2517    2526    2529 
 2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905 
 2908      
============================================================= 
 




  231c     
 
3  ADD
 2192      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108     05s     011     013 
  087    0109      27    179s     231*    246    274s     370 
 475s     500     649     719     731    731s     779     781 
  792     798     800     892     947    1293    1306   1343s 
1571s    1633    2282    2290    2399    2517    2526    2529 
 2535    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905 
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  70      18,7/4-6  
 
1  
   80c1   507c*   511c    651*   1318c   1328c*  1781c   1808c 
 2426c   2463c     
 
1-f1  
 031s      
 
1-f2  





   02      03      04     019     030     033     044     054 
 0141      13      69     106     124     127     132     175 
  205     213     248     278     279     331     346     352 
  375     494     508     543     660     697     705     713 
  776     782     788     799     821     826     828     861 
  865     924     929     974    1001    1005    1006    1071 
 1136    1149    1268    1278    1321    1356    1365    1370 
 1431    1448    1455    1513    1606    1626    1630    1676 
 1689    1701    1797    1819    1820    2252    2394    2397 
 2405    2524    2530    2567    2613    2623    2705    2786 
 2794    2886      
 
3  
   33     306     317     333     397     423    2129    2372 
   
 
4  
  520    1014    1038    1041    2718    2728      
 
5  
  196    1048    1671      
 
6  
 011s    0211       4      10      12      16      24     27s 
   28      31      32      36      52      60      63      71 
   80*     86     108     137     140    144s     145     148 
  154     156     162     163     170     182     185     186 
  202     217     231c    237     259     264     269     274 
  277     283     289     295     297     329    344s     349 
  350     358     360     365     377     389     391     393 
  405     410     412     413     414     422     440     447 
  473     477     489     492     493     495     507*    515 
  518     519     534     537     538     548     565     569 
  573     577     578     592     597     652     655     657 
  683     684     695     714     715     729     733     747 
  750     752     755     759     761     762     770     774 
  784     795     796     801     809     811     833     834 
  845     851     852     858     883     889     900     904 
  925     952     976     982     989     990     997    1000 
 1011    1012    1024   1047s    1062    1077    1084    1087 
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  800     863     892     947    1293    1343   1571s    1633 
 2282    2290    2399    2517    2526    2529    2535    2567 
 2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905 
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,10/12  
 
1/2  
  170c    368c   1139c   1248c     
 
1/2-f1  





  215    1248*     
 
1/2-f3  
   73     288     723    1236      
 
1/2-f4  
 1139*     
 
1/2-f5  
  368*     
 
1/2-f6  
  545      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,10/14-18  
 
1/2  
 1789c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1789*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  94      18,10/14  
 
1/2  
 1139c   1789c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1139*   1644      
 
3  





  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s     011 
  013     087    0109      27    179s     246    274s     370 
  416    475s     500     649     731    731s     779     781 
  798     800     863     888     892     904     947     976 
 1143    1293    1343   1571s    1633    1789*   2282    2290 
 2399    2517    2526    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650 
 2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  95      18,10/16  
 
1/2  
 1789c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1458      
 
3  
 1149      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108     05s     011     013 
  087    0109      27    179s     246    274s     370     416 
 475s     500     649     731    731s     779     781     798 
  800     863     888     892     904     947    1293    1343 
 1388   1571s    1633    1789*   1803    2282    2290    2399 
 2517    2526    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650    2676 
2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,10/18  
 
1/2  
  235c*   719c   1357c   1426c*  1450c   1458c     
 
1/2-f1  





 2502      
 
1/2-f3  
 2633      
 
1/2-f4  
  229    1450*   1458*     
 
1/2-f5  
   70      
 
1/2-f6  
 1357*     
 
1/2-f7  
  719*     
 
1/2-f8  
  235*     
 
1/2-f9  
 1135      
 
1/2-f10 
 1426*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  96      18,10/20-26  
 
1/2  
  368c   1338c   1804c   1808c     
 
1/2-f1  





  342      
 
1/2-f3  
 1131      
 
1/2-f4  
   96      
 
1/2-f5  
  562      
 
1/2-f6  
  368*     
 
1/2-f7  
 2422      
 
1/2-f8  
    6      
 
3  
  P66      01      05      48     107     184     267     347 
  561     780     927     945     954    1029    1079    1230 
 1403    1502    1573    1593    1606    1675    1695    1786 
 2133    2191    2656    2718    2722      
 
3-f1  
  766    1424      
 
4  
  409    1808*   2711      
 
4-f1  





  745    1262    1649      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108     05s     011     013 
  087    0109      27    179s     246    274s     370     416 
 475s     500     649     731    731s     779     781     798 
  800     863     888     892     904     947    1293    1343 
 1388    1404    1421    1558   1571s    1633    1803    2282 
 2290    2399    2517    2526    2529    2535    2567    2634 
 2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908 
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  97      18,10/28-40  
 
3  
 1269      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     011     013     087 
 0109      27    179s     246    274s     370     416    475s 
  500     649     731    731s     779     781     798     800 
  863     892     904     947    1293    1343    1388   1571s 
 1633    2282    2290    2399    2517    2526    2529    2535 
 2567    2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782 
 2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  98      18,10/28  
 
1/2  
  473c     
 
1/2-f1  
  728      
 
3  





  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     011     013     087 
 0109      27    179s     246    274s     370     416    475s 
  500     649     729     731    731s     779     781     798 
  800     863     888     892     904     947    1269    1293 
 1343    1388   1571s    1633    2282    2290    2399    2517 
 2526    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650    2676   2679s 
 2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■   99      18,10/30  
 
1/2  
  038c*    
 
1/2-f1  
  113      
 
1/2-f2  
  298      
 
1/2-f3  
 2475      
 
1/2-f4  
 1325      
 
1/2-f5  
 1081    1808      
 
1/2-f6  
  038*     
 
3  





  725    1402    1424    2295      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108     05s     011     013 
  087    0109    0290      27    179s     246    274s     370 
  416    475s     500     514     649     729     731    731s 
  779     781     798     800     863     888     892     904 
  947    1269    1293    1343    1388    1558   1571s    1633 
 2282    2290    2399    2517    2526    2529    2535    2567 
 2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905 
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  100      18,10/32-36  
 
1  
   04c    595c*  1142c   2172c   2404c     
 
1-f1  
   96     890      
 
1-f2  
 2404*     
 
1-f3  
 2172*     
 
1-f4  
  796*     
 
1-f5  
  796c     
 
2  
  P60      01      03      04*    019     032     033     861 





  P66     520     544     689     927    1059    1131    1462 
 1480    1508    1541c1  1584    1614    1618    1634    1702 
 2311    2689      
 
4  
 1541*     
 
5  
  595*    841   1200s      
 
6  
 1142*   1158    1325      
 
7  
  288      
 
8  
 1299      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     011     013     087 
 0109    0290      27    179s     246     251    274s     370 
  416    475s     500     649     731    731s     779     781 
  798     800     863     892     904     947    1041    1143 
 1269    1293    1343    1388   1571s    1633    1803    2282 
 2290    2399    2517    2526    2529    2535    2567    2634 
 2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908 
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  101      18,10/38  
 
1/2  
  168c     
 
3  





  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108     05s     011     013 
  087    0109    0290      27      28    179s     246    274s 
  370     416    475s     500     649     729     731    731s 
  779     781     798     800     863     892     904     947 
  976    1041    1269    1293    1343    1388   1571s    1633 
 1803    2282    2290    2399    2517    2526    2529    2535 
 2567    2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782 
 2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  102      18,10/42-52  
 
1/2  
   40*    154c    523c*   527c   892sc    934c    963c   2120c 
 2684c   2724c     
 
1/2-f1  
2693s      
 
1/2-f2  
  525c*    
 
3  
  357     527*    901     963*   2684*     
 
4  
   70      
 
5  
 2884      
 
6  
 2766      
 
7  





  287     745      
 
9  
 2311      
 
10  
  033       4      16      68     154*    170     182     263 
  365     496     513     557     677     679     680     726 
  733     784     829     865    892s*    903     931     934* 
  977    1065    1074    1081    1113    1171    1187    1228 
 1234    1261    1279    1297    1375    1377    1463    1546 
 1574    1780    1797    2106    2206    2220    2478    2545c 
 2608    2868      
 
10-f1  
  706      
 
10-f2  
 1310      
 
11  
  495     755    1128    1288    1291    1579    2591    2786 
   
 
11-f1  
 1243      
 
12  
   13      40c    296     297     377     807    1036    1349 
 2236      
 
13  
  552      
 
14  





   05c*    
 
15-f1  
   05*     
 
16  
 2120*   2283      
 
16-f1  
  525*     
 
17  
 118s    1004    2724*     
 
W1/2/6  
 2545*     
 
W-f1  
  523*   2760      
 
W-f2  
 1008      
 
W-f3  
 2148      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     011     013     087 
 0109    0290      27    179s     246    274s     370     416 
 475s     500     514     649     729     731    731s     779 
  781     798     800     863     892     904     947    1041 
 1143    1293    1343    1388    1421    1558   1571s    1633 
 1803    2129    2282    2290    2399    2470    2517    2526 
 2529    2535    2567    2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725 









 1673      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     011     013     087 
 0109    0290      27    179s     246    274s     370     416 
 475s     500     649     731    731s     779     781     798 
  800     863     892     904     947    1041    1293    1343 
1571s    1633    2282    2290    2399    2517    2526    2529 
 2535    2567    2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726 




■■  104      18,11/2-4  
 
1/2  
  260c   2414c   2653c     
 
1/2-f1  
  148      
 
1/2-f2  
  260*  1200s      
 
1/2-o  
   61      
 
1/2B  
 1966*     
 
3  
   31      45     231     279     349     518     581     784  
  829     895    1082    1135    1208    1316    1329    1335  
507 
 
 1348    1568    1670    2141    2388    2404    2414*   2653*  
   
 
3B  
 1966c     
 
4  
 435s     792    2107    2643      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108     05s     011     013  
  087    0109    0290      27    179s     246    274s     370  
  416    475s     500     514     649     729     731    731s  
  779     781     798     800     863     888     892     904  
  947    1041    1143    1293    1343    1558    1569   1571s  
 1633    2282    2290    2399    2517    2526    2529    2535  
 2567    2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782  
 2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,11/5  
SINE ADD
 
1/2  SINE ADD
 2670*     
 
1/2-f1  ADD
 2670c     
============================================================= 
 
■■  105      18,11/6-8  
 
1/2  
  132c   2404c     
 
3  





 2643      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s     011  
  013     087    0109    0290      27    179s     246    274s  
  370     416    475s     500     649     729     731    731s  
  779     781     798     800     863     888     892     904  
  947    1041    1293    1343    1558   1571s    1633    2282  
 2290    2399    2517    2526    2529    2535    2567    2634  
 2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  106      18,11/10  
 
1/2  
   95c     
 
3  
   95*    562      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     011     013     087  
 0109      27    179s     246    274s     370     416    475s  
  500     649     729     731    731s     779     781     798  
  800     863     888     892     904     947    1041    1293  
 1343    1558   1571s    1633    1803    2282    2290    2399  
 2517    2526    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650    2676  
2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,11/14 
 
1/2  
 011sc   1171c     
 
1/2-f1  





 1171*   2415      
 
1/2-f3  
 011s*     
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,11/16 
 
1/2  
 2545c     
 
1/2-f1  
 2181      
 
1/2-f2  
 2545*     
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,11/18 
 
1/2  
  297c    495c   1083c   1660c     
 
1/2-f1  
   16      
 
1/2-f2  
  495*     
 
1/2-f3  





  297*    346      
 
1/2-f5  
  811    1083*   1123    1660*   2643      
============================================================= 
 
■■  107      18,11/20-24  
 
1/2  
   29*     65*     66*     78*    126*    145*    165c    210c  
  365c    399*    582*    648c    691*    746c    806c    929*  
  973c   1138*   1149*   1173*   1215c   1335c   1425*   1484*  
 1589*   1671*   2121*   2131*   2193*   2426*   2684*     
 
1/2-f1  
  562      
 
1/2-f2  
 1214*     
 
3  
 031s       1      10      14      15      24     27s      28  
   29c1    32      34      36      39      40      43      46  
   48      49      51      52      53      54      55      57  
   59      60      63      64      65c*    66c1    68      71  
   73      74      77      78c     79      86      89      90  
  105     107     108     113     116     117     119     121  
  126c    131     133     135     137     140     142     143  
  145c*   148     151     153     154     156     157     159  
  162     164     166     168     169     178     179     180  
  185     186     187     190     191     193     194     195  
  196     198     202     205     208     209     210*    212  
  217     218     220     225     229     232     234     239  
  240     244     248     259     261     263     266     267  
  268     269     270     272     279     282     288     289  
  292     295     296     297     301     303     305     306  
  315     317     324     330     332     333     335    344s  
  347     349     353     355     364     365*    367     368  
  373     374     376     377     379     380     390     391  
  392     393     395     397     399c    403     405     410  
  412     413     414     422     423     428     431     438  
511 
 
  443     445     446     449     470     475     476     478  
  481     483     484     490     491     492     494     498  
  513     519     522     523     524     525     527     528  
  529     533     534     538     544     545     548     549  
  551     552     554     557     560     561     564     569  
  574     577     578    579s     580     582c*   585     600  
  648*    656     657     661     662     663    666s     679  
  680     683     684     686     688     691c    695     700  
  707     711     715     716     719     723     724     726  
  727     729     730     732     733     734     736     741  
  742     743     744     746*    747     748     749     754  
  755     759     761     762     766     769     770     771  
  772     777     778     780     783     785     786     787  
  790     792     794     796     801     806*    807     808  
  809     811     817     818     819     820     830     833  
  834     835     836     839     841     844     851     852  
  854     855     856     857     861     862     864     874  
  878     881     883     886     889     891    892s     895  
  900     901     902     903     905     925     926     927  
  929c    931     933     934     939     946     949     954  
  956     957     963     965     971     972     973*    975  
  976     979     980     982     986    987s     989     990  
  993     995     997     998     999    1001    1004    1007  
 1010    1012    1013    1019    1021    1024    1026    1029  
 1031    1035    1036    1037    1043   1054s    1056    1060  
 1064    1074    1076    1078    1082    1083    1085    1086  
 1087    1090    1091    1094    1096    1110    1113    1121  
 1123    1126    1127    1136    1138c   1139    1141    1144  
 1149c   1152    1160    1163    1170    1171   1172s    1173c  
 1178    1182    1188    1194    1197    1198   1200s    1201  
 1202    1203    1204    1208    1209    1212    1213    1215*  
 1217    1226    1237    1238    1239    1242    1252    1256  
 1261    1262    1263    1265    1266    1280    1289    1290  
 1291    1292    1297    1299    1300    1301    1302    1303  
 1305    1310    1312    1315    1318    1319    1325    1327  
 1331    1335*   1336    1344    1345    1347    1350    1353  
 1354    1355    1357    1364    1375    1377   1387s    1391  
 1393    1394    1395    1396    1397    1403    1406    1413  
 1418    1422    1424    1425c   1432    1434    1436    1439  
 1443    1445    1450    1452    1454    1456    1458    1463  
 1465    1466    1472    1479    1483    1484c   1486    1495  
 1498    1502    1504    1506    1512    1513    1519    1531  
 1532    1533    1534    1535    1536    1538    1541    1545  
 1546    1547    1553    1554    1557    1568    1573    1580  
 1586    1588    1589c*  1592    1593    1594    1597    1598  
 1609    1613    1615   1622s    1624    1627    1629    1630  
 1635    1639    1640    1641    1642    1643    1644    1645  
 1649    1652    1653    1660    1663    1665    1670    1671c  
 1672    1673    1675    1677    1684    1685    1690    1693  
512 
 
 1697    1707    1780    1783   1784s    1787    1788    1792  
 1797    1802    1804    1823    1901    1966    2099    2101  
 2106    2109    2117    2120    2121c   2127    2131c   2133  
 2136    2137    2139    2141    2147    2148    2159    2172  
 2173    2178    2181    2185    2188    2191    2192    2193c  
 2206    2214    2220    2224    2238    2244    2245    2255  
 2263    2266    2277    2278    2280   2282s    2283   2290s  
 2291    2301    2314    2315    2321    2370    2374    2375  
 2381    2387    2388    2389    2397    2398    2406    2414  
 2420    2422    2426c   2446    2452    2454    2458    2462  
 2467    2470    2472    2474    2476    2478    2482    2483  
 2490    2492    2494    2497    2499    2500    2509    2511  
 2515    2516    2518    2523    2525    2533    2562    2573  
 2590    2603    2605    2606    2611    2616    2622    2624  
 2637    2641    2643    2645    2649    2658    2660    2661  
 2665    2666    2670    2673    2679    2680    2684c   2691  
2693s    2694    2695    2703    2708    2710    2711    2713  
 2732    2735    2737    2750    2756   2758s    2760    2765  
 2774    2779    2810    2812    2813    2856    2860    2868  
 2886    2894    2897    2900      
 
3-f1  
 1191    1214c   2247      
 
3-f2  
  502      
 
4  
 1059    1135      
 
5  
  033    0211      80*    150     188     706     725     992  
 1050    1061    1093    1402    1446    1449    1457    1595  
 2129    2295    2371    2487    2620    2747    2768      
 
5-f1  
  865      
 
6  
   13      69      76      80c1   124     213     247     346  
  508     543     651     788     799     826     827     828  
  858     996    1017    1084    1122    1128    1193    1387  
 1485    1549    1577    1623    1651    1654    1678    1695  
513 
 
 1819    2118    2146    2215    2311    2514    2608    2653  
 2656    2707    2718    2749    2786      
 
6-f1  
 011s      
 
6-f2  
 273s      
 
7  
  359    1267      
 
8  
 1689      
 
W1/2/4/5  
  P60     P66      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     011     013     087  
 0109    0290      27     165*   179s     246    274s     283  
  370     416    475s     500     514     649     720     731  
 731s     779     781     798     800     863     888     892  
  904     947    1041    1092    1143    1293    1343    1400  
 1558    1569   1571s    1633    1803    2282    2290    2399  
 2517    2526    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650    2676  
2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  108      18,11/25  
SINE ADD
 
1/2  SINE ADD
 2561c     
 
3  ADD





  807      
 
3-f2  ADD
 2561*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108     05s     011     013  
  087    0109      27    179s     246    274s     283     370  
  416    475s     500     649     731    731s     779     781  
  798     800     863     888     892     904     947    1041  
 1092    1293    1343    1400   1571s    1633    2282    2290  
 2399    2517    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650    2676  
2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  109      18,11/26  
 
1/2-f1  
 1135    1331      
 
3  
  772    2766      
 
4  
  696      
 
5  
  168      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s     011  
  013     087    0109    0290      27    179s     246    274s  
  283     370     416    475s     500     649     731    731s  
  779     781     798     800     863     892     904     947  
 1041    1092    1119    1293    1343    1400    1421   1571s  
 1633    2282    2290    2399    2517    2529    2535    2567  
 2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905  





■■        18,11/28 
 
1/2  
  672c*  2141c     
 
1/2-f1  
 2615      
 
1/2-f2  
 2141*     
 
1/2-f3  
  672*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  110      18,11/30  
 
3  
 1122    1204    1353    2174    2727      
 
4  
  193     505      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108     05s     011     013  
  087    0109    0290      27    179s     246    274s     283  
  370     416    475s     500     649     729     731    731s  
  779     781     798     800     863     892     904     947  
 1041    1092    1119    1143    1293    1343    1400   1571s  
 1633    2282    2290    2399    2517    2526    2529    2535  
 2567    2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782  
 2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 





  931c   1642c*    
 
1/2-f1  
  192      
 
1/2-f2  
 1009c     
 
1/2-f3  
 1519      
 
1/2-f4  
   13     931*   1081    1325      
 
3  
   05     022     037     038     044    0211      24      32  
   57      77     108    118s     175     180     269     276  
  406     506     558     574     657     669     690     718  
 987s     998    1011    1048    1087    1110    1128    1191  
 1195    1222    1424    1441    1606    1630c   1642*   1643  
 1709    2132    2145    2328    2386    2400    2458    2622  
 2687    2694    2695   2775s      
 
W1/2/3  
 1630*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108     05s     011     013  
  087    0109    0290      27    179s     246    274s     283  
  370     416    475s     500     649     729     731    731s  
  779     781     798     800     863     892     904     947  
 1009*   1041    1092    1119    1293    1343    1400   1571s  
 1633    2282    2290    2399    2517    2526    2529    2535  
 2567    2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782  





■■  112      18,11/34  
 
1/2  
   24c    119c     
 
1/2-f1  
  274    1409      
 
1/2-f2  
 2422      
 
3  
   24*    119*   2643      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108     05s     011     013  
  087    0109    0290      27    179s     246    274s     283  
  370     416    475s     500     514     649     729     731  
 731s     779     781     798     800     863     892     904  
  947    1041    1092    1119    1293    1343    1400    1558  
1571s    1633    1803    2282    2290    2307    2399    2470  
 2517    2526    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650    2676  
2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  113      18,11/38  
 
1/2  
  534c     
 
3  
  P66      48      69     127     132     137     175     305  
  352     357     375     397     519     534*    574     700  
  713     715     747     762     780     782     974    1001  
 1006    1136    1268    1291    1577    1654    1701    1797  
 2252    2397    2405    2516    2524    2528    2615    2718  





  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108     05s     011     013  
  087    0109      27    179s     246    274s     283     370  
  416    475s     500     649     731    731s     779     781  
  798     800     863     892     904     947    1041    1092  
 1119    1143    1293    1343    1400    1553    1558   1571s  
 1633    1803    2282    2290    2307    2399    2517    2529  
 2535    2567    2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726  
 2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  114      18,11/40-44  
 
3  
 2718      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108     05s     011     013  
  087    0109      27    179s     246    274s     283     370  
  416    475s     500     649     731    731s     779     781  
  798     800     863     892     904     947    1041    1092  
 1119    1143    1293    1343    1400    1553    1558   1571s  
 1633    2282    2290    2307    2399    2517    2529    2535  
 2567    2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782  
 2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,11/42 
 
1/2-f1  
 1432      
============================================================= 
 
■■  115      18,11/44-46  
 
3  





 1009      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108     05s     011     013  
  087    0109    0290      27    179s     246    274s     283  
  370     416    475s     500     649     731    731s     757  
  779     781     798     800     863     892     904     947  
 1041    1092    1119    1293    1343    1400    1553    1569  
1571s    1633    2282    2290    2307    2399    2517    2529  
 2535    2567    2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726  
 2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,11/44 
 
1/2  
 1447c   2426c   2670c*    
 
1/2-f1  
   52      69     168     680     784     844    1122    1204  
 1269    1335    2192    2236    2426*   2670*   2721      
 
1/2-f2  
 1447*     
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,11/46 
 
1/2-f1  
 2244      
============================================================= 
 





 1439c     
 
3  
  109     841     891     903    1325    1709    2148    2188  
   
 
4  
 1439*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108     05s     011     013  
  087    0109    0290      27    179s     246    274s     283  
  370     416    475s     500    731s     736     779     781  
  798     800     863     892     904     947     976    1041  
 1092    1119    1293    1336    1343    1400    1553   1571s  
 1633    2185    2282    2287    2290    2307    2399    2470  
 2517    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650    2676   2679s  
 2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,12/6  
 
1/2-f1  
 1186      
 
1/2-f2  
  472     821     864    1691      
============================================================= 
 
■■  117      18,12/8  
 
1/2  
 1346c   2397c     
 
1/2-f1  





 2397*     
 
3  
 1049    1093    1220    1342    2661      
 
3-f1  
 1666      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     011     013     087  
 0109      27    179s     246    274s     283     370     416  
 475s     500     514    731s     779     781     798     800  
  863     892     904     947    1041    1092    1119    1293  
 1336    1343    1400    1558   1571s    1633    1803    2282  
 2287    2290    2307    2399    2517    2529    2535    2567  
 2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905  
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  118      18,12/10-14  
 
1/2  
  508c*    
 
1/2-f1  
 1011      
 
1/2-f2  
  231     443      
 
3  
  508*    895      
 
4  





  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     011     013     087  
 0109      27    179s     246    274s     283     370     416  
 475s     500     514    731s     779     781     798     800  
  863     892     904     947    1041    1092    1119    1293  
 1336    1343    1400    1558   1571s    1633    1803    2282  
 2287    2290    2307    2399    2517    2529    2535    2567  
 2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905  
 2908      
============================================================= 
 




 2192      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     011     013     087  
 0109      27    179s     246    274s     283     370     416  
 475s     500    731s     779     781     798     800     863  
  892     904     947    1041    1092    1119    1293    1336  
 1343    1400    1404    1558   1571s    1633    2282    2287  
 2290    2307    2399    2517    2529    2535    2567    2634  
 2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  120      18,12/16  
 
1/2  
  P66c*  1059c   1504c1  2563c     
 
3  
  P66*     59     180     493     538     745     796    1059*  
 1089    1504*   2478    2546    2563*   2810      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108     05s     011     013  
523 
 
  087    0109      27    179s     246     248    274s     283  
  370     416    475s     500    731s     779     781     798  
  800     863     892     904     947    1041    1092    1119  
 1293    1336    1343    1400    1404    1421    1558   1571s  
 1633    2282    2287    2290    2307    2399    2517    2526  
 2529    2535    2567    2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725  
 2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,12/18 
 
1/2-f1  
 0211      34     168    1335    2643      
 
1/2-f2  
   04      
============================================================= 
 
■■  121      18,12/20-22  
 
1/2  
  587c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1135      
 
1/2-f2  
  587*     
 
3  
 1074      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     011     013     087  
 0109      27    179s     246    274s     283     370     416  
 475s     500    731s     779     781     798     800     863  
  892     904     947    1041    1092    1119    1293    1336  
 1343    1400   1571s    1633    2282    2287    2290    2307  
524 
 
 2399    2517    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650    2676  
2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  122      18,12/24  
 
1/2-f1  
   61     977      
 
1/2-f2  
  054     839    1486      
 
3  
  684     727     729     731     749     820     834     835  
  883    1182    1203    1252    1261    1533    1536    1546  
 2185    2452      
 
4  
 1288      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     011     013     087  
 0109      27    179s     246    274s     283     342     370  
  416    475s     500    731s     779     781     798     800  
  863     892     904     947    1041    1092    1119    1143  
 1293    1336    1343    1400    1558   1571s    1633    2282  
 2287    2290    2307    2399    2517    2529    2535    2567  
 2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905  
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  123      18,12/26-34  
 
1/2  
  591c*    
 
1/2-f1  





  537    1089      
 
1/2-f3  
 1808      
 
1/2-f4  
 1456      
 
3  
   40     169      
 
4  
  299      
 
4B  
 1050    1446    2620    2707      
 
5  
   30     827    1819    1820    2129    2680    2786      
 
6  
  520      
 
W  
  P66      
 
W1/2/4  
  591*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108     05s     011     013  
  087    0109    0290      27    179s     246     274     283  
  370     416    475s     500    731s     779     781     798  
  800     863     888     892     904     947    1041    1092  
 1119    1143    1293    1336    1343    1400    1558    1569  
1571s    1633    1803    1804    2282    2287    2290    2307  
526 
 
 2399    2475    2517    2526    2529    2535    2567    2634  
 2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  124      18,13/2-24/20  
 
1/2  
  443c    776c     
 
3  
  776*     
 
4  
  159     443*   1195    1455    1498    1606    1630      
 
5  
  225    2900      
 
6  
 1819    2129      
 
7  
 1820      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     011     013     087  
 0109      27    179s     246     274     283     370     416  
 475s     500     649    731s     779     781     798     800  
  863     888     892     904     947    1041    1092    1119  
 1293    1336    1343    1400   1571s    1633    1804    2282  
 2287    2290    2399    2517    2529    2535    2567    2634  
 2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 





   04c2    61c    154c    656c    685c    881*   1495c   1676c  
 1792c   2192c   2783*     
 
1-f1  
  137    2229      
 
1-f2  
  445      
 
1-f3  
 1792*     
 
1-f4  
 2635      
 
1-f5  
 892s      
 
1-f6  
  828      
 
1-f7  
  881c     
 
1-f8  
   61*     
 
1-f9  
   16      
 
2  
  P66      01*     03      05     032    579s      
 
3  





   69      87      96     124     207     277     422     562  
  595     788    1220    1242    1654    2561      
 
5  
  505      
 
6  
  P60     01Cca    04*   011s     022     033     037    0141  
   33      39      48      78     132     154*    162     168  
  175     180     213     279     295     303     315     333  
  352     379     392     412     419     423     428     440  
  446     508     523     529     684     694     720     723  
  727     729     731     732     733     734     741     742  
  743     744     749     760     780     782     794     799  
  817     818     819     820     821     833     834     835  
  841     854     855     857     858     862     865     874  
  878     883     886     949     990     993    1001    1006  
 1009    1013    1029    1061    1071    1082    1085    1160  
 1199    1213    1252    1256    1261    1263    1265    1267  
 1268    1297    1301    1302    1321    1387    1448    1461  
 1506    1513    1533    1534    1536    1613    1653    1660  
 1676*   1677    1684    1700    1701    1707    1819    1820  
 2106    2129    2148    2185    2188    2206    2214    2252  
 2397    2405    2452    2470    2524    2530    2573    2590  
 2728    2735    2747    2750    2783c   2794      
 
6-f1  
 2192*     
 
7  
  117     166     368     829    1353    2411    2495    2727  
   
 
8  
  519    1431      
 
9  





  114      
 
11  
 1084      
 
12  
   60    1171    1454    1495*   1651    1685    2555      
 
13  
  974      
 
14  
  27s      
 
15  
 1008      
 
16  
  349    1568    2388      
 
17  
 2786      
 
18  
 1194      
 
19  
 2406      
 
W-f1  
1387s      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     011     013     087  
 0109    0290      27    179s     246     274     283     342  
  370     416    475s     500     514     649     685*   731s  
  779     781     798     800     863     888     892     904  
530 
 
  947    1041    1092    1119    1143    1182    1293    1336  
 1343    1400    1558    1569   1571s    1633    1803    1804  
 2282    2287    2290    2307    2399    2517    2529    2535  
 2567    2632    2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726  
 2782    2900    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,13/8-14/6  
 
1/2-f1  
  165c     
 
W  
  165*     
============================================================= 
 




   28      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,13/12 
 
1/2  
 1086c   1348c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1086*   1348*     
 
1/2-f2  
 1410      
============================================================= 
 





  165c     
 
3  
 2405      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     011     013     087  
 0109      27     165*   179s     246     274     283     370  
  416    475s     500     649    731s     779     781     798  
  800     863     888     892     904     947    1041    1092  
 1119    1293    1336    1343    1400    1558   1571s    1633  
 1804    2282    2287    2290    2399    2517    2529    2535  
 2567    2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782  
 2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  127      18,13/14  
 
1/2  
  165c    931c   1173c     
 
1/2-f1  
  931*     
 
3  
 011s     280     388     486     660     683     697     776  
  791    1005    1195    1301    1356    1455    1509    1515  
 1589    1606    1630    2145    2263    2394    2584    2718  
   
 
4  
 1173*   1410    2192      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     011     013     087  
 0109    0290      27     165*   179s     246     274     283  
  370     416    475s     500     649    731s     736     779  
532 
 
  781     798     800     863     888     892     904     947  
  974    1041    1092    1119    1143    1293    1336    1343  
 1400    1558   1571s    1633    1804    2282    2287    2290  
 2399    2405    2517    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650  
 2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,13/16 
 
1/2  
 1348c   1589c   2605c     
 
1/2-f1  
  555      
 
1/2-f2  
 1348*   1589*   2605*     
 
1/2-f3  
  445      
============================================================= 
 
■■  128      18,13/18  
 
1/2  
  165c     
 
3  
 2680      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108     05s     011  
  013     087    0109    0290      27     165*   179s     246  
  274     283     370     416    475s     500     514     649  
 731s     779     781     798     800     863     888     892  
  904     947    1041    1092    1119    1143    1293    1336  
 1343    1400    1404    1558   1571s    1633    1804    2282  
 2287    2290    2307    2399    2405    2517    2529    2535  
533 
 
 2567    2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782  
 2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  129      18,13/20  
 
1/2  
   96c    126c    165c   2478c     
 
1/2-f1  
 2478*     
 
1/2-f2  
   04      05      96*    680     931      
 
1/2-f3  
  126*     
 
1/2-f4  
 1295      
 
1/2-f5  
 1241      
 
3  
 1325      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108     05s     011     013  
  087    0109    0290      27     165*   179s     246     274  
  283     370     416    475s     500     514     546     649  
 731s     779     781     798     800     863     888     892  
  904     947    1041    1092    1119    1293    1336    1343  
 1400    1404    1558   1571s    1633    1804    2282    2287  
 2290    2307    2399    2405    2517    2529    2535    2567  
 2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905  





■■  130      18,13/22-14/6 
 
1/2  
  165c   1424c     
 
3  
  884    1344    1424*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108     05s     011     013     087  
 0109      27     165*   179s     246     274     283     370  
  416    475s     500     649    731s     779     781     798  
  800     863     888     892     904     947    1041    1092  
 1119    1293    1336    1343    1400   1571s    1633    1804  
 2282    2287    2290    2399    2517    2529    2535    2567  
 2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905  
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,13/22 
 
1/2-f1  
  279      
 
1/2-f2  
  165c     
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,13/26 
 
1/2  
 2131c   2695*     
 
1/2-f1  





 2131*     
 
1/2-f3  
 2695c     
============================================================= 
 
■■  131      18,13/28-32  
 
1/2  
  165c   1423c   1424c     
 
1/2-f1  
 2633      
 
1/2-f2  
 1823      
 
1/2-f3  
  038      
 
3  
  833      
 
4  
 2606      
 
5  
 1423*     
 
6  
  P60      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108     05s     011     013  
536 
 
  087    0109    0290      27     165*   179s     246     274  
  283     333     370     416    475s     500     649    731s  
  779     781     798     800     863     884     888     892  
  904     947    1041    1092    1119    1143    1293    1336  
 1343    1344    1400    1424*   1558   1571s    1633    1804  
 2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2399    2517    2529  
 2535    2567    2634    2650    2676   2679s    2725    2726  
 2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,14/2  
 
1/2  
   61c     
 
1/2-f1  
   61*     
 
1/2-f2  
 1335      
 
1/2-f3  
  05s      
============================================================= 
 
■■  132      18,14/4 
 
1/2  
  165c    595c*  1424c     
 
3  
   04      47      56      58      61      70     186     207  
   
 
4  





  184     595*    829      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  087    0109    0290      27     165*   179s     246     274  
  283     370     416    475s     500     649    731s     779  
  781     798     800     863     884     892     904     947  
 1041    1092    1119    1143    1293    1336    1343    1344  
 1400    1424*  1571s    1633    1804    2282    2287    2290  
 2316    2389    2399    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650  
2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  133      18,14/5 
SINE ADD
 
1/2  SINE ADD
  165c   1424c     
 
3  ADD
  225     795     903    1298    1567    2120      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  087    0109    0290      27     165*   179s     246     274  
  283     370     416    475s     500     649    731s     779  
  781     798     800     863     884     892     904     947  
 1041    1092    1119    1293    1336    1343    1344    1400  
 1424*  1571s    1633    1804    2282    2287    2290    2316  
 2389    2399    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650   2679s  
 2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  134      18,14/6 
 
1/2  





  680     880    1285      
 
3  
 1325      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109    0290      27     165*   179s     246     274     283  
  370     416    475s     500     649    731s     779     781  
  798     800     863     884     892     904     947    1041  
 1092    1119    1293    1336    1343    1344    1400    1424*  
1571s    1633    1804    2282    2287    2290    2316    2389  
 2399    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650   2679s    2725  
 2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  135      18,14/8 
 
1/2  
 2656c*    
 
3  
  P60      86     899    2291    2656*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  087    0109    0290      27    179s     246     274     283  
  370     416    475s     500     649    731s     779     781  
  798     800     863     892     904     947    1041    1092  
 1119    1293    1336    1343    1400    1421   1571s    1633  
 1804    2282    2287    2290    2316    2399    2529    2535  
 2567    2634    2650   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905  
 2908      
============================================================= 
 





  652c    865c   2133c     
 
1/2-f1  
  032      
 
1/2-f2  
  652*     
 
1/2-f3  
 2177      
 
1/2-f4  
   61c   1335      
 
1/2-f5  
  865*     
 
1/2-f6  
   61*     
 
3  
  552     827    1050    1128    1243    1446      
 
4  
  752      
 
W  
 2133*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05     011  
  013     087    0109    0290      27    179s     246     274  
  283     370     416    475s     500     649    731s     779  
  781     798     800     863     892     904     947    1041  
 1092    1119    1143    1293    1336    1343    1400   1571s  
 1633    1803    1804    2282    2287    2290    2316    2399  
 2475    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650   2679s    2725  





■■  137      18,14/12-14  
 
1/2  
 1454c   2206c   2524c*    
 
1/2-f1  
 1454*     
 
1/2-f2  
   73      
 
1/2-f3  
 2524*     
 
1/2-f4  
 1364      
 
1/2-f5  
   79      
 
1/2-f6  
 1325      
 
3  
 1410      
 
4  
  505      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109    0290      27    179s     246     274     283     370  
  416    475s     500     649    731s     779     781     798  
  800     863     888     892     904     947     974    1041  
 1092    1119    1143    1293    1336    1343    1400   1571s  
541 
 
 1633    1804    2206*   2282    2287    2290    2316    2399  
 2475    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650   2679s    2725  
 2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  138      18,14/16  
 
1/2-f1  
2693s      
 
3  
 2206      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05     011  
  013     087    0109    0290      27    179s     246     274  
  283     370     416    475s     500     649    731s     779  
  781     798     800     863     888     892     904     947  
 1041    1092    1119    1143    1293    1336    1343    1400  
1571s    1633    1804    2282    2287    2290    2316    2399  
 2475    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650   2679s    2725  
 2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,14/18 
 
1/2  
 1059c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1059*     
 
1/2-f2  
 1128      
 
1/2-f3  





■■  139      18,14/20-24  
 
1  
   04c1    19*    820c   1808c   2188c*  2206c     
 
1-f1  
  168      
 
1-f2  
   45    1081      
 
1-f3  
  028      96     562      
 
1-f4  
 2206*     
 
1-f5  
  163    1125    1239      
 
2  
  P66      01      03      04*    019     032     033     038  
 0141       1      13      19c     22      31      33      38  
   48      69     124     138     205     209     213     233  
  251     299     317     346     352     357     375     377  
  423     543     565    579s     695     697     760     780  
  782     788     791     807     821     826     828     864  
  865     884     974     994    1001    1005    1006    1014  
 1049    1053    1071    1143    1148    1192    1210    1220  
 1230    1268    1289    1321    1342    1365    1370    1392  
 1396    1451    1557    1582    1666    1676    1689   1784s  
 1808*   1819    1820    2129    2191    2220    2252    2372  
 2397    2517    2524    2528    2546    2561    2575    2661  
 2684    2702    2713    2718    2728    2786    2794      
 
2-f1  





   54     694    1215    1498    2283    2605    2897      
 
4  
  931      
 
5  
 1050      
 
6  
 2148      
 
W-f1  
  820*     
 
W-f2  
 2188*   2400      
 
W1/3/4  
 0290      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  087    0109      27    179s     246     274     283     370  
  416    475s     500     649    731s     779     781     798  
  800     863     888     892     904     947    1041    1092  
 1119    1293    1336    1343    1400    1404   1571s    1633  
 1804    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2399    2475  
 2529    2535    2567    2634    2650   2679s    2725    2726  
 2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 









 344s*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  140      18,14/26-30  
 
1/2  
   61c     
 
1/2-f1  
   61*     
 
1/2-f2  
 1128      
 
1/2-f3  
 579s      
 
1/2B  
  744     833      
 
3  
1047s    1704    2386      
 
4  
 987s      
 
5  
 2177      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05     011  
  013     087    0109    0290      27    179s     246     274  
  283     370     416    475s     500     649    731s     779  
  781     798     800     863     888     892     904     947  
  993    1041    1092    1119    1143    1293    1336    1343  
545 
 
 1400   1571s    1633    1804    2282    2287    2290    2316  
 2399    2418    2475    2529    2535    2567    2632    2634  
 2650   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  141      18,14/31  
SINE ADD
 
1/2  SINE ADD
  660c    924c     
 
1/2-f1  ADD repeat
 1230      
 
3  ADD
   15      22      23      53     134     494     660*    697  
  791     902     924*   1005    1163    1210    1365    1439  
 1511    1562    2236    2372    2439    2471    2523    2894  
   
 
3-f1  ADD
 2374      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  087    0109      27    179s     246     274     283     370  
  416    475s     500     649    731s     779     781     798  
  800     863     892     904     947    1041    1092    1119  
 1293    1336    1343    1400   1571s    1633    1804    2282  
 2287    2290    2316    2399    2475    2529    2535    2567  
 2634    2650   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  142      18,15/2-18  
 
3  





  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109      27    179s     246     274     283     370     416  
 475s     500    731s     779     781     798     800     863  
  892     904     947    1041    1092    1119    1293    1336  
 1343    1400   1571s    1633    1804    2282    2287    2290  
 2316    2399    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650   2679s  
 2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  143      18,15/2  
 
1/2-f1  
 274s    892s    2177      
 
1/2-f2  
  170    1191      
 
1/2-f3  
   16      
 
1/2-f4  
  261     883      
 
1/2-f5  
  741      
 
3  
  038    2476    2786      
 
W-f1  
  949      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109      27    179s     246     274     283     333     370  
  416    475s     500    731s     743     779     781     798  
  800     863     892     904     947    1041    1092    1119  
 1143    1293    1336    1343    1400   1571s    1633    1804  
547 
 
 1820    2101    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2399  
 2475    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650   2679s    2725  
 2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  144      18,15/4 
 
1/2  
   69c    159c   2404c     
 
3  
 1314      
 
4  
   69*    406     482     486     683     694    1122    1214  
 1539    2206    2247    2404*   2591      
 
W1/2/3  
  159*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  087    0109      27    179s     246     274     283     370  
  416    475s     500    731s     779     781     798     800  
  863     892     904     947    1041    1092    1119    1143  
 1293    1336    1343    1400   1571s    1633    1804    1820  
 2101    2282    2287    2290    2316    2399    2475    2529  
 2535    2567    2634    2650   2679s    2725    2726    2782  
 2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  145      18,15/6-12  
 
1/2  
   04c1    69c   1457c   2206c     
 
1/2-f1  





  752      
 
1/2-f3  
  445      
 
1/2-f4  
 1241      
 
1/2-f5  
   69*   1457*     
 
3  
 1484      
 
4  
 1248      
 
5  
  225    1424      
 
6  
 1481      
 
7  
  162     440     493     930    1149    1609    1700    2727  
   
 
7-f1  
 1011      
 
8  
   04*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05     011  
549 
 
  013     087    0109    0290      27    179s     246     274  
  283     370     416    475s     500     546    731s     779  
  781     798     800     863     892     904     947    1041  
 1092    1119    1143    1293    1336    1343    1400    1564  
1571s    1633    1804    1820    2206*   2282    2287    2290  
 2316    2399    2475    2529    2535    2567    2634    2650  
2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  146      18,15/16-18  
 
1  
  01Ccb   479c    504c    758c    829c   1365c   2907c     
 
1-f1  
   04      
 
2  
  P66      01*     02      03     05s     032     044     106  
  142     211     260     296     345     403     411     472  
  504*    525     528     595     697     710     724     741  
  758*    776     829*    861    1005    1195    1303    1349  
 1365*   1398    1455    1573    1823   2290s    2372    2394  
 2546    2584    2613    2711    2730      
 
3  
  888      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109      27    179s     246     274     283     333     370  
  416    475s     479*    500    731s     736     743     766  
  779     781     798     800     863     892     904     947  
 1041    1092    1119    1143    1293    1336    1343    1400  
 1564   1571s    1633    1803    1804    1820    2282    2287  
 2290    2307    2316    2399    2418    2529    2535    2567  
 2632    2634    2650   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905  





■■  147      18,15/20-34  
 
1/2  
  P66c*     2c     61c    479c    492c    545c    745c    748c  
 1465c   1901*   2247c   2426c     
 
1/2-f1  
   61*     
 
1/2-f2  
   71      
 
1/2-f3  
  943    1186      
 
1/2-f4  
  545*     
 
1/2-f5  
 2177      
 
1/2-f6  
  037      
 
1/2-f7  
  039      
 
1/2-f8  
 2179      
 
1/2-f9  
 1465*     
 
1/2-f10  





   16      
 
1/2-f12  
  493      
 
1/2-f13  
 1901c     
 
1/2-f14  
 1335      
 
3  
 1331    2426*     
 
4  
1200s      
 
4-f1  
  745*     
 
5  
 2774      
 
6  
    2*    235     423     514     720     748*    772    2247*  
   
 
7  
 2786      
 
8  
  565      
 
9  





  492*     
 
11  
   03     032       4     154     267     297    579s     733  
  818    1242    1654    1819    2129    2214    2561      
 
11-f  
 1820      
 
14  
  595      
 
15  
 2766      
 
16  
  P66*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  087    0109    0290      27    179s     246     274     283  
  370     416    475s     479*    500     515     546    731s  
  766     779     781     798     800     863     888     892  
  904     947    1041    1092    1119    1143    1293    1336  
 1343    1400    1564   1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804  
 2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2399    2418    2529  
 2535    2567    2634    2649    2650   2679s    2725    2726  
 2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  148      18,15/32-48 
 
3  





  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109      27    179s     246     274     283     370     416  
 475s     500    731s     766     779     781     798     800  
  863     892     904     947    1041    1092    1119    1293  
 1336    1343    1400   1571s    1590    1633    1804    2282  
 2287    2290    2316    2418    2529    2535    2567    2634  
 2649    2650   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 




 1008      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109    0290      27    179s     246     274     283     295  
  370     416    475s     500     573    731s     766     779  
  781     798     800     863     888     892     904     947  
 1041    1092    1119    1143    1293    1336    1343    1400  
1571s    1590    1633    1804    2282    2287    2290    2316  
 2418    2529    2535    2567    2634    2649    2650   2679s  
 2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  150      18,15/36-16/36  
 
1/2-f1  
  207c     
 
3  
   53     207*    902     903    1556    2492    2562      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109      27    179s     246     274     283     370     416  
 475s     500     573    731s     766     779     781     798  
554 
 
  800     863     892     904     947    1041    1092    1119  
 1293    1336    1343    1400   1571s    1590    1633    1804  
 2282    2287    2290    2316    2418    2529    2535    2567  
 2634    2649    2650   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905  
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,15/36-38  
 
1/2-f1  
 2454      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,15/36 
 
W  
  P66      
============================================================= 
 
■■  151      18,15/38  
 
1/2  
    1c     56c    145c*   207c    545c    661c   1422c*  1588c  
 1660c   2768c*    
 
1/2-f1  
    1*     
 
1/2-f2  
  019      
 
1/2-f3  
  218      
 
1/2-f4  





  368      
 
3  
  874      
 
4  
    3       4      52      56*     79      95     113    118s  
  119     130     133     145*    168     182     191     192  
  205     209     217     225     227     272     284     294  
  330     335     491     507     513     522     524     552  
  565     578     661*    668     686     703     718     732  
  745     793     841     878     935     977    1007    1135  
 1137    1152    1185    1203    1243    1269    1322    1329  
 1344    1348    1352    1359    1395    1422*   1501    1506  
 1520    1530    1549    1577    1579    1588*   1602    1641  
 1660*  1784s    2117    2127    2206    2362    2437    2522  
 2530    2702    2713    2768*   2886    2900      
 
5  
 1797    2495      
 
6  
  445     545*    750      
 
W4/5  
 1803      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109    0290      27      53    179s     207*    246     274  
  283     295     370     416    475s     500     546     573  
 731s     766     779     781     798     800     863     892  
  902     903     904     947    1041    1092    1119    1145  
 1293    1336    1343    1400    1556   1571s    1590    1633  
 1804    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2418    2492  
 2529    2535    2562    2567    2634    2649    2650   2679s  





■■  152      18,15/40-42  
 
1/2  
  207c    733c1  1506c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1428      
 
3  
 2546      
 
4  
   87      96     562      
 
5  
 2127      
 
6  
  154      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  087    0109    0290      27      53    179s     207*    246  
  274     283     295     370     416    475s     500     546  
  573    731s     733*    766     779     781     798     800  
  863     892     902     903     904     947    1041    1092  
 1119    1143    1293    1336    1343    1400    1506*   1556  
1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804    2282    2287    2290  
 2307    2316    2418    2492    2529    2535    2562    2567  
 2634    2649    2650   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905  
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  153      18,15/44-48  
 
1/2  





 1014*     
 
3  
 2277      
 
3-f1  
 1110      
 
4  
 1312      
 
5  
 2608      
 
6  
   28      
 
W  
 1421      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05     011  
  013     087    0109    0290      27      53    179s     207*  
  246     274     283     295     370     416    475s     500  
  515     546     573    731s     766     779     781     798  
  800     863     892     902     903     904     947    1041  
 1092    1119    1143    1293    1336    1343    1400    1556  
1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804    2101    2282    2287  
 2290    2307    2316    2418    2492    2529    2535    2562  
 2567    2634    2649    2650   2679s    2725    2726    2782  
 2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 





  207c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1627      
 
3  
  706     827    1446    1457      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109    0290      27      53    179s     207*    246     274  
  283     370     405     416    475s     500     573    731s  
  766     779     781     798     800     863     892     902  
  903     904     947    1041    1092    1119    1293    1336  
 1343    1400    1556   1571s    1590    1633    1804    2282  
 2287    2290    2316    2418    2492    2529    2535    2562  
 2567    2634    2649    2650   2679s    2725    2726    2782  
 2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  155      18,16/2-6  
 
1/2  
  207c     
 
1/2-f1  
  107      
 
1/2-f2  
  899    2177    2388      
 
3  
  555      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109    0290      27      53    179s     207*    246     274  
  283     370     405     416    475s     500     546     573  
559 
 
  649    731s     766     779     781     798     800     863  
  892     902     903     904     947    1041    1092    1119  
 1143    1293    1336    1343    1400    1421    1556   1571s  
 1590    1633    1804    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316  
 2418    2492    2529    2535    2562    2567    2634    2649  
 2650   2679s    2725    2726    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  156      18,16/8 
 
1/2  
  019c    207c     
 
1/2-f1  
  019*    27s      
 
1/2-f2  
 2549      
 
1/2-f3  
  168     878      
 
1/2-f4  
 1335      
 
1/2-f5  
   30      
 
1/2-f6  
 2679      
 
3  
  496      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109    0290      27      53    179s     207*    246     274  
  283     333     370     416    475s     500     515     573  
560 
 
  649    731s     766     779     781     798     800     863  
  892     902     903     904     947    1092    1119    1293  
 1336    1343    1400    1556   1571s    1590    1633    1804  
 2282    2287    2290    2316    2418    2492    2529    2535  
 2562    2567    2634    2649    2650   2679s    2725    2726  
 2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  157      18,16/10-16  
 
1/2  
  041*    126c    145c*   188c    368c   435sc    844*    948c  
 1142c   1160c   1173c   1781c   1792c*  2247c   2856c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1581      
 
1/2-f2  
  145*    819      
 
1/2-f3  
  655      
 
3  
  188*    228     448    1359    2612      
 
4  
  036       3      16     27s      28      46      47      48  
   58      60      83      87      96     137    144s     148  
  184     190     212     220     225     264    274s     286  
  297     348     351     355     365     368*    388     403  
  422     423     446     449     472     489     492     501  
  503     505     506     515     519     529     534     537  
  538     544     550     558     562     574     581     588  
  600     645     657     663    666s     677     686     690  
  695     706     715     716     718     727     733     734  
  760     761     765     768     772     775     783     791  
  795     830     835     844c    875     959     968     974  
  992     998    1009    1023    1060    1061    1064    1088  
 1093    1113    1128    1139    1160*   1173*   1185    1199  
1200s    1210    1213    1215    1220    1225    1228    1232  
561 
 
 1240    1241    1250    1266    1268    1272    1273    1297  
 1309    1317    1319    1338    1353    1358    1364    1375  
 1398    1416    1418    1428    1442    1444    1447    1457  
 1465    1505    1515    1536    1543    1560    1567    1578  
 1597    1602    1614    1635    1641    1689    1698    1704  
 1705    1780    1786    1792*   1797    1800    1808    1813  
 2108    2132    2177    2214    2244    2245    2278    2314  
 2354   2364s*   2407    2422    2430    2437    2452    2462  
 2465    2466    2470    2478    2496    2545    2591    2598  
 2605    2608    2622    2633    2656    2658    2673    2676  
 2687    2702    2715    2718    2721    2747    2750    2766  
 2813    2856*   2894    2897      
 
5  
 011s     022     041c    047    0211       4       9      13  
   21      30      31      59      68      69      72      79  
   95     106     117     126*    139     153     160     163  
  165     168     191     192     207c    210     245     260  
  275     290     379     397    435s*    493     494     495  
  508     509     514     530     554     556     580     683  
  697     723     729     731     732     741     744     749  
  784     790     792     811     817     828     829     833  
  841     857     873     878     887     895     901     906  
  948*    952     971    1000    1001    1005    1010    1031  
 1044    1050    1053    1081    1083    1090    1118    1120  
 1122    1135    1148    1166    1186    1187    1198    1214  
 1217    1242    1267    1269    1279    1280    1291    1294  
 1296    1312    1314    1315    1326    1335    1342    1344  
 1365    1377    1387   1387s    1393    1415    1436    1439  
 1446   1478s    1485    1491    1495    1511    1512    1520  
 1534    1542    1553    1554    1558    1573    1574    1577  
 1585    1595    1623    1627    1647    1666    1670    1671  
 1677    1690    1692    1781*  1784s    2106    2112    2117  
 2148    2185    2220    2247*   2304    2311    2317   2364sc  
 2369    2372    2397    2411    2454    2487    2495    2499  
 2523    2528    2530    2546    2561    2590    2603    2643  
 2660    2661    2670   2693s    2710    2713    2732   2775s  
 2810    2900      
 
5-f1  
 1125      
 
6  





 2786      
 
8  
   01      
 
9  
 579s    2711      
 
10  
   63     349     391     745     989    2141    2388    2398  
   
 
11  
  747    2502      
 
12  
  109      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109    0290      27      38      53    179s     207*    246  
  274     283     370     405     416    475s     500     573  
  649    731s     766     779     781     798     800     863  
  892     902     903     904     947     993    1092    1119  
 1142*   1143    1293    1336    1343    1400    1556   1571s  
 1590    1633    1803    1804    2282    2287    2290    2307  
 2316    2418    2442    2492    2529    2535    2562    2567  
 2634    2649    2650   2679s    2725    2726    2779    2782  
 2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  158      18,16/18  
 
1/2  
  207c     
 
1/2-f1  





 1152      
 
1/2-f3  
  152      
 
1/2-f4  
 144s     979      
 
3  
   13      69     543     788     826     828    1508    1614  
 1689    2399    2689      
 
3-f1  
  346      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109    0290      27      28      53    179s     207*    246  
  274     283     370     405     416    475s     500     546  
  573     649    731s     766     779     781     798     800  
  863     892     902     903     904     947    1092    1119  
 1293    1336    1343    1400    1421    1556   1571s    1590  
 1633    1804    2282    2287    2290    2316    2418    2442  
 2492    2529    2535    2562    2567    2634    2649    2650  
2679s    2725    2726    2779    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  159      18,16/20  
 
1/2  
  207c   1567c*    
 
3  
   16     182     264     446     548     997    1135    1213  





  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  087    0109    0290      27      28      53    179s     207*  
  246     274     283     370     416    475s     500     573  
  649    731s     766     779     781     798     800     863  
  888     892     902     903     904     947    1092    1119  
 1293    1336    1343    1400    1556   1571s    1590    1633  
 1803    1804    2282    2287    2290    2316    2418    2442  
 2492    2529    2535    2562    2567    2634    2649    2650  
2679s    2725    2726    2750    2779    2782    2905    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  160      18,16/22-28  
 
1/2  
   87c  1172sc   1779c   2673c*    
 
1/2-f1  
1172s*     
 
1/2-f2  
 1546      
 
1/2-f3  
  168      
 
1/2-f4  
  121      
 
1/2-f5  
   16      90     945    1044    2098      
 
1/2-f6  
  264    1198    2673*     
 
3  
 0141    0211     160     288    344s     364     376     583  
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  720     723     821    1009    1021   1047s    1204    1261  
 1288    1534    1540    2108    2680      
 
3-f1  
  857      
 
4  
  773    1225      
 
5  
  054     207c    377     682c    807    1564      
 
5B  
 1128      
 
6  
   87*     96     562      
 
7  
  022     044      10      13      47      56      58      61  
   69      71      86     111    118s     119     124     126*  
  157     185     191     217     248     330     346     491  
  543     569     578     683     705     731     750     788  
  823     826     828     895     906     923     996    1014  
 1091    1170    1194    1208    1222    1241    1313    1413  
 1424    1458    1499    1505    1509    1531    1563    1569  
 1573    1574    1588    1626    1663    1689    1692    1779*  
 2148    2291    2311    2387    2495    2611    2620    2705  
 2707    2722   2775s      
 
7-f1  
 273s      
 
8  
  126c     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05     011  
  013     087    0109    0290      27      28      53    179s  
  207*    246     274     280     283     305     370     416  
566 
 
 475s     500     573     649     682*   731s     766     779  
  781     798     800     863     888     892     902     903  
  904     947    1092    1119    1293    1336    1343    1400  
 1556   1571s    1590    1633    1804    2282    2287    2290  
 2316    2418    2442    2492    2529    2535    2562    2567  
 2634    2649    2650   2679s    2725    2726    2779    2782  
 2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  161      18,16/30-36  
 
1  
   04c1   423c*   682c   2635c  2788sc     
 
1-f1  
 2311      
 
1-f2  
 1577      
 
1-f3  
 2635*     
 
1-f4  
2788s*     
 
1-f5  
  718      
 
1-f6  
 1135      
 
1-f7  
 2411      
 
1-f8  





   03     019      
 
3  
  P66      04*    033     213    579s     865    1820    2129  
   
 
4  
  792      
 
5  
  423*   2497      
 
6  
  022      
 
7  
 1152    1309    1424    1546      
 
W  
  207c     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  087    0109    0290      27      28      53    179s     207*  
  246     274     283     305     370     405     416    475s  
  500     546     573     649     682*   731s     736     766  
  779     781     798     800     863     888     892     902  
  903     904     947    1092    1119    1143    1293    1336  
 1343    1400    1556   1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804  
 2282    2287    2290    2316    2374    2418    2442    2492  
 2529    2535    2562    2567    2634    2649    2650   2679s  
 2725    2726    2779    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 





 2604      
============================================================= 
 
■■  162      18,16/40-46  
 
3  
  342    1626    2705      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109      27      28    179s     246     274     283     370  
  416    475s     500     573     649    731s     766     779  
  781     798     800     863     892     904     947    1092  
 1119    1293    1336    1343    1400   1571s    1590    1633  
 1804    2282    2287    2290    2316    2418    2442    2529  
 2535    2567    2634    2649    2650   2679s    2725    2726  
 2779    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,16/40 
 
1/2-f1  
  498      
============================================================= 
 
■■  163      18,16/42-44  
 
1/2  
   96c    368c    495c   1187c   1357*   2145c   2430c*    
 
1/2-f1  
  554      
 
1/2-f2  





 2422*   2422c     
 
3  
  032     119     205     368*    486     492     677     715  
  726     731     732     780     937    1081    1187*   1195  
 1263    1357c   2145*   2192    2430*   2886      
 
4  
   96*     
 
5  
  P66*    495*    891    1364      
 
W-f1  
 2524c     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  087    0109    0290      27      28    179s     246     274  
  280     283     342     370     405     416    475s     500  
  546     573     649    731s     766     779     781     798  
  800     863     892     904     947    1092    1119    1143  
 1293    1336    1343    1400   1571s    1590    1626    1633  
 1803    1804    2282    2287    2290    2316    2418    2442  
 2524*   2529    2535    2567    2634    2649    2650   2679s  
 2705    2725    2726    2779    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,16/46 
 
1/2-f1  
 2613      
============================================================= 
 





 1093      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109      27      28    179s     246     274     283     370  
  416    475s     500     573     649    731s     766     779  
  781     798     800     863     892     904     947    1092  
 1119    1143    1293    1336    1343    1400   1571s    1590  
 1633    1804    2282    2287    2290    2316    2418    2442  
 2529    2535    2634    2649    2650   2679s    2725    2726  
 2779    2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  165      18,16/48  
 
1/2-f1  
 2902      
 
1/2-f2  
 1007      
 
1/2-f3  
 1088      
 
3  
   01     032    579s    1001    2252    2397    2524      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  087    0109      27      28    179s     246     274     283  
  370     405     416    475s     500     573     649    731s  
  766     779     781     798     800     863     892     904  
  947    1092    1119    1143    1293    1336    1343    1400  
1571s    1590    1633    1804    2282    2287    2290    2316  
 2418    2442    2529    2535    2634    2649    2650   2679s  





■■  166      18,16/50-17/16 
 
3  
 1335      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109      27      28    179s     246     274     283     370  
  416    475s     500     573     649    731s     766     779  
  781     798     800     863     892     904     947    1092  
 1119    1293    1336    1343    1400   1571s    1590    1633  
 1804    2282    2287    2290    2316    2418    2442    2529  
 2535    2634    2649    2650   2679s    2725    2726    2779  
 2782    2905    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  167      18,16/50-52  
 
1/2  
   61c   2244c   2810c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1325      
 
1/2-f2  
 1466      
 
1/2-f3  
 2244*     
 
1B  
  793      
 
3  
   61*    171     293     315     699     903    1166    1299  
 1314    1344    1353    1377   1478s    1542    1573    2643  





 1196      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05     011  
  013     087    0109      27      28    179s     246     274  
  283     370     416    475s     500     573     649    731s  
  766     779     781     798     800     863     892     904  
  947    1092    1119    1143    1293    1335    1336    1343  
 1400   1571s    1590    1633    1804    2282    2287    2290  
 2307    2316    2418    2442    2529    2535    2634    2649  
 2650   2679s    2725    2726    2779    2782    2905    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  168      18,17/2-4  
 
1/2  
   03c3  2813c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1432      
 
1/2-f2  
  184    892s    1331    2177      
 
1/2-f3  
   03*     
 
1/2-f4  
 2813*     
 
3  
 1241    1571    2463      
 
4  





  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  087    0109      27      28    179s     246     274     283  
  370     416    475s     500     573     649    731s     766  
  779     781     798     800     863     888     892     904  
  947    1092    1119    1143    1293    1335    1336    1343  
 1400   1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804    2282    2287  
 2290    2316    2418    2442    2529    2535    2634    2649  
 2650   2679s    2725    2726    2779    2782    2905    2907  
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  169      18,17/6-16  
 
1  
   04c2    61c   273sc    680c    790c   1348c   2411c   2533c  
   
 
1-f1  
   61*     
 
1-f2  
 1348*     
 
1-f3  
  577      
 
1-f4  
 1269      
 
1-f5  
  202      
 
1-f6  





 344sc     
 
1-f8  
 1203      
 
1-f9  
 2411*     
 
1-f10  
  680*     
 
1-f11  
  790*     
 
1-f12  
 2533*     
 
2  
  P59      03      04*    019     033      33      79     213  
  397     865     968    1071    1451    1819    1820    2129  
 2528      
 
3  
  890    1074    1135    2422      
 
4  
   48    1312      
 
5  
 1377      
 
6  
 273s*     
 
7  





 2244      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013     047  
  087    0109      27      28    179s     246     274     283  
  370     376     405     416    475s     500     511     573  
  649    731s     766     779     781     798     800     863  
  888     892     904     947     976    1092    1119    1143  
 1293    1335    1336    1343    1400   1571s    1590    1633  
 1804    2282    2287    2290    2316    2418    2442    2529  
 2535    2634    2649    2650   2679s    2725    2726    2779  
 2782    2905    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,17/18-36 
 
1/2  
 2783c     
 
V  
 2783*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  170      18,17/18-20  
 
1/2  
   68c   2783c     
 
1/2-f1  
  538      
 
1/2-f2  





  264     792    1425c   2526    2643    2679      
 
4  
  752    1425*     
 
5  
 2810c*    
 
6  
 2810*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  087    0109      27      28    179s     246     274     283  
  370     416    475s     500     573     649    731s     766  
  779     781     798     800     863     888     892     904  
  947    1092    1119    1207    1293    1336    1343    1400  
1571s    1590    1633    1804    2282    2290    2307    2316  
 2418    2442    2529    2535    2634    2649    2650   2679s  
 2725    2726    2779    2782    2783*   2905    2907    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,17/22 
 
1/2  
  990c     
 
1/2-f1  
  990*     
 
1/2-f2  
  851      
============================================================= 
 





  P66*     75c    125c    557c  1478sc   1534c   1629c*  2426c  
 2783c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1783      
 
1/2-f2  
  125*     
 
1/2-f3  
 2177      
 
3  
  P66c*    
 
4  
  557*    706    1082    1331   1478s*   1534*   1629*   2426*  
   
 
5  
   54      75*    290    1050    1060    1272    1403    1457  
 2188    2192      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  087    0109      27      28    179s     246     274     283  
  370     405     416    475s     500     573     649    731s  
  766     779     781     798     800     863     892     904  
  947    1092    1119    1143    1293    1336    1343    1400  
1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804    2282    2290    2316  
 2418    2442    2529    2535    2634    2649    2650   2679s  
 2725    2726    2779    2782    2783*   2905    2907    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 





  P66c*    61c    231c    973c   1329*   1329c   2206c   
2328c*  
 2783c   2812*     
 
1/2-f1  
 2533      
 
1/2-f2  
 2206*     
 
1/2-f3  
   61*     
 
1/2-f4  
 1139      
 
1/2-f5  
 1325      
 
1/2-f6  
  973*     
 
1/2-f7  
  880      
 
1/2-f8  
   40      
 
3  
  169    579s     792    2483    2710      
 
4  
  931    2478      
 
5  





 2812c     
 
7  
 2188      
 
8  
  841    1446      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  047     087    0109      27      28    179s     231*    246  
  274     283     370     405     416    475s     500     573  
  649    731s     766     779     781     798     800     863  
  892     904     947    1092    1119    1143    1293    1336  
 1343    1400   1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804    2282  
 2290    2307    2316    2418    2442    2529    2535    2634  
 2649    2650   2679s    2725    2726    2779    2782    2783*  
 2905    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  173      18,17/38-40  
 
1/2  
  231*     
 
1/2-f1  
  231c     
 
3  
  171     396     422     778     971     993    1196    1228  
 1233    1298    1388    1468    1605    2179      
 
4  





 2280      
 
6  
 1532    2159      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  047     087    0109      27      28    179s     246     274  
  283     370     405     416    475s     500     573     649  
 731s     766     779     781     798     800     863     892  
  904     947    1092    1119    1143    1293    1336    1343  
 1400   1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804    2282    2290  
 2316    2418    2442    2529    2535    2634    2649    2650  
2679s    2725    2726    2779    2782    2905    2907    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,17/42 
 
1/2-f1  
 1581      
============================================================= 
 
■■  174      18,17/44  
 
1/2  
  231c    902c     
 
3  
  902*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  047     087    0109      27      28    179s     231*    246  
  274     283     342     370     405     416    475s     500  
  573     649    731s     766     779     781     798     800  
  863     888     892     904     947    1092    1119    1293  
 1336    1343    1400   1571s    1590    1633    1804    2282  
581 
 
 2290    2307    2316    2418    2442    2529    2535    2634  
 2649    2650   2679s    2725    2726    2779    2782    2905  
 2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,18/2-48  
 
W  Cf
 1820      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,18/2  
 
1/2  
 2192c  2693sc     
 
1/2-f1  
 2192*     
 
1/2-f2  
 2606      
 
1/2-f3  
2693s*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  175      18,18/4 
 
1/2  
  746c    787c*    
 
1/2-f1  





   01     182     746*    768     785    1528    1780    2786  
 2812      
 
4  
   16      
 
5  
 2147    2406      
 
6  
  019     787*   2676      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  047     087    0109      27      28    179s     246     274  
  283     370     416    475s     500     573     649    731s  
  766     779     781     798     800     863     888     892  
  904     947    1092    1119    1143    1196    1207    1293  
 1336    1343    1400   1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804  
 1820    2282    2290    2316    2418    2442    2529    2535  
 2634    2649    2650   2679s    2717    2725    2726    2779  
 2782    2905    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 




  220      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  047     087    0109      27      28    179s     246     274  
  283     370     416    475s     500     573     649    731s  
  766     779     781     798     800     863     888     892  
  904     947    1092    1119    1143    1207    1293    1336  
 1343    1400   1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804    1820  
 2282    2290    2316    2418    2442    2529    2535    2634  
 2649    2650   2679s    2717    2725    2726    2779    2782  





■■        18,18/8-10 
 
1/2  
 1426c*    
 
W  
 1426*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  177      18,18/8 
 
1/2  
 1357c   1426c*    
 
1/2-f1  
 1357*     
 
3  
  124      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     013     087  
 0109      27      28    179s     246     274     283     370  
  416    475s     500     573     649    731s     766     779  
  781     798     800     863     888     892     904     947  
 1092    1119    1293    1336    1343    1400    1426*  1571s  
 1590    1633    1803    1804    1820    2282    2290    2316  
 2418    2442    2529    2535    2634    2649    2650   2679s  
 2717    2725    2726    2779    2782    2905    2907    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  178      18,18/10-14  
 
1/2  





 2389      
 
1/2-f2  
  562      
 
1/2-f3  
  05s      
 
1/2-f4  
  045     299     829    1059*   1096*     
 
1/2-f5  
 1335      
 
1/2-f6  
  796*     
 
1/2-f7  
  796c     
 
3  
  044      59     138     168*    359     514     565     686  
  688     752     884     905     931     994    1214    1302*  
 1425*   1673    2247    2546    2575    2584    2727    2756  
   
 
4  
 274s     683     741    1188      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05     011     013  
  087    0109      27      28      96    179s     246     274  
  283     370     405     416    475s     500     573     649  
 731s     766     779     781     798     800     863     888  
  892     904     947    1092    1119    1293    1336    1343  
 1400   1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804    1820    2282  
 2290    2307    2316    2418    2442    2529    2535    2634  
585 
 
 2649    2650   2679s    2717    2725    2726    2779    2782  
 2905    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,18/16 
 
1/2-f1  
 1059      
 
1/2-f2  
  553      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,18/18 
 
1/2-f1  
  818      
 
1/2-f2  
  900      
 
1/2-f3  
 1128    1800    2497    2528      
============================================================= 
 
■■  179      18,18/20-28  
 
3  
 2786      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     087    0109  
   27      28      96    179s     246     274     283     370  
  416    475s     500     573     649    731s     766     779  
  781     798     800     863     892     904     947    1092  
 1119    1293    1336    1343    1400   1571s    1590    1633  
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 1803    1804    1820    2282    2290    2307    2316    2398  
 2418    2442    2529    2535    2634    2649    2650   2679s  
 2717    2725    2726    2779    2782    2905    2907    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,18/20 
 
1/2-f1  
 892s      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,18/22  
 
1/2-f1  
 1241      
 
1/2-f2  
 1199      
============================================================= 
 
■■  180      18,18/24  
 
1/2  
  534c     
 
1/2-f1  
 2495      
 
3  
 1325    1644      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05     011     087  
 0109      27      28      96    179s     246     274     283  
  342     370     405     416    475s     500     534*    573  
  649    731s     766     768     779     781     798     800  
587 
 
  863     892     904     947    1092    1119    1143    1293  
 1336    1343    1400   1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804  
 1820    2282    2290    2307    2316    2386    2398    2418  
 2442    2529    2535    2634    2649    2650   2679s    2717  
 2725    2726    2779    2782    2905    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  181      18,18/26-28  
 
1/2  
 1582c   1802c     
 
1/2-f1  
  543    1802*     
 
1/2-f2  
 1008      
 
1/2-f3  
  732    1808      
 
3  
    1     205     209     565    1582*  1784s    2713    2786  
 2886      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     087    0109  
   27      28      96    179s     246     274     283     370  
  416    475s     500     573     649    731s     766     779  
  781     798     800     863     892     904     947    1092  
 1119    1293    1336    1343    1400   1571s    1590    1633  
 1803    1804    1820    2282    2290    2307    2316    2398  
 2418    2442    2529    2535    2634    2649    2650   2679s  
 2717    2725    2726    2779    2782    2905    2907    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 





  017c    022c*   124c    211*    363c    492c    534c    972c  
1172sc   1484c   1627c   2783c     
 
1-f1  
  405      
 
1-f2  
  492*     
 
1-f3  
  680      
 
1-f4  
  162      
 
1-f5  
  211c*    
 
1-f6  
  120      
 
1-f7  
  054     233     345     731     782    1001    1230    1241  
 1646    1676    1695    2252    2397    2728      
 
1-f8  
  022*     
 
1-f9  
 1465      
 
1-f10  
 1519      
 
1-f11  





 1542      
 
1-f13  
  05s     124*   1335      
 
1-f14  
 2643      
 
1-f15  
 1627*     
 
2  
  P60     P66      01      03      04     019     033       1  
   33     138     205     209     213     357    579s     799  
  865     884     994c   1071    1321    1582   1784s    2684  
 2713    2886      
 
3  
 1644    2405      
 
4  
  994*   2575      
 
5  
 2718      
 
6  
  032      
 
7  
 0141     317     333     423     821      
 
8  





 2702      
 
10  
 1370      
 
11  
 1415      
 
12  
  350     394     544     652     655     669    1125    1137  
 1269    1309    1471    1484*   1577    1779    2132    2516  
 2721      
 
13  
   12     108     126     363*   1135    1498      
 
14  
   13     346     543     788     826     828     905c   1626  
 2705    2786      
 
15  
  807     905*     
 
16  
 1061      
 
17  
   69      
 
18  
  017*   2112      
 
19  
  972*     
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  711     792   1172s*   1288    1574    2606      
 
W1/3/12  
  342      
 
W-f1  
 2783*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     087    0109  
   27      28      96    179s     246     274     283     370  
  376     416    475s     500     534*    573     587     649  
 731s     748     766     779     781     798     800     863  
  888     892     904     947    1092    1119    1143    1293  
 1336    1343    1400   1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804  
 1820    2282    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2442  
 2529    2535    2634    2649    2650   2679s    2717    2725  
 2726    2779    2782    2905    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
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1/2-f1  
  544      
 
1/2-f2  
  390    892s    1335    2179        
============================================================= 
 
■■  183      18,19/4 
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  508*   1569    1599      
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  P52     P59     P90    P108      05     011     087    0109  
   27      28      96    179s     246     274     283     370  
  416    475s     500     573    731s     748     766     779  
  781     798     800     863     892     904     947    1092  
 1119    1143    1293    1343    1400   1571s    1590    1633  
 1803    1804    2282    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418  
 2529    2535    2634    2649    2650   2679s    2717    2725  
 2726    2779    2782    2905    2907    2908      
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  900      
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 1660*     
============================================================= 
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 1571      
 
1/2-f3  
 1139      
 
1/2-f4  
  260      
 
1/2-f5  
 1640      
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 1236    1625    2478      
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 2106      
 
W1/2/3  
  P66      
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  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05     011     087  
 0109      27      28      96    179s     246     274     283  
  370     416    475s     500     573    731s     748     766  
  779     781     798     800     863     892     904     947  
 1092    1119    1207    1293    1343    1400   1571s    1590  
 1633    1803    1804    2282    2290    2307    2316    2398  
 2418    2529    2535    2634    2649    2650   2679s    2717  
 2725    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
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  472      
 
1/2-f2  
 2389      
 
1/2-f3  
 1375*   1675*     
 
1/2-f4  
 2404      
 
1/2-f5  
  188*     
 
1/2-f6  
  861      
 
1/2-f7  
  411      
 
1/2-f8  
 2546      
 
1/2-f9  
 1084      
 
1/2-f10  
  168     218      
 
1/2-f11  
 2179      
 
1/2-f12  





  827*     
 
3  
 2454      
 
4  
 1113      
 
5  
 1215    1440    1498    2283    2605    2612    2897      
 
6  
   69     124     357     405     595*    744     788     833  
  841    1144    1152    1299    1350    2188    2559      
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 1021      
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 2192      
 
9  
 1709*     
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 1780      
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  486      
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  473    1139      
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  P66      
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  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s     047     087  
 0109      27      28      96    179s     246     274     283  
  370     416    475s     500     534*    573    731s     748  
  766     779     781     798     800     863     888     892  
  904     947    1092    1119    1143    1207    1293    1343  
 1400   1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804    2282    2290  
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 2908      
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   45c*   106c    595c*   655c    990c   1001c   1152c   1166c  





 892s      
 
1-f2  
   29*     
 
1-f3  
 1492      
 
1-f4  
  595*     
 
2  
  P66      03     05s     019     038     045     162     260  
  295     335     440     507     655*    656     726    1082  
 1114    1166*   1355    1457    1520    1530    1571    1709*  
 2117    2287    2362    2563    2606    2905      
 
3  
    1     138     209     357     565     905     994    1582  
 1692    2517    2575    2684    2702    2713      
 
3-f1  
1784s      
 
4  
  494     784      
 
5  
  022     168     731     732     878    1263    1623    2106  
 2808      
 
6  
  01Cca    
 
7  





  264     952     990*   1261*   1403    1593    1603    2612  
   
 
9  
   04      29c    345     551    579s     831    1019    1188  
 1239    1261c   1294    1484    1643*   2281    2301    2694  
   
 
10  
   11      73     112     188     200     583     650     941  
  944    1179    1207    1212    1444    1449    2371    2475  
 2608    2747      
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 1324      
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 1546      
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 2452      
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 1816      
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 2786      
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 2374      
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 0109      27      28      45*     96    179s     246     274  
  283     370     416    475s     500     573    731s     748  
  766     779     781     798     800     836     863     892  
  904     947    1092    1119    1152*   1293    1343    1400  
 1421   1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804    2282    2290  
 2307    2316    2398    2418    2529    2535    2634    2649  
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 2908      
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   04c2   041*     45c*   125c    796c  1054sc   2703c   2757*  
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1054s*     
 
1-f2  
 2177      
 
1-f3  
 2703*     
 
1-f4  
 1409      
 
1-f5  
   11      16      
 
1-f6  





  125*     
 
1-f8  
  165      
 
2  
   01      02      03      04*    019     022c*   033     037  
  041c    044     054    0141       1     27s      33     138  
  187     205     209     213     228     299     331     352  
  357     375     565    579s     679     713     782     799  
  821     865     905     934     974     994    1001    1006  
 1071    1118    1187    1208    1268    1269    1319    1321  
 1353    1370    1422    1541    1582    1676   1784s    1819  
 1820    2252    2397    2411    2478    2517    2524    2575  
 2660    2684    2713    2728    2794      
 
2-f1  
  022*     
 
3  
  298     732     796*   1780    2499      
 
4  
   56      
 
5  
 1170    1413      
 
6  
 1065    1068    1689      
 
7  
   39     142     168     180     303     306     315     392  
  428     482     523     720     723     731     733     734  
  741     742     744     747     772     817     818     819  
  833     854     855     856     858     862     874     878  
  886     888     889     998    1043    1089    1160    1218  
 1262    1265    1267    1302    1336    1387   1387s    1432  
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 1506    1534    1580    1707    2148    2188    2192    2470  
 2490    2550    2573    2735    2757c   2808      
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  857      
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 2886      
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 0109      27      28      45*     96    179s     246     274  
  283     370     376     416    475s     500     573    731s  
  748     766     779     781     798     800     836     863  
  892     904     947    1092    1119    1143    1207    1293  
 1343    1400    1543   1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804  
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============================================================= 
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  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      45*     96    179s     246     274  
  283     370     416    475s     500     573    731s     748  
  766     779     781     798     800     836     863     892  
  904     947    1092    1119    1143    1293    1343    1400  
1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804    2282    2290    2307  
 2316    2398    2418    2529    2535    2634    2649    2650  
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■■  189      18,20/20  
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  P66      
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 1135      
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 1349      
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  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      45*     96    179s     246     274  
  283     370     416    475s     500     573    731s     748  
  766     779     781     798     800     836     863     892  
  904     947    1092    1119    1293    1343    1400   1571s  
 1590    1633    1803    1804    2177    2282    2290    2307  
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  781     798     800     836     863     892     904     947  
 1092    1119    1293    1343    1400   1571s    1590    1633  
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 1335      
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 2856*     
 
1/2-f4  
 1531*     
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 2295      
 
1/2-f6  
 1291      
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 031s     039       1      19c     22      34      46      69c  
   71      80     107    118s     122     126c    134     138  
  140     149     158     164     168     209     251     286  
  289     295     296     335     343     347     351     357  
  399c    412     419     439     444     511     516     519  
  520     525     533     554     558     565     575     691c  
  718     723     724     732     762     780     794     795  
  809     811c    820     844     857     873     877     884  
  905     925     927     935c    937     956     963     988  
  990     994    1004    1009    1011    1012    1013    1017  
 1024    1034    1035    1036    1039    1048   1054s    1063  
 1064    1077    1082    1085    1086    1117    1135    1138  
 1155    1190    1204    1208    1209    1210    1212    1235  
 1239    1242    1263    1273    1294    1303    1325    1326  
 1357c*  1359    1394    1397    1409    1422    1441    1442  
 1467    1471    1474    1494    1515    1528    1534    1540  
 1541    1546    1553    1556    1557    1562    1567    1571  
 1574    1582    1600    1602   1622s    1629    1632    1640  
 1643    1644    1645*   1651    1654    1664    1668    1677  
 1678    1686    1695   1784s    1791    1800    1802    2107  
 2135    2136    2137    2139    2147    2178    2214    2238  
2282s   2290s    2292    2352    2374    2399    2422    2426c  
 2439    2470    2471    2482    2497    2575    2658    2679  
 2684    2687    2702    2708    2709    2713    2718    2737  
 2757   2758s    2773    2808    2809    2863      
 
3-f1  





 2411      
 
3-f3  
  903      
 
4  
 1299    2676      
 
5  
  288     472     744     833    2660    2710      
 
6  
   64     212     267     306*    471     649     663*    755  
  772     881     889    1043    1262    1327    2263      
 
7  
   69*   2133*     
 
8  
  154     684     727     729     733     736     743c    749  
  834     835     841     883    1182    1252    1261    1533  
 2185    2452    2517    2856c     
 
9  
 1536      
 
10  
  205    2886      
 
11  
 666s*   2900      
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  595      
 
14  
    4*     
 
15  
  165    579s    1671    2112      
 
16  
  680      
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 2311      
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  P66      
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 0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     246     274  
  283     370     416    475s     500     546     573    731s  
  748     766     771     779     781     798     800     836  
  863     892     904     947    1092    1119    1143   1200s  
 1293    1343    1400    1421   1571s    1590    1633    1803  
 1804    2177    2282    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418  
 2524    2529    2535    2634    2649    2650   2679s    2717  





■■  192      18,20/36-44  
 
1  
   04c2    80*    126*    380*    682*    778c*   896c*  1357c  
 1484*   1606c   1609c*  1644c   1780c   2145*   2193*   2247c  
   
 
1-f1  
  680      
 
1-f2  
 1780*     
 
1-f3  
  492      
 
1-f4  
 2641      
 
1-f5  
 1227    1788      
 
1-f6  
 2148      
 
1-f7  
  718      
 
1-f8  
 1644*     
 
1-f9  
 1087      
 
1-f10  





  294     295     419c    494     591    1606*   2605    2643  
   
 
2  
   01      02      03      04*    019     022     032     033  
  038     041    0141    0211       1      13      24c     30  
   32      46      59      69      77     111     114     124  
  131     138c    150     151     160     183     188     190  
  196     205     208     209     211     213     240     269  
 274s     275     276     278     288     296     305     306  
  315     317     332     357     359     368     379     380c  
  389     406     428     448     482     489     506c    522  
  525     543     558     565     577     657     699     710  
  713     724     730     734     741     742     743     744  
  755     783     788     799     807     811     817     821  
  823     826     828     833     854     856     858     865  
  871     873     875     881     886     889     905     906  
  944     974    987s     992     994    1006    1019    1021  
 1043    1057    1071    1079    1110    1160    1214    1217  
 1219    1232    1272    1280    1289    1306    1309    1315  
 1321    1324    1336    1338    1342    1357*   1358    1359  
 1370    1404    1422    1444    1451    1456    1481    1484c  
 1491    1505    1510    1535    1545    1546    1554    1563  
 1566    1577c*  1578    1582    1604    1609*   1613    1627  
 1643    1647    1690    1695    1699    1709    1816    2101  
 2182    2206    2247*   2277   2290s    2328    2381    2411  
 2437    2483    2490    2495    2508    2517    2528    2561  
 2575    2590    2622    2670    2684    2687    2694    2695  
 2702    2708    2735    2750    2810    2812    2863    2886  
 2902      
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 1577*     
 
2-f2  
  138*   2404      
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  549     720     723     772     857     891    1534    1819  





 1502      
 
5  
   33     377     855    1663    1675      
 
5-f1  
 2786      
 
6  
 1093      
 
7  
 579s      
 
8  
 1128      
 
9  
   80c1  1303    1802   2758s      
 
10  
    4      
 
11  
   66     266    273s     324     508     754     827     844  
  896*   1044    1144    1233    1241    1335   1343s    1377  
 1396    1398    1506    2405    2406    2521    2546    2612  
 2680      
 
12  
  792    1269      
 
13  
  021      16      26      48     182     187     218     419*  
  495     564     595     682c    747     780     841     895  
  977     990    1013    1085    1197    1243    1344    1353  
 1446    1528    1556    1593    2121    2145c   2188    2191  





   10      49     168     231    1038    1091    1194    2660  
   
 
14  
 1126    1354    2422      
 
14-f1  
 1202      
 
15  
 1135      
 
16  
 1080      
 
17  
  796    1781      
 
18  
  552      
 
19  
1172s      
 
20-f1  
  472      
 
20-f2  
  655      
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  121     413     533     662    1060    1297    1642    1966  
 2263    2515      
 
22-f1  
 2311      
 
22-f2  
  663      
 
23  
 1665      
 
24  
  126c     
 
25  
 1567      
 
26  
   24*     
 
W-f1  
  365      
 
W-f2  
  506*     
 
W-f3  
  778*     
 
W-f4  
 2193c     
 
W  





  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     246     274  
  283     333     370     416    475s     500     546     573  
 731s     736     748     766     779     781     798     800  
  836     863     892     904     947    1092    1119    1143  
1200s    1207    1293    1343    1400    1421    1558    1564  
1571s    1590    1633    1803    1804    2177    2282    2290  
 2307    2316    2398    2418    2535    2634    2649   2679s  
 2717    2725    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  193      18,20/46-50  
 
1/2  
  246c    555c   2524c     
 
1/2-f1  
  05s    1220      
 
1/2-f2  
  555*     
 
1/2-f3  
 2524*     
 
3  
 0211     556    2317    2465      
 
4  
 1665      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     246*  
  274     283     370     416    475s     500     546     573  
 731s     748     766     779     781     798     800     836  
  863     892     904     947    1092    1119    1143    1293  
 1343    1400    1558   1571s    1590    1803    1804    2177  
 2282    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2535    2634  
613 
 
 2649   2679s    2717    2725    2726    2779    2782    2907  
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  194      18,20/52-54  
 
1/2  
  143c1   246c   1348c     
 
1/2-f1  
  680      
 
1/2-f2  
  841      
 
1/2-f3  
1054s      
 
1/2-f4  
  143*     
 
1/2-f5  
 1128      
 
3  
 2223    2561      
 
4  
  851      
 
4B  
 579s      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     246*  
  274     283     370     416    475s     500     573    731s  
614 
 
  748     766     779     781     798     800     836     863  
  892     904     947    1092    1143    1293    1343    1344  
 1348*   1349    1400    1421    1564   1571s    1590    1803  
 1804    2177    2282    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418  
 2535    2634    2649   2679s    2715    2717    2725    2726  




■■  195      18,21/2-6  
 
1  
  234c*   523c    794c*   799c   1432c*  1709c   2561c     
 
1-f1  
 2369      
 
1-f2  
  723    1204      
 
1-f3  
  268     345     444      
 
1B  
  406      
 
1C  
 1709*     
 
1D  
  523*   1432*     
 
2  
   01      02      03      04     019     032     033     038  
  044     054      26      33     213     331     333     368  
  405     423     595     649     705     799*    844     856  
  865     873     881     889     954     976    987s    1000  
 1009    1029    1043    1071    1242    1262    1273    1321  
615 
 
 1424    1456    1558   1784s    1819    1820    2129    2525  
 2561*   2623    2705    2713      
 
3  
  234*    794*     
 
4  
 1574      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274  
  283     370     416    475s     500     573    731s     748  
  766     779     781     798     800     836     863     877  
  892     904     947    1092    1143    1293    1343    1349  
 1400   1571s    1590    1803    1804    2177    2282    2290  
 2307    2316    2398    2418    2535    2634    2649    2676  
2679s    2717    2725    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  196      18,21/8-12  
 
1  
   04c2  1214c   1230c   1593c   1626c     
 
1-f1  
 1128      
 
1-f2  
  888      
 
1-f3  
   16      
 
1-f4  





  212     267     683    1188    2370      
 
1-f6  
  514    1626*     
 
1-f7  
 1214*     
 
1-f8  
  715      
 
1-f9  
  126c*   377      
 
1-f10  
  126*    505    1574      
 
1-f11  
  819      
 
1-f12  
 1230*     
 
1-f13  
   02     875      
 
1-f14  
  587      
 
1B  
  698      
 
1C  





   01      03      04*    019     032     033     044       1  
   13      33      69     138     142     205     209     233  
  299     317     345     346     357     397     405     543  
  565    579s     713     731     780     782     788     826  
  841     865     902     954     968     974     978     994  
 1001    1006    1049    1087    1093   1172s    1202    1220  
 1268    1285    1289    1321    1392    1424    1432    1446  
 1458    1580    1582    1593*   1654    1675    1695   1784s  
 1819    1820    2129    2188    2252    2265    2397    2517  
 2524*   2528    2562    2575    2661    2713    2718    2721  
 2728    2737      
 
2-f1  
 2524c     
 
2-f2  
  P66      
 
2-f3  
 1273      
 
3  
 1567      
 
4  
 2900      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  370     416    475s     500     573    731s     748     766  
  779     781     798     800     836     863     892     904  
  947    1092    1143    1293    1343    1349    1400   1571s  
 1590    1803    1804    2177    2282    2290    2307    2316  
 2398    2418    2535    2634    2649    2676   2679s    2717  
 2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 





  180c*    
 
3  
  037      40     169     525     772     856     889    1043  
 1262    2766      
 
4  
  180*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  370     416    475s     500     573    731s     748     766  
  779     781     798     800     836     863     888     892  
  904     947    1092    1143    1293    1343    1349    1400  
1571s    1590    1803    1804    2177    2282    2290    2307  
 2316    2398    2418    2535    2634    2649    2676   2679s  
 2717    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  198      18,21/16  
 
3  
 1009      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283     370  
  416    475s     500     573    731s     748     766     779  
  781     798     800     836     863     888     892     904  
  947    1092    1293    1343    1349    1400   1571s    1590  
 1803    1804    2177    2282    2290    2307    2316    2398  
 2418    2535    2634    2649    2676   2679s    2717    2726  
 2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 





 2404c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1415      
 
1/2-f2  
  388      
 
3  
  037     752    2404*     
 
4  
  819     854     886    1160    1613    2490    2735      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283     370  
  416    475s     500     573    731s     748     766     779  
  781     798     800     836     863     888     892     904  
  947    1092    1293    1343    1349    1400    1564   1571s  
 1590    1803    1804    2177    2282    2290    2307    2316  
 2398    2418    2535    2634    2649    2676   2679s    2717  
 2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  200      18,21/20-30  
 
1/2  
 2516c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1640    2516*     
 
3  





  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283     370  
  416    475s     573    731s     748     766     779     781  
  798     800     836     863     888     892     904     947  
 1092    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400   1571s    1590  
 1803    1804    2177    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418  
 2634    2649    2676   2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782  
 2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■           18,21/20  
 
1/2  
 274s*     
 
1/2-f1  
  543    1204      
 
1/2-f2  
  280      
 
1/2-f3  
 1263      
 
1/2-f4  
 274sc     
============================================================= 
 
■■  201      18,21/22  
 
1/2  
   61c    530c     
 
1/2-f1  





 1135      
 
1/2-f3  
 2422      
 
1/2-f4  
  355      
 
1/2-f5  
  530*     
 
3  
  562    1398      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109    0290      23      27      28      96    179s  
  274     283     370     416    475s     500     573    731s  
  748     766     779     781     798     800     836     863  
  888     892     904     947    1092    1143    1293    1343  
 1344    1349    1400   1571s    1590    1803    1804    2177  
 2282    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649  
 2676   2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  202      18,21/24  
 
1/2  
   69c     
 
1/2-f1  
   69*     
 
1/2-f2  





  772     856     889    1262      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109    0290      23      27      28      96    179s  
  274     283     370     416    475s     514     573    731s  
  748     766     779     781     798     800     836     863  
  888     892     904     947    1092    1143    1293    1343  
 1344    1349    1400   1571s    1590    1803    1804    2177  
 2282    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2470    2634  
 2649    2676   2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907  
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  203      18,21/26-30  
 
1/2  
 1701c   2524*   2524c2    
 
1/2-f1  
  741      
 
1/2-f2  
 2371      
 
3  
  394   1047s    1093    1704    2108    2145      
 
4  
 1336      
 
4-f1  
 2524c1    
 
5  





  545     585    1375    1434    2375    2535    2707      
 
7  
 1689      
 
8  
  033     865      
 
9  
 1646      
 
W  
 2282      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      23      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  370     416    475s     573     730    731s     748     766  
  779     781     798     800     836     863     892     904  
  947    1092    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400   1571s  
 1590    1803    1804    2177    2290    2307    2316    2398  
 2418    2470    2634    2649    2676   2679s    2717    2726  
 2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  204      18,22/2-8  
 
3  [?]
 2786*     
 
4  
 2786c     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283     370  
  416    475s     573    731s     748     766     779     781  
  798     800     836     863     892     904     947    1092  
624 
 
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1400   1571s    1590    1803  
 1804    2177    2282    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418  
 2634    2649    2676   2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782  
 2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,22/2  
 
1/2  
 1426c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1426*     
 
1/2-f2  
 2856      
 
1/2-f3  
 892s      
============================================================= 
 
■■  205      18,22/4 
 
1/2  
  106c    511c  1622sc   2426c   2691c*  2804c     
 
3  
  033      36      69     106*    124     162     213     237  
  272     440     511*    523     708     788     791     865  
 1029    1048    1223    1298    1320    1331    1480   1622s*  
 2374    2426*   2608    2615    2685    2691*   2701   2775s  
 2804*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274  
  283     370     416    475s     573    731s     748     766  
  779     781     798     800     836     863     892     904  
625 
 
  947    1092    1143    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400  
 1569   1571s    1590    1803    1804    2177    2185    2192  
 2282    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649  
 2676   2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  206      18,22/6-8  
 
1/2  
  019c    568c    703*    718c   1214c   1779c     
 
1/2-f1  
  710      
 
1/2-f2  
  938      
 
1/2-f3  
  019*     
 
1/2-f4  
 579s      
 
1/2-f5  
 1214*     
 
1/2-f6  
  718*     
 
1/2-f7  
  703c     
 
3  





   13      64     211     270     392     497     568*   1000  
 1082    1227    2206    2810      
 
5  
  683    1188      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     245  
  274     283     370     416    475s     514     573    731s  
  748     766     779     781     798     800     836     863  
  892     904     947    1092    1143    1293    1343    1344  
 1349    1400   1571s    1590    1779*   1803    1804    2177  
 2282    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649  
 2676   2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2786    2907  
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  207      18,22/10-16  
 
1  
   04c2    78c1  1642c   1779c   2131c     
 
1-f1  
 2131*     
 
1-f2  
 1335      
 
1-f3  
 2422c     
 
1-f4  
 2422*     
 
1-f5  





 2478      
 
1-f7  
  368      
 
1-f8  
  537      
 
1-f9  
  038     891    1651    2145    2223    2680      
 
2  
   01*     03     032     530    1242    1819    1820      
 
3  
   31    2100      
 
4  
   69      
 
5  
 2561      
 
6  
  782    1043    1136    1357*     
 
7  
  P59      04*    019     044      33     213     397     799  
 1321      
 
7-f1  
  033      
 
7-f2  





  01Cca   054      78*    127     132     175     279     299  
  352     375     700    1001    1071    1268    1392    1431  
 1448    1513    1676    1701    2252    2405    2524    2728  
 2786    2794      
 
9-f1  
 2397      
 
10  
 579s      
 
11  
 1357c     
 
12  
  164    1457      
 
13  
 1642*     
 
14  
 2304      
 
15  
 0141     821      
 
16  
  792     974    1006      
 
17  
  405c     
 
18  
  27s    1319      
 
19  





 1654      
 
21  
 1692      
 
22  
 2487      
 
23  
 2106      
 
W  
  P66      
 
W  
 2900      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087    0109  
   27      28      96    179s     245     274     283     370  
  405*    416    475s     573    731s     748     766     779  
  781     798     800     836     863     892     904     947  
 1092    1143    1207    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400  
 1571   1571s    1590    1779*   1803    1804    2177    2282  
 2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649    2676  
2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  208      18,22/18  
 
3  
  472     697     743    1365    2679      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     245     274  
630 
 
  283     370     405     416    475s     573    731s     748  
  766     779     781     798     800     836     863     892  
  904     947    1092    1143    1207    1293    1343    1344  
 1349    1400    1421    1571    1590    1803    1804    2177  
 2282    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649  
 2676   2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  209      18,22/20-24  
 
1/2  
   61*     61c2   287c*  1413c     
 
1/2-f1  
   46      
 
1/2-f2  
  168    1413*   1577      
 
1/2-f3  
 1335      
 
1/2-f5  
  287*     
 
3  
   61c     
 
4  
 1506      
 
5  
    4     591     720   1478s      
 
W1/2/3/4  





  P52     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283     370  
  405     416    475s     573     600    731s     748     766  
  779     781     798     800     836     863     888     892  
  904     947    1092    1143    1207    1293    1343    1344  
 1349    1400    1571    1590    1803    1804    2177    2282  
 2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649    2676  
2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  210      18,22/26  
 
1/2  
  851c     
 
1/2-f1  
  851*     
 
1/2-f2  
  231      
 
3  
   79     163     377    1000    1071    1125    1393    1485  
 1623    2727      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087    0109  
   27      28      96    179s     274     283     370     405  
  416    475s     573    731s     748     766     779     781  
  798     800     836     863     888     892     904     947  
 1092    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590  
 1803    1804    2177    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418  
 2470    2634    2649    2676   2679s    2717    2726    2779  
 2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 






 1820    2129      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  335     370     405     416    475s     573    731s     748  
  766     779     781     798     800     836     863     888  
  892     904     947    1092    1143    1293    1343    1344  
 1349    1400    1571    1590    1803    1804    2177    2282  
 2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2475    2634    2649  
 2676   2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  212      18,22/28  
 
1/2  
  698c   2101c     
 
1/2-f1  
  698*   1135      
 
3  
 2101*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  335     370     405     416    475s     573    731s     748  
  766     779     781     798     800     836     863     888  
  892     904     947    1092    1143    1293    1343    1344  
 1349    1400    1571    1590    1803    1804    2177    2282  
 2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649    2676  
2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 





  163     494    1096    1808      
 
1/2-f2  
   69      
 
1/2-f3  
 1017      
============================================================= 
 
■■  213      18,22/34  
 
1/2  
 0290c     
 
1/2-f1  
 2422      
 
1/2-f2  
 1901      
 
3  
 0290*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087    0109  
   27      28      96    179s     274     283     335     370  
  405     416    475s     573     664    731s     748     766  
  771     779     781     798     800     836     863     892  
  904     947    1092    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400  
 1571    1590    1803    1804    2177    2282    2290    2307  
 2316    2398    2418    2634    2649    2676   2679s    2717  
 2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 





   04c    891c    929c     
 
2  
   03      04*    019     038     121     406     471     481  
  546     690     861    1007    1202    1241    1256    2249  
 2311    2606    2754      
 
3  
 1301      
 
4  
  747     929*   1038    2192    2786      
 
5  
   87     408     438     562    1410    1509    1697      
 
5-f1  
 1403      
 
6  
 2206      
 
7  
  784      
 
8  
 1135      
 
9  
   01     032      13      69     124     346     543    579s  
  788     826     828    1654    1689    2561      
 
10  





  348     891*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274  
  280     283     335     370     405     416    475s     514  
  573    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798  
  800     836     863     892     904     947     976    1092  
 1119    1143    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1421  
 1571    1590    1803    1804    2177    2282    2290    2307  
 2316    2398    2418    2470    2634    2649    2676   2679s  
 2717    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  215      18,23/8 
 
1/2-f1  
 2400      
 
3  
  677      
 
4  
 1432      
 
5  
 2497      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283     335  
  370     405     416    475s     573    731s     748     766  
  771     779     781     798     836     863     892     904  
  947    1092    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571  
 1590    1803    1804    2177    2290    2307    2316    2398  
 2418    2634    2649    2676   2679s    2717    2726    2779  





■■  216      18,23/9 
SINE ADD
 
1/2  SINE ADD
 2598c     
 
3  ADD
   47      61     189     317     497     651     676     725  
  825    1138    1236    1267    1402    1549    1553    1654  
 2146    2295      
 
4  ADD
   56      58      
 
W3/4  ADD
  345      
 
W3/4  ADD
 2598*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283     335  
  370     405     416    475s     573    731s     748     766  
  771     779     781     798     836     863     892     904  
  947     962    1092    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400  
 1571    1590    1803    1804    2177    2290    2307    2316  
 2398    2418    2634    2649    2676   2679s    2717    2726  
 2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,23/10 
 
1/2  
  523c    700c   1059c   2478c*    
 
1/2-f1  





  562    1673    2478*     
 
1/2-f3  
  523*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  217      18,23/12  
 
1/2  
  01Cca   732c*  2426c     
 
1/2-f1  
 2426*     
 
1/2-f2  
 1139      
 
1/2-f3  
  732*     
 
3  
   01*    032    579s      
 
4  
 2422      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274  
  283     335     370     405     416    475s     573    731s  
  748     766     771     779     781     798     836     863  
  892     904     947    1092    1143    1293    1343    1344  
 1349    1400    1571    1590    1803    1804    2177    2282  
 2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649    2676  





■■  218      18,23/14  
 
1/2-f1  
 892s      
 
1/2-f2  
  27s      
 
1/2-f3  
 2236      
 
1/2-f4  
 1298    2311      
 
1/2-f5  
 2673      
 
3  
  168      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283     335  
  370     405     416    475s     573    731s     748     766  
  771     779     781     798     836     863     892     904  
  947    1092    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571  
 1590    1803    1804    2177    2282    2290    2307    2316  
 2398    2418    2634    2649    2676   2679s    2717    2726  
 2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 









  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      96     168    179s     274     283  
  335     370     405     416    475s     573    731s     748  
  766     771     779     781     798     836     863     892  
  904     947     976    1041    1092    1293    1343    1344  
 1349    1400    1571    1590    1803    1804    2177    2282  
 2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649    2676  
2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  220      18,23/16  
 
3  
  148     588     732    1128    1269    1813    2311    2405  
   
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283     335  
  370     405     416    475s     573    731s     748     766  
  771     779     781     798     836     863     892     904  
  947     976    1041    1092    1293    1343    1344    1349  
 1400    1571    1590    1803    1804    2177    2290    2307  
 2316    2398    2418    2634    2649    2676   2679s    2717  
 2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  221      18,23/18  
 
3  
 1303   1571s      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      96    179s     274     280     283  
  335     370     405     416    475s     511     573    731s  
  748     766     771     779     781     798     836     863  
  892     904     947    1041    1092    1143    1293    1343  
640 
 
 1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1803    1804    2177  
 2282    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649  
 2676   2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,23/20  
 
1/2-f1  
  857    1534      
 
1/2-f2  
   52      
============================================================= 
 
■■  222      18,23/22-26  
 
1/2-f1  
  710      
 
3  
  295      
 
4  
   07      
 
5  
 2129      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  335     370     405     416    475s     514     573     711  
 731s     748     766     771     779     781     798     836  
  863     892     904     947    1041    1092    1293    1343  
 1344    1349    1400    1404    1571    1590    1803    1804  
 2177    2282    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634  
641 
 
 2649    2676   2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907  
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,23/28 
 
1/2-f1  
  494      
============================================================= 
 
■■  223      18,23/30  
 
1/2  
 2328c*    
 
3  
  280    2328*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  335     370     405     416    475s     573     711    731s  
  748     766     771     779     781     798     836     863  
  892     904     947     976    1041    1092    1293    1343  
 1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1803    1804    2177  
 2282    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649  
 2676   2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  224      18,23/32  
 
1/2  
   61c     80c1   100*    122*    126c    170*    226*    267*  
  368*    395c    557c    660*    679*    900*    925c   1142*  
 1408*   1425*   1484*   1530*   2146c   2247*   2483c*  2535*  





 2616      
 
1/2-f2  
  395*     
 
3  
  034       7      18      26      34      35      38      45c  
   46      47      49      51      52      54      55      56  
   58      60      61*     74      76      79      80*     83  
   86      89      90     100c    107     116     121     122c  
  125     126*    128     141     147     154     155     157  
  159     167     170c    171     180     189     192     193  
  196     201     204     214     226c    234     240     246  
  247     266     267c    285     288     290     294     305  
  331     342     361     363     368c    379     386     387  
  388     390     392     394     402     412     413     415  
  428     443     444     479     480     483     484     486  
  493     498     501     502     508     509     510     512  
  516     519     520     521     529     533     536     546  
  547     551     553     554     557*    558     561     569  
  575     581     582     584     586     588     600     645  
  648     651     660c    663     664    666s     676     679c  
  683     686     689     691     694     695     696     703  
  713     723     725     730     743     744     755     757  
  758     761     762     763     769     786     789     790  
  797     801     806     807c1   811     818     824     825  
  833     834     845     857     858     886     889     890  
  891     897     900c    924     925*    928     932     934  
  938     940     949     953     954     955     957     958  
  959     960     961     962     973     978     979     986  
 987s     988     992     995     998     999    1003    1017  
 1018    1019    1020    1021    1023    1024    1025    1026  
 1029    1030    1031    1032    1033    1035    1038    1039  
 1040    1044    1046    1053    1057    1058    1059    1060  
 1062    1063    1065    1068    1072    1075    1080    1082  
 1084    1087    1088    1095    1111    1114    1117    1118  
 1119    1126    1127    1128    1131    1132    1137    1138  
 1142c   1144    1145    1146    1147    1148    1158    1165  
 1170    1171    1173    1178    1180    1181    1185    1189  
 1190    1193    1196    1198    1199    1202    1205    1215  
 1217    1224    1233    1234    1236    1247    1248    1250  
 1251    1263    1265    1272    1278    1280    1290    1294  
 1296    1297    1301    1303    1305    1306    1315    1316  
 1318    1323    1326    1328    1329    1334    1336    1339  
643 
 
1343s    1345    1348    1353    1358    1387   1387s    1389  
 1390    1391    1394    1395    1396    1397    1402    1404  
 1406    1408c   1409    1421    1424    1427    1435    1436  
 1442    1445    1447    1450    1453    1454    1456    1461  
 1462    1467    1468    1469    1471    1476    1477    1480  
 1482    1484c   1487    1488    1489    1490    1491    1492  
 1493    1494    1495    1496    1497    1499    1501    1502  
 1503    1506    1508    1509    1521    1530c1  1531    1532  
 1534    1543    1544    1545    1547    1548    1549    1550  
 1551    1552    1553    1557    1559    1560    1561   1571s  
 1572    1576    1580    1581    1584    1585    1586    1594  
 1595    1596    1599    1600    1605    1609    1614    1615  
 1617    1618    1619    1620    1625    1626    1627    1628  
 1632    1633    1634    1635    1636    1637    1639    1641  
 1642    1643    1645    1648    1649    1650    1651    1652  
 1653    1656    1664    1665    1667    1673    1678    1680  
 1685    1686    1688    1689    1690    1694    1695    1698  
 1699    1700    1702    1703    1705    1712    1779    1786  
 1787    1788    1789    1791    1808    1813    1823    1966  
 2099    2101    2109    2118    2122    2131    2135    2146*  
 2175    2178    2192    2204    2206    2214    2215    2220  
 2221    2238    2244    2247c   2249    2253    2255    2260  
 2261    2265    2266    2273    2283    2284    2291    2295  
 2296    2301    2304    2311    2315    2322    2323    2352  
 2355   2364s    2367    2370    2374    2382    2387    2389  
 2399    2404    2407    2422    2444    2454    2460    2463  
 2466    2467    2479    2483*   2490    2492    2494    2496  
 2503    2508    2510    2511    2514    2518    2520    2523  
 2526    2533    2535c   2546    2554    2555    2559    
2561c1  
 2584    2590    2598    2605    2608*   2611    2620    2621  
 2623    2635    2636    2641    2645    2653    2656    2658  
 2660    2673    2679    2686    2689    2692    2694    2705  
 2706    2707    2708    2709    2710    2714    2715    2725  
 2730    2749    2765    2767    2773   2788s    2806    2808  
 2809    2810    2868    2897    2900      
 
3-f1  
  377      
 
3-f3  
   45*     
 
4  





  511     807*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283     335  
  370     405     416    475s     573     711    731s     748  
  766     771     779     781     798     836     863     892  
  904     947     976    1041    1092    1143    1293    1343  
 1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1803    1804    2177  
 2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2442    2632    2634  
 2649    2676   2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907  
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,23/33 
SINE ADD
 
1/2  SINE ADD
  931c     
 
W  ADD
  931*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  225      18,24/2-4  
 
1  
   04c2   041*     95*    660c    698*    760c   1119*   1348c  
 1567c   2247c   2396c   2561c   2706*  2775sc     
 
1-f1  
  538      
 
1-f2  





   61   2775s*     
 
1-f4  
   16     152     244    1331      
 
2  
  P60      03      04*    019     022     032     033     037  
  038     041c    044       1      31      33      38      48  
   78      80c1    95c    127     132     157     159     175  
  205     213     233     279     297     299     331     352  
  375     377     395     443     446     470     482     490  
  515     544     552     565     574    579s     663     691  
  695     700     713     760*    776*    780     782     807  
  839     841     857     865     873     905     926     969  
  974    1001    1006    1053    1071    1136    1148    1199  
 1201    1213    1220    1230    1268    1273    1303    1315  
 1321    1342    1355    1392    1396    1398    1422    1428  
 1431    1448    1486    1513    1557    1582    1626    1654  
 1666    1676    1695    1697    1701    1802    1808    1819  
 1820    2129    2223    2252c   2321    2397    2400    2405  
 2476    2516    2517    2524    2530    2546    2623    2661  
 2702    2706c   2718    2728   2758s    2786    2794    2813  
 2886      
 
3  
   01    031s     047       9      11      13      46      52  
   54c     65      66c1    69      73      80*    112     113  
  119*    119c    124     133     185     188     191     200  
  217     219     247     251     280     292     330     346  
  358     360     491     492     494     508     528     578  
  583     650     660*    697     698c    761     776c    788  
  799     826     828     851     942     965     995    1005  
 1007    1061    1077    1090    1094    1119c   1139    1179  
 1193    1207    1211    1214    1215    1237    1272    1278  
 1324    1365    1373    1395    1403    1449    1455    1498  
 1538    1563    1564    1565    1567*   1588    1595    1598  
 1678    1689    1797    1901    2118    2127    2200    2247*  
 2283    2371    2372    2394    2406    2500    2509    2514  
 2521    2592    2605    2608    2613    2703    2760    2897  
   
 
3-f1  





 2217      
 
4  
   66*     
 
W2/3  
 2252*   2396*   2561*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  335     370     405     416    475s     573     711     730  
 731s     748     766     771     779     781     798     863  
  892     904     947    1041    1092    1182    1293    1343  
 1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1803    1804    2177  
 2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2632  
 2634    2649    2676   2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782  
 2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,24/4  
 
1/2-f1  
 1228      
============================================================= 
 
■■  226      18,24/6-20 
 
1/2  
   16c     40c    106*    154c    165c    281*    333c    360c  
  391c*   414c    534c    682c1  1090c   1139c   1303c   1425c  
 1632c   2120c*  2511c     
 
1/2-f1  





  664      
 
1/2-f3  
  168      
 
1/2-f4  
 1233      
 
1/2-f5  
 2322      
 
1/2-f6  
  281c     
 
1/2-f7  
   40*    414*    680     725    1577    1800    2346      
 
1/2-f8  
 1303*     
 
1/2-f9  
 1096      
 
1/2-f10  
 2511*     
 
1/2B  
  013    031s      56     165*    294     445     449     494  
  524     656     775     784     831     976    1037    1044  
 1122c*  1139*   1188    1232    1269    1335    1511    1614  
 1651    1691    1802    2174    2185    2192    2236    2311  
 2526    2573    2603    2605    2670    2691    2711      
 
1/2B-f1  





 1122c     
 
3  
  360*   1053    2900      
 
3-f1  
   16*     
 
3B  
 1226      
 
4  
  05s     036      73     106c    123     154*    231     251  
  349     391*    411     428     522     829    892s    1048  
 1060    1090*   1310    1317    1410    1506    1632*   2120*  
 2139    2176      
 
5  
  191      
 
6  
   47c    117      
 
7  
  039     130     182     225     227     279     574     668  
  682*    682c2   841     977    1333    1342    1352    1689  
 2411    2465    2643    2728      
 
7-f1  
 1135      
 
8  
   64     212     267      
 
9  





  022      95     156     333*    683     874    2521    2766  
2788s      
 
11  
   47*     
 
12  
  245     352     371     762      
 
13  
  503      
 
14  
  376      
 
15  
 1643      
 
W  
  P66      
 
W  [?]
 1143      
 
W  
 1425*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274     280  
  283     335     370     405     416    475s     534*    573  
  711    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798  
  863     888     892     904     947    1041    1092    1182  
 1207    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590  
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2287    2290    2307  
 2316    2398    2418    2470    2632    2634    2649    2676  









 1335      
 
W  ADD [?]
 1143      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s     087    0109  
   27      28      96    179s     274     283     335     370  
  405     416    475s     573     711    731s     748     766  
  771     779     781     798     863     888     892     904  
  947    1041    1092    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349  
 1400    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2282  
 2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649  
 2676   2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,25/2  
 
1/2-f1  
   16    892s      
============================================================= 
 
■■  228      18,25/4 
 
1/2  
  534c     
 
1/2-f1  





  473    1269    2708      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274  
  283     332     335     342     370     405     416    475s  
  534*    573     711    731s     748     766     771     779  
  781     798     863     888     892     904     947     976  
 1041    1092    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400  
 1421    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2282  
 2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649  
 2676   2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  229      18,25/6-8  
 
1/2  
  471c    534c    544c    679c   1063c   1668c   1808c     
 
1/2-f1  
   74      
 
1/2-f2  
 1063*     
 
1/2-f3  
   63      
 
1/2-f4  
  891      
 
3  
 1135      
 
4  
   48     125     355     544*    679*    780     786   1343s  





  033      31      38     186     213     237     259    274s  
  471*    552     760     865     903     969    1053    1148  
 1166    1314    1424    1435    1502    1542    1668*   1808*  
 2546      
 
6  
 1797      
 
7  
  895      
 
8  
  P60      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  332     335     342     370     405     416    475s     534*  
  573     711    731s     748     766     771     779     781  
  798     863     888     892     904     947    1041    1092  
 1182    1207    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571  
 1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2287    2290  
 2307    2316    2398    2418    2470    2634    2649    2676  
2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  230      18,25/10  
 
3  
 2810      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  332     335     342     370     405     416    475s     514  
  573     711    731s     748     766     771     779     781  
  798     863     888     892     904     947    1041    1092  
 1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571  
653 
 
 1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2287    2290    2307  
 2316    2398    2418    2634    2649    2676   2679s    2717  
 2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,25/14 
 
1/2  
  022c*    61c    117c   2404c     
 
1/2-f1  
  05s     686    2766      
 
1/2-f2  
  117*    565      
 
1/2-f3  
 1241      
 
1/2-f4  
   61*     
 
1/2-f5  
  022*     
 
1/2-f6  
 2404*     
============================================================= 
 




   31*     
 
1/2-f1  





   31c     74      90c1    
 
3-f1  ADD
   90*     
 
4  ADD
  169     281      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274  
  283     332     335     342     370     405     416    475s  
  573     711    731s     748     766     771     779     781  
  798     863     888     892     904     947    1041    1092  
 1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571  
 1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2287    2290  
 2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649    2676   2679s  
 2717    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  232      18,25/16  
 
1/2-o  
  P66    2679      
 
1/2-f1  
   16      
 
1/2-f2  
 1691      
 
3  
  039     262     706     829    1187    1211    1288    1644  





  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  332     335     342     370     405     416    475s     573  
  711    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798  
  863     892     904     947    1041    1092    1143    1182  
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1712  
 1803    1804    2177    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316  
 2398    2418    2634    2649    2676   2679s    2717    2726  
 2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  233      18,25/18  
 
1/2  
   40c    113c    473c   1352c   1463c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1233      
 
3  
  27s      40*    113*    119     130     133     169     217  
  227     330     348     473*    491     578     668     770  
  871    1033    1094    1096    1122    1239    1256    1319  
 1352*   1463*   1588    1644    1666    2192    2236      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  332     335     342     370     405     416    475s     573  
  711    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798  
  863     892     904     947    1041    1092    1143    1182  
 1207    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590  
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2287    2290    2307    2316  
 2398    2418    2442    2634    2649    2676   2679s    2717  
 2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 





  156     298     392     792    1207    1573    2604    2606  
 2643      
 
3  
 0211      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283     332  
  335     342     370     405     416    475s     514     573  
  711    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798  
  863     892     904     947    1041    1092    1143    1182  
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1712  
 1803    1804    2177    2287    2290    2307    2316    2374  
 2398    2418    2442    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2726  
 2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 




  512      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  332     335     342     370     405     416    475s     573  
  711    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798  
  863     892     904     947    1041    1092    1143    1182  
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1712  
 1803    1804    2177    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316  
 2398    2418    2442    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2726  
 2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  236      18,25/22  
 
1/2  





  861*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  332     335     370     405     416    475s     546     573  
  711    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798  
  863     892     904     947    1041    1092    1119    1143  
 1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590  
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2287    2290    2307  
 2316    2398    2418    2442    2634    2649   2679s    2717  
 2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  237      18,25/26  
 
1/2  
  534c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1088      
 
3  
 1203      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  332     335     370     405     416    475s     534*    573  
  711    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798  
  863     892     904     947    1041    1092    1182    1293  
 1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1712    1803  
 1804    2177    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398  
 2418    2442    2470    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2726  
 2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 





   04c2   170c    588c    960c    988c*  1543c   1583c*    
 
1/2-f1  
  819      
 
1/2-f2  
 1235    1322      
 
3  
 1375      
 
4  
  960*    988*     
 
5  
  170*   1543*   1583*   1609      
 
6  
  182     233     782    1166    1551      
 
7  
  151     245     492     503     588*    716    1128    1350  
 1680    2375    2714   2775s    2810      
 
8  
 1403      
 
9  
   04*    138     357      
 
10  





  996    1692    2311      
 
W  
 1207      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274     280  
  283     332     335     370     405     416    475s     514  
  573     657     711    731s     748     766     771     779  
  781     798     863     892     904     947    1041    1092  
 1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1421  
 1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2287  
 2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2442    2634    2649  
2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  239      18,25/38-40  
 
1  
   04c2    66*    126*    660c    719c*   875*   1215c   1680c  
 2106c*  2247c   2369*   2611c     
 
1-f1  
 1390      
 
1-f2  
 1261    2497    2767      
 
1-f3  
1343s      
 
1-f4  
 2106*     
 
1-f5  





  286      
 
1-f7  
 1680*     
 
1-f8  
  368c     
 
1-f9  
 1322      
 
1-f10  
  719*     
 
1-f11  
  752    1678      
 
1-f12  
 2173      
 
1-f13  
  232      
 
1-f14  
  047      
 
1-f15  
 2611*     
 
2  
  P60      01      02      03      04*    05s     013     017  
  019     022     030    031s     032     033     038     041  
  044    0211    0290       1      11      15      20      26  
  27s      29      31      33      38      46      48      52  
   53      54      65      66c     68      69      73      79  
   80      87     100     106     109     112     113     114  
661 
 
 118s     119     124     126c    127     132     133     138  
  139     150     154     157     158     160     165     170  
  175     179     191     200     205     209     213     215  
  217     219     220     233     239     262     265     266  
  268     270    274s     275     276     278     289     291  
  292     295     296     297     299     315     330     331  
  342     345     352     357     358     360     365     371  
  375     377     389     396     419     439     440     447  
  482     489     491     492     493     506     508     514  
  515     522     525     527     528     537     544     545  
  552     556     557     562     565     574     578    579s  
  581     582     583     585     592     595     597     649  
  654     660*    679     694     697     699     700     706  
  708     713     718     724     725     726     733     744  
  755     758     760     764     772     773     776     780  
  782     787     788     791     799     807     809     833  
  836     851     856     865     875c    881     883     884  
  887     889     891     895     902     924     929     931  
  932     941     942     944     945     949     956     961  
  963     965     968     969     974     975     986     988  
  990     992     994     995     996    1001    1005    1006  
 1007    1009    1011    1013    1017    1026    1035    1043  
1047s    1048    1053   1054s    1056    1057    1058    1071  
 1073    1077    1078    1079    1085    1086    1089    1090  
 1094    1113    1120    1128    1139    1148    1155    1157  
 1164    1167    1173    1195    1196    1197   1200s    1207  
 1211    1212    1214    1215*   1217    1219    1220    1223  
 1228    1230    1235    1237    1239    1241    1262    1268  
 1272    1273    1278    1301    1303    1306    1312    1313  
 1319    1321    1324    1326    1327    1331    1340    1342  
 1346    1354    1355    1365    1373    1375    1377    1385  
 1387   1387s    1393    1395    1398    1402    1403    1404  
 1413    1423    1425    1428    1432    1439    1444    1447  
 1448    1451    1455    1463   1478s    1498    1502    1506  
 1510    1512    1544    1546    1547    1556    1561    1564  
 1565    1574    1575    1577    1580    1581    1582    1585  
 1588    1589    1596    1597    1598    1600    1602    1604  
 1606    1620   1622s    1625    1627    1628    1629    1640  
 1641    1644    1648    1649    1654    1656    1666    1668  
 1673    1676    1690    1693    1695    1699    1704   1784s  
 1790    1797    1802    1808c   1816    1819    1820    1901  
 2100    2107    2108    2120    2122    2127    2129    2145  
 2178    2181    2191    2193    2195    2200    2213    2217  
 2223    2238    2247*   2252    2278    2280   2282s    2283  
2290s    2295    2315    2317    2321    2328    2346    2369c  
 2370    2371    2372    2374    2375    2386    2394    2396  
 2397    2400    2404    2405    2406    2407    2411    2442  
 2463    2466    2478    2492    2500    2509    2511    2516  
 2517    2521    2523    2524    2528    2530    2535    2546  
662 
 
 2562    2567    2575    2591    2592    2605    2613    2615  
 2622    2623    2624    2653    2661    2680    2684    2685  
 2687    2703    2708    2713    2722    2727    2728    2737  
 2756   2758s    2760    2786    2794    2886    2894    2897  
 2902      
 
2-f1  
 1808*     
 
2-f2  
 2206      
 
2-f3  
  368*     
 
3  
 1201    1642      
 
4  
  317      
 
5  
 1532    2159      
 
6  
  829      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283     332  
  335     370     405     416    475s     546     573     657  
  711    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798  
  863     888     892     904     947    1041    1092    1143  
 1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1421    1571  
 1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2287    2290  
 2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649   2679s    2717  
 2726    2779    2782    2907      
============================================================= 
 





   61   1343s      
 
3  
   02      33    1654      
 
4  
  315     741     742     744     817     818     819     833  
  855     857     886     891    1021    1160    1336    1506  
 1532    1534    2159    2206    2470    2490    2735      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s     087    0109  
   27      28      96    179s     274     283     332     335  
  370     405     416    475s     573     657     711    731s  
  748     766     771     779     781     798     863     888  
  892     904     947     976    1041    1092    1143    1182  
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1712  
 1803    1804    2177    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398  
 2418    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2726    2779    2907  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  241      18,25/46-48  
 
1/2  
  534c   1338c     
 
3  
   59     111     119     217     330c    578     710     823  
  906     923    1139    1186    1232    1237    1359    1491  
 1505    1558    1563    1578    1588    1604    1901    2476  
 2495    2670    2863      
 
W-f1  





  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     047  
  087    0109    0290      27      28      96     120    179s  
  274     283     332     335     370     405     416    475s  
  534*    573     657     711    731s     748     766     771  
  779     781     798     863     888     892     904     947  
 1041    1092    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400  
 1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2287  
 2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2475    2634    2649  
2679s    2717    2726    2779    2907      
============================================================= 
 
■■  242      18,26/2  
 
1/2  
   89*    483c    516c    534c    547*     
 
1/2-f1  
  143     168    1233    2478      
 
3  
 0141       1      46      52      54      60      74      89c  
  138     156     180     205     209     213     262     272  
 273s     275     293     357     408     438     444     483*  
  492     494     501     502     511     519     560     565  
  568    579s     677     694     706     714     729     731  
  743     761     782     786     792     801     821     851  
  884     948     994     995     998    1001    1036    1038  
 1039    1044    1060    1063    1077    1084    1090    1138  
 1152    1190    1215    1227    1256    1294    1321    1326  
 1345    1357    1370    1394    1395    1403    1410    1428  
 1432    1442    1453    1454    1456    1474    1495    1498  
 1540    1553    1574    1577    1580    1582    1583    1597  
 1598    1639    1654    1664    1685   1784s    2135    2139  
 2148    2173    2191    2252    2283    2397    2406    2476  
 2494    2500    2517    2518    2533    2549    2561    2575  
 2592    2605    2616    2643    2660    2684    2702    2709  
 2713    2721    2766   2775s    2809    2886    2897    2908  
   
 
3-f1  





  117     153     189     547c    551     783     901     903  
 1127    1236    1391    1554    1625    2245    2462    2658  
2693s    2732      
 
W3/4  [?]
  516*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     047  
  087    0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  335     370     405     416    475s     534*    546     573  
  657     711    731s     748     766     771     779     781  
  798     863     888     892     904     947    1041    1092  
 1119    1143    1182    1285    1293    1343    1344    1349  
 1400    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2282  
 2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649  
2679s    2717    2726    2779    2782    2907      
============================================================= 
 
■■  243      18,26/4-8  
 
1/2  
   61c    581c*   677c   2411c     
 
1/2-f1  
 2411*     
 
1/2-f2  
 1128      
 
1/2-f3  
 2497      
 
1/2-f4  





  275    579s    1335    2148    2533      
 
4  
  422     752    1393    1425   1784s    2713    2786      
 
5-f1  
 2766      
 
6  
  581*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s     047     087  
 0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283     335  
  370     405     416    475s     546     573     657     677*  
  711    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798  
  863     888     892     904     947    1041    1092    1119  
 1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1421  
 1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2287  
 2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649   2679s  
 2717    2726    2779    2782    2907      
============================================================= 
 




 1558      
 
3  ADD
 2575      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  335     370     405     416    475s     573     657     711  
 731s     748     766     771     779     781     798     863  
  888     892     904     947    1041    1092    1182    1293  
 1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1712    1803  
667 
 
 1804    2177    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398  
 2418    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2726    2779    2907  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,26/10 
 
1/2-f1  
  05s    2643      
============================================================= 
 
■■  245      18,26/12  
 
3  
 1540      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  335     370     405     416    475s     573     657     711  
 731s     748     766     771     779     781     798     863  
  888     892     904     947    1041    1092    1143    1182  
 1207    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590  
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2287    2290    2307  
 2316    2398    2418    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2726  
 2779    2907      
============================================================= 
 




 1137      
============================================================= 
 





  160*     
 
1/2-f1  
 1325      
 
1/2-f2  
 2497      
 
1/2-f3  
  551      
 
1/2-f4  
 2591      
 
1/2-f5  
  207      
 
1/2-f6  
  160c     
 
1/2-f7  
 1219      
============================================================= 
 
■■  246      18,26/16-18  
 
1/2  
 2247c   2311*     
 
1/2-o1  
   01     05s     032     037     038      
 
1/2-o2  





  682      
 
1/2-f2  
1571s    2148      
 
1/2-f3  
    4      
 
1/2-f4  
  017    1214    1480    2247*   2608      
 
1/2-f5  
  544     683      
 
3  
  019     022     033     044      33     865    1451    2528  
   
 
4  
  213     777    1157      
 
5  
 2311c     
 
6  
  301     373      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274  
  283     332     335     370     405     416    475s     546  
  573     657     711    731s     748     766     771     779  
  781     798     863     888     892     904     947    1041  
 1092    1143    1182    1288    1293    1343    1344    1349  
 1400    1421    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177  
 2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2475  





■■        18,26/20 
 
1/2  
  537c*  1583c*    
 
1/2-f1  
 892s      
 
1/2-f2  
1054s      
 
1/2-f3  
  537*     
 
1/2-f4  
 1583*     
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,26/22 
 
1/2  
 1071c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1071*     
 
1/2-f2  
 1239      
 
1/2-f3  
 1640      
 
1/2-f4  





 1416      
============================================================= 
 
■■  247      18,26/24-28  
 
1/2-f1  
  534c   1553      
 
1/2-f2  
  286      
 
3  
   47      56      58      61     189     825    1126    1180  
 1236    1301    1424    1673    2284    2508    2586      
 
4  
  351    1800    2709      
 
5  
 579s      
 
6  
 1416      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     047  
  087    0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274  
  283     335     370     405     416    475s     514     534*  
  546     573     657     711    731s     748     766     771  
  779     781     798     863     892     904     947    1041  
 1092    1143    1182    1288    1293    1343    1344    1349  
 1400    1558    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177  
 2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634  





■■        18,26/26-27/6  
 
U  
 1820      
============================================================= 
 
■■  248      18,26/30  
 
1/2  
  357c   2684c     
 
3  
  954      
 
4  
  138     357*    884     994    2575    2684*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274     283  
  335     370     405     416    475s     573     657     711  
 731s     748     766     771     779     781     798     863  
  888     892     904     947    1041    1092    1182    1293  
 1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1712    1803  
 1804    1820    2177    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316  
 2398    2418    2470    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2726  
 2907      
============================================================= 
 
■■  249      18,26/32-34  
 
1/2  
  368*     
 
1/2-f1  





 1139      
 
1/2-f3  
  368c     
 
3  
1571s      
 
4  
 2223      
 
5  
 1677      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109    0290      27      28      96    179s     274  
  280     283     335     370     405     416    475s     573  
  657     711     730    731s     748     766     771     779  
  781     798     863     888     892     904     947    1041  
 1092    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1421  
 1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    1820    2177    2282  
 2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2470    2634  
 2649   2679s    2717    2726    2907      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,26/36 
 
1/2  
  595c*    
 
1/2-f1  
 1139      
 
1/2-f2  





 1122      
============================================================= 
 
■■  250      18,26/38-46  
 
1/2  
  760c   1091c*    
 
1/2-f1  
  294      
 
3  
 1091*     
 
4  
   32     180     690     871    892s     998    1110    1566  
 1580    2220    2277    2437    2605      
 
5  
   31      38      64     212     267     969    1053    1148  
 1808    2546      
 
6  
  760*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  047     087    0109    0290      27      28      96     179  
  274     283     332     335     370     405     416    475s  
  546     573     657     711    731s     748     766     771  
  779     781     798     863     888     892     904     947  
 1041    1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400  
 1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    1820    2177    2282  
 2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2632    2634  





■■  251      18,27/2-16  
 
1/2  
  760c     
 
3  
  760*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s     087    0109  
   27      28      96     179     274     283     335     370  
  405     416    475s     573     649     657     711    731s  
  748     766     771     779     781     798     863     892  
  904     947    1041    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349  
 1400    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2282  
 2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2634    2649  
2679s    2717    2726    2907      
============================================================= 
 
■■  252      18,27/2-8  
 
1  
   04c1   041*      2c     19*     73c    134c    154c    270c  
  287c    365c1   368c    399c    403c    428c    446c    489c  
  530c    648*    688*    707c    760c    785c   1333c   1346c  
 1347c   1391c   1463c   1484c   1582c   1699c1  1790c   2372c  
 2420c1  2710c     
 
1-f1  
  287*     
 
1-f2  
  785*     
 
1-f3  





  215      
 
1-f5  
  123      
 
1-f6  
  707*     
 
2  
   02      03      04*    05s     011     017     019     032  
  037     041c    044     045    0211       1       2*      3  
    7      10      11      19c     21      22      24      29  
   32      34      36      39      40      43      45      64  
   68      72      73*     87     108     109     112     113  
  114     116     117     121     122     126     130     134*  
  135     137     138     139     148     149     151     154*  
  156     165     166    179s     180     186     190     194  
  195     198     200     210     212     217     227     228  
  232     234     247     260     262     263     264     266  
  267     269     270*    271     279     281     286     292  
  294     298     303     315     317     342     343     351  
  353     357     364     365*    396     399*    403*    406  
  410     411     413     414     428*    445     446*    447  
  449     472     473     475     477     478     482     486  
  489*    497     500     507     509     513     527     528  
  530*    533     534     537     545     562     568     577  
  578    579s     581     583     584     585     591     592  
  648c    655     662     668     669     677     688c    690  
  699     700     713     714     715     718     723     726  
  728     733     741     742     743     744     746     765  
  768     770     772     774     777     784     786     808  
  809     818     819     831     833     852     854     857  
  858     871     887     889     895     901     933     935  
  941     944     945     948     982    987s     993     994  
  997    1007    1010    1011    1019    1037    1060    1073  
 1079    1080    1082    1083    1087    1089    1096    1110  
 1118    1123    1128    1135    1137    1138    1142    1144  
 1157    1166    1187    1191    1192    1193    1194    1197  
 1203    1204    1205    1207    1210    1212    1213    1218  
 1219    1225    1228    1229    1256    1266    1272    1273  
 1285    1290    1294    1295    1296    1297    1306    1309  
 1312    1313    1316    1333*   1336    1341   1343s    1346*  
 1347*   1355    1357    1364    1391*   1398    1409    1421  
 1424    1431    1440    1444    1446    1463*   1465    1466  
 1471    1481    1494    1504    1506    1520    1521    1530  
677 
 
 1534    1535    1540    1542    1554    1566    1573    1579  
 1582*   1592    1594    1603    1613    1627    1632    1654  
 1665    1671    1672    1677    1678    1684    1685    1690  
 1691    1693    1699*   1709    1779    1780    1787    1790*  
 1797    1816    1819    1966    2097    2112    2127    2129  
 2132    2135    2139    2147    2159    2172    2176    2192  
 2200    2206    2213    2245    2263    2304    2328    2354  
 2362    2369    2370    2372*   2386    2400    2404    2411  
 2415    2420*   2437    2442    2463    2465    2472    2474  
 2490    2509    2514    2515    2517    2521    2522    2549  
 2550    2555    2575    2591    2603    2612    2620    2624  
 2658    2673    2676    2679    2680    2684    2686    2691  
 2694    2709    2710*   2721    2722    2732    2735    2750  
 2760    2766   2775s    2808    2812    2813    2860    2902  
   
 
2-f2  
  698      
 
2-f3  
  039      
 
3  
  034       5     145     171     211     393     752    1048  
 1233    1415    1425    1468    1515    1581    1605    2179  
 2244    2324    2430    2529    2584      
 
4  
   23     244     350     388     389    435s     518     844  
  930     992     996    1021    1085    1196    1268    1388  
 1443    1458    1484*   1491    1505    1567    1626    1646  
 1648    2191    2311    2487    2495    2705    2718    2730  
   
 
5  
   13      69     124     346     543     544     574     788  
  801     826     828    1689    2516    2786      
 
6  





 2236      
 
8  
  230      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109    0290      27      28      96     179     274  
  283     332     335     370     405     416    475s     514  
  546     573     649     657     711    731s     748     760*  
  766     771     779     781     798     863     888     892  
  904     940     947    1041    1143    1182    1293    1343  
 1344    1349    1400    1558    1571    1590    1712    1803  
 1804    1820    2177    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316  
 2398    2418    2470    2632    2634    2649   2679s    2717  
 2726    2907      
============================================================= 
 
■■  253      18,27/10-16  
 
1/2  
  760c     
 
3  
 1691*     
 
4  
 1691c     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s     087    0109  
   27      28      96     179     274     283     335     370  
  405     416    475s     573     649     657     711    731s  
  748     760*    766     771     779     781     798     863  
  892     904     940     947    1041    1182    1293    1343  
 1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804  
 2177    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418  





■■  254      18,27/10  
 
1/2  
  760c     
 
1/2-f1  
  054      
 
1/2-f2  
 892s      
 
3  
  732      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     047  
  087    0109      27      28      96     179     274     283  
  335     370     376     405     416    475s     546     573  
  649     657     711    731s     748     760*    766     771  
  779     781     798     863     892     904     940     947  
 1041    1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400  
 1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2287  
 2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2632    2634    2649  
2679s    2717    2726    2907      
============================================================= 
 
■■  255      18,27/12-16  
 
1/2  
   61c    760c    785c     
 
1/2-f1  





   61*     
 
1/2-f3  
 1440      
 
1/2-f4  
 1335      
 
1/2-f5  
 1629      
 
1/2-f6  
  785*     
 
1/2-f7  
 1709      
 
1/2-f8  
  168      
 
1/2-f9  
 1808      
 
3  
  P66     032    579s    2786    2884      
 
4  
 1574      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     047  
  087    0109    0290      27      28      96     179     274  
  283     335     370     405     416    475s     514     546  
  573     649     657     711    731s     748     760*    766  
  771     779     781     798     863     892     904     940  
  947    1041    1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349  
 1400    1506    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177  
681 
 
 2185    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418  
 2632    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2726    2907      
============================================================= 
 
■■  256      18,27/17  
SINE ADD
 
1/2  SINE ADD
  760c     
 
3  ADD
  560      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109      27      28      96     179     274     283  
  335     370     405     416    475s     573     649     657  
  711    731s     748     760*    766     771     779     781  
  798     863     892     904     940     947    1041    1182  
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1712  
 1803    1804    2177    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316  
 2398    2418    2632    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2726  
 2907      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,28/2-8  
 
1/2  
 1502*     
 
1/2-f1  
  979      
 
1/2  
 1502c     
============================================================= 
 





   19c     20c    108c    262c    422c    718c*   807c    808c  
  875*    935c   1119c   1303c   1458c   1484*   1676c   1820c  
 2191c   2229*   2247c   2510c*  2703c   2812c     
 
1/2-f1  
  939      
 
1/2-f2  
 1011      
 
1/2-f3  
 1303*     
 
1/2-f4  
  807*     
 
1/2-f5  
 1044      
 
3  
  019     021     030    0211       7       9      10      19*  
   20*     31      38      45      48      51      60      69  
   71      72      74      75      78      79      86      89  
   90      98     106     108*    109     116     117     121  
  124     127     137     139     151     153     154     156  
  163     167     168     175     180     183     187     192  
  193     195     210     211     213     218     234     244  
  245     247     248     262*    263     264     265     266  
 273s    274s     278     279     282     292     297     299  
  301     303     306     315     317     331     333     342  
 344s     352     355     367     368     370     373     375  
  379     389     390     392     393     396     408     409  
  412     413     422*    423     428    435s     438     439  
  444     445     446     448     449     472     477     481  
  482     483     484     493     494     500     502     503  
  508     515     518     519     523     524     527     528  
  529     537     544     545     551     552     554     557  
  569     574     580     650     661     663    666s     668  
  672     677     679     683     684     695     705     715  
  718*    720     723     727     729     731     732     733  
683 
 
  734     736     741     742     743     744     747     749  
  750     752     755     759     760     772     775     780  
  782     783     785     788     790     792     793     794  
  808*    809     811     817     818     819     820     833  
  834     835     841     852     854     855     856     857  
  858     862     874     875c    877     878     881     883  
  886     887     889     891     895     901     931     934  
  935*    946     948     949     952     954     969     974  
  976     982    987s     992     993     996    1000    1001  
 1004    1006    1019    1021    1029    1036    1037    1043  
 1048    1049    1053    1058    1081    1083    1087    1089  
 1091    1096    1110    1113    1118    1119*   1122    1123  
 1125    1127    1128    1131    1135    1136    1137    1141  
 1148    1152    1160    1166    1170    1171   1172s    1188  
 1190    1194    1195    1198    1201    1203    1204    1209  
 1211    1213    1214    1215    1217    1218    1223    1228  
 1238    1240    1252    1256    1261    1262    1263    1265  
 1267    1268    1269    1273    1289    1290    1291    1294  
 1301    1302    1309    1312    1314    1316    1317    1318  
 1321    1326    1327    1335    1336    1342   1343s    1347  
 1364    1387    1391    1393    1394    1396    1398    1403  
 1406    1410    1413    1418    1424    1428    1431    1436  
 1438    1443    1448    1454    1458*   1459    1472   1478s  
 1479    1484c   1485    1495    1498    1502    1505    1506  
 1510    1511    1513    1515    1519    1531    1532    1533  
 1534    1536    1538    1539    1541    1542    1555   1571s  
 1573    1574    1580    1589    1593    1594    1613    1623  
 1624    1626    1630    1635    1639    1643    1644    1647  
 1648    1653    1654    1663    1666    1676*   1677    1685  
 1689    1692    1701    1707    1709    1787    1788    1797  
 1808    1820*   1823    1966    2099    2100    2106    2121  
 2132    2142    2145    2172    2174    2181    2188    2191*  
 2192    2206    2214    2215    2220    2223    2229c   2236  
 2245    2247*   2252    2263    2266    2277    2291    2301  
 2304    2311    2374    2397    2400    2405    2426    2446  
 2451    2452    2462    2470    2476    2478    2487    2490  
 2495    2499    2502    2509    2510*   2511    2514    2524  
 2526    2530    2533    2546    2550    2555    2567    2573  
 2584    2586    2590    2591    2603    2605    2606    2608  
 2611    2615    2623    2641    2643    2650    2658    2660  
 2661    2676    2680    2685    2687   2693s    2694    2703*  
 2705    2707    2711    2718    2727    2728    2732    2735  
 2749    2757    2766    2774   2775s    2794    2809    2810  
 2812*   2813    2856    2860    2868    2905      
 
3-f1  





 1671    1678    2112      
 
W1/2  
  979    1024    1139    1615    1901    2238    2467      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109      27      28      96     179     274     283  
  335     405     416    475s     514     573     649     657  
  711    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798  
  863     888     892    892s     904     940     947    1041  
 1143    1145    1182    1288    1293    1343    1344    1349  
 1397    1400    1421    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804  
 2177    2185    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398  
 2418    2632    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722    2726  
 2907      
============================================================= 
 
■■  258      18,28/6-8  
 
1/2  
  741c*    
 
1/2-f1  
 1125      
 
1/2-f2  
 2497      
 
3  
  278      
 
4  





  741*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s     087    0109  
   27      28      96     179     274     283     335     405  
  416    475s     514     573     649     657     711    731s  
  748     766     771     779     781     798     863     888  
  892    892s     904     940     947    1041    1145    1182  
 1288    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590  
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2185    2282    2287    2290  
 2307    2316    2398    2418    2632    2634    2649   2679s  
 2717    2722    2726    2907      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,28/10  
 
1/2  
  011c1    
 
1/2-f1  
  011*     
 
1/2-f2  
  233      
============================================================= 
 
■■  259      18,28/12  
 
1/2  
  826*   1338c   2185c     
 
1/2-f1  
  826c     
 
3  





  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     047  
  087    0109      27      28      96     179     274     283  
  335     405     416    475s     546     573     649     657  
  711    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798  
  863     888     892    892s     904     940     947    1041  
 1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590  
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2287    2290    2307  
 2316    2398    2418    2632    2634    2649   2679s    2717  
 2722    2726    2907      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,28/14 
 
1/2  
  189c     
 
1/2-f1  
  05s    1447    2346      
 
1/2-f2  
  449      
 
1/2-f3  
  189*    538      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,28/16 
 
1/2  
  162c*    
 
1/2-f1  





  162*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  260      18,28/18  
 
1/2-f1  
  874c     
 
3  
  874*   1677      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     047  
  087    0109      27      28      96     179     274     283  
  335     405     416    475s     573     649     657     711  
 731s     748     766     771     779     781     798     863  
  892    892s     904     940     947    1041    1143    1145  
 1182    1207    1288    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400  
 1558    1564    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177  
 2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2632    2634  
 2649   2679s    2717    2722    2726    2907      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,28/20-46  
 
3  
 1542c     
 
U  
 1542*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      96     179     274     283     335  
  405     416    475s     573     649     657     711    731s  
  748     766     771     779     781     798     863     892  
 892s     904     940     947    1041    1182    1293    1343  
 1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804  
688 
 
 2177    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2632  
 2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722    2726    2907      
============================================================= 
 
■■  261      18,28/20  
 
1/2  
  286*   1122c   2490c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1122*     
 
1/2-f2  
 2490*     
 
1/2-f3  
 2521      
 
1/2-f4  
  286c     
 
1/2-f5  
  791      
 
3  
  976      
 
4  
  397      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      28      96     179     274     283     335  
  405     416    475s     573     649     657     711    731s  
  748     766     771     779     781     798     863     892  
 892s     904     940     947    1041    1182    1293    1343  
 1344    1349    1400    1542*   1542c   1571    1590    1712  
 1803    1804    2177    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316  
689 
 
 2398    2418    2632    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722  
 2726    2907      
============================================================= 
 
■■  262      18,28/22-40 
 
1/2  
  041c     15c1    74c     78*     80*    151c    483c    484c  
  504c    900c    935c    973c   1042c   1120c   1243c   1333c  
 1346c   1373c   1675c   2120*   2247c   2266c   2404c   2561c  
 2782c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1071      
 
1/2-f2  
   90c2    
 
1/2-f3  
 1149      
 
1/2-f4  
 1521      
 
1/2-f5  
  726      
 
1/2-f6  
 2521      
 
1/2-f7  
  278      
 
3  
   07     011     013     017     022     028    031s     036  
  038     041*    045     054       2       3       4       6  
   13      14      15*     23      34      36      38      39  
   40      44      46      49      52      54      56      57  
690 
 
   58      63      65      72      76      77      78c     
80c1  
   86      87      89c    106     107     109     113     114  
  119     122     123     124     126c    131     134     135  
  140     142    144s     148     151*    152     158     159  
  160     164     165     169     178     182     183     186  
  193     194     196     199     202     207     211     219  
  228     229     230     239     240     244     247     261  
  262     264     265     266     268     271     272     277  
  280     281     289     293     294     296     297     298  
  305     306     315     317     332     347     348     350  
  351     353     355     358     360     370     374     379  
  380     389     391     392     393     408     409     411  
  422c    428    435s     438     440     443     444     445  
  448     449     461     470     472     473     475     477  
  478     481     482     489     490     491     492     494  
  497     504*    505     518     519     522     524     525  
  527     528     530     544     548     550     551     555  
  556     560     561     562     563     565     568     569  
  574     581     585     587     592     600     652     654  
  655     656     661     677     682     684     695     698  
  699     707     708     710     714     719     723     724  
  727     728     729     730     732     733     734     741  
  742     743     744     749     752     755     759     761  
  765     770     772     776     777     778     785     786  
  787     790     792     793     794     795     796     800  
  808     809     811     817     818     819     829     833  
  834     835     836     839     854     855     856     857  
  858     861     862     873     874     878     881     884  
  889     899     900*    926     927     930     933     937  
  939     942     945     946     954     956     963     968  
  969     971     973*    980    987s     988     989     993  
  997     999    1003    1004    1008    1009    1010    1012  
 1015    1017    1019    1020    1021    1031    1032    1037  
 1039    1042*   1043    1049    1050    1053   1054s    1058  
 1063    1073    1074    1076    1077    1078    1079    1083  
 1086    1089    1090    1120*   1121    1122    1123    1127  
 1128    1139    1142    1144    1148    1155    1160    1163  
 1170   1172s    1178    1187    1190    1193    1195    1197  
1200s    1203    1211    1212    1214    1215    1217    1218  
 1219    1220    1223    1237    1240    1242    1243*   1252  
 1261    1262    1263    1265    1266    1267    1269    1272  
 1280    1289    1294    1295    1300    1302    1303    1306  
 1313    1315    1326    1333*   1335    1336    1341    1342  
 1345    1346*   1347    1350    1354    1355    1364    1365  
 1373*   1387   1387s    1395    1396    1398    1404    1408  
 1409    1410    1415    1416    1424    1425    1432    1434  
 1436    1438    1439    1443    1446    1450    1451    1455  
 1458    1470    1475   1478s    1484    1486    1498    1512  
691 
 
 1519    1528    1531    1533    1534    1538    1540    1545  
 1546    1555    1565    1567    1574    1575    1577    1579  
 1583    1588    1589    1592    1595    1606    1613   1622s  
 1624    1625    1627    1629    1630    1640    1643    1644  
 1646    1651    1660    1664    1665    1666    1668    1670  
 1672    1675*   1678    1684    1690    1691    1693    1697  
 1704    1707    1780    1781    1783    1790    1791    1792  
 1800    1802    1808    1901    2098    2101    2107    2118  
 2120c   2133    2135    2139    2145    2147    2173    2174  
 2176    2178    2193    2195    2206c   2214    2215    2217  
 2223    2224    2236    2247*  2282s    2283    2291    2292  
 2297    2301    2304    2314    2317    2321    2324    2369  
 2370    2375    2381    2386    2387    2396    2400    2404*  
 2411    2414    2415    2422    2426    2442    2451    2465  
 2470    2474    2482    2494    2499    2500    2509    2514  
 2516    2525    2528    2545    2546    2550    2555    2561*  
 2563    2571    2586    2590    2591    2592    2603    2605  
 2613    2615    2616    2620    2635    2637    2643    2661  
 2679    2680    2685    2686    2694    2708    2709    2711  
 2724    2725    2735    2737    2754   2758s   2775s    2779  
 2782*   2809    2810    2860    2897    2900    2902    2908  
   
 
3-f1  
   16      
 
3-f2  
  422*     
 
4  
 1152      
 
5  
  269      
 
6  
   71     126*   1327    1413c   1663    2676      
 
7  





 2786      
 
9  
  784      
 
10  
 2206*     
 
11  
  345     731    2766      
 
12  
   51     188     995    1236    1309    1321    1403      
 
13  
  287c     
 
14  
 1166      
 
15  
 1677      
 
16  
   10     248     486     520    1014    1095    1194    
1209c*  
 1441    1449    1510    1626    2121    2673    2705      
 
17  
 1209*     
 
18  
 2767      
 
19  
   17      30      70      74*     89*     90*    120     287*  
 344s     377     390     483*    484*   666s     745     880  
693 
 
  935*   1171    1198    1268    1299    1397    1465    1788  
 2213    2265    2266*  2290s    2406    2446    2479    2490  
 2511    2645    2749    2884      
 
W1/2/3  
  506     679    2478      
 
W  
  P60      
 
W  
  231*     
 
W  
  231c     
 
W-f1  
 2185      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     047  
  087    0109      21      27      28      31      33      95  
   96     179     184     274     283     335     405     416  
 475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s     748  
  766     771     779     781     798     863     888     892  
 892s     904     940     947    1041    1119    1143    1182  
 1207    1288    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1542*  
 1542c   1564    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177  
 2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2399    2418  
 2517    2526    2632    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722  
 2726    2907      
============================================================= 
 
■■  263      18,28/28-54  
 
1/2  





 2767*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s     087    0109  
   27      96     179     274     283     335     405     416  
 475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s     748  
  766     771     779     781     798     863     888     892  
 892s     904     940     947    1041    1182    1293    1343  
 1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804  
 2177    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2517  
 2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,28/41  
SINE ADD
 
1/2  SINE ADD
 273sc   2141c*    
 
1/2-f1  ADD
 273s*     
 
1/2-f2  ADD
 2141*     
============================================================= 
 
■■           18,28/42-46  
 
1/2  
   90*    167c    231c    355c    772c*  1335c   1353c   1457c  
 1542c   1629c   2297c   2767c*    
 
1/2-f1  
   90c2    
 
1/2-f2  





 2297*     
 
1/2-f4  
 1081      
 
1/2-f5  
  167*     
 
1/2-f6  
  505     759     772*    992    1335*   1353*   1629*   1800  
   
 
1/2-f7  
  355*     
 
1/2-f8  
 1647      
 
1/2-f9  
 1457*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  264      18,28/48-54  
 
1  
   04*     19*    231c    277c    411*    530c    595c*   685c  
  785c   1076c  1172sc   1425c   1582c   1783c   2767c*    
 
1-f1  
 1783*     
 
1-f2  





  710      
 
1-f4  
  411c     
 
1-f5  
 1125      
 
1-f6  
  595*     
 
1-f7  
  785*     
 
1-f8  
  577     828      
 
2  
   01      02      03      04c1   022     032     037     038  
  047    0290       1      19c     30     123     134     135  
  149     194     233     264     277*    345     374     403  
  422     478     530*    546     565    579s     584     685*  
  830     864    1076*   1080    1122    1425*   1483    1582*  
 1668    1673    2176    2223    2224    2369    2571    2783  
   
 
2-f1  
  05s      
 
3  
  588     973    1789      
 
4  
1172s*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109      27      96     120     179     231*    274  
697 
 
  278     283     335     405     416    475s     573     649  
  657     711    731s     748     766     771     779     781  
  798     863     888     892    892s     904     940     947  
 1041    1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400  
 1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2287    2290  
 2307    2316    2398    2418    2467    2517    2634    2649  
2679s    2717    2722    2726    2767*     
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,28/55  
SINE ADD
 
1/2  SINE ADD
  492*     
 
1/2-f1  ADD
  492c     
 
1/2-f2  ADD
  276      
 
1/2-f3  ADD
   87      
 
1/2-f4  ADD
  163      
 
1/2-f5  ADD
 2584      
 
1/2-f6  ADD
  374      
============================================================= 
 





 1677      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s    0109      27  
   96     179     283     335     405     416    475s     573  
  649     657     711    731s     748     766     771     779  
  781     798     863     892    892s     904     940     947  
 1041    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571  
 1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2287    2290    2307  
 2316    2398    2418    2467    2517    2634    2649   2679s  
 2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,29/2  
 
1/2-f1  
    1     156    1588      
============================================================= 
 
■■  266      18,29/4-8  
 
1/2  
   65c    422c    660c    830*   1227c   1538c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1128      
 
1/2-f2  
  788      
 
1/2-f3  
 1538*     
 
1/2B  





   65*    348     422*    660*    697     778     830c    971  
 1005    1227*   1239    1345    1365    1512    1660    1790  
 2372    2396      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      33      96     179     278     283     335  
  405     416    475s     546     573     649     657     711  
 731s     748     766     771     779     781     798     863  
  892    892s     904     940     947    1041    1143    1182  
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1677  
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2287    2290    2307    2316  
 2398    2418    2467    2517    2634    2649   2679s    2717  
 2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  267      18,29/6-18  
 
1  
   19*    126*    365c    380*    523c    660c    682*    809*  
  881c   1673c     
 
1-f1  
  355      
 
1-f2  
  881*     
 
1-f3  
 2686      
 
1-f4  
 2810      
 
1-f5  





 1236      
 
2  
   03      04*    019     033       1      33     138     151  
  209     213     357     565     799     865     884     994  
 1071    1451    1582   1784s    1819    1820    2129    2528  
 2575    2684    2718      
 
2-f1  
 2713      
 
3  
  205    2886      
 
4  
  041    0141    0211      15      19c     22     27s      53  
   68      76     113     114     133     134     149     159  
  188     217     220     265     268     270     292     295  
  317     330     365*    380c    389     395     403     408  
  412     419     443     470     475     478     482     489  
  490     494     498     515     522     544     545     557  
  560     574     578     581     585     654     660*    679  
  682c    697     700     726     782     787     791     809c  
  821     830     839     873     902     903     905     931  
  968     974     980     990     992    1001    1005    1006  
 1007    1013    1026    1079    1085    1094    1113    1123  
 1191    1192    1219    1223    1272    1278    1289    1306  
 1313    1319    1355    1365    1370    1377    1394    1398  
 1434    1439    1463    1483    1486    1546    1556    1561  
 1562    1595    1627    1641    1699    1797    1816    2118  
 2127    2193    2238    2252    2278    2280    2321    2372  
 2374    2375    2397    2404    2411    2439    2463    2471  
 2474    2492    2516    2535    2562    2615    2653    2656  
 2685    2702    2703    2750    2756    2760    2894    2902  
   
 
5  





  158      
 
7  
  582      
 
8  
 2561      
 
9  
   01     032    1654      
 
10  
  P66      
 
10-f1  
 579s      
 
11  
  022      13      48      69      78     116     124     126c  
  132     175     279     296     299     346     377     525  
  548     713     724     780     807     826     828    1049  
 1093    1220    1303    1342    1431    1513    1666    1689  
 1697    1701    1802    2191   2290s    2400    2405    2524*  
 2661    2708    2786      
 
11-f1  
 2524c1    
 
12  
  543      
 
13  
  333     423      
 
14  





 1128    1375    1403    2478      
 
16  
 2220      
 
17  
   04c    044     397    2148      
 
18  
 1428      
 
19  
  784      
 
20  
 2735      
 
21  
 2192    2765      
 
22  
  168     343     716     732     733     878    1204    2106  
   
 
23  
    5     690    1673*   1691    2606      
 
24  
  038     166    2223      
 
25  
 1269      
 
26  





 1242      
 
W-f1  ?
 1143      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     047  
  087    0109      27      96     179     274     278     283  
  335     376     405     416    475s     546     573     649  
  657     711    731s     748     766     771     779     781  
  798     863     892    892s     904     940     947    1041  
 1145    1182    1207    1288    1293    1343    1344    1349  
 1400    1558    1571    1590    1677    1712    1803    1804  
 2177    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418  
 2467    2517    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722    2726  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  268      18,29/20  
 
1/2-f1  
 1128      
 
3  
 1606      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     047  
  087    0109      27      96     179     274     283     335  
  405     416    475s     546     573     649     657     711  
 731s     748     766     771     779     781     798     863  
  888     892    892s     904     940     947    1041    1143  
 1182    1207    1288    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400  
 1558    1571    1590    1677    1712    1803    1804    2177  
 2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2418    2467  
 2517    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 





 2524*     
 
1/2-f1  
 2524c     
============================================================= 
 
■■  269      18,29/24-32  
 
3  
  397      
 
4  
 1060c     
 
W-f1  
 1060*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s    0109  
   27      96     179     274     283     335     405     416  
 475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s     748  
  766     771     779     781     798     863     888     892  
 892s     904     940     947    1143    1182    1207    1293  
 1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1677    1712  
 1803    1804    2177    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316  
 2398    2418    2467    2517    2634    2649   2679s    2717  
 2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,29/24  
 
1/2  





   47      
 
1/2-f2  
 2131*     
 
1/2-f3  
1571s      
============================================================= 
 
■■  270      18,29/26-32  
 
1/2  
   01S1   365*   1187c   2247c     
 
1/2-f1  
 2247*     
 
1/2-f2  
  365c1    
 
1/2-f3  
  028      
 
3  
   01*     03     087      
 
4  
  149    2127      
 
5  
  129    1187*  1200s    2766      
 
6  





 1135      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s    0109  
 0290      27      33      96     179     274     283     335  
  376     405     416    475s     546     573     649     657  
  711    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798  
  863     888     892    892s     904     940     947     974  
 1143    1145    1182    1207    1288    1293    1343    1344  
 1349    1400    1571    1590    1677    1712    1803    1804  
 2177    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2414  
 2418    2467    2517    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722  
 2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  271      18,30/2  
 
1/2  
  351c     
 
1/2-f1  
  655      
 
1/2-f2  
 1377      
 
3  
   54      
 
4  
  351*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     047  
 0109      27      33      96     120     179    274s     283  
  292     335     405     416    475s     546     573     649  
  657     711    731s     748     766     771     779     781  
  798     863     888     892    892s     904     940     947  
 1143    1182    1288    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400  
707 
 
 1558    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2282  
 2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2414    2418    2467  
 2517    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  272      18,30/4-8  
 
1/2  
  345c   2561c     
 
1/2-o  
   01      03      04     022     529     861    1491    2561*  
   
 
1/2-f1  
  286      
 
1/2-f2  
  05s      66     168     345*     
 
1/2-f3  
  792    1709    2411    2606    2643      
 
3  
  137     534     548     688     715     762    1074    1312  
 1502      
 
4  
1478s      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s    0109  
   27      96     179    274s     283     335     405     416  
 475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s     748  
  766     771     779     781     798     863     892    892s  
  940     947    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400  
 1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2287  
 2290    2307    2316    2398    2414    2418    2467    2517  





■■  273      18,30/10  
 
3  
    7      
 
4  
  525      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s    0109  
   27      96     179    274s     283     335     405     416  
 475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s     748  
  766     771     779     781     798     863     892    892s  
  940     947     974    1143    1182    1293    1343    1344  
 1349    1400    1421    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804  
 2177    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2414  
 2418    2467    2517    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722  
 2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  274      18,30/12  
 
1/2  
 2133c     
 
3  
 2133*   2524      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s    0109  
   27      96     179    274s     283     335     405     416  
 475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s     748  
  766     771     779     781     798     863     892    892s  
  940     947     974    1143    1182    1293    1343    1344  
 1349    1400    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177  
 2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2414    2418  
709 
 
 2467    2517    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722    2726  
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  275      18,30/14  
 
1/2  
   68*    368c    679c     
 
1/2-f1  
  368*     
 
1/2-f2  
  784      
 
3  
  162     290     793    1239    1577    2691    2808      
 
3-f1  
   68c     
 
4  
  679*   2422      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      96     179    274s     283     335     405  
  416    475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s  
  748     766     771     779     781     798     863     892  
 892s     940     947     974    1143    1182    1293    1343  
 1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804  
 2177    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2414  
 2418    2467    2517    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722  
 2726      
============================================================= 
 





1/2  SINE ADD
  713c     
 
3  ADD
  713*   2117      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087  
 0109      27      96     179    274s     283     335     405  
  416    475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s  
  748     766     771     779     781     798     863     892  
 892s     940     947     974    1143    1182    1293    1343  
 1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804  
 2177    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2414  
 2418    2467    2517    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722  
 2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  277      18,30/16  
 
1/2  
 2121*     
 
1/2-f1  
 273s      
 
1/2-f2  
 2121c     
 
1/2-f3  
    4      
 
3  
  145     393    1415    1424      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s    0109  
   27      96     179    274s     283     335     405     416  
711 
 
 475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s     748  
  766     771     779     781     798     863     892    892s  
  940     947    1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349  
 1400    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2282  
 2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2414    2418    2467  
 2517    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  278      18,30/18-20  
 
1  
   04c2  2524*     
 
1-f1  
 2524c     
 
1-f2  
 2265      
 
1-f3  
  933      
 
2  
  01Cca    03     019     032      
 
3  
   04*    044    0290      33      
 
4  
   01*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  087    0109      27      96     179    274s     283     292  
  335     376     405     416    475s     546     573     649  
  657     711    731s     743     748     766     771     779  
  781     798     863     892    892s     940     947    1182  
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1569    1571    1590  
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2287    2290    2307  
712 
 
 2316    2398    2414    2418    2467    2517    2634    2649  
2679s    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  279      18,30/21  
SINE ADD
 
1/2  SINE ADD
 2561c     
 
3  ADD
 2561*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
  047    0109      27      96     179    274s     283     292  
  335     405     416    475s     546     573     649     657  
  711    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798  
  863     892    892s     940     947    1182    1293    1343  
 1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804  
 2177    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2414  
 2418    2467    2517    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722  
 2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  280      18,30/26-28  
 
1/2-f1  
   19      
 
1/2-f2  
 1573      
 
1/2-f3  
   01      
 
1/2-f4  





   11      39     295     428     511     689     785     988  
 1126    1138    1409    1584    1614    2135    2399    2689  
 2703    2709      
 
3-f1  
  032      
 
3-f2  
 1131      
 
4  
  P66      
 
5  
  969    1148      
 
5-f1  
 2546      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s    0109  
 0290      27      96     179    274s     283     335     405  
  416    475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s  
  748     766     771     779     781     792     798     863  
  892    892s     940     947    1143    1145    1182    1288  
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1590    1712  
 1803    1804    2177    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316  
 2398    2414    2418    2467    2517    2634    2649   2679s  
 2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  281      18,30/30  
 
1/2  





  127     355     784    1088    1558    1673    2397      
 
3  
  749c   1449    1820      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s  
 0109      27      96     179    274s     283     335     405  
  416    475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s  
  748     766     771     779     781     798     863     892  
 892s     940     947    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349  
 1400    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2282  
 2287    2290    2307    2316    2398    2414    2418    2467  




■■  282      18,31/2-32  
 
1/2B  
 1671c     
 
3  
 1671*     
 
U  
  303      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s    0109      27 
   96     179    274s     283     333     335     405     416 
 475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s     748 
  766     771     779     781     798     863    892s     940 
  947    1145    1182    1288    1293    1343    1344    1349 
 1400    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2290 
 2307    2316    2398    2414    2418    2467    2517    2634 





■■  283      18,31/2-10  
 
1/2  
   04c2    53c*  1059c   1425c   1671c     
 
1/2-f1  
1200s      
 
1/2-f2  
   61    1059*   1425*   2806c     
 
1/2-f3  
 2806*     
 
1/2-f4  
 1325      
 
1/2-f5  
 1241      
 
1/2-f6  
 2321      
 
3  
    4      53*    109     377     428     440     679     807 
  990    1267    2444     
 
4  
   03      04*   1152    1398      
 
5  
  157     295     715     945    1065    1068    1173    1256 
 1317    1348    1543    1630    1670    1702    1823    2575 





  741      
 
7  
  287      
 
8  
  317     423      
 
W1/2/5  
  P66      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s    0109 
   27      33      96     120     179    274s     283     292 
  303     333     335     405     416    475s     546     573 
  649     657     711    731s     748     766     771     779 
  781     798     863     888    892s     940     947    1143 
 1145    1182    1288    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400 
 1569    1571    1590    1671*   1712    1803    1804    2177 
 2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2372    2398    2414 
 2418    2467    2517    2567    2634    2649   2679s    2717 
 2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  284      18,31/12  
 
1/2  
 1671c     
 
1/2-f1  
  251      
 
1/2-f2  
  142      
 
3  





  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     087 
 0109      27      33      96     179    274s     283     292 
  303     333     335     405     416    475s     546     573 
  649     657     711    731s     748     766     771     779 
  781     798     863     888    892s     940     947    1119 
 1131    1143    1145    1182    1288    1293    1343    1344 
 1349    1400    1571    1590    1671*   1712    1803    1804 
 2177    2185    2282    2287    2290    2307    2316    2372 
 2398    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2634    2649 
2679s    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  285      18,31/14-16 
 
1/2  
 1671c     
 
1/2-f1  
  107      
 
1/2-f2  
1571s      
 
1/2-f3  
  495      
 
3  
 1267    1336    1573    2465      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s 
 0109      27      96     179    274s     283     303     333 
  335     405     416    475s     546     573     649     657 
  711    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798 
  863     888    892s     940     947    1131    1143    1145 
 1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1578 
 1590    1671*   1712    1803    1804    2177    2185    2282 
 2287    2290    2307    2316    2372    2398    2414    2418 
718 
 
 2467    2517    2567    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722 
 2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  286      18,31/16-30 
 
1/2  
 1671c     
 
3  
 1096      
 
4  
 1578      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s    0109      27 
   96     179    274s     283     303     333     335     405 
  416    475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s 
  748     766     771     779     781     798     863    892s 
  940     947    1131    1145    1182    1293    1343    1344 
 1349    1400    1571    1590    1671*   1712    1803    1804 
 2177    2290    2307    2316    2372    2398    2414    2418 
 2467    2517    2567    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722 
 2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,31/17 
SINE ADD
 
1/2  SINE ADD
 1424c     
 
W  ADD
 1424*     
============================================================= 
 





  106c    817c   1671c    
 
1/2-f1  
 1335      
 
1/2-f2  
  562      
 
3  
  720      
 
4  
  106*     
 
5  
  817*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s    0109 
   27      96     179    274s     283     303     333     335 
  405     416    475s     546     573     649     657     711 
 731s     748     766     771     779     781     798     863 
  888    892s     940     947    1096    1131    1143    1145 
 1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1578 
 1590    1671*   1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2290 
 2307    2316    2372    2398    2414    2418    2467    2517 
 2567    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  288      18,31/18  
 
1/2  
 1567c*  1671c     
 
1/2-f1  





  587    1567*   1604     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s    0109 
   27      96     179    274s     283     303     333     335 
  389     405     416    475s     546     573     649     657 
  711    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798 
  863     888    892s     940     947    1096    1131    1145 
 1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1404    1571 
 1578    1590    1671*   1712    1803    1804    2177    2290 
 2307    2316    2372    2398    2414    2418    2467    2517 
 2567    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  289      18,31/26  
 
1/2  
  544c   1059c   1214c   1455c   1671c     
 
3  
 2621      
 
4  
 273s    2766      
 
5  
  395     544*    791    1059*  1200s    1204    1214*   1243 
 1455*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s    0109 
   27      96     179    274s     283     292     303     333 
  335     405     416    475s     546     573     649     657 
  711    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798 
  863     888    892s     940     947    1096    1131    1143 
 1145    1182    1288    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400 
 1571    1578    1590    1671*   1712    1803    1804    2177 
 2282    2290    2307    2316    2372    2398    2414    2418 
721 
 
 2467    2517    2567    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722 
 2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  290      18,31/28  
 
1/2  
  403c   1364c   1671c    
 
1/2-f1  
 1364*     
 
3  
  368     403*   1291     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s 
 0109      27      96     179    274s     283     303     333 
  335     342     405     416    475s     546     573     649 
  657     711    731s     748     766     771     779     781 
  798     863    892s     940     947    1096    1131    1145 
 1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1400    1571    1578 
 1590    1671*   1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2290 
 2307    2316    2372    2398    2414    2418    2467    2517 
 2567    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,31/30-32  
 
1/2  
 2524*     
 
W  
 2524c1    
 
W  





■■  291      18,31/30  
 
1/2  
  01Cca  1582c   1671c    
 
3  
   01*    032     087       1      16      28     138     152 
  184     193     205     209     348     357     477     508 
  513     555     565    579s     792     829     892     977 
  994    1216    1243    1263    1279    1447    1528    1579 
 1582*   1624    2174    2223    2526    2575    2684    2702 
 2718    2886      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s 
 0109      27      96     179    274s     283     303     333 
  335     342     405     416    475s     546     573     649 
  657     711    731s     748     766     771     779     781 
  798     863    892s     940     947    1096    1131    1145 
 1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1571    1578    1590 
 1671*   1712    1803    1804    2177    2290    2307    2316 
 2372    2398    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2634 
 2649   2679s    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  292      18,31/32-38 
 
1  
  028c*   145c*   154c    534c    690c    733c1  1192c   1248c 
 1352c   1678c   2132c    
 
1-f1  
   65      
 
1-f2  





  933      
 
1-f4  
 2191      
 
1-f5  
  028*     63     698   1571s      
 
1-f6  
 2490      
 
1-f7  
 1078      
 
1-f8  
  530    1063    1091     
 
1-f9  
  680      
 
1-f10  
  217     578     792     903    1135    1202    1236    1242 
 1248*   2524*   2643    2905      
 
1-f11  
 2524c1  2524c2    
 
1B  
  949      
 
2  
   03      04      59     225     287     408     690*    700 
  818     861     881     886     937    1220    1243    1432 
 2129    2590    2786     
 
2-f1  





   02     05s     017     022     030     034     038     041 
  087    0211       1       5      12      20     27s      29 
   68     100     113     114     131     138     145*    157 
  158     159     163     171     175     182     205     209 
  215     220     233     265     268     270     276     278 
  291     292     297     331     345     349     352     357 
  365     371     375     388     389     395     410     414 
  443     470     482     489     490     527     537     544 
  545     557     565     574     582     585     597     651 
  679     699     726     731     773     782     787     794 
  830     839     841     852     864     884     965     968 
  980     994    1001    1007    1009    1011    1026    1048 
 1056    1079    1094    1096    1113    1136    1164    1195 
 1196    1209    1219    1230    1233    1235    1241    1268 
 1289    1313    1319    1340    1375    1377    1398    1404 
 1423    1451    1463    1465    1466    1468    1472    1483 
 1486    1510    1515    1549    1561    1605    1606    1630 
 1641    1646    1676    1695    1797    2120    2127    2141 
 2145    2146    2188    2193    2223    2244    2252    2278 
 2280    2324    2328    2346    2388    2397    2430    2478 
 2483    2492    2516    2528    2535    2561    2575    2584 
 2622    2623    2624    2661    2665    2680    2685    2702 
 2703    2728    2730    2756    2760    2783    2794    2886 
 2902      
 
3-f1  
 1582    1816      
 
3-f2  
 2375    2411      
 
3-f3  
 2404      
 
4  
   26      28    179s     261     286    435s     595     676 
  923     948    1348    1352*   1409    1489    1532    1704 
1784s    2108    2148    2159    2281      
 
5  





  047     123     133     187     218    273s     305     440 
 1192*   1677    2176    2475    2546    2711      
 
7  
 2766      
 
8  
  428    1403    1678*    
 
9  
  154*    733*   1263     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s 
   27      96     179    274s     283     333     335     405 
  416    475s     534*    546     573     649     657     711 
 731s     748     766     771     779     781     798     863 
 892s     940     947    1023    1131    1143    1145    1182 
 1288    1293    1343    1344    1349    1421    1571    1590 
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2185    2282    2290    2307 
 2316    2372    2398    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567 
 2632    2634    2649   2679s    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  293      18,31/40-48 
 
1/2  
   52c*    
 
3  
   52*     
 
Z  DEF
  P59     P90    P108      05    011s      27      96     179 
 274s     283     333     335     405     416    475s     546 
  573     649     657     711    731s     748     766     771 
  779     781     798     863    892s     940     947    1131 
726 
 
 1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1571    1590    1712 
 1803    1804    2177    2290    2316    2372    2398    2414 
 2418    2467    2517    2567    2634    2649   2679s    2717 
 2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  294      18,31/40  
 
1/2  
   52c*   733c1  1298c*   
 
1/2-f1  
 1298*   2804      
 
1/2-f2  
  168      
 
3  
  733*     
 
Z  DEF
  P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s      27      52* 
   96     179    274s     283     333     335     405     416 
 475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s     748 
  766     771     779     781     798     863    892s     940 
  947    1131    1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349 
 1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2290    2316 
 2372    2398    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2634 
 2649   2679s    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,31/42 
 
1/2  
  874c*    
 
1/2-f1  





■■  295      18,31/44 
 
1/2  
   52c*   534c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1656      
 
1/2-f2  
  038      
 
1/2-f3  
  792      
 
3  
  830    1122    1331    1532    2426    2907      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s 
 0290      27      52*     96     179    274s     283     333 
  335     370     405     416    475s     534*    546     573 
  649     657     711    731s     748     766     771     779 
  781     798     863    892s     940     947    1131    1143 
 1182    1288    1293    1343    1344    1349    1571    1590 
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2290    2316    2372 
 2398    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2634    2649 
2679s    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  296      18,31/46-48 
 
1/2  





 2244*     
 
1/2-f2  
 1325      
 
1/2-f3  
 1651*     
 
1/2-f4  
  01Cca   01Ccb    
 
1/2-f5  
   01*     
 
1/2-f6  
 2524c1    
 
1/2-f7  
 987s*     
 
1/2-f8  
 1059*     
 
1/2-f9  
 1639      
 
3  
1343s      
 
4  
 1463    2245      
 
4-f  





  809      
 
7  
    1     138    179s     205     209     357     565     884 
  994    1532    1582   1784s    2148    2575    2702    2713 
 2886      
 
8  
  937      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s 
 0109      27      52*     96     179    274s     283     333 
  335     405     416    475s     546     573     649     657 
  711    731s     748     766     771     779     781     798 
  863     888    892s     940     947    1131    1143    1145 
 1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1571    1590    1712 
 1803    1804    2177    2290    2307    2316    2372    2398 
 2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2634    2649   2679s 
 2717    2722    2726     
============================================================= 
 
■■  297      18,32/2-16  
 
3  
  156      
 
Z  DEF
  P59     P90    P108      05    011s      27      96     179 
 274s     283     335     405     416    475s     546     573 
  649     657     711    731s     748     766     771     781 
  798     863     888    892s     926     940     947    1131 
 1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1571    1590    1712 
 1803    1804    2177    2290    2316    2372    2398    2414 
 2418    2467    2517    2567    2634    2649    2679    2717 
 2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 





 1567c*    
 
1/2-f1  
  861    1567*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  298      18,32/4-12  
 
1/2  
   74c*   534c    899c    
 
1/2-f1  
 2810      
 
1/2-f2  
 2411      
 
1/2-f3  
  899*     
 
3  
  127     132     147     189     676     825    1011    1236 
 1558    1625    2146    2670    2786      
 
4  
  019     037      59     168     348     555     744     770 
  833    1186    1364    1365    1536    1709    2106    2714 
   
 
5  
  032    1242    1654    2561    2718      
 
W1/2/4  





 2656      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s    0109    0290 
   27      96     156     179    274s     283     335     405 
  416    475s     534*    546     573     649     657     711 
 731s     748     766     771     779     781     798     863 
  888    892s     926     940     947    1131    1182    1293 
 1343    1344    1349    1421    1571    1590    1712    1803 
 1804    2177    2282    2290    2316    2372    2398    2414 
 2418    2467    2517    2567    2634    2649    2679    2717 
 2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  299      18,32/14-16 
 
1/2  
  01Cca   154c    368c    733c1   760c   1142c     
 
1/2-f1  
  760*     
 
1/2-f2  
  472      
 
1/2-f3  
 2575      
 
1/2-f4  
 1364      
 
1/2-f5  
 1451    1465      
 
1/2-f6  





  679      
 
1/2-f8  
 1142*     
 
1/2-f9  
   04      
 
1/2B  
 2616      
 
3  
   01*    154*    301     368*    373     386     528     582 
  733*    965    1692    1797    2213    2369    2643    2766 
   
 
Z  DEF
  P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s    0290      27 
   96     156     179    274s     283     335     405     416 
 475s     546     573     649     657     711     729    731s 
  748     766     771     781     798     863     888    892s 
  926     940     947    1131    1143    1182    1293    1343 
 1344    1349    1571    1590    1712    1803    1804    2177 
 2282    2290    2316    2372    2398    2414    2418    2467 
 2517    2567    2634    2649    2679    2717    2722    2726 
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  300      18,32/18  
 
1/2  
  290c    471c     
 
1/2-f1  





  290*     
 
1/2-f3  
  117     443     686    1424    2606      
 
3  
  288     471*     
 
Z  DEF
  P59     P90    P108      05    011s    0290      27      96 
  179    274s     283     335     405     416    475s     546 
  573     649     657     711     729    731s     748     766 
  771     781     798     863     888    892s     926     940 
  947    1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1571 
 1590    1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2290    2316 
 2372    2398    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2634 
 2649    2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,32/20  
 
1/2  
 2529c     
 
1/2-f1  
   02    2529*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  301      18,32/22  
 
1/2  
1478sc     
 
1/2-f1  





1478s*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s    0290      27 
   96     179    274s     283     335     405     416    475s 
  546     573     649     657     711     729    731s     748 
  766     771     781     798     863    892s     926     940 
  947    1131    1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349 
 1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177    2290 
 2316    2372    2398    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567 
 2634    2649    2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  302      18,32/23  
SINE ADD
 
1/2  SINE ADD
 2406c     
 
3  ADD
 2406*   2643      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s    0290      27 
   96     179    274s     283     335     405     416    475s 
  546     573     649     657     711     729    731s     748 
  766     771     781     798     863    892s     926     940 
  947    1131    1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349 
 1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177    2282 
 2290    2316    2372    2398    2414    2418    2467    2517 
 2567    2634    2649    2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  303      18,32/24  
 
1  
   78c    246c1   368c    746c    821*    821c    973c   1030c 
 1142c   1484c   1581*   1581c   1680c   2426*   2561*   2766c 





 2142      
 
2  
  P60      01      02      03      04     05s      07     011 
  013     021     022     030     032     033     036     037 
  038     039     044     047     054     087    0109    0211 
    1       2       7       9      13      15      16      20 
   21      22      23      24     27s      32      33      36 
   40      49      53      55      69      72      76      78* 
   79      80      87     106     107     109     111     112 
  117    118s     122     123     124     126     127     130 
  132     134     137     139     140     148     151     152 
  154     157     158     159     160     162     164     166 
  168     180     183     184     187     188     195     207 
  210     211     213     215     217     218     228     230 
  232     239     247     251     262     263     264     266 
  269     274     275     276     280     281     286     289 
  293     296     297     298     303     306     315     343 
 344s     346     347     348     349     351     352     368* 
  370     375     393     396     397     406     411     414 
  419     422    435s     440     443     444     446     447 
  448     449     461     471     472     473     477     493 
  494     495     505     506     508     511     513     518 
  519     520     523     525     527     530     534     537 
  543     550     551     552     555     556     558     562 
  563     578    579s     584     592     650     651     669 
  677     682     683     684     690     695     696     697 
  698     706     713     714     715     716     718     719 
  724     727     728     729     732     733     734     736 
  741     742     744     746*    747     749     750     752 
  761     762     765     772     774     775     776     778 
  783     784     786     788     790     791     792     793 
  796     801     809     817     818     819     820     823 
  826     827     828     829     831     833     834     835 
  839     841     852     854     855     856     858     862 
  865     871     874     875     878     881     883     884 
  886     887     889     892     899     901     902     904 
  905     906     925     927     929     930     934     949 
  952     956     963     971     973*    974     977     988 
  991     992     998    1000    1004    1005    1006    1008 
 1009    1010    1011    1017    1029    1030*   1032    1034 
 1037    1038    1039    1042    1043    1044    1048    1050 
1054s    1061    1063    1064    1071    1073    1074    1082 
 1083    1086    1093    1096    1110    1118    1120    1122 
 1125    1127    1136    1141    1144    1160    1163    1166 
736 
 
 1179    1187    1188    1190    1192    1193    1195    1197 
1200s    1203    1205    1208    1210    1213    1215    1216 
 1218    1222    1225    1226    1228    1229    1238    1239 
 1241    1242    1243    1252    1256    1261    1262    1263 
 1265    1267    1269    1273    1278    1279    1288    1291 
 1292    1295    1300    1301    1302    1303    1312    1319 
 1321    1325    1335    1336    1341    1342    1347    1353 
 1354    1356    1358    1365    1367    1387   1387s    1391 
 1393    1396    1404    1408    1409    1415    1422    1423 
 1424    1425    1428    1431    1434    1439    1441    1442 
 1446    1448    1449    1452    1455    1457    1461    1465 
 1466    1467    1470    1471    1472   1478s    1481    1484* 
 1485    1491    1494    1506    1511    1519    1521    1528 
 1531    1533    1536    1540    1542    1544    1546    1549 
 1556    1557    1560    1562    1563    1564    1565    1566 
 1568    1569    1573    1574    1579    1580    1582    1585 
 1586    1589    1593    1595    1613   1622s    1623    1629 
 1632    1637    1640    1644    1653    1654    1656    1660 
 1664    1668    1676    1678    1680*   1684    1692    1693 
 1701    1707    1709    1780    1781    1788    1790    1791 
 1800    1802    1820    2100    2106    2107    2118    2135 
 2136    2137    2141    2145    2146    2173    2174    2176 
 2178    2181    2182    2185    2188    2192    2195    2206 
 2213    2215    2236    2238    2245    2277    2281   2282s 
 2284    2287   2290s    2291    2295    2297    2304    2307 
 2311    2328    2370    2374    2386    2387    2388    2394 
 2399    2405    2420    2422    2426c   2437    2439    2442 
 2465    2470    2471    2487    2490    2497    2502    2508 
 2514    2524    2526    2530    2545    2546    2549    2555 
 2561c   2562    2563    2571    2573    2591    2603    2608 
 2611    2613    2620    2622    2623    2633    2637    2643 
 2656    2658    2660    2661    2665   2679s    2680    2686 
 2687    2691   2693s    2702    2707    2708    2709    2715 
 2718    2721    2724    2725    2727    2728    2732    2735 
 2737    2747    2750   2758s    2765    2766*   2768    2773 
 2774   2775s    2786    2794    2808    2809    2812    2813 
 2856    2860    2894    2907    2908      
 
3  
  295    1285*     
 
W1/2  
 1688    2592    2621     
 
W1/2  





  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s    0290 
   27      96     179     245     246*   274s     283     294 
  335     376     405     416    475s     546     573     649 
  657     711    731s     748     766     771     781     798 
  863    892s     926     940     947    1131    1143    1182 
 1285c   1293    1343    1344    1349    1571    1590    1638 
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2282    2290    2316    2372 
 2398    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2634    2649 
 2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  304      18,32/26  
 
1/2  
   40c1   246c1   439c   1802c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1802*     
 
1/2-f2  
  019      
 
1/2-f3  
  439*   1547    1577     
 
1/2-f4  
1200s      
 
1/2-f5  
 2673      
 
1/2-f6  
 2643      
 
3  





  P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s      27      96 
  179     246*   274s     283     335     405     416    475s 
  546     573     649     657     711     729    731s     748 
  766     771     781     798     863    892s     926     940 
  947    1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1571 
 1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177    2290    2316 
 2372    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2634    2649 
 2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  305      18,33/2-4  
 
1/2  
  246c    286c   1113c    
 
1/2-f1  
 2422      
 
1/2-f2  
   16      
 
1/2-f3  
 1333      
 
1/2-f4  
  286*     
 
1/2-f5  
 2529      
 
1/2-f6  
  05s      
 
3  





  P60    1193      
 
5  
  503      
 
6  
  290     492     519     788    1113*   1226    2786      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s     087    0109 
 0290      27      96     179     246*   274s     283     333 
  335     405     416    475s     546     573     649     657 
  711     729    731s     748     766     771     781     798 
  863    892s     926     940     947    1131    1143    1182 
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1421    1571    1590    1638 
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2188    2290    2307    2316 
 2372    2414    2418    2452    2467    2517    2567    2632 
 2634    2649    2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  306      18,33/5  
SINE ADD
 
1/2  SINE ADD
  791c     
 
3  ADD
 2314      
 
W  ADD
  791*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s      27      96 
  179    274s     283     333     335     405     416    475s 
  546     573     649     657     711     729    731s     748 
  766     771     781     798     863    892s     926     940 
  947    1119    1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349 
740 
 
 1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177    2188 
 2290    2316    2372    2414    2418    2452    2467    2517 
 2567    2632    2634    2649    2679    2717    2722    2726 
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  307      18,33/6-16  
 
1  
  034c    154c    973c   1364c   2356c     
 
1-f1  
  034*     
 
1-f2  
 2398      
 
1-f3  
  680      
 
1-f4  
 1579      
 
1-f5  
 1364*     
 
1-f6  
  367      
 
2  
  P52     P66      03      04*    019     032     033     037 
  054    0109    0141    0211    0290      13     27s      49 
   71      86     124     130     135     175     185     213 
  294     299     317     346     352     375     397     423 
  543     561     569    579s     648     715     732     750 
  759     782     786     788     808     821     826     828 
  865     873     891     968     973*    974     996    1001 
 1006    1014    1017    1038    1071    1082    1123    1136 
 1143    1220    1222    1242    1267    1268    1273    1289 
741 
 
 1319    1321    1345    1370    1373    1413    1451    1458 
 1531    1563    1606c   1623    1626    1654    1663    1676 
 1689    1692    1693    1788    1792    1819    1820    1823 
 2129    2213    2252    2263    2291    2387    2397    2474 
 2494    2525    2528    2533    2561    2606    2611    2680 
 2686    2705    2715    2718    2728    2794      
 
3  
  05s      
 
4  
   69     743    1173    2786      
 
5  
  402     529    1606*    
 
6  
  022     044    1317    1515    1519    1546    1593    2127 
 2311      
 
7  
   04c     33     121     228     259     374     533     662 
  728     792     861     886     929    1060    1196    1288 
 1297    1358    1642    1665    1966    2206    2356*   2375 
 2442    2515    2549    2643      
 
8  
  663      
 
9  
  P60    1513      
 
10  
 2487      
 
11  





  154*     
 
Z  DEF
  P59     P90    P108      05    011s      27      96     179 
 274s     283     333     335     405     416    475s     546 
  573     649     657     711     729    731s     748     766 
  771     781     798     863    892s     926     940     947 
 1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1571    1590 
 1638    1712    1803    1804    2177    2188    2290    2307 
 2316    2372    2414    2418    2452    2467    2517    2567 
 2632    2634    2649    2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,33/18 
 
1/2  
 2314*     
 
1/2-f1  
 2317      
 
W-f1  
 2314c     
============================================================= 
 
■■  308      18,33/20-30 
 
1/2  
  588c     
 
1/2-f1  
  270    2223      
 
1/2-f2  





   02      
 
3  
  376     588*     
 
4  
   24      32     108     156     663     734     752     801 
  905    1422    1645    2812      
 
5  
   40      63     168     169     178     186     259     353 
  391     747     770     800     874     878     946     989 
  997    1263    1364    1592    2482      
 
6  
  047     251     447    1373    2476      
 
7  
  825    1180    2284     
 
8  
 1533      
 
9  
 2786    2804      
 
10  
  P60      
 
11  
 1555      
 
W1/2/6  
  P66      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s    0290      27 
744 
 
   96     179    274s     283     335     405     416    475s 
  546     573     649     657     711     729    731s     748 
  766     771     781     798     863    892s     926     940 
  947    1119    1131    1182    1273    1293    1343    1344 
 1349    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804 
 2177    2188    2290    2307    2316    2372    2414    2418 
 2452    2467    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2679 
 2717    2722    2726     
============================================================= 
 
■■  309      18,33/32-42 
 
1/2-f1  
  545      
 
3  
 1186      
 
Z  DEF
  P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s      27      96 
  179    274s     283     335     405     416    475s     546 
  573     649     657     711    731s     748     766     771 
  781     798     863    892s     926     940     947    1131 
 1182    1273    1293    1343    1344    1349    1560    1571 
 1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177    2188    2290 
 2316    2372    2414    2418    2452    2467    2517    2567 
 2632    2634    2649    2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  310      18,33/34  
 
3  
  493    1335      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s 
   27      96     179    274s     283     335     405     416 
 475s     546     573     649     657     711     729    731s 
  748     766     771     781     798     863    892s     926 
  940     947    1131    1182    1186    1273    1293    1343 
745 
 
 1344    1349    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803 
 1804    2177    2188    2290    2316    2372    2414    2418 
 2452    2467    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2679 
 2717    2722    2726     
============================================================= 
 
■■  311      18,33/36  
 
1/2  
  054c    182c     
 
3  
  054*    182*   344s     359     716    1296    1802    2533 
 2708      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s 
  087    0290      27      96     179    274s     283     335 
  405     416    475s     546     573     649     657     711 
  729    731s     748     766     771     781     798     863 
 892s     926     940     947    1131    1143    1182    1186 
 1273    1293    1343    1344    1349    1560    1571    1590 
 1638    1712    1803    1804    2177    2188    2290    2316 
 2372    2414    2418    2452    2467    2517    2567    2632 
 2634    2649    2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,33/40-34/14 
 
V  
 2422      
============================================================= 
 
■■  312      18,33/40-42 
 
1/2  





 2497      
 
1/2-f2  
 2404    2524*     
 
1/2-f3  
   32      
 
3  
 1652      
 
Z  DEF
  P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s      27      96 
  179    274s     283     335     405     416    475s     546 
  573     649     657     711    731s     748     766     771 
  781     798     863    892s     926     940     947    1131 
 1182    1186    1273    1293    1343    1344    1349    1560 
 1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177    2188 
 2290    2316    2372    2414    2418    2422    2452    2467 
 2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2679    2717    2722 
 2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  313      18,34/2-4  
 
1  
   04c2  031sc1    79c    168c    811c    965c   2783c     
 
1-f1  
 1642      
 
1-f2  
  927      
 
1-f3  





   03     019     033    0109    0141     213     317     329 
  333     423     865    1321    1370    1451    1819    2129 
 2524      
 
2-f1  
  732    1820      
 
3  
  P60      04*    021     054      23      76     265     296 
  397     406     525     529     544    579s     724     811* 
  821     968    1049    1064    1289    1511    1678    1697 
 2236   2290s    2528    2708    2713      
 
4  
 031s*     12      46      71     507     514     600     668 
  703     935     939    1014    1015    1080    1233    1312 
 1388    1468    1470    1530    1581    1605    2097    2121 
 2362    2606    2783*    
 
5  
 1137      
 
6  
   02     022     030     038     041     044     087    0211 
   29c1    33     114     138     157     159     163     175 
  205     209     233     268     270     295     299     331 
  345     357c    377     389     443     470     482     489 
  490     508     565     574     581     654     699     700 
  706     731     787     807     839     884     974     980 
  990     992     994    1006    1009    1026    1079    1085 
 1128    1195    1219    1223    1230    1241    1268    1272 
 1313    1398    1428    1446    1457    1486    1546    1556 
 1582c   1589    1627    1646    1654    1666    1690    1699 
1784s    1816    2148    2193    2223    2238    2280    2321 
 2400    2404    2411    2463    2516    2575    2615    2623 
 2624    2661    2680    2684    2886    2902      
 
6-f1  





  158     395     527    1342    2145      
 
8  
    1     357*   1582*    
 
9  
  05s     032      
 
10  
  725    1402    2295     
 
11  
  251     792      
 
12  
 1242    2561      
 
13  
  498     957     979     982    1024    1071    1126    1138 
 1194    1202    1354    1403    1504    1553    1615      
 
14  
  904    1623    2643     
 
15  
 1558      
 
16  
  873     891      
 
17  
  229      
 
18  





 1186      
 
20  
   29*    168*    965*    
 
W6/7/8  
  P66      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s    0290      27 
   96     179    274s     283     335     352     405     416 
 475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s     748 
  766     771     781     798     863    892s     926     930 
  940     947    1119    1131    1143    1182    1273    1293 
 1343    1344    1349    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712 
 1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2316    2372 
 2414    2418    2422    2452    2467    2470    2517    2567 
 2632    2634    2649    2679    2717    2722    2726    2894 
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  314      18,34/6-8  
 
1  
   04c1    
 
1-f1  
 1491      
 
1-f2  
 1583      
 
1-f3  





  P66      01      03      04*    019     022     044    0109 
 579s     732     968    1289    1819    1820    2129    2528 
   
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     047 
   27     179    274s     283     335     405     416    475s 
  546     573     649     657     711    731s     748     766 
  771     781     798     863    892s     926     930     940 
  947    1119    1131    1143    1182    1293    1343    1344 
 1349    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804 
 2177    2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2389    2414 
 2418    2422    2452    2467    2517    2567    2632    2634 
 2649    2679    2717    2722    2726    2894      
============================================================= 
 
■■  315      18,34/10-14 
 
1/2  
  P66c*   01Cca   652c    
 
1/2-f1  
 1128      
 
1/2-f2  
1571s      
 
1/2-f3  
  184    1135      
 
1/2-f4  
 1279      
 
3  
  192     562    1216    1447      
 
4  





  168     652*   1409    1780    2148      
 
6  
  170     901      
 
7  
  P66*    05s     472     968    1289    2106    2528    2786 
   
 
8  
   01*     
 
W6/7/8  
  P60      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s     047    0290 
   27     179    274s     283     335     405     416    475s 
  546     573     649     657     711    731s     748     766 
  771     781     798     863    892s     926     930     940 
  947    1131    1143    1182    1273    1293    1343    1344 
 1349    1421    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803 
 1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307    2316    2372 
 2389    2414    2418    2422    2452    2467    2517    2567 
 2632    2634    2649    2679    2717    2722    2726    2894 
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  316      18,34/16  
 
1/2  
  772c     
 
3  





  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s 
  047      27     179    274s     283     335     405     416 
 475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s     748 
  766     771     781     798     863    892s     926     930 
  940     947    1131    1143    1182    1273    1293    1343 
 1344    1349    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803 
 1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2414 
 2418    2452    2467    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649 
 2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  317      18,34/18-22 
 
1  
  113c    153c*   329c    778c*  1393c*  1546c*  1581c* 
 1660c*  1823c   2147c   2215c   2404c   2605c  2788sc     
 
1-o  
 0109      13     543     788     826     828    1237      
 
1-f1  
  153*     
 
1-f2  
 1139      
 
1-f3  
  472      
 
1-f4  
   04c2   033     213     799      
 
1-f5  
  298   1200s      
 
1-f6  





  135     293    1071    1211      
 
2  
   03      04*    05s     019     032     419     732    1819 
 1820    2129    2786     
 
2-f  
  P66      
 
4  
  022     028     034     041       2       5      12      23 
   44      71      86     114     165     171     185     209 
  217     235     264     265     268     270     292     330 
  345     350     351     377     389     395     470     489 
  490     569     578    579s     581     654     680     699 
  705     718c    733     752     787     807     809     839 
  965     980    1007    1009    1014    1079    1094    1170 
 1196    1219    1222    1233    1239    1272    1291    1377 
 1388    1413    1443    1458    1468    1475   1478s    1486 
 1531    1579    1605    1627    1660*   1663    1680    1687 
 1690    1699    1797    1800    2106    2148    2193    2291 
 2321    2324    2387    2404*   2411    2430    2463    2507 
 2611    2615    2685    2686    2703    2705    2714    2730 
 2760    2766    2783    2902      
 
4-f1  
  865      
 
4-f2  
 1269      
 
5  
  818      
 
6  





  357      
 
10  
   54     108     281     329*    411    1393*   1823*   2244 
 2605*   2643      
 
11  
 2718      
 
W1/8/12  
  778*     
 
W1/8/12  
  113*     
 
W1/9  
 1676      
 
W1/9  
 2147*  2788s*     
 
W1/9  
 1593      
 
W1/9  
  742    1340      
 
W1/9  
  511     776      
 
W1/9/10  
 2215*     
 
W1/9/11  





 0290      
 
W4/8  
  021      
 
W1/4  
  158    1463      
 
W1/4  
 1135    1223    1421    1546*   1581*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s     047      27 
  179    274s     283     335     405     416     428    475s 
  546     573     649     657     711    731s     748     766 
  771     781     798     863     888    892s     926     930 
  940     947     976    1119    1131    1182    1273    1293 
 1306    1343    1344    1349    1560    1571    1590    1638 
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307 
 2316    2372    2414    2418    2452    2467    2517    2567 
 2632    2634    2649    2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  318      18,34/20-26 
 
3  
 1424      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s     047      27 
  179    274s     283     335     405     416    475s     546 
  573     649     657     711    731s     748     766     771 
  781     798     863     888    892s     926     930     940 
  947    1131    1182    1273    1293    1343    1344    1349 
 1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177 
 2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2414    2418    2452 
 2467    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2679    2717 





■■  319      18,34/24-26 
 
1/2  
   61c    345c   2446c1   
 
1/2-f1  
   61*     
 
1/2-f2  
  672      
 
1/2-f3  
 2666      
 
1/2-f4  
 2446*     
 
3  
  345*     
 
4  
1571s      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     047 
   27     179    274s     283     335     405     416    475s 
  546     573     649     657     711    731s     743     748 
  766     771     781     798     863     888    892s     926 
  930     940     947     962    1131    1143    1182    1273 
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1560    1571    1590    1638 
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307 
 2316    2372    2414    2418    2452    2467    2517    2567 
 2632    2634    2649    2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 





  137c    530*    963c    973c   1250c   1567c* 1622sc     
 
1/2-f1  
  680      
 
1/2-f2  
 1820      
 
1/2-f3  
1622s*     
 
3  
   56      58     137*    195     534     538     827    1203 
 1312    1567*   2641     
 
4  
    6      16     124     126     152     164     184     192 
  211    273s     275     280     315     348     359     370 
  393     412     477     492     497     501     502     509 
  513     514     530c    554     555     661     683     723 
  741     742     744     755     772     817     818     819 
  829     833     836     841     855     856     857     881 
  886     887     889     891     892     943     949     963* 
  977    1021    1043    1044    1135    1160    1185    1188 
 1216    1243    1262    1279    1317    1336    1447    1506 
 1509    1515    1528    1534    1541    1565    1574    1579 
 1585    1613    1639    1692    2174    2192    2206    2367 
 2470    2478    2715    2735    2786      
 
4-f1  
 1301      
 
5  
 1053      
 
6  





 1531    1788    2291    2387    2611      
 
9  
 1250*     
 
10  
  445     745    1017     
 
W-f  
  792      
 
W4/5  
  973*     
 
W6/7  
 2586      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s 
  047    0290      27     179    274s     283     335     405 
  416    475s     515     546     573     649     657     711 
 731s     748     766     771     781     798     863     888 
 892s     926     930     940     947    1131    1182    1273 
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1560    1564    1569    1571 
 1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188 
 2290    2307    2316    2372    2414    2418    2452    2467 
 2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2679    2717    2722 
 2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  321      18,35/8  
 
1/2  
  01Cca  1582c     
 
1/2-f1  





   01*    032       1     209     565    1582*   2148    2702 
 2713    2886      
 
4  
  P66      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s     047      27 
  179    274s     283     335     405     416    475s     515 
  546     573     649     657     711    731s     748     766 
  771     781     798     863    892s     926     930     940 
  947    1131    1143    1182    1273    1293    1343    1344 
 1349    1421    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803 
 1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307    2316    2372 
 2414    2418    2452    2467    2517    2567    2632    2634 
 2649    2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  322      18,35/10-14 
 
1/2  
 2311c     
 
1/2-f1  
 2311*     
 
1/2-f2  
 1247    1547      
 
1/2-f3  
 2616      
 
1/2-f4  





  817    1702      
 
4  
   48     525    1297     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s     047      27 
  179    274s     283     335     405     416    475s     546 
  573     649     657     711    731s     748     766     771 
  781     798     863    892s     926     930     940     947 
 1131    1143    1182    1273    1293    1343    1344    1349 
 1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177 
 2179    2188    2290    2307    2316    2372    2414    2418 
 2452    2467    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2679 
 2717    2722    2726     
============================================================= 
 
■■           18,35/16-22 
 
1/2-f1  
  836      
 
1/2-f2  
 1241      
 
1/2-f3  
 2482      
 
1/2-f4  
  124     346     788     826     828    2314      
 
1/2-f5  
 1546      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s     047     087 
 0290      27     179    274s     283     335     405     416 
 475s     514     546     573     649     657     711    731s 
761 
 
  748     766     771     781     798     863    892s     926 
  930     940     947    1131    1143    1182    1273    1293 
 1343    1344    1349    1560    1564    1571    1590    1638 
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307 
 2316    2372    2414    2418    2452    2467    2517    2567 
 2632    2634    2649    2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,35/23 
SINE ADD
 
1/2  SINE ADD
  169c     
 
W  ADD
  169*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  323      18,35/24-28 
 
1/2  
  01Cca    
 
1/2-f1  
 1243      
 
3  
  05s    2478      
 
4  
   01*     
 
5  
  841      
 
6  





 1546      
 
W1/2/5  
  P66      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     047 
 0290      27     179    274s     283     335     405     416 
 475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s     748 
  766     771     781     798     863    892s     926     930 
  940     947    1131    1182    1273    1293    1343    1344 
 1349    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804 
 2177    2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2414    2418 
 2452    2467    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2679 
 2717    2722    2726     
============================================================= 
 
■■  324      18,35/30  
 
3  
 0109      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     047 
   27     179    274s     283     335     405     416    475s 
  546     573     649     657     711    731s     748     766 
  771     781     798     863    892s     926     930     940 
  947    1131    1143    1182    1273    1293    1343    1344 
 1349    1558    1560    1564    1571    1590    1638    1712 
 1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2316    2372 
 2414    2418    2452    2467    2517    2567    2632    2634 
 2649    2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 





 1299c   2608c     
 
1/2-f1  
    4      24      32      71     125     131     143     156 
  185     213     217     237     261     269     331     489 
  508     519     578     664     679     683     684     745 
  760     780     790     792     841     895     982    1000 
 1008    1050    1074   1172s    1185    1188    1222    1229 
 1242    1285    1299*   1364    1398    1413    1446    1541 
 1558    1579    1663    1686    1692    1780   1784s    1797 
 2147    2172*   2404    2407    2521    2533    2561    2608* 
 2623    2643    2661    2670    2686    2695    2713    2766 
 2812      
 
1/2-f2  
  230      
 
5  
 1321    2172c     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     047 
 0290      27     179    274s     283     335     405     416 
 475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s     748 
  766     771     781     798     863    892s     926     930 
  940     947    1119    1131    1143    1182    1273    1293 
 1343    1344    1349    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712 
 1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307    2316 
 2372    2414    2418    2452    2467    2470    2517    2567 
 2632    2634    2649    2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,35/34  
 
1/2  
 2406c*    
 
1/2-f1  





 2406*     
 
1/2-f3  
  538      
============================================================= 
 
■■  326      18,35/36-38 
 
1/2  
 1216c   2760c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1096    1216*     
 
1/2-f2  
  878      
 
3  
 2760*     
 
4  
 1139    2643      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     047 
  087      27     179    274s     283     335     405     416 
 475s     546     573     649     657     711    731s     748 
  766     771     781     798     863     888    892s     926 
  930     940     947    1131    1182    1273    1293    1343 
 1344    1349    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803 
 1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307    2316    2372 
 2414    2418    2452    2467    2517    2567    2632    2634 
 2649    2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 





   75*     80*    377*    896c   1436c   2247c   2426*     
 
3  
  022     037       6      13      33      37      69      75c 
   80c1   116     124     125     129     131     138     142 
  143     152     164     168     228     239     282     289 
  296     346     348     357     374     377c*   428     431 
  440     472     496     501     519     525     543     555 
 579s     595     652     698     705     723     724     743 
  744     772     782     784     788     790     792     807 
  811     826     828     843     873     878     884     891 
  892     896*    904     937     949     951     956     963 
  988     992    1001    1005    1017    1044    1049   1054s 
 1064    1086    1087    1089    1093    1096    1167   1200s 
 1213    1217    1220    1226    1239    1242    1263    1268 
 1294    1301    1303    1325    1326    1342    1359    1387 
1387s    1393    1434    1436*   1455    1473    1506    1512 
 1519    1532    1534    1555    1570   1571s    1593    1602 
1622s    1625    1629    1640    1644    1654    1666    1697 
 1797    1802    1966    2107    2136    2137    2148    2172 
 2192    2213    2217    2229    2247*   2252   2282s   2290s 
 2397    2407    2422    2426c   2497    2509    2561    2604 
 2611    2612    2633    2637    2643    2658    2661   2679s 
 2680   2693s    2708    2718    2737   2758s    2810    2813 
   
 
4  
 1037    2214    2709    2786      
 
5  
 273s      
 
6  
 1059      
 
7  





  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     047 
  087    0290      27     179    274s     283     333     335 
  405     416    475s     546     573     649     657     711 
 731s     748     766     771     781     798     863     888 
 892s     926     930     940     947    1119    1131    1143 
 1182    1273    1293    1343    1344    1349    1421    1558 
 1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177 
 2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2414    2418    2442 
 2452    2467    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2676 
 2679    2717    2722    2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,36/6  
 
1/2-f1  
  710      
============================================================= 
 
■■  328      18,36/8-12  
 
1/2  
  293c   1059c   1546c*  2524c   2591c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1802      
 
1/2-f2  
 2476      
 
1/2-f3  
 1546*     
 
1/2-f4  
 1059*     
 
1/2-f5  





 2524*     
 
3  
 1355    2591*     
 
3-f1  
1571s      
 
4  
   01    1342      
 
W1/2/3  
  P66      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      05    011s     047 
  087    0109    0290      27     179    274s     283     335 
  405     416    475s     546     573     649     657     711 
 731s     748     766     771     781     798     863    892s 
  926     930     940     947    1131    1182    1273    1293 
 1343    1344    1349    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712 
 1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307    2316 
 2372    2399    2414    2418    2442    2452    2467    2517 
 2567    2632    2634    2649    2676    2679    2717    2722 
 2726      
============================================================= 
 
■■  329      18,36/14-44 
 
1/2  
 1137c   1788c*  1808c   2575c     
 
3  





  P52     P59     P90    P108      05    011s     047     087 
   27     179    274s     283     335     405     416    475s 
  546     573     649     657     711    731s     748     766 
  771     772     781     798     863    892s     926     930 
  940     947    1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349 
 1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177 
 2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2414    2418    2442 
 2452    2467    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2676 
 2679    2717    2722    2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  330      18,36/14 
 
1/2  
 1137c   1788c*  1808c   2575c     
 
3  
 2608      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      05    011s 
  047     087    0290      27     179    274s     278     283 
  335     405     416    475s     546     573     649     657 
  711    731s     748     766     771     772     781     798 
  863    892s     926     930     940     947    1131    1137* 
 1143    1182    1273    1293    1343    1344    1349    1560 
 1571    1590    1638    1712    1788*   1803    1804    1808* 
 2177    2179    2188    2290    2307    2316    2372    2399 
 2414    2418    2442    2452    2467    2517    2567    2575* 
 2632    2634    2649    2676    2679    2717    2722    2726 
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  331      18,36/18-24 
 
1/2  
  287c   1088c*  1137c   1783c   1788c*  1808c   2575c     
 
1/2-f1  





 1088*     
 
1/2-f3  
 1783*     
 
1/2-f4  
 1823      
 
3  
  982      
 
4  
  747     992    1574     
 
5  
  287*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      05    011s     047 
  054     087    0290      27     179    274s     283     335 
  405     416    475s     546     573     649     657     711 
 731s     748     766     771     772     781     798     863 
 892s     926     930     940     947    1131    1137*   1182 
 1273    1293    1343    1344    1349    1540    1560    1571 
 1590    1638    1712    1788*   1803    1804    1808*   2177 
 2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2414    2418    2442 
 2452    2467    2517    2567    2575*   2632    2634    2649 
 2676    2679    2717    2722    2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  332      18,36/26-44 
 
1/2  
  045c*   229c    232c    480c    582c   1011c   1137c   1198c 
 1247c   1357c   1652c   1788c*  1802c   1808c   2109c*  2346c 





 2561*     
 
1/2-f2  
 1011*     
 
1/2-f3  
 1652*     
 
1/2-f4  
  232*    563     577    1802*     
 
1/2-f5  
  582*     
 
1/2-f6  
 1247*   2426*     
 
1/2-f7  
  522      
 
1/2-f8  
 1319      
 
1/2-f9  
 1534c     
 
1/2-f10  
  045*  1571s      
 
1/2-f11  
 1171      
 
1/2-f12  





  851    2109*     
 
1/2-f14  
 2397      
 
3  
 2406      
 
4  
  129     292     677     827     833    1081    1128    1135 
 1248    1357*   2346*   2605    2708      
 
4-f1  
  346      
 
5  
   17      30      70     120     287     745     880    2884 
   
 
6  
  229*     
 
7  
 1816    2728      
 
8  
 1269      
 
9  
  552      
 
10  





 1289      
 
12  
 1451    2528      
 
13  
   01     05s     022     038    0211      73     112     124 
  233     508     583     731     776    1050    1093    1195 
 1230    1446    1455    1589    1646c*  1666    2106    2145 
 2394    2613    2620    2661    2680      
 
14  
  032    1654      
 
15  
  248    1393      
 
16  
 2422      
 
17  
  784    2446*     
 
17-f1  
 1534*     
 
17-f2  
  968      
 
18  
  480*   1335      
 
19  
 2747*     
 
20  





 1646*     
 
W  
  P90      
 
W  
  P66      
 
W  
  P60      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59    P108      04      05    011s     047     054 
  087    0290      27     179    274s     283     286     333 
  335     345     350     405     416    475s     514     546 
  573     649     657     711    731s     748     766     771 
  772     781     798     863    892s     926     930     940 
  947    1119    1131    1137*   1143    1182    1198*   1273 
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1404    1421    1540    1558 
 1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1788*   1803    1804 
 1808*   2177    2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2414 
 2418    2442    2452    2467    2517    2567    2575*   2632 
 2634    2649    2676    2679    2717    2722    2726    2908 
   
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,36/36-52  
 
V  
  286      
============================================================= 
 
■■  333      18,36/46-78 
 
3  





  P52     P59    P108      04      05    011s     047     087 
   27     179    274s     283     335     405     416    475s 
  546     573     649     657     711    731s     748     766 
  771     772     781     798     863    892s     926     930 
  940     947    1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349 
 1540    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804 
 2177    2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2414    2418 
 2442    2452    2467    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649 
 2676    2679    2717    2722    2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  334      18,36/46-54 
 
1/2  
 1152c     
 
3  
 1646      
 
4  
  851    1152*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P66     P90    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087      27     179    274s     283     286     335 
  403     405     416    475s     546     573     600     649 
  657     711    731s     748     766     771     772     781 
  798     863    892s     926     930     940     947    1131 
 1182    1273    1293    1343    1344    1349    1540    1560 
 1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177    2179 
 2188    2290    2316    2372    2414    2418    2442    2452 
 2467    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2676    2679 
 2717    2722    2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 





  530c   1076c   1152c   1198c  2693sc     
 
1/2-f1  
 1076*     
 
1/2-f2  
 1577      
 
1/2-f3  
 1348    1692    2643     
 
1/2-f4  
  530*     
 
1/2-f5  
2693s*     
 
3  
 1122      
 
4  
   01      
 
5  
  503      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      04      05 
 011s     047     087    0290      27     179    274s     283 
  286     335     403     405     416    475s     546     573 
  600     649     657     711    731s     748     766     771 
  772     781     798     851     863    892s     926     930 
  940     947    1131    1152*   1182    1198*   1273    1293 
 1343    1344    1349    1540    1560    1571    1590    1638 
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307 
 2316    2372    2414    2418    2442    2452    2467    2517 
 2567    2632    2634    2649    2676    2679    2717    2722 





■■  336      18,36/49  
SINE ADD
 
1/2  SINE ADD
  486c   1152c   1198c    
 
3  ADD
  486*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087      27     179    274s     283     286     335 
  403     405     416    475s     546     573     600     649 
  657     711    731s     748     766     771     772     781 
  798     851     863     888    892s     926     930     940 
  947    1131    1143    1152*   1182    1198*   1273    1293 
 1343    1344    1349    1467    1540    1560    1571    1590 
 1638    1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290 
 2316    2372    2414    2418    2442    2452    2467    2517 
 2567    2632    2634    2649    2676    2679    2717    2722 
 2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  337      18,36/50-56 
 
1  
   07*    121c*   186c1   504c    523c    595c*   993c*  1011c 
 1152c   1357c   2561c    
 
1-f1  
 2606      
 
1-f2  
   59      
 
1-f3  





 1567      
 
1-f5  
  121*     
 
1-f6  
  780    1424    1593    1675    2430      
 
1-f7  
  05s      
 
1-f8  
  595*     
 
1-f9  
 1081    1808      
 
1-f10  
 1357*     
 
1-f11  
 2191      
 
1-f12  
  680      
 
1-f13  
 1691      
 
1-f14  
  538      
 
2  
  P60      01      03c3   019     032     033     044    0109 
    1      13      33      69     124     151     213     286 
778 
 
  299     317     333     346     397     423     543    579s 
  732     743     788     826     828     865     874     878 
 1071    1263    1313    1321    1582    1654    1819    1820 
 2129    2524    2561*   2737      
 
2-f1  
  168      
 
3  
   03*    412     529     713     861    1185    1541    1577 
   
 
4  
 1816      
 
5  
 1089      
 
6  
   07c     
 
7  
   43      64    144s     186*    281     504*    523*    686 
  993*   1008    1009    1122    1393    1449    1671    2106 
 2112    2244    2487    2603    2766      
 
7-f1  
   48      
 
8  
 2661      
 
9  
 1011*   2420      
 
10  





  P66      
 
W1/7  
 2192      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      04      05    011s     047 
  087      27     179    274s     283     335     350     403 
  405     416    475s     546     573     600     649     657 
  711    731s     748     766     771     772     781     798 
  851     863     888    892s     926     930     940     947 
 1119    1131    1143    1152*   1182    1273    1293    1343 
 1344    1349    1421    1467    1540    1558    1560    1571 
 1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188 
 2290    2316    2372    2414    2418    2442    2452    2467 
 2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2676    2679    2717 
 2722    2726    2908     
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,36/58  
 
1/2-f1  
  406      
============================================================= 
 
■■  338      18,36/60  
 
1/2  
  380c    809c1  2524*    
 
1/2-f1  
 2524c     
 
3  





  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      04      05 
 011s     047     087      27     179    274s     283     335 
  350     403     405     416    475s     546     573     600 
  649     657     711    731s     748     766     771     772 
  781     798     863    892s     926     930     940     947 
  993    1131    1182    1273    1293    1343    1344    1349 
 1467    1540    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803 
 1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307    2316    2372 
 2414    2418    2442    2452    2467    2517    2567    2632 
 2634    2649    2676    2679    2717    2722    2726    2908 
   
============================================================= 
 
■■           18,36/62  
 
1/2  
   61c    183*    264c    668c    959c   1059c     
 
1/2-f1  
  780      
 
1/2-f2  
 1059*     
 
1/2-f3  
   61*     
 
1/2-f4  
  183c     
 
1/2-f5  
 1262      
 
1/2-f6  
  05s      69     296     668*    752     830      
 
1/2-f7  





  P52     P59     P90    P108      04      05    011s     047 
  087    0290      27     179    274s     283     335     350 
  403     416    475s     546     573     600     649     657 
  711     723    731s     748     766     771     772     781 
  798     863    892s     926     930     940     947    1131 
 1143    1182    1273    1293    1343    1344    1349    1467 
 1540    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804 
 2177    2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2414    2418 
 2442    2452    2467    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649 
 2676    2679    2717    2722    2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  339      18,36/64  
 
1/2  
  780c     
 
1/2-f1  
  100      
 
1/2-f2  
  780*     
 
3  
  580      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59    P108      04      05    011s     047     087 
 0290      27      79     179    274s     283     335     403 
  416    475s     515     546     573     600     649     711 
 731s     748     766     771     772     781     798     863 
 892s     926     930     940     947    1131    1143    1182 
 1273    1293    1343    1344    1349    1421    1467    1540 
 1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177 
 2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2414    2418    2442 
 2452    2467    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2676 





■■        18,36/66  
 
1/2-f1  
1571s    2810      
 
1/2-f2  
  513      
 
1/2-f3  
  05s      
 
1/2-f4  
  017      
============================================================= 
 
■■  340      18,36/68-84 
 
1/2  
  440c     
 
3  
  162     440*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60    P108      04      05    011s     047 
  087    0290      27      79     179    274s     335     403 
  416    475s     546     573     649     711    731s     748 
  766     771     772     781     798     863    892s     926 
  930     940     947    1131    1182    1293    1343    1344 
 1349    1467    1540    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712 
 1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2316    2372 
 2414    2418    2442    2452    2467    2517    2567    2632 
 2634    2649    2676    2679    2722    2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 





  440c     
 
1/2-f1  
  982      
 
1/2-f2  
  423      
 
3  
  231   1047s    1086    1402    1506      
 
4  
  282    1053      
 
5  
 2766      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087    0109    0290      27      79     162     179 
 274s     335     350     403     416     440*   475s     514 
  546     573     600     649     711    731s     748     766 
  771     772     781     798     863    892s     926     930 
  940     947    1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349 
 1467    1540    1558    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712 
 1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2316    2372 
 2414    2418    2442    2452    2467    2517    2567    2632 
 2634    2649    2676    2679    2722    2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  342      18,36/72-78 
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 1120    2711      
 
1/2-f2  
   59      
 
1/2-f3  
  286*     
 
1/2-f4  
 2476      
 
1/2-f5  
 1317      
 
1/2-f6  
 1513*   2399    2561c    
 
3  
   01     106    1589    1654    2223    2561*   2680      
 
4  
 1053    1797      
 
W1/2/4  
  P66      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60    P108      04      05    011s     047 
  087    0290      27      79     162     179    274s     333 
  335     350     403     416     440*   475s     546     573 
  600     649     711    731s     748     766     771     772 
  781     798     863    892s     926     930     940     947 
 1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1421    1467 
 1540    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804 
 2177    2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2414    2418 
 2442    2452    2467    2470    2517    2567    2632    2634 





■■  343      18,36/80-82 
 
1/2  
  440c   2863c     
 
3  
 2863*     
 
4  
 2749      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      04      05 
 011s     047     087    0290      27      79     162     179 
 274s     335     403     416     440*   475s     546     573 
  649     711    731s     748     766     771     772     781 
  798     863    892s     926     930     940     947    1041 
 1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1467    1540 
 1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177 
 2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2414    2418    2442 
 2452    2467    2470    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649 
 2676    2679    2722    2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  344      18,36/84  
 
1/2  
  440c    743*     
 
1/2-f1  
 1128      
 
3  
  694     743c   1021     
 
3-f1  





 1317      
 
5  
  580     747    2715    2905      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087    0109    0290      27      79     162     179 
 274s     335     350     403     416     440*   475s     514 
  546     573     649     711    731s     748     766     771 
  772     781     798     863    892s     926     930     940 
  947    1041    1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349 
 1467    1540    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803 
 1804    2177    2179    2188    2192    2290    2316    2372 
 2414    2418    2442    2452    2467    2470    2517    2567 
 2632    2634    2649    2676    2679    2722    2726    2908 
   
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,37/2  
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 1626c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1626*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  345      18,37/4  
 
1/2  
  126c     
 
1/2-f1  





  126*    486     672     752    1267    1319    1813      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087    0290      27      79     179    274s     335 
  350     403     416    475s     546     573     649     711 
 731s     748     766     771     772     781     798     863 
 892s     926     930     940     947    1041    1131    1143 
 1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1467    1540    1560 
 1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177    2179 
 2188    2290    2316    2372    2414    2418    2452    2467 
 2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2676    2679    2722 
 2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  346      18,37/6-12  
 
3  
 2900      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60    P108      04      05    011s     047 
  087      27      79     179    274s     335     403     416 
 475s     546     573     649     711    731s     748     766 
  771     772     781     798     863    892s     926     930 
  940    1041    1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349 
 1435    1467    1540    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712 
 1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2316    2372 
 2414    2418    2452    2467    2517    2567    2632    2634 
 2649    2676    2679    2722    2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  347      18,37/6-10  
 
1/2  
  419c    790c*   993c*  1335c   1533c   1562c*  2185c   2496c 





 2496*     
 
1/2-f2  
  419*     
 
3  
  27s      28     262     569     945    1229    1317    1392 
 1547    1570    2100    2142    2244    2616      
 
4  
 1786    2633      
 
5  
  114     164     178     201     415     522     525     577 
  741     780     790*    899     906     993*   1004    1086 
 1148    1301    1324    1333    1335*   1421    1533*   1555 
 1562*   1569    1630    1700    2185*   2322    2454    2586 
   
 
6  
    4      13      31    2328      
 
W1/2/3  
  P90      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087    0290      27      79     179    274s     335 
  403     416    475s     546     573     649     711    731s 
  748     766     771     772     781     798     863    892s 
  926     930     940     947    1041    1131    1182    1293 
 1343    1344    1349    1435    1467    1540    1560    1571 
 1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188 
 2290    2316    2372    2414    2418    2452    2467    2517 
 2567    2632    2634    2649    2676    2679    2722    2726 





■■  348      18,37/12-38/8 
 
3  
 2411      
 
Z  DEF
  P59    P108      04      05    011s     047     087      27 
   79     179    274s     335     403     416     546     573 
  649     711    731s     748     766     771     772     781 
  798     863    892s     926     930     940     976    1041 
 1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1435    1467 
 1540    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804 
 2177    2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2414    2418 
 2467    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2679    2722 
 2726    2908      
============================================================= 
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 1005*     
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  P66      
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 1555      
 
1/2-f3  
  555*     
============================================================= 
 





  165c*    
 
1/2  
  165*     
 
1/2-f1  
   16      
 
1/2-f2  
 2476      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,37/16-36 
 
1/2-f1  
  345c     
 
U  
  345*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  349      18,37/16-18 
 
1/2  
  345c    881c*  1088c   2426c     
 
1/2-f1  
 2426*     
 
3  





  881*   1088*     
 
5  
 2658      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087      27      79     179    274s     335     345* 
  376     403     416    475s     514     546     573     649 
  711    731s     748     766     771     772     781     798 
  863    892s     926     930     940     976    1041    1077 
 1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1435    1467 
 1540    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804 
 2177    2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2411    2414 
 2418    2452    2467    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649 
 2679    2722    2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  350      18,37/20-24 
 
1  
   78*     90*    126*    127*    131c    142c    345c    489* 
  595c*   645c    703*    875*    896*   1142*   1185c   1444* 
 1475*   1652*   2117*   2389*   2426*   2509*   2606c     
 
1-f1  
  471      
 
1-f2  
 2656      
 
2  
   01      02      03     05s      07     011     013     021 
  022     028    031s     034     038     039     041     045 
  054    0211       1       2       4       6       7       8 
    9      11      13      14      15      16      17      20 
   21      22      23     27s      28      29      30      34 
   39      44      46      48      52      54      60      65 
   68      69      70      73      74      78c     80      87 
   89      90c*    95      96     105     106     109     112 
792 
 
  113     117     119     120     122     124     126c*   127c 
  133     134     135     142*   144s     145     148     151 
  152     153     158     159     165     166     182     184 
  185     187     188     191     193     194     198     199 
  202     205     207     209     211     212     217     218 
  219     228     229c    230     251     261     262     265 
  268     270     271     272     277     279     280     281 
  282     286     287     289     292     293     296     297 
  301     306     315     324     330     331     343    344s 
  346     348     351     353     355     358     359     360 
  364     365     367     368     373     374     376     377 
  380     388     390     392     395     396     399     408 
  411     412     428     438     443     445     449     461 
  470     472     475     476     478     481     483     484 
  489c    490     491     492     495     497     500     501 
  502     504     505     508     509     522     523     525 
  527     528     529     530     537     543     545     548 
  550     551     554     555     557     560     561     562 
  568     569     578    579s     581     583     584     585 
  587     592     645*    652     653     655     656     660 
  661    666s     672     677     679     680     682     684 
  686     688     690     694     697     699     700     703c 
  706     707     713     716     719     720     723     724 
  726     727     728     729     732     736     741     742 
  743     744     749     752     754     761     765     768 
  773     775     776     777     779     780     782     783 
  786     787     788     792     796     799     801     807 
  808     809     818     826     827     828     829     833 
  834     835     841     851     854     855     857     861 
  865     875c    880     886     891     892     896c    899 
  900     901     903     931     934     937     942     949 
  954     956     963     965     974     977     980     991 
  993     995     998     999    1001    1005    1006    1007 
 1008    1009    1010    1012    1017    1021    1026    1034 
 1037   1054s    1058    1063    1064    1073    1074    1076 
 1077    1078    1079    1081    1083    1084    1086    1090 
 1094    1113    1120    1121    1127    1142c   1155    1157 
 1160    1163    1166    1171    1173    1187    1191    1195 
 1197    1198   1200s    1201    1204    1205    1210    1212 
 1215    1216    1217    1218    1219    1220    1223    1225 
 1226    1227    1228    1229    1238    1239    1240    1242 
 1243    1252    1261    1266    1267    1273    1279    1285 
 1288    1289    1290    1291    1292    1295    1298    1299 
 1300    1301    1302    1303    1306    1310    1313    1314 
 1319    1325    1326    1335    1336    1341    1342    1345 
 1346    1347    1356    1357    1358    1365    1373    1375 
 1377    1385    1387   1387s    1391    1392    1395    1397 
 1408    1410    1415    1418    1424    1425    1426    1428 
 1431    1434    1438    1439    1440    1444c   1450    1452 
793 
 
 1454    1455    1459    1460    1463    1475c* 1478s    1486 
 1495    1498    1502    1506    1511    1514    1528    1532 
 1533    1534    1536    1538    1542    1545    1546    1547 
 1554    1564    1570   1571s    1573    1579    1582    1583 
 1585    1588    1589    1593    1594    1595    1597    1598 
 1602    1603    1605    1613   1622s    1624    1626    1627 
 1629    1640    1644    1646    1654    1660    1666    1668 
 1672    1673    1675    1676    1677    1684    1685    1687 
 1690    1691    1693    1707    1780    1781   1784s    1787 
 1790    1792    1797    1800    1802    1816    2098    2100 
 2107    2117c*  2127    2133    2136    2137    2142    2145 
 2148    2172    2173    2181    2185    2192    2193    2200 
 2201    2206    2213    2214    2217    2224    2236    2238 
 2252    2265    2266    2280    2281   2282s    2283   2290s 
 2292    2297    2304    2315    2321    2324    2354    2356 
 2369    2371    2375    2386    2389c   2394    2396    2397 
 2406    2415    2422    2426c   2439    2442    2451    2462 
 2463    2465    2470    2474    2478    2494    2496    2497 
 2499    2500    2507    2509c   2521    2523    2525    2526 
 2529    2535    2545    2549    2550    2555    2561    2563 
 2571    2586    2592    2603    2605    2612    2613    2616 
 2623    2624    2633    2637    2641    2643    2645   2679s 
 2680    2685    2695    2702    2703    2708    2709    2713 
 2717    2724    2728    2735    2737    2749   2758s    2760 
 2765   2775s    2782    2783    2794    2804    2810    2860 
 2868    2884    2886    2894    2897    2900    2902    2907 
   
 
3  
  017     168     389     676     878    1263    1689    1819 
 1820    2106    2129     
 
4  
  422      
 
5  
  030      
 
6  
  P66      
 
7  





  131*    229*    538    1185*   1663    2311      
 
W1/2/3/4  
 2606*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      04      05    011s     047 
  087      27      79     179    274s     333     335     345* 
  350     403     405     416    475s     546     573     649 
  711    731s     748     766     771     772     781     798 
  863    892s     926     930     940     976    1041    1131 
 1143    1145    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1421 
 1435    1467    1540    1560    1571    1590    1638    1712 
 1803    1804    1966    2177    2179    2188    2290    2316 
 2372    2411    2414    2418    2452    2467    2517    2567 
 2632    2634    2649    2679    2722    2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  351      18,37/26-34 
 
1  
 273sc    345c    759*   1357c   1652*   2106c   2354c   2708c 
   
 
1-f1  
  865      
 
1-f2  
 2673      
 
1-f3  
  905      
 
1-f4  





 2106*     
 
1-f6  
 1339      
 
1-f7  
 2354*     
 
1-f8  
  900      
 
1-f9  
  036*     
 
2  
   01      03     05s     019     032     044     054    0109 
 0290       1       4      13      33      69     124     160 
  182     205     209     211     213     225     235     277 
  317     333     346     373     377     379     537     538 
  543     544     558     710     759c    780     788     826 
  827     828     883    1009    1185    1314    1357*   1506 
 1519    1541    1542    1582    1644    1654    1685    1689 
 1819    1820    2109    2129    2148    2236    2708*   2713 
 2718    2886      
 
3  
   48      64    1627    2328    2463    2613      
 
4  
 2482      
 
5  
  036c   1652c     
 
6  





 2478      
 
8  
 1263      
 
9  
 1269      
 
11  
1047s    1574    1704    2108      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      04      05 
 011s     047     087      27      79     179    274s     280 
  335     345*    350     370     376     403     416     472 
 475s     514     546     573     649     711    731s     748 
  757     766     771     772     781     798     863    892s 
  926     930     940     976    1041    1077    1131    1143 
 1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1404    1421    1435 
 1467    1540    1560    1565    1571    1590    1638    1712 
 1803    1804    1966    2177    2179    2188    2290    2316 
 2372    2411    2414    2418    2452    2467    2517    2567 
 2632    2634    2649    2679    2722    2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,37/38  
 
1/2-f1  
 2808      
 
1/2-f2  
  233    2533      
 
1/2-f3  





■■  352      18,37/40  
 
1/2  
2290sc     
 
1/2-f1  
 1652   2290s*     
 
1/2-f2  
 2708      
 
3  
   02      
 
Z  DEF
  P59     P66     P90    P108      04      05    011s     047 
  087      27      79     179    274s     335     350     403 
  416     472    475s     514     515     546     573     649 
  711    731s     748     766     771     772     781     798 
  863    892s     926     930     940     976    1041    1131 
 1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1435    1467 
 1540    1560    1565    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803 
 1804    1966    2177    2179    2188    2192    2290    2307 
 2316    2322    2372    2411    2414    2418    2467    2517 
 2567    2632    2634    2649    2679    2722    2726    2750 
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  353      18,37/42-50 
 
1/2  
   80c1   530c    587c   1059c   1135c   1335c   2900c     
 
1/2-f1  





 1629      
 
1/2-f3  
  530*     
 
1/2-f4  
  039    1059*     
 
1/2-f5  
   72      
 
1/2-f6  
 1630*     
 
1/2-f7  
  229c     
 
1/2-f8  
  944    2495      
 
1/2-f9  
   68      
 
1/2-f10  
 273s      
 
1/2-f11  
  410     880    1350     
 
1/2-f12  
  492      
 
1/2-f13  





 1630c     
 
1/2-f15  
  498    1273      
 
1/2-f16  
 1325      
 
1/2-f17  
  587*     
 
1/2-f18  
  574      
 
1/2-f19  
  808      
 
3  
  229*    230     358     731    1196    1675    2487    2809 
   
 
3-f1  
 1335*     
 
4  
 1431      
 
5  
 1301    2900*     
 
6  
   80*     
 
W1/2/4/5  





  P90      
 
W1/2/3/5  
  P66      
 
W  
  P60      
 
Z  DEF
  P59    P108      04      05    011s     047     087      27 
   79     179    274s     335     342     350     403     416 
  472     475     546     573     649     711    731s     748 
  766     771     772     781     798     863    892s     926 
  930     940     976    1041    1119    1131    1143    1182 
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1435    1467    1540    1560 
 1565    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177 
 2179    2188    2290    2307    2316    2372    2411    2414 
 2418    2467    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2679 
 2722    2726    2908     
============================================================= 
 
■■  354      18,37/52-56 
 
1/2  
  797c*  1149c     
 
1/2-f1  
 2273      
 
1/2-f2  
 1564      
 
1/2-f3  
 2608      
 
1/2-f4  





  184     477     797*   1149*   1256    1431    2277    2487 
 2615      
 
Z  DEF
  P59     P60    P108      04      05    011s     047     087 
   27      79     179    274s     335     403     416     472 
  475     546     573     649     711    731s     748     766 
  771     772     781     798     863    892s     926     940 
  976    1041    1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349 
 1435    1467    1540    1560    1565    1571    1590    1638 
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2316 
 2372    2411    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2632 
 2634    2649    2679    2722    2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,37/58  
 
1/2  
  824c   1802c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1802*     
 
1/2-f2  
 1148      
 
1/2-f3  
  824*     
============================================================= 
 
■■  355      18,37/60  
 
1/2  





   01*    345*     
 
1/2-f2  
 2265      
 
1/2-f3  
  05s      
 
3  
   11      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087    0109      27      79     179    274s     295 
  335     350     403     416     472     475     546     573 
  649     654     711    731s     748     766     771     772 
  781     798     863    892s     926     940     976    1041 
 1131    1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1435 
 1467    1540    1560    1565    1571    1590    1638    1712 
 1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307    2316 
 2372    2411    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2632 
 2634    2649    2679    2722    2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  356      18,37/62-64 
 
1/2  
  01Cca  2900c     
 
1/2-f1  
 2406      
 
1/2-f2  
 2900*     
 
1/2-f3  





   01*     
 
4  
  731    1135    1269    1573    2311    2591    2711      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59    P108      04      05    011s     047     087 
   27      79     179    274s     335     403     416     472 
  475     546     573     649     711    731s     748     766 
  771     772     781     798     863    892s     926     940 
  976    1041    1131    1143    1182    1293    1343    1344 
 1349    1435    1467    1540    1560    1565    1571    1590 
 1638    1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290 
 2307    2316    2372    2411    2414    2418    2467    2517 
 2567    2632    2634    2649    2679    2722    2726    2908 
   
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,37/66-38/14 
 
U  
  779    1128    1663     
============================================================= 
 
■■  357      18,37/66-84 
 
3  
   55     841      
 
Z  DEF
  P59    P108      04      05    011s     047     087      27 
   79     179    274s     335     403     416     472     475 
  546     573     649     711    731s     748     766     771 
  772     779     781     798     863    892s     926     940 
  976    1041    1128    1131    1182    1293    1343    1344 
 1349    1435    1467    1540    1560    1565    1571    1590 
 1638    1663    1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188 
804 
 
 2290    2307    2316    2372    2411    2414    2418    2467 
 2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2679    2722    2726 
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  358      18,37/66  
 
1/2  
  231c    365c1  1113c   2561c     
 
3  
   16    118s     168     513     662     686     820     883 
  957     977    1004    1024    1060    1139    1202    1237 
 1326    1364    1579    1615    1901    2452    2779      
 
4  
 1367   1478s      
 
5  
  27s      68     365*   475s     557     679     726    1113* 
 1319    1375    1377    1463    2223    2478    2561*   2680 
 2756      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      04      05    011s     047 
  087      27      55      79     179     231*   274s     335 
  350     403     416     472     475     514     546     573 
  649     711    731s     743     748     766     771     772 
  779     781     798     841     863    892s     926     940 
  976    1041    1128    1131    1143    1182    1293    1343 
 1344    1349    1435    1467    1540    1560    1565    1571 
 1590    1638    1663    1712    1803    1804    2177    2179 
 2188    2290    2307    2316    2372    2411    2414    2418 
 2467    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2679    2722 
 2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 





  231c     
 
3  
 2611      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      04      05    011s     047 
  087      27      55      79     179     231*   274s     335 
  350     403     416     472     475     546     573     649 
  711    731s     748     766     771     772     779     781 
  798     841     863    892s     926     940     976    1041 
 1128    1131    1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349 
 1421    1435    1467    1540    1560    1565    1571    1590 
 1638    1663    1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188 
 2290    2307    2316    2372    2411    2414    2418    2467 
 2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2679    2722    2726 
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  360      18,37/70  
 
1/2  
  231c     
 
3  
  686      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P90    P108      04      05    011s     047 
  087      27      55      79     179     231*   274s     335 
  350     403     416     472     475     546     573     649 
  711    731s     748     766     771     772     779     781 
  798     841     863    892s     926     940     976    1041 
 1128    1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1421 
 1435    1467    1540    1560    1565    1571    1590    1638 
 1663    1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290 
 2307    2316    2372    2411    2414    2418    2467    2517 
 2567    2632    2634    2649    2679    2722    2726    2908 





■■  361      18,37/72-76 
 
1/2  
  01Cca  1583c     
 
1/2-f1  
 1338      
 
1/2-f2  
 1185      
 
1/2-f3  
 475s      
 
1/2-f4  
 2507      
 
3  
   01*    196    1583*    
 
Z  DEF
  P59     P60     P90    P108      04      05    011s     045 
  047     087      27      55      79     179    274s     305 
  335     350     403     416     472     475     546     573 
  649     711    731s     748     766     771     772     779 
  781     798     841     863    892s     926     940     976 
 1041    1128    1131    1182    1288    1293    1343    1344 
 1349    1435    1467    1540    1560    1565    1571    1590 
 1638    1663    1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188 
 2290    2307    2316    2372    2411    2414    2418    2467 
 2509    2517    2567    2632    2634    2649    2679    2722 
 2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 





   48c     
 
1/2-f1  
   48*     
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,37/78  
 
1/2-f1  
 1402      
============================================================= 
 
■■  362      18,37/80-84 
 
1/2  
  231c   1044c*  2191c    
 
1/2-f1  
 475s      
 
1/2-f2  
 1325      
 
3  
 2191*     
 
4  
 118s     281    1044*   1326    1569      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087      27      55      79     179     231*   274s 
  335     350     370     376     403     416     472     475 
  546     573     649     711    731s     748     766     771 
  772     779     781     798     841     863     888    892s 
  926     940     976    1041    1128    1131    1143    1182 
808 
 
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1393    1435    1467    1540 
 1560    1565    1571    1590    1638    1663    1712    1803 
 1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307    2316    2372 
 2375    2411    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2584 
 2632    2634    2649    2679    2722    2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  363      18,38/2-8  
 
1/2  
 1530c*    
 
3  
 1530*     
 
Z  DEF
  P59     P60    P108      04      05    011s     047     087 
   27     179    274s     335     403     416     472     475 
  546     573     649     711    731s     748     766     771 
  772     779     781     798     863    892s     926     940 
  976    1041    1128    1131    1143    1182    1293    1343 
 1344    1349    1435    1467    1540    1560    1565    1571 
 1590    1638    1663    1712    1803    1804    2177    2179 
 2188    2290    2316    2372    2411    2414    2418    2467 
 2517    2567    2584    2632    2634    2649    2679    2726 
 2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  364      18,38/2  
 
1/2  
  231c    841c   1530c*   
 
1/2-f1  
  996      
 
3  





  841*     
 
Z  DEF
  P59     P60    P108      04      05    011s     047     087 
   27     179     231*   274s     335     350     403     416 
  472     475     546     573     649     711    731s     743 
  748     766     771     772     779     781     798     863 
 892s     926     940     976    1041    1119    1128    1131 
 1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1435    1467 
 1530*   1540    1560    1565    1571    1582    1590    1638 
 1663    1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290 
 2307    2316    2372    2375    2411    2414    2418    2467 
 2470    2517    2567    2584    2632    2634    2649    2679 
 2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  365      18,38/4  
 
1/2  
 1530c*    
 
1/2-f1  
  994    2575      
 
3  
 2533      
 
Z  DEF
  P59     P60    P108      04      05    011s     047     087 
   27     179    274s     335     350     403     416     472 
  475     546     573     649     711    731s     748     766 
  771     772     779     781     798     863    892s     926 
  940     976    1041    1128    1131    1143    1182    1293 
 1343    1344    1349    1435    1467    1530*   1540    1560 
 1565    1571    1590    1638    1663    1712    1803    1804 
 2177    2179    2188    2290    2307    2316    2372    2411 
 2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2584    2632    2634 





■■  366      18,38/6-8  
 
1/2  
 1530c*    
 
3  
  163     405     690     817    1195    1285   1343s    1402 
 1404    1569    2145    2482    2530    2606    2680      
 
4  
  895      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60    P108      04      05    011s     047 
  087      27     179    274s     335     350     403     416 
  472     475     546     573     649     711    731s     748 
  766     771     772     779     781     798     863    892s 
  926     940     976    1041    1128    1131    1143    1182 
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1435    1467    1530*   1540 
 1560    1565    1571    1590    1638    1663    1712    1803 
 1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307    2316    2372 
 2411    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2584    2632 
 2634    2649    2679    2726    2907    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  367      18,38/10  
 
1/2  
  01Cca   231c     
 
3  
   01*    293      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087      27     179     231*   274s     335     345 
  350     403     416     472     475     514     546     573 
811 
 
  649     711    731s     748     766     771     772     779 
  781     798     863    892s     926     940     976    1041 
 1128    1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1435 
 1467    1540    1560    1565    1571    1590    1638    1663 
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307 
 2316    2372    2375    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567 
 2575    2584    2632    2634    2649    2679    2726    2908 
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  368      18,38/12  
 
1/2  
  231c     
 
3  
 1256      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087      27     179     231*   274s     335     350 
  376     403     416     472     475     546     573     649 
  711    731s     748     766     771     772     779     781 
  798     863    892s     926     940     976    1041    1128 
 1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1435    1467 
 1540    1560    1565    1571    1590    1638    1663    1712 
 1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307    2316 
 2372    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2575    2584 
 2632    2634    2649    2679    2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  369      18,38/14  
 
1/2  
  231c     
 
1/2-f1  





 1088*     
 
3  
    1     982    1569    1582    1651      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60    P108      04      05    011s     047 
  087      27     179     231*   274s     335     350     370 
  376     403     416     472     475     546     573     649 
  711    731s     748     766     771     772     779     781 
  798     863    892s     926     940     976    1041    1128 
 1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1421    1435 
 1467    1540    1560    1565    1571    1590    1638    1663 
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307 
 2316    2372    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2575 
 2584    2632    2634    2649    2679    2726    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,38/16  
 
1/2-f1  
  759      
 
1/2-f2  
 1148      
============================================================= 
 
■■  370      18,38/18  
 
1/2  
  231c    505c   1291c   2121*     
 
1/2-f1  
 2121c     
 
1/2-f2  





  518      
 
1/2-f4  
 1139    1291*     
 
3  
 1519      
 
Z  DEF
  P59     P60     P90    P108      04      05    011s     047 
  087      27     179     231*   274s     335     370     403 
  416     472     475     546     573     649     711    731s 
  748     766     771     772     781     798     863    892s 
  926     940     976    1041    1131    1143    1182    1263 
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1435    1467    1540    1560 
 1565    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177 
 2179    2188    2290    2307    2316    2372    2375    2414 
 2418    2467    2517    2567    2584    2632    2634    2649 
 2679    2726    2782    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  371      18,38/22-24 
 
1/2  
  504*    504c1    
 
1/2-f1  
 0141      
 
1/2-f2  
 1410      
 
1/2-f3  





  538      
 
1/2-f5  
 1605      
 
1/2-f6  
 2606      
 
1/2-f7  
 1226      
 
1/2B  
 1443      
 
1/2C  
  652      
 
3  
   56     147    579s     676     929     935     978    1038 
 1203    1265    1315    1342    1498    2223    2680    2786 
   
 
4  
  157      
 
5  
 0290     688    1123    1535    1574    1625    2133    2291 
 2474      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087      27     179    274s     335     350     376 
  403     416     472     475     514     546     573     649 
  711    731s     748     766     771     772     781     798 
  863    892s     926     940     976    1041    1119    1131 
 1143    1182    1263    1293    1343    1344    1349    1435 
 1467    1506    1540    1560    1565    1571    1590    1638 
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307 
815 
 
 2316    2372    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2584 
 2632    2634    2649    2679    2726    2782    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  372      18,38/26-30 
 
1/2  
   61c     73c    368c    422c   1652c   2766c     
 
1/2-f1  
   61*     
 
1/2-f2  
  888      
 
1/2-f3  
 1187      
 
1/2-f4  
 1324      
 
1/2-f5  
 1652*     
 
1/2-f6  
 1335      
 
1/2-f7  
   73*     
 
1/2-f8  
 2766*     
 
3  





 1333      
 
5  
   10      71     248     705     895    1014    1091    1194 
 1413    1458    1626    1663    2676    2705      
 
6  
   31      
 
7  
  368*    994    2575     
 
7-f1  
  422*     
 
8  
  283     683     892    1188    1509    1692      
 
9  
 1321      
 
10  
  376      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087    0290      27     179    274s     335     403 
  416     472     475     546     573     649     711    731s 
  748     766     771     772     781     798     863    892s 
  926     940     976    1041    1131    1143    1182    1263 
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1435    1467    1540    1560 
 1565    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177 
 2179    2188    2290    2307    2316    2372    2414    2418 
 2467    2517    2567    2584    2632    2634    2649    2679 
 2726    2782    2908     
============================================================= 
 





 1465c   2528c     
 
1/2-f1  
  192      
 
1/2B  
  220    1013    1149     
 
1/2C  
 1465*     
 
3  
  428    2528*   2643     
 
4  
 273s     368     501     554     875    2786      
 
5  
  270      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087      27     179    274s     335     350     370 
  403     416     472     475     546     573     649     711 
 731s     748     766     771     772     781     798     863 
 892s     926     940     976    1041    1119    1131    1182 
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1435    1467    1540    1560 
 1565    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177 
 2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2414    2418    2467 
 2517    2567    2575    2584    2634    2649    2679    2722 
 2726    2782    2813    2908      
============================================================= 
 





   61c     
 
1/2-f1  
   61*     
 
3  
  365     595     716    1820      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087      27     179    274s     335     370     376 
  403     416     472     475     546     573     649     711 
 731s     748     766     771     772     781     792     798 
  863    892s     904     926     940     976    1041    1131 
 1143    1182    1273    1293    1343    1344    1349    1435 
 1467    1540    1560    1565    1571    1590    1638    1712 
 1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307    2316 
 2372    2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2575    2584 
 2634    2649    2679    2722    2726    2782    2813    2908 
   
============================================================= 
 
■■  375      18,38/40-48 
 
1  
   20c    492c    530c    758c   1001c   1285c   1320c   
1593c*   1689c     
 
1-f1  
  492*     
 
1-f2  
  530*     
 
1-f3  





 1279      
 
1-f5  
 1285*   1320*   1593*    
 
1-f6  
 1624      
 
1-f7  
    8      
 
1-f8  
 1299    1479      
 
1-f9  
  365      
 
1-f10  
   20*     
 
1-f11  
 1689*     
 
1-f12  
  758*     
 
2  
   03     019     033    0109    0141    0290      47      56 
   58      79     213c    317     333     397     423    579s 
  821     865    1321    1370    1819    1820    2129      
 
2-f1  
  213*     
 
3  





   63     710    1001*    
 
5  
  054c*   175     299     929    1038      
 
6  
  113      
 
7  
  697      
 
8  
 1135      
 
9  
 1060      
 
10  
 2430      
 
11  
  05s    1242    2561     
 
12  
  054*     
 
13  
   61c   1269    2710     
 
13-f1  
   69      
 
14  





 1272      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087      27     179    274s     335     350     376 
  403     416     472     475     546     573     649     711 
  730    731s     748     766     771     772     781     798 
  863    892s     904     926     940     976    1041    1131 
 1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1435    1467 
 1540    1560    1565    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803 
 1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307    2316    2372 
 2414    2418    2467    2517    2567    2584    2632    2634 
 2649    2679    2722    2726    2782    2813    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,39/2  
 
1/2-f1  
  892      
============================================================= 
 
■■  376      18,39/4  
 
1/2-f1  
 1394      
 
1/2-f2  
 435s      
 
3  
 1185    1521      
 
4  





 1090    1250    1269    1648    1797      
 
W1/4  
  933      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      04      05 
 011s     047     087      27     179    274s     335     350 
  370     376     403     416     472     475     546     573 
  649     711    731s     748     766     771     772     781 
  798     863    892s     904     926     930     940     976 
 1041    1131    1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349 
 1435    1467    1540    1560    1565    1571    1590    1638 
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307 
 2316    2372    2414    2418    2442    2517    2567    2584 
 2634    2649    2679    2726    2782    2813    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,39/6  
 
1/2  
  355c    530c    881c    901c   1546c*    
 
1/2-f1  
  881*     
 
1/2-f2  
  05s      
 
1/2-f3  
  168      
 
1/2-f4  
  355*    530*    901*   2311      
 
1/2-f5  





1571s      
 
1/2-f7  
  279      
============================================================= 
 
■■        18,39/8-30  
 
V  
  491      
============================================================= 
 
■■  377      18,39/8  
 
1/2  
 1534c     
 
1/2-f1  
  030      
 
1/2-f2  
 1618      
 
3  
  138     357     558     747     959    1021    1081      
 
4  
  019     022     445     
 
5  
   36     119     162     191     217     291     330     406 
  444     482     515     544     551     574     578     591 
  792     831     857    1093    1127    1314    1321    1398 
824 
 
 1534*   1542    1588    2223    2400    2516    2643    2650 
 2680    2809      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      04      05 
 011s     047     087      27     179    274s     335     350 
  370     403     416     472     475     491     514     546 
  573     649     711     727    731s     748     766     771 
  772     781     798     863    892s     904     926     930 
  940     976    1041    1119    1131    1182    1288    1293 
 1343    1344    1349    1435    1467    1540    1560    1565 
 1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177    2179 
 2188    2290    2307    2316    2372    2414    2418    2517 
 2567    2575    2584    2634    2649    2679   2693s    2726 
 2782    2813    2908     
============================================================= 
 
■■  378      18,39/10-22 
 
1  
   19c    154c    168c    537c    581c    581c*   733c    873c 
 1126c   1178c*  1250c   1338c   1358c   1422c*  1484*   1643c 
 1780c   2223c   2462c   2592c   2687c     
 
1-f1  
 1239    2645      
 
1-f2  
 2221      
 
1-f3  
  168*    878     895     
 
1-f4  
 2112      
 
1-f5  
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1/2  
 1640c   2670*     
 
1/2-f1  
 1128      
 
1/2-f2  





 2670c*    
 
1/2-f4  
 1263      
 
1/2-f5  
2364s      
 
1/2-f6  
 1640*     
 
3  
   70     288c   2884     
 
3-f1  
  288*   1409      
 
W1/2/3  
 1061      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66     P90    P108      04      05 
 011s     047     087    0290      27     168     179     245 
 274s     403     416     419     472     475     546     573 
  649     711    731s     748     766     771     781     798 
  830     863    892s     926     930     940     949     976 
 1041    1131    1143    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349 
 1435    1467    1540    1560    1565    1571    1590    1638 
 1712    1803    1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307 
 2316    2372    2414    2418    2517    2567    2584    2634 
 2649    2679   2693s    2726    2782    2813    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  390      18,40/20-28 
 
3  





  P52     P59     P60    P108      04      05    011s     047 
  087    0290      27     168     179    274s     403     416 
  419     472     475     546     573     649     711    731s 
  748     766     771     781     798     830     863    892s 
  926     930     940     949     976    1041    1131    1182 
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1435    1467    1540    1560 
 1565    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177 
 2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2414    2418    2517 
 2567    2584    2634    2649    2679   2693s    2726    2782 
 2813    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  391      18,40/22  
 
1/2-f1  
  680      
 
3  
 2476      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60    P108      04      05    011s     047 
  087    0290      27     168     179    274s     403     416 
  419     472     475     546     573     649     711    731s 
  748     766     771     781     798     830     863    892s 
  926     930     940     949     976    1041    1131    1182 
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1435    1467    1510    1540 
 1560    1565    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804 
 2177    2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2414    2418 
 2517    2567    2584    2634    2649    2679   2693s    2726 
 2782    2813    2908     
============================================================= 
 
■■  392      18,40/24-26 
 
1/2  





  038       1    1582*   2702      
 
4  
 1654      
 
W  
 2561*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P90    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087    0290      27     168     179    274s     403 
  416     419     472     475     514     546     573     649 
  711    731s     748     766     771     781     798     830 
  863    892s     926     930     940     949     976    1041 
 1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1435    1467 
 1540    1560    1565    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803 
 1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307    2316    2372 
 2399    2414    2418    2517    2567    2584    2634    2649 
 2679   2693s    2726    2782    2813    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  393      18,40/24  
 
1/2  
  P66c*    
 
3  
  P66*    05s     513    2195      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60    P108      04      05    011s     047 
  087    0290      27     168     179    274s     403     416 
  419     472     475     546     573     649     711    731s 
  748     766     771     781     798     830     863    892s 
  926     930     940     949     976    1041    1131    1182 
 1293    1343    1344    1349    1435    1467    1540    1560 
 1565    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804    2177 
 2179    2188    2290    2316    2372    2399    2414    2418 
848 
 
 2517    2567    2584    2634    2649    2679   2693s    2726 
 2782    2813    2908     
============================================================= 
 
■■  394      18,40/26  
 
1/2  
  741c   1032c  1622s*   1676c*    
 
1/2-f1  
1622sc1    
 
1/2-f2  
 1676*     
 
1/2-f3  
  P90      
 
1/2-f4  
 1263      
 
1/2-f5  
 2400      
 
3  
   70     288    1409    2884      
 
W1/2/3  
  741*     
 
W1/2/3  
 1032*     
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60     P66    P108      04      05    011s 
  047     087    0290      27     168     179    274s     403 
  416     419     472     475     514     546     573     649 
849 
 
  711    731s     748     766     771     781     798     830 
  863    892s     926     930     940     949     976    1041 
 1131    1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1435    1467 
 1540    1560    1565    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803 
 1804    2177    2179    2188    2290    2307    2316    2372 
 2399    2414    2418    2517    2567    2584    2634    2649 
 2679   2693s    2726    2782    2813    2908      
============================================================= 
 
■■  395      18,40/28  
 
1/2-f1  
  212      
 
3  
  374      
 
Z  DEF
  P52     P59     P60    P108      04      05    011s     047 
  087    0290      27     168     179    274s     403     416 
  419     472     475     546     573     649     711    731s 
  748     766     771     781     798     830     863    892s 
  926     930     940     949     976    1041    1131    1143 
 1182    1293    1343    1344    1349    1435    1467    1540 
 1560    1565    1571    1590    1638    1712    1803    1804 
 2177    2179    2188    2290    2307    2316    2372    2414 
 2418    2517    2567    2584    2634    2649    2679   2693s 
 2726    2782    2813    2908      
 
 
 
 
 
 
